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BANKING IN GERMANY.

CHAPTER I.

NON-ISSUING CREDIT INSTITUTIONS.

ORIGINS OF BANKING.

ERMAN banking traces its origin to the Hamburg Giro Bank,

which was founded in i6ic) on the model of the Bank of

Amsterdam, and slightly survived the creation of the Ger-

man Imperial Bank in 1874. The Hamburg Bank was a kind

of State institution, on which the entire commercial com-
munity of the great maritime city was dependent. The

citizens made their payments exclusively through drafts drawn on the Bank,

the drafts being secured by deposits of silver bullion, whose value was not

intrinsically expressed in stamped mint certifications, but as so many "marks

banco." The mark banco represented a value of about forty cents in present

American money. Every local firm had its folio in the books of the Bank;

and each day the payments on account of exchanges made on the Bourse or

on other business transactions were charged to the buyers and credited to

the sellers. Metallic money existed only in the form of small coin for the

purposes of retail dealings, and much Prussian silver was also current. It is

quite remarkable that this very simple mechanism endured for two hundred

and fifty-five years; in the course of which Hamburg was visited with seven

great commercial crises. In the crisis of 1857, there occurred an incident

unique in financial history. The Austrian National Bank, an institution

whose currency was obligatory legal tender, managed to rescue the mer-

chants of Hamburg from impending calamity—and that without risk of

sacrifice on their part—by withdrawing ten million florins from its silver

reserve and advancing the amount to the Giro Bank. Immediately upon
the acquisition of so much silver—which was all in bullion—confidence

I
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returned as if by magic. The crisis was dispelled, and within six months

the Hamburg Bank was enabled to repay the loan.

THE FIRST BANK OF ISSUE.

The first bank of issue in Germany was the Prussian Bank, founded in

1765 and patterned after the Bank of England, which dates back to 1694. It

is noteworthy that the reign of Frederick the Great not only brought into

being the bank note system, but also laid the foundation of the whole modern
fabric of banking as it exists on the European continent. Soon after the

inauguration of the Prussian Bank, a so-called "Hofbank," or Court bank,

was started in the Margraviate of Bayreuth-Anspach, which operated as a

dependency of the Prussian Bank during tbe brief period of Prussian sov-

ereignty after the line of margraves had become extinct. The new head-

quarters were at Filrth, with branch houses at Bayreuth and Anspach. In

1806, this bank of issue was removed to Nuremberg. In 1834, the Bavarian

Exchange and Mortgage Bank was instituted at Munich, for the Kingdom of

Bavaria; it emitted notes, and in conjunction with the German Imperial Bank

it still transacts the chief exchange business of the Bavarian Kingdom.

The mortgage department of the Bavarian Bank was an adaptation from

the Austrian National Bank, founded in 1816. In fact, the entire mortgage

banking system originated in the time of Frederick the Great, and was
gradually imitated in the other States of Europe in the next century. Dur-

ing the terrible distress of the Seven Years' War, when all the genius of

Frederick was taxed to provide means of defence against the armies of the

Continent and the landed proprietors found their credit equally strained, an

intelligent merchant conceived the idea of strengthening land credit through

the instrumentality of provincial associations. In consequence of the

necessities of the war, and of the low price of grain, the rate of interest for

mortgages on landed estates had risen to ten per cent., and commission fees

for the procuring of capital to two and three per cent. Frederick II. was
compelled to grant the land-owners of the eastern provinces a respite of three

years for the payment of their obligations.

LAND CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS.

In this condition of things, a Berlm merchant named Biiring proposed to

improve land credits by organizing joint responsibility associations of landed

proprietors, on the theory that individual responsibility could be better

secured through the collective pledges of a society of owners bound together

by a mortgage contract. In 1767, Biiring laid his plan before the Ministry,

which rejected it. Thereupon, he addressed a memorial to the King direct,

and the scheme now found favor. It was Buring's expectation thus to

strengthen credit through the agency of jointly responsible mortgage debtors,

so that proprietors, instead of receiving at most one-half the value of their
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property, might obtain two-thirds of it in the form of mortgn^^e bonds

negotiable amont^ capitalists. He designed also to extend his system to

dwellings, in order that the advantages of similarly improved credit—en-

hanced by great^T security, better guaranty of interest payments, and the

feature of marketable bonds—might be enjoyed by tradesmen. Joined to

this highly original proposition was a suggestion of the mercantile spirit;

the author of the plan expressing the singular hope that "there should be no

exportation of the bonds outside the country, so that interest need not be

lost, nor the country become dependent on foreigners."

The first land mortgage association was organized in 1780, in the Mark of

Brandenburg; and the second, during the same year, in Pomerania. Others

were established in West Prussia, 1787; East Prussia, 1788; and Posen, 1821.

The new institutions were promptly imitated in the neighboring German
States; and similar associations were formed at Hamburg in 1782; in the

principality of Luneburg, 1791; Esthonia and Livonia, i8oj; Schleswig-

Holstein, 181
1

; Mecklenburg, 1818, etc.

As complaints about the deterioration of land credits are of constant re-

currence, it is interesting to learn from an eye-witness. Chancellor of the

Exchequer Von Struensee, the depth of misery which prevailed in the eastern

provinces of Prussia before the institution of the mortgage associations:

"After the Peace of 1763," says Von Struensee, in treating upon important

questions of political economy, "conditions of credit for the eastern land-

lords— notably in Silesia— were sore perplexed, in regions where the

armies had long been quartered, estates were laid waste, farm buildings

burned, cattle driven away or starved, fields left unfilled for years, and agri-

cultural implements were in wretched ruin. The price of real estate fell to

two-thirds or even one-third of its normal value; and many whose lands

bore debts to the same amount had become insolvent. During the war,

to be sure, and a short time after it, these conditions were veiled over, so to

speak; nor did they declare themselves openly till some years from the Peace

of 1763. While the war was raging, the land-owners had received high

prices for their produce; they had paid taxes and interest with depreciated

money, and, misled by this unstable, abnormal cou se of affairs, they had

lived somewhat lavishly. Frederick regulated the currency immediately fol-

lowing the war, and creditors at once demanded their interest in sound money
(in which taxes must also be paid), though the prices for crops were falling.

Nobody cared to hoard ready money while the currency was depreciated by

the war, and land-owners could easily effect small loans; but as soon as

peace was assured, the smaller trades-people were eager to advance their

business, and they generally called in the loans. Proprietors quite com-

monly borrowed capital during the war by giving legal promissory notes

—

indeed, they were glad to borrow in this way, so as to avoid furnishing

mortgaged security, whenever possible. Upon every fresh acceptance they

could congratulate themselves on holding estates unencumbered by mort-

gages. But now the creditors everywhere demanded either payment or
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mortgiiged security; and the fact was patent that estates would be heavily

indebted in comparison with their depreciated value—perhaps even hope-

lessly so. Without credit, the larger proprietors could not maintain them-

selves. He who owns an estate of fifty thousand dollars is badly off if it

be cumbered with a debt of forty thousand; whereas the value of land

quickly declines under poor harvests and sorry prices. Heavy damage may
be also caused by cattle disease and hailstorms. In these circumstances,

nobody was willing to make further loans to the Silesian land-owners. Sur-

render of effects became a common practice and threatened to be the general

fate. Just then the mortgage associations were created, and the larger pro-

prietors were again enabled to procure credit, through letters of mortgage."

When these credit companies were first started, the matter of member-
ship was optional in most provinces, though obligatory whenever a loan was
concluded. In East Prussia, however, membership was required of every

land-owner—entitling him, of course, to borrow capital if he so desired.

The society bound itself by this twofold pledge in every district: on the

one hand, to furnish every proprietor with an amount of capital equal to

half the value of his estate; and on the other hand, to pay every creditor

who held a bond ratified by the society not only the promised interest cash

down and in punctual semi-annual installments, but also the principal itself

on demand within six months' notice. The process of raising a loan was
as follows: The applicant addressed to the directors of the companv a state-

ment of the mortgage capital represented by his real property; then a valu-

ation of his land was taken, and to make this as impartial as possible, certain

fundamental rules were drawn up for every district, as terms of procedure,

which might vary according to local conditions. From this valuation small

cattle and agricultural implements were excluded. There were fewer loans

on buildings than on land. When the estimated value of the property was
fixed, the company's agent delivered to the borrower an amount which, in

most societies, represented one-half, in others three-fourths, of the assessed

value, in the form of letters of mortgage, signed by him in the company's

name. These were not usually transferable, and were not exempted from

accelerated final process. In these times, the nominal value of such letters

of mortgage varies from 6,000 to 60,000 marks. Many bear the cautionary

indorsement, "Not in circulation," or "Inalienable"—as a protection against

perverted use. These documents suffer less from political events than other

commercial paper, and although handled at the stock exchange, they allow

no play for jobbing. The manner of realization varies in the different prov-

inces. In some places, the society delivers the desired letter to the bor-

rower, and he may negotiate it as best he can; in others, a more expeditious

method has been devised, costing him less time and expense—to wit, the

society undertakes the sale of the letter of mortgage at the exchange, thus

at once becoming the immediate creditor of the applicant and the debtor of

the capitalist. It pays the interest when due, and is reimbursed by the bor-

rower. Nearly all the modern mortgage credit institutions have adopted the

I,
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latter plan. Some companies allow the debtor to clear himself by gradual

redemption. Payments are made in annual installments, including interest,

clearance fees, and administration charges; and these installments are pro-

portioned to the full time of redemption, varying in the article of clearance

rates from one and one-half to two per cent. For instance, this amounts to

one per cent, in case of a respite term of forty years. More considerable

partial payments are also accepted, and should one-fourth of the debt be

covered, a corresponding reduction of the mortgage may be demanded.

Letters of mortgage are not to be recalled by the creditors; but they are

marketed at the exchange, and in ordinary times are quoted from two to

seven per cent, above par. Originally, the point that the bonds should not

be recalled was not made statutory with respect to the bondholders; it

became so, however, as the danger was gradually recognized, which might

arise from a sudden accumulation of such advertisements. Creditors in

want of money are referred to the exch,ange sales, which do them better

service. Here, as a rule, they command more certain prices and receive

prompter payment than the holders of private mortgage bonds. On the

part of the credit companies, the letters of mortgage are generally redeemed

in proportion to the partial payments made to them by their debtors. The
bonds are secured by the mortgaged real estate, by the joint responsibility

of the associated members, and in many places by the further guaranty of

the State or province. The latter security is never employed, inasmuch as

the sentiment of honor inspired by belonging to such trust companies proves

effectual without it. Still, it serves to facilitate the sale of the bonds. The
holder of a mortgage bond need not apply to the debtor for payment of

interest, since that is paid by the society. As long as a mortgage debtor

punctually pays his interest, the company has no right to give warning;

but in case he delays, the managers are at liberty to resort to the following

measures: "Whenever the appointed term has expired, and repeated

warning has not been heeded, the mortgaged property or possessions may
be attached, and held subject to the company's control until principal, inter-

est, and all the costs are covered."

Other statutory provisions exist: for instance, an order may be issued

for the si'le of the mortgage, or the land-owner may be authorized to help

himself by means of a lease. Again, the company has the right of raising

a loan on the mortgaged land in the debtor's name, until dispossession

ensue or the debt be paid. The directors, nevertheless, hold the power to

grant letters of respite in times of unforeseen distress, and thereby prevent

the deterioration of the mortgage bond. In order to guard against vicissi-

tudes, every mortgage association has a reserve fund, which is applied

whenever there is occasion to purchase salable effects. All these institu-

tions enjoy legal rights of exemption, prompt execution, freedom from

stamp taxes and circumscription fees, as well as the privilege of obtaining

capital from mortmain, communities, corporations, savings-banks, and

minors' trusts. Many of them, too, are endowed by the State. Frederick
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the Great thus furnished the province of Silesia 300,000 thalers at two per

cent., which principal yielded interest at five per cent, to the province.

The governing board of the mortgage associations is appointed by the

members, though there is an associate State commissioner. The adminis-

trative expenses never amount to more than %. per cent. Interest on the

bonds is by this amount lower than the interest paid by the mortgage

debtors. Dietrici, sometime director of the Prussian Bureau of Statistics,

mentions in praise of the system, that the value of mortgaged properties

was most accurately and justly assessed, and the granting of loans was
supervised with the utmost prudence.

The letters of mortgage even safely withstood the terrible times of the

French invasion at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Letters of

respite were indeed necessary in case of the interest payments, and there

was a decline in prices, but after peace was restored they soon rose again

to par value. Notwithstanding the competition of the mortgage banks,

which were later organized side by side with the land credit associations,

the total amount of mortgage bonds issued in the East Prussian provinces

increased in round numbers from 160,000,000 thalers in 1805 to 250,000,000

thalers in 1848.

It

JOINT-STOCK MORTGAGE BANKS.

Joint-Stock mortgage banks were the second form of landed credit insti-

tutions. They have attained a large growth in the course of this century.

First founded in Germany, they were next adopted in Switzerland; and

now in the latter half-century they have become common in France

—

le

credit foncicr—and other European countries. They differ from the mort-

gage associations in the matter of joint responsibility, which is replaced by

the feature of joint stock. And yet they draw the greater part of their

trading capital from letters of mortgage, which they are enabled to put into

wider circulation by virtue of their handsome capital and constant lending

at the stock exchange and in the money market. These banks usually

grant loans only on security supposed to represent a value double the

amount of the loan, and only as first mortgage. The value of real estate to

be mortgaged is ascertained by the bank attorneys themselves, the costs

of valuation being borne by the borrower. The condition is often imposed,

that any property destructible by fire must be insured. Some banks—for

instance, the Bavarian Exchange and Mortgage Bank {VVechsel und Hypothe-

kenbank)—pay out the loans in cash ; others, like the German Mortgage

Bank of Meiningen, agree to deliver the loan in letters of mortgage; being

prepared, however, to effect the sale of the same on commission. Latterly,

the plan of paying in ready money has prevailed, for the reason that most

borrowers lose too much time and incur too much expense by individual sales.

No speculation by the joint-stock mortgage banks is allowed, though

their unemployed funds may be put out at interest. They do a large busi-
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ness in the way of discounting bills and handling safe commercial paper,

and especially in mortgage deeds. In almost all the German mortgage

banks, the mortgage loans are irredeemable; they must be paid back by

process of amortization, the same as in the case of the land credit socie-

ties. The partial payments are semi-annual; at the same time, the debtor

has the right to pay more than the stipulated pro rata amount. To this

irredeemable nature of the mortgage loans there are the following excep-

tions in favor of the banks: (i) In case the stipulated partial payments

are not made. Ordinarily, several respites are appointed before the recall is

enforced, and contingent, stricter measures are not applied until the lapse of

the last period of grace. Then all the mortgage banks enjoy rights of

prompt and simple execution. (2) Where the mortgage falls subject to

sequestration or public sale; or any such procedure be instituted. (3) When
the debtor becomes insolvent or even extrajudicially suspends payments.

(4) When, by any accident or heavy indebtedness, the value of the mort-

gaged real estate so declines as to imperil the loan. (5) When the undi-

vided mortgage comes into the hands of other owners, who do not immedi-

ately furnish proof that they have entered upon all the rights and obligations

of their predecessors. (6) When a mortgage is partly transferred, and on

account of the regulation of the mortgage claims no settlement has been

reached. Such recalls are generally qualified by a respite of three months.

The nominal value of the letters of mortgage varies from 300 to 3000

marks. They are made out either to the bearer or to specified persons. On
the conclusion of a loan, all the mortgage banks charge a commission fee,

which never exceeds two per cent. The minimum amount of a mortgage

loan at the Bavarian Wechsel und Hypothekenbank is soo marks. The

average interest on letters of mortgage is four per cent., and that on the

loans four and one-half to five per cent. To the interest is added, in case

of nearly all the mortgage banks, a partial amortization payment, which has

already been mentioned, and which usually amounts to one per cent.,

sometimes even less. In practice, such properties are excluded from mort-

gage loans as, by reason of their dangerous uses, are not accepted for fire

insurance; also those whose returns are uncertain or hazardous. Examples

are: Powder mills, theatres, mines, quarries, and in some regions also vine-

yards.

The following statistical statements will illustrate the progress of the

classes of institutions to which reference has been made in the foregoing

pages

:

I
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Letters of Mortgage made out in the Years 1805 to 1848, by the Land Credit

Institutions of the subjoined Provinces.

Provincbs.
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Balance of the Bavarian IVechsel und Hypothehenbank for i8t8.

ASSETS.
nomMS.

Mortgage capital. Total niortgage debt 0(20,930 debtors amounts to the nominal

sum 0(68,724,640 florins, of which the following items remain outstanding:

FLORIKS.

I. Annuity loans in cash at 4 per cent 12,742,101,01

II. Cash loans on demand at ; per cent 8,081,427.^5

111. Annuity loans in bonds at 41^ and ; per cent 42,o'?6,690. 16

02,800,219.00

i I i7'».o7553

Mortgage proceeds : Discounted interests •] II 1 80,054.00

( III 926,006,58

1,279,136.00

Discount capital account: Sum ol discounted bills 2,i2-?,6Q4.55

Loans on securities 4,430, 149.30

Income from loans : Discounted interests, including amount brought over to first

half of 1809 10,260.01

Sum of reserve securities and value of the Bank property 2,257,402.36

Income of the reserve fund: Discounted interests 47,5^4.^8

Foreign bills and securities: In Bank at Munich and at the branch oflfice, Kempten. 4,430,219. 15

Bills account at Munich; Local bills not yet due <k)3,i39.52

Augsburg remittance account: Sum of bills at the Augsburg branch 904,496.05

Current account of sundry debtors 217,878.^8

Cash account, including currency on hand at the branch banks 7,296,833.50

Branches : Augsburg, Lindau, Kempten.

Amount of discounted bills 1,445,777.06

Loans on securities i,i68,i!;5.oo

Sundry accounts current 84,7()5.2t(

Total 89,477, 71 3.00

LIABILITIES.

Joint-stock capital established by paid subscriptions 20,000,000.00

Bank notes in circulation 1 2,000,000.00

Statutory reserve 1,500,000.00

Circulation of mortgage bonds 42,077,650.00

Special bond reserve account 338, 1 56.
1

4

Discount proceeds : Brought over to the first half of 1869 14,047.55
FLORINS.

Deposits payable on demand, including uncalled-for allotted bonds. . . 622,221.00
" " within three to six months' notice 494,304.37

Bank obligations unredeemable within five years 4,5 18,300.00— 5,<'34,82'i.'7

Interest due on acceptances 23,317.09

Sundry accounts current and balances in favor of sundry creditors 1,664,949. 3q

Current account deposits 444,943.08

Life insurance account 1,022,941.1 1

Annuity or life rent insurance account 282, 72 1 .00

Annuity bank account 1,307,463.24

Savings-bank tontine account '55)953-34

Movables fire insurance account (or account Oi'fire insurance for movables) 893,014.57

This year's retentions, including interest 218,837.08

Interest on bank obligations 93, 372.00

" " mortgage bonds 893,190.00

til
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Branches : Augsburg, Lindau, Kempten.

Discount proceeds brought over to first half of 1869 5, 1 14.00

Loan " " " ' 5,S72.50

Dividends account 891,079.00

Profit and loss account, balance 12,564.50

Total 89,477,713,36

I'
ii

in

^1'

i

:
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CREDIT IVIOBILIER INSTITUTIONS—PRUSSIAN MARITIME ASSOCIATION.

When the plan of organizing the Credit Mobilier was adopted at Paris in

1852, and so many liite concerns were introduced in almost all the States of

Europe, the stock-jobbers, who were at that time quite immoderately capti-

vated by the French organization, had never a thought that an essentially

similar establishment had been in existence for eighty years; namely, the

Prussian Maritime Association, founded under Frederick 11. in 1772. The
Maritime Association, which must be regarded as the mother society of the

crMit mobilier institutions in Europe to-day, was founded with a capital of

^,600,000 marks; and in 1810 it passed under State control. The associ-

ation mainly busied itself with sundry State transactions ; such as the accep-

tation and investment of State loans, the management of other Government

business at home and abroad, purchase of transmarine salt, and even with

such enterprises as contracting for public buildings. It furthermore engaged

in the shipping trade; acquired real estate, mills, factories, etc., and managed

all the business of discount and loan banking. Until 1836, the Maritime

Association issued Treasury bills of 300 to 5000 marks, payable in cash to

the bearer. Its exchange transactions in 1850, the period of the great

increase of German banks of issue, still amounted to as,000,000 marks.

Down to our time, the Maritime Association has been charged by the State

to negotiate loans; and it also serves to market Government effects in the

shape of State bills, railway shares, and priority bonds—in a word, it does

all the general mercantile and financial business of the Prussian Government.

So this institution has continued its operations down to this day. During

the long period of its activity, the old Prussian conservatism has proved

highly advantageous.

Some fifty years after its inauguration, a Bavarian statesman, who sub-

sequently became famous, addressed a memorial to the Prussian Govern-

ment, wherein he proposed to found a credit institution little else than a

duplicate of the Maritime Association. The valiant and worthy jurist had

not so much as learned of the Prussian Maritime Association's existence,

half a century after it was founded. Thirty years later, when the brothers

Pereire obtained a license from the French Government to organize the

Credit Mobilier and Credit Foncier, and thereby made a great stir through-

out Europe, nobody thought of the fact—perhaps not even the institutors

themselves—that the new enterprise, in its statutory provisions, exactly

\' !J
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resembled the Maritime Association. Times and circumstances, as well as

the high-pitched speculations at the Bourse and the general stock-jobbing,

which in turn influenced the press, brought about conditions the very

opposite of those which attended the inauguration of the Maritime Associ-

ation ; for, in the course of a few years, crMit mobilier houses were started

in all the Continental countries.

Our own survey, however, is limited to the German and Austro-Hun-

garian institutions. The most influential credit establishments of the Ger-

man Empire at present are the Berlin Discount Company {Discontogesell-

schaft), the Bank of Trade and Industry at Darmstadt, the German Credit

Company (Creditanstalt) in Leipzig, and the Middle German Creditanstalt of

Meiningen. These companies are prohibited from issuing notes ; on the other

hand, they may discount bills of exchange, and carry on the business of

encashment, custody of moneys, effects, and deposits, together with giving

out exchequer bills in accounts current, payable on maturity, with days of

grace or on call; they also buy and sell papers of value, as well as articles

for which funds are deposited or security furnished. These banks make
advances upon pledges of good paper, or of articles not classed as perishable.

They are authorized to issue joint-stock bonds and priority bonds of anony-

mous companies, to purchase and sell the same again, and also to effect the

reorganization of industrial enterprises into joint-stock companies. A con-

siderable business has been done and is still being done by the foregoing

credit concerns in the way oftaking up and investing State and railway loans.

With their comprehensive business facilities, the largest credit concerns of

Germany and Austro-Hungary have contrived to play a leading role at the

Bourse. At the head of the list in Germany stands the Berlin Discount

Company (Limited) {Discontocommaiuiite). This was founded by the

former Prussian Minister Hausemann; not, indeed, as a joint-stock com-

pany, but as a limited partnership, the latter form being locally preferred.

The legal status of the present joint-stock and limited liability companies

in the German Empire was readjusted by a law passed on July i8, 1884.

The advantage of the limited partnerships consists in the fact that the

shareholding capitalists are not so much at the mercy of arbitrary directors.

In the Discount Company, the shareholders group themselves as passive

participants about one responsible director, who, by virtue of his large

personal investments, his practical experience, acute insight, gift of organ-

ization, and respected character no less than his wealth, inspires un-

solicited, effectual confidence. The credit institutions of this kind, in

addition to their mercantile purpose, had the general and particular economic

advantage of opposing potent competition against the power of the great

banking houses, and thus breaking the monopoly which the latter—most

notably the world-renowned Rothschilds—had gradually conquered and

exercised in the money markets of Europe, especially in the matter of State

loans, from the times of the Napoleonic wars. This competition of the credit

companies suffered an abatement upon the funding of the heavy State loans

^1
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and in consequence of similar financial operations; which were of large

general advantage, and compelled the great European houses to serve public

interests on cheaper terms. Thus a gradual neutralization of the competitive

forces came about; and their effect to-day is chiefly seen in the creation of

great trusts and syndicates, which have helped to accomplish the large con-

versions of debt and reductions of interest, and to lower the price of capital

to a constant minimum level.

\i\
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CHAPTER II.

GERMAN BANKS OF ISSUE. I

SECTION

THE BANK OF PRUSSIA.

HE great public need of a bank of issue was fust satisfied in

Germany by the Kingdom of Prussia. Through distress of

war and the incredible fluctuations of German standards of

money, this State was, more than others, obliged to adopt

financial reforms. Though planned in imitation of the

Bank of England, the Prussian Bank originated in the same

creative age which called forth the new mortgage banks and cn'dit mobilicr

organizations. It was founded in 176^ by Frederick II., first as u State

institution. In 1846, the Bank was closed by liquidation, and then reorgan-

ized with the admission of private shareholders. The new Bank Act went
into force on January i, 1847, after ten million thalers—a sum equal to thirty

million marks—had been subscribed in shares of a thousand thalers. To this

amount was added 1,260,000 thalers of State capital, which had increased to

1, 559,000 thalers in 1852; and from that year to January i, 1856, the amount
rose to 1,809,000 thalers.

At the settlement of the Bank's books those investments were thrown

out as an offset against securities about which any doubt existed. The re-

sulting surplus constituted the State's contribution to the capital, to which

also belonged the assets which were carried over in the books of the Prussian

Bank on January i, 1847: to wit, (i) bills and loan claims; (2) the State and

municipal paper on hand, and letters of mortgage according to the new
standard of money; (3) mortgage, ledger, and other claims, including ad-

vances for the manufacture of bank notes; (4) grounds and fixtures; (i) sums
of ready money, stamped currency, exchequer bills, drafts, and bank notes.

The liabilities comprised: (i) Deposits and the Interest accruing thereon; (2)

y
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six million thalers of exchequer bills received upon deposit of State bonds;

(3) bank notes issued to date, and costs of making the same, as yet un-

settled; (4) advances and moneys received from the Exchequer, and subject

to prior settlement, and (5) balances in favor of private persons, including

indorsements.

THE ACT OF OCTOBER, 1846.

The new Bank Act, as published on October 5, 1846, decreed as follows:

"The Bank is designed to promote the money circulation of the whole

community; to utilize capital, encourage trade and industry, and obviate

an excessive rise in the rates of interest. Toward the achievement of these

ends, the Bank is empowered to discount bills and money orders, as well as

Home Government paper, and provincial, municipal, or other public notes

made payable to the bearer ; to buy and sell the same in its own behalf, or in

behalf of public firms and institutions; to supply crcJit and loans upon suf-

ficient security; to issue bills and cheques, or to receive the same and collect

on others' account; to take in cash capital both upon documented pledges

and in current accounts, either with or without interest; to buy and sell all

metallic bullion and coins; whereas other mercantile business, and expressly

transactions in goods, is hereby forbidden. The Bank is further authorized to

accept the custody of gold and silver, coined or uncoined, of precious stones

or jewelry, State papers and documents of every sort, as well as sealed pack-

ages, without requiring identification of the bearer, upon giving receipt for

such deposits, with the right of charging a commission fee."

In the traffic of bills, the Bank discounted only such paper as was pay-

able at sight and within a maximum term of three months; and, usually,

three recognized indorsements were expected. The Bank might also buy

and sell good foreign bills or currency, especially to facilitate exchanges of

the precious metals. The Bank granted interest-bearing loans within a cus-

tomary limit of three months, and in sums not lower than 500 thalers. Even

articles of commerce might serve as movable dead pledges for such loans, pro-

vided they were ofdomestic ownership and represented a value equal to one-

half or, in exceptional cases, two-thirds of the loan, according to the nature of

the articles or their marketable qualities. In the way of paper pledges, none

but native public certificates were valid. For the like loans, the Bank was
entitled to take a maximum of six per cent, interest. Where the precious

metals were pledged, a lower rate of interest might be charged. The Bank

must publish its interest rates at stated and regular times. In addition to

the business of encashment, the Bank was expected to encourage circula-

tion. Besides the stock capital and the advance furnished by the State, the

Bank had a working resource derived from legally conveyed deposits pro-

tected by the State; namely, those of guardianship and court trusts, church

schools, charitable foundations, and other public institutions. Deposits of

this kind bore interest at the rate of two to two and one-half percent. Such

dispositions, however, involved an injustice to widows and orphans, in that

'/
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the Bank dividends amounted to twice or thrice the said rates, and, finally,

even to twenty per cent. The Government reserved the prerogative of

doubling the capital stock, in conjunction with the shareholders. Bank
shares might, at one time, be accepted as collateral in case of loans on the

same. Dividends on the State stock were added to the capital account.

The reserve fund, constituted by one-fourth of the clear profits, was not to

accumulate above fifty per cent, of the capital stock. Upon the contingency

of a disorganization of the Bank, the State fund should serve toward cover-

ing the debts. After all obligations are discharged through the resources of

the Bank itself, the reserve fund is to be divided between the State and the

shareholders.

REGULATION OF THE BANK'S NOTE ISSUES.

The Bank was empowered to issue notes, the form of which and the ex-

change of damaged notes for new ones were under State supervision. The
lowest denomination of the notes equaled twenty-five thalers in Prussian

silver currency. At the same time, the existing standard value of silver

was actually transformed into a kind of double value, by the regulation that

the Public Exchequer must accept all the coins of Frederick at a certain

fixed price. The total issue of notes should not exceed 15,000,000 thalers.

Against the whole amount of notes in circulation, one-third of the sum
must be kept on hand in coin or silver bullion, one-half in discounted bills,

and the remaining 16.66 per cent, in collaterals against loans, valued accord-

ing to the rules of the Bank. The Bank was obliged to accept its notes in

payments, at all its counters; and in the main Bank at Berlin, whenever the

payee demanded. But in the provincial banks, it was customary to retire

the notes exclusively in coin, providing the hard cash resources of the pay-

ing bank made such payment convenient. The entire resources of the Bank

stood pledged for the payment of the notes. The circulation of the notes

met with general acceptance throughout the State; and they were made a

legal tender, in lieu of coin, at all the public offices, as in place of State

paper. The notes, however, were not a legal tender in private transactions.

Supplementary to the bank notes, there circulated other paper money of

State sanction, to provide an element of elasticity for the convenience of

trade, and as a resource for meeting extraordinary needs. But there was no

provision for the retirement of these supplemental notes. They were issued

sparingly, at a value nominally the same as that of the regular bank notes.

In consequence of their limited issue, the solid security of the Prussian

Bank, and the circumstance that they were legal tender to the same effect

as coin at all the marts of trade, it happened on occasion of the derange-

ment of money values in the other German States (some of which from

time to time deliberately depreciated their currency), that the Prussian

notes and exchequer bills not only circulated in every part of Germany, at

their full nominal value, but were also freely accepted in the neighboring

countries—particularly in Switzerland—and often at par. Such was the uni-
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versal confidence in this State paper money, that it withstood the most

violent shocks; and. even in the panic attt'iidin>< the revolution of March,

1848, public confidence was Inst for a few days only. In international

trade, the Prussian bank notes represented all Germany, and when the

money values of Prussia chanced to be disturbed, these notes were no less

respected than those of England and France.
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THE BANK'S I'ROFITS, MANAGEMENT, AND I'ROf.RESS.

Concerning the profits of the Bank, the following regulations were ob-

served: (1) Kirst of all, the shareholders were to receive three and one-half

per cent, interest on their stock; (2) a simil.ir yearly interest should accrue

to the State; (1) one-fourth of the remainder must go toward tiic accumu-

lation of the reserve fund, and the residue be divided equally between the

shareholders and the State as dividends. In case the clear profits were

under three and one-half per cent., the deficit should be supplied by the

reserve fund.

The Bank was placed under the general control of the State, which

especially reserved to itself the right of decision in questions of the erection

of branch houses.

The governor of the Bank was appointed by the Government, and he then

appointed the usual officers, who should serve during his incumbency.

There was this exception, that the Government also appointed the Superior

Board of Directors, comprising live members and a president. Two mem-
bers had the special charge of signing the Bank's obligations. The general

annual meeting of shareholders occurred in January or February, when
they would elect a Central Committee of fifteen members, who co-operated

with the directors to determine rates of interest, expiration of bills, accepta-

tion of the collaterals offered in sundry sorts of effects, personal credit, and

so forth. Where differences ofopinion arose between the Central Committee

and the Superior Board of Directors, the Bank governor decided. The

aggrandizement of Prussia in consequence of the German War of 1866 oc-

casioned an increase in the capital stock of five million thalers (September

24, 1800), and an extension of the branch establishments to the number of

one hundred and thirty. The institution was constantly acquiring a larger

development. The State, whose contributed fund had now grown to be

more than two million thalers, received not only the three and one-half per

cent, interest, amounting to bb,42} thalers, but also a dividend ofgOS, ift6

thalers. The shares now yielded eleven per cent. The branch houses

gained in importance year by year. By their instrumentality every Prussian

town of any business activity enjoyed banking facilities; and now that the

Prussian Bank has been incorporated into the Imperial Bank, the same is

true of every considerable business town in the German Empire. Bills may
be negotiated even upon the smaller towns at the prevailing discount rates;

or if overdue they may be redeemed on payment of a moderate fee. As

f. v
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much as a dt'cade before the amalgamation of the I'russian with the Imperial

Bank, the former had bought such remittances to the amount of over three

million thalers, or nine million marks, in i*russian localities, and reaped a

profit of four to five per cent.—equivalent, for those times, to the discount

rates of modern bourses. But for the interposition of the Bank, trades-people

must have paid much dearer for their needs of credit. Not even in England

are there such favorable facilities for disposing of bills on the smaller towns.

Upon the increase of the capital stock in 1866, the amount of the coin

reserve against notes was raised to one-thirJ of the otitstaniiing circulation.

The Bank was further restricted in the issue of notes, by requiring that

two-thirds of the note circulation must be constantly covered by unim-

peachable bills of exchange. With the growth of the Bank, through its

branches in other German emporiums and principal towns, and especially

through its relations with Hamburg. Frankfort, and Leipzig, there arose a

new problem, how to provide for the actual clearing-house business, which

had been previously neglected both in Germany and Austro-Hungary.

This new phase of activity on the part of the greatly enlarged Bank grew
so rapidly that, in ten years after the clearing-houses were inaugurated, the

total transactions had reached the high figure of i8,soo,ooo,ooo marks.

The following tables furnish data which will substantiate our preceding

survey. The balance-sheets go to prove that the law of i8so marked the

beginning of a new era in the banking system.

From 1847 to i8ss the business development of the Bank of Prussia ran

the following course

:
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Bills accounts:

(n) Spot bills at the main Bank 6,157,928 29 6

Spot bills at the branch bureaus. i9,98i,<;o3 06 o

Thatcn. Gro. Pf.

(b) Remittance bill' domestic, at the

main Bank 7i743,93* 00 o

Remittance bills at the branch

bureaus 10,032,203 24 6

(c) Foreign bills.

26,139,432 05 6

'7,776, 1 3'i 24 6

276,251 21 o

Deducting bills of doubtful realization.

Claims against loans on securities

Deducting loans legally defective.

44,191,819 21 o

77,300 00 o

I3,348,i';4 18 o

1,400 00 o

Private claims

Deducting incidental Bank charges not yet settled.

1,779,285 10 o

23,000 00 o

Back interests and proceeds

First effects used in trade and discounted in allotments.

Cash accounts, Treasury

Cash accounts of the main Bank

Cash status of the branch bureaus

44,ii4,si9 21 o

'3>346,7'>4 '80

1,756,825 10 o

85,501 18 o

41,584 27 6

20,719,000 00 o

7,287,805 10 6

20,920,759 02 6

Including Treasury bills 1 ,462,800 00 o

Drafts and bank notes 28,620, 100 00 o

Sum of gold and silver, both bullion and specie

48,927,564 13 o

1,787,925 Of, o

54.7«5>489 '8 o

Total assets 129,992,844 15 o

LIABILITIES.

Bank notes

Deposits—principals bearing interest.

" non-interest-bearing

20,757,Qso 00 o

2,304 II o

Due deposit interests

Bank shares account

State shares or fund

Reserve account

State's profit account

Treasury bills still to be retired

Balance in favor of royal institutions ; received surpluses, and receipts for

placing the same

Bank account with patrons:

(ii) Acceptances 10,512,800 00 o

(&) Amount reserved for acceptances overdue 5 5,300 00 o

Balance in favor of patrons 368,263 02 6

Unpaid money orders.

Old B.ink account

Piivate claims

71,388,000 00 o

20,760, 2li4 II o

268,682 12 6

10,000,000 00 o

1,823,000 00 o

131,313 00 6

400,101 10 6

Q, 710,000 00 o

1,317,812 22 o

10,936,^63 02 6

156,610 11 6

59 18 o

811,936 14 6
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Thaters. Gro. Pf.

Dividends account:

For 2d half-year, 1853 40 00 o
" 1st " 1854 20000
" 2d " 1854 541 20 o
" 1st " 1855 340000
" 2d " 1855 i,i2q 00 o
" 1st " 1856 3,580 00 o
" 2d " 1856 250,000 00 o

— 2SS,646 20 o

Unapportioned extra dividend for 1856 400,501 1 1 o

Added the balance from 1855 4,142 18 o

404,643 29 o

Total liabilities 129,992,844 15 o

Note Circulation of :i:e Bank of Prussia, 18^6 to 1864.

Years.

1856.

1857.

1858.

1859.

i860.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

Maximum
Note

Circulation,

THALERS.

47,134,900
73,704,000
76,762,000
89,412,000
93,029,000
103,846,000
1 19,020,000

126,491,000
131,036,000

Date.
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Balance-sheet of the Prussian Bank, December ji, 186$.

ASSETS.
Ttulm. Gro. Pf.

Amount in effects at the purchase value 12,270,46; 00 6

Real estate 1,045,;oo 00 o

Bills:

At the main Bank (inc. Brandenburg) 5,140,966 21 6

At the branch bureaus 42,621,13502 o
47,762,101 23 6

Remittance bills, domestic, main Bank.. 9,124,023 03 o

At the branch bureaus 23,866,328 06 o
32,990,351090

Bills, foreign 2,041,250 15 o

82.793,703 17 6

Deducting bills of doubtful realization 131 ,000 00 o— 82,662,603 17 6
Loan claims 18,199,803 06 o

Deducting loans not pledged in strict accordance with the

Bank regulations 630 00 o
18,109,173 06 o

Sundry claims, including balances in 'avor ofcorrespondents. 740,156 26 6

Bank notes unfit for circulation 1,867,740 00 o
2,607,896 26 6

Sundry effects 35,978 15 o

Cash:

At the main Bank, including Brandenburg 65,618,294 00 o

At the branches 44,846,665 05 o

110,464,959 05 o

Gold and silver bullion and specie 20,986,480 1 7 o— ——- 131.451,439 " o
Under this head are included 59,817,000 thalers in gold.

67,820,000
" bank notes.

1,967,000
" Treasury bills and private bank notes.

1,143,800
"

acceptances of patrons.

703,600
" advances to be reckoned.

131,451,400 thalers.

Total Assets 248,273,054 27 6

LIABILITIES.

Bank notes in circulation 125,252,542 15 o

In the Bank vaults 67,820,000 00 o

Unfit for circulation 11,867,740 00 o
194,890,282 15 o

Deposits—on interest 20,045, 7S0 00 o
"

not on interest 58,042 1 6 6

20,103,792 16 6

Interest due on deposits 260,798 04 o

Bank shares account 15,000,000 00 o

State subscription 1 ,897,800 00 o

Reserve account 4,232,310 28 6

St.ite profits 964,936 01 o

Balance in favor of royal institutions from their actual pro-

ceeds 4,098,416 02 o
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Bank accounts:

Acceptances in circulation 3,042,000 00 o

In the Bank vaults 1, [43,800 00 o

Thalers. Gro. Pf.

Reserved amount for accepted indorsements overdue.

Balance in favor of patr'^ns

4, 18s,800 00 o

io,4<x) 00 o

i48,si4 08 6

Unpaid money orders

Sundry claims

Uncollected interest and proceeds

Dividend account (dividends due and not yet collected).

Unapportioned extra dividend for 1865

Added the balance from 1864

994,9)6 01 6

1,260 24 6

4>344.7'7 08 6

541,020 08 6

562,209 28 o

268,475 "' 6

142,101 20 o

966,196 26 o

Total liabilities 248,273,054 27 6

Balance-sheet of the Prussian Bank, December ji, i8y2.

ASSETS.

Real estate

Purchase of real estate for the building of a new head bank

Spot bills at the main Bank, including

Brandenburg 1 1,218,801 27 o

Spot bills at the bureaus 09,004,505 07 6

Domestic remittance bills, main Bank 23,958,092 19 o
" " " bureaus... 76,412,628086

Thalers. Gro. Pf.

1,057,820 00 O

638,105 20 O

Foreign bills.

80,223,307 04 6

100,370,720 27 6

3,120,179 14 o

Deducting those of doubtful realization.

•83,714,257 '6 o

200, 1 80 00 o

Loan claims

Sundry claims 2,109,594 24 o

Deducting for the building and fur-

nishing of the new Bank building. . 100,000 00 o

183,514,027 16 o

31,669,770 00 o

Bank notes unfit for circulation

.

Sundry effects; discounted allotted effects.

Effects on 'change December 31, 1 872

Cash—balance of the main bank, including Brandenburg. .

" bureaus

2,009, S94 '4 o

1 ,086, 102 150

331,588 04 o

11,574 07 o

67,104,777 26 <>

210,126,641 26 6

277,231,419 23 o

8,128,653 00 o

3,095.987 09 o

343,162 II o

Silver bullion and specie

Gold bullion and specie 38,204,875 09 o

323,564,948 00 o

Total assets 543,883,820 a8 o

Under this head are included 184,341,000 thalers in gold and silver.

135,351,000 " bank notes.

3,529,000 " Treasury bills and private bank notes.

344,000 " advances to be reckoned in.

323,565,000 thalers.

\-n
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LIABILITIES.
Thalers. Gro. Pf.

Bank notes in circulation 3<i,53< |02o oo o

" on hand I35,?si,ooo oo o

" unfit for circulation i,o86,^q2 oo o

447,968,412 15 o

Deposits—on interest 27,703,560 00 o

" not on interest ?,4<30 1 2 6
'

27,707,050 12 6

Interest due on deposits 312,142 23 o

Banit stiares account 20,000,000 00 o

State subscription 1 ,906,800 00 o

Reserve account 6,000,000 00 o

State profits account 1,772,697 1

1

6

Balance in favor of royal treasuries from actual surpluses 724, 10? 00 o

Balance in favor of the Imperial Treasury i ,753,960 20 o

Bank accounts—balance in favor of patrons 31 ,304,284 09 o

" unpaid money orders 841,764 07 6

" sundry claims 593,546 16 6

Dividend account (dividends to be paid) 23
1 ,990 25 o

Unapportioned extra dividend for 1872 1,772,697 1 1 o

Added balance from 1 87

1

1 ,
7s 5 00 o

1,774,452 20 o
Uncollected interests and proceeds 702, •519 18 o

Total liabilities 543,883,820 28 o

However, we are anticipating our delineation ; and before we pass on to

the period of the great monetary and banking systems of our own times, we
must consider the other German bani^s.

U\
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SECTION II.

BANKING UNDER THE SEVERAL STATES.

'ITH the exception of the Prussian Bank, the Maritime Associ-

ation, the Nuremberg Bank, and the East Prussian mort-

gage companies, all the German issuing, discount, and

mortgage banks, as well as the loan and deposit institutions,

have originated in this century. Discount and loan banks

were first organized in Bremen and Lubeck, in 1S17 and

1819. Then came the Bavarian Wechsel und Hypothekenbank, in 1834,

which was started as a bank of issue on the model of the Austrian National-

bank. This was followed by the Leipzig Bank, with a branch in Dresden.

The national life was roused to a new activity by the momentous events of

1848; and in the course of the subsequent Crimean War, an extraordinary

season of speculation set in, which was fostered by stock-jobbing, and

which brought into existence a large number of circulating banks in all parts

of Germany, together with some credit inobilier establishments in the

principal towns. This movement was not a little accelerated by the

extremely conservative, and in itself most praiseworthy attitude of the solid

Prussian Bank, and the moderation of the Prussian Government in regard to

the issue of bank notes. In that stormy period of speculation, exaggerated

still further by the notorious Tartar embassy concerning the premature fall

of Sebastopol, there were universal complaints that the bank note circu-

lation in Prussia was insufficient for the requirements of existing trade.

Speculators and stock-jobbers, instigated by the example of Paris, had

prompt remedies to propose toward relieving this want. Upon the insti-

tution of the Credit Mobilier and the Credit Foncier in that city, the specu-

lators succeeded within the short space of two years in obtaining conces-

sions for the creation of banks of issue in all those German States where such

banks had not yet been established; more especially in the States adjacent

to Prussia, or in those which used standard thalers. First there came a

bank of issue that was a veritable necessity to the importance of the place;

namely, the Bank of Frankfort. The observer of the money transactions in

that city prior to 1834 (as even in those days Frankfort had a wealthy and
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powerful exchange and a heavy domestic trade) must have been astonished

that the citizens had managed to do without a bank for so many years,

under the prevailing silver tender. In all hours of the forenoon, the time

when cash payments were made, innumerable carts and carriers might be

seen thronging the streets with bags and barrels of silver, at a great waste

of time and expense. Nowadays, of course, payments are made in drafts,

cheques, and bank notes, the latter generally serving merely to balance

unequal accou r's. Banks also effect the cashing of most kinds of commer-
cial paper; and a single carrier, with a big portfolio under his arm, now
does the work of a multitude of porters and carters.

This prosperous inauguration of a bank in one of the most substantial

and wealthy cities of Germany was soon followed by the creation of nine

private banks ip P' issia, and fifteen banks of issue in various German States.

Those in -^jSi : at Berlin, Breslau, Dantzig, Cologne, Konigsberg,

Magdeburg, I'o; ;• S.. n, and GOrlitz, with a nominal capital of a million

thalers each, sa^e tn. t the Stettin bank had a capital of 1,899,000 thaiers.

The fifteen banks in other States were at Bautzen, Brunswick, Bremen,

Bilckebi'rg, D , r ^t, D' <-
.

• Gera, Gotha, Hanover, Hamburg, Lubeck,

Meiningen, Sondershiiuien, Vv .
> v.w . ind Wiesbaden, with a collective capital

(including that of the Frankfort Bank^ of 8 1,000,000 thalers, in round numbers.

The capital stock of the Frankfort Bank was ten million florins, and that of

the Nassau provincial bank at Wiesbaden three and a half million florins ; half

of which sums were furnished by private subscription, and half by the

State. Leaving out these two instances of the use of florins instead of

thalers, we find that the total thaler capital of the German private banks

outside of Prussia was not far from seventy million thalers. in 1866, the

clear proceeds in interest and dividends reached a total of nearly four mill-

ion thalers upon a capital stock of 16,897,000 thalers, and a reserve fund

of 4,723,000 thalers. The aggregate dividends of the nine Prussian banks

of issue amounted to six and a half million thalers; and the net proceeds of

nineteen other German banks of issue gave an average of four and three-

tenths per cent. We shall subjoin a few balance-sheets of these banks for

the year 1862. It may be observed that the ordinances governing most of

these banks followed the statutes of the Prussian Bank, with this distinction,

that certain of the smaller, country banks would sometimes widely deviate

from the Prussian standard, with the result of a far-reaching decline in their

solidity. We must also bear in mind that the institution of banks of issue

in the smaller German States, numbering at that time above thirty, was
authorized only by State concession; and no more than one bank of issue

could be allowed in each province. The banks were mostly founded by

stock-jobbers and speculators, who gave themselves little trouble in the

responsible task of manning, at short notice, so great a number of new en-

terprises with experienced, intelligent, and honest directors. The truth is,

that the results outside the great trade marts and principal towns were far

short of the successful achievements of the Prussian Bank, whose adminis-
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tration had prided itself for more than a century in the appointment of

sterling officers and the maintenance of approved traditions. The smaller
German banks of issue cannot therefore count on an extensive future; and
although they were spared, on occasion of the monetary and banking reforms
which put an end to the confusion of German financial operations, the sub-
sequent development of the Imperial Bank is sufficient evidence that their

days are numbered.

We subjoin some statistics of the condition of prominent German banks
of issue for the year 1862.

I \
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Balance of the Bank of Frankfort, December 31, 1867.

ASSETS.

PIOIINS.

rash account i
'^"'^y'^'"''^'"°"^y' *'".""' l6,077.594.5P ) ., ,„-a. ,„

^^'"^""""'' iBank notes, " 4,170,170.00 M''^'''^"''
Discount bills account: Discounted bills on Frankfort-on-the-Main 5,030,7S0.3i

Account current for bills: Bills of Frankfort-on-the-Main, from transactions

with correspondents abroad 4,906,02 1.13

Loan account: Advanced on pledges 3) '

5

5)5 ^o- 5

J

Loaned to the city of Frankfort-on-the-Main; Extraordinary loan to the Govern-

ment of the city of Frankfort and its dependencies s, 747,008. 4s

Loan interest account; Interest due on pledged advances to December 3i5t. . .

.

09,720.27

Foreign exchange account; Foreign exchanges 4i777i70l.'}5

8. Accounts current ; Balance against foreign bankers ;S7, 129.57

9. Sometime Free City of Frankfort-on-the-Main: Interest-bearing loan (Statute

Art. 79) 1,000,000.00

0. Effects account : Our own ready eflects, including current interest to Dec. 31st. 744,893.46

1. Effects account of the reserve fund; Ready effects, including current interest to

December 31st 1,343,972.37

2. Effects account of the Pension fund; Ready effects, including current interest

to December 3 1 ,st 21,541.13

Bank real-estate account; Cost price of the Bank building 64,000.00•3

Total 48,432,037.35

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock account; 20,000 paid shares at 500 florins

Bank notes account: To the Treasury for issue of proffered bank notes

Indorsement account; Balance in favor of indorsement creditors

Discount account; Carried over in back interests to 1808

Interest account of accounts current exchanges; Back interests carried over to

1868

6. General expenses account; Sum of sundry expenses from 1867, to be paid in

1 868

7. Dividends account for the years 1802-66—uncollected dividends:

For 1862 on 4 shares at 27^ florins 1 10.00 'I

60.00 I

337-30 !-

10;.00

0,088.00
.

8 florins

1863 " 2
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SECTION III.

CURRENCY REFORMS.

'E have been describing a state of affairs prior to the reorganiza-

tion of the German Empire, shortly after the momentous
military events of 1870. The Government authorities now
promptly saw the necessity of readjusting the currency, as

well as of instituting political changes. The antiquated silver

coinages had become inextricably confused, and caused

serious inconvenience in the transaction of business. It was therefore pur-

posed to centralize the banking system, following the plans of the Banks of

England and France. Nor did the proposed currency reforms encounter any

serious objection—so palpable were the inconveniencesofthe unsettled money
standards to every household and purse. The Austro-German money
league was dissolved, and a universal ^^o/rf standard was proclaimed. The

third part of the old silver thaler was made the unit of value, under the

denomination of Reichstuark, or Imperial mark; and these marks were

coined for general circulation. Gold and silver coins of the old values were

called in, and Imperial gold pieces were coined, with values of ten and

twenty marks. The new monetary ordinance was first expressed by the

law of December 4, 1871, concerning Imperial gold pieces; and its com-

pleted enactment followed in the currency I.iw of 1873. The rate of alloy

for gold coins was fixed at nine hundred thousand parts of gold to one

hundred thousand parts of copper; whereas the proportion for British and

Russian gold coins is eleven to one. Although the silver thalers had not yet

been withdrawn, the Imperial Diet, without waiting for advice from the

Government, decreed an act for the stamping of five-mark "thalers," which

step proved rather too hasty, since the old three-mark thalers are circu-

lating to-day, and in greater numbers than is desirable. The other old coins

are to be cleared off irrevocably, at the expiration of a provisional period of

transition.

Part and parcel of the new currency regulations was the recall of the

former State and provincial bank notes. The Imperial Government, how-

ever, had committed the mistake of setting the new gold pieces in circu-
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lation before withdrawing an equivalent amount of the previous coins—the

fate of the latter being finally decreed by the currency law of 187 ^ In view
of this obvious imprudence, we are not surprised at the admission of the

Imperial Mmister DelbrQck, that by the late autumn of 1874 the hard money
circulation of the German Empire had increased by 7')2,ooo,ooo marks. This

circumstance had contributed not a little to exaggerate the over-speculations

of 1872, through repeated offers of the French gold -a result already pro-

duced in case of the Maritime Association, to which the Government had

from time to time intrusted the French "billions" for productive invest-

ment. Certainly one sequel to such speculations was the great commercial

crisis which broke out in the spring of 1871. In the money exchanges and
bourses the mistake passed unobserved as long as the payments of the

French war debt of five billion francs kept coming in. But when France

had completed these payments—much sooner than was anticipated— and the

course of exchange veered about and favored the French, gold immediately

began to flow out again, because the German currency supply was in excess

of the home demand. When, in the second half of the year 1874, this out-

flow of gold into France, by way of the Brussels mint, had reached an

amount between 300,000,000 and 500,000,000 marks, the German govern-

ments adopted prompt measures to stem the tide. First of all, the State

paper currency of the various German provinces was redeemed and with-

drawn from circulation, and was partly supplanted by the newly created

Imperial bank notes.

If

IMPERIAL BANK NOTES.

The Imperial bank notes were to be Lssued to the amount of 120,000,000

marks, with the design of giving representative circulation to the war
treasure of the same magnitude, which was received from Prussia and pre-

served in the Julian Tower at Spandau, for secret preparations of war, in

times of peril. There was a further, provisional augmentation of these notes

by a sum of about forty million marks, in order to ease the German govern-

ments in the matter of withdrawing their old paper currency. To-day, this

whole item is duly and constitutionally settled. The next step was to retire

and melt over the small silver denominations and also the silver thalers.

This operation continued in orderly process until the Imperial Chancellor,

Prince Bismarck, influenced by silver partisans, obtained ratific.ition for the

silver purchases of 1878. Later, there was a considerable export of coined

silver to till a contract with the Egyptian Government, though a large amount

is still on hand in the cellars of the Imperial Bank. All this experience had

a powerful effect in the discussion of bank reforms which occupied the

Imperial Diet in the second half of 1874; and the subsequent Bank Act

shows an unmistakable tendency to restrict the circulation of notes. Expert

financiers had long been shy of a redundant issue of paper currency, and

esteemed it their first duty to surround the privilege of emitting bank notes

m
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man banks of issue—including the Imperial Bank—which were opened for

business, according to the new Imperial monetary standards, in 187s, only

seven, besides the Imperial Bank, are in operation to-day; and even these

might be easily and advantageously replaced by branch institutions attached

directly to the Imperial Bank.

•a

:i
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SECTION IV.

THE GERMAN IMPERIAL BANK.

(DIE DEUTSCHE REICHSBANK.)

^NDER this title, the German Bank Act of 1875 creates a bank

subject to Imperial supervision and direction; or, more

strictly, the Prussian Bank is reconstituted on changed con-

ditions, and is vested with juridical personality. Its function

is to regulate the money circulation within the jurisdiction of

the German Empire, to facilitate settlements, and utilize

available capital. The main clauses of the Bank Act of 1871, are as follows:

(1) Authorization for the issue of bank notes may be obtained only under Imperial law; and

there shall be no emitting of bank notes above the amount allowed by the present decree.

(2) There sliall be no obligation to accept bank notes in case of those p.iyments which are to

be legally discharged in coin; and neither shall such obligation be created by provincia. laws, in

behalf of provincial exchequers.

[This restriction has nowise hindered the circulation of the Imperial bank notes to a degree

surpassing that of compulsory legal tender in tile form of State notes; and the Imperial notes are

also more freely accepted abroad.]

(",) Bank notes may be issued only in the denominations of one hundred, two hundred, five

hundred, and one thousand marks; and the maximum value of a bank note shall be one thousand

marks.

[It may be stated here that no smaller denomination has yet been issued than one hundred

marks. Denominations less than this are available in Imperial Treasury bills.]

(4) Every bank is obliged to redeem its notes immediately upon presentation of the same, and

at tlieir full value as determined by the new law; as well as to accept them in payment at all times,

aicording to their full value as before mentioned, and not only at the main bank but at all branches

thereof. Damaged notes nmst be made good by the bank, in so far as the bearer shall either pre-

sent a part of a note greater than one-half, or else furnish proof that the remainder of a note of

which he presents but one-half or less than a half, has been destroyed. The bank is not obliged to

indemnify for notes which are totally destroyed or lost.

(5) Bank notes which return to the coffers in a damaged or soiled condition may not be re-

issued.

(6) The calling in or withdrawal of the notes of a bank, or of any description of bank notes,

is allowable only by the direction or approval of the Federal Council. Such dispositions are made
in case the greater part of the notes of a bank are damaged or soiled ; or where the right of issuing

i.
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bank notes has been suspended. The latter measure is applied when proof is produced that the

notes to be withdrawn have been counterfeited by other notes in circulation.

(7) Banks which issue notes are not allowed (a) to accept bills, nor (b) to buy or sell merchan-

dise or current commercial paper on credit, whether on their own account or on account of outside

parties, nor to take security for the discharge of such business.

(8) Banks issuing notes are required (a) to publish reports of their assets and liabilities on the

7th, isth, 23d, and on the last day of each month, and the utmost limit of delayed reports must not

exceed five days from the appointed term; (b) within three months at the latest, from the close of

each business year, to publish an exact balance of their assets and liabilities, together with yearly

statements of their profits and losses—the said reports to be published in the " Reichsanzeiger,"* at

the bank's expense.

The weekly reports must specify (a) on the side of liabilities: The stock of the reserve fund,

the amount of notes in circulation, obligations both daily and of longer maturity, deposits, and all

other liabilities; (b) on the side of assets, coin and bullion, the sum of German currency on hand,

gold in bullion or in foreign coin to be reckoned at 1 ipa marks per pound refined, the amount of

Imperial Treasury bills, notes of other banks, bills of exchange, loan claims (dead pledge loans),

effects, and all other assets.

The Federal Council determines which classes of assets and liabilities are to be separately indi-

cated in the yearly balances. Moreover, in both the yearly and the weekly reports there must be

evidence of such contingent obligations as may have arisen from the negotiation of countless addi-

tional domestic bills of exchange.

(9) On and after January 1, 1876, banks whose note circulation shall have exceeded their coin

reserve and the amount of notes prescribed in pioportion to their capital must pay into the Imperial

Exchequer a tax on the surplus issue, at the rate of five per cent, per annum. This tax is paya-

ble either in such German currency as the bank may have on hand—Imperial Treasury bills, notes of

other banks, etc.—or in gold bullion and foreign gold coin, valued at 1 592 marks per pound fine.

Where the right of issuing notes expires, the resultant gain of effective uncovered notes, exclusively

of those appropriated for taxes, accrues to the Imperial Bank.

(10) For the purpose of settling the tax, the bank administration shall determine the amount of

ready currency on hand, on the 7th, 15th, 23d, and last day of each month, and turn it over to the

supervising authorities. At the close of each year, and on the basis of these indications, the tax

payable by the bank is fixed in such way that five-fourths of eight per cent, of every taxable sur-

plus of notes issued, as evidenced by these indications, is calculated to be tax toll. The sum of the

taxable amounts derived from the several assessments constitutes the tax payable by the bank to

the Imperial Exchequer, in no case later than January 31st of the following year.

(1 1) Foreign bank notes or other non-interest-beanng obligations made payable to bearer and

proceeding from foreign corporations, companies, or private individuals, may not be used for pay-

ments within the Imperial jurisdiction, whether offered alone or together with other mediums of

settlement, in Imperial or national tenders of value.

(12) The headquarters of the Imperial Bank are in Berlin ; but it may have branches in every

part of the Empire, and the Federal Council is empowered to institute such branches in specified

places.

(1 1) The Imperial Bank is authorized to pursue the following kinds of busines': a) To buy
and sell gold and silver in bullion or coined, (b) To discount, buy, and sell bills of cxch.i.ige whose

maturity shall be three months at the longest, and for which usually three—and in no case less than

two—accredited vouchers shall stand good. Furthermore, to discount, buy, and sell bonds of the

Empire or of any German State, or domestic municipal corporations, provided such bonds mature

within three months at the longest, and conform to the new standards of value, (c) To grant

interest-bearing loans for terms no longer than three months, upon movable security (lombard, or

deposit loan business), such as : Gold and silver, coined or uncoined ; interest-bearing or non-trans-

ferable bonds maturing within a maximum term of three months, whether of the Empire, a

German State, or of domestic municipal corporations ; also, interest-bearing non-transferable

' Imperial Bulletin.
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bonds on which the interest is guaranteed by the Empire or by any one of the German States

;

upon capital stocl< and stoci< priority shares, fully paid up, of German railway companies in actual

operation ; and on mortgage bonds of provincial, municipal, or other land credit institutions of

Germany that are subject to State control—including shares of German mortgage banks—to an

amount never exceeding three-fourths of their market value. Upon interest-bearing non-transfer-

able bonds of foreign States, and foreign railway priority bonds covered by State security ; in

amounts not exceeding fifty per cent, of their market value. Upon bills of exchange produced by

recognized, substantial vouchers, after deducting at least five per cent, of their market value. On
pledges of native merchandise, in amounts within two-thirds of their value, (rf) With reference to

buying and selling bonds under the provisions of the preceding article, the existing status of the

Bank's resources, as reported by the Board of Directors, will determine how far the means of the

Bank may be applied to such purchases [vide 26].* {/) To negotiate collections (encashments) for the

account of individuals, institutions, and governing boards ; and upon security, as before mentioned,

to furnish payments, and make orders or conveyances on the branch banks or on correspondents.

(/) Upon prior security, to buy in behalf of outside parties effects of all kinds, including the

precious metals; and after delivery, to sell the same, (g) To receive moneys in circulation or on

deposit, with or without interest. But the sum of interest-yielding deposits must not exceed that

of the capital stock and reserve fund, (ft) To accept tl'e custody or other management of objects

of value.

(14) The Imperial Bank is obliged to exchange its notes for gold bullion at the fixed rate of

1 393 marks per pound fine. The Bank is authorized to appoint experts to test and cut such gold,

at the expense of the seller.

(15) The Imperial Bank must publish its existing rates of discount, and of interest on loans.

The statements contained in its weekly reports are based upon the books of the Imperial Board of

Bank Directors, and on those of the branch institutions, which are immediate dependencies of the

head institution.

(16) The Imperial Bank is empowered to issue bank notes in proportion to its business needs.

The manufacture and the cancellation of the same are subject to the control of the Imperial Debit

Commissioners, or Court of Accounts; and a special associate commissioner is appointed by the

Emperor for this particular business.

(17) The Imperial Bank is required at all times to maintain a money and bullion reserve,

amounting to at least one-third of its notes in circulation. This first reserve may include German

currency. Imperial Treasury bills, and gold in bullion or foreign coin, reckoned at 1392 marks per

pound fine. The remainder may be covered by discounted bills maturing no later than three

months from date, and protected usually by three—never less than two—solid and accredited

vouchers.

[With respect to prudent and efficient management of its exchange portfolio, the old Prussian

Bank had long enjoyed extraordinary confidence; and even durinj the great Napoleonic wars, at

the beginning of this century, the matured bills of the Bank were more promptly paid than the

interest due from mortgage debtors came in; and although the Bank statutes then allowed a freer

course of action than those governing the Imperial Bank, the former institution never succumbed

to calamity, nor even felt embarrassment.]

(18) The Imperial Bank is obliged to redeem its notes to the bearer in current German money;

either {a) immediately upon presentation at its headquarters in Berlin, or (ft) at the branch banks, in

so far as their cash resources and their financial needs may warrant.

(19) The Imperial Bank in Berlin, its branches in towns of more than eighty thousand inhab-

itants, as also any branch bank issuing notes of which this article shall treat, are obliged to accept

notes in payment at their full newly prescribed value, whenever such notes shall have been issued

by the banks designated by the Imperial Chancellor, according to Section 4$ of the Bank Act, and

as long as the given bank or banks of issue punctually perform their obligations of redemption.

The bank notes received in this way may be either presented exclusively for payment, or else applied

to payments at the bank which shall have issued them, or to payments at the place where the

* In Act of 1875.
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issuing bank has its headquarters. The Imperial BanVt is authorized to cancel agreements with

other German banks of issue, whensoever they shall have renounced the right of issuing notes.

(20) The Imperial Bank is authorized to sell the pledges of loan debtors, in case the value

thereof should so decline as to be less than the amount loaned.

(31) The Imperial Bank and its branches are //«#, throughout the Imperial dominions, from

State revenue and trade taxes.

(22) The Imperial Bank is obliged to receive payments for the account of the Empire, without

compensation, and also to make such payments, to the extent of the Imperial credit. The Bank is

under the like obligations toward all the Federal States.

(23) The capital stock of the Imperial Bank is constituted by 40,000 personal shares of ;ooo

marks each, amounting to a total of 120,000,000 marks. The shareholders are not personally

responsible for the obligations of the Imperial Bank.

(24) The clear profits of the Imperial Bank, as determined by the annual settlement of accounts,

are disposed of as follows : (1) First of all, a regular dividend of four and one-half per cent, is

calculated upon the basis of the capital stock, and apportioned to the shareholders
; (2) then a

quota of twenty per cent, of the surplus, if any, is applied to the reserve fund, as long as the latter

falls short of one-fourth the capital stock
; (3) the remaining surplus is equally divided between

the shareholders and the Imperial Exchequer, in so far as the total dividend of the shareholders

shall not exceed eight per cent. Any ultimate residue is divided in the proportion of one-fourth to

the shareholders and three-fourths to the Imperial Exchequer. Should the clear profits come short

of full four and one-half per cent, of the capital stock, the deficit shall be supplied from the reserve

fund. Any premium procurable by the negotiation of shares shall flow into the reserve fund.

Arrears of dividends become superannuated (i. e., are canceled) at the expiration of four years

from the date when they were due ; the proceeds then accruing to the Bank.

{25) The Imperial supervision of the Reichsbark is exercised by a Board of Inspectors, com-

prising the Chancellor of the Empire as president, and four other members. One of the latter is

appointed by the Emperor ; the other three by thf Federal Council. This Board of Inspectors

holds its meetings quarterly, and takes cognizance of all the operations and business arrangements

of the Bank.

(26) The Imperial direction of the Bank is exercised by the Chancellor of the Empire, and sub-

ject to him, the Imperial Board of Directors. The Chancellor, or his representative as appointed

by the Emperor, directs the entire administration of the Bank, both issuing orders for its business

operations to the Imperial Board of Directors and the branch institutions, and also fixing the rules

and working instructions which govern the Bank officials. The Board of Directors, thus subject

to the Imperial Chancellor, is the administrative and executive corps of the Bank, as viewed from

outside, or as representing the Bank in public.

(27) The board consists of a president and the requisite number of members, and passes its

resolutions by majority of votes; but its whole proceedings are subject to the prescription and in-

structions of the Imperial Chancellor. The president and members of the board are appointed by

the Kaiser for life, upon recommendation of the Federal Council.

(28) The officers of the Imperial Bank have the same rights, and are bound by the same obli-

gations, as other Imperial officials. Their salaries, pensions, and other official dues, as likewise

those of their survivors, are paid by the Imperial Bank. No officer of the Imperial Bank may hold

shares of the same.

(2q) The accounts of the Imperial Bank are subject to revision by the Imperial Court of

Accounts.

(30) The shareholders exercise their part in the affairs of the Imperial Bank through their Gen-
eral Assembly and a Central Committee elected from the same and consisting of fifteen members or

their substitutes. Only such members are chosen from the General Assembly of shareholders as

hold at least three shares. All the members and their substitutes must have their residence within

the Imperial dominions; and at least nine members and nine deputy members must reside in Berlin.

(31) A third of the members go out of office annually; but members whose term has expired are

eligible for a new term. The Central Committee assembles at least once a month, with the

m 11
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president of the Imperial Boaid of Directors as chairman. The presence of at least seven members

constitutes a quorum.

(32) The Central Committee makes monthly examination of the weekly reports concerning

discounts and loans, note circulation, coin reserve, deposits, the buying and selling of gold, bills of

exchange, and commercial effects, and the distribution of funds in the branch banks. The results

are then promptly communicated to the auditors of accounts, along with the opinions and propo-

sitions of the Imperial Board of Directors in respect to the course of business, and any requisite

measures thereto pertaining. In particular, the views of the Central Committee are to be heard in

case of balance reports, profits account, changes in the budget of salaries and pensions, vacancies

in the Imperial Board of Directors, needing to be referred to the advice of the Federal Council, and

also matters respecting the maximum amount to which the Bank funds may be put out in pledged

loans. The purchase of effects is subject to the consent of the Central Committee. The Central

Committee is further heard concerning the maximum rate of discount and interest on loans, as also

in the matter of changes in fundamental rules, terms of delay in the Bank statements, and agree-

ments or contracts with other German banks.

{",3) Members of the Central Committee receive no salary. The General Assembly is author-

ized to vote the exclusion of a member who shall have violated the secrecy of the Bank, misused

his office in connection with secrets thus betrayed, or ofherwis^e lost the public confidence.

In fine, any member may be excluded through whom the weal of the Bank shall appear to have

been imperiled. A member who becomes insolvent, or who has been absent from the meetings

for half a year, or is ineligible for reasons already stated, shall be regarded as a non-member.

(34) The continuous and special oversight of the administration of the Imperial Bank is vested

in three members of the Central Committee, chosen as deputies for one year, or their substitutes

eligible at the same time. These deputies are authorized to attend all the sessions of the Imperial

Board of Directors, with advisory votes. They are authorized and obliged, in the usual business

hours and in presence of a Bank director, to take knowledge of the course of business, to inspect

the bank books and portfolios, and attend the sittings for auditing of the cash accounts. They

report upon their proceedings to the Central Committee.

(35) Business with the financial departments of the Empire or of the Federal States is under

the control of these deputies, and their veto suspends or cancels it— niless the Central Committee

rule otherwise.

(30) In addition to the main headquarters of the Bank, certain local headquarters of the Imperial

Bank may be created in places of importance designated by tlie Federal Council; and these shall

be under the direction of a board of at least two members, and under the supervision of a bank

commissioner appointed by the Emperor. At all headquarters of the Imperial Bank, where a suffi-

cient number of qualified shareholders may be found, a district committee shall be organized, with

its members elected by the Imperial Chancellor from prior lists furnished by the Bank Commissioner

and the Central Committee. This district committee has the same functions in its locality as the

Central Committee at tiie main headquarters. A continuous and special control of the course of

business at the several district headquarters is exercised by two or three delegates from the district

committee; and where no district committee exists, these delegates are appointed by the Imperial

Chancellor.

(37) The institution of other branches may be authorized by the Imperial Chancellor, provided

they are immediately subordinated to the Imperial Board of Directors ; or such institution may be

authorized by the latter board itself, in so far as the proposed branch or branches shall be directly

attached to another branch bank.

(38) The Imperial Bank is bound by the signature of the Imperial Board of Directors; namely,

by that of two members of the same. The business regulations determine how far the Imperial

Bank is bound by signatures of the district headquarters. Complaints addressed either to the chief

directory or the district boards, with reference to business operations, may be lodged in the local

courts, where the bank in question is located.

(39) All persons belonging to the administration of the Bank must solemnly promise the strict-

est secrecy in every matter of bank business.
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The Imperial Bank statute decreed by the Emperor in conjunction with

the Federal State contains dispositions in regard to the form of shares,

coupons, and talons; forms to be observed in case of the transfer or pawning

of untransferable shares; the annulment of lost shares; rules for the arrange-

ment of the annual balance; the shape in which business communications

shall be presented; specification of the public journals in which they shall

appear; and lastly, the manner of liquidation to be pursued in the event of

the dissolution of the Imperial Bank. The latter right was first reserved

by the Empire in 1891, and may be renewed every ten years.

The closing articles of the Bank Act pertain to the settlement of affairs at

the Prussian Bank, on its incorporation into the Imperial Bank. Prussia

withdrew her stock subscription, which had amounted to 1,906,800 thalers,

and her half of the reserve fund ; and then represented the Bank in all its

rights and obligations, now transferred by the Empire to the Imperial Bank,

with the following provisions: Prussia receives for her cession of the Bank

an indemnity of fifteen million marks, to be furnished from the resources of

the Imperial Bank. The former shareholders of the Prussian Bank, upon
renouncing all their vested rights in favor of the Imperial Bank, are author-

ized to request an exchange of their titled holdings for an equal amount in

the Imperial Bank shares. If shareholders decline this exchange, the Bank

must refund their full portions of the capital stock and reserve fund. The
Imperial Bank is required to assume the obligations of the Prussian Bank,

as accepted in 1856 with respect to State loans of 16, 589,000 thalers, and

pay the same from 1876 to 192s, inclusive, in semi-annual installments of

621,910 thalers. Should the concessions extended to the Imperial Bank be

abridged, the Empire will see to it that, so long as no other bank is charged

with this obligation, the said installments shall be paid into the Prussian

Treasury to the full limit of the specified term of years. The adjustment of

a certain difference between Prussia and the Empire on account of the real

estate of the Prussian Bank was postponed. The Imperial Chancellor is

empowered to dispose of all those shares of the Imperial Bank which are not

exchanged for shares of the Prussian Bank; and also to issue Treasury bills

due, with interest, on March i, 1876, for the amount of shares left unsub-

scrib.^d. The manufacture of these bills shall be referred to the Prussian Court

of Accounts.

WORKING REGULATIONS OF THE IMPERIAL BANK.

In more or less direct connection with the Imperial Bank, there are at

present two hundred and sixty-three branch banks in the German Empire,

which are embraced under four classes;

1

.

Branches in localities where bills of exchange are bought and sold, and where circulation is

active.

2. Branches dealing only in loan business and negotiating bills on banking centres.

3. Branches with an exclusive business of loaning on collateral security.
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4. Branches which receive in payment the notes of provincial and issuing banks of con-

tingent circulation, still extant.

Every business man in good standing may enter into business relations with the Imperial

Bank, under the following conditions: He must first give the requisite information as to his com-

mercial status to the bank in whose district he resides, and if his firm is reported in the mercantile

directory, he shall produce an authenticated extract from the same.

Where the business is to be managed by confidential clerks, or agents, powers are to be issued

for dealings with the Imperial Bank, after a strictly prescribed form ; and such warrant shall be

deposited at the Rank. In case the said persons are to receive payments, they must be introduced,

or personally identified by the signer of the commission.

DISCOUNT BUSINESS.

A. Domestic Bills. Bills of exchange must conform to the statutory requirements; and when
issued abroad, to the laws there prevailing. They must be of at least three months' maturity, and

bear the signatures of usually three, or at least two, substantial and accredited individuals or firms.

They must be indorsed at the bank of the locality where they are payable. Local and addressed

bills must bear mark of acceptance before purchase of the same. Bills which are qualified by the

terms, " or equivalent," "or value," or which are accepted for a different date from the express

date of their maturity, or those which contain erasures or corrections, may not be bought by the

Imperial Bank. In case of bills of blank indorsement, the proper indorsement must be furnished

to the seller, and supplied by him to the Bank. Bills must bear date of maturity, be presented along

with an account, and settled upon these terms.

Special statements must accompany (1) local bills (payable at the purchasing bank or one of

its branches) to the amount of one hundred marks or less, which are subject to an interest of

thirty pfennigs
;
(2) all other local bills

;
(",) bills of remittance (payable in other German banking

localities) to the amount of one hundred marks or less, with an interest charge of thirty pfennigs
;

(4) all other bills of remittance.

Calculations are made according to the rules of the respective banks. There must be particu-

lar statement of the amount due, the date of maturity, place where the bill was issued and where

payable, and the exact interest to be discounted. Addressed bills must bear the name and resi-

dence of the acceptor. In reckoning interest, thirty days are counted to every month, save liat for

notes maturing on the last of February, only twenty-eight or twenty-nine days, as the co ie may

be, are counted for that month. Bills bought on February 1 sth and maturing on March sth

bear interest for twenty days ; thirteen days from February 1 5th to February 2cSth
; fourteen days

to February 29th ; seven days, if bougiit on February 28th, and maturing on March 5th.

The minimum term of interest is (a) four days for bills payable at the place where purchased;

(b) five days for those payable elsewhere, to be delivered in parcels of ten thousand marks or over,

or installments {posUn) of at least twenty thousand marks, in parcels not under five thousand

marks; (c) ten days for all other bills; and for every bill amounting to one hundred marks or less

there is an interest charge of thirty pfennigs. For every bill above one hundred marks, the interest

is at least fifty pfennigs,

B. Foreign bills. The Imperial Bank, through the instrumentality of cheques, buys bills of

exchange on foreign countries; especially France, Holland, Italy, Denmark, England, Sweden and

Norway, and Switzerland. Such transactions are always based on the latest official reports of for-

eign exchanges, as furnished by the Berlin or the Frankfort bourse. The Bank deducts a commis-

sion of one-tenth of one per cent, from the amounts purchased. For a term of fourteen days or

less, " short" rates are allowed; for longer terms, rates are according to the long dates. Interest

running over time is calculated by rules that govern the locality in question. Where payment of

interest devolves upon the Imperial Bank, the rate is three and a half to four per cent. In respect of

England, not only bills of exchange are bought, but also sole bills, post-office notes, and cheques

of or on the Bank of England, its branches, and English banking houses generally: (1) Bills on

London in amounts of one hundred to three thousand pounds sterling are subject to an exchange
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abatement of two pfennigs, at the latest rates on London per hundred pounds sterling. Addressed

bills on London are at a discount of one pfennig, provided the drawee lives abroad. (2) Bills on

Birmingham, Glasgow, and other provincial places are discounted at an exchange rate of five

pfennigs. (?) Cheques on London in amounts of one hundred to three thousand pounds sterling

bear an additional charge of six days' interest, at a rate one per cent. lower than the discount rate

of the Bank of England; but amounts less than one hundred pounds bear no such additional

charge.

COLLECTIONS.

Money orders, cheques on domestic banking houses not connected with

a clearing-house, and any paper payable in marks and at a banking locality,

are collected by the imperial Bank for a commission of one-tenth of one

percent., and a minimum commission of fifty pfennigs per single collection,

with postage charged to the payee. The commission is slightly augmented

in case of coUectio is outside the district in which the bank is located; and

the minimum charge per single collection is fifty pfennigs. Coupons of

every sort are collected at a charge of one-fourth of one per cent., or a min-

imum of fifty pfennigs per single transaction. In case of paper which

returns uncollected by default of payment, the Bank makes charges for

protest and postage, besides an invariable charge of fifty pfennigs per single

paper, without regard to the amount at stake. These collections must not

exceed a term of two weeks. The indorsed papers are forwarded to the

bank nearest the place of payment, and if they have a shorter term than

five days to run, they bear the qualification, "'Not responsible for presen-

tation at the stated time, in the event of protest."

I

LOANS.

The Imperial Bank and its branches grant short-dated loans at a pub-

lished rate of interest, upon security in the form of the precious metals,

native merchandise, and certain specified commercial paper. The main

Bank requires the actual deposit of the latter, under the category of papers

of value. Loans are not usually furnished in amounts for less than five

hundred marks. A loan may be repaid from day to day, and also be re-

called at any time, without notice or term of grace. If the debtor falls into

arrear, or the interest be delayed, the Imperial Bank is authorized to sell

his pledge. Interest is payable quarterly. Partial payments are allowed by

installments of at least ten per cent, of the sum due, though never in

amounts under five hundred marks. Should the security fail to satisfy the

Bank, it reserves the right of personal claims against the pledgor. Where
pledged commercial paper is subject to notice of warning, disposal by lot,

collection, or other vicissitudes, the pledgor must effect or institute the

necessary measures for securing the Bank, and shifting the prejudicial con-

tingencies upon himself alone. When rates decline, he must supply the

resulting deficiency. Pledged securities must be covered by fire insurance.

n
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CUSTODY OF VALUABLE SECURITIES.

The main Bank in Berlin accepts the custody of valuable securities and

documents of every description. The transfer may take place either through

an authorized agent or by post. The Bank officials are bound to observe

the utmost possible secrecy with reference to such trusts. Moreover, as

many as three persons in any single instance may deposit ordinary papers

on making the following declaration: " We are all and severally qualified

to dispose of the papers and moneys herewith conveyed, or to take receipts

therefor in full." The Imperial Bank accepts the safe and inviolate custody

of such trusts both under the letter of the law and with these added obli-

gations: (1) To draw in the appertaining coupons on days when they are

due, and sell the same at the Bourse; and (2) to keep a constant watch of

the lists of allotment, etc. For this manifold responsibility and the attend-

ant risks, there is an annual fee of one-twentieth of one per cent., or three-

fortieths of one per cent, in case of foreign securities.

SEALED DEPOSITS.

The Imperial Bank also undertakes the custody of sealed deposits in so

far as the storage facilities of the Bank admit; and no questions are asked

concerning the contents of such parcels. These deposits must be accom-

panied with the Christian name and surname of the depositor, or the name
of a firm, as the case may be; and they must be so sealed that none of the

contents can escape without fracture of the seal. The maximum value thus

insured is five thousand marks; thoug'. special contracts are also accepted

for higher values, on consideration of a proportionately higher fee. The

Bank is not responsible for losses inflicted by "act of God," nor for internal

decay of the parcels themselves. The latter provision is particularly im-

portant; as, for instance, where a great fire breaks out, and certain papers

become so damaged by water as to be no longer decipherable, in such

cases the depositor must bear the loss. In fact, there is no absolutely safe

place in the German Empire for the custody of valuable papers, though such

safety is offered in case of the Julian Tower at Spandau, where the war
treasure of 120,000,000 marks in gold is preserved; and also by the "strong-

hold " of the Vienna Giro und Cassenverein. The storage fee for parcels

thirty centimetres or less in width and height by forty centimetres in length

and ten kilogrammes in weight, is ten marks per annum; and for double

these dimensions twenty marks. Packages of still greater bulk are not

received. The insurance fee for every thousand marks, or additional part

of a thousand, is twenty-five pfennigs per annum.

^ ' '*'(
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AMOUNT OF THE BANK'S TRANSACTIONS.

To illustrate the important reforms in the German banks of issue, we
subjoin the balance-sheets of the Prussian Bank upon its transition into the

Imperial Bank for December 31, 1875, and those of the Imperial Bank for

1876 and 1894, together with a comparative review of the business results

achieved by the Imperial Bank from its first creation to the end of 1894.

Lastly, we shall give some recent monthly reports in evidence of the sig-

nificant increase in gold coin and bullion:

Balance-sheet of the Prussian Bank, December ji, 187^.

ASSETS.

Real estate

Bills Account:

(0) Local bills, main Bank, including

Brandenburg 26,555,407 50

Branch banks 162,958,407 78

Marks. Pf

12,751,012 85

{b) Domestic bills o remittance

—

Main Bank 40,850,057 07

Branch banks 251,082,739 13

{c) Foreign bills.

Deducting those of doubtful realization.

Loans on securities

Deducting for securities not meeting Bank requirements.

.

189,511,815 28

272,53?>696 20

5,640,925 19

467,486,456 67

656,585 66

68,397, 8so 00

76,600 00

Sundry claims, including silver in bullion and specie 25,161,892 67

Bank notes unfit for circulation. 6,525,127 50

Discounted allotted effects

Cash Account:

Main Bank, including Brandenburg 794,067,458 71

Branch banks 965,726,556 28

466,850,051 01

68,321,250 00

29,485,020 17

172,472 15

'.757-794,014 99

Gold, in bullion and specie 106,486,028 09

1,864,280,043 08

Total assets 2,441,859,849 26

LIABILITIES.

Bank notes in circulation 735,721 ,000 00

Bank notes on hand 1,410,842,330 00

Bank notes unfit for circulation 6, 523, 1 27 50
2,152,886,457 50
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Mark!. Pf.

Deposits:

On interest 101,09^,410 00

Not on interest J08, 199 00

101,)0J,8j<) 03

Interest due on deposits
1 ,140, 1 1 00

Bank shares account 60,000,000 00

State bonds s, 720,400 00

Reserve account i8,0(H),ixx) 00

Profit account for the State 6|OS4,4n 24

Profit for account of the imperial Bank 62,6i2,H4i 75

Balance in favor of royal treasuries from advances made 1,744,^00 00

Balance in favor of banks in account with the Bank iS,()<k>,2^2 7}
Unpaid money orders 148,073 24

Certificates of deposit i,8q 1,402 15— 2,040, ns 39

Sundry claims 1 ,580,497 74
Dividend Account;

Dividends still due 466,137 00

Unapportioncd extra dividend 6,6^4,41 3 3S

Brougiit over from 1874 7,lS<> 75

6,661,800 00

Uncollected interest and proceeds 1 ,032,417 63

Total liabilities 3t44 i^59|849 26

V

\
\

'>'
'

II

Balance-sheet of the imperial Bank on December ^i, i8y6.

ASSETS.
Marks. Pf.

I. Gold in bullion or foreign coin, reckoned at 1392 marks per pound fine. 42,883,404 31

3. Cash account:

(.;) Current German stamped money 4^7,710,306 78

(b) Imperial Treasury bills 44,702,455 00

(c-d) Our own banknotes, soo thalers. .216,240,000

100 " . .604,2S7,(«x>

50 " .. I7,2i0

25 " .. 43,0io

10 " .. 29,820

1000 marks .. 171,808,000

500 " ..108,070,000

100 " . . ioo,soo,5oo

i,330,94i,';20 00

(f) Notes of other banks 10,478,300 00

1,849,838,581 78

3. Silver in bullion and coin

4. Bills account, excluding class 8

:

(ij) Local bills due within the next

fifteen days 66,418,^10 00

At longer sight 131,310,030 00
'

"97.729,140 06

(h) Bills of remittance for Ger-

many 129,200,37000

At longer sight 117,924,163 23

247,124,433 23
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(c) Foreign bills on Amsterdam .

.

" Belgium
'• London

Paris.

«>4>J3S 49

'47,Soi 7J

73,j86 j8

Amount of loans on securities, excluding class 8:

(a) On gold or silver

(b) On effects (including bills) as per Sec. 1?, Art.

3, clauses b, c, d, of the Bank Act

(«) On other effects

(i)On merchandise.

i,47P,4ja %

39,joo 00

51,374,060 00

9,o?s,7W 00

6. Effects

{a) Discounted paper

(b) Our own effects

^ (c) Effects of the reserve fund.

Balance of accounts current;

(a) Foreign correspondents

(6) Domestic "
806,615 49

288,704 06

8. Amount of due but unpaid bills and loan claims

9. Value of the Bank's real estate

10. Sundry assets;

(a) Advances for the discount of accepted bills. .

.

(b) Advanced salaries

(e) Building advances

(d) Bank notes unfit for further circulation

(t) Bills and other claims unpaid on December

31st, but realized a few days later

1,007,000 00

a IS,007 68

3,7<JP,77' 04

188,345,402 50

928,792 71

Mtrkt. Pf.

446,333.001 79

60,440,110 00

725,000 70

1,095,319 55

a,i4Hso 61

13,278,012 85

>94, 196,575 93

Total 3,610,942,357 42

LIABILITIES.

I. Capital stock

a. Reserve fund:

Transferred from the Prussian Bank

Plus thirty per cent, premium on 60,000,000 Im-

perial Bank shares

Of this was paid:

1. In agreement with Sec. 1 of the contract between

Prussia and the German Empire, dated May 17

and 18, 1875: Prussia's portion of the reserve

fund of the Prussian Bank 9,000,000 marks.

2. In agreement with Sec. 3 of

the same contract; indemnity

to Prussia for cession of the

Prussian Bank 1 5,000,000 marks.

130,000,000 00

18,000,000 00

18,000,000 00

36,000,000 00

Remainder:

24,000,000 00

13,000,000 00
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7-

8.

8a,

Added to the reserve fund in 1876 the profits from

sale of eighty-one unexchanged shares of the

Prussian Rank 94i4<)> 00

Added to this, according to Sec. 34, Art. a, of the

Imperial Bank Act, twenty per cent, of certain

profits of iH7»>, amouiitlMK tn .|,SSs,H4 01 marks,

1. 1., the profits were 4,88^,114 o? marks, twenty

percent.; 977,040 So 977,046 80

Reserve fund for doubtful claims

Total amount of bank notes issued (and put in circu-

lation) soo tialers ^97, 776,000 00

100 007,00^,1 so IX)

50 " 900, sas 00

a? " 9i3ii'5 so

10 " 349, 1 8s 00

1000 marks 401,300,00000

500 " 3SO,000,IXX) IX)

100 " 467,000,000 00

Balance in favor of patrons and creditors in account current

Amount of deposits:

(4) On interest at ^ per cent., maturing in eight days 16,915,400 00

" 5 " " " three mos. 1,170,4^000

'• 3^ " " " eight days 9,5^0,020 cx)

<i J " " " " " $,7>'>,78o 00

<• J 1-10" " " " " 3,77o,(Xii> 00

" 3 " " " three mos. 3,994i470 00

40,006,1 10 00

(ft) Without interest i>i<'4,i7i 77

Interest due on deposits \

Tax on notes, according to Sees. and 10 of the Bank Act, payable
^

into the Imperial Treasury '

Sundry liabilities:

(j) Uncollected money orders ' ,304i ' *7 8'j

(b) Unpaid remittances 112,127 04

(c) Interest, exchange proceeds, loan and real-estate

claims running over to 1877 1,448,779 46

(d) Uncollected dividends for last year 1,110,416 ss

(f) Sundry recorded debts 604,880 7;

Net profits for 1S76:

(a) For the Empire i,9';4,093 61

(fr) For shareholders i ,9S4,o93 62

Marki. Pf

13,071,537 So

710,9)2 87

2,385,204,173 50

140,544,404 47

42,070,281 77

606,429 14

4,716,351 64

3,908,187 23

Y:

[\

m

2,610,943,357 42
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10. Sundry assets :

(a) Advances on bills accepted for discount.
(b) Advanced salaries

(c) Building advances

(d) Bank notes unfit for circulation

(e) Sundry claims

Marks, Pf.

386,812 75

7,108,253 06

40,518,540 GO

23,176,076 39

LIABILITIES.

1. Capital stock

2. Reserve fund

3. Reserve fund for doubtful claims amounted, on December
30, 1893, to . o

r , I. „ ti3S,800 00
Canceled in 1894 „

'

71,249,682 20

2.433,944,907 10

120,000,000 00

30,000,000 00

No longer needed for said claims.
545,025 25

ji^. ,,<.v.u^u ii^i soiu LMIIII!) ,0, ,
Residue reserved

'

4. Total amount of bank notes put in circulation. .. 500 thale'rs

161,200 00

100

50

25

10

100,500 00

559, soo 00

237,825 00

594,150 00

252,645 00
1000 marks, 801,751,000 00

500 " 2,644,500 00
100 " 1,029,399,700 00

5. Balance in favor of patrons and creditors in account curren~'T '

ill'lll't° Z
6. Deposits not on interest

434,74-,297 44

7. Tax on notes, due to the Imperial Treasury by Sees' oand '.o'ofthe Bank Act"
^^^'^^^ ^°

«. Sundry liabilities—(a) Money orders yet unpaid
(b) Exchanj,j consignments not yet de-

livered

(c) Interest and exchange proceeds, loan

security claims, and real-estate ac-
counts running over to 1 895 .... . 1 , ,08, 17712

(d) Uncollected dividends

(e) Sundry items, including 250,000
marks reserve for annex and equip-
ment of Bank building in Berlin.

.

754,732 56

'5'>'74 74

378,876 40

.1,650,101 IS

9. Net profits for 1894—(a) For the Empire

(*) " shareholders 3,301,106 73
Including, from 189?, a

residue of ,,^4,, ,^

3,903,320 19

3,312,537 86

5,723,061 97

7,215, 8'58 05

U

.

If.
i 1

III

f;4 '

!im
(= n

2,433,944,907 16
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obligations for 1894 were covered in the proportion of sixty-two and fifty-

nine hundredths per cent., as against fifty-eight and fifty-six hundredths per

cent, for 189;;. The amount of gold on hand, both bullion and foreign coin,

was M. 538,233,035.42 pf. on January i, 1894; and gold was bought to the

amount of M. 241, 130, S76.SI pf. Total gold, M. S79, 363,61 1.93 pf. Of this

total, M. isb,926, S79.37 pf were either coined or sold again, leaving a gold

reserve of M. 422, 437,032.56 pf. There was also an attendant profit amount-

ing to M. 17,760,93 pf., the actual value of the gold reserve being M. 422, 454,-

793.49 pf. These revelations are of much interest, as they furnish our first

authentic information in regard to the status of the Imperial Exchequer in

silver thalers, which are stored in the Bank cellars to the amount of only

some 214,000,000 marks—not at all so much as was generally believed, and

less than one-fourth of the total coin reserve. The truth is, the question of a

redundancy of old silver thalers would never have been agitated but for the

proposal of the Imperial Diet to coin new silver thalers with a value of five

marks. From January 1, 1896, forward, the Imperial Bank could quite safely

include the item of silver thalers in the weekly reports; that is, without the

slightest danger of injuring the Bank's credit.

7TB

m

THE REICHSBANK CLEARING-HOUSE.

One of the most indispensable departments of the Imperial Bank is the

clearing-house business, first organized twelve years ago, in the great com-
mercial centres of the German Empire. The results have been so prompt,

and even magnificent, that we may fairly reckon the clearing-house as a new
national institution, for the want of which Germany had long been behind

Great Britain and the United States.

The first German clearing-house was opened in Berlin on April 2, 1883,

and there followed nine others, in the subjoined chronological order: Frank-

fort, April 23, 1883; Stuttgart, May 15, 1883; Cologne, May 22, 1883; Leip-

zig, June 2S, 1883; Dresden, July 10, 1883; Hamburg, July 24, 1883; Breslau,

March 1, 1884; Bremen, April 7, 1884; Elberfeld, March, 1893. These estab-

lishments incalculably augment the practical value and utility of the Imperial

Bank, and their development has been so comprehensive that they turned

over the round sum of nineteen billion marks in the single year of 189s.

We owe the following data to the courtesy of Dr. Koch, president of the

Board of Imperial Bank Directors:

i
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Transactions of Clearing-Houses Connected with the Imperial Bank.

Ybais.

1884
188;
1 88b
1887
1888

1889
1890
1891

1892

189?

1894

Ricaim.

Number of PiccH,

1,979,012
2,o8s,449

2,20S,S6;

2,'M,107
2,soo, |8^

2,700,770
2, 82s, 314
2,8Q=i,245

2,980,8^1

3,20:;, S4ft

3.37'».7'0

Amount in Marks.

Average
Value

per Piece.

I2,I5O,l9<>,l0O

l2,S'i4,444>30O

13,11(3,482,500
I4>207,i93,<'oo

iS,Si4,s6l,ioo

18,048,962,400

17,991,301,100
i7,6f)3,274,soo

i(), 762, 790,000
l8,272,03'i,60O

18,398,039,600

6,129
6,020

6,056
6,086
6,205

6,661

6,368
6,101

5,607

5,700

5i444

Credited in

Bank Accounts.

Amount in Marl(5.

3,121,842,800

3,269,911,700

3.516,517,700
3,410,3';3,500

3,676,869,300

4,351,340,300
4,162,441,600
4,323,73i,';oo

4,148,967,800
4,386,865,'ioo

4.403,472,700

Percent-
age of
Values
Re-

ceived.

25.7
26.1

26.3

24.1

23.8

24.1

23.1

24.S

24.8

24.0

24.0

u

h

hi .
'

i^ !

PERIODICAL STATEMENTS OF THE REICHSBANK.—COIN RESERVE.

Until a few decades ago, political economists were accustomed to urge

strenuous measures toward the statutory limitation of bank notes; and

banks of issue were narrowly watched for fear they might overleap their

available resources. The English Bank Act of 1844 was framed on those

suspicions, and Germany and Austria were influenced by like apprehensions.

Since the middle of this century, however, events have occurred which are

likely to relegate such anxious oversight into the limbo of borrowed troubles.

A new era has arrived in the history of the precious metals; comparable

only to the discovery of America, in 1850, there began an annually increasing

production of gold, which had risen in 1894 to the vast amount of 8so,ooo,-

000 marks; and from 1870 forward, the yield of silver also assumed huge

proportions, amounting in these times to an annual sum of 165,000,000

ounces fine. Indeed it is not impossible that this immense yield of silver

may have prevented a decline in the price of gold. The latter is maintained

firm, not only by this particular circumstance, but also by the statutes of the

Bank of England and of the German Imperial Bank. These institutions, in

other words, are authorized to buy gold bullion at a fixed price with their

banknotes; and we consequently face the remarkable and novel spectacle

in commercial histoiy of a gold reserve sometimes in actual excess of the

note circulation. The Bank of England, for several years past, has had

more gold in its vaults than notes in circulation; so that occasionally the

gold surplus over the notes has been more than fifteen million pounds

sterling. The German Imperial Bank follows this example, though on a

more modest scale. In Germany the coin reserve at least somewhat exceeds

the note circulation from time to time. The Bank of France is far from dis-

playing the like pride of gold, and still clings to the depreciating "double

standard"; though its gold reserve, which twenty years ago was very much
below the silver reserve, has now risen much above it. The Austro-Hun-
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garian Bank is still paying in compulsory legal-tender paper, and is not

required to redeem its notes in coin; but with a view toward ultimate

specie payments, it has materially increased its gold supply, its stock of

gold was eighty million florins at the middle of August, 1892, and two
hundred and orty-seven million florins on the 23d of December, 1895. It

is interesting to trace the development of this unusual reinforcement of

gold reserves by consulting the reports of the great banks; and we there-

fore submit an extract from the official statements of the .Imperial Bank,

which will be found to furnish abundant material for reflection.

Monthly Statements of the German Reichsbank, iS8y to 189^ {in Millions

and Thousands 0/ Marks).

Datbs.

1887—May J3

June I

August 23
September 15....

October 15

November ij....

December 15

1888—January a6

February 7
March 15

April 15

May 5

June 3

July 23
August 2b

September 10...

.

October 1

November 15...

.

December 3

1889—January 7

February 15

March 18

April 23
May 30
June 3

July 18

August 10

September 7

November 26...

.

December 14

1890-January 7...

February 28
March 7
April IS

May 23

July "i

August 7
September 15

October 23

November 15 ...

.

December 23

1891 -January 23
February 14

March 14

April 15

May 15

June 23

uly 15

August 22

September 15...

.

October 15

November 14,...

December 15

1892—January 15

February 23. ...

.

March 23
April 14

Coin
RHervi.

Notes
Ouutanding.

801.194
804.953
817.552

790.973
755.027
787.729
794.035
814.096
831.888
8b8.075

878.769
91 1 .984

989.439
997-579
974.661
953-850
882.465
860.894
866.162
860.328

925.767
939.568
936. 109

939-937
959-946
900.231
891.265

844.453
776.010
776.092

741.967
821.288
826.246
820.701
869.036
846.983
828.91

1

781.565
716.791

753-760
781.505
S17 264

849.990
879.277
873.056
892.494
1126.112

904.470
948.968

933.404
897.089
915.341

934-469
935.578
978.687
986.657

935879

802.433
801.014
808.241

828.941

907.347
865698
868.630
887.760
849.232
827.318
81)6.337

931.848
880.891

935.087
917.846
925.693

1,070.199

965.629

971.789
1,054.896

902.897
879.483

943.323
996.605
955-687

i,oi8.i 19

975.600
989.850

977-505
985-666

1,108.053

886.052
904,086
970.558
920.

1
38

98').514

954-415
976.304

l,oi5.c>42

997.873
993-272
958.80.1

895.755
904.602
964.556
945.846
938.601

974.056
914-922
987.960

1 ,020,867

1,009.623

974- 172

1,033.605
878.727
894-275
969.686

Bills of
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(CONTINUKD.)

Datbs.

189a- M«y a}

Junei)
July IS

August 1)
September 11..
October is...,
November 30..
December 7. .,

189J—Janu.iry 14. ...

February 15...
March is

Mirch 30
April IS

Miiy 1)

Iune IS

uly aa
August 23
September a) .

.

October 23
November a)..
December 15...

—January 6. ....

.

rebruary 15. ..

March is

April 14
May 31

June IS

July 23 ,

August IS

October at>

November 15,.,
December 7. ...

1895—January is

February is. ...

March 15

Aprilai

July IS

August IS

September 15...

1894-

f.oln

Keserve.

991. asa
1 ,007.94a
1)88.187

982.476
94Si7<>
868.240
871.609
866.14a
878.218
913.77a
9a8.i3s

868.qss
8S8.399
884.344
882.346
813,721
816. S82
792.384
772.067
819.186

839s 19

808.807

904.41s
917-464
862.S29
<)3S.428

983.149
933.833

94V8S2
952.889

i,040.S2s

1,071.196
1,061.834

1,112.093

i,09MS9
1,074,315
l,o6s,4S3

1,014,790
1,019.899

978.455

Notes
Outstanding,

909.738
96s. aoo

993.8S8
943.69*
963. 7»6

1,058.709

1,005.824

993.155
1,036.020

923.567
917,650

1,070.481

1,012,542

931.618
928.899

1,099.976
925,023

941S03
997- Ml
9S4.W2
948.817

1,072.655
920. 1 52

910.350
995.506
912.898
917.72c
977,98c

966,406
1,030.901

1,052,787

1 ,040,868

1,101.472

998.450
978-57"

1,041.938

1,054.301

1 , 1 26.670

1,057.630

1,059.992

Dills of
Exchange.

512.153

534114
535.787
502.274

S18.280
566.445

565.677

544-911
523.043

475.385
471-484
58b. 119
550.145
638.892
638.887
721.565
598.551

596.468
586.655

544-117

S14.180
JI2.757
498,941
517-905
585-768
566,820
551-248
560,609
527,948
556,682

544,824
522,876

524-791

474-101
455,76s

494-171
501.334
588,894

540,731

581,149

Imperial
Treasury

Hills,

28.447
28.862

26.103

27.10s
25.181
21.618
22.083
22.42a

19,103

23,468
25,9''8

33,010

24.041
26,768

27,748
14-118
as. 559
25.622
23,981

24,762
24,819
19-901

25.587

27.6)6
25.516
28.895

29.137
36.761

36.418

24.154
24.030

21-747
20.566
24.82b

37-192
26,164
36,309
34,030
34,814
23,83)

Notes of
Other Hanks

9.820

8.263

10,044

8.474
7.692

9.81s
10.578
8.510
10.151

11.271

11.788

8.110
11.963

10.179
1 1.760

9.128
9.105
11.440

9.084
9,816
8.q86
10.811

ii.<)44

10.850
10.119
12.188

9.751
10.051

11.127

9.676
10.341

8.471
12.665

10.804
1 1 .028

12.525

10,390
10,882

lo,5S9

7.970

Deposits and
Loans to Hank

on Call,

612,180

607,459
552,131

547.'75
4')7.i2<»

182,550

429.879
419,01

1

186,458
466.155
476.278
199.654
401.1 18

591.150
599.602
4'».i4»

478.271

447.769
368.228

419.7*1
411.750
331.400
468.371

S19.455
448.047
589.07S

597.970
528.721
516,600
481,840
5)8,379
518,320
479,818
571.716

549. 181

S2S.179
494.210
487. 1 59
504.191
4C».405

Loans.

95.930
98.910

98.69s
90.840
88.726

97.711
87. 158

85.017

91.798
80.380

80.7)8

97.17}
79.784
84,280

87,110
145.813
75.228
81,111

94.684
92.717
99.677
129,320

72,677

71.555
7S.95»
83.786
80.114
76.29)
76.386
74-693
73.084
70.719
72.556
66.662

66.8)7
69.184
7J.115

79.210
74.604
71.52a

) n Dividends of the Prussian and Imperial Banks, i8yo-i8p^.

FATE OF PRIVATF. BANKS OF ISSUE UNDER ACT OF 187s-

By the terms of the German Bank Act of 1875 (Sec. 42), banks which were

then authorized to issue notes are not allowed to carry on banking business
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through branch houses, nor through agents, nor to organize themselves as

companies attached to other banks outside the State from which they have

obtained their issuing rights; and neither are the notes of a bank in posses-

sion of the right of issue to be used in payments outside the State from which

the bank has derived its powers. These prohibitions, however, do not

include the optional exchange of sucii notes for other bank notes, paper

money, or coin. Again, these limitations do not apply to those banks

which, to date of January i, 1876, had fulfilled certain conditions (Sec. 44 of

act) relating on one side to the statutes of the Imperial Bank and on the other

to the surety that the notes of small banks might be duly exchanged for notes

of the Imperial Bank. Such banks were then obliged, except when located

in Berlin or Frankfort, to select a place of redemption for their notes, and

receive notes of other banks in payments.

The right of issuing bank notes becomes void: (i) when the time expires

over which the right was granted; (2) upon recession, or renunciation,

thereof; {}) in case of bankruptcy, or the institution of legal proceedings

against the bank; (4) upon deprivation thereof by power of law; and (s) by

dispensation of the Federal Government in accordance with the statutes or

prerogatives of the same.

The limitations and penalties prescribed by the law are so burdensome

that most of the banks have since then abjured their rights of issue. On
promulgation of the German Bank Act, thirty-two banks of issue had then

declared themselves ready to conform to its requirements. A contingent of

1 3s, 000,000 uncovered notes had been adjudicated for their circulatioi..

Including the Imperial Bank, the total amount of the lawful, uncovered note

circulation was 385,000,000 marks, distributed as follows:

MARKS.

1. Imperial Bank aso.ooo.ooo

2. Manorial Private Bank in Pomerania (Stettin) 1,2^2,000

3. Citv Bank of Breslau 1,28^,000

4. Bank of the Berlin Kassenvereins 96^,000

j. Bankof Cologne i,2Si.ooo

6. Private Bank of Magdeburg i, 173,000

7. Private Joint-Stock Bank of Dantzig 1,272.000

8. Provincial Joint-Stock Bank of the Grand Duchy of Posen 1,20(5,000

9. Municipal Bank of Prussian Upper Lusatia (Gorlitz) 1,307,000

10. Bank of Hanover 6,000,000

11. Provincial Bank of the Landgraviate Grant of Hesse isq.ooo

12. Bank of Frankfort 10,000,000

13. Bavarian banks 32,000,000

14. Saxon Bank of Dresden 16,771,000

15. Bank of Leipzig 5,348,o(X)

16. Leipzig Kassenverein 1,440,000

17. City Bank of Chemnitz 441,000

18. Wurtemberij; Bank of Issu'.' 10,000.000

hi

i
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MARKS.

19. Bank of Baden 10,000,000

20. Bank for South Germany 10,000,000

2 1

.

Bank of Rostock i , i ss.ooo

22. Bank of Weimar i ,97 1 ,000

25. Provincial Bank of Oldenburg 1,881,000

24. Bank of Brunswick 2,829,000

25. Middle German Credit Bank of Meiningen 3,187,000

26. Private Bank of Gotha 1,344,000

27. Provincial Bank of Anhalt-Dessau 93'5,ooo

28. Bank of Tliuringia (Sondershausen) i ,658,000

29. Bank of Gera 1,65 1
,000

30. Lower Saxon Bank (Bilckeburg) "594,000

31. Private Bank of Lubeck 500,000

}2. Commercial Bank of Lubeck 959,000

^). Bank of Bremen 4,500,000

Total 385,000,000

Official information, which we owe to the courtesy of the president of

the Imperial Bank Directors, shows that, by November, 1895, provincial

banks, as per statement below, had abjured the right of issue, their note

contingent thereby accruing to the Imperial Bank.
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Stiite revenue Jepartment, which promplly furnished luki^^et statements for

the past two years, including a separate report of the Seehandlung. We
shall produce some interesting data from the documents in the course of this

description. The range and nature of the business undertaken by the Mari-

time Association are not only identical with the business operations of (/('i///

mobilicr institutions throughout Kurope to-day, but the Maritinie Association

even outstrips them in favoring the interests of the humbler classes. The

Association engages in the ordinary financial transactions of a bank, and

negotiates various kinds of loans, both on paper securities and on other

dead pledges, for the administration of which a special State loan oll'ice has

been created. In this, a regular and careful account is kept of the status

of needy applicants. A list of the first three thousand borrowers, for October,

189J, included twenty-three pawnbrokers and consignees; 1648 artisans,

tradesmen, and journeymen; jqs day laborers and factory hands; forty-one

actors, painters, and other artists; twenty-three students; three military

officers and surgeons; forty-nine professors and other scholars; ni State,

municipal, and railway officials; and 66s widows and spinsters. The three

thousand loans amounted to only 81,750 marks; and the individual sums
ranged from two to a thousand marks. It is obvious that a loan office of this

kind, fostered by so old an established institution, more carefully guards the

interests of the poorer classes than the ordinary pawnbrokers are wont to do.

The Maritime Association, furthermore, grants small loans on merchandise

to manufacturers, trades-poople, and mechanics. In 189^-94, \20} such loans

were effected, to a total of 12s, 7S2 marks; 841 of which, with a loan value

of 7s,^c)o marks, were still charged at the close of the year. Dead pledge

loans at six per cent, and on paper securities for persons of moderate means
are a less active business. The securities accepted are bonds of the German
Empire, of the city of Berlin, other State and municipal bonds, and Prussian

consols. The MaritiiiK' Association also grants loans for the improvement of

real property. Thus, for the business year iSc);-i)4, full five million marks

were loaned to lease-holders of domains, for the purpose of drainage. Only

half this amount was still in arrear at the end of March, 1894. It is paid in

annual installments, with interest at eight per cent., until the e.xtinction be

complete. Another class of loans is to forestry officials, for the drainage of

forest lands. In 1 89^5-94 such loans amounted to s6, soo marks, two-thirds

of which remained on the books at the end of March, 1804. These are like-

wise gradually extinguished in annual installments, with interest at eight per

cent. Interest received on loans for drainage in 1803-94 reached the sum of

I2s,c)82 marks. Ordinary bank loans on commercial securities for 189^-^4

amounted to 282,296,000 marks, of which only 66,4^7,747 marks, interest

included, were outstanding at the close of March, i8(.)4. These loans for the

preceding year had been much smaller; namely, 176,247,000 marks. Interest

received on loans for 1893-94 amounted to 2,42^,094 marks, as against

1,127,141 marks for 1892-Q3.

The Maritime Association was also an effectual contributor to the founda-

I
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tion of estates yielding annuities, toward which it advanced 9S3,6bS marks

in 1893-94; also issuing bonds for4s:J,87s m.irks, and giving annuity certifi-

cates to the amount of I, bis. 665 marks. A tabulation of the dead pledges

preserved in the loan office under date ofJanuary 20. 1894. shows the following

results ; i so.6i s articles were on hand, consisting of 10s papers of value, with

an average loan value of 199 marks; 4897 ornaments, such as jewelry, with

an average value of 109 marks; 70,193 articles of gold and silver, averaging

24 marks api.ce; 27,090 watches, at 19 marks each; and 48,330 articles of

linen, dress goods, pieces of clothing, and utensils of the baser metals, with

a general average of 9 marks 48 pfennigs per item. Loan interest received

for the whole year amounted to 2,42^,094 marks.

The Maritime Association receives three kinds of deposits: (i) Money on

interest; (2) money without interest; and (3) deposits for custody and

administration. The amount of deposits on interest, with the interest

included, was 19,896.^32 marks at the end of March, 1893. For 1893-94, the

principals and interest amounted to S2, 473, 946 marks. Adding the previous

19,89b, ->32 marks, we have a total of 72,370.478 marks, of which 46,770,777

marks are withdrawn; leaving a residue of 2s,S99.70i marks in favor of the

depositors, at the end of March, 1894. Interest for 1893-94 amounted to

330,128 marks, as against 233, S3S maiks for 1892-93. The total transactions

in deposits with interest increase from year to year, and for 1893-94 they

represented a sum of nearly one hundred million m.arks. Deposits in the

way of current bank accounts rose to some forty-six million mr.rks in 1893-94.

Payments assumed for the next year amounted to 4.2SO.000 marks. Deposits

by sundry parties made a round sum of 842,000,000 ir.arks, of which about

420,ooo,CKX> marks remained in bank at the end c/f March, 1894. The

equivalent of 8 1,000,000 marks was cominitted to the Association for custody

and administration.

Resides these usual phases of bank business, the M.iritime Association

also controls and manages industrial enterprises; such as Hour-mills at

Bromherg. and linen-thread works at Landshut in Silesia. The amounts

turned over by the former were two and a half million marks, and by the

latte., one and one-third million marks, by the last annual reports. The

m'.lls yielded a net profit of th/ee per cent., and the thread-works net pro-

cteds of ^^,817 marks, or five and one-third per cent, of the invested capital.

AsiOL'iatc Business. --The Maritime Association also largely concerns itself

with associate and syndicate business, both on its own account and in

account with outside parties. This was first occasioned by the Prussian

Government, wh'ch continu.illy needec! the society's co-operation in the rais-

ing of State loaii'-. In 1893 94 the Association, in conjunction with its fellow-

societies, effected the following t\\elve loans .md credii transactions: On
oii-ii accoirif -(1) The three and a half per cent. State loan of Wurtemberg,

in 1893. (2) Four and a half" per cent, partial-bonds of Siem "is and H.ilske.

(3) 'ii.rce and a half ^ler cent. Hessian State loan. (4) Three and a half per

cent, loan of the Free City of Bremen. {5) Three and a half per cent. State
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loan of Wurtemberg for 1894. (6) Kiel municipal loan of 1889, at three and

a half per cent. /// account with outside parties— (7) For the Prussian

Exchequer, Prussian consolidated State bonds in amounts of i4o,ooo,ckx)

marks at three per cent.; (8) and 3,bi3.ioo marks at three and a half per

cent.
; (9) also sundry three and a half per cent, annuity certificates, to the

amount of 731,070 marks. (10) Bills of exchange on Berlin and other bank-

ing centres were bought to the amount of 12, 188,367 marks and 87 pfennigs,

(i!) Loans on securities were issued to the amount of :294.778, 177 marks

and =1 pfennigs, (la) The Bank further bought and sold for outside parlies

effects and bills of exchange amounting to 177,500,000 marks.

tm
.<

I

BUSINESS RESULTS.

The Association's net profits for 1893-94 were 2.04^,388 marks, as

against 2,111,036 marks for the preceding year; which gains were con-

veyed to the general exchequer. The funded property yields about six

per cent, on some thirty-four million marks, which were first subscribed

thruugh two and a half per cent, bonds, guaranteed bv the State. The
assets and liabilities at the end of March, 1893, made a balance of 33,88s, 173

marks, incre.ised bv 1 149 marks representing interest due to the Association

and equivalent obligations against it. So the resulting balance wa'-, 33,886,-

)22 marks. The main results of the balance for 1893-94 are embraced in the

following totals:

Assets ^20,47^,624 marks.

Liabilities, including net profits for 1893-94, S20,47=,,624 "

Transactions in gold, bills of exchange, and marketable effects amounted

to a round sum of 1,810.000,000 marks for 1 89 3- 94. The round sum for

1892-93 was 1, 1 36,ooo,o(XJ marks. Of the total for 189:5-94, 90^,000,000

marks were taken in, and somewhat over this amount was paid out.

We are especially struck with the extraordin.iry economy of administra-

tion. The total administrative expenses for 1893-94, pensions included, were

only 286,600 marks; and the advance estimate for i89s-9'' puts them at

290, soo marks. These modest figures are explained by the vcrv moderate

salaries of officials. The president of this great institution, which is worthy

of comparison with the greatest banks, receives an annual salary of only

fifteen thousand marks, whereas bank presidents in other countries rei..'ive

fifty thousand mark"-', or even more. The associate directors draw from

7S00 to 9900 marks. Cashiers, bookkeepers, clerks, etc., are salaried from

30CX5 to 1400 marks. The structure and orgarization of so venerable an

institution .ire altogether typical of Prussian adm.nistrative thrift and hon-

esty, whereby a country naturally poor has achieved such great results.

: I
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Statement of the Maritime Association s Profits, 189^-^4.

A.—RECEIPTS.
MARKS, PF.

1. Cash interest received 1, 9^:6, 325 49

2. Commissions from sundry State foundations, private per-

sons, and foreign correspondents for transactions abroad,

after deduction of incidental loss through exchange of

foreign currency S2S,i29 78

3. Proceeds of industrial concerns at Bromberg and Landshut. 93.327 10

4. Sundry receipts 24, ^=i ? =; ^

Total receipts 2,579,131 go

B.— EXPENSES,

1. Salaries, pensions, aid funds, administrative expenses,

brokerage, sundry stamp taxes, postage, etc 301,40; 67

2. Losses and effects to be subtracted from profits thereon 2^2, \^b ^3

3. Sundry expenses w-, 44

Total expenses 533-74'* 64

Balance: j
^"^'P^^ 2.S7q,n3Qo

I expenses 513,74s 64

Resulting profits 2,045,388 2b

Summarised Balance-sheet of the Maritime Association at Close of

March, 1894.

ASSETS.
Marks. Pf.

1. Real estate 1,7^1,444 02

2, Working capital of loan office and industrial establishments 1 ,4t;o, 102 24

1. Cash account 7,407,t)S3 ?b

4- Eff'-'-ts 9,229,949 "5

\ Bills of excliange 1,40^, 13 1 70

( Treasury bills 2,02^,888 go
';,4'?8,022 00

6. Loans on securities 00,437,747 ^o

7. Domestic and foreign debtors :

(j) Interest-bearing investments for the Royal Exchequer

(compare liabilities, 3 j) i,g98,347 20

{h) Advances and loans to trusts and institutions 2,400,00s 04

(f) Advanced in accounts current 1,120,818 95

(d) Advances in behalf of annuity foundations 1 13,861 1

1

(«) Advances in behalf of redeeming coupons of three per

cent. Prussian consols held abroad (compare liabili-

ties, )i) 16,711 73

|i
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(/) Commercial houses o7,9i^o wo

(g) Deposits of suntlry patrons, in effects, mortgage bontls,

securities, receipts, and policies (compare liabili-

ties, 3.!,'-i 4
1
9,0; 1, 127 8,

(*) Sundry accounts -,,.S-)5,24i) 20

Marks. I'f.

428,004,70; 98

Total assets ';jo,47S,024 os

LIABILITIES.

1

.

Debt on the Association's obligations

2. Drafts

3. Domestic and foreign creditors :

(j) Royal Exchequer (compare assets, 7 j) 2(),oix),ooo 00

(b) Credited to trusts and institutions 2,121,004 02

(c) In favor of accounts current 20,852,289 43

(d) To the account of annuity foundations 2,M4 'S

(e) Toward redemption of coupons of three per cent. Prus-

sian mnsols held abroad (compare ass ;ts, 7^) 102, ",70 si

(/) Comiiiircial houses

(g) Depositors (compare assets, 7^) )io,o'?i,i;7 8,

(/)) Sundry accounts ^.^loi.unj =,1

>7o

44'

,021 01

7=;=; 08

4. Capital account

5. Net profits of the Association for 1893-94.

48;,7-,2

l8,88o

2,04

,2 -JO 07

,122 71

;88 26

Total liabilities. S2o,47s,«)24 05

PRIVATE NON-ISSUING BANKS IN I HE LATTER PART OP THE ioth CENTURY.

We have before us the business statemen s of one hundred and thirtv-

seven banking institutions for the year i8q4; which information the author

owes to the courtesy of Mr. W. Christian, editor of the German " Ukono-
mist," of Berlin. These establishments include eight banks of issue, one

of which has since renounced its right of issue; thirtv-three mortgage

banks, and nincty-si.\ <r dit banks, including the itedit iiiobilicr organiza-

tions. One hundred . d thirty-tlve of these banks are joint-stock com-
panies; one is a muni, ipal institution, and there is one company with

unlimited obligations. We do not under this designation include the

thousands of co-operative societies, which are to hi considered next.

For the valuable statistical compilations of the "01' .ir.nist," reference

is made to the Appendix at the end of this treatise.

I s

m

GERMAN MORTGAGE BANKS.

For detailed information on this class of banks, the reader is referred to

the Appendix to this part of the work.
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GERMAN CO-OPERATIVE FINANCIAL SOCIETIES.

Under the native designations l^olksbankcn (people's banks) and l^ors-

chusscassen (casii-advancing banks), Germany has a number of co-operative

societies, or co-operative stores, which not only furnish ordinary commod-
ities to consumers, but also handle raw materials, and endeavor to make
a more productive use of machinery for wholesale purposes. Principally,

they serve as money-le.iding institutions. Their origin dates from the

reactionary period of deprv-ssion in the fifties. Their principal founder,

Schulze-Delitsch, of the province of Prussian Saxony, had the twofold

object of raising credit for the minor industrial classes, and educating the

great body of poor workmen to independence and self-help. In brief, he

desired to make a powerful popular application of progressive modern

ideas. This accessory thought exciting suspicion on the part of the Prus-

sian police, it was resisted by virtue of the statute requiring State concession

for any societies of limited liability. The founder's projects being thus reg-

ularly set aside, Schulze-Delitsch resolved to form companies of unlimited

liability, although such oi^ganizations had not maintained themser.es in

England. But there was no other way of circumventing official distrust.

Eminent economists were well aware of the unfortunate consequences of

unlimited liability scheni'js in Great Britain ; but they refrained from com-
batting a political propaganda; whereas the people, though at tirst shy of

unlimited liability, which affected the credit of the poor man more seriously

than that of the rich, who 'lad recourse to banks and banking houses,

nevertheless eagerly participated in the movement. The cause advanced

with greater strides after the reorganization of the German Empire, when
the societies were also invested with special statutory rights. Shortly after

1880, the number of societies had reached about two thousand, with half a

million members, an i ssociate or corporate capital of over one hundred million

marks, and an annual business of fifteen hundred million marks in loans.

Deposits amounted to three hundred and seventy-five million marks. Ad-
vocates of the original scheme now remembered the objections and obstacles

which they had encountered in many social circles at the start. Mean-

while, the limited liability companies had victoriously pulled through in

Great Britain, and in Germany as well; political changes had so modified

laws and sentiments that tht societies were no longer opposed, save that

the reformers carried the day in the matter of limiting the liabilities. To
this Schulze-Delitsch made obstinate resistance; but he, too, finally surren-

dered to public opinion, and the provision of limited liability became statu-

tory for the co-operative societies by revised imperial laws. There was an

extension of the co-operative movement along the lower Rhine through

Raiffeisen ; which, on account of their liberal terms in granting credit, found

much favor among the farmers.

In order to facilitate business between the separate societies, the man

> v •
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agers, for several decades past, have used a form of co-operative bank as a

clearing-house, and the firm of Sorgel, Parisius & Co. has been employed

for the same purpose. The resulting benefits and conveniences have been

inestimable. The co-operative bank was founded on the joint-stock plan,

and its pres. nt capital is about 21,000,000 marks. After a regular addition,

in late years, of five per cent, to the reserve fund, there is a customary net

profit of four to seven per cent. It would far exceed the space at our com-
mand were we to follow up the history of all the separate co-operative

societies; we can merely refer to their official reports, annually published

at Leipzig (Julius Klinghardt).

We may venture, however, to trace the development of a typical co-oper-

ative society—one which is regarded in Germany as a model institution,

both in respect of its commercial magnitude and its excellent management
of discounts and loans. It has even been a widely educating power among
the middle classes in matters of banking and money. We allude to the

Industrial Bank of Frankfort-on-the-Main, first started as an unlimited lia-

bility company, now limited. Its bank statement for 1892 supplies the

following data: Its membership, in 1892, increased by a net number of

sixty-nine, allowing for deceases and voluntary retirements. This raised

the total membership to 181 1. Every member is liable to the amount of his

shares at a thousand marks each. At the close of 189!, the liability of 1742

members, with 284s shares, amounted to 2,84^,000 marks. An addition of

242 shares in 1892 increased the liability by 242,000 marks, and the round

sum of membership liabilities at the close of 1892 was therefore above

3,000,000 marks. The corporate property itself was oniv 1,473,6^0 marks,

but there was a reserve fund of 323,842 marks and a special reserve of 88,769

marks, together with an endowment and pension fund of42, 1S2 marks;

total corporate property, 1,928,413 marks. Savings deposits and accounts

current amounted to 7,173,601 marks. The combined wotking capital thus

rose to 9, 102,014 >n;"ks. The transactions included collections, discounting

of bills, at a rate varying from two to four per cent, according to the paper,

and accounts current, in which latter business either marketable securities

or personal bonds are commonly pledged. Finally, there was an account

with the Imperial Bank and one with the Bank of Frankfort. The Industrial

Bank also carries on a commission business with foreign correspondents.

Net profits for 1892 amounted to 117,924 marks, yielding a dividend of six

per cent.

We append the following balance for 1892:
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ASSETS.

Available at Once.
MARKS. I'F.

1. Cash 317,026 94

2. Credited in banks 262,411 24

3. Bills of exchange 3,282,233 62

4. Advances at short sight 1,109,588 00

4,971,259 80

Resources Outstanding.

1. Loans maturing in three months 1,200,463 31

2. Accounts current, secured by effects and pledged bills ma-

turing in three months 2,377,934 27

3. Mortgages redeemable quarterly 1,040,80000

Total 4,6 19, 1 97 58

M

LIABILITIES.

Immediate or Subject to Short Notice.

1. Balance of creditors in account current 4,673.319 90

2. Back dividends ^4^ S2

3. Savings deposits in amounts of 100 marks or less 200,000 00

Total 4-874.162 4^

Savings deposits running three, six, and twelve months 2,604,913 oS

The accompanying table gives a review of the business conditions of the

Frankfort Industrial Bank for the first three decades of its operation, as well

as a general indication of the rapid growth of the city, whose water trade

since the Main was opened for canal service twelve years ago—this inland

port being thus made accessible to maritime navigation—has increased

thirty-fold:

ml
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The extraordinary development of the traffic in money and effects is also

reflected in the material equipment of the Industrial Bank on a scale worthy
of a great institution. Since 1894, the property includes a steel-lined store-

chamber, on the plan of the "stronghold" of the Vienna Cassenverein, and
similar to the London safe-deposit vaults; an apartment containing about

twenty-five fire and burglar-proof safes. The walls, floor, and ceiling are

so covered with steel and other non-combustible substances that the place

may be regarded as absolutely fire-proof; being also, as before implied, a

hopeless field for burglars. This retreat is used by the members for the

safe-keeping of valuables, with a sense of extreme tranquiUii^

li;'
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HISTORY OF

BANKING IN AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

CHAPTER I.

IKE AUSTRIAN NATIONAL BANK.

SECTION I.

ORIGIN OF THE BANK.

HE privileged bank of issue which, under this name, centralizes

and monopolizes the circulation of bank notes in Austria-

Hungary was founded in i8i6. Its original title was
"Austrian National Bank," and its domicile was in Vienna.

The State was at that time obliged to use compulsory paper

tender, much inflated on account of military necessities; and

but for this accident the Austrian Bank might have enjoyed easier lines than

either the Banks of England and France or the German Imperial Bank, since

it was the exclusive bank of issue in the whole country. Thus, though its

general constitution resembled that of the Banks of England and France, it

possessed an advantafije over the two former banks from its very origin

—

that is to say, perfect monopoly and uniformity of note circulation, which

long experience has shown to be the best and the most advantageous to the

public. This was also proved by the particular testimony of the French

bank investigating committee in 1863. Germany has eight banks of issue

besides the Imperial Bank; there are still more in Great Britain, co-existing

with the Bank of England; whereas nine banks of issue were operating in

France until 1848, concurrently with the Bank of France. But in Austria-

Hungary the privileged Austrian Bank was a monopoly, as a matter of

course, for all issues of notes.

' "ffl
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Far from causing embarrassment or occasioning losses to the public, this

uniform arrangement rather contributed to strengthen the Bank's credit and

heighten its responsibihty. It is true that the Austrian National Bank was
repeatedly compelled to suspend payments in coin, and use obligatory paper

currency; but for this the Bank administration was not to blame. The
trouble proceeded from embarrassments of the Imperial Government, which

either made abnormal draughts on the Bank in critical emergencies, or else,

waiving its promise, emitted State paper currency as obligatory legal tender,

and so rendered it impossible for the Bank to fultill prescribed requirements

in the matter of redeeming notes in coin, if we study the Bank's indepen-

dent action, we shall find that, even in great crises and in times of dire

political peril, it remained firm as a secure anchor while everything else was

in commotion, and served as a mainstay to demoralized trade. The good

offices of the Bank led to the public conviction, upon the dual reorganiza-

tion of the Monarchy in 1867 and in spite of Hungary's eagerness for

independence, that it would enhance the credit interests of both States to

maintain such a single institution; and this is feasibly effected through the

unity of the Bank's administration. It is of more than merely historical

interest to review the motives which influenced the founders of the Austrian

National Bank, as these motives are expressed in the Imperial patent of June

I, 1816, from which we select the following passages:

"The mighty convulsions which have shaken Europe in the course of

the past five and twenty years have also involved us, from the beginning of

our reign, in a series of heavy wars, to the jeopardy of our stability and

monarchial independence, including whatever is most precious to rulers and

peoples. We neither could nor should have spared our people the omission

of any effort or sacrifice. * * * From this time forth be there never

again a creation of new paper currency having obligatory value or compul-

sory circulation ; nor any augmentation of the present issue. Should extraor-

dinary events occur, causing outlays beyond the limit of the usual financial

resources which the State commands, then let the Exchequer take thought

and provide means for meeting such abnormal charges by broaching new
springs of wealth, or by sounding other depths of relief, and in no case

enforce the circulation of obligatory paper money. The redemption of the

paper currency is incumbent on a privileged national bank, to which the

right of redemption is herewith conveyed."

RENEWALS OF THE BANK'S CHARTER.

The charter was renewed in 1841 and 1862, in each instance after a

revision of the appertaining statutes. In 1856, a new department was

created for transactions in hypothecated securities, or land mortgages. When
the charter expired in 1877, ten years after the dual reconstruction of the

Monarchy, the Bank was reorganized under the new name of Austro-Hun-

garian Bank, and by the request of Hungary, Buda-Pesth became a second
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headquarters of the nation's banking business. These changes were ratified

by the law of June 17, 1878. Apart from such external modifications as

were made necessary by the reorganization itself, there were no essential

changes in the tenor of the Bank Act. As the statutes were again revised

upon renewal of the political treaty of 1888. and as we shall consider their

contents further on, we may confine our attention at this point to a few

fundamental features of the Bank's operations during the first two decades

of the dual Government, especially noting the manifold efforts of the Bank
to restore specie payments, its policy during and after the crisis of 1871, and

the synchronous phenomenal increase of its gold reserve. Wc must first

return to times when, pending the joint exertions of Government and Bank

toward the restoration of specie payments, the State and the Bank, sum-
moned to its aid, were thrown out of their normal conditions.

The patent of July 1, 1841, extended the Bank's charter to the last of

December, 1866. The revolution of 1848, and the conseciuent war of

1849, with imperative Government orders on the Bank for its assistance,

were strains which shook its previously solid foundations. The wealthy

classes were seized with a sudden panic in 1848, which especially mani-

fested itself through a distrust of credit. Even the notes of the substantial

Prussian Bank were for a time accepted only at a premium, and for a term

of several weeks Prussian exchequer bills were positively refused in South

Germany. Great exports of coin were on their way to London; and this

movement also soon reached such proportions in Austria-Hungary that the

Government, in a disastrous moment, prohibited all export of gold and sil-

ver from its dominions. The immediate consequence was, that gold and

silver were locked up, in increasing amounts, and silver being the money
standard, it presently commanded a premium of one and one-half per cent.

In April, 1848, it was at a premium of eleven per cent., and by the end of

the year twelve per cent. The dearth of small currency became so great

that people sought to relieve their wants by cutting up bank notes and using

private issues of small paper money. The premium on silver in 1849 lluctu-

ated between seven and twenty-two per cent. ; between twelve and thirty-

three per cent, in i8so; from thirty-three to twenty percent, in i8si ; ten to

twenty-four percent, in i8s2; three to sixteen per cent, in 18s?; sixteen to

thirty-nine per cent, in 18^4, and twenty-eight to nine per cent, in i8ss.

After a considerable decline, in the period from 1856 to 1858, when the

premium fell to two per cent., there was a sudden rise again to thirty-nine

and forty percent, in the spring of i8s9, as a consequence of the proclama-

tion of war by Napoleon III., in his new year's speech of the same year.

Even before the outbreak of this war, the Government had been obliged

to exhaust its credit and seek extraordinary assistance during the moment-
ous Crimean War. The Monarchy's credit had been drained by the loan of

six hundred million florins during the occupation of the Uanubian princi-

palities, along with the secret and forced increase of this loan to eleven

hundred million florins, resulting in the tragical fate of Finance Minister

r
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Baron von Bruck, who committed suicide and fell a lamentable sacrifice to

the fruitless fmanciering of that age.

THE AUSTRIAN SILVER STANDARD.

In 1857, the Vienna Convention standard was replaced by the Austrian

standard. The original regulation whereby bank notes had been made and

issued in sums cf five, ten, twenty-five, fifty, one hundred, five hundred,

and one thousand florins was modified by the Imperial ordinance of 1858

prescribi.ig that, on and after November i, 1858, only those notes should be

legitimate which bore the Austrian standard values of ten, one hundred, and

one thousand florins. At least one-third of the legal notes in circulation

must be covered by standard silver coin or bullion, though in certain cir-

cumstances gold coin or bullion might be employed, with the consent of the

Finance Minister; and the remainder should be protected by legally dis-

counted paper or secured loans. After the close of i8i>8, it was decreed that

all outstanding notes of the Vienna Convention standard should be speedily

withdrawn within a maximum limit of one hundred million florins, and notes

of one, two, and five florins be altogether canceled by December 31, 18^9. At

the same time, the Austrian National Bank was authorized to issue one-

florin Austrian standard notes to the amount of one hundred million florins,

in proportion as it retired the one, two, and five florin notes of the Vienna

Convention standard. The £ atute requiring protection of bank notes by coin,

etc., did not apply to the new one-florin notes, but these were to be used, up

to the amount of one hundred million florins, as a separate and sufficient fund

for covering State property conveyed to the Bank. In all other respects, the

one-florin Austrian standard notes should be legal tender on the same basis

as the notes for ten, one hundred, and one thousand florins. The notes

were all alike affected by the obligatory Legal-Tender Act, which was bind-

ing after June 2, 1848; but the act was also then declared operative only until

January 2, 1859, by which date specie payments should be resumed.

SUSPENSION OF SPECIE PAYMENTS IN 1859.

However, the subsequent outbreak of war frustrated the eagerly expected

plans of reform not only for Austria-Hungary, but also for half the peoples

of Europe. In the early course of the war, and at the close of April, 1859,

the promise of a restoration of specie payments was disannulled for the time

being by the State itself. The Imperial ordinance of April 29, 1859, pro-

vided for defraying the necessary and extraordinary increase of expenses by

the levy of a loan to the amount of two hundred million florins in five per

cent, bonds, and empowered the Finance Minister, in proportion to the

demands of the situation, to negotiate the loan of these bonds at the National

Bank at two-thirds of their nominal value. The same ordinance authorized

the Bank to issue, for this purpose, Austrian standard notes for five florins.
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governed by the same regulations as the other bank notes. Except on
occasional suspension of specie payments, all these notes, of the several
denominations one florin, five, ten, one hundred, and one thousand florins,

Austrian standard, maybe redeemed at the Bank's headquarters in Vienna in

standard silver coin. Notes of ten, one hundred, and one thousand florins
might be issued in amounts not exceeding three times the coin reserve;
notes of five florins to the amount of one hundred and thirty million florins;
and the one-florin notes to the amount of one hundred million florins. The
one and the five florin notes need not be covered in coin, since the former are
pledged by State property and the latter by bonds.

Ili



SECTION 11.

WORKING ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN THE BANK AND
THE STATE.

THE STATE'S DEBT TO THE BANK.

'E must now glance at the origin of the State's obligations to

the Bank. The oldest of such obligations, the so-called

"primitive" or funded debt, originated in the redemption of

Vienna standard paper currency, conformably to the agree-

ment of March 3, 1820; which subsequently underwent

many modifications. The Bank redeemed with its own
notes a total amount of 443,899,092 florins of Vienna standard paper cur-

rency, which in Austrian standard money would amount to 186,437,601

florins. In compensation, it received State endowments amounting to

73,500,000 florins, Austrian standard; the remaining 112,937,601 florins

devolved upon its own resources. The State acknowledged the ensuing

claims of the Bank by four per cent. State bonds to the amount of sixty-three

million florins, and 49,937,601 florins in bonds without interest. Further

security was furnished to the Bank through so-called mortgage bonds

amounting to 161,339,251 florins, Austrian standard, which were publicly

quoted at seventy per cent.

The extinction of these bonds was to have been compassed by annual

installments dating from January 1, 1821 ; but by a contract dated November
18, 1822, the time was postponed until 1837. Meanwhile, the State made
other compensatory payments. From 1837 forward, the annual installments

were paid without interruption; and in i860 the Bank's claim had been

reduced to 43,074,606 florins, Austrian standard. For this amount, the Bank
held round sums of ao. 500,000 florins in four per cent. State bonds, 22,500,-

000 florins in bonds without mterest, and 61, 500,000 florins in five per cent,

mortgage bonds. By the contract, then, the round sums of 20,500,000

florins in interest-bearing bonds, and 22,500,000 florins in bonds without

interest, era total of forty-three million florins, was to be canceled from 1861
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to 1870. Besides these items, the State had gradually contracted from 1822

forward, a debt of 91,422,477 florins, Austrian standard, for which State

lands were offered as security.

FINANCING BETWEEN BANK AND STATE.

After 1822, the Bank had commonly discounted money orders of the

central State Exchequer, which were meant to bring about a more expedi-

tious use of State currency circulating in remote provinces, in case of trans-

actions with the capital. Agreements, in this branch of business, were

renewed from year to year. From an original limit of six million florins, and

notwithstanding partial repayments, this business had reached the sum of

fifty million florins by 1848. The original interest of five per cent, was
reduced to four per cent, in 1823, and to three per cent, in 1834. In 1842

the Exchequer began to issue further three per cent. State Treasury certifi-

cates, which should not exceed an amount of five million florins; but they

reached a total of 10,900,000 florins in 1848, and at the close of 1849 were

t.nken up in a so-called two per cent, consolidated debt. The events of

1848 compelled the Government to make a still heavier draught on the credit

of the National Bank. It was purposed to offer a mortgage of forty million

florins as a means for procuring gold and silver from abroad, whereby to

strengthen the coin reserve of the Bank. The plan miscarried on account of

the general unrest in the spring of 1848. But in April, 1848, a substitute plan

was taken up; namely, the issue of thirty million florins in partial mortgage

bonds which were secured by the State salt mines at Gmunden, and which

availed to meet the most urgent of the existing necessities. On these new
bonds the Bank advanced twenty million florins at four per cent, interest,

and in the same year assisted the Government to raise two new loans, one

of six million florins and the other of fourteen million florins, both at (ive

per cent., in Exchequer certificates. The Bank furthermore granted a credit

of twenty million florins without interest, and received by way of security

the Government shares in the Vienna-Gioggnitz Railroad, and mortgage

bonds of the State Northern line. At the same time the Government bound

itself to pay the Bank a round sum of four million florins for defraying half

the cost of procuring silver in 1848, but the Bank later renounced this claim.

At the beginning of 1849, extraordinary State exigencies were met by

the issue of three per cent, certificates in denominations from one thousand

florins down to five florins, which weie accepted in payments at the Ex-

chequer and at the Bank's counters. By the middle of the same year they

had become obligatory legal tender; and at the close of the year they had

accumulated in the Bank to an amount of 44,500,000 florins. About this

time the Government also began to issue certificates on the Hungarian

revenues, in denominations from one florin upward, which, in turn, became

obligatory legal tender except in Lombardyand Venetia, or the " Lombardo-

Venetian Kingdom." To quote from the memorable Imperial patent of

!
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June 28, 1849: "The violent shocks to which the political fabric has been

subjected for more than a year, and the necessity of meeting the extraor-

dinary expenses involved in fighting formidable foes at home and abroad,

have rendered unusual measures indispensable; nor was it possible to

effectuate the same in such extremely difTicult circumstances without

recourse to credit. The Austrian National Bank has therefore ably con-

trived to perform highly helpful service in the interests of the State, amidst

conditions which must have paralyzed all other instruments of aid ; and we
would not withhold this expression of our satisfaction." The Imperial

patent decreed : (i) that the National Bank should not be prohibited from

covering the Government demands with a more extensive issue of notes,

and (2) that any sums not needed by the State for current expenses,

whether such sums proceeded from the loan about to be negotiated, or were

represented by newly issued three per cent, obligatory legal-tender State

Exchequer certificates, or accrued from the Sardinian war indemnity, should

be conveyed to the National Bank toward canceling the State's obligations.

CONSOLIDATION OF THE STATE DEBT.

lil

i
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This led to an agreement between the Government and the Bank under

date of December 6, 1849, according to which all the sundry claims of the

Bank on the State should be consolidated into a round sum of ninety-seven

million florins. Within the first six months of the following year announce-

ment was made that the three percent, certificates should be retired against

an issue, to be administered by the Bank, of Imperial Exchequer certificates,

in denominations of one hundred, five hundred, and one thousand fiorins

;

and in December, 1850, there was ordered a further issue of Imperial Ex-

chequer certificates, in denominations of one florin, two, five, ten, and fifty

florins, to be likewise used as obligatory legal tender. In April, 1851, there

was an issue of mortgaged certificates to the amount of thirty million

florins. Thus followed loan upon loan, year after year, until by the patent

of July ^, 1834, a subscription of three hundred million to five hundred

million florins was advertised, by means of which the earlier loans should

be paid off. At the same time the Financial Ministry ruled that the total

debt of the State to the Bank should be reduced to eighty million florins by

August 24, 1858. We have already indicated that the difficulties of the

situation were not yet overpast, and that after the outbreak of war in 1859,

though specie payments had been undertaken from the beginning of Sep-

tember, 1838, until the end of April, i8|J9, they were then again suspended.

STATUS OF THE STATE DEBT.

For the forty odd years from the founding of the Bank to i860, the

status of the State's debt to the Bank was as follows, stated in florins:

I K
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1818, 10.000,000; 182J, 47.000,000; 1827, 98.000,000; 1838, 131,000,000;

1850, 150,000,000; 1857, 203,000,000; 1859, 300,000,000; 1860,257.000,000.
For nearly thirty years the Austrian National Bank had maincained an

unhesitating practice of redeeming its notes. Grave political events, com-
mercial crises, the French revolutions of July, 1830, and February, 1848;
the uprising in Poland, and Oriental entanglements, had indeed exerted an
adverse influence on the Bank's coin reserve; but however unfavorable the
relations between coin reserve and the note circulation often were, they had
never quite come to fatal extremities.

?:
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SECTION III.

THE BANK AND FINANCIAL EVENTS, 1850 to 1876.

TROUBLES FOLLOWING THE REVOLUTION OF FEBRUARY, 1848.

HE condition of stability and sound credit, due to good ad-

ministration of the Bank's business, was somewhat unset-

tled in consequence of the February revolution in 1848.

Within three months from that outbreak the coin reserve

decreased by more than forty-three million florins. A pan-

icky terror seized everybody, and the crowd grew daily

bigger which thronged the Bank's counters. On May 21, 1848, the Bank

directors announced that, by sanction of the Government, all payments in

coin would be limited to twenty-five florins, and that, in order to facilitate

small transactions, there would shortly be an issue of one and two florin

bank notes. It was characteristic of the times that this important announce-

ment first came from the Bank, and that the State ordinance prescribing

obligatory legal tender was dated May 226, a day later than the Banks
proclamation. The Imperial patent was delayed till June 2d. The exchange

of notes for coin was restricted, but not wholly intermitted ; though the coin

reserve decreased by an amount of nearly one hundred million florins from

1848 to 18^5, through redemption of notes in behalf of the State, municipal

governments, corporations, and private business.

INSTITUTION OF A MORTGAGE DEPARTMENT.

In 1849 and i8';o, the coin reserve was reinforced by the purchase of

precious metals to an amount of twenty-eight million florins, at an expense

of 3,200,000 florins to the Bank; and a much larger addition to the coin

reserve was eflfected in 1855 by the issue of 50,000 shares for the esiablish-

ment of a mortgage department of the Bank. This brought in a premium for

the Bank amounting to six million florins. The note circulation was also

increased relatively to the coin reserve on occasion of large advances to the

State, and special grants of credit which the Bank was obliged to extend to
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private firms with a view toward obviating, in a great many instances, the

mischievous consequences of the disturbances of 1848. In this way no less

than eighteen million florins were granted on extraordinary credit to com-
mercial houses, industrial enterprises, communities, and other corporations

in 1848 and 1849. Four million florins of this amount went to the endow-
ment fund of the Vienna Relief Committee, and two millions to the assist-

ance of needy trades-people.

BRANCH BANKS AND LOAN OFFICES.

In the following decade, like advances were made to the sum of thirty-

seven million florins. In the same period the first branch banks were organ-

ized, in the following chronological order: Prague, Buda-Pesth, Lintz,

Lemberg, Briinn, Trieste, Olmiitz, Troppau, Kronstadt, Gratz, Klagenfurt,

Cracow, Laibach, Fiume, Debreczen, Temesvar, Reichenberg, and Inns-

bruck (in 1857). The institution of branches dealing in loans on statutory

securities was begun in 1854. The loan business of the main Bank in Vienna

reached a continually greater magnitude from 1849 forward. Occasions for

such increase were the augmentation of the State's debt, the enfranchise-

ment of landed property, and the difficulties incidental to negotiations of

this kind. In 1857, nearly fifty-three million florins were loaned out in this

way by the Bank in Vienna alone, of which 10,300,000 were employed in

case of large estates.

RESUMPTION OF SPECIE PAYMENTS FAILS.

The Bank had made every preparation to resume specie payments in the

autumn of 1858. The premium on silver had fallen to two per cent., and as

payments in coin were actually begun in September, 1838, the premium
declined to one and one-eighth per cent. The note circulation then amounted

to a round sum of 389,000,000 florins, the coin reserve to 1 10,000,000 florins,

and bills payable in coin to seventeen million florins. The hope was therefore

justified that the premium on silver would totally cease. Then, as before

stated, came ominous war clouds—first, the menacing new year's address

of Napoleon III., and next his actual declaration of war. The premium on

silver suddenly rose to thirty-one percent, in April, 1839, and to forty per

cent, in May, the note circulation also rising to 429,000,000 florins; whereas

the coin reserve sank to ninety million florins, and the sum of bills payable in

coin increased to twenty million florins. Notwithstanding the speedy con-

clusion of peace, which occasioned a drop to sixteen percent, in the premium

on silver, the note circulation still rose 10466,000,000 florins; the coin reserve

declined to seventy-eight million florins, and bills payable in coin ranged

around twenty million florins. Such was the course of aff'airs till 1863, when,

by careful management, the Bank again succeeded in bringing the silver

premium down to two per cent. But again all efforts to keep the notes at
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pur were rendered fruitless by the impending German war. By the law of

May 5, 1866, the one and five florin bank notes were adopted by the Ex-

chequer and declared to be State currency. The National Bank was obliged

immediately to transfe" the total equivalent of these notes to the State in

bank notes of the higher denominations.

A NEW STATE LOAN OF aoo.ooo.ooo FLORINS.

By the law of July 7, 1866, concerning the creation of a credit of aoo.-

ooo.ooo florins, the National Bank was obliged to transfer to the State sixty

million florins in bank notes, upon compensation for costs of manufacture,

which loan should be repaid in bank notes, with the salt mines of Wie-
liczka for security. On the ground of irresistible political necessity, further

issues of State notes were provided by the law of August 25, 1866, in order

to meet extraordinu.-y expenses of war and its costly consequences. The
circulation of State notes was then so amalgamated with that of the partial

mortgage bonds of Imperial salt mines—which bonds were a sort of floating

State debt—that the total amount of circulating paper chargeable to the State

should not exceed 400,000,000 florins. The maximum circulation of salt

mine partial mortgage bonds alone was limited to 100,000,000 florins.

Under pressure of these regulations, the premium on silver jumped from six

to twenty-five per cent, (in May, 1866, it was six per cent.), and continued

at twenty-five per cent., with but slight deviations, till the end of 1871.

Then it fell to fifteen per cent. ; the bank note circulation decreased to

317,000,000 florins; the coin reserve was 143,000,000 florins, and there were

bills payable in coin to the sum of eight million florins. The State paper cur-

rency had meanwhile reached a circulation of 374,000,000 florins; and thus

the aggregate paper circulation of State and Bank amounted to 691,000,000

florins, backed by only 151,000,000 florins in coin; certainly, farshortofthe

legal one-third.

REDUCTION OF SHARE LIABILITIES AND SPECULATIVE TRANSACTIONS.

In order to indemnify the Bank for its sacrifices, at least in part, before the

State should be able to make full restitution, the law of November 13, 1868,

proposed certain measures, of which we would especially note the reduc-

tion of its liabilities to stockholders from 1 10,250,000 florins to ninety million

florins; with corresponding statutory changes respecting the Department of

Mortgaged Credit, such as the receiving of interest-bearing deposits, altera-

tion in the terms of interest on the loan of eighty million florin.s, and exten-

sion of the loan business through contango bargains at the Bourse. The Bank

used the latter facility very cautiously. The loan business at its maximum
volume for 1861 (May 5th) amounted to 65,770,000 florins, distributed as

follows:

I
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Ordinary loans in Vienna 24, 344,000 florins.
" " at the branch banks 17,173,000 "

Continuations, or contango business 24,2S3.ooo "

If we now bear in mind that from i8ss to i8s8 the loans in Vienna alone

had averaged seventy-four million florins, we shall have to admit that the

reproach upon the Bank on account of its contango operations was by no

means justified. When the Bank first engaged in contango operations, the

common complaint was heard that it had made far too narrow terms for itself,

and had shown excessive anxiety, whereas it should have proceeded liber-

ally and boldly. There was no voice of remonstrance against over-activity

in contangoes until the Bank had given up that whole line of business.

Premonitions of the inordinate speculations which ushered in the crisis of

1873 were already sensible. We quote from a report of the Agricultural

Committee of the Austrian Imperial House of Deputies: "The development

of the railway system in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy was as yet hardly

begun in the first half of the decade— 1860 to 1870. Not until after the war
of 1866 was there a beginning of progress in that direction. Stimulated on

the one hand by the increased and inflated circulation of paper currency, and,

on the other, by the remarkably abundant harvests of 1867 and 1868, which

occasioned large and unprecedented exports of grain abroad and brought in

supplies of foreign capital, and still further advanced by the wholesome
reorganization of State finances in 1868, when, for the first time, the Aus-

trian Government withdrew from the position of money-seeker in the great

public market, the newly awakened spirit of enterprise devoted itself with a

zeal no less beneficial than worthy to the construction of new railway lines

within the Austrian dominions, on a scale so magnificent as to be truly

revolutionary."

THE CRISIS OF 187^

The feverish over-haste in railway enterprises and the stock-gambling in

bank shares and other securities were attended with unfortunate conse-

quences, which first became manifest when the Bank withdrew from the

contango business. The item of bills was growing at a pace beyond prec-

edent, and in order to meet the ensuing public demands, the National Bank

resolved, in 1872, to retire fifteen million florins in railway priority bonds

from the reserve fund and sell the bonds. By the close of 1872 there was an

addition of ninety-four million florins to the discount and loan transactions,

for which capital was furnished both by the reserve fund and the mortgage

department, and also by increased circulation of notes to an amount of over

seventy-one million florins. The maximum of bills and loan transactions

occurred in 1 873 (the crisis of that year declared itself in Vienna on May 1 2th)

;

also the maximum circulation ofbank notes, protected by the required portion

of silver. On the other hand, there were State notes in circulation to the

amount of 378,000,000 florins, and the total circulation of bank notes and
6
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State notes, together, had risen to 72s.000,000 florins. The Bank no less

promptly proceeded to relieve the commercial community when the crisis

came than it had previously given warning by a timely raising of discount

rates, in anticipation of the worst. As we have earlier mentioned, the Bank

served as a firm anchor of salvation. The wisdom of this management has

been demonstrated by the results of a like policy followed for many years

by the Bank of England.

INCREASE OF DISCOUNTS.

While the capital employed for loans had decreased in the decade from

1862 to 1872 by twenty-five million florins, on account of the Bank's retirement

from the contango business, discounts had increased by more than 100,000,000

florins. Whereas the total discount business for 1863 was only 367,000,-

000 florins, the same item for 1872 was above 7^5,000,000 florins; a round

increase of 106 per cent. In 1871, the Austrian National Bank had a bills

portfolio more than thirty-four per cent, of that of all the other Austrian and

Hungarian credit institutions, savings-banks, and insurance companies or

associations combined; in 1872, thirty-five per cent. ; thirty-seven and eight-

tenths per cent, in 1873, and thirty per cent, in 1874. This comparison is

the more significant when we consider the vast capital controlled by the

other credit institutions; remembering also that the Bank is obliged to keep

its large coin reserve locked up, whereas in his respect other institutions

are allowed free discretion. We stated in an earlier connection that the

National Bank used a part of its mortgage funds toward an extension of its

operations in discounting bills of exchange.

i
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MORTGAGE BONDS.

When the mortgage credit department was organized, the statutes (Sec-

tion 10) had prescribed that mortgage loans should be granted in the form

of letters of mortgage to be realized by the debtors themselves. But since

this would necessarily involve loss of time and additional expense to the

borrowers, the Bank was also authorized to pay out mortgage loans in cash.

According to Section 46 of the statutes, letters of mortgage may not mature

within less than twelve months, except on approval of a shorter term by

the Ministry of Finance. For this reason the Bank made no considerable

application of the statute authorizing the payment of letters of mortgage in

cash; and the trouble consequently devolving upon mortg "ge debtors

rendered the mortgage department of the Bank rather unpopt lar. Many
other mortgage banks, both in Austria and in Hungary, were therefore insti-

tuted, which ensured cash payments of mortgage loans. At first, the

National Bank had allowed this in case of one-year mortgage bonds; later,

for six-year bonds; and lastly, for twelve-year bonds. On maturity these

letters of mortgage must be retired by the National Bank with bank notes.

The debtors incurred this double disadvantage, that the negotiation of the
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bonds usually cost them so much time and expense that they were un-

prepared to pay the loans when due; whereas private mortgage banks

imposed, as a rule, far easier conditions.

SUSPENSION OF THF. BANK ACT.

After the outbreak of the crisis of 1871, the Government felt constrained

to suspend the rights conveyed by the Bank's charter. On the very mor-

row of the crash an Imperial ordinance decreed the suspension of Section 14

of the statutes of 1863, concerning the protection of note circulation by

coin reserve, and this ordinance remained in force till October 1 1. 1874. In

a communication dated May 1?, 1873—that is, on the same date as the

Imperial decree—the Finance Minister assured the Bank that these extraor-

dinary measures, which, as a matter of course, had been adopted only upon

pressure of extreme necessity, should strictly cease as soon as the necessity

ceijsed, and that their whole purpose was to obviate the shattering of con-

fidence among solvent and substantial merchants and financiers. So the

Bank's credit replaced private credit, which had been badly damaged by

over-speculation; and, thanks to the prudence of the Bank directors, the

Bank was fortified against all shocks. Nevertheless, it was charged with

being needlessly stingy in granting loans, especially by certain straitened

business people of Hungary. At this time the Bank accomplished a plan

which for sharpness and audacity of conception and cleverness of execution

must win for its originator. First Secretary Wilhelm Baron von Lucam, an

ever-honorable position in banking history.

THE NEW GOLD RESERVE.

We have hitherto seen that the administration of the Bank, from its

earliest foundation, was based on solid principles; that for thirty years the

Bank met all its cash obligations; and that it never deviated from statutory

regulations except on Government orders, in perilous emergencies of war
or panic, when there appeared to be no other help for the State than to

draw on the resources of the Bank, which, in financial respects, were

superior to those of the Government. This being the case, the Bank directors

felt themselves obliged, so far as lay in their power, to bring about an

improvement in the matter of circulation. Owing to the large issue of State

notes, the Bank was much obstructed in its purpose of restoring specie pay-

ments. Since, however, the law of July 7. 1866, expressly declared that

the Bank should have the right to resume specie payments by no later than

one year after the conclusion of peace, by which time its most recent

advances to the State were expected to be repaid, the Bank declared its

policy unchanged, in a memorial of the First Secretary for 1876, affirming

that, first and last, the National Bank would devote its fullest attention to the

necessity of resuming specie payments. An occasion was furnished by
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Austria's withdrawal from the German Monetary Union in 1867. At the

draft of the terms of adjustment between Austria and Hungary in that same
year, the question of adopting a gold standard was freely considered, and
consistently with this consideration, the law of March 9, 1870, provided for

the coinage of new gold pieces of four and eight florins, to circulate side by

side with the old ducats. Shortly afterward, that shifting in the relative

values of the precious metals began the effect of which we still observe to-

day, and which the First Secretary closely watched. From May to Decem-
ber, 1871, the price of silver in London unexpectedly rose from 6oj\d. to

6o^d. per standard ounce; and, after a subsequent rise to 6\yid. in the

first half of 1872, it then again declined in September, 1872, to 6ojVd. per

ounce. Various reasons account for the continual decline of silver from that

time forth ; notably the gigantic increase in the silver production of Nevada,

the adoption of a gold standard by the German Empire, and the suspension

of the coinage of silver thalers by the States of the Latin Union.
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REMARKABLE SALES OF SILVER.

That brief, temporary rise in the price of silver was an opportunity

which the Austrian Bank was quick to seize. In fact, the Bank sold the

great bulk of silver that lay treasured in its basement vaults for an equiva-

lent amount of gold before there was any talk of a gold premium. The

news of a rise in silver in the London market electrified First Bank-Secre-

tary Baron von Lucam, and, as business director, he decided to take prompt

advantage of this turn in the market by selling silver from the Bank. At

the instigation of Von Lucam, an act of March 18, 1872, had circumspectly

altered the statutes of 1863 so far as to provide that in future the Bank might

maintain gold coin and bullion as well as silver in its coin reserve. As

regards the particular transaction which we are now reviewing. Von Lucam

divulged his plan to the Bank governor. Von Pipitz, who straightway ap-

proved it, remarking that he would immediately call a meeting of the board

of directors, nowadays known as the General Counsellors {Generalrath),

that he might obtain their acceptance. To this Von Lucam objected that

such proceedings would shipwreck the whole plan, since there were bank-

ers and financial arbitrators on the board, who would use the intelligence

to fatten their own interests. There could be no hope for the scheme unless

it were kept secret between the governor and the First Secretary, and on this

condition, the secretary would bear the full responsibilities of the entire

transaction. So the governor at last consented, and the First Secretary at

once bestirred himself to effect his conversions by selling silver as compre-

hensively as possible; also in such several sums and with such discreet

latitude as to times of payment as were likely to escape the vigilant notice

of dealers in the precious metals, or of financial arbitrators. The Bank

effected its silver sales in London, Paris, Amsterdam, Brussels, and Berlin

without affording the first inkling to the great banking houses, dealers in
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gold and silver, financial arbitrators, or even to the Administrative Council

of the National Bank, of what was going on. Thus jealously was the secret

observed between the governor and the First Secretary, and the few officers

with whom it must inevitably be shared in order to perfect the plan. These

officers were the keeper of the coin, the bookkeeper, and one corresponding

clerk.

The operations had continued about four years, and nearly eighty million

florins in gold had been accumulated, before the first rumor thereof reached

the Vienna Bourse. At the next meeting of the Bank directors, a certain

member of the board who had been elected because of his e <pert knowledge

in monetary matters, and at the suggestion of Von Luc;im himself, who
desired to have an efficient substitute in case of his own illness or absence,

gave utterance to the Bourse rumors. We need not withhold this member's

name; he was the late Mr. Schaff, dealer in precious metals. He then pro-

pounded the question: "Is it true that the Bank is selling silver, and if so,

why has the board of directors not been notified?" The First Secretary

made answer that the Honorable member could best appreciate the reason

and account for the silence from the standpoint of his own trade. A com-

munication of the transaction would not have been kept confidential, and

the whole enterprise would have been foiled. This was so palpable, he

continued, that from the very moment the secret was out, the operations

must cease. So it proved, in fact; and on the very next day, the Bank was
obliged to suspend the sales on account of changes in the London market.

The affair had progressed from the close of 1870 till the close of 1874. In

1875, there was a diminution in the supply of ready money, due to changes

in the market for commercial paper; and but for the untimely interruption

above related, the Bank, which at that time had a coin reserve of 134,000,-

000 florins, might have increased its gold purchases to a sum of 120,000,-

000 florins. And as it mostly sold silver at the old rates, without reference

to the new law just going into effect concerning an alternative gold standard,

it might have earned a gold premium of over twenty-five million florins,

whereas its present premium on the coin reserve amounts to only 13,500,000

florins. Yet even the latter gain was a great achievement, which raised the

Bank in the esteem of financial experts and commercial magnates throughout

Europe. No less renowned an organ than the "Revue des Deux Mondes,"

\n an article by the eminent economist, Michel Chevalier, in the issue for

August I, 1876, expressed the following tribute: "We deem ourselves

much superior to Austria, but Austria has administered her Bank far more
cleverly than we have managed the Bank of France."

t
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ATTITUDE OF THE HUNGARIANS.

IN consideration of the extraordinary results which followed the

sagacious and bold operations of Von Lucam, it might have

been supposed that he would be rewarded with unusual

honors. His plan had most profitably served not only the

Bank, but the whole Austrian realm. But the renewal of

the State contract and of the National Bank's charter had the

unexpected sequel that the man who had won the admiration of his fellow-

experts in all Europe, and whose peer for directing the Bank could not be

found, was removed from his high office. The main reason was his firm

adherence to the correct and solid principles which he had ever applied in

the management of discounts and interest. For this he was especially un-

popular in Hungary, where, as a general rule, a large part of the population

is addicted to a wider extension of credit, and makes heavier draughts on

credit institutions, than Von Lucam's policy would have allowed. In Hun-
gary, too, there is a strongly cherished political sentiment in favor of an

independent bank of issue. Upon renewal of the State contract with the

Bank, in 1878, this political bias contrived to accomplish at least thus much,

that the name "Austrian National Bank" was replaced by "Austro-Hun-

garian Bank," and a second board of Bank directors was appointed for

Hungary, with headquarters at Buda-Pesth, and an organization altogether

similar to that of the Bank in Vienna. The new head Bank in Hungary is

equipped with a working capital almost as large as that of the old Bank,

although the disbursements of Hungary, in the common Imperial budget,

are only one-third and the Austrian portion two-thirds. An unsalaried

deputy-governor is elected for the headquarters in both Vienna and Buda-

Pesth, and the joint administration is under a governor, who draws an

annual salary of twenty thousand florins. The deputy-governors, instead

of a fixed salary, draw extra pay (special fees). The actual, prime direction
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of affairs devolves upon the First Secretary, whose annual salary is twelve

thousand florins.

UNMERITED REMOVAL OF VON LUCAM.

When the new Bank Act of 1878 went into effect, the strenuous oppo-

sition to Von Lucam in Hungary succeeded in removing this inflexible man
from office. The liberally salaried position of Bank governor, which he

rightfully deserved for his twofold service to Bank and State, was carried

over him and bestowed on a man of inferior ability—the former sinecure

director of the Austrian Land Credit Institution. Von Lucam was offered

the deputy-governor's post in Vienna, which unsalaried office he might not

at all have been warranted in accepting, since he had always despised using

his genius and administrative experience for private ends, had not the Bank

decently retired him with the life-long grant of his previous salary as a

richly deserved pension. Shortly afterward, the man to whom ceaseless

work had become a second nature, finding it impossible at the zenith of his

bodily and mental powers to play fifth wheel to a wagon, withdrew from

official service. In his memorial of 1876 on the Hungarian question. Von
Lucam expressed himself as follows:

" In the lands of the Hungarian Crown, the National Bank was actually compelled to vindicate

its legally defined authority. Whenever this happened, the Bank administration would invariably

appeal to the fact that its charter was based on the law of December 27, 1862, which was operative

in the whole Empire. For some time after the restoration of political autonomy to Hungary, the

National Bank had not been moved to request a formal ruling for its status in Hungary, because

nothing had occurred to call the recognition of its charter in Hungary into dispute. In the terms

agreed upon by the Hungarian Royal Exchequer and the Imperial Department of Finance in March,

1867, the Hungarian Finance Minister expressly declared that he would not interfere with the

existing regulations of the National Bank, in either an administrative or a legislative direction. The

constructions which were later applied to this agreement were not yet in sight, though as far back

as April 7, 1867, the Hungarian Finance Minister addressed a communication to the Bank, with

reference to banking oper.itions in the current year, wherein he proposed, for the sake of facilitating

those opeiations, a material extension of the National Bank's activity in Hungary. Since the

details of his proposition would have involved a change in the statutes and banking regulations, the

Bank forthwith answered that the legislative authorities must first be consulted. At all events, the

Bank iiad vainly urged, in the second half of i8eo, that the statutory changes which were then

contemplated should be also made applicable to Hungary. It was not till the close of 180Q that

the Bank began to exercise its full chartered prerogatives in Hungary, since that was the time when

Hungary first began to challenge or dispute them. Thereupon the Bank significantly intimated,

und in an official communication to the Finance Department, in March, 1870, plainly asserted that

the acknowledgment of its rights in Hungary was hampered by conditions of which the Bank had

not been seasonably notified; wlierefore tiiere was nothing to be done but resist them aprvs coup,

until a definite settlement of its relations in Hungary could be secured. By vote of both houses of

the Hungarian Diet at the beginning of 1872, the Hungarian Government declared itself willing to

decree a provisional recognition of the Bank charter by Hungary, provided the Bank established an

endowment for Hungary on the same terms as that of Austria, and in proportion to Hungary's

contribution to the total budget expenses; and further, that a board of directors, supplementing

the general board, should administer the Hungarian bank business, with headquarters at Buda-Pesth.

But the Bank held it quite inexpedient to enter upon any such provisional, temporary arrangement,

involving conditions wholly inadmissible by the responsible directors of a bank of issue. At the
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close of October, 1872, and in the early part of November, it was resolved that the Hungarian

Finance Minister should assist in deciding the Bank question, provided the Hungarian endowment
be increased. This was granted, at first by the amount of 4,500,000 florins. From the standpoint

of the Austrian Finance Department, Hungary's condition for joining the conferences on the Bank

question was now fulfilled; but the Hungarian Exchequer claimed that the grant had come far short

of the desired proportion.

"The Hungarian and Austrian Imperial commissioners made so little progress during \^T>., th.it

representatives of the Bank were not so much as invited to attend the sessions; and thus the

matter dragged until near the end of 1875. The expiration of the Bank's third charter was

approaching, and its rights were not yet recognized in Hungary. As for State endowments, those of

the Austrian branches, for discount business, were increased by twenty-eight million florins, or 103 per

cent., from the close of 1867 to the close of i875;and those of the Hungarian branches, 28,100,000

florins, or 216.6 per cent. The item of discounted bills and other paper was not quite 1,500,000

florins, or 2.8 per cent, lower, in Vienna at the close of 1875 than at the close of 1867; for the

Austrian branches it was 1 9,600,000 florins, or 1 25 per cent, higher, and for the Hungarian branches,

21,900,000 florins, or 250 per cent, higher. The total amount of discounted bills and commercial

effects increased for the period 1867-75 by 127,100,000 florins, or 69 per cent., in Vienna; nearly

145,500,000 florins, or 191 per cent., in the Austrian branches; and 1 10,300,000 florins, or 295 per

cent., in the Hungarian branches. For the perio \ 1865-75, Vienna's portion of discount business

shows a decline of 1 6. i per cent. , and that of the Austrian branches a decline of 7 per cent. ; whereas

that of the Hungarian branches rose 9.15 per cent.; namely, from 12.58 to 21.73 per cent. At the

end of 1875, 10,750,000 florins of the Hungarian endowment for discount business were unemployed.

For the same period (1865-75), the endowment of the Austrian branches for loans was increased by

7,500,000, or 83 per cent.; that of the Hungarian branches, 6,700,000 florins, or 268 per cent. Of

the total endowment of the Hungarian branches for the loan business, only 900,000 florins were

unemployed at the close of 187";. Of the total sum of mortgage loans, 57 per cent, fell to lands of

the Hungarian Crown at the end of 1867, and 54 per cent, at the end of 1875. There was a

general opinion in Austria that the National Bank had granted Hungary too much latitude in the

use of credit. There is this to be considered on the other side of the question: In Hungary the

opportunities of industry are easier and larger; for though the soil is more fertile, the price of land

is from one-sixth to one-fifth cheaper than in most of the domains of Austria. The rate of wages

is lower, and the Government gives greater attention to the development of trade and industry.

Credit in Hungary, therefore, has better prospects of realizing good results than in Austria; and

that more liberal grants of it should be made to Hungary is rationally defensible.

" While accumulating a supply of gold, the Bank gradually restored the statutory proportion

between circulation of notes and coin reserve, and the latter again covered one-third of the bank

notes ; though this by no means released the Bank from the obligatory and indispensable Legal-Tender

Act of 1866, with its ensuing issue of State notes amounting to some 350,000,000 florins, and

circulating in conjunction with about the same amount of bank notes. With the understanding

that the State notes would be redeemed, the Bank was enabled to resume specie payments by 1 S75

;

indeed, from 1872 forward, its fund of coin, bullion, gold certificates, bills, and loans entirely

sufficed to cove its own circulation."

So the protection of bank notes, says Von Lucam, was, on the whole,

exceptionally strong in those very years when demands on the Bank were

unusually heavy. The coin reserve was in itself somewhat weak ; but this

comparative deficiency was offset by a greater volume of discounted bills.

The less available, or less promptly available, resources from loans afford a

more passive protection. Other assets than those just mentioned have not

been practically needed for covering the notes, within the past four years.

The most active protection is generally furnished by coin and bullion, com-

mercial securities, and discounted bills. The thought which guided the
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National Bank in tiiis most momentous problem for every bank of issue

was not based on a merely theoretical assumption ; it is the same in principle

as that which governs all the most important banks of the Continent. In the

department of bills of exchange, the Bank followed the strict practice which
obtains in Belgium and Germany; namely, that bills be received only

from business people, merchants, or stable manufacturers, and never be

discounted for the creation of capital, even though offered by banks and
mercantile firms. As far back as May 7, 1863, the National Bank reminded

its branches that only such bills might be discounted as could be realized

in cash within short terms and beyond reasonable doubt. On the contrary,

bills which are designed to procure capital or afford investments for industrial

or mechanical enterprises, and which are therefore liable to be carried past

maturity, have no proper place in the Bank's portfolio, however solid the

parties may be who back them. Prussian finances are proud to point a

moral from the old Prussian Bank, whose bills, even during the Napoleonic

wars, were commonly liquidated more punctually than mortgage loans or

the interest thereon. In comparison with the Prussian Bank and the Bank
of France, the discounted effects of the Austrian Bank averaged higher in

amount, in terms of maturity, and in rates of interest.

BRANCH BANKS.

It is a matter of observation that ihe total business of the Austrian Bank

is not so large as that of the banks of Western Europe ; and the same dis-

parity equally applies to the branch offices, which were not very freely

patronized by the business public at the start. In 1874, the Prussian Bank,

then merging into the Imperial Bank, had forty-nine principal bureaus and

eighty-nine accessory bureaus for transactions in bills, and one hundred and

sixty-six for the loan business; whereas the Austrian National Bank at that

time had only twenty-four branches, since then increased to thirty-four,

though the total number is seventy-nine, if the supplementary branches are

counted.*

THE BANK'S RATE OF INTEREST.

In a country mainly devoted to agriculture and stock-raising, and not

abounding in circulating currency, nor possessing highly developed mechan-

ical industries, it is quite natural that interest should be higher than in manu-
facturing countries. Apart from this consideration, a fertile young soil

affords better chances of realizing fat returns; and hence it is easier for Hun-
gary to pay high interest than for Austria ; and easier for Austria than for

Germany. We find that the rent of lands in Hungary, averaging six per

cent., is more easily paid than the lower rents in Western Austria and Ger-

many. In the latter countries, lands renting at even only four per cent, no

* Two hundred and eighty.four banks and branches in September, 1893.
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longer yield a clear living. Leaving out of account the great reduction of

interest in Western Europe during the past twenty years, it may be noted

that the rate of interest at the Austrian National Bank before its reorgani-

zation as the Austro-Hungarian Bank was an average of one-third per cent,

higher than that of the Prussian Bank, seven-tenths per cent, higher than

that of the Bank of France, and eight-tenths per cent, higher than that of

the Bank of England. However, the Austrian Bank has followed the usage

of the Bank of France in maintaining the utmost possible constancy of inter-

est rates, and adopts modifications according to the trend of the inter-

national money market only at long intervals.

The year 1848 may be regarded as a turning-point in the history of the

Austrian National Bank, since obligatory legal tender was then decreed

;

which, with an intermission of a few months in 1858 and 1859, has pre-

vailed even to the present day. Other notable occurrences were the insti-

tution of the mortgage department in i8')6, and the issue of State notes in

1866. But the chief event was the grant of the Banks fourth charter in

1868, inaugurating the gradual retirement of legal-tender paper currency and

a return toward specie payments; as well as the partly designed, partly

accidental, transition to a gold standard. On the renewal of the State com-
pact between Austria and Hungary in 1878, the Bank's charter was also

subjected to a radical revision, in keeping with the political situation ; being

adapted, as before described, to the dual nature of the Government. We
defer producing extracts from the revised statutes until we may ecite the

last legislative action in connection with a further revision in 1888.

THE SILVER CRISIS.

> 1

The year 1878 was a time of important resolutions by various govern-

ments. The price of silver then began to fall by sudden jumps, and those

States which had a silver or a bimetallic standard became apprehensive and

instituted prudential measures. The Austro-Hungarian Government resolved

to stop the coinage of silver for private parties, and the act was enforced

from 1 879 forward. The most significant consequences of this step were soon

seen in the relative rise of silver florins in comparison with silver bullion ; and

even bank notes and State notes were quoted higher than silver florins.

This favorable reaction would have come about still sooner had the dual

Government carried things to their logical completion instead of stopping

half-way; but whereas the coinage of silver florins for private parties was
suspended, those for State uses were inore abundant than ever.* In the

period 1868-78 the State silver coinage amounted to 102,825, 176 flo; 'ns; and

in the briefer period 1879-85, to 126,721,655 florins. Experts vigorously

denounced the increased State coinage of silver, and their censure may have

had some weight in connection with the constantly rising production of the

• Consult Table 37 of the Bank's Memorial for 1886.
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silver mines; at ail events, the sum of silver coinage has been appreciably

reduced in recent years by Austria-Hungary.

When the Government continued the coinage of State silver florins on a

large scale, it was generally believed that this was done to benefit the

Public Exchequer, since there was a slight profit to the State and railway

treasuries on their payments of interest, silver annuities, and silver priority

shares abroad, when silver was cheap; but the true 1. isun was more
plausibly economic. That is to say, Austria owns a very old and pro-

ductive silver mine at Przibram, in Bohemia, which has been extended

to an enormous depth.* However, at the present low price of silver, even

so productive a mine is worked at a loss; and the loss is not covered, as it

was expected to be, by State coinage. It would have been more profitable

to sell the bullion in the London market. Now, in any case, the State must

provide for the silver miners at Przibram and at the Carpathian mines of

Hungary as soon as a gold standard has been established; and also it must

take organic measures to remedy the deficits and losses of many years'

unprofitable mining. The mining population will have to be trained to a

new industry, or transferred to the 200 gold mines of Hungary, which are

so defectively worked as to yield little above expenses. The characteristic

market rise in bank notes and State notes was proportional to the decline

of silver; and there is as yet no limit in sight for the latter downward move-

ment, with the present ceaseless overproduction. Under these circumstances,

the Austro-Hungarinn Government chose the right time for proposing, by

the law of 1892, a return to specie payments and the ultimate introduction

of a gold standard.

* The mine was inversely, or conversely, represented a1 the Vienna Exposition of 1890 by a tower 150 metres high;

but this was only one-t"it'th as high as the mine is deep.
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Emperor for final ratification. In Vienna and at Buda-Pesth there are boards

of managers, whose province it is to apportion the endowment fund among
the various Bank establishments within their respective jurisdictions; to

determine individual grants of credit, and appoint Bank inspectors. Each

board of managers consists of a deputy-governor, as chairman, and of eight

directors residing in Vienna or at Buda-Pesth, as the case may be; nor can

any but Austrian or Hungarian citizens belong to these boards. Two direc-

tors on each board are chosen by the General Bank Assembly, upon recom-

mendation of the managing boards; the rest are chosen by the General

Counsellors. The former pairs of directors, as also the deputy-governors,

are at the same time General Counsellors. Each State Government appoints a

commissioner and his authorized substitute, who become the agents through

whom each State administration receives conclusive assurance that the Bank
is operated in strict accord with the statutes; and these commissioners have

identical qualifications and the same powers in each State. Any difference

of opinion between the Bank and the Government concerning the statutory

validity of bank operations is decided by one of the supreme courts of justice

in Vienna or Buda-Pesth. Grants of credit in either State are subject to

identical regulations. All doubtful questions in this matter must be referred

to the Finance Departments. All communications from the General Coun-
sellors must be published in official journals at Vienna and Buda-Pesth, in

both German and Hungarian. The Bank is obliged to redeem its notes on

demand in current coin at headquarters in Vienna and Buda-Pesth. Com-
plaints against the Bank and its branches in Austria must be carried before

the Vienna Board of Trade, and in Hungary such comphints must be referred

to the Board of Trade and Court of Accounts in Buda-Pesth. These tribu-

nals are also qualified to decree the extinction of Bank records. Dissolution

of the Bank before the lapse of its charter may be voted only by both par-

liaments.

The new Bank Act became operative on July i, 1878. Until the General

Counsellors of the reorganized Bank were officially installed, the directors of

the old Bank continued business under the old title. On August 30, 1878,

the directors of the Austrian National Bank summoned the shareholders to

take part in organizing the General Assembly of the Austro-Hungarian Bank,

and to hand in the shares. This Assembly convened on September 30, 1 878,

with the newly appointed governor, Aloysius Moser, as chairman, and the

statutory election of General Counsellors was duly conducted. The new
regime went into effect on October }o, 1878, and the old Austrian National

Bank tranquilly departed after an honorable career of sixty-two years. The

new reorganization was entirely completed in every department by January

9, 1879.

HI
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BUSINESS OPERATIONS.

i>i

w

Incisive though the changes were which took place in the outward or-

ganization of the Bank, the dispositions concerning business methods and
practice were not materially altered. The Bank, without laying new founda-

tions, could build higher and wider on the old, historical principles, and

aspire toward the perfection of a policy already tested in serious crises. The
third memorial of the Bank, on its administration for the period 1878-8S,

remarks that the former difficulties with Hungary, on account of that State's

refusal to recognize the Government loan of 80,000,000 florins, contracted

without Hungary's consent, had become quite simplified by the new Bank

Act. Under the old, unsettled status of the Bank in Hungary, its powers

had been maimed; but the new Austro-Hungarian Bank was enabled to

devote its full attention to strictly economic business, and even in Hungary

conquer broader fields of usefulness, now that its legality was confirmed and

freely recognized. Whereas the old Bank had only the limited number of

twenty-five branches—much restricted, moreover, in their affairs of discount

and credit—the new administration, as early as 1879, began to extend the

banking system in the Crown lands by marking off bank districts for the facili-

ties of personal credit. Beginning with July i, 1879, the business districts

of all banking centres were extended beyond the narrow circumference of

their cash collection areas to the outlying towns and county seats, according

to the geographical configuration ofthe country and local conditions of trade,

so that even persons or firms at a distance from banking centres, though

within the range of a sub-district, could enjoy facilities of discount, raising

loans, or other banking operations. In short, the Austro-Hungarian Bank

has become practically accessible to business circles throughout the Empire.

The bank districts were bounded with reference to the geographical posi-

tions of the existing and contemplated bank bureaus. Of fifteen new
branches, five were located in Austria and ten in Hungary. In the distribu-

tion of the total forty branches, some regard was also observed for the pre-

cincts ofthe various chambers of commerce. Certain special utility districts

were, furthermore, constituted, embracing domains or mercantile areas of

either Crown.

We subjoin a list of the bank districts

:

Ii

Absolute Circuit of Austrian Bank Districts, in Square Kilometres.

Square
Kilometres

.

Bank
District.

1. Lemberg 36,116. S9

2. Gratz 22,354.75

3. Cracow 20,534.00

4. Vienna 19,768.42

5. Innsbruck 18,469.1??

6. Stanislau 16,861.71

7. Prague 15,317-64

Bank
District.

Square
Kilometres.

8. Spalato 12,831.54

9. Czernowitz 12,708.14

10. Lintz 11,982.28

1 1

.

Briinn 1
1 ,814.07

12. Roveredo 10,822.85

13. Olmiitz 10,189.78

14. KUigent'urt 10,327.63
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Square
Kllumttren.

Hank
DliTHlcT.

• i. Laihach 10,032.64

I". Buclweis ((."iiS. 10

17. Reichenherg (),4<Ki.(J<)

iX. Trirste 7,066.01

!<)• I'ilscn 7,lHi.i4

ao. Sal/lnifK 7ii'i4-54

Tt'plitz 5,242.10

F-«l.T 4,066.60

Biclit/ 4,020.00

24. Troppau 2,871;. io

as. Oebrcczeii 44,024. Si

26. Buda-I'esth 40,417.82

27. Kassau 12,111.48

31.

22.

21.

Hank
DisrHir.T.

28.

20.

10.

II.

12.

11.

14.

5S.

16.

Sqiun
Kilomflrri.

Tomcsv.ir 26, 182 .

1

4

Klaiisenburg 2S,s8i.86

Arad i«,ssi.64

Prcilnirg i8,?o2.36

Agri'in '8,048.26

F.szek 7.180.6S

Nagy Katiizsa 16,785.70

Kronstadt is, 110.79

Szcgedin 14,401.06

17. Raab 10,416.01

18. Kiume 8,i8o. 10

10. CEdcnburg 8, 142. so

40. Hermannstadt 8,075.47

The following statement affords an analysis of the outstanding credits of

the two national banks on July i, i88s, indicating the points at which the

credits are issued, their number and the range of their amounts:

' 4

Rangr Of Amount,

a.000 fl. to

5.000
"

10.000 "

20.CKX)
''

40.000 "

70.01XJ "

100.000 "

150.000 "

200.000 "

5.000 1

"
10.000

'

"
20.000 '

''
40.000

'

"
70.IXK)

'

"
100.000

'

"
150.000

'

" 200.000 '

" 100.000
'

Over 300.000
'

ViBNNA.
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THE BANK DIRECTORY.

Through this extended organization, not only were all parts of the

country provided with banking facilities, but a wider and more systematic

service of information was at the same time procured respecting every phase

of mercantile and industrial activity, by means of frequent messengers and

explicit local reports. The Bank was thus enabled to learn the standing of

many firms and companies whose affairs had not hitherto been sufficiently

well known. In particular, a directory was published which included every

registered firm in the realm ; and also a periodical, official review of Austro-

Hungarian trade, compiled from authoritative soirees and edited by the First

Secretary's department of the Austro-Hungarian Bank. This appears three

times a month, and gives condensed, well-digested, critically estimated

summaries of material derived from eighteen provincial papers. The task of

judging bills presented for discount is thus lightened; besides which the

statutes require that only those bills should be discounted which were

backed by two firms, one of which must be registered according to the form

prescribed by the laws of trade.

The Bank's third memorial emphasized the necessity of uniform rates in

case of external bills and local bills. The old Bank, for many years past, had

imposed a higher rate of interest on outside bills, though perfectly secured,

than on local bills; but this distinction was wisely and very justly abolished

by the ruling of March lo, 1879 (a measure which private discount banks

were prompt to imitate). It was a most reasonable cfesuferatum that the

banking facilities should not only be accessible to all, but on equal terms for

all; whereas from iSs^, when external bills were first received for discount,

until 1879, they were charged one-half per cent, more than local bills.

i ^

V '

PRINCIPLES OBSERVED IN GRANTING CREDIT.

Under the old organization, the Bank officers who served with secondary

functions on the committee of Bank censors had only an advisory voice in

the censorial proceedings; but under the new organization the Bank officers

might even preside at the meetings of the committee, and also exercise veto

power in questions of accepting doubtful bills of exchange. This reform has

proved wholly advantageous to the Bank. One of the vital traditions and

practical usages which came down to the new Bank from the old was that

none but such commercial effects should be handled as might be certainly

converted into cash within brief terms of maturity. In other words, the

Bank must strictly deal on the basis of a cash-paying institution, and neglect

no duty which appertains to a solvent bank. Finally, a department of per-

sonal credit was organized and constantly developed. Discount regulations

were based both on the Bank Act and on laws of trade. A bill proposed for

discount is viewed from two standpoints; first, its security, as determined

by the solvency of its indorsers, and second by its business origin.

I
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By security is understood that bills will be paid in cash when they mature.

In general, a bill, in order to be acceptable, must have originated in some
recognized public business, and must represent its equivalent value in mer-

chandise, consignments, transferred claims for securities furnished, or cash

payments. In any case the transactions concerned must belong to some
business capable of ensuring cash payment on maturity of the bill or within

a reasonably short period of grace. In contradistinction from bills of

exchange proper are the credit or moi.ey-seeking bills; nor may the latter

be quite excluded where a bank operates in a country mainly devoted to

agriculture. At the same time it is not the province of a bank of issue to

grant protracted credit to land-owners. What must be absolutely avoided,

however, is to grant accommodation bills, or " kites." An essential guide

for a bank of issue, in the matter of discounts, is afforded by the "Credit

Lists," in which current estimates are given of the potential solvency of

every firm in the sundry banking districts. This maximum reckoning is

the book-credit, which is granted only in occasional instances. It differs

from the Bank censors' credit, in that the latter is determined by the cen-

sorial committee. The dual boards of Bank directors annually regulate the

amounts to which firms, companies, and individuals may be credited in case

bills of exchange come in with their signatures attached. In such assess-

ments, and in the larger commercial centres, no firms are entered which

control less than 10,000 florins in the way of available resources. The
number of smaller firms is too great to admit of separate assessments, and

the committee reserves discretional powers toward the granting of loans on

a lower scale than 10,000 florins security. It by no means follows that

credit will be actually granted to the full figure of the assessment; for the

committee always reserves the right to diminish the actual grant if circum-

stances make this advisable.

LOANS.

The fundamental dispositions touching loans rest with the General

Counsellors, and not with the Bank directors. A list of articles is formu-

lated on which loans may be granted (see Appendix), and a maximun: limit

is fixed within which loans may be apportioned according to the exchange

value of the accompanying security. In fine, the General Counsellors

prescribe the limitations and regulations of the entire loan business. In

exceptional cases the banks must be guided by the following considerations

:

The object of the loan business is to furnish people of means with readily

available money in case of sudden need, without compelling them to

sacrifice their goods. There is economic justification for such business

when the advances offered on pledged securities return in a short time to

the Bank; on the contrary, loans of long maturity are excluded from the

business of a bank of issue. The designation of those papers of value

which are acceptable as pledges, and the proportional extent of the loans,

as determined by rates of exchange, are communicated to the banks from

J.i
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time to time through headquarters in Vienna. These rules are necessarily

general, and, in particular instances, the banks must themselves decide

whether the pledge in question is of current value and easy of realization.

Where "grace" is allowed, the banks must see to it that the advanced

funds be not unduly detained for want of prompt notice, nor otherwise too

long tied up. Loans too long protracted, and especially those of large

amount, may be either wholly or partly recalled, and the grace be withheld.

., i
ii

!.v

APPROPRIATIONS OF WORKING RESOURCES.

The Bank's capital stock of 90,000,000 florins being tethered to the State

loan of 80,000,000 florins, the only funds practically available for purposes

of credit are the 200,000,000 florins not legally required for protecting bank

notes with coin. All notes issued in excess of this limit are subject to a tax

of five per cent. The General Counsellors must also reserve the right of

diverting a portion of the free funds toward State endowments if either

division of the Monarchy be in pressing need thereof. At the new organ-

ization it was therefore ordained that a constant sum of 50,000,000 florins

be assigned to the headquarters in Buda-Pesth for the discount and loan

business of the Hungarian banks; and this allowance may be increased if

urgent reasons so demand. The available 200,000,000 florins were divided

as follows, on January i, 1879: Constant endowment of headquarters in

Vienna, 125,000,000 florins; in Buda-Pesth, 50,000,000 florins; reserved by

General Counsellors, 25,000,000 florins. The General Counsellors voted

that only twenty-five per cent, of these available funds should be used for

loans; and that any surplus from the loan business should be employed in

discounts. The same arrangement has been renewed from year to year.

Increase of these funds is binding in both parts of the Empire. The max-
imum for headquarters in Vienna was 154,000,000 florins on December 30,

1884; and ar Buda-Pesth, 66,000,000 florins on October 11, 1884. The
combined maximum was 2 16,000,000 florins December 30, 1884.

I-

1

mm.

DISCOUNTS.

From 1878 to 1885, five new banking centres were organized in Austria,

ten in Hungary. For this reason as well as because of a general increase in

financial business, the Bank was obliged to draw more and more heavily on

its reserve fund. The new Hungarian branches alone reported a total of

13,000,000 florins for discounts at the end of 1885. The aggregate sum of

discounts for the given period rose from 109,000,000 to 168,000,000 florins,

though there was a decrease in 1885 to 136,400,000 florins. The portion of

the Austrian banks had fallen off by 6.7 per cent., and that of the Hungarian

banks had made a corresponding gain. We append a table of figures for

the separate years, in millions of florins:

Iz
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Discounts for the Years 1878 to 188^, inclusive.

Ybars.
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and marks. Since 1882 the banks have undertaken commissions for pro-

curing foreign money orders. The transactions in money orders for the

period of the fourth Bank charter were as follows:

Money Orders.

Years.
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The transactions in bills on commission and in collections show the fol-

lowing extensive development from 1878 to 1885:
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Comparative Statement of Mortgage Loans for 1876 and
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capital stock, therefore, the Bank practically derives no means at ail for bank

business proper. The Bank therefore has no other means at its disposal

than the contingent fund of 200,000,000 florins, representing notes which

are not necessarily covered by coin.

According to banking operations in England and North America, deposits

should also constitute a very material part o*" a bank's working funds; but

in Austria-Hungary they are only quite sparingly used for this purpose.

The explanation is twofold: on the one hand, readv capital is less abundant

in Austria-Hungary; and again, there is frequent opportunity for passive

investments in the cheap and fruitful soil. Moreover, the contingent of

200,000,000 florins has seldom been exhausted, having been overdrawn only

in one or two instances to the amount of 6,000,000 to 7,000,000 florins.

When this happens, the tax on over-issue of notes intervenes. The note

circulation at the close of 1877 was 282,000,000 florins; 363,000,000 in i88s,

while at the same time the coin reserve was constantly improving. For a

circulation of 614,000,000 florins in bank notes on November 2, 1895, the

Bank had a coin reserve of 363,000,000 florins, of which 234,000,000 florins

were in gold and in bills payable in gold (227,000,000 florins in gold alone).

The taxable overplus of note circulation amounted to a round sum of 33,000,-

000 florins; though, except for the State notes, the Bank would have been

on a sound basis of perfect cash solvency. Of the State notes, 200,000,000

florins were withdrawn and canceled by the new law, and 125,000,000

florins have been thus far redeemed. But we anticipate our order of nar-

ration. In the eleven years from 1876 to 1887, the total endowed funds

were so apportioned between Vienna and Buda-Pesth that an annual average

of 60,000,000 to 86,000,000 florins fell to Vienna, and 32,000,000 to 40,000,-

000 florins to Buda-Pesth. Since the revised statutes of 1888, the portion of

Buda-Pesth has been relatively higher.

I
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SECTION VI.

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS GOVERNING THE AUSTRO-
HUNGARIAN BANK.

|PON renewal of the State compact between Austria and Hun-
gary in 1878, the Bank's charter was extended for ten years,

with the understanding that neither part of the Monarchy

should exercise its constitutional right of erecting indepen-

dent banks of issue between July i, 1878, and December 31,

1887; but that for the given period, the Austrian National

Bank should independently serve both States, under the designation of

Austro-Hungarian Bank. Several organic reforms were introduced with this

purpose in view. New headquarters were established at Buda-Pesth with-

out reference to the provision which determined that the Bank's headquarters

were in Vienna. For transactions in discou-nts and loans, an endowed fund

of 50,000,000 florins was voted to Buda-Pesth for exclusive use in Hungary.

In case of urgent need, and by ordinance of the General Counsellors, drafts

may be made on the Bank's general reserve. Five new branches were or-

ganized in Austria and three in Hungary in 1878 and 1879. The State loan of

80,000,000 florins, clear of interest, is to be gradually extinguished by means

of the net profits of both divisions of the Bank; and should this fail to be ac-

complished before the charter expires, the debt shall be discharged in fifty

equal annual installments, without interest, by Austria, toward which Hun-
gary would contribute thirty per cent. The net proceeds of business, above

seven per cent., are divided between the Bank and the dual Government.

The statutes of 1887 being only externally, and not intrinsically, different

from those of 1878, we shall treat the subject in a general and cursory way;

with this reservation, that a law was passed on June 12, 1890, which author-

ized the Bank to discount warrants issued by public warehouses.

The capital stock consists of 90,000,000 florins, subscribed in 150,000

shares, of 600 florins each. The shares must be kept intact; and no share-

holder is bound by more than his individual subscription. On the other

hand, the aggregate liability of the Bank is covered by the total stock. For

the punctual payment of interest and principal on mortgage bonds, the

mortgage claims are accountable, and also the other movable and immov-
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Assembly, but non-members are likewise eligible in so far as their individual

means would qualify them to become members of the Assembly. The

directors are not salaried. They meet once a week, as a rule, and on a day

named by the presiding deputy-governor. The ultimate direction of all

branches of business devolves upon the First Secretary, under supervision of

the General Counsellors. The final appointment of officials and employees

rests with the General Counsellors, who also decide in cases of dismissal.

Bank officers are bound to observe secrecy in matters of business, bach

Government appoints a commissioner and a deputy-commissioner as Govern-

ment agents for dealing with the Bank and making sure that the Bank ad-

ministration is obedient to the statutes.

Business Regulations.—{a) The Austro-Hungarian Bank is empowered to

discount bills, marketable effects, and coupons, or make further negotiation

thereof; (b) to grant loans on collateral security; (r) to receive deposits for

custody, and, to a certain degree, for management in behalf of the depositor;

(t/) to receive moneys under bond ; and also {e) to receive moneys, bills, and

marketable effects of short maturity in accounts current, or Bank accounts;

(/) to issue money orders on all its bureaus; {g) to do business on commis-

sion ; (//) to make payment on papers acceptable for security, and on their

coupons when due; (/) to procure and also to sell gold and silver coin or

bullion, and foreign bills of exchange; (A) to grant letters of mortgage con-

formably to the statutes of the department of mortgaged credit, now incor-

porated with the general Bank statutes; (/) to buy and convey the Bank's

own mortgage bonds.

The Austro-Hungarian Bank in both parts of the Empire is exempt from

the operation of laws limiting the rate of interest. Payments to the Bank are

valid only when made in bank notes or in legal specie.

Discount Operations.—The Bank is authorized to discount bills of

exchange, both its own and others, provided they be payable in Austrian

currency and mature within three months, inside the realm. Acceptable

bills must be indorsed by three, and in no case less than two, signatures of

substantial and recognized vouchers. Small bills are not excluded.

Loans.—The Bank is authorized to grant loans on security for a maxi-

mum term of three months. The following are acceptable kinds of security:

(i) Gold and silver in Austrian, Hungarian, or foreign coin or bullion. (2)

Papers of value which appear in the official lists of Austro-Hungarian money
markets, to wit: {a) Austrian or Hungarian State securities; {b) Austrian or

Hungarian provincial bonds; (r) bonds issued, with Government approval,

by communities or other corporations under Government control and

entitled to make assessments, or by credit institutions employed by such

corporations; {d) mortgage bonds of the Austro-Hungarian Bank, and of

other mortgage credit institutions of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy ; like-

wise, legal Austrian or Hungarian certificates for the lawful administration

of minors' funds or other trusts; (e) shares fully paid in of Austrian or

Hungarian transportation companies or industrial enterprises in actual oper-

t
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ation; (/) priority bonds of the like companies and enterprises, (j) Bills of

exchange maturing within six months at the latest, and in other respects

conforming to previous regulations for bills of excha.:ge. The General

Counsellors fix the conditions of loans on gold and silver and on bills; also

determining what particular securities shall be accepted, and in what pro-

portion to the market quotations loans may be allowed, or to what max-
imum amount. These dispositions are in force at all the Bank's bureaus, in

both parts of the Empire. The borrower is at liberty to pay back his loan

before maturity; but he may not, in that event, recover interest already paid

to the Bank.

Deposits, Accounts Current, Small Notes, etc.—The Bank is obliged to take

charge of deposits bearing interest; and it admits accounts current, it fur-

ther undertakes collections on commission; and may issue small notes of

no lower denomination than ten florins, two-fifths of whose total amount
must be protected with gold or silver coin or bullion, and the remainder by

the usual statutory means. These notes enjoy the exclusive privilege of

passing at their full nominal value in case of all payments called for in Aus-

trian currency, both at public counters and in private transactions within the

country.

Regulations of the Austrian and Hungarian tribunals of commerce are

not applicable to the Bank in case they be at variance with the Bank statutes;

nor was the Bank obliged to register itself in conformity to the laws of

trade.

Redemption of its Notes.—The provision whereby the Bank is obliged to

redeem its notes in silver coin or bullion at the rate of forty-five florins per

mint pound of fine silver, was so far extended by the law of August 2, 1892,

that the Bank, at headquarters in Vienna and Buda-Pesth, is now obliged to

redeem notes in legal gold coin as well, or in gold bullion, at their full nom-
inal value according to the Imperial standard. The Bank is authorized to

have gold bullion assayed and tested by experts of the Bank's choice, at the

sellers' expense; and furthermore, to deduct the prescribed Government
royalty.

Distribution of Profits.—Of the annual proceeds from business and in-

vested funds, the shareholders are entitled to five per cent, on their paid sub-

scriptions, after all expenses have been cleared. Eight per cent, of the sur-

plus goes to the reserve fund, two per cent, to the pension fund, and from

the residue the shareholders' dividends may be increased to seven per cent.

Any further surplus is equally divided between the shareholders and the dual

Government, Austria receiving seventy per cent., Hungary thirty per cent.,

of the Government portion. Business reports must be published four times

a month.
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REGULATIONS OF THE MORTGAGE DEPARTMENT.

Upon reorganization of the Bank, the mortgage department was also over-

hauled, with certain statutory changes, of which we present the following

summary: The main direction of the mortgage business is vested in the

General Counsellors, who appoint the principal officers, fix the rate of inter-

est, and other conditions with respect to loans, settlement of mortgage

claims, and interest on the bonds. In certain circumstances, however, the

advice of trustworthy outside specialists is obtained, at the discretion of the

General Counsellors. The Government Bank Commissioners also inspect

the mortgage department. The Bank's general rights are supplemented,

with reference to this department, in the following particulars: The Bank is

exempt from all legal limitations of interest and from other conditions affect-

ing loans. Of this, its books furnish ample evidence. No mortgage loan

may be granted unless covered by twice its value in real estate; moreover,

the Bank may assume loans already binding, provided there be full convey-

ance of all the appertaining rights. The committee of General Counsellors,

upon consultation with the confidential outside specialists, estimates the

value of the mortgage which is to secure the loan. Among means helpful

for ascertaining the value of landed property may be mentioned legal assess-

ments, revenues yielded in a series of years, contracts of lease or sale, divis-

ions of inheritance, land-registry reports, the hundredth ground tax, and

local prices and rent rates of land. The Bank is also empowered to collect

the value of the proffered mortgage. In his bond the borrower must pledge

himself: {a) To pay the interest and amortization rates semi-annually in

advance; {b) in case of delayed interest, to pay forbearance dues; (r) on

paying the second half-year's charges, to satisfy the Bank that the fire in-

surance rates have been paid; {d) to undertake no alteration of the bond

through subdivision or any like performance. The loan is not advanced

until all conditions are fulfilled, and the borrower must especially make sure

that his loan is properly classified. Even then, the payment may be refused

in the following contingencies: {a) If the mortgage has declined in value

since the loan was contracted; {b) when the borrower fails to collect his loan

within thirty days; (r) when he has died; (</) when he has become insol-

vent; {e) when the mortgage is subject to legal auction.

Conditions and Limitations of Mortgage Bonds.—The Bank is authorized

to issue bonds to the amount of 150,000,000 fiorins, though the total issue of

bonds may not at anv time exceed the total amount of current mortgage

claims. Should mortgage loans be paid back in cash belore they legally

mature, the Bank is entitled to redeem the equivalent amount ot mortgage

bonds. The bonds are made out to the bearer, and accompanied by semi-

annual interest coupons. They are issued in specific amounts determined by

the General Counsellors, but not under a minimum amount of 100 fiorins

for a single bond. The mortgage bonds of the Austro-Hungarian Bank may
be invested in both parts of the Empire, as a legitimate sort of productive

J I,
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capital, whether controlled by communities or other public corporations;

and they may also be used as security for money of minors, private trusts,

deposits, military marriages, and serve sundry other purposes of business

and security, provided none of these transactions require cash payments.

The bonds may be sold at the Bourse, and advertised in the official market

reports. The latter dispositions afford a certain degree of compensation

for the restriction which prevents the Bank from advancing cash or notes on

its mortgage bonds; though even when the Bank offers to sell the bonds at

the Bourse on the borrowers' account, it remains at a disadvantage in com-

parison with the private mortgage banks, which may at once negotiate the

loan in cash and so save the borrower time and expense.

(I
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SECTION VII.

STEPS TOWARD RESUMPTION OF SPECIE PAYMENTS.

CURRENCY REFORMS.

^HE money revolution attending the enormous increase in the

production of gold and silver at all sources of supply, to-

gether with the radical measures adopted by the Austrian

and Hungarian exchequeis, which have emerged from a

condition of chronic deficit into one of surplus, and induced

the statesmen of both governments to prepare the way
for restoring specie payments. To this end, examining committees of ex-

perts were summoned to Vienna and Buda-Pesth, who, by a large majority,

declared themselves in favor of currency reforms, and the transition to a

gold standard. Legislative bills elaborated in the same spirit were voted

with high majorities by both parliaments. Thus the great work was be-

gun, but the co-operation of the Bank was necessary to the real task of

execution; and this would involve new contracts and new statutes to be

discussed and projected without delay by State and Bank authorities.

Meanwhile, all preliminary steps have been taken. The Vienna mint has

been equipped with the latest English machinery for expeditious coinage

of the new gold, silver, nickel, and copper currency, and the Hungarian

mint has been likewise energetic. The official reports affirm that the work
of coining shall be completed by the autumn of 1896. Introductory

measures promptly followed, as regards qualifying the Bank for the actual

resumption of specie payments.

COINAGE CHANGES.

The principal factor of the currency reforms is provided in Article 4 of the

law passed on August 11, 1892. This calls for coinage of national gold

pieces of ten and twenty crowns; 147.6 twenty-crown pieces and 29^.2

ten-crown pieces to be stamped from one kilogramme of mint standard
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gold; that is to say, 164 twenty-crown pieces and 328 ten-crown pieces to

a kilogramme of fine gold. The national gold coins are alloyed in the pro-

portion of 900,000 parts of fine gold to 100,000 parts of copper. So there are

2592 crowns to a kilogramme of mint gold, and 3280 crowns to a kilo-

gramme of fine gold. Indeper. lently of the transition to a gold standard,

the dual Government, in deference to the general notion that a small unit of

currency favored a reduction of prices, had proposed, in the legislative bill,

to abandon the denomination of florins, and adopt as the unit of currency

the hal." of a florin, under the designation crown. The small kreutzers

should also be halved, and half-kreutzers be circulated under the name of

heller; 100 hellers making an Austrian crown. In brief, the florin shall be

simply halved; and the silver florin will be replaced by two silver crowns.

While the old silver and small coins continue in circulation for a time, the

new crowns are gradually displacing florins, and nickel twenty-heller pieces

displace the old ten-kreutzer silver pieces, which were thickly alloyed with

copper. The big four-kreutzer copper coins are supplanted by nickel ten-

heller pieces; and bronze hellers and two-heller pieces replace their copper

predecessors. Silver crowns are alloyed at 835,000 parts of silver to 165,-

000 parts of copper. One kilogramme of mint silver yields 201 crowns;

hence a silver crown weighs very nearly five grammes. One-crown

pieces are coined only for the State; and the same is true of gold coins, ex-

cept that twenty-crown pieces may be also coined for private individuals,

in so far as the mint can do this without encroaching on its Government

bu:.iness. The coinage royalty shall not exceed three-tenths of one per

cent, of the coin value. In future, no more four and eight florin gold pieces

are to be coined; though the coinage of ducats is maintained because of

their circulation in the Orient.

While the currency bill was pending, the Author submitted an open

letter to the members of the Legislature, protesting against the halving of

florins as a waste of time and a measure in itself superfluous. He also pro-

tested against the retirement of five-florin State notes, unless they were

replaced by bank notes of like denomination, since the smaller, ten-crown

gold coins wear away too rapidly, as appears from the experience of France,

Great Britain, and the United States; and silver change consisting of twenty-

crown gold pieces, too hugely stuffs the pockets. The adoption of crowns

in place of silver florins was a mere fiddling to popular prejudice. As for

the reduction of prices France has the small unit of francs and Great Britain

the large unit of a pound sterling; yet bread is cheaper in London than in

Paris. In connection with this matter, a member of the Austrian Examining

Committee pointed out the fact that, on the former transition from the

Vienna Convention standard to the Austrian standard, namely, from a larger

to a smaller unit of currency, prices positively rose. The truth is, generaliza-

tions on this topic are worthless. In questions of universal variations in

prices, we must distinguish between wholesale and retail, between transac-

tions at great market centres and the penny dealings of the popular throng.

Ill
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We must consider both aggregate and separate sales of bread, meat, vege-

tables, grocery wares, drinks, etc. It may, indeed, happen in case of a

transition from an old standard not easily reckoned in terms of the new,
that Messieurs the innkeepers and traders will seek to clear a small profit of

exchange; and this circumstance encourages the popular prejudice in favor

of a small unit. But we are not at the like disadvantage in Austria, for, on
passing from florins to crowns, the decimal system is retained, and the only

operation required is to multiply by two; or divide by two, as the case may
be. The old half-kreutzer will circulate under the new name, heller, with-

out change of value. In regard to wholesale prices, which are regulated by
the universal market, intense international competition is a safeguard against

any defraudation in the event of currency reforms. Leaving out of account

the slight fluctuations in rates of exchange and discount which follow the

international movements of gold, the erst of a given amount of wheat, coal,

petroleum, sugar, tobacco, or wine \s riot measured by a pound sterling,

twenty-five francs, or five dollars; and the small unit of the Latin Monetary

Union ensures not the least advantage over the Englishman's pound sterling

—

twenty-five times the Latin unit. But such arguments made no impres-

sion on the parliamentary bodies; and the adoption of crowns was decreed

along with the retirement of five-florin State notes. However, the opposi-

tion of the Chambers of Commerce has been so far effective that the Govern-

ment proposes to authorize an issue of five-florin bank notes.

The difficult question of adjusting the ratio between silver and gold in

changing the standard was settled by an easy compromise. The coinage

of silver for private individuals had raised the price of paper florins sixteen

to eighteen per cent, above that of the silver florins. Had the Government
then wholly ignored the decline of silver, as was the fashion in States with a

double standard, where silver thalers were accepted on a par with gold, the

change of standards would have been seriously prejudicial to debtors.

Equitable justice therefore occasioned a compromise by which both sides

had to grant certain concessions. It was ordained that loo crowns should

be reckoned equal to forty-two florins in gold ; that is, gold florins of the

four-florin and eight-florin denominations. The silver value should be that

of the standard silver florins prior to the great decline of 1872.

*w

t

i

THE PROCUREMENT OF GOLD FOR RESUMPTION.

The ratification of these currency reforms called forth some complaints

from creditors; but the changes found surprjing favor with the population

at large, and even the banking houses of Vienna and Buda-Pesth made
patriotic efforts, sometimes to their own loss, to supply the Austro-Hunga-

rian Bank with gold. The Finance Ministers of both States, in conjunction

with a syndicate of bankers, operated the gold purchases and the appertain-

ing conversions with such skill and felicity that for the most part only

American gold coins, which were crowded out by the United States silver

8
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bill, and gold bullion from various gold-producing countries, were procured.

The gold reserves of the great European banks were left intact; and not

infrequently they stood higher in the German Imperial Bank and the Bank

of England than the note circulation. Latterly, the gold reserve of the Bank

of England was 19,000,000 pounds sterling. The same spirit which high

financiers had manifested toward the new currency reforms also began to

declare itself through speculations at the Stock Exchange.

The two Finance .Ministers' guarded purpose of achieving unity of plans,

and their tact and confidence in the explanation and vindication of their

methods, had not only dispelled many doubts on the part of the public, but

had also inspired all circles of the produce and stock exchanges, capitalists,

and brokers alike with confident anticipations of a successful realization of

the proposed reforms.

RISE IN AUSTRIAN SECURITIES.

After both governments had been for a long time accumulating gold

reserves, and the Bank's gold store of 81,000,000 florins had promptly

increased by 40,000,000 florins in the autumn of 1892, there also began such

a rise and activity in Austro-Hungarian securities as had not been witnessed

in a quarter of a century; though their steady upward movement had been

perceptible since 1890. In consequence of two nearly contemporary causes,

which were the aisappearance of State deficits in Austria-Hungary and the

outbreak of the Argentine crisis, and also by reason of the failure of Messrs.

Baring Brothers, English and German capital began to move in larger and

larger proportions toward Austria for investment in Austro-Hungarian

funds. These offered the double advantage of security and a high rate of

interest; for while the prevailing rate of interest in Western Europe has

declined within the past twenty years to about three per cent., as appears

from the discount rates of the Banks of England, France, Germany, Holland,

and Belgium; likewise from the conversions of British and Portuguese con-

sols. North American bonds and the French rentes, Austro-Hungarian funds

continued to yield four to four and a half per cent. The improvement which

was steadily perceptible in Austro-Hungarian investments from 1890 for-

ward received a new impulse in 1892; and the extraordinary activity of the

market rise may be illustrated by the following examples. From the middle

of 1889 to the middle of 1892, note rentes advanced from 83-/^'V to 95tVij.

and to 95toV by 1893. Hungarian four per cent, gold rentes advanced in the

first period from looy'^ to 1 lOyW; and from the middle of 1892 to 1893, to

I \6^^. Austrian four per cent, gold rentes, in the same periods, advanced

from i09yVV to i \2^^ and i iTtVtt-

THE SPECULATIVE REACTION.

From the middle of August, 1892, the advance was so swift that the cool

observer was bound to feel anxious even before the end of that year. In
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a short time Vienna and Buda-Pesth had become the leading bourses of

Europe. This could not last. A countermine must inevitably be sprung

against such flourishing operations; and when there is occasion for counter-

mining, Berlin employs the most reckless agents. But even without the

interference of foreign speculators, the high price of Austrian securities must

have tempted our foreign creditors, among whom none are more perfected

in worldly thrift than the capitalists of the German Empire to seize the

opportunity for profitable sales. In fact, this was done in course of the

winter of 1892-93 to such a vast extent that we hesitate to report the un-

official figuies, our efforts to obtain authentic data having been poorly

rewarded. Certain it is that many millions' worth of Austro-Hungarian

securities came home in the first six or seven months of 1895 from sojourns

in Germany, Belgium, and Holland. The securities were payable in gold,

and tlie 40,000,000 florins in gold which the Bank had acquired by virtue of

the statutory concession of August, 1892, must also be covered by gold

notes abroad. At the same time, the Government was gradually calling in

and turning over to the Austrian and Hungarian mints the long-accumulated

gold reserve, most of which had been prudently distributed among secure

banks both at home and abroad, in order to obviate a tightening of the

international gold market. Hence, the rates of foreign exchange in Vienna and

Buda-Pesth were bound to rise, and again bring about a formidable premium
on gold. As a matter of fact, more than 100.000,000 florins in gold were con-

veyed abroad during this period. Such is the true and simple explanation of

the unfavorable reaction of exchange in Austria- Hungary in the course of 1892

and 1893; albeit Bourse dealers and the newspapers, both in attacking and

in defending the turn of events, befogged the question, which they called

the " Financial Problem," with many stupefying arguments. We lay small

stress on the attacking side, whose charges were plainly referable to the

strategy of Bourse manipulators, and in particular to the countermining

game of Berlin. Those bogus Tartar dispatches were also too transparent.

Even the usually serious and respectable Berlin " National Gazette " (" Ber-

liner National-Zeitung") announced that Austria was visited with the worst

harvests of a whole decennium; though official reports had already certified

that the crops were of medium quantity and of exceptionally fine quality.

Simultaneously it was announced that Japan had stopped coining silver,

and that in St. Petersburg the Russian Exchequer had declared silver roubles

an ordinary market commodity, as much as to imply the abrogation of the

silver standard. But news of this brand bore its own mark and moral.

The policy of defence was not much better; its main argument being that

the mercantile assets for 1892 had been 80,000,000 florins less than for 1891.

However, this must be observed, that the exports for 1891 had exceeded the

imports by 160,000,000 florins, or double the excess for 1892. Besides,

comparisons of commercial situations must be instituted not months after-

ward, but during the very progress of events. On August 15, 1892, the

Bank's coin reserve was 249,000,000 florins, and 289,000,000 florins on

Ui
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October 23d. The note circulation had risen from 412,000,000 florins on
August 15th to 492,000,000 florins by October 31st; bills of exchange, from

149,000,000 florins to 186,000,000 florins. Meanwhile, or from then till

now, the rate of discount has constantly stood at four per cent. The Bank
was not compelled to exhaust its untaxed circulation of notes; though by
locking up the 40,000,000 florins of gold which it had procured within six

weeks, it necessarily disturbed the money market, and was sharply cen-

sured by merchants and financiers. We all know how nervously suscep-

tible are the conditions of trade; how troubled by the slightest unfavorable

accident; and how prompt is the cry for help. The wealthy merchant or

manufacturer who takes it quite amiss that Socialistic Democrats grow
eloquent in appeals for State subsidy makes no scruple of calling on the

State for protective duties or bespeaking the assistance of a privileged bank

of issue. In this matter we have the most conspicuous modern example of

national egoism in case of the great American Republic, with its high pro-

tective tariff and its silver bill. We do not incline to favor such tendencies,

and though it may have been well for the Bank to secure its gold treasure, we
hold that it should have been profitably invested until actually wanted at

the mint. The testimony of both Finance Ministers goes to show that the

Bank administration adhered too strictly to the principle of security. Ac-

cording to the Finance Minister of Hungary, the gold reserve of the Bank

and the dual Government had reached the sum of 312,000,000 florins,

whereas the mints were not prepared to coin the whole amount within a

year. So the Bank might have kept the greater part of the 40,000,000

florins invested or deposited for a year at solid banks abroad, and thereby

strengthened the international market, as well as reaped a fair margin of

interest. It did, in fact, leave only 6,000,000 florins for this purpose.

SUSPENSION OF THE INDIA COINAGE.

The dread of a scarceness of gold was suddenly augmented in the sum-

mer of 1893 by two events, which, though long foreboded, still greatly agi-

tated the silver market. These were the close of the India mint against the

free coinage of silver, and the repeal of the silver bill of 1890 in the United

States. The prompt and perfectly confident resolution displayed by the In-

dian Government in connection with the report of the parliamentary silver

commission both ciiecked the increased valuation of silver and alarmed sil-

ver magnates in all parts of the world. Whole cargoes of silver were on

their way to India; but when the Indian Government refused to accept them

for coinage, all the silver-producing States announced either an impending

reduction of their output or the contemplated closing of their mines. The
Indian Government partly followed the policy of the States of the Latin

Union in 1878, and that of Austria-Hungary since 1879; only with greater

consistency and practical conviction. The agreement to give fifteen Indian

rupees for a gold sovereign clearly denotes the aim of introducing a gold
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standard. Consequences have thus far demonstrated that the project is not

so difficult as many suppose. The very vastness of the country, and its

population of nearly 300,000,000, which some regard as obstacles, really

lighten the task. The great bulk of the population is so poor, and wages
are so low, that even under a gold standard ordinary transactions might be

compassed with base coin or small silver ("token money"). The mass
of the people scarcely ever acquire enough cash to need a gold coin at all;

and, after the introduction of a gold standard in India, the principal use of

gold pieces would be limited to foreign trade. In their secondary capacity

of merely representing gold values, the silver coins will not be affected by

fluctuations of the silver market; and business will be generally more secure.

We must also consider the circumstance that the Indian foreign trade usually

exhibits higher exports than imports. In India, moreover, much gold is

hoarded; as appears from the surplus of gold imports, which in the past

thirty years have amounted to more than 120,000,000 pounds sterling. Now,
if the native population should gain such confidence in State resources as to

open the hidden treasures, and invest them in railways, steamships, irriga-

tion, new plantations of tea, coffee, sugar, cotton, indigo, and wheat, or

even in new manufactures, the Indian currency reforms could succeed with-

out the necessity of application fc*- gold in the international money market.

Views of this cast appear to have become uppermost among our own
public, and people are beginning to dismiss anxiety on the score of our cur-

rency reforms. No doubt, their confidence is strengthened by the increasing

yield of gold and the constant export of gold from the United States; not to

mention the gradual steps which Russia has latterly been taking toward the

transition to a gold standard. We have learned from trustworthy diplo-

matic sources that Russia has already accumulated a gold reserve of 700,000,-

000 florins, which are stored in the Imperial Bank cellars and in the State

Treasury.* The two ordinances which, on the one hand, sanction the

validity of bills payable in gold, and in turn put a tariff on Russian gold

coins, distinctly indicate Russia's purpose of steering toward a gold standard;

but at the same time, it is purposed to guard the public from pitfalls of arbi-

tration.

Meanwhile, the Austro-Hungarian Government has been active in further-

ing the new currency laws; and, at the date of this writing, has advanced

to the Bank 123,000,000 florins in twenty-crown gold pieces for an equiv-

alent amount of silver florins and bank notes, to provide for the withdrawal

and cancellation of the like sum of State notes. First of all, 65,000,000

florins in one-florin State notes were retired and destroyed; their whole

issue being now extinct. Next, five-florin to fifty-florin State notes were

withdrawn to the amount of about 60,000,000 florins; though the retirement

of five-florin notes was afterward suspended in deference to loud public

1 1

r

* The ofTicial statement of the Bank of Russia, including its agencies and branches, for August 15, 1895, shows the

total sum of gold then held to have been R. 450,000,000.— Editor.
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remonstrance and protests from the chambers of commerce on account of

the dearth of small notes. The latter want was not satisfied by the ten-

crown gold pieces; and there were no five-florin bank notes. Even the

previous withdrawal of State notes had caused the gold premium to disap-

pear, and gold was twice down to par before the last Bourse panic.
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RELATIONS OF THE BANK TO THE STATE.

The currency reforms have so far progressed that the resulting financial

superstructure will soon be ready for the crowning-stone. On renewal of

the Bank's charter, its relations to the dual Government are also established

on a new basis. The present charter expires at the close of 1897; but since

the co-operation of the Bank i,> iri. dispensable to the resumption of specie

payments, its understand! f w State must be adjusted before the

charter actually lapses. The iia.ij; ;:u. 1. istration timely remembered this

necessity, and proposed its tetni.> and conditions. But they were so one-

sided and altogether favorable tn the shareholders that sharp opposition arose

in Government circles and in V. .
; . "., anu 'r'^ctual negotiation between

the Bank and the Government deiegatti has ir^ ye been begun; although

the last official report of the Vienna mint announces that the new coinage

will be completed by the end of 1896. That is to say, by that time the

Bank is expected to be ready to fully resume specie payments.

In a memorial of Hon. Emil von Mecenseffy, First Secretary of the Austro-

Hungarian Bank, touching the worth and value of the charter, the claims of

the public are considered in their true light. Especially this plea is advo-

cated, that the State's debt to the Bank, which by force of the statutes of

1888 yields no interest, and is to be gradually extinguished by the dividends

accruing to both States, shall be now paid once for all, in order to enable the

Bank to meet its constitutional obligations of redeeming its notes in gold

coin at all times without fail. The memorial emphasizes the importance of

mutual concessions, as follows : "In the proceedings pertaining to a charter,

the Austro-Hungarian Bank assumes and plainly expresses the intention of

meeting the wants of high governments and parliaments, upon the future

establishment of the Bank, with all the wealth of its experience, and in the

most responsive manner. The Bank also entertains the conviction that the

high governments and parliaments, on ratifying the terms of the future

charter, will incline to take full account of the grave duties, burdens, and

responsibilities which will devolve on the Bank under its essentially altered

relations."

It seems to us that in all transactions between the Bank and the Govern-

ment until the present time, there has been too little of acute discrimination

respecting the intrinsic functions of note circulation. The issue of notes is,

in fact, one of the forms of credit which the public allows the Bank. When
the public, that is to say, the total community, uses the Bank's notes in

making payments, it virtually credits the issuing institution, which is bound
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to make answerable compensation. The least return the State can claim for

its concessions of such credit, by vesting the Bank with exclusive powers,

is half the net proceeds ; and this is done in ptilctice by the German Imperial

Bank. These things being so, the Bank will probably agree to a reasonable

compromise. But apart from fundamental precepts, it is charged that through-

out the period of obligatory legal tender, the Bank favored the interests of

its shareholders rather than the weal of the State. On another side, the

reproach was urged that the Bank had been mismanaged in the matter of

Von Lucam's wise gold policy, that it had not warmed up to the proper real-

ization of his plans for adopting a gold standard, but had sought to injure

the shareholders by clinging to the existing silver standard, and, in the same
spirit, had impeded the free course of discounts. We have already seen that

there was no foundation for the reproach about Von Lucam's gold policy,

which in his own day was checked by the indiscreet prying of General

Counsellors. But any strictures about conniving at the retention of the silver

standard and profiting by the compulsory legal tender apply quite as directly

to the public and the Government, also to the press; for, according to the

general opinion, the reaction in favor of a gold standard is something wholly

recent. Be this as it may, there is a prevailing sentiment, in Hungary at

least, that the State should exercise a greater influence on the discount policy

of the Austro-Hungarian Bank.

n

I

PROPOSED RESTORATION OF BANK OF HUNGARY'S INDEPENDENCE.

The press was outspoken in behalf of a revision of the Bank Act along

lines followed by the German Imperial Bank; and as in Hungary questions

of economics easily assume a political bent, there is also an extreme radical

party, zealous for the creation of an independent Hungarian bank of issue

as one of that country's national rights. At the une time, an intermediate

opinion is voiced, which proposes that, in addition to the present Austro-

Hungarian Bank, which might be advantageously reconstructed as an Im-

perial Austrian Bank on the model of the German Imperial Bank, there shall

be an independent royal Hungarian bank of issue, under the direct control of

the Hungarian Finance Minister, just as the Austrian Finance Minister should

be the supreme governor of the Austrian Bank. The two banks should

have nothing organically in common—only the issue of notes. Hungary's

finances being now as well-ordered as those of Austria, and the once chronic

deficits of both States being now replaced by an annual surplus, the author*

of the intermediate plan believes that a separate Hungarian bank would be

no less solvent than an Imperial Austrian Bank. The present practice of

printing the notes in German on one side and in Hungarian on the other

could be retained with slight verbal modifications. Of course, both banks

*See " Notftlbank/raf^f in Be^iehunt^ ^ur IVahruHgireform in Ot-sterrficH-Ungarn." Franktbrt-on-the Main, 1894.

J. D. Sauerlander.
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would have to redeem their notes in gold; and against this there should be

no obstacle, in view of the huge increase of the international supply of gold

and the circumstance that Vienna and Buda-Pesth are only five hours apart

by railway; so that any extraordinary diminution of either bank's coin

reserve could be offset without delay by transfer of gc' J from the other

bank. Under this double security, the notes of both banks would enjoy

such confidence in both States that they could circulate without hindrance

in all the Empire, and also, to a greater degree than at present, in foreign

countries, the premium on gold being removed.

This proposition had found much support among the people of Hungary,

where everything is welcome which looks toward national independence.

For this very reason it was received with coldness or distrust in Austria,

where everything must exert itself to strengthen the political dualism. But

since even in Hungary there is an influential minority of statesmen and

financiers which opposes political separation on grounds of economy, the

possibility remains that an adjustment will be again decreed according to

the present organization of the Bank. Hungarian merchants are very willing

to admit that since the statutory revision of 1887, the Austro-Hungarian Bank,

as directed by a Hungarian governor and a Hungarian First Secretary, has

carefully promoted the cause of Hungarian credit.

To sum up the situation : First, the claim of Hungary as regards establish-

ing an independent bank of issue is not contested, though Austria fears a

certain propensity on the part of Hungary toward inflation of currency, to

the prejudice of unfailing redemption in coin. Secondly, Hungarian states-

men and financiers are themselves somewhat anxious lest under an inde-

pendent bank Hungarian credit might deteriorate for want of a sufficient

volume of deposits, the population of Hungary not ensuring their increase

through the same thrift as prevails among the Austrians. Thirdly, therefore,

a compromise on the present basis is likely to be adopted, possibly with

some new features borrowed from the constitution of the German Imperial

Bank. This should be achieved in 1896, or at the latest in 1897; so that,

when the new coinage is completed, there may be no impediment in the

way of restoring specie payments.

Just as we are about to dispatch our manuscript, we learn from an ortho-

dox source that both governments, in order to smooth all susceptibilities,

have adopted the following modus procedendi: The Bank governor and

both deputy-governors shall be appointed by his imperial and Royal Majesty,

the Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary The board of General Coun-

sellors shall consist of six Austrians and six Hungarians—twelve members
in all. These shall be appointed, half by the General Assembly, hal/ by the

Governments. Deliberations upon changes in the rate of interest and upon

other weighty questions shall take shape at the joint sessions, held alter-

nately in Vienna and Buda-Pesth.

In an appendix to this treatise we shall present a series of statistical

statements which bring out with much distinctness the effect of the new

• .^
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currency reforms in augmenting the gold reserve. The reader is referred to

the data for 1892 and 1893.

THE BANK'S PROFITS IN 18Q5.

The General Counsellors of the Austro-Hungarian Bank determined the

balance for 189s in the first half of January, 1896. Net profits for 189^

amount to 7,' 81,219 florins, an increase of 441,69s florins over 1894. The
shareholders first receive a dividend of five per cent, on their subscription,

or a first dividend of 4,500,000 florins; then four per cent, of the residue, or

163,248 florins, is added to the pension fund ; next, the dividend is increased

to seven per cent. ; and the final surplus, 677,970 florins, is equally divided

between the Bank and the State—namely, the Bank receives 338,98s florins

and the dual State the other half. The State further receives the note tax,

which in 1895 amounted to 196,429 florins, payable out of the net profits.

The total returns to the State were therefore S3S.4i4 florins, which are

employed in extinguishing the 80,000,000-florin debt, now reduced to

76,322,459 florins. So the shareholders received 338.985 florins in addition

to the seven per cent, dividend, and 8985 florins were carried over to the

new account. The General Counsellors fixed the final portion for the share-

holders at forty-four florins and twenty kreutzers per share of 600 florins,or

at 7TTro\ per cent., against forty-two florins and ninety kreutzers, or 7fVfi per

cent, for 1894. A partial payment of fifteen florins per share having been

already furnished, the General Assembly will still have to approve twenty-

nine florins and twenty kreutzers per share; and there is no doubt of their

accepting the official balance.

i



CHAPTER 11.
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AUSTRIAN JOINT-STOCK BANKS AND BANKING

ASSOCIATIONS.

THE VIENNA CLEARING-HOUSE.

)T was first attempted to handle the clearing-house business at

Vienna on the plan of the like English and American institu-

tions; but the attempt proved so slow and feeble in the

way of results that a new organization was introduced,

which deserves to be generally known. We refer to the

Vienna Giro und Cassen-Verein.

Frequent complaints were formerly heard that the Vienna mercantile

community made too little of the "bank account" department of the old

Austrian National Bank. As late as 1875, only 1474 of the registered Vienna

firms, out of a total number of 6100, had their folios in the various local

banks. In 1864, when the Bank of England joined the London Clearing-

House, a similar institution was founded in Vienna, at the instigation of the

Austrian Credit Bank, and under the name Vienna Saldirungsverein (Balan-

cing Association). This began business on December i, 1864, in the so-called

Saldosaale (Balance Hall, or Clearing-House). Four of the principal banks

had announced to the mercantile community that they would daily adjust

their claims at the new institution by the exchange of bills, cheques, money
orders, etc. ; and they invited the community to patronize the new enter-

prise by opening bank accounts with the banks of Vienna. The four leading

banks were the Austrian National, the Austrian Credit Bank, the Lower

Austrian Discount Company, and the Anglo Bank. At this stage, the pro-

portion of settlements made in cash was as high as forty and a half per cent.

At present, ten banks are associated with the Vienna Saldirungsverein,

namely, the following six in addition to the four previously mentioned—the

Union Bank, General Commercial Bank, Vienna Giro und Cassen-Verein,

General Deposit Bank, Territorial Bank, and the Vienna Banking Associa-
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tion. All except the General Commercial Bank had "bank account" de-

partments in 1887. The clearances from i86s to 1871 were from ^00 to 700

million florins per annum—two-thirds being made in paper and one-third ir>

cash. The paper facilities are by no means utilized to the same degree as in

London and New York, where cash clearances average only from four to five

per cent. The transactions for 1887 were ss 1,472, 661 florins; the total item

for the Austro-Hungarian Bank being i ^s,000,000 florins. But the clearing-

house business in Vienna received a new impulse by the founding of the

Giro und Cassen-Verein, which (as appeared above) was also associated with

the Saldirungsverein, and in 1887 turned over 143,324,082 florins. It is true

that London was a century before us in this branch of business, and both

elsewhere in Great Britain and in the United States there were clearing-houses

many years before we thought of starting one in Austria; nor may it be ex-

pected that Vienna will ever reach the colossal results of London and New
York. Nevertheless, the Vienna Giro und Cassen-Verein is just as intense

In its activity and as perfectly equipped as the model clearing-houses of the

United States and England. In the latter centres, the clerks of associated

banks or firms meet at stated times and in specially appointed halls, to ex-

change cheques, bills, etc., and settle various claims; but all such business,

and more besides, is managed by the Giro und Cassen-Verein alone. Its

maximum annual transactions were 7,668,904,167 florins in 1881, s,^']\,-

638, 178 florins in 1882, and 8, 1 12,396,442 florins in i(S94. This is a moder-

ate showing, even for the relative size of Vienna, when we consider London
clearances, amounting to 6,000.000.000 pounds sterling; yet it is large in

view of the circumstance that cheques are but imperfectly naturalized with

us. whereas in London all payments of the middle and upper classes are

made by cheques. Such differences of habit are explained by the difference

of circulating mediums and of popular traditions. Notwithstanding occasion-

ally depreciated currency, the Austrian circulating mediums are more con-

venient, especially for dealings between Vienna and the provinces, than

those of England. The lowest denomination of English bank notes is five

pounds, or ten times our lowest in Austria. Moreover, the Bank of England

employs no further protection against counterfeits than to manufacture its

own notes from its own water-marked paper; so that, there, both the Bank

managers and the public are more distrustful of counterfeits than in Austria.

The Bank of England holds all notes once returned from circulation— perforates

and eventually destroys them. This affords an exact history of the duration

of circulated notes. Indeed, the London banks, hotels, and public are so

suspicious of counterfeits that one may hardly get a ten-pound note changed

without introduction by somebody of known credit. We were ourselves

obliged to call on the clerk of one of our merchant friends in the City in

order to get change for a ton-pound note ; and a five-pound note led us the

long two hours' chase from the Grosvenor Hotel, by Victoria Station, to the

Bank of England, because the note had been issued by the branch bank at

Southampton, and so excited the hotel cashier's suspicion. No wonder that
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every well-to-do citizen of London keeps a bank account, and always carries

his cheque-book with him, and but little extra cash. The formality of

cheques, however, is decidedly more troublesome than the Austrian general

use of bank notes; and the small five and ten florin notes also save the in-

convenience of carrying considerable sums of silver. This practical useful-

ness of our currency, and the comparative helplessness of the Hnglish note

circulation, explain our limited and backward adoption of cheques and the

enormous multiplication of cheques in London. Lately, however, post-

otfice orders have become a quite popular form of currency, and they are

generally accepted. The business facilities enjoyed by patrons of the Giro

und Cassen-Verein are much wider than those offered by the English and

American clearing-houses.

F •'

'

%

THE GIRO UND CASSEN-VEREIN.

The Vienna house not only receives deposits of money in accounts cur-

rent, but also securities for deposit and bills of exchange for collection. The

firms which deal with the Giro und Cassen-Verein are not obliged to handle

the securities which they wish to buy or sell, but only to have the bargains

transferred from one folio to the other. Besides buying and selling deposited

securities, the Cassen-Verein also draws in coupons when due, and attends

to time contracts. The Austrian Credit Bank and the Lower Austrian Dis-

count Company pay two per cent, interest on deposits; but the Cassen-

Verein, instead of paying interest, allows its patrons a percentage of the net

profits in excess of six per cent., apportioned according to the size of their

accounts. Even when the net profits come short of si.: percent., and there

is no surplus to be meted out, the Cassen-Verein's patrons have this ad-

vantage, that all their business transfers are effected gratuitously. As a rule,

the chief clearance business of nearly all the banks and banking houses is

committed to the Cassen-Verein; they deal with it in accounts current, effect

their mutual conveyances through its agency, and deposit with it their

principal securities, inasmuch as the Cassen-Verein has extraordinary ac-

commodations of security for this purpose. The transfer of securities, like

that of money, being mostly effected by clearing-house paper, the banking

houses need hardly half the clerical personnel required before the Giro und

Cassen-Verein was founded. Many banking houses also keep reserve de-

posits at the Austro-Hungarian Bank. A. great time-saving device has been

adopted in the department of coupons, in the guise of an ingeniously con-

structed machine. This is fed with coupons in batches, and the slips are

turned out perforated and automatically numbered. The trouble of stamping

and numbering coupons by hand is thus avoided. They are delivered in bound
parcels— lOo parcels to a package—and the bearers receive accompanying

cards, which give the numerical order and total amount of the coupons.

The structural arrangements of the palatial edifice which serves as the

local habitation of the Giro und Cassen-Verein are admirable, and ensure
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perfect security to the deposits. Valuable papers arc kept in two deep sub-

terranean vaults, absolutely fire-proof, and lighted day and night by glass-

insulated gas burners, high above reach, near the lofty ceiling. The light

may be magnified or softened by turning the stop in a remote corner.

Adjoining the vaults is a manipulating rooin, lighted from a deeply depressed

courtyard. The vC-indows are guarded by strong iron bars, and the whole

basement can also be flooded with water in a very few minutes. The vaults

are lined with great fire-proof safes, immured in the walls. An iron railway

encircles the vaulted compartments. The surrounding corridor is nightly

patrolled by two watchmen, who, thiough staunchly barred loop-holes,

must look into the vaults every half-hour, to ascertain that nothing suspicious

is brewing within, and they are obliged to attest their vigilant presence by

touching an electric button. The instantaneous message is then communi-
cated by a conducting-wire to a clock in the uppermost story, and this clock

records the intelligence by dropping points on a great arch or conceptive

dial, whose registrations are inspected every morning by the officer in charge.

The telegraphic apparatus is further utilized. Fine wires are drawn across

the space behind the iron bars, and any attempt to break tlirough a door or

window would be instantly signaled by the rupture of a wire. The electric

bells in the rooms occupied by resident officials would loudly ring, and by

pressing a button the basement could be straightway flooded. In view of

the useful activity of the Cassen-Verein, which, as previously mentioned,

undertakes more diversified operations than the English and American

clearing-houses, it is not surprising that its transactions from the very start

attained large proportions. It began business on July 1, 1872, and even in

that first half-year the bank accounts amounted to 4,022, ig8 fiorins; cash

accounts, to 2,681, S20 florins, and the total sums turned over in the first

half-year, to 2, 296,^^8,3m florins.

By courtesy of Mr. Isidor Kanitz, director of the institution, we are

enabled to give data for that and the succeeding years, as follows:

yienna Clearing-House.

Total Transactions.

1872* 2,!;2S,3S2,I49

1873 2,781,033, m7
1874 i,378,4s6,76o

187s 1,^63,162,022

1876 1,622,193,391

1877 2,554.9^9,172
1878 2,895,088,778

1879 4,451,683,261
1880 5,835,469,432
1881 8,032,899,891
1882 5,867,674,317
• 883 4,903,940,795

Total Transactions.

FLORINS.

1884 5,319.297. 0^8
1885 4,506,318,946
188b 4.858,778,963
1887 4.806,128,521
1888 5,083,915,959
1889 5,931,^59,071
1890 6,246,791, 194
1891 5,643,350,756
1892 5,531.430,337
1893 6,843,483,173

1894 8, 1 12,396,442

k

* Second half-year.
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1

AUSTRIAN CREDIT BANK FOR TRADF AND INDUSTRY.

(Oesterreichische Credil-Anslall fiir Handel mid Ci'wcihc.)

The Austrian Credit Bank, founded in iSss. is nearly as old as the French

crddit mobilier. The company is located in Vienna, with privileges o!"

organizing branches and agencies at home and abroad. Within terms

defined by the laws of trade, it may also interest itself as a limited partner

in other firms. Branches may be erected for all or for only some of the

operations designated in the statutes, and whatever be their functions, they

have the same rights and obligations as the main organization. The charter

was granted for ninety years, dating from 1855. In a few years after the

original company was chartered, branches were created at Prague, Brunn,

Lemberg, Buda-Pesth, Trieste, and Alexandria, though the latter was sub-

sequently discontinued.

The company's business departments may be classified as follows:

(1) It is authorized to establish, or to take part in establishing, industrial, commercial, or other

economic enterprises of a character designed to promote the public weal. (2) In connection with

the founding or the operating of such establishments, it is empowered to organize joint-stock or

joint-stock limited liability companies, as well as to reorganize existing enterprises on such bases;

and for all the like enterprises and companies it m.iy issue shares and bonds. (!) To negotiate

State loans and also loans for separate provinces, districts, communities, joint-stock or limited

liability companies, and private individuals, botli at home and abroad; either on its own responsi-

bility or in coalition with other parties; to subscribe toward such loans, or transfer them either

wholly or in part to third persons. (4) To buy and sell raw materials both in its own beiialf and

for others; though the purchase price of any such bargains made in its own behalf must not exceed

one-sixth of the paid-in capital stock. (?) To invest in real estate within limits not exceeding one-

tenth of the paid-in capital stock, and without impairing the right of buying up such other real

estate as may serve to cover precarious claims, or be necessary for business purposes, such as extra

buildings or ground space, (o) To buy and sell all kinds of securities; to pledge the same, or

exchange them for other articles of value. (7) To grant interest-bearing loans on securities or

merchandise. (8) To handle moneys in current account, and give interest-bearing notes for the

same; also to negotiate cheques on deposits. The promissory notes may not be made out in

sm.iller sums than 100 florins; and they must be formulated agreeably to State regulations, (q) To

receive in custody gold and silver coin or bullion, and securities of all kinds; giving due receipt for

the same. (10) To collect or pay interest and dividends, and make general collections on com-

mission. (1 1) To do a general exchange and banking business.

In addition to these comprehensive rights, the Credit Bank is also author-

ized to issue interest-bearing bonds of its own, whose total amount must al-

ways be secured by its proper resources, marketable effects, covered capital

claims, and real estate. These bonds must not mature within less than cne

year, nor be issued in lower denominations than loo florins. Their form must

be submitted to the State for approval. The Credit Bank is authorized to issue

certificates or warrants for the merchandise or raw materials on which it

advances loans. The original capital stock was fixed at 100,000,000 florins,

of which 60,000,000 florins were paid in. The result of twelve years'

operations showed that such a large capital was unnecessary, if the old
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experience held good, that a bank is a public receptacle for surplus capital,

which it proceeds to distribute according to local needs. The Austrian

Credit Bank soon became such a receiving and distributing centre, for its

management was excellent. In 1868, it resolved to reduce its capital stock

to 40,000.000 florins, in 2^0.000 shares at 160 florins each; and the step was
defended as follows, in the business report for 1868.

"The Imperial edict dated May 20, 1868, sanctioned the resolution

which was adopted at our general session of March 31, 1867, with reference

to reducing our capital stock from 60,000,000 to 40,000,000 florins. To this

end, we are authorized to buy in so,ooo joint-stock shares at their nominal

value at the public Bourse; and then cancel the same, together with the

50,000 shares already bought in and held by the Bank. It was further

ordained that these operations should be conducted in strict conformity to

the regulations of the Commercial Code."

The right of issuing new shares was reserved to the General Assembly of

shareholders. Wide concessions were made to the founders of the institution,

as in the event of an increase of capital stock above 60,000,000 florins they

had the privilege of acquiring one-third of the added shares, while the other

two-thirds should be held by the former shareholders. Despite these

sweeping rights, or perhaps because of them, the institution rapidly gained

vast influence, and suffered no loss of credit, even on occasion of several

serious injuries by bad officials. Rather, the public confidence grew so great

that the shares of the Credit Bank became the standard paper at the Bourses

of Vienna and Buda-Pesth ; and quite often even Berlin speculators based

their operations on the status of Austrian Credit shares. The institution's

high status is also proved by the favor it receives when associated in raising

State loans or effecting State conversions.

Data from the reports for 1894 will appear in the Appendix to this treatise.

The business development of the Austrian Credit Bank is especially

important in the two features of State loans and discounts. As a syndicate

firm for the floating of State loans, the institution has won an influential

position, in line with the Rothschilds and the Berlin Discount Company, not

to speak of other great banks in both Berlin and Vienna. By its judicious

management, the great Hungarian loan of 400,000,000 florins was converted

into four per cent, rentes, though only twenty years ago Hungary had 'o

pay interest on the same at nine per cent.

The following table shows the dividends declared from i8s6, the year

after the institution was founded, to 1890, together with the price of shares:
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AUSTRIAN TERRITORIAL BANK.

This institution was founded mainly by French capital. It rendered

special service by drawing French investors to take part in the fusion of the

extensive Styrian mining companies. Those capitalists, however, were

obliged to divert a large portion of their funds to Servia, in order to reap

speedier profits. The Territorial Bank was established in 1880, at first with

a capital of 80,000,000 florins; but as it soon appeared that so great a sum
could not immediately find profitable occupation, the stock was reduced to

40,000,000 florins in gold, Austrian standard, fully subscribed and paid in.

The Bank has very diversified interests in foreign railways, mines, and State

loans. Its privileges and limitations are similar to those of the Austrian

Credit Bank. See Appendix for data.
«'

GENERAL AUSTRIAN MORTGAGE BANK.

This highly prosperous organization was started in 1864. At the first

general meeting of shareholders, on April 24th, it was ascertained that

30,400 shares at 200 florins each had been paid in to the extent of forty per

cent., and that there was no lack of customers. Indeed, the want of credit

was so pressing that by the end of 1875, 11,189 applications for loans had

come in, amounting to 54,532,700 florins; cf which applications, 9277,

amounting to 35,626,700 florins, had been rejected on statutory grounds;

1912 loans granted, amounting to 18,906,000 florins; but only 1648 of them

realized, at an amount of 16, ^88,600 florins. The Bank's charter was
revised in 1881, with a term of ninety years. The business headquarters

are in Vienna ; and though the charter is limited to Austria, the actual

operations also embrace Hungary.

The following rights and restrictions are provided:

(1) To grant mortgage loans on veal estate, for longer or shorter periods. The loans may be

redeemed either in single payments or by annual installments, according to conditions of the con-

tract. (2) To redeem outstanding mortgage claims, (f) To grant loans to provincial, municipal,

and district communities, or otiier juridical pc'rsoinr, such as school boards, road conunittees,

water companies, etc., either witli or witliout mortgaged security. In tlie latter case, interest and

guaranty of redemption must be secured through assessments. (4) To issue mortgage bonds or

other bonds in connection witli tlie foregoing branches of business. These may either be formu-

lated for a specified term, or else retired by lot. For the latter sort, a final premium may be

collected, (s) To discount the Bank's own bonds, and make advances tliereon. (o) To receive

deposits on interest, and issue notes for the same, payable either to the bearer or to some specified

person, and in sums not less than fifty florins, Austrian standard. The notes must liave at least

tiiree days' right of warning; and they must generally conform to statutory requirements. (7) To

deal in accounts current in such sort that no cheques may be drawn, nor credit entered on the folio,

save upon ca'h balance in favor, or upon cash deposits. (8) Deposits received under provision of

the two preceding articles may be applied to the Bank's mortgage and bonded loans, as well as to

loans on securities publicly quoted at the Vienna Bourse. Tlie same deposits may also be used in

discounting certified bills of exchange, both domestic and foreign; and in transactions on com-

mission, duly secured. Operations in blank credit are forbidden, (q) The Bank is furtliermore

9
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authorized to support enterprises aiming at the improvement of property and buildings. (10) The

total issue of mortgage and other bonds must not exceed thirty times the paid-in capital stock; and

the funds applied to discounts on bills of exchange must not exceed twice the effectual stock.

(11) The issue of bonds must never exceed the total mortgage claims; though the Bank may issue

anticipatory bonds to the extent of 2,000,000 florins or less, pending contracts to the same or like

amount. (12) The Bank pays mortgage loans in cash. They are mostly redeemable by annual

installments; and the maximum term allowed is fifty-two years. The interest is rated according

to the time of redemption, and runs from 5.7 to 6.5 per cent, a year.

The extraordinary activity which these liberal privileges encourage has

not only never endangered the Bank's stability, but has wholly contributed

to its success. The net profits have averaged fourteen per cent, a year,

save in the five years following the disasters of 1873. Before that time

there had been dividends as high as 17, 20, 21, and 26 per cent. These

remarkable profits are partly explained by the difference between the mort-

gage bonds and the mortgage loans, and partly by the directors' manage-

ment of bills of exchange at short sight. Much of the capital stock was

subscribed in Paris, and this brought in a welcome supply of foreign funds,

which were employed in agricultural improvements. The Bank requires

mortgaged security three times the nominal value of its loans; and on this

basis it had issued bonds to the amount of 15,600,000 florins, even by the

close of 1865, in the first period of its operations. Outside its mortgage

business it profitably devoted its working funds to the usual departments

of banking; and the discount traffic reached a round sum of 54,000,000

florins; contango transactions, 50,000,000 florins, and the total cash transac-

tiors over 120,000,000 florins. Finally, the Bank might largely associate

itself with great financial syndicates, and co-operate in the issue of State

loans. At the beginning of 1887 the total item of loans was 143,000,000

florins, and the issue of mortgage bonds had risen to 138,000,000 florins.

For further facts, see Appendix; also, for the business report of 1894.

THE UNION BANK.

This bank was founded in 1870, with a capital stock of 12,000,000 florins.

It was properly the amalgamation of four older banks. It has notably

satisfied public wants in the way of opening a warehouse department, with

capacious docks. In this connection it gave an impetus to the legal issue

of warrants. By 1887 more than 12,000,000 florins had been advanced

on merchandise and warrants. The Bank has its own warehouse in Vienna;

and, by the close of 1887, about 350,000 cwt. of goods lay stored therein,

with an insurance value of over 3,000,000 florins. There are branches in

Trieste and at Sarajevo, in Bosnia. It is widely concerned in syndicates

and industrial enterprises.

For data, see Appendix.
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VIENNA BANKING ASSOCIATION.

This was founded in 1869, with a nominal stock of 8,000,000 florins in

40,000 shares at 200 florins each, of which 40 per cent, was paid in; so that

the effectual capital was 3,200,000 florins. In 1875, however, the effectual

capital was increased to 12,000,000 florins. The Bank was thus put in a

position to join a number of profitable syndicates.

For data, see Appendix.

GENERAL SURVEY OF OTHER AUSTRIAN BANKS.

The number of other discount, credit, and mortgage banks in Austria-

Hungary is too great for us to attempt a complete review of their statutes

and business operations; it must therefore suffice to give a sketch of them
according to materials derived from sundry financial journals, and such

statistical authorities as Mr. Ehrenberger and Dr. Rauchberg.

The years of over-speculation which led to the crisis of 1873 were serious

times for banking in Austria-Hungary. Never had so many banks been

founded in so short a time as were established at Vienna and Buda-Pesth

in 1872 and 1873; nor did ever so many banks collapse shortly after their

organization. Business which ought properly to have been managed by

private persons was metamorphosed into the semblance of a bank; for

instance, that of the stock-brokers, who were among the first to "break."

From data compiled by Mr. Ehrenberger, it appears that most of the banks

founded prior to 1868, of which the principal ones had been started in the

fifties, withstood the storm of 1873; whereas of the seventy banks founded

at Vienna from 1868 to 1873, only eighteen were still operative in 1883, and

of sixty-five provincial banks founded in the same year, only twenty-one

were alive in 1883. We append an illustrative table showing the status of

these institutions (expressed in millions and thousands)

:

1

Years.

1872

1873

1874
187s

1876

1877
1878

1879
1880
1881

1882

1883

Number of
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With the exception of the Austrian Bank, only forty-seven banks may
be regarded as still substantially solvent after 1883, geographically dis-

tributed as follows: Lower Austria, 15 (of which 14 belong to Vienna);

Upper Austria, 2; Carniola, i ; Styria, 2; Coast Province, 2; Tyrol and Vor-

arlberg, i; Bohemia, 12; Moravia, 2; Silesia, 1; Galicia, 4; Bukowina, 1;

Dalmatia, 4. Twenty-nine of these banks engage in mercantile and indus-

trial applications of credit, as well as in agricultural operations of the trrddit

mobilier; sixteen confine themselves to ordinary banking business; and
others, including some of both the preceding classes, make most of their

profits through large foundations, funding of loans, etc. In the penod from

1869 to 1883, the movements in the capital stock, including that of the Aus-

tro-Hungarian Bank, were as follows:
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The balances for the separate years from 1870 to i88^ reveal unex-

ampled fluctuations. Except in the case of the Austro-Hungarian Bank, the

maximum total of liabilities occurred in 1872, at 1,466,000,000 florins, and

the minimum, 784,000,000 florins, in 1877. The liabilities of Vienna banks

deceased by fifty-four per cent. ; those of the provincial banks by only

twenty percent. As business revived, liabilities rose again from 1878 for-

ward; not appreciably, however, in the case of the Austro-Hungarian Bank.

The following table shows the distribution of liabilities in percentages, ex-

clusive of the Austro-Hungarian Bank:

Ybaks,

1870,

1871,

1872,

1873

1874,

"875.

1876,

1877
1878

1879,

1880

1881,

1883

1883
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1870
187.

1873

1873

1874
1875
1876

'In
1878

1879
1880
1881

1882

1883

Cash.

3.88

3.80

3.48
3.ig

3.68

?.38
2.18

3.50

3.03

3.00

3.10

3.20

3.78

3.87

BilU
of

Exchange

19.44

19.49
II. ;8
12.87

18.17

18.50

'7-9?

19.4'

18.63

^1T>
16.65

14-n
14.83

16.04

Com-
mercial

Eflecti

and
Securi-

ties.

4-9S

3-75
6.05

7.70
7.19
6.36

6.37

6.44
5.39
4.17
4.18

4.65

4-45
4.14

Loans.

36.93

3«.89
51.00

39.85

39.39
26.52
26. P4
21.42
22.06

31.71

33.16

26.27

31.10

29.08

Mort-

Loans.

34.52
21.10

6.46

33.59
39.31

32,96
36.62

40.30
41.04
40.02
39.60

34.08

35-03

35.86

Real
Esute
and

Building

LoU.

0.76
0.61

0.55

241
3.52

2.34

2.38

2.56

2.55

2.58

2.63

3.32

2.79
2.74

Advances
on Mer-
chandise

and
Securities.

7.32

9.74

9.43
3.81

3.93
4.16

3.19

3-71

4.07

7.72

8.30

10.83

5.30

5.52

Other
Assets.

3.20

3.62

3.45

8.58

5.9"

5.78

4.39
3.66

3.24

3.05

3.38

4.33

3-73

3.75

TcUL

100
100
100

100
100

100
100
100
100

100
100
100

100
100

Next, we may distribute the assets among the respective banks as follows,

including the Austro-Hungarian, stated in millions of florins and oercen-

tages

:
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The several headings of the assets columns below express the sundry

departments of business; nearly all of which require special technical direc-

tion. That direction implies an adaptation to banks of the general economic

principle known as division of labor. (We are at present quoting from

Dr. Heinrich Rauchberg.)

Assets, 1883—Million Florins, Austrian Standard.

Catigoiy or B*hu.

Austro-Hungarian Bank.

Discount, deposit, and loan

banks:
In Vienna
In the provinces

Total.

Credit mobilier banks:
In Vienna
In the provinces. . .

.

Total.

Mtge. credit institutions:

Joint-stock mtge. banks
Mutual liability co's.

.

Mtge. dept. of savings'

banks

Total.

People's banks.

Pawn concerns.

Total.

4.11

0.98
1.52

2.50

29.15

2.14

31.29

5.50

3.73

923

0.04

0.49

47.66

n

0.15

0.02

0.02

0.17
0.02

0.19

0.01

3-59

0.18

^78

4.36

LxHins,

79-45

0.51

23.01

23.52

241.67

9.85

251.52

26.48

'•5J

0.04

28.05

0.50
2.12

385.16

8^7

8.17

8.17

86.99

0.08

0.08

0.33

0.23

196.08
161.29

19.30

376.67

0.09
0.02

464.08

1 I

2.91

1.62

1.60

3.22

11.08

4.88

15.96

6.96
0.93

0.36

8.34

1.17

31.70

ill

30.03

7.46
0.87

8.33

29.31

392

3323

8.57

0.34

0.07

8.98

0.25

7.23

88.05

lis

0.03

0.07

0.10

0.15

0.04

0.19

0.05

0.05

0.10

0.03

0.42

13.9:

0.81

0.60

0.41

2.94

0.04

3.98

2.20

0.13

6.11

8.44

0.14
0.02

26.91

I-
r

590.38

61.73
65.98

127.71

396.87

41^
438.37

265.50
177.81

a7-9a

471.23

1.62

12.51

1641.73

\m
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The following statemenl
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Application of Net Profits for a Series of Years—Pcrccutages.

YlAIIS,

1870
1871

1872

1873

1874

187s,

1876

.877,

1878,

1879,

1880
I88I,

1882.

1883,

To Interest ind
Dividend!.
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institution soon spread into fourteen of the Crown lands; and when the de-

partment of cheques, or money orders, was added to its business, all classes

of society patronized its bureaus. The number of its customers in 1894 was
about 2,000,000, and their deposits amounted to more than 124,000,000

florins. There were over i ,000,000 depositors under twenty years of age, one-

third of whom were children under ten years. Transactions in cheques and

clearances amounted to 46,000,000 florins in 1884, 26s,ooo,ooo florins in 1885,

and above 1,367,000,000 in 1894. The secret of this prodigious activity is

quite simple, in that the whole transfer of payments is gratuitous. Every

postal savings-bank money order, drawn by any depositor, is at once mnde
payable in cash and receipted at any post-office in any part of the Empire,

without cost of postage or other charges whatsoever.

For further data, see Appendix.

\
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CHAPTER III.

HUNGARIAN JOINT-STOCK BANKS AND PRIVATE

CREDIT INSTITUTIONS.

THE ERA OF PRIVATE BANKING.

'RiVATE banking in Hungary received its main impulse about

the time of the crisis of 1873, when many joint-stock com-
gi viuifi^^r panics came into being. The Hungarian soil is a fruitful

^ ^U^^^^ field for credit operations, for it is the most fertile in Europe,

and the climate is mild. Moreover, land is cheap and wages
are lower than in most of the Austrian provinces. Under

such conditions, interest on movable capital is high, greatly varying also

according to the different counties. Only ten years ago, the interest rates

of savings-banks ranged from four and a half to twelve percent. ; and fifteen

years ago, the State itself had to pay nine per cent, on loans at short sight.

But such excessive rates have given way to the powerful financial revolu-

tions of the past decade. The State now pays only four per cent, on its gold

rentes; and the Austro-Hungarian Bank maintains a very constant interest

rate of four and a half to five per cent. By the revised Bank Act of 1887, the

appropriation to the Austro-Hungarian Bank for discounts in Hungary was
materially increased, and the same bank's Hungarian mortgage loans rose to

90,000,000 florins. Again, Hungary's liberal concessions to foreign indus-

trial enterprises, in the way of periodical abatement of taxes, customs, and

State railway freights, offer potent inducements to outside capital. In 1882,

there were 113 discount and commercial banks in Hungary and 289 co-

operative banking societies, with rates of discount ranging from four to

fourte'" per cent., and of interest on loans from six to ten per cent. Interest-

beariri^; deposits, for which certificates or bonds are issued, yielded from

three and a half to four and a half per cent. We append a table showing
the condition of the aggregate Hungarian joint-stock banks and credit

institutions from 1873 to 1882, inclusive, stated in Austrian florins:

M
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Hungarian Mortgage Banks, Assets for 18^6-1882, in Austrian Florins.
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HUNGARIAN CREDIT ORGANIZATIONS IN 1892.

To pass on ten years, in 1892 there were 203 discount and loan banks

in Hungary; six mortgage credit banks; 660 co-operative banking societies,

besides loi in Croatia-SIavonia, and four banking establishments in the

strongly Italian-savored port, Fiume. To all these we may add 505 savings-

banks, which commonly engage in banking operations, receiving and

placing deposits, investing in mortgage loans, making advances on secu-

rities, and discounting bills. Official returns show that at the close of 1892,

and inclusive of the savings-banks, 1479 credit organizations in the Hun-

garian Kingdom owned a paid capital stock of 1 1 1,920,000 florins, of which

37,930,000 florins were in joint-stock shares; so, 360,000 florins in the gen-

eral reserve fund ; 17,020.000 florins constituted a special reserve; 940,000

florins a surety fund for creditors; and, in fine, the total controlled capital

was 218,180,000 florins. The liabilities included 661,900,000 florins in

savings deposits; 7,650,000 florins in deposits and cheques; 9,950,000 florins

in outstanding acceptances; 160,700,000 florins in accounts current; 225,-

880,000 florins in mortgage bonds debit, and a profit balance of 22,970,000

florins. Liabilities all told amounted to 1,455,500,000 florins. Total profits

came to ten and a half per cent, of the net capital. At the close of 1892,

discounts amounted to 366,300,000 florins; surety bills, 7,400,000 florins;

loans on securities, accepted bills, and mortgage loans, 446,700,000 florins;

obligations, 188,590,000 florins; bank accounts, 120,400,000 florins; secu-

rities, inventory, and real estate, 28,900,000 florins; other claims and current

items, 60,400,000 florins; cash, 25,530,000 florins; total assets, 1,455,500,-

000 florins (not so by the addition of all the reported items). In percentages

on the savings deposits and interest due, discounts amounted to 50t\ per

cent.; surety acceptances, i^^ per cent.; loans, 11 per cent.; mortgage

loans, 61^ per cent. ; obligations debit, i9yV per cent. ; securities, 19^'^ per

cent.

Our latest reports (see Appendix) include the balances for 1894. The

most striking feature of affairs from 1885 to 1894 is the enlarged role of the

Austro-Hungarian Bank in Hungary. Owing to the increased statutory

provisions of 1887, discounts in the Hungarian department of the Austro-

Hungarian Bank rose from a round sum of forty-five million florins to eighty

million florins; and mortgage loans from sixty-two million florins to 108-

000,000 florins. Of the latter total, twenty-one million florins were loaned

on houses; eighty million florins on estates, and seven million florins on

small properties.

At the close of 1894 the Austro-Hungarian Bank had twenty-one branches

and eighty accessory branches in Hungary, besides the headquarters in

Buda-Pesth. Of the Bank's total transactions for 1894, amounting to 2,311,-

775,000 florins, 555,478,000 florins fell to Hungary; 1,756,297,000 florins to

Austria, its discounts were 433,070,000 florins in Hungary; 643,370,000
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florins in Austria. Loans, 37,593,000 florins in Hungary; 117,185,000

florins in Austria.

Status of the Austro-Hungarian Bank in Hungary, 1881-94, expressed

in Thousands of Florins.

ITEM OF DISCOUNTS.
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1 58,450,000 florins of flSse/5 above mentioned as belonging to 782 institutions

are included 1.3 per cent, cash; 7.73 per cent, securities; 1.67 per cent,

immovables; 0.05 per cent, inventory; 39 per cent, mortgage loans; 4.91

percent, loans on securities; 1.27 percent, obligations and effects; 26.57

per cent, bills of exchange; 11 per cent, diverse debtors; 0.6 per cent,

current accounts; 5.4 per cent, investments in large industrial undertakings.

Thirty-nine per cent, are therefore invested in mortgage loans and other

emissions whose prompt liquidation is not easy.

The liabilities of 124,740,000 florins comprise 9.5 per cent, of capital;

4.72 per cent, reserve fund; 71.9 per cent, bonds and deposits; 0.39 per

cent, pension fund; 5.6 per cent, creditors; 1.35 percent, current accounts;

4.69 per cent, rediscount; 2. 13 per cent, net income (or 22 per cent, of the

shareholders' capital). Croatia, which is not included in these figures, has

fifty-five balance-sheets from fifty-five institutions, the total number being

sixty-six. Those concerns report 60,920,000 florins of assets; 59,960,000

florins of liabilities; 960,000 florins net mcome, averaging 7.4 per cent, of

the capital stock. Of these institutions, thirty banks and savings-banks are

at Buda-Pesth, and show the following total balance in 1894: Assets—Cash,

8,890,000 florins; discounts, 99,430,000 florins; loans, 67,710,000 florins;

mortgage loans, 424,230,000 florins; securities and effects, 72, 140,000 florins;

investments in industrial undertakings and banking concerns, 361,000

florins; in immovables, 7,440,000 florins; syndicates, 112,610,000 florins;

inventory, 310,000 florins; transient items, 9.980,000 florins. Total, 885,-

940,000 florins. Liabilities—^Joint stock, 90,440,000 florins; reserve fund,

45,060,000 florins; pension fund, 2,650,000 florins; acceptances, 6,520,000

florins; deposits, bonds, cheques, 644,290,000 florins; transient items, 11,-

570,000 florins; creditors, 62,940,000 florins; net income, 22,470,000 florins.

Total, 885,940,000 florins.

HUNGARIAN GENERAL CREDIT BANK.

A detailed account of all the prominent Hungarian joint-stock banks

would be too voluminous to present here; but we must make an exception

in the case of the Hungarian General Credit Bank, which is a financial rival

of the Austrian Credit Bank, and plays the same part in Buda-Pesth as the

latter in Vienna. It was founded in 1867, and its charter was last revised

in 1891. The capital stock at first stood nomini-.lly .;' 15,000,000 florins, in

7^,000 shares, of which forty per cent, was paid in. This made an effectual

stock of 6,000,000 florins; increased to 12.000,000 florins in 1872; reduced

to 10,000,000 florins in 1877, and again increased, to 14,000,000 florins in

1890. Shares held by the Austrian Credit Bank to an amount of 3,000,000

florins were paid back; and the latter institution's interests in the Hungarian

Credit Bank were cut down to twenty-five per cent, after 1892. Other

shareholders were allowed to hold two new shares to each of their former

shares fully paid in. The purchase price of the new shares was 290 florins
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each, with the addition of five per cent, interest dating from January i, 1891.

The business development of this institution is outlined in tables reserved for

the Appendix.

HUNGARIAN CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES.

In 1882, there were two hundred and eighty-nine co-operative socie-

ties, or "people's banks," in Hungary, whose rates of discount varied from

six to twelve per cent., and of interest on loans from eight to ten per cent.

They paid from four to six per cent, on deposits at short sight, and five to

eight per cent, on those of longer dates. We append balances for the period

1877-82, the values being expressed in Austrian florins:

Ybaiis. Capital Stock.
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banks have shown constant growth. In 1882, there were 335 savings-banks

in Hungary; which rated their discounts in proportion to the fertility of the

soil and the density of population. The range was from four and a hail" to

twelve per cent, and the prevailing average seven per cent. But since

Hungary reorganized her budget, and also in consequence of the international

market adjustments, the former high rates have declined; and the national

currency reforms have had their etTect. In a word, savngs-banks have been

influenced greatly to their advantage by the universal improvement in

financial methods. By 1894, the number of these banks in Hungary had

increased to 505. The following table gives data for 1873-1882:

Statistics of Hungarian Savings-Banks, i8^j to 1882, stated in

Austrian Florins.

Years.
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Summariied Balance 0/4^7 Hnnganan Savings-Banks, 1890, stated
Austrian Florins.

in

ASSETS.

Bills of exchange 1 88,
1
58, 200

Mortgage loans 156,970, 100
A'^vances 17,147,200
Securities 74.48s,6oo
Various investments 102,156,400
Real estate

Casii

Other assets

14,190,400

10,723,900

10, 9 so, 200

'''°t^'' 574,762,000

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in 31,595,900
Reserve fund 16,044,700
^(^Posits 452,018,900
Rediscounts 15,026,600
Sundry liabilities si, 640,400
Profits for 1890 8,435,500

Total
^>74, 762,000

5.613.833
Dividends paid for 1890
Deposits brought over from 1889 ••— •••••• •^

Summariied Balance of ^^ Croatian Savings-Banks, 1890, stated h
Austrian Florins,

ASSETS,

tn

Bills of exchange 11,870,200
Mortgage loans 6,998,800
Advances 1,023,200
Securities 4,235,600
Various investments 907,500
Real estate 1,542,500
Cash 532,800
Other assets 396,000

"^ot^l 27,506,600

Dividends paid for 1890

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in 1,343,700
Reserve fund 1,038,400
l^eposits 22,679,400
Rediscounts

1.037,500
Sundry liabilities 1,040,500
Profits for 1890 367,100

'''otal 27,506,600

Deposits brought over from 1889....""""'.....
,

f^^'^o^
^ + 565,700

THE POST SAVINGS-BANK.

The Royal Hungarian Post Savings-Bank was instituted in 1886shows the following development:

V, .
'886.

Number of bureaus 2,000
Customers:

Savings depositors
85,517

Drawers of cheques (1890) '9,0

Clearance patrons " ^rg

It

'89?.

3,907

Deposits.

234,131

2,568

'.751

FLORINS.

256,029,968

FLORINS.

65.714,013 __,„,
Total deposits, 1886 to .893 686,990,810
Total payments, 1886 to 1893 672,559,794

i

it.
'

P
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From 1886 to 189 j, 568,753 deposit books were given out (421,905

Hungarian, 96,322 Magyar-Teutonic, 20,437 Magyar-Croatian, 17,237 Mag-
yar-Slovak, 7116 Magyar Roumanian, etc.), 334,622 books (58.8 pet cent.)

were balanced and canceled, while 234,131 remained open and in good
order at the end of 1893. 67.5 per cent, of the deposits in 1893 were in

sums under five florins. In the department of cheques, or orders, there

were 2568 patrons at the close of 1893 (555 in Buda-Pesth, 1 173 provincial,

94 Croatian, 728 Austrian, and 18 from other outside countries). 1751 firms

or persons took part in the clearance business, which amounted to 51,062,-

838 florins, and comprised 45,572 transactions. Securities were bought to

the amount of 4,876,730 florins. Annuity books were issued to the number

of 996.

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN INSURANCE COMPANIES.

In our sketch of Austro-Hungarian banking, we may not omit insurance

companies ; for these are wont to employ their surplus premiums in discount-

ing bills and negotiating loans. Their business in the two States must be

treated under one head, as they observe no sharply defined territorial divis-

ions. In addition to the older insurance companies, some of which trace

their origin back to the times of Charlemagne (for even then there were

insurances against fire and theft)—that is, in addition to fire, life, marine,

steam-boiler, plate-glass, cattle, hail, and accident insurance companies—there

are also societies for the dower of marriageable daughters, the care of

widows and orphans, for the military service, etc. There are forty-eight do-

mestic insurance companies in Austria, thirteen in Hungary, and sixty-eight

foreign companies in the whole Empire. Apart from the proper usefulness

of these organizations in the way of insuring our population, they procure

for us the extra economic advantage of increasing our business buildings.

The law requires them all, foreign as well as native, to maintain their own
administrative buildings; which condition has been fulfilled with notable

magnificence by the New York insurance companies. In both Vienna and

Buda-Pesth, they have reared veritable palaces.

Though no summarized accounts are at our command, we may fairly

infer from the circumstance that so many companies find profitable occupa-

tion in it, that the insurance business is in a flourishing condition, and that

losses are on the wane. Damages by fire have been greatly diminished

through the excellent improvement of the Fire Department in Vienna.

T
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APPENDIX

BANKING IN GERMANY AND AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

I:

STATISTICS OF BANKING IN GERMANY. SI

For the following tabular statements, with accompanying explanatory remarks, relating to

German non-issuing banks in the latter halfof the nineteenth century, the author is largely

indebted to the " German Ohonomist," of Berlin.

NON-ISSUING BANKS.

Capital and Surplus of German Private Banks, as per Annual Statements, 188^-1894.

YlAIti,

1883

1884

188'i

1886

1887
1888

i88g

1890
i8qi

1892

1893

1894

Capital Stock.
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Balancn of all Privatt Banks (in Milliont of Marks).

ASSETS.

ISI
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COMPARISON OF PRIVATE BANKS WITH THE REICHSBANK.

The Bank Act prescribes that one-third of the notes shall be covered by com or bullion ; but

the foregoing figures show that the average reserve of all the banks at the annual settlement of

accounts was generally in more than twice that ratio. The inaxiinuiii amount and proportion of

the reserve appear at the close of 1H04, The relation between reserve and notes is always much
stronger on the side of coin, in case of the Imperial Bank, than with other banks of issue, as will

appear from the following comparison, stated in millions of marks :

End of

188;

1884
188";

1886

1887
1888

1880
l8qo
l8qi

i8q2

189J
1894

Impriul Bamk,

Note
Circulation.

839.7
8S4.I

SSQ.Q
.OOQ.S

,010.^

,001.4

.IOCS
,103.6

,133. S

,140.3

, I 10. I

,311.3

Coin RcMrv(,

S93.0
S4'.t'

700.

7Q4.
881.

764.

788.

PI I.

86S,

= 7''P' c.

= 04..
"

= IbA "

= 00.?
"

= 78.0
"

= 80.8 "

= 6S.9
"

= 7''i
"

= 8;.o "

7S.Q
"

820.4 = 74-4
1,041.4 = 86.0

Othi> Banks or Issui,

Note
Circulation.

300.1

307.8

30V1
300.1

IQ71
101.1

100.4

192.4

101.4

187.7

187.4
iqi.u

Coin Kcurve.

1 1 1.3 = SS.t> p. C.

lis. 8 = SS.7
"

1 11.8 T= Oo.o "

119.1
—

57.7
"

10S.1 = S3.I
"

101,8 — 11.3
"

104.7 =: SS.l
"

113.0 = S8.S
"

111.8 = S8.4
"

109.0 = S8.4
"

101.1 = 5S.0
"

108.8 = S7.I
"

It has often happened, and this for sometime past, that the Imperial Bank has carried a coin

reserve in excess of its note circulation. As a matter of course, changes in the money market arc

much more vividly reflected by the Imperial Bank than by the other banks of issue, whose uncov-

ered circulation commonly approximates their authorized contingent, and even frequently oversteps

it, thereby incurring the tax on over-issue of notes. The constant increase of coin reserves, almost

entirely in gold, triumphantly refutes the bimetallist fairy tales about a dearth of gold.

The following table applies the same comparison to the amount of

Bills of Exchange and Loam on Securities, stated in Millions ofMarks;

End of

1883

1884
1881
1880

1887
1888

1889
l8qo

1891

1892

1893

1804

Imfbiiial Bank,

bilU of
Exchange.

467.00
SI 1.80

401.81
S46.48
SO4.IS

SI 7.02

t)S1.94

611.77
S72.I3

600.14
604.28
602.85

Loans on
Securities.

7S.86

140. 12

78.04

ns.ss
81.92

01.07
18b, 22

146.11

118.01

1 18.00

149.10
100.18

Othbi Banks.

Bills of
Exchange.

282.10

287.0s

278.SI
271.10

276.S7
2SI.21

208.7s
209.88
210.61

211. qs
206. S4

217.S2

Loans on
Securities.

14.61

11.27

11.01

IS. IS

14-
1

7

41.72
19.61

16 19

26. so

2S.41
28.22

21.81

CoMBiNiD Total.

BilU of
Exchange.

74Q.90
798.91

740-

"

817.S8
840.91
7b8.8i
8b2.7o
821.66

782.76
8i8.oq
810.82

820.17

Loans on
Securities.

1 10.4b

171.10
1 1 I. OS

ISO. 70
1 18.00

'14-7Q
22s. 81
182.12

16S.1 1

144 12

177.18

124.19

As competition between the Reichsbank and the private banks is developing new tendencies

as to the distribution of business, it may be proper to remark that the amount of bills of exchange
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was collectively and considerably greater at the end of 1804 than at the end of ifiov The increase

of io/xM>,()oo marks in the item of bills, however, is offset by a decrease of si,000,000 marks in

the item of loans ; the decrease being 4o,o<x),(xx) marks for the Imperial Bank alone. The explana-

tion is that the credit banks offered their services at such cheap rates that the Imperial Bank could

not compete "with them without reducing interest still lower ; and it is a rccogiii/ed inaxim in dis-

count economy that the Imperial Bank is not obedient to every casual fluctuation of the money

market, cither above or below par. Its conservative restraint in the matter of loans is especially

noteworthy. There is a wide erroneous impression that the Imperial Bank is in a position to grant

lo.ins on innrketahle securities at all times, and can even do so in critical emergencies. This is by

no means the (act. The Bank may not use loan securities toward covering notes, and consequently

caiuiot advance notes on paper securities, after other means are unavailable. Such loans may be

made from the capital stock and reserve fund, exclusively of real estate ; and that has been done

even in limes of a large general surplus of gold. Ordinary deposits are subject<<o daily recall, and

though a small portion of them can be safely loaned when times arc good, such latituili; is of neces-

sity precluded in critical conditions of the money market. Deposits practically reiiuirc a higher

grade of contingent liiiuidation of resources than the bank notes atford ; and it is therefore interest-

ing to observe that the deposits and notes together, amounting to 1 ,,SHs,soo,ooo marks, were

covered with ijiso, iik),ocx) marks in coin and bullion ; a round percentage of seventy per cent.,

or sixty-three per cent, in case of the Imperial Bank alone But if we separate the deposits from

the coin reserve (a more correct process, as we regard it), the cash covering of notes would stand

as follows

,

Coin Rturve.
Hxduding Deposits.

Imperial Bank 000,100,000

Other banks 00,800,000

Note circulation.

MARKS,

i,ai 1,200,000

i9i|ixx),ooo

Percentage of
Notes Covered.

so

12

According to this way of reckoning, the Imperial Bank had half its notes covered in coin,

seventy-five per cent of which was in gold ; and the proportion of notes covered in case of the

other banks averaged even less than the legal one-third. We are aware that this view of the

matter will be opposed ; but if is the strictly correct view, since deposits have nothing to do witli

the protection of bank notes, being moneys in trust and liable to daily withdrawal. It makes no

essential difference in the argument to consider that the Imperial Bank theoretically diminishes the

demand of deposits by regarding them as means of balancing bank accounts with patrons.

We subjoin a comparative statement of deposits for 1883-1894:

Deposits ofPrivate Banks and Reichsbank, 188} to 1894 (in Millions ofMarks).

Knd of Imperial

Hank.
Other
Hanks.

M-

1885

1884
1 88s
18S6
1S87

1888

210.IS
206. ;8

200.20

290.2s
351.88
301.90

S40;

5407
S7.17

S4-04

Combined
Total.

204.18
319.80

31s. 21

147-42
38s. 7'5

3SS.94

Emu op

1S89

1890

1891

1892

i8qi

1894

Imperial
Hank.

147.84
34<'<'3

390.40

1S927
37324
43s. 30

Other
Hanks.

40.90

41.71
18.71

40. 20

17-28

48.03

Combined
Total.

IS8.74

188.05

4i';-"i

199-53

410. S2

4«1-13

Deposits bear no interest, they constitute the working capital of bank accounts, and furnish

means for the continual increase of the gold reserve. They also add to the credit resources of the

whole business world ;
a point necessary to be considered in any general review of cash means at

the disposal of banks collectively.

i .
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BANKS OF DEPOSIT.

The number of deposit banks, in 1894, had risen to ninety-six, which, for a period of twelve

years (i883-i'?y4), controlled the following resources:

i8i.j 1,961,700,000

1884 2,122,000,000

1885 2,229,000,000
1886 2,283,400,000
1887 2,338,800,000
1888 2, S29,800,000
1889 3,is6,2oo,ooo

1890 3,149,900,000
1891 3,104,000,000
1 892 3, 1 s I , soo,ooo

1893 3,167,300,000

1894 3,593,500,000

Increase.

.

Increase.

.

Increase.

.

Increase.

.

Increase.

.

Increase.

.

Decrease..

Decrease..

Increase.

.

Increase.

.

Increase.

.

160,900,000

106,400,000

54,400,000
5r,400,000

191 ,000,000

626,400,000

6,300,000
45,900,000
47,500,000
15,800,000

420^200,000

By grouping some of the principal deposit banks in the order of their available or emoloyed

coital, which is a fair indication of their com.niercial importance, we shall have the following e.vhibit:

Aiiits and Capital of Deposit Banks {in Millions of Marks).

BAHrs.

German Bank
Discount Company
Dresden Bank
Bank for Trade and Industry

Berlin Trading Company
North German Bank
A. Schaaffliausen Bank-Verein

German National Bank
Middle German Credit Bank
Discount and Commercial Bank of Hamburg
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The Cash Movement.

The movement of money in the principal credit banks for 1890-1894, through creditors'

accounts and deposits, is herewith presented, in millions of marks:

Banks..
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IXSTUUnOMS.

Discount Company of Aix-la-Chapelle

Barmen Banking Company
German Union Bank
German National Bank
Essen Credit Concern
Kcister's Bank
Bavarian Trading Bank
Wurtemberg Banking Concern
Bavarian Exchange and iVlortgage Bank. . .

.

Union Bank of Hamburg
Lower Saxon Bank
Silesian Banking Company
Duisburg-Ruhrort Bank
Bank of Alsace-Lorraine

Hamburg Exchange Bank
Breslau Exchange Bank
General Alsatian Banking Company
Exchange and Commercial Bank of Cologne.

Westphalian Bank
Rhenish and Westphalian Bank
Private Bank of Gotha
Konigsberg Union Bank
Halle Banking Company
Private Bank of Magdeburg
Credit and Savings-Bank of Leipzig

Dresden Banking Company
Provincial Bank of Anhalt-Dessau

German Transmarine Bank
Dortmund Banking Company.
Brunswick Credit Concern
Bank of Mannheim
Bank of Osnabriick

1894.

MARKS.

4,646,000
5,';32,ooo

2,948,000

^,OOP,000
4,Os7,ooo

4,298,000

4, 14s,000

3,900,000

4,257,000
1,986,000

2,475,000
3,222,000
3,5-i7,ooo

3,520,000
3,105,000
2,286,000

2,696,000

2,155,000
1,067,000
1,328,000

1,702,000

1 ,879,000

1,121,000

2,506,000

1,753,000
1,961,000

1 ,078,000

1 ,404,000

1,504,000
1,007,000
I ,9q8,ooo

1 ,017,000

'893.

MARKS.

5,333,000

4,854,000

4,358,000
3,016,000
3,618,000

3,480,000
5,486,000

3,422,000

3,274,000
5,235,000

3,233,000

2,962,000

2,540,000

2,554,000
2,528,000
2,2QI,OO0

2,194,000

1,939,000
1 ,876,000

1,795,000
1,635,000

1,632,000

1,295,000
1,280,000

1,262,000
1 ,07Q,000

1,078,000
1 ,060,000

1,022,000

1 ,009,000

865,000

1891.

MARKS,

4,446,000
6,538,000

5,572,000
2,977,000
5,q82,ooo

3,522,000
2,864,000

4,896,000

3,721,000
2,508,000

3,483,000
2,690,000
1,826,000

3,023,000
2,722,000

2,337,000
i,Q53,ooo

2,095,000
1,910,000

1,11 3,000

1,180,000

l,S20,000

1,256,000

806,000
856,000

1,137,000

1,078,000

312,000

835,000
942,000

1891,

MARKS.

5,595,000
6,526,000

4,706,000
2,2QS,000

4,021; ,000

4,010,000
5,267,000

4,575,000
2,641 ,000

4,'i8e,ooo

3,279,000
3,4Q4,ooo

3,256,000
2,729,000
2,830,000

2,467,000
1,910,000

2,354,000

1 ,860,000

718,000
883,000
506,000
612,000

768,000
878,000

Characteristic of the business movement is the proportion of acceptances in arrear.

1886-1894 it stood as follows

:

Fo-

Acceptances in Arrear (in Millions 0/Marks).

Arrears

Accepted.. . .

Remain'g ar-

rears

1886.
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lated, whereas he is actually speculating with the bank's credit. Fundamentally considered, these

are corrupt transactions, and they powerfully stimulate over-speculation at the Bourse.

The oblig.itions of the banks through borrowing and deposits are presented, in millions of

marks, in the following summary for 1886- 1894;
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Fro"-. these figures it is apparent that there is a deterioration in conditions of liquidation, in

case of the Berlin banks particularly. The numerical expression of this would be 113,000,000

marks for the Berlin banks, to 27,000,000 marks for provincial banks.

The prominent items of loans and "effects" (also including trust payments and a few small

mortgages), for the period 1891-1894, are next tabulated from reports of leading institutions;

Loans and Effects of Leading German Banks {in Millions 0/ Marks).

Banks, Etc.
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Capital stock

Surplus

Working capital

Apportioned dividends

Actual per cent, of dividends

Per ct. on capital stock alone

1894.

MARKS.

1,OS 7, 302,200

190, 311,000

1,253,633,200
68,617,000

5.48 p. c.

6.49
"

1893. 189a.

MARKS,

1,044,519,000
200,31 3,000

1,244,832,000
SO, 738,000
4.80 p. c.

5.72 •

MARKS.

1 ,OSS,276,OCK)

1Q1,7I7,IHKJ

1,240,903,000
61,230,000

4.Q1 p. c.

s 80 "

MARKS.

1,048,708,000
1X7,880,000

i,236,';8S,ooo

04,070,000
S.18 p. c.

0.11
"

Hence, we perceive that about one per cent, of the dividends is furnished by the reserves ; the

proportion being higher, of course, where the reserves are large in comparison with the capital

stock. In 1 Sc)4, three hanks declared no dividends—the Real Credit Bank and the Borsen-Handels-

Verein* of Berlin, and the Maklerbankf of Hamburg.

MORTGAGE OR LAND BANKS.

i

The proportion of capital stock to circulation of mortgage bonds, in 1804, will appear below,

for the purely mortgage banks:

Proportion of Capital to Mortgages.

Banks, Etc.

Prussian Central Land Credit Company
Prussian Joint-Stock Land Credit Bank
Prussian Joint-Stock Mortgage Bank ,

Frankfort Mortgage Bank
Frankfort Mortgage Credit Union
Silesian joint-Stock Land Credit Bank
German Mortgage Bank, Berlin

Pomeranian Joint-Stock Mortgage Bank
National Mortgage Credit Society

North German Land Credit Bank
German Mortgage Bank
West German Land Credit Concern
Joint-Stick Land ,ind Commercial Credit Company
Brunswick-Hanovor Mortgage Bank
Citizens' Bank of the Kingdom of Saxony
German Land Credit Bank, Gotha
German Mortgage Bank, Meiningen
Miirtg.ige Bank, Hamburg
Rhenish Mortu.iC'.- Bank, Mannheim
Wiirtemhern Mortgage Bank
South German Joint-Stuck Land Credit Bank
Palatinate Mortgaire Bank . .

Leipzig Mortgage Bank

Capital Stuck.

marks.

21,600,000
30,000,000
IS,000,000
12,000,000

6,000,000
7,S0O,OCX3

S ,400,000
9,oo<j 000
629,000

4,500,000
6,000,000
s,000,000
4,800,000
9,o(X),ooo

600,000
10, sot),000
10,801,000

IS,000,000
9,000,000

1
1
,000,000

24,0(K),0O0

8,(X)o,ooo

s 80,000

Circulation of

Mortgage Bonds.

MARKS.

431,829,000
188,640,000

223,973,000
214,529,000
01,429,000
100,108,000
67,sso,ooo

90,860,000
42,736,000
40,01 1,000

87, ISO,000
12,191,000

6S, 609,000
I 14,010,000

24,308,000
04,4s !,0(X)

267,921,000
28'!,7<n,ooo

192,000,000
ios,976,ooo
344,76s,000
1 i6,4s8,o(X)

6,223,000

Number of
Times the

Capital Stock,

20.

1

6,3

14.9

17.9

15.2

13-3

12.5

10.

1

67.9
8.8

14s
2-4

'3-7

12.7

40.5

9.0

IS.O

18.

K

21.3

9.6

14.4

>4S
10.8

The maintenance of a definite proportion between capital stock and circulation of bonds is not

pie'cribed for all he banks; and for those of the mixed system it is even an irrelevant matter.

far as they have 01 her creditors besides the bondholders.

. in so

Bourse Trades Union. i Brokers' Bonk.
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Mortgagi Bonds Issued by Each Class of Land Banks.

The bond circulation for each set of banks was as follows, in millions of marks:

!

i

YlAIIS.
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Circuliitinf; /^ctfplnncts.

The " mixed banks " include circulating acceptances tu the following amounts:

-

Banks.
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Net Profits and Expenses of Land Banks.

Net profits from the mortgage business and other departments of the banks were as follows,

for the period 1884 to 1894 :

YlAKS.

1884
188'-,.

1886.

1887.
1888.

1889.

1890.

i8gi.

1892.
1S03.

1894.

I

Prussian
Mortgagf Banks.

MAIIKS.

7,5?o,ooo

7,420,000
7,640,000
8,650,000
9,010,000
10,800,000
I l,3SO,000
1

1
,640,000

12,280,000

n, 370,000
15,570,000

German
Mortgage Banks.

MAhKS.

6,750,000
8,640,000

8, 39o,«)0

8,280,000

8,740,000
9,600,000
10,180,000

10,970,000
12,510,000

12,480,000

13,649,000

Mixed Banks.

MARKS.

1 5 ,480,000

15,520,000

17,270,000
16,810,000

20,480,000
2 3,500,(X)O

24,000,000
22,670,000
2 3,74o,(xxi

25,1 10,000

27,900,000

Combined Total.

MARKS.

29,780,000
31,580,000
33,3<X),000

33,7'iO,ooo

38,220,000
43,900,000
45,630,000
45,290,000
48,180,000
5o,96o,(X)0

56,910,000

Expenses from 1887 to 1894 were as follows ;

YlAIS.

1887
1S88

1889
i8qo

l8gi

i8q2

i8q3

1894

Prussian

Mortgage Banks.

MARKS.

1,560,000
I,6qo,0(>0

1 ,860,000

I ,q20,cxx)

2,100,000

2,420,000
2,720,000

3,040,000

German
Mortgage Banks,

KIARKS,

1,630,000

1,730,000
1 ,960,000
1,020,000

1,070,000

2,200,000

2,340,000

2,730,000

Mixed Banks.

MARKS.

2,410,000

2,470,000
2,780,000

2,940,000
3,090,000

3,320,000
3,160,000

3,530,000

Combined TotaU

MARKS.

5,610,000
5,000,000
6,610,000

6,790,000
7,160,000
8,010,000
8,220,000

9,290,000
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I 1

REFERENCES.

« Cash and Bilb of Exchange art thrown together, amounting to 1,912,44) mafia. Wt MttmatMi 95<,aoo marki In

tht BUb account and added the sum to the Eflecti column.

b Include 860 marks Amortization Fund.

c Include fiuo.ooo marks Amortization Fund.

d Include 8,786,810 marks Allotted Mortgage Bonds.

< include 371,8); marks Mortgage Premium Fund.

/Include 109,171 marks Allotted Mortgage Bonds.

t Include )7,48s marks Allotted Mortgage Bonds.

h Include )6,o9o marks Allotted Mortgage Bonds.

f On Capital Stock of 3,900,000 marks for one year; )oo,ooo mark* for ten monthf; 300^000 mark* for fiva months,

and 300,000 marks for three months,

7 Include 136,410 marks Amortiiation Fund.

* Include 1,838, 180 marks Allotted Mortgage Bonds. *

/ Include 417,809 marks Amortization Fund.

m Include 1 17,913 marks Amortization Fund.

n Include 50,1 19 marks Allotted Mortgage Bonds.

o On Capital Stock of 5,998.000 marks for one year.

p In last year's review we had included 1,480,000 marks in Real Estata, but wa had to omit this item in our present

nview for want of satisfactory data.

q Include 11,315,000 marks Amortization Fund.

r Include 15,400 marks Retired Bonds.

i On Capital Stock of 1
1 3,619,000 marks for one year,

( Include 1,641,54a marks Premium Fund.

u Include 154,106 marks Allotted Mortgage Bonds.

V Reserves include 799, 14a marks in commissions already paid and available for future use.

w Include 39,181 marks Matured Bonds.

X Include 1,505,900 marks Allotted Bonds,

y On Capital Stock of 7.000,000 marks for one year, and 1,000,000 marks for nine months.

f On Capital Stock of 1 13,530,000 marks for one year,

aa Include 700,000 marks of Warehouse Capital needed for covering sundry risks.

bb Include 920,000 marks Dividend Reserve.

cc Include 103,900 marks Allotted Bonds.

dd Include 161,691 marks Premium Fund.

ee Include 61,513 marks Premium Fund.

//'Include 51,956 marks Allotted Bonds.

gg Excluding commissions, since these are lumped with commissions accruing through the other business of the Bank.

kh The tied-up funds of this institution are about one-third higher than the figures show, because of its contracted

lisoclation with the Wurtemberg bank system.

ii On Capital Stock of 408,330,000 marks for one year.

jj On Capital Stock of 389,490,000 marks for one year.

*A On Capital Stock of 371,493.000 marks for one year.

// On Capital Stock of 348,830,000 marks for one year.

mm On Capital Stock of 334,109,000 marks for one year,

rni On Capital Stock of }i5,aa9,ooo marks for one year.
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STATISTICS OF BANKING IN AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN BANK.

/Issets and Liabilities /or Years i8j6, i88f, 189^, on Dectmbtr Jist.

Assets.

Coin reserve

Foreign bills, payable in gold

Discounts

Lonns on securities

Redeemed matured securities and coupons

State notes on hand
Debt of kingdoms and provinces represented in Diet

Mortgage loans

Market value of mortgage bonds bought in by Bank
Market value of securities in reserve fund

Securities purchased by current proceeds

Market value of securities in pension fund

Buildings and fundus instructus

LlABlLITIBS.

Capital stock

Reserve fund
Circulating notes outstanding

Outside funds payable on demand*
Other demand obligations

Mortgage bonds outstanding

Pension fund
Canied over from current proceeds toward interest on

mortgage bonds of next year

Net annual proceeds

1876.

FLORINS.

156,607,78}
ii,n9,?Q7

'3S, 591, 771

29,011,500

1.699,654
80,000,000

100,522,443

4.958,'i32

",543,270

-.4?9,497
3,285,854

90,000,000

"7,815,42';

295,910,060

1,295,745

914,873
99,940,180

2,439,497

2,572,500

7,009.909

1885.

FLORINS.

198,796,055
10,242,126

I 56,442,984
27,216,700

1Q7,'>51

4,400,156

79,405,586
89,500,215

7,055,627

10,577,091
1,500,000

3,660,703

2,990,39'

90,000,000
18,098,1 14

565,605,020

4,815,951

7,272,023
81,191,000

3,660,754

1,875,711

5,810,516

189s.

FLORINS.

244,091, S27
0,827,247

210,474,480

40,274, 0(X)

2^0,592
11,-:;=, 81s

70,522,4,9
134,290,215

8,710,000
18,848,140

5,175,204
4,880,421

90,000,000
52,4S7,7S4

019,854,140
12,018,^10

"2,527,778
128,541,500

5,274,453

1,658,491

7,08s,085

Balance-shut 0/ the Aust'o-Hungarian Bank, December )i, 189$.

ASSETS.

Coin reserve:

Gold coin in crowns, gold bullion, foreign and com- n.ouMs.

mercial gold coin at 1638 florins per kilogramme fine. . . 244,091,537. 19.0

Foreign bills payable in gold 6,837,247.81 .0

Silver currency 136,603,571.00.0

377,531,346.00.0

State notes 13,753,815.00.0

* Including payable* to bank*.
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W

Discounted bills, warrants, and securities:

Vienna 90,345,300.98.0

Austrian branches 70,901 ,633.37.0

Buda-Pcsth 63,00s, 1Q4.01.0

Hungarian branches 36,333,163.08.0

Loans on securities:

Vienna 17,760,5(10.00.0

Austrian branches i6,7is,36o.oo.o

Buda-Pcsth 7,300,830.00.0

Hungarian branches 4,497,800.00.0

119,474,480.940

Redeemed matured securities and coupons

Debt of kingdoms and provinces represented in the Imperial Diet.

Mortgage loans

Mortgage bonds bought in by the Bank

Securities in the reserve fund

Securities in the pension fund

Buildings and fundus iiistructus

Other assets

46,374,510.

15,100.

76,333,4^9.

134,390,23 V

8,730,600.

18,848,146.

5,i7'i,204.

4,880,431.

10,170,978.

00.0

14.5

47s
73.0

00.0

48.0

40.0

00.0

67.

5

Total 915,463,395.84.5

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock

Reserve fund

Circulation of bank notes

Gold balance in favor of the Imperial and Royal Austrian Exchequer

Gold balance in favor of the Royal Hungarian Exchequer

Outside funds payable on demand:

Bank accounts 13,618,510.37.0

Other accounts and outstanding drafts or money orders. . . 13,537,778.24.5

Allotted mortgage bonds, due and not yet redeemed 695,200.00.0

Uncollected interest on mortgage bonds 44, 1 18.25.0

Uncollected dividends 43,760.50.0

90,000,000.00.0

Js,4'i7.7'i4-78.o

6i9,8s4, 140.00.0

l,SI7,Q68.QO.O

1,115,383.48.5

Mortgage bonds in circulation

Annual interest on mortgage bonds, not yet due

Pension fund

Other liabilities

Carried over from current proceeds toward interest on mortgage bonds for next

year.

Net proceeds for 189s 7,085,685.97.0

Applied to dividends for July, 1895 2,250,000.00.0
" pension fund 103,248.79.0
" dual Government 338,985.45.0 3,693,234.34.0

35,9*9,167.36.5

138,541,300.00.0

1,310,483.00.0

5,378,453.19.0

3,435,503.27.5

1,638,491.13.0

4,393,45 '-730

Total 91 5,463,295.84.

5

[KrcuUers art included in this sutcmtnt, because otherwise there would be discrepancies in the totals.]

\h
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lUms from tht Official Report for 189^.
noaiNi.

Total volume of transactions i,su, 380,016

Number of papers discounted, 1,507,968 (including 187, 578 pieces brought over

from 1804).

Amount of discounts 1, 410,6s s, 181
" " collected 1,31 1,1 8o,i)o3

Date of maximum status of discounts, October )ist 337,71^,000

Date of minimum " " March 15th 116,974,000

Annual total of loans on securities i8q,8qo,S>o

Bank accounts:

Total reteipts* 3,966,s6i,so3
" payments 3,963, 18^95

1

Annual number of deposits, 1 10,434 ; nominal value 662,064, si8

Total of cash turned over in 1896 3 i,so6, 3^^,574

Number of mortgage loans applied for in 1895, 700; number granted, 375.
rioiiiNS.

Amount of loans applied for 20,407,700
" " granted lo. 0111,700

Number granted in Austria, 41 ; amount 63-,,ooo

" " Hungary, 31s; amount 9,134,000
" " Croatia-Slavonia, 19; amount 371,800

THE AUSTRIAN CREDIT BANK.

Balance-sheet for 1894.

ASSETS.
FLORINS.

Stocks and bonds 3,722,800.93

Bills of Exchange:

Vienna 20,406,586.34

Branches 9,909,898.2

1

30,376,484.45
Cash:

Vienna. , 3,583,041.27

Branches 1,706,838.57
- 5,289,879.84

Advanced on securities:

Vienna 27,494,171.81

Branches 273,948.00
37,768,121.81

Inventory:

Vienna 36,700.00

Branches 32,900.00
59,600.00

* Exclusive of amount brought over from 1894 and of sums fai transit.
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Real estate

:

Bank building in Vienna 1,000,000.00

Agricult'l property at Pecek, Treboul & Zboxi. 1,193,518.88

a,i9J,$i8.88

Branches 570,093.33

3,763,611.11
Debtors: " '

'

C
''°'«'«" 4.397,09776

Vienna.
.

'I

Domestic 30,010,776.95

( Local 36,430,891.83

60,838,766.53

(Foreign 6,368,353.81

Domestic 33,831,973.09

Local 43,3 14,565.34

73,304,79».»4 «34.I43,558,77

Total 303,134,116.91

LIABILITIES.

Joint-stock capital 0(350,000 shares at 160 florins 40,000,000.00

Reserve fund (or surplus fund) 8,000,000.00

Back dividends, 1889-1894 16,094.00

Acceptances 18,963,304.08

Interest-bearing deposits

:

Vienna 3,605, 1
30.

1

5

Branches 3,116,989.04

5,7»'.7'9-'9

Creditors:

(Foreign 9,471,474.33

Domestic 13,063,897.89

Local 43,545,301.3)

65,080,573.44

(Foreign 15,518,465.41

Domestic 14,379,480.10

Local 30,153,093.41

59,950,038.9a

135,030,613.36

Profit* 5,393,387.38

Total 303,134,116.91

i I
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Marktt Invtttmtnts of tin Bank.

'Numb*r of
ShtrnDtc.
J'. iSm.
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Money Orders.
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LIABILITIES.

Itbms.

Capital stock

Surplus fund
Drafts

Money orders in circulation.

Creditors

FLORINS.

I2,0CW,000

2,222,000

401,000
28,241,000

18S0.

FLORINS.

1S,0(K),0(X1

4SO,(HX)

4,SS2,000
;82,ooo

0,0s 1 ,(XX)

1890.

FLORINS.

12,000,000
101,000

1,S0S,(X)0

s,8 11),two
18,484,000

Items from Report of December ji, 1894.

ASSETS.

FLORINS.

Bills of exchange 14,82 ;,o(X)

Securities !,S6i,(X)o

Advances 22, m,000

Debtors 2S,941,000

Cash 2,828,000

Total assets 69,586,000

I-IAHIIITIES.

Capital stock

Surplus fund

Deposits on interest.

Acceptances

Creditors

FLORINS.

12,0(K1,000

777,000

7,807,1x10

2, loo, 01JO

44, 53s,000

THE AUSTRIAN TERRITORIAL BANK.

Abstract from Reports for 18S1 and iS'jo.

ASSETS.
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Summarised Report for December ji, 1894.

ASSETS.

FLORINS.

Bills of exchange 19,420,000

Securities 14,988,000

Advances 9,66'>,ooo

Real estate and inventory 5,487,000

Debtors 81,357,000

Cash 4,^90,000

Other assets 546,000

Total assets 1 36,060,000

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock

Surplus fund

Deposits on interest.

Acceptances

Creditors

Other liabilities

THE VIENNA BANKING ASSOCIATION.

/Ihstract from Reports of 1869-70, 1880, and 1890.

ASSETS.

Items.

Cash
Bills of exchange
Advanced on securities

Our own securities

Furnished in syndicate operations

Debtors
Re.nl estate

Current accounts credit

Total

1869-70.

602,000
386,000
805,000

781,000
3,728,000

0,302,000

1880.

FLORINS.

341,000
1,497,000

1,40 5,000

3,014,000
2,170,000

5,294,000
1,820,000

1,04 1,000

17,104,000

LIABILITIES.

Items.

Capital stock

Surplus fund
Special surplus fund

Acceptances
Creditors

1869-70.

FLORINS.

3,200,000

1880.

FLORINS.

8,000,000
S4=;,ooo

1,221,000

227,000

7,315,000

FLORINS.

40,000,000

9,988,000

4,024,000

23,576,000

53,162,000

711,000

1890.

FLORINS.

1,078,000
6,-}7s,ooo

7,4-,5,ooo

4,700,000
6,010,000
26,222,000

1,017,000

54,04?.ooo

1890.

FLORINS.

25,000,000
1,347,000

2,877,000

7, 8;;,000
i8,0'!9,ooo

Items from Report of December )i, 1894.

ASSETS.
FLORINS.

Bills of exchange 20,801,000

Securities 6,747,000

Advances 5,274,000

Real estate and inventory 1 ,480,000

Debtors 53,920,000

Cash 4,11 7,000

Other assets 918,000

Total assets. 93,257,000

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock. .

.

Surplus fund. .

.

Acceptances. . .

.

Creditors

Other liabilities.

FLORINS.

25,000,000

4,SS3,00O

13,514,000

46,670,000

2,000
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THE GENERAL AUSTRIAN MORTGAGE BANK.

Abstract from Reports of i8yo, 1880, 1890.

ASSETS.

Items.

Cash
Bills of exchange
Advanced on securities

Our own securities

Mortgage bonds in Bank
Loans on public domains. .

.

Mortgage loans: Gold
Bank funds.

Municipal loans: Gold
Bank funds

Annuities

Real estate

Debtors
Deposited securities

Current accounts

Total assets

1870.

FLORINS.

2,02Q,000
4,s;s,ooo

5,441,000
1,760,000
1,018,000

55,827,000
2^,708,000
19,132,000

41 1,000

561,000

41,61 5,000

8,365,000

166,407,000

I8&1.

FLORINS.

6,700,000
2,602,000

2i,68!;,ooo

2,264,000

4Q,474,ooo

38,678,000
32,187,000
7,352,000
13,102,000

1,584,000

2,578,000
18,780,000

197,046,000

1890.

FLORINS.

3,.-84,ooo

14,387,000
26,197,000

3,980,000

30,765,000
I5,oq8,ooo

55,502,000
9S,ooo

52,750,000
446,000

2,905,000

31,003,000

245,412,000

LIABILITIES.

Items,

Capital stock

Premium fund

Ordinary surplus fund

Extraordinary surplus fund

Mortgage bonds: On public domains
In gold
In bank notes

Municipal bonds: In gold
In bank funds

Premium bonds
Interest on mortgage bonds, etc

Allotted mortgage bonds
Interest on loans

Exchequer bills

Drafts

Creditors

Reserved for doubtful claims

Current accounts

1870. 1880.

FLORINS.

9,600,000

1,145,000

2,241,000

56,040,000
27,370,000
i6,3gq,ooo

410,000

2,605,000

585,000
762,000

3,1 10,000

1,342,000

FLORINS.

9,600,000

225,000

425,000
51,l2q,000

56,;62,CKX)

31,454,000

20,000,000

2,446,000
9,5io,ocx)

q3q,000
qo6,ooo
512,000

20,qo5,OOO

522,000

10,549,000

1890.

FLORIIIS.

9,600,000

5,074,000
4,691,CH»

5,495,000
59,O48,0<K)

16,009,000

53,665,000

51,512,0(X)

2,235,000
1,075,000

505,000

7,000
53,34',wt)

522, OIX)

4,201,000
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Balance-sheet for December ji, 1894.

ASSETS.

Cash, coin, coupons, bank accounts credit at the Austro-Hungarian Bank and the nomNs.

Vienna Giro und Cassen-Verein 4,278,4^;

Bills of exchange 10,859,488

Advanced on securities 37,277,184

Securities 7, 555,760

Debtors ^ 29,449,831

Loans on public domains 34,988,695.10

(Mortgage loans in gold 8,834,284.04

IMortgage loans in bank funds 66,361,980.19

Municipal loans in bank funds 62,514,616.96

172,699,576

Annuities 460,764

Real estate 2,173,259

264,543,302

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in 9,600,000

Premium fund 3,737,096

Ordinary surplus fund 8,029,849.21

Extraordinary surplus fund 5,986,399.86

14,016,249

Reserved for doubtful claims 322,415

Drafts 135,73a

Creditors 58,504,650

IVlortgage bonds on public domains 34, 1 38,920
" " in German Imperial currency 7,972,800
" " in bank funds 62,618,300

Premium bonds 57i777i6oo

162,507,620

Interest on mortgage and premium bonds 21365,987

Allotted bonds on public domains 1,014,298
" " in gold 9,120
" " in German Imperial currency 213,651
" " in bank funds 39,ioo
" municipal bonds in gold 246
" premium bonds 561,300

Interest on loans : amount brought forward for first half of 1 895 331 ,847

Balance of current accounts 7,843,387

Profit and loss account 3,340,599

364,543,303
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THE ANGLO-AUSTRIAN BANK.

Abstract from Reports /or 1864, 1870, 1880, and i8go, stated in Millions and Thousands

of Florins.

ASSETS.

Items,

Cash
Bills of exchange
Advances on securities

Own securities

Real estate, inventory, and mines
Mortgage loans

Debtors

Total (approximate)
,

Items.

1864.

2.607

4.401

2. I 10

0.032

9.209

22.017

1870.

4.618
6.879

3 -791

S.649
0.418

S6.622

77-983

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock

Silver piemium
Surplus (or reserve) fund

Acceptances

Money orders

Mortgage bonds
Creditors

1864.

6.000
0.900

6.327
6.140

1870.

2-577

14.000

3-40S

1.S38

8.4s I

1.824

44.766

1880.

1.929

7.108

2.729
2.404
3.823

25.809

43.803

1880.

18.000

1.S72

10.495

'••77

.398

189a.

2.277

11.479
1.236

4.216
2. 1 1

1

3.404

54.87s

59.058

1890.

18.000

1.787

11.003

0.903

3.485
21.376

I

Summarised Report for December ji, 1894.

ASSETS.
FLORINS.

Bills of exchange 12,082,000

Securities 1 ,003,000

Advances 15,183,000

Mortgage loans 1,703,000

Real estate and inventory 1,413,000

Debtors 56,885,000

Cash 1,889,000

Total assets 90,758,000

LIABILITIES.

PLOMNS,

Capital stock 18,000,000

Surplus fund 2,434,000

Mortgage bonds 1,625,000

Deposits on interest 1,530,000

Acceptances 31 ,320,000

Creditors 33,885,000

Other liabilities 8,000

I

The dividends of this bank exhibit large fluctuations, as shown by the following comparisons:

5 per cent., notes.1864 8)^ per cent., silver.

1866 9
"

1867 35

1868 ^6y^ "

1870 15
" "

1872 25
"

notes.

•873.

1875.

1876.

1880.

1890.
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THE LOWER AUSTRIAN DISCOUNT COMPANY.

Abitrait from Reports of i860, i8jo, 1880, and 1890, stated in Millions and Thousands

of Florins.

ASSETS.

iTtMS.
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Summarised Report of th, same Bank for December ),, ,894.

ASSETS.

Bilh Of exchange ^C^^^J^

f;'""''" 1,470,000
^dvances

9,5'8,ooo
Real estate and inventory 840 000
^/"^"'^ ."

i3,66i;ooo
^"^'i

1,866,000
Other assets*

2,045,000

Total assets
52,049^000

• Including Bank and exchange accounts, securities of the
pension fund, and of creditors' reserve fund.

181

LtABILITIES.

^P'l^'f^'X o.SoTc^
!"'p'"5'^""d

831,000
Deposits on interest

13,257,000
^'«'''°"

.8,574,000

Including surety fund of creditors, with interest thereon
creditors' reserve fund, Banic accounts, pension fund, infer'
est on current bills, uncoUecttd interest, and dividends

VIENNA GIRO UND CASSEN-VEREIN (BANK ACCOUNT AND CASH ASSOCIATION).

Balance-sheet for 1894.

ASSETS.

Cash

Local bills

Advances on securities

FLORINS.

1,183,029

7,663,821

n , ,
5,159,430

Bank property ^^o.ooo

'°*'''««t*
14,465,381

LIABILITIES.

Joint-Stock capital

Surplus fund

Back dividends

Bank accounts, credit

Bonded security

" Arrangement " security

^'""sf'tover
;;;;;;;;;;; \:^;^'

Profits
^

Total liabilities.

PLORINS.

3,000,000

425,695

40

7,783,327

3,532,700

53,595

349,838

4,465,281
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IMPERIAL AND ROYAL AUSTRIAN POST SAVINGS-BANK.

Dtiignation of Depositors for tkt Stvtn Years Period, 188) to 1890.

DiKHITUIS.

Children

Students and school children

Private citizens

Married women and widows
State, provincial, and municipal officials

Private officials

Clerical and religious

Military

Police ("organs of safety ") and l5ank watchmen.
Scholars, professors, teachers, artists

Advocates and notaries

Physicians, medical persons, and apothecaries. , .

.

Poets, authors, journalists

Trades-people
Artisans

Industrial hands, mechanics
Shopkeepers' assistants

Factory hands
Ouvriires
Men-servants and messengers

Farmers
Farm servants

Day laborers

Miners, smelters, woodsmen
Sailors

Associations :\nA juris personte

Persons of unknown calling

Convicts

Total.

NijMBBR OP Account-Books.

Istucd.

120,57s

445,940
9S,405

54,71'
a?, 249
40,207
7,2 '3

38,7^7
9,287
26,817

3,769

5,758
a. 54'

2S,1S6

7,884
177,631
56,007

22,289
20,084

97,549
15,041

4,406
8,029

5,535
64-)

19,700

2,584
82

',307,629

CIoMd.

21,657
168,691

43,649
23,821

10,212

17,708

2,923

12,539

2,403

10,852

2,927
4,6qo

',914

11,320

5,574
76, ' 59
19,512

12,522

8,736

35,089
8,699
2,960

4,146

',974

293
12,922

474
57

524,423

Open.

98,918

277,249
5', 756
30,890

1 3,037

22,499
4,290
i6,ig8

6,884

15,965

842
1 ,008

027

14,036
2,110

101,472
i6,4o<i

9,7<57

11,948

62,460

6,542

1,446
3,88-,

3,561

350

6,778
2,1 10

25

783,206

Depositors for the Seven Years 188) to 1890, with respect to /Ige.

)\

Depositors.

Ten years and under
From 10 to 20 years
" 20 " 30 "
" 30 " 40 "
" 40 " 50 "
" 50 " 60 "
" 60 " 70 "
" 70 " 80 "
" 80 " 90 "

Above 90 "

Of uncertain age
Associations and Juris personce

Total

Books Issued.

235,7"
474,758
291,704
169,874

71,247
26,901

11,510

4,143
806

48
1,227

19,700

1,307,629

Closed.

40,627
203,069
"8,432
83,803

43,597
14, '93

4,424
1,729

647
32

348
12,922

524,423

Open.

195,084
271,080

173,272
86,071

27,650
12,708

7,086

2,414
'59
16

879
6,778

783,206
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Growth of Busintss from 1891 to 1894.

FIOIIINI.

1801—Deposits 23,300,000

189a " 36,500,000

rie«iMi.

1893—Deposits 39,500,000

1894 " 33,500,000

The transactions in cheques and clearances rose from 1,001,000,000 florins in 1891, to 1,367,-

000,000 florins in 1894.

THE FIRST AUSTRIAN SAVINGS-BANK.

Data by Duadts, from 1820 to 1890, stated in Millions and Thousands of Florins.

ITIMS.

Deposits

Paid back
Increase of interest

Deposit capital

Surplus fund

Total administrative funds

Applicat'n of administrative funds:

Mortgage claims

Valid btlls ofexchange, Exchequer
mortgage bonds, current accts

Advances on State securities and
bank shares

Bank shares and State bonds.
Number of open accounts. . .

.

ViiNMA Convention Standaiid.*

810. i8jo. i&to. 1850.

.083

.020

.001

.084

.008

.092

.031

.047
2.601

4.330

4-529
.398

7.90
.150

8.387

4-831

.801

•934
1.23

32.543

5.380

5.324

747
30.890

-975
33.400

10.617

4.758

5437
.706

91.409

8.133

6.077
1.055

39.393
3.567

33.169

14.345

13.960

1.760

1.325

135.570

AUSTHIAM StaNDAID.

i8£o. 1870. 1880. 1890.

8.600

8.607
1.511

35-704
3.881

40.038

36.981

.651

•912

169.596

35,811

31.609

2.743
63.099
3.933

67.351

33.973

16.064

5.512
10.296

199.133

41.433

44.374
5.159

'32.593

4.630
'44.5'7

58.103

65.392

6.126

4.791

276.514

41.441

47.854
6.539

184.006

6.000

193.781

94.131

55.080

4.368

30.279

401.9;)

THE SAVINGS-BANKS OF AUSTRIA.

Total Assets and Liabilities of 414 Austrian Savings-Banks for 1890.

ASSETS.
FLORINS.

Mortgage loans 823,723,800

Bills of exchange so, 324, 300

Advances 1 ' ,91 1
,300

Securities 317,972,400

Sundry investments 99,502,900

Real estate 21,991,500

Cash 20,003,700

Other assets 39,854,000

Total 1,384,283,900

LIABILITIES.

FLOmNS.

Deposits 1,381,569,600

Sundry liabilities 33,865,600

Surplus fundf 65,130,100

Profits^ 3,717,600

Total 1,384,383,900

* Until 1858, the cumncy of the Bank wasof the Vienna Convention standard. The aums from i860 forward are in

Austrian standard florins.

t A further sum of 28,85 1 ,300 florins does not appear in the balanced statements.

X Excluding 5,479,500 florins not entered in the balanced statements.
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HUNGARIAN GENERAL CREDIT BANK.

Summari^id Rtports for i8jo, 1880, and 1890, staled in Millions and

Thousands of Florins.

ASSETS.

Itimi,

Cash
Bills of exchange
Advances on securities

Advances on merchandise

Securities

Merchandise
Debtors
Real estate and inventory

Steam mills

Sundry assets and syndicate investments

Total (approximate)

i»70.

50

3.198

i.074
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Tabit of Dividtnds, 1868 to 1890.

YlAtS.

1868 (for 15 months)

1809

1870

'87'

1872

187?

'874

1875

1876

1877
1878

'879
1880

1881

1883

1883

1884
1885
1886

1887

1888

1889

1890

Paid In Ptr
Shira.

rLoaiM.

80

80

80
80
ibo

160
200
200
300
300
300

300
30O

300
300

300

300
300
300
30O
300

200
300

Amount of
Dividend.

PLOIIINil,

11.05

7

5.50

13.50
18

q

17

10

5

31

30.50

25

19.50

31

1 9. SO

19.50

31

"9

18

16

18.50

24
24

Per Cent.

8tVo
(>%
\b%

5H
8>i
5

io<4

12H

w'A

\o%
9%
9
8

9tVo
13

13

185

Cloiing Vilue of
Shares et Vienna

Bourse.

03.35

78- SO

81.50
120.50

178

i3S.50

32S
189.25

101

185

311.40

308.75

205.25

351

373.50

290.50

307
300.50

302.75

204.75
300

342

359

ri

HUNGARIAN COMMERCIAL BANK.

Summari^td Reports for i8jo, 1880, and 1890, stated in Millions and
Thousands of Florins.

ASSETS.

ITIMS.
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LIABILITIES.

iTMi,

Capital stock

Surplus funds

Mortgage bonds
Municipal bonds
Creditors' surety fund
Sundry deposits

Creditors

Acceptances
Transient items

1870,

'.575
.100

4-94)

.143

5.603

.883

.36$

1880,

3.1(00

39
10.335

3746
3.377

191

8.000

3.097

37759
10,403

93
38.914

4. 749

1. 816

'i

HUNGARIAN MORTGAGE BANK.

Rtturns for i8jo, 1880, and 1890. stated in Millions and Thousands of Florins,

ASSETS.

iTMi.

Cash
Bills of exchange
Mortgage loans

Municipal loans

Own mortgage bonds
State securities

Advances on securities

Sundry securities

Hungarian Discount and Exchange Bank
Debtors

Deposits with other institutions

Annuities

Real estate and inventory

Current accounts

Total (approximate)

1870.

5
3

.814

.383

.136

.131

38

1.537

10

'•505

•349
.308

15

I

.188

5'

.330
6

3.634

1890.

.390

.1 13

33.437
45.998
3.275
3.718

3.098
3.038

5.150
.368

•537
.556
.6^3

98.799

LIABILITIES.

: ii!

ITBMS.

Capital stock

Surplus fund
Gold premium surplus fund
Exchange variation fund
Surety fund of mortgage debtors

Mortgage bonds
,

Premium bonds
,

Anticipatory payment of mortgage loans,

Creditors

Coupons and uncollected dividends

Current accounts

1870.

.600

3

•779

100
10

8

.700

33

s6
.588

.184

34

1890.

10.970
.839

345
60

•543
34.886
42.510

.760

3.853
•991

.603
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HUNGARIAN MORTGAGE CREDIT INSTITUTION.

Hum from Rtport for i8jo,i88o, and i8go,staUd in MiUions and
Thousands of Ftorim,

ASSITS.

iTIMt.
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BANKING IN THE NETHERLANDS.

INTRODUCTION.

?2_i^^2i

^ HE development of Dutch Banking offers but few points for

critical remark. An event of real importance, however, arose

about 1814, when Holland adopted the bank note system.

Before that date, a few resultless attempts had been made
toward this important step. Dutch Banking in general

followed the type of the exchange banks {Wisselbankcn).

Although they had increased in the course of years beyond their originally

limited sphere, no great progress in principle was apparent. It was only in

the nineteenth century that, in all branches of banking, a greater variety of

form and a better adaptation of ruling principles of credit to the commercial

interests began to appear. In the same degree that economic conditions all

around changed, the banks changed their methods from exchanging money
to the exchange of credits.

Dutch Banking has a history of about 300 years. Its origin was a natural

consequence of the large increase of commerce, which demanded inter-

mediary establishments for money interchanges.

These agencies appeared earlier than in most other European States; the

reason for this being in the circumstance that Dutch international commerce
had at an early period attained considerable importance. This trade made
but little use of the resources of credit. Bills of exchange, which in these

days form so predominant a part of the international settlements, were

hardly known to the Dutch merchants up to the beginning of the seventeenth

century. Most commercial transactions were made in specie. Consequently,

a mass of different foreign coins poured into Holland, and were put into

circulation, partly with, partly without permission of the authorities. This

gave rise to a necessity for authorized agents for the exchange of these coins.

These conditions were aggravated by the bad state of currency systems

which existed during the sixteenth century in all European States.
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The systematic deterioration of coin brougiit much bad money into the

country. Good coins were thus taken from the market, or when left in

circulation, brought an agio. All efforts made by the Government to secure

a fixed price for each coin proved useless. This deplorable condition had its

great drawbacks for trade, and the Dutch monetary system was in such

disorder that it only increased the general confusion. A national currency

did not exist in Holland. There was but one recognized coin, according to

which the various tariffs establishing the prices of coins admitted to circu-

lation were valued. That coin, for a long time, was the "gulden" (guilder);

the actual coining of which, however, did not commence until ibSi in ihi.'

provinces of Holland and Western Friesland. Not only the provinces, but

also the towns, struck their own money. Even illegal minting appears to

have flourished, which is proved by the repeated prohibitions published

against it.

The unbearable state of the currency in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, which was aggravated by wars, finds its characteristic expression

in the numerous currency decrees of this period. The great number of coins

shows sufficiently the many difficulties against which commerce had to

contend. The decree of the Earl of Leicester (August 4, 1586*) is accom-

panied by a " Beeldenaar of Figuerboeck"—/. e., a collection of copies of

coins—which mentions about 1 30 different kinds of silver coins and 370 gold

coins as in circulation. Among the latter are, for example, twelve French

crowns, four double and fifty-nine single Italian pistoles, eighteen double

and forty-eight single Italian ducats, eighteen Spanish and thirty-eight

Hungarian ducats, and seventy-one German goldguiden. On the basis of

this decree a "Manuael" (manual) was issued for the use of changers, in

which the prices for more than 500 different kinds of gold coins and more

than 340 different silver coins were fixed. To the ordinance of the Staaten-

Generaal—/. c, the Dutch Parliament—of the provinces of Holland and West-

ern Friesland from December iq, 1603, is attached a " Beeldenaar," with the

copies of 120 silver and about 380 gold coins, amongst which there are

fifteen French crowns, five Spanish pistoles, eight double and sixty single

Italian pistoles, eighteen double and forty-eight single Italian ducats, thirty-

seven Hungarian ducats, and seventy German goldguiden. The "Manuael"

for changers, published in accordance with this decree, mentions more than

320 silver and mere than 500 gold coins. In the "Beeldenaar," added to the

ordinance of the Staaten-Generaal of the United Netherlands, dating from

March 21, 1606, are included the copies of 148 silver and 396 gold coins,

and in the corresponding "Manuael" 341 silver and 50s gold coins from

many foreign countries.

These figures prove better than any further explanation how difficult it

was for a merchant, toward the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of

the seventeenth century, to find his way in this maze of money. No wonder

The littral terms of the above-mentioned and other currency decrees and manuals for changers up to 1609 have been

made accessible to me by the courtesy of the " Mint College" (mint office) at Utrecht.
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that people wished and were compelled to shift this trouble on professional

changers, and that the business of money-changing became very lucrative

and very important. Cash trade was more and more concentrated in the

changers' offices; and changers in Holland, as well as in Germany and other

countries, were the predecessors of the bankers and the banks.

MONEY-CHANGERS LICENSED.

It was thoroughly in accordance with the notions of those days that such

an important trade should be licensed. The money-changers were even in

the fourteenth century official persons, and remained so afterward. But

money-changing seems also to have had a great attraction for other people,

and many unlicensed individuals appear to have taken it up. This fact is

proved by the complaints of the minting decrees of the Earl of Leicester,

August 4, I s86, and that of the Parliament (Staaten-Generaal) of Holland

and Western Friesland of December 19, 1603. Those documents say that

money-changing was driven to "tot zvt'/h'n, lust ende believen van een

yegelyhs"— /. e., at the wish, goodwill, and pleasure of everybody. For that

reason, it was over and over again impressed by the authorities upon the

public that the trade of money-changing was allowed only to duly licensed

changers. According to the decree of August 4, 1 ^86, above mentioned,

which agrees with the minting ordinances of Emperor Maximilian (Decem-

ber 14, 1489), and of Charles V. (February 4, iS2o), concerning money-

changers, the geiienui/s van tier munte (head manager of the mint) is to ap-

point as many money-changers in the capital towns of the province as are

needed, according to a report of the Town Council. Only persons of good

name and reputation, not suspected of unlicensed minting {/le^miiiitcity)

might be appointed to this office. The Minting Master gave to the changer

an "instruction," upon which this monev-changer had to take an oath.

Outside of their offices (named "winkel") the sworn money-changers

were obliged to exhibit the "dish or bowl " {achotcl oftc nappe), with the coat

of arms of the province painted on the same. They had to purchase precious

metals and coins and to exchange the same according to the officially stated

prices in the "Manuael." This "Manuacl" was to be kept open on their

table, with the signature of the Minting Master, as well as an authorized

copy of the existing decrees concerning coins and money-changing. They

were not allowed to sell the coinage material to goldsmiths and silversmiths,

or to any other person; but they were bound to deliver the same to the

mint office of their province.

This the money-changers evidently evaded. They tried to put into cir-

culation again the coins allowed to circulate with an agio, and to sell the

purchased precious metals, with a profit, to the goldsmiths and silversmiths.

First, by the decree of the Staaten-Generaal of the United Netherlands of

March 21, 1606, changers were allowed to sell coinage material to the home
manufacturing consumers. By the ordinance of the Staaten-Generaal of

13
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Holland and Western Friesland of December 19, 1603, money-changers also

had been permitted to supply merchants with such money as they required

for their international exchanges. For the rest, the orders of 1603 and i6ob

are in accordance with the decree of 1586, with the exception of one point

(to which later reference will be made) ; and the appointment of money-
changers rested with the Town Councl

it seems that money-changers were not always very particular with

respect to their scales and weights. The above-mentioned decrees (1586,

1603, and 1606) all agree that, in consequence of "this long-lasting war, the

conformity and proper bias of weights and scales have not been properly

attended to by the masters of the mint, changers, jewelers, goldsmiths and

silversmiths, etc. Therefore, it has been urged over and over again that the

weights of the changers need to be officially tested and that the scales of the

money-changers should be adjusted {/tisti'rt), and that unexpected revisions

will settle any infringements. " A very interesting new order is to be found in

article thirty-seven of the decree of March 21, 1606. That clause forbade all

changers to keep money or cash for merchants, or to receive money for their

account from any person, or to pay by bills of exchange, or to make remit-

tances, or in any way, directly or indirectly, to make settlements for others.

In this article it is stated that certain "money-changers and other people

daily attempt to keep either money or cash for merchants, to receive and

repay their debts by drafts, bills of exchange, remittances, and other means,

and thus give occasion to fraud and cause the replacement of heavier coins

by lighter ones."

The above-mentioned business was knownasthat of "cashiers," who are

to be considered the immediate predecessors of bankers. No doubt the

cashiers had previously existed and owed their origin to the requirements

of commerce. It was natural that merchants found it to their interest to

place their money transactions in the hands of certain persons familiar with

such affairs. So far as can be traced, however, the cashiers are not officially

mentioned before the beginning of the seventeenth century.* The authori-

ties did not by any means regard the cashiers with a friendly eye, as their

trade offered many occasions for dishonest actions. But it had become indis-

pensable to the merchants. It is evident, from the above-mentioned pro-

hibitions of article thirty-seven of the decree of March 21, 1606, that the

money-changers also occupied themselves with the business of cashiers.

The money-changers being, naturally, considered wealthy people, enjoyed

great credit in the commercial community; they were, moreover, sworn and

II''' • otticial control, and in a position which enabled them to do a cashing

,t'.,
. . , J. ' cheapest terms, as they were obliged to keep their own stock of

tO*n ;•: metal in safe places, and thus already possessed the necessary

'' 1 . <ri .1 ait the 270 volumes of the " Resolutien van dt Httrrn, van Jt Riddtrukap, Edilen nde Gedrputeerden,

van di S/fJi« -./.<« Holland tndt Wrslfrusland " contiin many references concerning the cashiers. The time which has

been given me for this treatise does not allow me to consult the above-mentioned rare and valuable collection, which may
only be consulted in Holland, and is not allowed to pass into private hands.

I
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arrangements for safe-keeping in behalf of others. The changers accented

tneir bills, called m their assignations, bills, etc.; and, on the other handmade payments for them, but thev were not -.1 n«,«H u i

'

deposited funds for their own business
^

^ '^ '"^ '° "^^ ^'^^

ests?n:/:fTe"rd'\'her"'^^" ' ''^P^'^'"^ ^-^"-3 in the narrow-esi sense Of the A'ord. These operations cannot be compared to the modemdepos. business so perfectly developed; but they maybe con ide^ed the
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CHAPTER I.

ERA OF EXCHANGE BAMKS.

(WISSELBANKEN.)

PERIOD 1609-1814.

SECTION I.

THEIR FIRST ORGANIZATION.

Measures Against the "Cashiers" in Anisterdain—Formation of the

Amsterdam Exchange Bank. 1600—Fruitless Attempts to Secure to

the Bank a Monopoly in Exchange and Cashing—Establishment of the

Middellnirg Exchange Bank. 1616—Origin of the Rotterdam Exchange

Bank. i6j$—Continued Existence of Private -'Cashiers."

^HE first Dutch exchange bank (Wi.selbank) was established

at Amsterdam. This could by no means happen by chance.

In the fourteenth century, Amsterdam already began to

flourish, and became more and more the centre of the great

international trade which was concentrated in Holland.

Great wealth was gathered there. It is characteristic of

the town that half the capital (6, socooo guilders) of the Dutch East India

Company, founded on March 20, !6o2, was contributed by the Amsterdam

merchants, one-quarter by the merchants in Middelburg, and by the

merchants of Delft, Rotterdam, Enkhuizen and Hoorn one-sixteenth part

each.*

The comparatively large income and expenditure of Amsterdam in

» Betr, " AUgcmcine Grschichtc Jcs H'cllkamMi," Part II, page 181. Vieniu, 186a.

I I'

I
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those days speak for the importance of this town as a mercantile centre.*

The port of Amsterdam was large enough for 4000 ships. Amsterdam

itself was the home of about soo ships, and the freight business was an im-

portant source of revenue to the citizens. Toward the end of the sixteenth

century, the circulation of bills of exchange in Amsterdam also began to

increase. In i SQV the " costumen " of Antwerp, which had already formerly

been used for the exchanging trade in Amsterdam, were indorsed "good
for Amsterdam," and in commerce also the circulation of papers of credit

increased considerably.! Owing to this extensive trade, inconveniences

resulting from the confusion of coin were all the more felt, and changers and

cashiers for this reason were of great importance. It is even possible that

cashiers had been employed in Amsterdam earlier than anvwhere else.

Neither the cashiers nor the use of credit paper met with the approval of

the Amsterdam Government. On January 5, 1604, severe orders were issued

against the cashiers; but they were not enforced on account of the remon-

strances of the merchants. A new decree was issued on July i s, 1608, by which

it was strictly prohibited to anyone to act as cashier. The deplorable state of

the coin market had meanwhile considerably increased, and forced the Gov-

ernment to take these measures. It is explained in the decree that " expe-

rience shows how within the past four years (since 1604), by the trade of the

aforesaid mischievous people (who only care to increase their own income

at the expense of the loss and ruin of the common welfare), so much harm

had been done that money was raised up to a much higher value than

in former years, even up to nine per cent. "J It was feared that by these pro-

ceedings the commonwealth would be entirely ruined unless strict measures

were adopted. But this decree had to be modified on July 20, 1608, on

account of the necessities of the merchants, which modification took place

under the form of an "interpretation"; by virtue of which a merchant had

the permission to employ a cashier outside of his own house, if the cashier

did not serve any other than the one merchant, and on condition that he

previously took an oath to the mayor of the town not to interfere with the

•According to H. I. Koenen ('' f^ojir/i'^m.^t-w ijrrr ./,• ge^chu-Jetin di-rjinatwicn i\in Am^ti-rJ^tm, pji;,' \i\, Am-
sterdam, i8(i=,t, the Dublic .iccounts were :

Years. Income.

IS94

l'i9S

IS*
1S97
VjS

ISW
Iboo

1601

Expenditures.

GUILDERS.
868,016

1,0^6,204

747.W?
411,484
374.988

348.359
394.786
481,614

GUILDERS.
308.088

57.1.740

655.539
30i,35<>

258.439
226,288

259,566
256.951

Years.

1602

1603

1604
160 ^i

1606

1607
1608

1609

Income. Expenditures.

GUILDERS.

-00,337
620, t7<i

728.816
766,368
662,349
726,61

1

757.816
831,623

GUILDERS.

415.902
377,521
428, "i 30
562,229
392,421
336,886
311,628
600,034

t W. C. iMeer, '* Prove ectwr s^ewhicdcms van hct bank-wc^en in t^cdcrland gfdurauie den tyd dcr rt-puhtuk-

Rotterdam^" p,ige 28. 1838.

X Above the legal price.
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exchange business, neither to receive or pay any coin higher than the legal

ordinance permitted, nor to deal in coins nor to se'l them to money-changers.

A professional banking cash business was of course not possible, being lim-

ited by the permission to serve only one merchant for the time being. The

decree of July i=>, 1608, tried at the same time to hinder the circulation of

private credit paper, and ordered, for that reason, that no one should give

or receive from his debtor any bills, obligations, or assignations, but that all

claims should be paid in hard cash. The use of private credit paper in con-

nection with the business of "cashing" was looked upon by the Town
Council as liable to increase the bad state of the currency; but also in this

case the decree of July 29, 1608, had to allow certain e.xceptions. The Town
Council already, at this period, contemplated a new scheme* to remedy the

inconveniences of the currency.

CREATION OF THE AMSTERDAM WISSELBANK,

It was the official intention to substitute cashing and exchanging by

private persons by a large bank. This plan was realized, and by the decree

of January 31, 1609, the Amsterdam Wisselbank was established, the first

great bank of Holland, being indeed one of the first European hanks.

The purpose intended by the establishment of this Banck van Wissel was,

according to the decree of January 31, 1609, "to check all agio (of the cur-

rent money) and confusion of coin, and to be of use to all persons who are

in need of any kind of coin in business."

The Bank was intended to serve as a general exchange office, and had to

fix in front of its door the coat of arms of the province, in the same manner

as the money-changers, besides keeping on its table a copy of the last mint

decree and the Exchange Manual. The Bank was to raise " as little agio as

possible " for exchanging of money. At the same time, the Bank had to

serve as a general cashier for the merchants. Every merchant was permitted

to deposit the precious metals in coin or bars at the Bank, and to withdraw

it again at his pleasure. The smallest sum that could be deposited was 300

guilders, excluding coin smaller than the shilling. The latter coin was not

allowed to exceed three per cent, of the total deposited. The depositor

enjoyed a credit at the Bank which corresponded to the sum deposited by

him. The value of this sum had to be in accordance with the mint decrees, f

This credit was called "bank money." The depositor could dispose of it

by assignation, if he did not choose to withdraw it in hard cash. The

amount of his assignation was not allowed to exceed his bank credit, under

penalty of a fine of three per cent, of the sum overdrawn. The assignations

were balanced by payment or transfer from one account to another. "For

better and safer payment of money drawn on bills," it was further decreed

* The decree of July 29, 1608, finishes by stating expressly *'that its orders are only provisional, and will be in

force only till the proposed bank shall be established."

t After deduction of the expenses of coinage and management.
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that all bills of exchange drawn in Amsterdam after February 14, i<x}9, and all

foreign bills payable in Amsterdam after that date, of the value of (xx) guilders

and upward, had to be paid in bank money, otherwise the bill was to be

considered as "badly paid," and the offender lined twenty-live llorins.

This regulation involved a great privilege for the Bank, because every

merchant was obliged to keep an account with it. Still more, by a decree

of April I, 1609, private exchange, and by decree of November 28, UkX),

private cashing, were prohibited under penalty of a tine of twenty-live per

cent, of the amount received and paid. An attempt was thus made to

give the Bank a monopoly in the exchange and cashing business. For the

better accommodation of merchants, the same decree (November 28, idoq)

appointed Iniyteii-ontfaiigUers (out-of-door receivers). It became the duty of

these receivers to act as intermediaries between the Bank and the merchants,

and they had to do the depositing and paying for the latter at the Bank, for

a compensation of one stiver for each 100 guldens. The money received

they were not allowed to keep in their possession, but must deliver it after

three days to the owner, or pay it for him at the Bank. The delivery of this

money to others was strictly forbidden. These instructions also forbade

these agents to receive or to pay any money independently, on higher terms

or in any way not in conformity with the decrees. It was only by order of

the head commissioners of the Bank that the buyten-ontfanghers were

allowed to exchange coins with the agio intrusted to them by these com-

missioners. The receivers had to keep a register of their receipts and

expenditures, so as to be better able to settle their accounts with the head

commissioners. They were obliged to communicate to the head co:r,

-

missioners any irregularity in minting or defects in coins which came to their

notice. They were of course "zealously and faithfully" to mind their own
business, and they had to find security of 12,000 guilders as a guarantee for

the Bank and their clients. The city guaranteed the deposits at the Bank,

and they could not be attached.

It will be perceived that the Amsterdam Bank was originally a bank of

deposit and "giro," in the primary sense of the word. As the Bank was

not allowed to lend the deposits, it was obviously not able to pay interest to

the depositor. On the contrary, the depositor had to pay a fee, which

was fixed by the decree of January •?!, i6oq, at one-half stiver for every

100 guilders paid to the Bank or by the Bank. The original amount of

the capital of the Bank appears uncertain; but the settlement of the first

annual account for 1609 amounted to i,cxx),ooo guilders.

r*!

i '
'I

MODIFYING THE BANK MONOPOLY.

It was in accordance with the notions of that time that an attempt was
made to secure a monopoly for the Bank; but it does not seem to have

been in the interest of the merchants, and the monopoly could not be

realized. It was not possible to enforce the rule that all bills of the value of
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600 guilders nnd upwnrd should be paid in bank money. Already, by the

dccrt'c of June ih, ibis, tiiis order h.id to be repealed and the bill-brokers

were threatened with removal from their functions if they sou^jht tn infrinjje

the decree ofjaiuiarv I1, if)(X). At the same time, the brokers were obli^^ed

to communic.ite to the mayor any infringement whi:h came to their notice.

The entire abolition of money-changers .ilso failed of success. The city

could only remove sworn money-changers, wiiich she herself employed,

but it was impossible to prevent the appear.mce of unsworn changers.

The merchants, moreover, did not want to renounce the services of private

cashiers. At last', the decrees ofJune4and uj, if)2i, had not only to sanction

the business of the cashiers, but also to regulate it. According to these decrees,

the cashiers were to be appointed by the Town Council, had to take an o.ith

on their appointment, and to lind security to the amount of 3cxx) guilders.

The sworn cashiers had to be at the service of anybody who wanted to

trust them with carrying, reclaiming, or payinjf money. When they had to

call in assignations, they were obliged to communicate to their employers

within fourteen days whether these were paid or not. They had to remit

money received for their employers within twenty-four hours to the l.itter,

in the same specie in which they had received it. The cashier had to make
payments for his employer by assignations, but only in hard ami good cash.

He was obliged to accept and to remit all coins at the prices fixed by decrees.

For weighing coins he had to have in his office an accurate pair oi scales and

weights. Coins under value the cashier was not allowed to give out again,

but he had to deliver them to the Bank, where the intrinsic value was paid

for them. All infringements of the decrees concerning minting and cashing,

the cashier was obliged to communicate to the mayor or commissioners of

the Bank.

The cashier had to enregister all transactions made by him in two books,

called "specie-boeken,"* one of which had to contain all the moneyreceived

and the other all the money paid out, together with the values on which his

transactions were based. Besides this, the cashier had to keep a cash-book

detailing his transactions of the day bel'ore. These books the cashier had to

be ready to show when the authorities requested it. The cashier had to

give a proper written account to his employer, and he received for his trouble

a fee of two stivers for each 100 guilders.

Under these regulations the sphere of action of sworn cashiers was very

restricted. By the prohibition against keeping money received longer than

twenty-four hours, cash-holding was made impossible. Probably this meas-
ure was taken to assure to the Amsterdam Wisselbank the monopoly of

this business. We may presume that this order was often infringed, and
that in consequence of such infringement, sworn cashiers were able to exist

till a later day. By the decree of May 9, 161 7, it was forbidden to transfer

less than 600 guilders from one account to another, and a depositor could

* Bocken^ books.
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only dispose of money transferred from another's account to his own on the

following day.
tin

HXTKNSION ol' Tin; WISSHl.BANK SYSTKM.

The plan of the Amsterdam Wisselbank was copied in other towns.

First, MiddelluirK—then an important commercial town—adopted the sys-

tem. The Middelbiirjf Wisselbank was opened on Mav 1, Kno, according

to a decree (March :!S, ihiO) issued by the Midd-.-lburg Tnwn Council. As
far as can be tr.iced, the original organization of this bank was very similar

to that of the Amsterdam institution. Schimmel (" Geschiedkundig over-

zicht van het nnintwezen in Nederland." Amsterdam, 1S82, page 24) men-
tions a Wisselbank at Dordrecht, about which 1 h.ive nut been able to get

any information.

Rotterdam followed in i6-(s with its Wisselbank. The establishment of

this bank hiid been resolved on by the Vroedschap (Senate) on b'ebruary

9-IC), \hi,',. and tlie Bank was opened according to a decree of the Staaten-

("leneraal of Holland and Western Friesland of April 4, i6-?»; published on
April iS, Ibis. In the introductory part of this decree it is especially men-
tioned that the Publijcque Wisselbank (public; exchange bank) "has been

established according to the e.xample of Amsterdam or Middelburg," and

that Delft, Amsterdam, and Hoorn had been consulted about the project

The Bank was to begin operations on May i, 16^1, and was at lirst a privil-

eged exchange office. The initial article of the decree prohibited to private

persons money-changing and business in coins and precious metals under

penalty of a tine of twenty-live guilders for the tirst offence and (ifty guilders

for the second. Any transactions in precious metals (coins or bars) could,

according to article two, only be done through the intervention of the com-
missioners of the Bank. The agio v/hich they could demand had to be posted

on the door of the Bank. Second, the Rotterdam Bank did a cashing busi-

ness. It received all coins admitted to circulation and not abraded, at the

values fixed in the tables. Coins which were lii;ht, not legally current,

or talse, had to be cut into pieces at the Bank and returned to the owner
(Art. 4). Coin smaller than a shilling, the Bank was not allowed to receive,

and of shillings it was permitted to take only ten per cent. The smallest per-

missible deposits at the Bank were of i=,o guilders (Art. <). The public trans-

ferred their deposits by assignation, and these had to be delivered by the

owner or by an authorized commissioner (Art. 8). No one was allowed to

draw more than stood to his account, under penalty of a line of three per

cent, of the sum overdrawn (Art. b). All the money which was [iaid at the

Bank or assigned for an individual account had to remain at least twentv-

four hours on the same account (Art. q). All bills for so Flemish pounds

(;oo guilders) and upward which, after April 18, \b}^, had been drawn in

Rotterdam, or after May 1st anywhere else, and were made payable in Rot-

terdam, had to be paid in bank money, otherwise they were considered

i'

i

I'
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imperfectly paid, and for this the payer and payee had each to pay twenty-

five guilders fine, for the benefit of the Bank (Art. ?). The city guaranteed

the deposits (Art. i^). The deposits could not be attached by legal process

(Art. 14). The depositors had to pay a fee of cne-half stiver for each 100

guilders (Art. 15).

It is remarkable that the prohibition of private cashing, which had been

futile in Amsterdam, is not to be found in the decree of April 4-18, 1635.

Private cashing, as already stated, existed side by side with the Wissel-

banken of the towns. The cashiers steadily grew in importance, and had

under their cofitrol large banking operations. 1 presume that they facili-

tated the settling of payment of the merchants by clearing, and that they

sometimes gave credit to their employers; but accurate data concerning

private cashing are, unfortunately, not to be tound.

% ;
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SECTION n.

EXCHANGE BANKS IN THE SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH
CENTJRIES.

Their Importance to Trade in Coin and Precious Metals— The "Bank
Money" of the Amsterdam Exchange Bank— The "Batik Money" of the

Rotterdam Exchange Bank—Reorgani{ation of the Middelhiirg Exchange

Bank, 1681— The "Bank Money" of the Middelburg Exchange Bank—
The Receipt System in Rotterdam and Amsterdam— The Lombard {loans)

on Stocks in Middelburg.

HE importance of the exchange banks mentioned in the pre-

ceding section was very considerable during the rest of the

seventeenth and in the greater part of the eighteenth cen-

tury. This is especially true of the Amsterdam Bank, respect-

ing which the most accurate data are to be found. The
Wisselbanken, as we have seen, were at first meant to do

the changing and the trade in coin and the precious metals in place of the

private changers. But these latter were not to be pushed aside. The Rot-

terdam Town Council was induced, on August 24, 1720, to reserve to itself

the right of giving the privilege of money-changing to a private person.

This fact proves that the scheme of monopolizing the business of money-

changing for the benefit of the Wisselbanken was not realized.

Many vain attempts were made in Amsterdam to suppress the private

trade in coin and the precious metals. By a decree of November 22, 165"),

gold and silver wire-drawers were obliged to use nothing but metal bought

at the Wisselbank. By a decree of April 16, 1684, the Bank commissioners

secured the monopoly of the trade in silver and silver coin. The few excep-

tions made here were in favor of goldsmiths and silversmiths and merchants,

who received the metal from foreign countries. The export of uncoined

metal was allowed only when accompanied by a certificate given by the

Bank commissioners. These and many other orders were found insufficient

to suppress private trade in the precious metals, or private changing at Am-
sterdam.
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Nevertheless, the Amsterdam Wisselbank attained great importance in

all that relates to transactions in coin and the precious metals. The Bank
had a large stock of both, and for this reason a lively business in coin and
the precious metals developed at Amsterdam. The Town Council of Amster-

dam became convinced, after a long struggle, of the uselessness of trying to

assure the Bank's monopoly. Accordingly, it sanctioned by the decree of

June 27, 1749, the private trade in specie, and even ordered that the regula-

tion of the values of the coins had to be fixed by commercial agreement.

The business of changing and dealing in coin and the precious metals was
of great importance to the Wisselbanken, but their position as banks of

deposit and "giro" was still more important.

THE REGULATING INFLUENCE OF "BANK MONEY."

The Wisselbanken accepted coins and precious metals, and the depositor

received for the deposited value a credit, named "bank money," a term

which was used in the Amsterdam decree of November 10, 1638, for the

first time by authority. This bank montv became of vital significance at

the Amsterdam Wisselbank, and we shall first consider its development in

connection with this institution. The bank money tended to replace

the confusion of coins by a certain uniform method of account for the com-
mercial community. It could not, however, correct the deplorable condition

of the coin system or fix the agio of good and true coin. The Bank reckoned

with guilders, which were struck for the first time in the eighth decade of

the seventeenth century. When the Bank was established there were but

two kinds of silver coin in circulation, the Dutch rycksdaelder (rix-dollar)

and the leeuwdaelder (lion dollar), and we may assume that most of the

deposits at the Bank were made in these coins. The proportion of rycks-

daelders to bank guilders was fixed as follows:

1609 I rycksdaelder — 2 florins 7 stivers.

1610 I
" = 2 " 8 "

1619 I

" =2 " 10 "

1622 I

" = 2 " 10 "

The value of the lighter lion dollar was established by a decree of Sep-

tember 26, 16! s, at two guilders. The average value of the Amsterdam
bank guilder was 212^ Dutch azen fine silver. The better coins received

in commerce usually bore an agio, as the current coin mostly was and

remained of less value. Bank money representing good coin had also an

agio. That was not originally intended, but it was not possible to prevent

hank money being estimated by the merchants higher than the poor

current money {courant geld or has geld). The number of bad and

damaged coins augmented continually. Therefore the Bank was early

obliged to refuse deposits in other coin than bank specie, coins which it

received and paid at values fixed by decrees. In exchanging, however, this
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restriction did not operate, and when a certain kind of coins were in demand
the Bank exacted an agio. Especially rycksdaelders and leeuwdaelders

composed this bank specie. These coins were received by the Bank at the

prices fixed by a decree of 1622. The aforenamed silver coins were removed

more and more by the ducaton and the patacon, coins that had been struck

by Archduke Albert and Archduchess Isabella in 1617 and 1618 in the south-

ern parts of Holland. A want of bank specie, which meant a high agio for

bank money, might result from the circumstance that private cashiers

bought up and retained the bank specie, or that a temporarily large demand
was made by the merchants. This happened in 1638. It was tried to

remedy these inconveniences by the decree of November 10, 1638, under

which the Bank was also allowed to receive on deposit ducatons and pata-

cons. The value of the ducaton was fixed at three guilders, of the patacon

at two guilders eight stivers, and only at this rate the merchants were allowed

to deposit at the Bank or to withdraw within a period of four months.* By

decree of October 26, 1641, both kinds were declared "good bank money,"

and had to be deposited and paid at the above-mentioned rates. Thus they

were fully accepted as bank specie.

THE COIN PREMIUM AND THE NEEDS OF COMMERCE.

This augmentation of bank specie was not sufficient to assure to

merchants always the kind they asked for. The Senate of Amsterdam,

therefore, ordered by decree of August 5, 164s, t that the Bank must pay the

desired description of coin, reserving the right to demand a suitable agio if

the coin in qutftion was scarce. At first the Bank respected this order only

as to a few, but later it was held to cover all kinds of bank specie.

The Government was often obliged to take measures against the ten-

dency to increase the agio on the bank money. Very remarkable is a

decree of October 6, 1656, according to which a loan on ducatons and

patacons, fixed at the price of three guilders and two guilders eight stivers,

was once more authorized. The depositor of these coins received a receipt

{n'cepissi), drawn on the bearer.J The coins not claimed up to that date

belonged to the Bank. This system of loans on coins, which was probably

adopted as to other kinds of coins, did not last long, the pretence being

made that the Bank had lost money by loans on bad Russian coins.

By a decree of August 11, 16179, the intrusive ducatons and patacons

were replaced by the silver rider and the silver ducat, at prices of three

guilders and two guilders eight stivers, respectively. These bank prices,

as well as the calculation of rycksdaelders at two guilders ten stivers, and

* This Is a sort of loan on specie.

t Not in 1648, as stated in " Hattdndrtesbiuh Jer Staats wissmsckaftcn" edited by Conrad, Elster, Lexis, and Loening,

volume ii, page v.

X The depositor was empowered, by this receipt, to take out his deposited coins upon paying one-eighth per cent, at any

time within six months, and upon again depositing in the Bank the sum of bank money which had been credilfd tu him.

!l
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of lion dollars at two guilders, were called
'

' zwaargeld " (heavy money). In

current money {lourant gelj), the silver rider passed for three guilders three

stivers, and the silver ducat for two guilders ten stivers.

The calculation in heavy money was adopted by the Bank, and there-

fore bank money had to represent heavy money. The prices of the cur-

rent money being otherwise fixed than the valuation of heavy money,

the agio of the bank money may be considered as legalized. In consequence

of these measures, the bank money was more and more considered to have

a fixed value, and the fluctuations of agio were believed to be the conse-

quences of high or low values of the coins which were represented by bank
money. Thus the bank money became an instrument of commerce, corre-

sponding to paper money, without taking its form.

'BANK MONEY" AND THE CURRENCY.

if

In reality, the bank money had no constant value, but the Bank was able

to fix the value of it by making the agio higher or lower, just as it liked, and

to check an inconvenient drain by raising the agio. Usually bank money
was not demanded at all. In disturbed times this state of things did not

prevent merchants from calling for the bank money. We find an example

in 1672. The armies of the French king, Louis XIV., marched to a short

distance from Amsterdam. People were afraid they would become masters

of the Bank's treasuic, and regarded the money deposited as unsafe. For that

reason many deposits were drawn out of the Bank. In the beginning the

depositors doubted whether the deposited coins would still be found in the

coffers of the Bank. This supposition would at least help to explain the

temporary drop in the market value of bank rnoiiey to five per cent, below

the current money. This would not have happened if everybody had been

convinced that the coins represented by bank money were lying untouched

in the Bank vaults, as they ought to have been. At all events, the Bank

stood the test very well. The payment of bank money was not interrupted,

so that a calmer view of the situation soon prevailed.

After 1681, the currency of Holland began to improve. By decree of

September 2S, 1681, the Staaten-Generaal of Holland and Western Friesland

ordered three, two, one, and half guilders to be struck.

The supposititious coin the Bank had employed up to this time thus be-

came a struck coin. By decrees of March 17, 1694, and December 31, 1699,

the new currency system was adopted for the whole country, and remained

in force till 1806. The legal tender was the three-guilder piece, containing

603 azen fine silver. The one-guilder piece contained but 200 azen fine silver,

so that it was minted a fraction too light. Although the provincial mints

still continued to exist, the Government tried very carefully to prevent any

deterioration of coin.* Owing to the great extension of Dutch commerce,

* Sm W. F. Schimmd, " Giuhuikundig avtr^icU van ktl mimtwtfn m Nidtrtand," Amsterdam, i88a, page 29.
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it came about that a lot of negotiepenningen (coins of trade) were used

together with the national coins. As these pennigen had a fluctuating mar-

ket value, nobody was obliged to take them. The chief negotiepenningen

were the golden ducat, the silver ducat, the silver rider,* the old Dutch rix-

dollar, and the lion dollar. The two latter went later out of use.

The negotiepenningen formed during the eighteenth century the bulk of

deposits made at the Bank. Especially the silver rider, at a bank price of

three guilders, had a leading place.

Meanwhile the bank money had assumed a different character, for in

1683 a sort of loan on deposited coins had been tried for the third time, and

was now to prove durable. The depositor received, as before, a rdcipisse

(receipt) drawn on the bearer, entitling him to take out again the money
deposited, at any time within ",ix months, upon paying one-eighth per cent.,

and upon redepositing in the Bank that amount of bank money which

was credited to him when the deposit was made.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A LOAN AND CURRENCY SYSTEM.

A very important innovation was the permission to prolong the loan for

another six months by paying an interest charge of one-eighth per cent.

This system (which will be explained more in detail further on) was at first

applied only to the silver rider and to the new three-guilder piece. The time

came when the latter could no more be pledged, but the practice prevailed

also in regard to negotiepenningen and many foreign coins, as well as to

the precious metals. Gold coins could also be pledged at a later date.

This was one of the causes why bank money was not any more drawn

out.t

If anyone wished to have a certain kind of coin from the Bank, he had

only to buy a receipt, given for deposits of the coin in question. The receipt

empowered him to demand of the Bank the coin mentioned therein at the

price recorded. Thus an important trade sprung up in "receipts" in "bank

money." This trade was carried on by private cashiers or by special

brokers, who received a fee of one-half per mille. These transactions were

commonly made between 10 and 1 1 a. m. before the town-hall, in which the

Bank was established. The Bank had an interest in keeping the current

value of the bank money as stable as possible and bore its part in this trade

with much ability. As soon as the rate of exchange sank below a certain

value—at the end of the eighteenth century under four and one-fourth per

cent., later under three per cent.—it bought bank money and resold it when

* By decree of October 7, 1747, the Eut India Company had been allowed tn make silver riders with the die of the

company and with the appendix " In usum aociet. Ind. Orient."

t We cannot speak of a real closing of the Bank for certain coins. It is surely an error whenjoh. Georg Busch says

In his " Sdmmtlicht ScHrifltn uber Banktn und Afi}n<w«ni " (Hamburg, 1801) on page 166: " Es muss doch gewissein

•ehr erheblicher Umstand gewesen sein, welcher scpon in vorigen Jahrhundert—denn das eigentliche Jahr kannich nicht

hirausbringen—die Direction veranlasstc, die originaire Dukatenkasse lu verschliesaen," etc.
>u
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the agio approached five per cent.* This was the rule, but the Banl< oper-

ated differently according to circumstances. When a low agio of bank

money and a rate of exchange which favored the export of coin coincided,

the Bank sometimes did not buy bank money. This happened, for example,

in 1763, when the value of bank money, in consequence of the crisis, fell

even one-half per cent, below the value of current money. In ordinary and

quiet times, however, the Bank sought to keep the agio at a uniform

figure by its transactions in bank money. Under the "instruction" of April

26, 1782, the Bank commissioners were expressly charged with the super-

vision of such transactions, so as to prevent the decline of the agio below

four per cent, or its use above five per cent.

The Bank pretty geiierall; attained its end, which contributed to sustain

the opinion that the ' >ii. ev was unvarying in value, whereas the coins

were considered variuL'.. ^''nion aided the operations of the Bank to

a great extent. The baiil; u, .w was very much prized in Holland and

foreign parts chiefly because of its supposed stability in value. Of course

other advantages were . i ' to thr. Adam Smith says in his "Inquiry

into the Nature and the Causcj o: the \v alih of Nations":! "Bank money is

secure from fire, robbery, and othei r-.Klc; ^; the city of Amsterdam is

bound for it; it can be paid away by a simple transfer, without the trouble

of counting or the risk of transporting it from one place to another." Besides

this, bank money could not be attached by legal process. In reality, all the

commerce of the East India Company was transacted in bank money, and it

was also much used for other commercial operations.

THE CITY OF AMSTERDAM AND THE BANK.

The trade in bills of exchange, which had become of great importance in

Amsterdam, was also conducted in bank money. This was principally

caused by the privilege of 1609. according to which all bills of the value of

600 guilders and upward had to be paid in bank money. By decree of De-

cember 1 1, 1643, payment in bank money had been ordered for all bills of 300

guilders and upward. Adam Smith says (volume 2, page 2}}) :
" It is gen-

erally reckoned that there are about two thousand people who keep accounts

with the Bank, and allowing them to have, one with another, the value of

fifteen hundred pounds sterling lying upon their respective accounts, * * *

the whole quantity of bank money, and, consequently, of treasure, in the

Bank will amount to about three viillions sterling, or * * * thirty-three

millions of guilders." This approaches the estimate of Mees (page 1 1 1) very

• The silver rider (fixed, in i6;9. equal to 3 bank guilders) contained 635 2-; azen fine silver ; one bank guilder was

therefore equal to 21 1 4-5 azen. The silver ducat (1^07 1-10 azen) passed for 2 guilders 8 stivers, so that one bank guilder

had the value of 21 1 3-10 azen. At an average, the bank guilder was equal to 21 1 1-2 azen fine silver ; whereas the coined

3'guilder piece contained, after 1681, 603 azen fine silver. Accordingly, the standard guilder ought to have held 201 azen.

The result of this was that the agio of bank money might amount to at least ; 1-4 per cent, if the coin had been minted at

full weight.

t In the Third Edition (London, 1784), which has been at my disposal.

fi..i I,
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closely, who supposes that the average aggregate of bank money exceeded

thirty millions of guild irs, and that the number of merchants who had

accounts at the Bank was sometimes more than five thousand. The city of

Amsterdam, which owned the Bank and guaranteed the deposits, derived

from it a considerable revenue. The guarantee of the city very seldom gave

rise to any claims against it. Here and there, however, we find an example

of this, as in 1686, when the city had to replace 43,770 guilders stolen from

the Bank. The expenses of administration were small, consisting mainly of

salaries. The net profit to the city fluctuated considerably, and was, for

example, in 1781, 266,167 guilders, and in 1784 only 28,403 guilders. So

far as I can find, the city had not to complain of any losses up to 1790.

Mees (page 1 50) has calculated the total revenue of the city from this source

between 1609 and 1796 at 12,256,000 guilders.

The surplus chiefly accrued from the fees, which had to be paid by the

depositors. For the loans on specie there had to be paid a certain rent.

Upon first opening an account, the depositor had to pay a fee of ten guilders

(after 1782 a fee of fourteen guilders). For every transfer of 100 guilders

one-half stiver had at first to be paid; after 1683, one stiver; after 1715, two
stivers; after 1782, three stivers, and if the transfer was for less than 300

guilders, six stivers. The East and West India Companies and the town
officials enjoyed certain privileges, it may also be assumed that the profits

of the transactions in bank money were very considerable.

THE ROTTERDAM BANK.

The Amsterdam bank money bore a very important relation to the Rot-

terdam bank money, which, after 1660, only represented the value of the

former in current funds.

The Rotterdam Exchange Bank might hive had an independent agio if

the merchants had not found it to be to then interest to prevent the intro-

duction of another kind of bank money, each with its own agio. For this

reason they evidently tried to keep the agio at Rotterdam on a par with the

rate of exchange existing at Amsterdam. The Bank had, as it seems to me,

early in its history, limited the deposit of bank specie, which did not conform

to the original rules. It was in 1660 that the Bank was again ordered to

receive all current coins (among these, ten per cent, in shillings), adding the

"agio of the bank money." Mees (page 213) concludes from the later organ-

ization of the Bank, that by this was meant the agio of the Amsterdam bank

money, and that the Rotterdam Bank, after this date, paid its bank money
in current coin, with the addition of the Amsterdam agio, after deducting a

fee of one-eighth per cent, for the safe custody, as was the practice in the

eighteenth century. Bank money could always be obtained in Rotterdam by

depositing current money and making the additional payment of the agio.

Therefore, it was also possible to give to a creditor current money, plus

the additional agio, in payment of debts, which ought to have been paid in

14
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bank money, without making any use of the Bank's services. From this

cause, the Rotterdam bank money did not become so important as the

Amsterdam bank money, far-famed in the eighteenth century.

Besides an account in bank money, we find at the Rotterdam Bank

another kind of account in current money, called "courant-rckening."

This courant-rekening was more used than the account in bank money,

and made it possible to deposit current money (at least 1 50 guilders), to

dispose of it by transfers, and to withdraw it at any time. Transfers and

withdrawals were permitted only if the deposit had been at least one day

to the credit of the depositor. In 1720, permission was also given to pay

bills by the aid of courant-rekening, after adding the agio.

il

THE MIDDELBURG WISSELBANK FAILURE.

The Middelburg Wisselbank proved unable to respond to the heavy

demands made on it in 1672.* A temporary suspension and a stagnation for

several years was the* result. By decree of March 11, 1681, an entire reor-

ganization was effected. According to this decree, the Bank remained a

central office for exchanging and cashing. As to exchanging, article three

ordered that all persons who wanted to sell or buy gold or silver, coined or

uncoined, might address themselves to the Bank commissioners, who had to

serve everyone on receiving an agio publicly announced on a poster fixed

to the door of the Bank. As for cashing, the Bank was obliged to receive

deposits in coin as well as in bars, and these deposits could be redemanded

at any time (Art. i). Article twelve provides that deposits cannot be at-

tached. The guarantee for these deposits was not required from the town,

but from the Bank commissioners (Art. 14). The owner of deposits in hard

cash was allowed to dispose of them the same day they were made; for

deposits in transfer he had to wait twenty-four hours (Art. 10). Overdraw-

ing was prohibited under penalty of a fine of three per cent, of the whole

assigned sum, for the benefit of the Bank (Art. 8).

All this was according to the former regulations, except the charging of

the commissioners with the guarantee.

Another interesting provision of the decree of 1681 is the creation of two
kinds of accounts at Middelburg. Article one prescribes an account in metallic

bank money and an account in current money. If a merchant wanted to

get the former money, he could deposit hard cash, with the additional

agio, at the Bank (Art. 2), provided always that he was not able to get

metallic bank money from the Bank commissioners or from private ac-

count-holders. It is an important point that the agio was settled by the

Bank commissioners (Art. 2), and had to be made public, as stated. Although

the agio was fixed by the Bank commissioners, it probably approached the

Amsterdam agio, for the same reasons as existed in Rotterdam. It is proved

* At the ume time, in Amsterdam and Rotterdam, the banks also had to stand a heavy run.
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that in the middle of the eighteenth century the agio was always one-fourth

to three-eighths per cent, lower than at Amsterdam. Payment in heavy

bank money was ordered for all merchandise sold by auction by the East

India Company, and for all foreign bills of exchange of the value of fifty

Flemish pounds (300 guilders) and upward. Otherwise the bills were con-

sidered badly paid, and a fine of three per cent, was imposed on both payer

and pavee. Only amounts upward of 300 guilders could be paid or trans-

ferred in heavy bank money. This order did not touch the East and West
India Companies (Art. 1 1).

All admitted, good current coins could be deposited at their legal value to

the account of courant-rekening. Five per cent, of the deposits might be

made in double stivers and twenty-five per cent, in shillings (Art. 7). The

lowest sum which could be deposited, transferred, or redemanded was 150

guilders (Art. 11). All merchandise sold at auction for private persons had

to be paid for in heavy or current bank money, if the amount equaled 300

guilders or more (Art. 4). Home bills of exchange, drawn on current money,

had to be paid in courant-rekening (Art. 5).

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RECEIPT SYSTEM.

The above-mentioned restrictions were in accordance with the original

rules of the Wisselbanken. Only the receipt system may be considered a

deviation, as it resembles the system of a credit bank. This receipt system

had been adopted in Amsterdam for a short time in 1638 and i6s6; after 1683

it proved permanent. The Rotterdam Bank also had a receipt system in the

second part of the eighteenth century, details of which are not known. The
Amsterdam system was as follows:

The depositor of coin of a certain kind received, according to the decree

of 1683, credit for a fixed sum in bank money, and a receipt {rdcepisse).

This receipt entitled the depositor to take out the bullion again within six

months, upon retransferring to the Bank a sum* of money equal to that for

which credit had been given to him when the deposit was made, and upon

paying the fixed rent for the keeping of the bank money for which he had

received credit. The Bank was not permitted to use the deposits, but had,

on the contrary, to keep them untouched. If the depositor neglected to

reclaim his deposits, they belonged to the Bank, and he was not forced to

repay the sum of bank money credited to him.

The receipt could also be extended always for another six months by

paying the rent for the preceding period. It was also permissible to divide

a receipt into several of smaller value, and thus be able to dispose of smaller

sums. The receipts were drawn for the holder even if they contained the

name of the depositor. Mees (pp. 138, 139) believes that this operation was
nothing else than a selling of the deposit to the Bank for a certain sum of

* The receipt stated the sum.

I
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bank money, with the power on the part of the depositor to reclaim his

deposit for the same sum of bank money received for it (pactum de retro

etnendo).

It seems to me that another explanation is much more obvious. Here it

is only a question of a loan, or "lombard." The lombard houses, called

"banken van leening," had, according to A. I. van Citters (" DeRechtstoes-

tand van de Banken van Leening," Leyden, 1886, page 5), sprung up as early

as the thirteenth century in Holland. They gave to those persons who
pawned effects "lombard bills," by which the bank promised to return the

articles to the owner of the pawn on repayment of the borrowed money,

with the interest. These lombard bills were drawn on the holder. The
sale of the bills was allowed, and the bearer had the power to take the pawn
so long as there was no suspicion of an illegal acquisition of it.

It has been shown that this way of pawning had been practised in Hol-

land in the beginning of the seventeenth century. Felix Hecht("Ein Beitrag

zur Geschichte der Inhaberpapiere in den Niederlande," Erlangen, 1869)

gives the text of the decree for Amsterdam of April 25, 1614, which proves

this beyond a doubt. In Rotterdam (1635), and Enkhuizen also (1662),

similar decrees had been promulgated.

The agreement of the receipt system, finally adopted in 1683 by the Am-
sterdam Exchange Bank, with the methods of the lombard houses is so

evident as to be readily explicable, on the theory that it was copied from

them. Adam Smith does not believe that there is here any question of

selling with the power of redemption. He calls the interest to be paid by

the depositor "a sort of warehouse rent." In reality, there is simply in

question a deposit received by the Bank in pawn. This pawning of the

Amsterdam Exchange Bank was first established for new standard coins

stamped since 1681 {i. e., for the three-guilder pieces) and for the zilveren

rijder (silver rider). The three-guilder pieces were subsequently not gen-

erally received, but the system was afterward extended to other silver and

gold coins. In regard to some kinds of coin—as, for example, the golden

rider—the Bank often changed its practice. Coins on which loans could be

given had to have a certain weight and a fixed fineness; but this was not

demanded for every single coin, but only for every whole bagful.

Gold and silver bullion was already received in the beginning of the

eighteenth century, but it was only in the latter decades of the eighteenth

century that both metals were always received. The public made use of the

privilege when the price of bullion was lower than usual.

1 **

I

VALUATION OF COIN AND BULLION.

The amount of bank money which the Bank gave for the pawned bull-

ion or coin often changed. The value given to some coins corresponded

almost exactly to their intrinsic value. Adam Smith gives the prices at
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which the Bank received bullion and coin in September, 1775. The values

in guilders, mentioned by him, are as follows:

(a) Silvir.

Mexican dollars. 1

French crowns > as per mark.

English silver coin
J

Mexican dollars, new coin 3 1 . i o per mark.

Ducatons 3 per ducaton.

Rix-dollars 3.8 per rix-dollar.

Bar silver containing 11-13 fine silver 3 1 per mark.

Fine bars 33 "

(*) Gold.

Portuguese coins
|

Guineas > 3 10 per mark.

Louis d'ors, new
J

Louis d'ors, old 300 "

New ducats 4. IQ.8 per ducat.

Fine bars 340 per mark.

Mees (page 294) has found the following bank values by S. Ricard

("Traite General du Commerce," Amsterdam, 1781), given in guilders:

(a) Silver.

Ducatons 3 per ducaton.

Rix-dollars 3.8 per rix-dollar.

Old Spanish piastres 23 per mark.

New " " 21.10 per mark.

Fine bars 23 " "

(b) Gold.

Ducats 4. 19.8 per ducat.

Old French louis d'ors 8.
1
4 louis d'or.

New " " " 10.14 " "

Portuguese coins 3 1 o per mark.

Fine bars 340 " "

(The mark* was ^ troy pound, and weighed 246.0839 grammes.)

The rent which had to be paid for the keeping of the deposits in bullion

by the receipt-holder was one-half per cent, for each six months; for silver

coin in the beginning, one-eighth per cent., and later on, one-fourth percent.,

excepting the ducatons, for which one-eighth per cent, only was charged.

For gold coins the rent was one-half per cent., and after 1770, one-quarter

per cent.

The amount receipted for was chiefly regulated according to the market

prices of specie and bullion. The values of the receipts, therefore, often

changed and gave many occasions for extensive speculation.

While the receipt system of the Amsterdam Wisselbank may be considered

* It was divided into eight ounces ; the ounce contained twenty engels, one engel— )i azcn.
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a loan on specie and bi'llion, the Middelburg Wisselbank, on the other hand,

had, in the middle of the eighteenth century, a system of loans on stocks. The

Bank lent money foi three, six, or twelve months, at a rate of interest which

was about one-quarter or one-half per cent, higher than the customary rate,

and on the security of bonds on Seeland, Walcheren, or Middelburg, or in

shares of the East India Company. Repayment in whole or in part could

be made every month ; but the shares of the India Company could be pawned
only for a whole year. This fact is stated by Mees (page 231); further

details of the practice I have not been able to find. At all events, this was

an important step toward the creation of a bank of credit. The Bank had to

take from its deposits the sums which it lent, and while it is true that it had

in the stocks pledged an equivalent which could always be realized on in

quiet times, it is evident that the principles of a bank of deposit, pure and

simple, were no longer strictly maintained.
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SECTION III.

DECADENCE AND END OF THE EXCHANGE BANKS.

Abuses of Credit in Midtlelburg, Rotterdatn, and Amsterdam—Crisis of the

Amsterdam Exchange Bank {iy8g)—Reorga:iiiation of the Amsterdam
Exchange Bank (1796)—Decay and End 01 the Amsterdam Exchange

Bank {i8:</) — Ruin of the Rotterdam Exchange Bank {iy()o-iSi2)—
Crisis of the Middelburg Exchange Bank (i7(J4)—Reorganisation of
the Middellmrg Exchange Bank (1802-1S06)—Crisis of the Middel-

burg Exchange Bank {i8}o)—Reopening of the Middelburg Exchange
Bank {i8ji)—Decay and End of the Middelburii Exchange Bank {iSfS-

1878).

IN Middelburg, ;is has been shown at the end of the preceding

section, loans on stocks had been openly given out of the

funds of the Bank; in Rotterdam and Amsterdam, however,

the deposits could not be touched.

The credit of the Wisselbanken could only be main-

tained so long as the public was convinced that for each

guilderof bank money there was a corresponding amount of specie and bull-

ion in the cofl'ers of the Bank. Such an equivalent was also necessary for

the receipt system. The administrators of the Bank, and of the town,

therefore took great pains to make the public understand that the deposits

were always intact. On the other hand, there was a great temptation to

make loans in the fact that the Bank had in its coffers considerable sums

which could easily be invested to the manifest increase of the revenue of the

Bank. The Wisselbanken did not resist this temptation. When the pub-

lic, in 1672, fearing the advancing French armies, demanded the deposits,

the Middelburg Exchange Bank, which had not yet openly begun to lend

money, and the Rotterdam Exchange Bank, could not satisfy the demands

made on them. This was a proof of their having, without authority, touthed

the deposits. Mees (page 216) says that this was the sole example of such

an abuse in the history of the Rotterdam Exchange Bank.

I '
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end of the seventeenth century, and afterward had to struggle with a

growing deficit. The position of the company became still worse when
England and Holland, in 1780, were involved in war. The company sus-

tained great losses by the capturing of many ships returning from the East

with valuable cargoes, and was not able to pay its debts to the Bank. An
attempt was made to mend the situation by giving to the Bank as security

for the borrowed bank money, bonds issued by the company under guaranty

of the province. The interest of these obligations the city received. The
situation of the company becoming more and more critical, the Bank com-
missioners were empowered by a decree of October 8, 1782, to transfer

5, 100,000 guilders of the company's debts to the account of the city, and

to lend another 2,7^0,000 guilders to the company on the city's behalf As

the company's bonds were given as a security, the whole transaction was
nothing but a veiling of the company's debts.

The city government, on its own account, borrowed money from the

Bank, chiefly for the purpose of establishing a loan office, which was tlrst

opened in 1773 and again in 1781, in consequence of hard times. All this

was disclosed in 1795 by a report of the Committee of Commerce and Navi-

gation. This committee had been charged by the new government with

an examination of the state of the Bank, and it found that more than 9,000,-

000 guilders in coin was missing. The principal debtors of the Bank were

the city treasury (to the amount of 7,6so,ooo bank guilders, for which sum
6,273,000 guilders in bonds of the East India Company had been given as

security) and the loan office (to the amount of 1,200,000 bank guilders, for

which latter were pawned, 8^8,8s7 guilders i stiver in bonds of the prov-

inces of Holland and Western Friesland).

THE EVILS OK SECRET MANAGEMENT.

Till then these loans had been carefully kept secret. The loans were

agreed upon by the mayors and the Bank commissioners. It is scarcely

possible that they always acted in good faith. The nature of the Bank

organization lent itself to this secrecy. The Bank commissioners had, as

already mentioned, to obey the mayors' orders, and all the other Bank

officers had to obey the commissioners. All officials had to swear <t ict

silence in everything concerning the Bank's operations, both while in us

employ and after quitting it. A constant and independent control of the

Bank was wanting. The Bank commissioners had once a year to render an

account, and the mayors had to compare the books of the Bank with the

bullion in the coffers of the Bank. As a matter of course, the mayors did

not publish abroad the loans which they had permitted or ordered. There-

fore, abuses were continued for whole decades without exciting the suspicions

of the public.

(la
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.

It was only at the end of the eighth decade of the eighteenth century

that the public began to suspect. The agio, which, as a rule, had not

exceeded three per cent, in the preceding years, went down in the winter

of 1789-90 to two percent., and in April, 1790, to one and one- fourth per

cent. In August, 1790, the value of the bank money was equal to the value

of current money, and in November, 1790, it was even two per cent, below

the value of the latter. Other circumstances contributed to this decline; as,

for example, the great coin export of the time, extensive sales of bank money
for hard cash by the East India Company, etc. The Bank might have over-

come these difficulties by buying up bank money if it had not unreasonably

diminished its stock of coin. It excited the suspicion of the public that the

Bank did not buy bank money.

This state of things was aggravated by the action of the city government

on November 12, 1790. According to an order then promulgated, the Bank
value was to be 26 guilders 1 5 stivers per mark fine silver for November, and

later on the rate was to be fixed by the Bank for every month. Nobody
was to be allowed to draw silver out of the Bank if he had not at least 2Soo

guilders to his account, and nobody could transfer more than so,000 guilders

in one day. This approached a declaration of bankruptcy, and was a palpa-

ble injustice to those having accounts. Before this, the Bank had taken the

silver at a price of 24 guilders 2 stivers, which was very nearly the market

price. The fixing of the bank value at 26 guilders i s stivers was to he

regarded as a deterioration of bank money. Besides this, the Bank reserved

for itself the power of changing every month the value of the amount to the

depositor's credit by fixing the bank rate for silver.

RANK MONEY BELOW PAR.

No wonder that the value of the bank money fell during the winter of

1790-91 two and one-half per cent, below the value of current coin, and that

the claims made on the specie of the Bank went on growing. The Bank
tried to surmount these difficulties by declaring its duty of paying out coin to

be optional. The idea was even suggested of making for the purchase of

bank money a new coin, which was to have a value higher than its intrinsic

value. Some merchants, invited to report on these and other projects, did not

approve of them (January, 1791), and recommended the raising of a loan,

in order to buy up the bank money. At the same time the Bank was openly

accused of giving credit in an unauthorized manner. The Bank tried in vain

to get out of its troubles by ordering that coin should be given only to

cashiers, and stopped other coin payments on February j?, 1791. Then the

raising of a loan of 6,000.000 guilders at three and one-half per cent, was
finally decided upon in order to be able to buy hank money.
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The realization of this plan made it possible to keep for a few years the

current value of bank money on a level with current coin. A new decline

took place at the end of 1794.

On October 1 1, 1794, the current value of bank money was quoted at

eighty-four per cent.; on November 11, eighty-four and one-half per cent,

(after, in the meantime, having risen to ninety-two per cent.) ; and at the end

of the year it was eighty-nine per cent. Biisch says that the cause of this was
"fearing an invasion by the French." As the new government proclaimed

the city's guarantee for the Bank (February, 179=;), the current value remained

at ninety per cent. The new government, which had also ordered the

investigation of the Bank already referred to, raised, in the beginning of March,

179s, a loan of 8,000,000 guilders at three and one-half per cent., destined

to pay the debts of the city to the Bank, as well as other municipal obliga-

tions; but of this sum the Bank did not get much. The Government, there-

fore, decided to raise another loan of 7.000,000 guilders at four per cent.,

which was to serve solely for paying off the debts of the city to the Bank.

il:',

III
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THE END OF THE AMSTERDAM BANK.

The Amsterdam Wisselbank was reorganized on March 31, 1796, on the

same basis as bL'fore, with some few exceptions. The credit of tiie Bank
had been, however, severely shaken. The Government tried in vain to help

the Bank by decreeing, on October 6, 1796, that all bills, of any amount,

drawn upon Amsterdam by foreign countries, or drawn upon foreign coun-

tries by Amsterdam, after October is, 1796, were to be paid in bank money.

it availed nothing that in 1S02 it was repeatedly doclared that all debts to

the Bank were paid, and that all the bank money was now covered by specie

and bullion. Many attempts were made to recover for the Bank the confi-

dence of the public. It was strictly forbidden to the Bank commissioners to

give credit to anybody who had not an equal quantity of the precious

metals deposited. For any infringement of this order they were to be held

responsible in their person and fortune. They were allowed to refuse the

execution of any outstanding order, and were protected against the conse-

quences of such a refusal. All this proved ineffectual. The vigor of the

Bank had departed, and the highly depressed state of trade in that unquiet

time decreased the necessity of employing the Bank's services. After 1802

the Bank could not even cover one-fifth of its expenses by its own revenue,

although they had been diminished by one-half*

By royal decree of December 19, 1819, an end was put to the long agony

of the Bank. The liquidation began on January 19, 1820, and lasted a long

time.

• K. A. van Hall, " De vtrhandeling over eene opte righlen Handehbank," Amsterdam, 1837, page ai.
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FATE OF THE ROTTERDAM BANK.

The Rotterdam Wisselbank, although devoid of blame, was involved in

the inglorious fall of the Amsterdam Wisselbank. The Rotterdam Bank,

having up till then always adopted the Amsterdam agio, tried to go its own
way when in 1789 the agio of bank money in Amsterdam went below two

per cent. The effort was made, according to the wish of many merchants,

to maintain the agio at two per cent., in order to prevent the deposit of

coins with a view to speculation. On April 24, 1790. the Rotterdam Wissel-

bank was, however, persuaded by Amsterdam brokers to bring its bank

money agio nearer to the Amsterdam rate, and to fix it at one and one-half

per cent. In the meantime the Amsterdam agio had gone down to one and

one-fourth per cent. On June 14, 1790, the agio was again equalized with

the Amsterdam agio. The Rotterdam Bank, however, intended to keep the

bank money at least at par with the current money, in the meantime tlie use

of bank money and of courant-rekening was omitted because of the depressed

state of trade. In 1800 there were not a dozen of private persons having ac-

counts in current money. The balances of the Bank steadily sank from

S44,ooo guilders in 1800 to 237,000 in 1805. Then the cashiers made large

deposits, so that the balance increased to 1,294,000 guilders in 1809; but in

the following year the cashiers ceased to make use of the services of the

Bank, in 1812 the balance was 108,000 guilders, and then the Bank gradu-

ally ceased to exist, showing that the Wisselbanken were no longer adapted

to the needs of the time.

THE MIDDELBUP.G RANK.

The Middelburg Wisselbank, as we have seen, had taken its own course

by openly adopting the system of lending on stocks in the second part of

the eighteenth century. Therefore, it was not affected by the difficulties

of the Amsterdam Bank after 1789. But it could not escape the influence

of contemporary disaster, and it was this very system of making loans on

stock that became fatal. By the shrinkage of the value of the stocks held in

pledge, the Bank, in 1794, was obliged to suspend payment, and it war, for a

long time reduced to stagnation.

In consequence of a petition of some account-holders, the Bank was
reorganized by decree of the Government of the Batavian Republic on

November 1 1, 1802, supplemented by a decree of December 30, 1805. Past

transactions had, however, first to be settled, and then the reorganized Bank

was opened on January 6, 1806. Now, as before, the Bank was named
"Wisselbank," but had certain differences of organization and method.

The Bank had to receive coin on deposit and to give loans, " so as to serve the

best advantage of the people, combined with a full security for account-

holders" (Art. i). As to the first matter, it was ordered that everybody

could deposit coin, and could use it at any time either by drawing it out or

k
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by transferring it to others by assignation. The amount drawn or trans-

ferred had, however, to be at least 150 guilders (Art. n). Clipped coins

were not received by the Bank. Coins smaller than half a zeeuwsche,

rycksdaelder, or a guilder were received only up to an amount equal to

10 per cent, of the sum deposited (Art. 15). The account-holder who
ordered a transfer for more than was credited to his account was obliged

to pay three per cent, of the whole assigned sum, for the benefit of the

Bank (Art. 12). The deposits could not be attached (Art. 16). On opening

an account with the Bank, three guilders three stivers had to be paid (Art.

10). All merchant bills payable at Middelburg had to be paid at the Wis-
selbank, under penalty of three per cent, fine (Art. 13). Here we have

again a trade in bank money, without any difference between heavy bank

money and current coin.

With regard to the business of lending, article nineteen ordered that

only on the following coins and stocks loans might be given: (i) Foreign

gold and silver coin and gold or silver bars, calculated at five per cent, below

their intrinsic value; (2) public funds belonging to the national debt, cal-

culated at least at ten per cent, below the current quotation. For all loans,

bills of exchange payable in six months had to be given (Art. 20). If the

market value of the stocks deposited sank considerably, the Bank could

demand the making good of the security (Art. 21). It was not allowed to

give credit on receipts, to lend without sufficient security, or at an interest

lower than that fixed, or to give credit for an amount higher than the de-

posits. The Bank commissioners were not obliged to obey any contradic-

tory order of the city government (Art. 23). Loans on stocks, specie, and

bullion the Bank commissioners were allowed to give only to people they

knew. Brokers, clerks, or captains could receive loans only on account of

their constituents, after being specially authorized by a written request of

the latter (Art. 18).

The money for these loans had to be taken from the deposited coin. The
proposal for a loan had to be addressed to the controllers, who decided if it

might be given, and to what amount of the value of the security, at what

rate of interest, and in what proportion to the bullion of the Bank (Art. 17).

A fifth pan: of the net profit was set aside for a reserve fund (Art. 26). The

Bank was a city establishment (Art. i). and the city guaranteed the Bank

(Art. 27). whose affairs it had to direct, according to the decrees of 1802

and 1805, receiving three-fifths of the net profits (Art. 2b). By article

twenty-nine the Government was empowered to change the existing regu-

lations, in spite of the power of the city authorities over the Bank.

i

it:
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A NOVEL SYSTEM OF CONTROL.

The new method of administration had evidently been planned with the

intention of establishing an independent control over the management of the

Bank. The conduct of the business was placed in the hands of four sworn

m
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commissioners, appointed by the city (Arts. 2 and 28). At least one of

the commissioners had to be a respectable merchant having an account at

the Banii. The commissioners were not allowed to be at the same time

members of the city administration (Art. 3). Each commissioner had to

find two good guarantors for 2000 Flemish pounds,* equal to 12,000 guilders,

and every year the security had to be renewed (Art. 4). Each commissioner

was to receive 500 guilders a year and five per cent, of the net profits (Arts.

5 and 26). The commissioners were personally responsible for their adminis-

tration and for "the accurate and secure keeping of the Bank treasure and the

deposited securities for loans" (Art. 24, decree of December 30, i8os). The

commissioners had to make a report every year, in January, before the open-

ing of the Bank. This statement had to be examined by a committee com-

posed of members of the Town Council and the Board of Control (Art. 25).

Five controllers had to supervise the management of the commissioners.

Three of the controllers were selected for life from respectable merchants

who had an account at the Bank. A fourth controller had to be a member
of the Town Council, and was appointed by an appointee of the Council

itself. The fifth was appointed by the Exchequer. The two latter otficers

could be removed at any time (Arts. 6 and 9). Tlie controllers had to be

sworn (Art. 28). They had to watch with great care over the loans of the

Bank. At least once a month the controllers had to meet, in order to receive

reports on the amount of bullion of the Bank and on the loans (Art. 22).

Later on, one director and four commissioners were charged with the Bank

management.! The commissioners were appointed by the Town Council;

two of them were members of the Council, two were merchants.

On foreign coins and on the Dutch public funds loans were made, mostly

at four per cent., for from one to six months. The order concerning the

payment of bills of exchange at the Bank was in course of time disregarded.

The secret conduct of affairs which had characterized tht former Wissel-

banken still survived.

A LATE SURVIVAL BUT FINAL COLLAPSE.

The political events of 1830 (the French Revolution and the separation of

Belgium) obliged the Bank to suspend payments. The Bank was reopened

on April q, 1830; and Mees says, in i8?8, "Since that time the Bank seems to

have prospered. Communications by letter made to me from Middelburg

state that in 1838 and later on the Bank was simply a cash office, at which

one had an account current, and without charge deposited and transferred

money, but without receiving interest. The Bank made money by loans on

stocks and merchandise, for which a part of the deposits were used. One
director and several commissioners, all appointed by the Town Council,

managed the Bank. In the later period of its existence, three commissioners

* Originally for 4000 Flemish pounds. t Mees (page 240) reports this by private communications.

k (
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were appointed, who yearly received 500 guilders. Besides these, there were

two bookkeepers and one cashier."

Bank notes were nearly unknown in Middelburg after 1838. The means

of payment were almost exclusively silver coin, and this fact was very

profitable to the Bank.

Everybody who turned over money to any amount worth mentioning

had an account with the Bank; nearly all larger payments were made by

transfers or cheques. Business was restricted to the transactions of Middel-

burg merchants. The importance of the Bank decreased when the Amster-

dam cashiers and bankers began to pay interest on accounts current. Many
merchants opened an account current in Amsterdam, and the balances of the

Middelburg Bank were considerably reduced. The Bank got into a very

depressed state; it could not lend much, as the balance on hand was small,

and it hardly could cover expenses. The establishment of an agency of the

Netherlands Bank at Middelburg accelerated the fall of the Bank. This

agency was no rival in the loan market, because in 1864 the Middelburg

Bank was then unable to lend any considerable sum; but when it became

possible to accept bank notes as means of payment, the services of the

Wisselbank were no longer required. For some years the Bank re-

mained in a state of stagnation ; and some doubts arose, and not without

reason, as to whether the Bank was sound enough to meet a demand for the

balances at any time. By resolution of the Town Council, on December 27,

1878, the last of the former deposit banks was closed, after having existed

for two and a half centuries.

' I *
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It was first by the treaties of 1814 and 1815 that the basis was turnished

for a term of more favorable development. King William 1. of Orange
anxiously sought to promote the national welfare, but a long time was re-

quired to restore the commerce, so important for the Netherlands, because

of the adverse conditions of the times.

Since the middle of the nineteenth century, the country has made con-

siderable progress. From 1847 till 1871 the yearly average commerce showed
an increase (for every quinquennial period), as follows:

Total import from 276,000,000 to 629,000,000 guilders.

Special* import from 184,000,000 to 493,000,000

Total export from 2 is, 000,000 to 524,000,000 "

Special t export from 132,000,000 to 392,000,000 "

Transit export from 86,000,000 to 132,000,000 "

From 1872 till 1891, the yearly average for each quinquennial period was
increased

:

Total import from 6,793,000 to 14,076,000 kilog.

Total export from 3,269,000 to 7,753,000 "

Transit (without reload'g) from 600,000 to 2,203,000 "

Special import* from 681,000 to 1,262,000 guilders.

Special t export from 5i6,oooto 1,086,000 "

EARLY SUBSTITUTES FOR BANK NOTES.

Trade and banking being always closely connected, it was natural that

Dutch banking should become of great importance in the nineteenth century,

and should be adapted to the modern system of credit. The first and most

important step in this direction was made in 1814 by King William, who
introduced the bank note system. We have seen that before this time this

very important instrument of modern credit was not desired.

If the Dutch merchants wished to have paper credits, they could get them

in other ways. It was therefore unnecessary to copy the bank note system

adopted a long time before in England. Thus the men of those times

reasoned.

The private cashiers supplied, in the eighteenth century, the wants of the

merchants. It is supposed that the number of cashiers in Amsterdam alone

was more than fifty in the seventh decade of the eighteenth century. The

cashiers promoted a considerable mtercourse between the merchants, and

issued paper which circulated in the commercial towns. Of this paper,

the kassiers promessin and the kassiers quitantien were the most important

elements.

The kassiers promesse was a promise of payment, given by the cashier,

* /. e,, entries for immediate consumption and withdrawals from warehouse for consumption.

t /. ^., exports of domestic merchandise.
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answering to our promissory note. The kassiers quitantie was an assigna-

tion drawn on the cashier. It is true that these papers were only an imper-

fect substitute for bank notes. Besides these, the bank money of the Wissel-

banken and the book credit by the private cashiers served as currency. The
book credits were very serviceable on account of tne cashiers clearing

system.

In 17915 the attempt was made for the first time to introduce bank bills,

but in a very imperfect form. The province of Holland resolved on Miy 12,

179s, to establish a general provincial lombard house (Bank van Belocning),

in order to obviate the difficulty of negotiating the provincial loan of March

4, 1794, a difficulty arising from the scarcity of money at that time. The
Bank van Beleening was to do business from July i, 179s, to July 1, 1798. It

made advances at a rate of interest of four per cent, on certain stocks, mov-
ables, and realty up to eighty per cent, of their value.

The advances were not paid in hard cash, but in belecn bank geld (/. e.,

loan bank money), and were entered in the account of the Exchequer as the

contribution of the debtor to the provincial loan. A receipt was given to

the debtor for the amount, and the receipt was transferable to a very limited

extent. The beleen bank geld bore interest at three per cent, and could not be

reclaimed in specie. These receipts cannot be considered bank notes in the

modem sense of the word, but they offered a safe investment to capitalists.

f !
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FOUNDING OF THE BANK OF THE NETHERLANDS.

To facilitate a new loan, the Government proposed to Parliament on

December 28, 1798, to establish a naiionale beleen, discompto, en depostlo

bank (a national loan, discount, and deposit bank); the proposal, however,

was not discussed. But the beleen bank of 1795 did not suspend operations

in 1798. Vissering* says that in 1802 the liquidation of the bank estab-

lished in 1 79') was resolved upon, and that in 1 807 King Lewis put an end to it.

More important than the scheme of this bank, which never was of much
consequence, was the bill of May 21, 1802, by which the Government, having

in view the example of the Bank of England, proposed to establish on July

I, 1802, lor the following twenty-five years, a similar bank, under the name
of " Algemeene Bataafsche Beleen, Discompto, en Deposito Bank (General

Batavian Loan, Discount, and Deposit Bank). The parliamentary committee

in its report of July 29, 1805, objected to this proposal, especially to the bank

notes, which the committee regarded as dangerous, and the bank was not

established.

King William reverted, however, to this plan, and issued, by decree of

March 25, 1814, precise regulations for the Nederlandsche Bank {t. e., Nether-

lands Bank), which was chartered for the following twenty-five years as a

joint-stock bank, with the privilege of issuing notes.

* " De Nederlandsche Bank gedurende haar vijftig jaarig bestaan," in " de Olds " annual, 186), pp. 5 and 6 ; Mecs, pp.

168 and 169 ; Koenen, page $6 et seq.; and Citters, page 10, differ from Vissering on this point.
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In the introduction to tiie decree, attention is particularly drawn to the

necessity of raising commerce from the state of depression caused by the

unfavorable circumstances of the times, and of increasing the circulation.

Experience has conclusively shown the importance of these measures. At

that time, however, the Government was more far-sighted than the mer-

chants, who did not avail themselves of the services of the Bank, and con-

sidered their use as indicating a dubious condition of solvency. The sub-

scription of the capital, fixed at s. 000,000 guilders, met with much passive

opposition from suspicious capitalists. At the end of the first year, only

2,400,000 guilders had been subscribed, of which 1,000,000 was the gift of

the Government. In the second working year, the whole capital was sub-

scribed. But it was not till many years afterward that the Bank was fully

appreciated by the Dutch merchants.

THE JAVA BANK.

ir.i

f
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In the kingdom of the Netherlands the Netherlands Bank remained the

sole bank of issue, while in the Dutch colonies two note banks existed.

The more important of them is the Java Bank at Batavia, exclusively privi-

leged to issue bank notes in the Dutch East Indies.

The early history of this bank begins in 1746. On August 26th of that

year, theestablishment of a joint-stock company at Batavia, named "Bank van

Leening" (/. e., loan office), had been decided upon. It had to make advances

on gold, silver, jewels, merchandise, linen, furniture, etc. The capital of the

Bank was divided into 300 shares of 1000 rycksdaelders each; the Govern-

ment had subscribed for 200, and the public for 100 shares. The Bank was
opened on December i, 1746, but had so little business that it lent its capital

at interest to the Government, in order to employ it prolitably. Very early

in its history the transformation of this bank into an exchange bank had

been sanctioned. In 17S2, in fact an exchange bank was established, and in

the same year amalgamated with the Bank van Leening, under the style of

"Bank en Bank van Leening" (/. c, bank and loan office). This institution

took up the operations of the Dutch deposit banks, combined with the grant-

ing of loans on merchandise. Besides this, the Bank issued a sort of paper

currency.

For his money the depositor received a certificate, called a bank bill

These bank bills, issued to the depositor's order and indorsable, could at an>

time be exchanged for hard cash. In consequence of the great variety in the

circulating coins, the bank bills were often and readily used as substitutes for

money. The general state of affairs in the Dutch East Indies, however, was
unfavorable to such a great establishment, and the Bank could not get into

full working order. At the same time that the Amsterdam Bank went
through its fatal crisis, the bank at Batavia also was ruined. In 1790, a de-

ficiency, reaching the amount of 63,000 rycksdaelders, had been discovered,
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of which the directors could not give a satisfactory explanation. The Bank

was dissolved on April s. 1794.

The loan office (Bank van Keening) was continued, first as a dependent, but

after i8oq as an independent institution. The Hnglish Government, which,

from 181 1, was in possession of Java, empowered the Bank van Leening to

issue bank bills; but this measure met with no success. The payment of

the bank bills was made impossible in consequence of the scarcity of ready

money, and the plan of redemption by colonial goods, offered instead,

proved entirely unacceptable. In 1817, this establishment passed into the

hands of the Dutch Government and then ceased to exist. The bank bills

still in circulation had to be presented for payment before June 18, 1818.*

Five years later, the merchants petitioned for the establishment of a

private bank on the island of Java, and on July ift, 1821, the draft of a decree

concerning the establishment of a Nederlandsche-Oostindische Bankf was
submitted to the committee of the Batavian Exchange. Nevertheless, four

years more passed before the plan was carried into execution. By a decree

of December 11, 1827, the new note bank was opened under the style of

"Javasche Bank" (Java Bank), and organized according to the model of the

Netherlands Bank. The Java Bank did not at first find much support from

the public. Its capital was fixed at 4,000,000 guilders (8cxx) shares of soo

guilders), and the Bank was to begin business as soon as 20<m) shares had

been subscribed. On January 24, 1828, this condition was fulfilled. J The

placing of the remaining shares met with many difficulties, although the

Government tried to induce the officers to subscribe. It was not before the

year 1831-32 that 2,ooo,ckx) guilders had been subscribed, and for a long

time no increase took place.

THE SURINAM BANK.

.1:1

.t 1^

The third bank of issue, the Surinain Bank, had been established at

Surinam, in 1829, as a note bank. It was described as a private bank,

but in reality was a Government undertaking. The Bank gave credit too

freely to planters and very soon was ruined.

By royal decree of May 19, 1864, the now existing Surinam Bank was
established as a joint-stock company, and was empowered for the following

twenty-five years to issue bank notes in Dutch Guiana (Surinam). The

capital of this bank was at first 1,000,000 guilders. The head board of

directors is at Amsterdam, while there is a local board at Paramaribo, the

capital of the colony. The Surinam Bank is not of the same importance as

the other two note banks, and may therefore be more briefly dealt with.

* With regard to the Dank van Leening in Batavia, see N. P. van den Berg, " De Balaviitschf bank coiirant en hank

van Iccning
'

' (Amsterdam, 1870), and the paper, " Bank courant en bank van leening (Bataviasche)," by the same author,

published in the " F.iuydopctdie van Nrdcrlandichc-lndie" edited by P. A. van der Lilh and A. T. Spaan.

t Dutch East Indies Bank.

X The Government had subscribed 1000 shares.
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CHAPTER III.

PHRIOD 1814-1861.

THE NFTHKRLANDS BANK.

SHCTION I.

ITS LEGAL POSITION, ORGANIZATION. AND OBJECTS.

Decrees of 1814, 18^8, aiij 181^2 Concerning the Capital, Administration,

Privileges, anJ Operations of the Ranh—l.ach of Provisionfor Publicity—
Other Defects in the Decrees—Relations of the Bank to the Goa.'ernment

— The Succession of OrJers for the Maximum Note Issue anJ Their

Metallic Reserve from 184^.

^HH period of time which v/e propose to treat in this section

does not readily lend itself to division into shorter periods.

On superficial examination it is true such a division would

seem advisable, as within the first (ifty years of the Bank's

existence some very important changes took place, such as

the renewal of the Bank's charter, a repeated increase of

capital, and the adoption of greater publicity in its dealings. But tliese con-

siderations are all outweighed by the fact that until the end of I.S6-? the

Bank was a purely local (/. (., Amsterdam) institution, while in \Hh.\ it ex-

tended its operations and became a national Dutch institution. Before

speaking about the working of the Bank in its tirst fifty years, it is neces-

sary to explain its legal position, its organization, and its objects.

The Bank's affairs were first regulated by the decree of King William I.,

, March 2S, 1814, which to a great extent is identical with the already

mentioned draft bill of 1802. The Bank's charter was renewed by royal

decree of August 21, 1S3S. The two decrees have but few differences.

The Bank was a joint-stock company. In 1814 (Art. 7), its capital was
fixed at 5,000,000 guilders (divided into sooo registered shares of 1000

y

li
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guilders each); in 1838 (Art. 6), at 10,000,000 guilders —an amount of capi-

tal which really existed from 1819. The shares were transferred by a special

note entered in the shareholders' register in presence of the Bank's directors

(1814, Arts. 9 and io; 1838, Arts. Sand 9). Selling shares for future delivery

was, in 1814, forbidden (Art. 11) In 1838, th" interdict was not renewed.

r I

K i

Ir.
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These commissioners had to be registered holders of six (from 1838-

78) shares at first, on the day they were elected, and later for the last six

months. Every year, the third part of the commissioners had to retire, but

they could be re-elected.

It was the duty of the commissioners to examine the balance-sheet,

which had to be submitted to them at the end of every year. The book-

keepers and tiie cashiers had to confirm by oath the correctness of the

balance-sheet. If everything was in order, the commissioners had to liberate

the pasiJ.ent and the directors from their responsibility. The commission-

ers had also to declare the dividend according to the reports of the president

and the directors (1814, Art. 5s; 1838, Art. 44).

Amsterdam was the seat of the Bank, but the president and the directors

were allowed to extend the Bank's operations to Rotterdam, Dordrecht, and

all the other principal towns of Holland, either by special correspondents or

by delegates. The decree of 1838 (Art. 34) provided for the establishment

in Rotterdam of a branch {bij-banh), and the president and the directors had

to make to the King proposals to this effect within three months after the

decree came into force.

THE BANK'S MONOPOLY OF NOTE ISSUES.

The Bank, in 1 8
1
4 and 1 8 38, being chartered for twenty-five years, enjoved

many privileges. First of all, article three of the decrees of 1814 and ihi8

must be mentioned. This article says that during the time the Bank is

chartered, no other institution shall be allowed to issue bank notes. The

Bank, therefore, had a monopoly of note issues. Its other privileges were

also exclusive.

A great number of such favors were granted to the Netherlands Bank by

decree of March 2s, 1814. In the introductory notes to this decree it is

expressly stated:* "'Qirune telle institution merite sous tous les rapports

d'etre protegee par des prerogatives extraordinaires,"

Total exemption from taxes was assured by article fifty-nine to the capital,

the shares, the profits, ana the dividends. Article sixty exempted "toutes

quittances, recepisses ou billets de banque. a emettre pat la Direction de la

Banque, ainsi que toutes auties assignations ou effets comptables, les livres

et les registres" from stamp duty and registry duty (droit d'ciircgistrement),

"alin de favoriser cette institution ct la rendre plus utile et plus profitable

au public." Article sixty -one ordered that the greater part of the account

current balances could not be attached by legal process. Article sixty-three

urgently recommended to the civil and military authorities, especially to

the Amsterdam Town Council, "the protection and the security of the Bank

as well as the defence of its privileges and preferences." Article twentv-

seven exempted the loan deeds from all taxes, with the excet

'1 \

\> )

option

• I have only a French edition of this decree.
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stamp duty. Each shareholder also enjoyed special privileges. In case of

increase of capital, the shareholders had the first claim to subscribe for new
shares (Art. 14). In regard to loans and discounts, they had precedence

over the non-shareholders, up to the amount of their holdings of stock

(Art. 16). The shares could be seized only in case of the execution of a

valid judgment, or on the failure of the holder (Art. 18). They were to be

taxed at their nominal value for the succession duty as well as for all other

duties and taxes (Art. 19).

1 \

\
-r

THE BANK'S FUNCTIONS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESTRICTIONS.

Most of these privileges—except the monopoly of the issue of bank

notes—were not renewed by the decree of August 21, 1^38, and the few

which remained were: (1) The right of precedence of shareholders in the

subscription to new shares in case of increase of capital (Art. 12); (2) the

exemption of loan deeds from registry duty (Art. 20); (3) the exemption of

receipts, quittances, assignations, bank notes, and books of the Bank from

stamp and registry duties (Art. 48) ; (4) the special obligation of the civil

and military authorities, especially of the Amsterdam Town Council, to pro-

tect the Bank (Art. 150).

The orders concerning the operations of the Bank most conclusively

show progress as compared with the organization of the former Wissel-

banken, though a certain reticence, especially in the decree of 181 4, is still

observable. The decree of March 2^, 1814, fixed the scope of the Bank's

activity in the following way : The Bank could (
i
) discount bills of exchange

(Art. 20, No. i); (2) grant loans on stocks and merchandise (Art. 20, No. 2).

Loans could be granted on security of entries in the Dutch Great Ledger and

on certificates thereof having the visa of the Great Ledger affixed, on home
stocks, and on merchandise lying in Holland (Art. 23). Loans on the shares

of the Bank (Art. 17), on real property, on ships, and on foreign stocks were

not allowed (Art. 2s). Loans were granted up to the amount which the

directors deemed advisable and for a period not exceeding three months (Art.

23); they had to be confirmed by a notarial deed (Art. 26), which was only

subject to stamp duty (Art. 27). The rate of interest fixed was, at the out-

side, at five per cent, per annum (Art. 24). (3) The Bank could buy and sell

specie and bullion and have it coined and recoiiied (Arts. 20 and 28). (4) It

could receive on account current money of the Government or public

authorities (Art. 20).

The Bank was not allowed (:) to buy, to barter, or to acquire any

merchandise or stocks (Art. 21), except unredeemed pledges, the buying of

w'.iich appeared necessary to prevent losses (Art. 22); (2) to take part either

directly or indirectly in any home or foreign trade (except the trade in specie

and bullion), nor in any shipping, fishing, manufacturing, insurance, com-

mercial, agricultural, or other enterprise (Art. 21); (3) to acquire real estate

not necessary for its own business.

i '
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The Bank made payments in cash or in bank notes. We find bank notes

of looo, "joo, 300, 200, 100, 80, 60, 40, and 25 guilders (Art. 29). At any

time, except Sundays and hohdays, the Bank had to redeem notes in cash

if it were demanded (Art. 30). The holder of a bank note had to be con-

sidered its legitimate owner, and payment could not be refused to him. in

case of suspicion or on a written request of the owner of lost or stolen bank

notes, the Bank could have the note receipted and signed by the holder

(Art. 31). The total amount of notes to be issued was to be regulated by

the Bank's actual capital and funds, inclusive of all loans granted, of dis-

counts, and of specie and bullion on hand, but exclusive of the current account

balances (Art. ^2). The maximum amount of notes to be issued on that

basis was at first fixed by the King, who also later on, from time to time,

fixed the maximum according to the suggestion of the president and the

directors.

The decree of 1838 (Art. 14) contained only the following changes: Dis-

counting was no more limited to bills of exchange; the Bank could discount

other commercial paper, registered and issued to order, if provided with two

or more satisfactory signatures (Art. 1 5). The securities on which loans could

be made was now extended so as to include foreign public funds negotiated

in Holland and quoted at the Amsterdam Exchange (Art. 18). The rate

of interest was no more limited, and loans were contracted in accordance

with the rules given by the Netherlands Code of Civil Law (Art. 20). On
accounts current, the money not only of the Government and other public

authorities, but of private individuals, could be received (Art. is). At last,

loans on foreign coins and on bullion at a reduced rate of interest were

permitted as a new branch of business (Art. 15, No. 5).

By royal decree of January 9, 18^2, loans were allowed on all foreign

stocks, obligations, bills of debt, and shares, exclusive of all bonds issued

by those banks and other private companies, societies, or corporations

which were neither established in Holland nor in the Dutch colonies.

By the same decree the Bank was allowed to invest its reserve fund in

Dutch public funds, in mortgages, and in shares of the Bank -the interest

and dividends on these being reckoned in the general revenue. The Bank's

shares could only be acquired for this purpose if they were to be had at or

under the value of the last balance.

in i8s2, also, the early injunctions of secrecy relative to the Bank's trans-

actions were withdrawn. According to the modern way of looking at

things, a well-established bank has nothing to fear from publicity. Holland

had in the eighteenth century bitter experience of the disadvantages of

secrecy concerning bank operations. The decree of March 2S, 1S14, nev-

ertheless, had ordered, in article fifty-eight, the strictest secrecy concerning

bank operations, and especially concerning discounts, loans, current ac-

counts, and the number of shares held by a shareholder. In the beginning

of 183S, merchants did not seem to hold essentially different views. On
inquiry by the Government, the Amsterdam Chamber of Commerce, on

U
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February 20, 1838, expressed the opinion that the shareholders should

receive a report on the Bank's operations at the end of every year. But

the Chamber considered other publications concerning the Bank injurious.

The publication of the notes in circulation to the cash on hand at the Bank

might "influence in a disadvantageous manner the confidence of the holders

of the notes." The decree of 1838 (Art. 47) did not even permit of the

Bank's operations being communicated to the shareholders, but enacted

article fifty-six of the decree of 1814.

-*S
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INCREASED PUBLICITY OF OPERATIONS.

The Bank directors themselves finally procured the alteration of this

decree. At the meeting of April 7, i8si, the directors declared themselves

to the effect that it would be desirable to make a few communications to the

public concerning the position of the Bank, in order to increase the Bank's

sphere of action. The Bank commissioners strongly opposed this sugges-

tion, but later on most of them changed their opinion. In a report to the

King on April 27, 18^2, a change of article forty-seven was proposed, with

tlie approval of the commissioners, only one commissioner having dissented

and resigned.* The Government acceded to this recommendation, and

decreed, on June 9, 1852, that the board of directors should publish on the

first of every month, in the "Staats Courant " (/. <?., State advertiser), the

amount of bank notes in circulation, of current account balances, and of

specie and bullion on hand. Besides this, the amount of capital and of

the reserve funds had to be announced, together with the dividend. Further

publications were left to the board of directors after first consulting the com-
missioners. For the rest, strict secrecy was still the rule.

By this decree at least publicity as to the chief features of the Bank's busi-

ness was made possible, and information in regard to the preceding years

was shortly obtainable in the "Staatkundig en staathuishoudkundig jaar-

boekje "(/. c, statistical annual) of 1852, published by the former secretary

and later president of the Bank, VV. C. Mees. This publication was con-

tinued and completed by Moltzer, " Bijdrage tot de geschiedenis der Neder-

landsche Bank in cijfers" (contributions to the history of the Netherlands

Bank in figures). Detailed yearly reports have been given only since 1864.

Another mistake, which certainly injured the Bank's business, was the

exclusion of loans on foreign stocks, as decreed ir ,814. This mistake, as

already shown, was partly corrected in 1818 and ih-,^. The original restric-

tions on the discounting of bills of exchange and on accounts current of

public means, also were a blunder, and unduly limited the Bank's operations.

* The president of the Netherlands Bank, Dr. N. P. van den Berg, relates this in his discourse, *' De Regeting van de

Bank Biljcllm" Amsterdam, 1896, pp. } and 4.
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THE BANK AND THE GOVERNMENT.

Certain weak points are further to be found in the position of the Bank

toward the Government. It was natural that the Government should

reserve to itself a certain influence over the Bank, to which so many privil-

eges had been given ; but the sacrifice thus effected of the entire indepen-

dence of the Bank may one day prove to have been a costly one.

The influence of the Government first showed itself in regard to the

appointment of officers. Furthermore, the Government had soine intluence

as an owner of shares. By the decree of 1814 (Art. 8), the Government

decided to subscribe for soo shares, and reserved to itself soo shares more,

equal to one-fifth of the nominal capital. In fact, the Government became

the owner of 1000 shares.* By decree of March ^i, 1847. this partnership

between the Bank and the Government was terminated. The Government,

moreover, reserved to itself, by the decrees of 1814 and iS'jS, article one-half,

the right of revocation of the Bank's privileges. It is true that for this a

petition signed by three-fourths of the shareholders was necessary, and that

without such a petition the revocation of the charter was possible only if the

Bank should transgress the legal and reglementary orders.

But the ambiguous wording of everv decree made it always possible to

use pressure on a non-complaisant board of directors. So far as 1 know,

this has not been done in regard to the Netherlands Bank. The Java Bank,

however, has felt the sting of such a possibility, as we shall see later on.

i
i
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LIMITS OF THE BANK'S INDEPENDENCE.

According to the decree of 1814 (Art. 62), the Bank's charter could be

changed by a special law in accordance with the national interests and with

the condition of the Bank's prosperity. But the shareholders' privileges, the

directors' liberty of action, and the free employment of the Bank's funds were

not to be infringed. If circumstances or the Bank's operations should mal:.-

it necessary, the authorities were entitled to order the reduction of the re-

serve fund, or even tlie entire dissolution of the Bank. Before this dissolu-

tion, however, the board of directors had to deliver their opinion. At that

time the kingdom was still sovereign, and consequently had the entire legis-

lative power. The constitution of .'Kugust 24, 181s, made the Netherlands

a constitutional monarchy, and the dangers of these orders were very much
lessened. In 1838 (Art. 44), it was declared that changes in the Bank's regu-

lations could be effected only on the motion of the directors and commis-

sioners or in agreement with them
With respect to the increase of capital, the Bank was not independent.

As a rule (1814, Art. 12; 1838, Art. 8), an increase of capital was ordered only

on the request of the board of directors and the commissioners; but the

* Also in .iccordance to the decree of i8;8, Article ;.

(51!
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decrees of 1814 (Art. 13) and i8?8 (Art. 11) reserved the right of increasing

the capital even without such a request to the King if he found it to be for

the national interest. By this means it was possible that the Bank should

be forced to increase its capital, while the state of its business did not de-

mand it. The capital could, however, not be increased over twenty million

guilders (1838, Art. 1 1). There was a further element of danger in the fact

that it rested with the Government to fix the maximum amount of the note

issue on the request of the president and the directors. The principal danger

here lay in the possibility of the Government's opinion not coinciding with

the experienced judgment of the management. The Government might

occasionally prohibit at the wrong time the increase of the maximum peti-

tioned for, but so far as known to me, this has not happened in the Nether-

lands. At first the demand for bank notes was not great, and it was not

before 1847 that a maximum was fixed.

The prohibition of giving blank credits in current accounts must, on the

other hand, be considered a mainstay for the Bank's independence. Visser-

ing (page 38) attaches special importance to this order and holds the opin-

ion that it ought to be written in large letters in every bank charter.

THE AMOUNT OF NOTE ISSUES.

Respecting the issue and covering of bank notes, the decrees of 1814

(Arts. 3.2 and 3^) and 1838 (Arts. 25 and 26) were not at all specific. The
amount of the notes to be issued was to be regulated by the Bank's

actual capital and funds, inclusive of all loans granted, of discounts, and of

specie and bullion on hand, but exclusive of current account balances (1814,

Art. 32; 1838, Art. 2s). This regulation was, according to Vissering (page 6),

taken word for word from the bill of 1802, mentioned before. In this order,

hardly anything was clear. It was not obvious whether the share capital,

the loans granted, the discounts, and the specie and bullion op hand, together,

or the three latter only, should form the limit which should fix the propor-

tion between the bank notes and the Bank's funds.

A fixed rule for the management of the Bank was thus wanting. The
Government might, nevertheless, have cleared away these difficulties by

fixing a maximum for note issues, but this it did not do for three decades.

It was in 1847 that the first regulation was issued concerning the note

maximum. The Minister of Finance (who perhaps had been startled by the

experiences of the Java Bank) asked the board of directors on July 7, 1847,

to report on the state of affairs. They were chiefly requested to examine

whether the fixing of an absolute maximum of bank notes or a certain pro-

portion between this maximum and the stock of bullion was preferable. The
board of directors recommended on August 2, 1847, the fixing of the maximum
note issue at three times the share capital, plus reserves (then 17,250,000

guilders), /. e., at fifty-one millions.

1 nc Government considered this proposal for regulating the maximum

'/
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nccording to the Bank's funds as risky, and recommended instead the fixing

of the maximum at two and a half to three times the amount of buMion on
hand, after deducting the current account balances, but not to go beyond
fifty-one million guilders.

EXPANDING THE CIRCULATION.

The board of directors pronounced against this proposal, because of the

changes in current account balances (August 31, 1847). The Minister of

Finance on September nth yielded so far as to declare it sufficiently safe if

the maximum was fixed at two and a half times the value of bullion, plus

the current account balances. Besides this, the note issue was not to exceed

fifty-one million guilders.

The board of directors by verbal negotiation succeeded in convincing the

Government of the fact that the Bank needed greater liberty of action. A
royal decree on October 5, 1847, ordered the maximum to be fixed at fifty-

two million guilders, but the board of directors was advised to take into

consideration the state of the cash and the bullion reserves, while observing

the gi'iwrii/ rule that 2^0 guilders in notes had to be covered by at least 100

guilders in specie or bullion. This was a cash security of forty per cent.,

and n:ay have aiir.wered the requirements of the times. Considi'r.iMe receipts

of silver at the Bank, resulting from the demonetization 01 gold (by the

law of November 26, 1847), and an increase in the circulation of bank notes,

were the reason why the board of directors, on October 18, 1848, petitioned

for permission to issue bank notes for more than fifty-two million guilders,

while keeping a metallic security of forty per cent.

The amount in excess was to be fully covered by bullion. The Minister

of Finance opposed this petition, and the board of directors renewed their

request on February 8, 1840, because the circulating amount of bank notes

very nearly approached the maximum. The Bank changed its proposal on

February i ?, 184Q. in consequence of the Minister's hesitation in the matter,

and only di-manded that the issue of bank notes fully covered should

not exceed the fixed maximum by more than twenty millions. On February

IS, 1849. a royal decree raised the maximum note issue to seventy-two

million guilders, the first fifty-two millions of which had to be covered by

forty per cent, and the remaining twenty millions fully by specie and bullion

on hand.

Soon another change became necessary. After prolonged negotiations

the Government had made arrangements with the Bank on October 22,

1849, so that the latter was to exchange all gold and silver coins, which had

to be demonetized according to the currency reform of 1847, for new silver

coins or for "muntbiljetten."* The Bank was to keep these old coins from

the day of their withdrawal from circulation until the Minister of Finance

By the law of September 17, 1849, the Government was penuitted to issue " muntbiljetten " (a sort of paper money)

for thirty million guilders, which amount had tu be covered in gold coins and deposited in the Netherlands Bank.
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should dispose of them in another way. In default of this disposal, the Bank

had to advance to the Government twenty-four million guilders at the rate

of interest of two per cent, for the five and ten guilder pieces received, and

a further thirty millions in case the gold coins should be withdrawn from

circulation before the issue of "muntbiljctten." In order to carry out this

agreement (the later supplements to which have been passed over), the

board of directors, on Octobers, 1849, petitioned the Government to increase

the maximum of bank notes by fifty-four million guilders, /. c'., to 126

millions. This request was partly complied with on October 18, 1S49. The

maximum was fixed by the Government at \22 million guilders; for the first

fifty-two millions, a metallic security of forty percent., and for the re:n;iining

seventy millions a full metallic security was ordered. In accordance with the

agreement mentioned above, the mortgaged bullion was to be reckoned in

the stock of specie and bullion.

In 1855 a further raising of the maximum took place, occasioned by the

increased demand for credit which preceded the crisis of 18S7. The Bank

considered itself at this time hampered by the prescribed maximum of note

issue, and petitioned on October 1;, 18,5, for entire abolition at a fixed

limit. The board of directors thought it sufficient to order that all bank

notes exceeding a certain amount should be fully covered by bullion. The

Minister of Finance believed that the abolition of the maximum could only

be effected by the publication of a decree of amendment of the already pub-

lished decree in the "Staatsblad," and doubted whether this publicity

would answer the Bank's wishes. He therefore wanted to give the Bank

an opportunity for fixing a maximum, so as to settle the question without

publicity. The board of directors preferred this secret arrangement, and did

not see any danger in fixing a maximum if only it was sufficiently high.

The Bank therefore proposed to the Minister on October 25, 1855, to llx the

maximum at iso million guilders. Two days later, on October 27, 1835,

the maximum was raised by royal decree to iso million guilders. The first

fifty millions to be covered by forty per cent., the following fifty millions by

sixty per cent., and the remainder entirely by specie and bullion.

The crisis of i8'j7 obliged the Bank, which feared that the balances from

current accounts would quickly diminish, to demand on October i6th that

the first one hundred millions only should be covered by forty per cent.

A royal decree of October 23, 1857, sanctioned this.* No further modifica-

tions were made till 1863, when the Bank's affairs were newly regulated.

In all decrees since 1847, the original principle that the Government had to

fix the maximum issue of bank notes had been formally adhered to. How
detrimental this could become, we shall see in the case of the Java Bank.

* All these particulars about maximum of note issue and gturantee of bank notes were not known up to now. Mr,

N. P. van den Berg, the present president of the Netherlands Bank, can claim great merit for having thrown light upon this

question by the aid of the documents of the Bank in his lecture, " De regeling van de bankbiljetten-emissie hier te lande,"

delivered at the Royal Academic dcr Wetenschappen (Amsterdam, 1896), The royal decrees in question were marked "secret

"

at that time.
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The strict secrecy of these decrees does not seem justified to us nowbut they at any rate established a firm basis for the note issue, which hTdbeen wantmg m the first three decades.
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SECTION II.

WORKING ARRANGEMENTS 0\' THE BANK.

Discount and Loan Methods— Movement of Capital and Reserves—Develop-

vient of Accounts Current Business—Progress of tite Note Circulation—
Growth of Dividends.

}S already stated, the passive business of the Bank during the

first filty years consisted of the deposit account business

and the issue of bank notes. Opposed to these transactions,

by which the Bank became debtor, stands the active busi-

ness, by which it became creditor, such as discounting and
making loans on stocks and merchandise, and from iS?8

loans on foreign coin and bullion. To this was added the trade in coined

and uncoined precious metal, and the employment of the license for having

the latter coined. No sufficient figures for these branches of business are at

my disposal; and for ascertaining the extent of the discount and loan busi-

ness, material is also wanting. The amount of the latter two was at first

probably not large. The narrow limits which had been placed on the dis-

count and loan business in the beginning were abolished in 1858 and i8=,2.

Besides this, the Bank had, in its early days, to fight against prejudice. The
Amsterdam merchants still frequently preferred a cash business, and the pri-

vate bankers and cashiers certainly did not try to assist the Bank. Neither

was the general state of trade favorable to any considerable development of

discounting and loan granting.

At first the Bank kept the loan rate very high. The decree of 1814

(Art. 24) had fixed the interest at a maximum of five per cent., and during

the first years the Bank seems to have considered this rate an average one.

The loan rate on merchandise remained at five per cent, till the end of 1828,

and in the beginning of 1829 only, it fell to four per cent. For loans on

stocks, the rate of five per cent, remained until the middle of 18 19, while

the discount rate was, from the beginning, subject to greater fluctuations.

Otto Hubner ("Die Banken," Leipzig, 18^4, volume ii, page 47s) quotes

the loan and discount rates from 1814 to March, 1853, and by kind informa-

tion from the management of the Netherlands Bank, I have been enabled to

supplement these figures up to the end of 1863, as follows:

*/
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HOW THE RATE OF INTEREST VARIED.

The movement is not quite even. The Banl< had to defend its stock of

bullion by raising either its loan rate on merchandise or on stocks, or its dis-

count rate, and with all this no fixed system apparently ruled the relations

of the different rates. Repeatedly all three stood at five per cent. ; for instance,

in July, 1817, in November, i8iq, in October. iSa^, in November, iHas, on

vSeptember ?o, 1830, in September, i8?6. Since that time, however, this has

not happened again. The influence of unusually critical periods can very

easily be gleaned from these figures. The year 1817 is first remarkable.

The discount, which, according to the principles of that time, was the only

movable rate, soon equaled the loan rate; from three per cent, it rose to five

per cent. Owing to a far.iine in Western Europe in 1816 and 1817, large

speculations in grain were conducted, and we may presume that in conse-

quence of this the Bank was more frequently used for discounting. The

stock of bullion, that had been 10,0^0,000 florins on March }\, 181 s. sank to

6,600.000 guilders on March 31, 1816, and to s, 130,000 guilders on March

}\, 1817. The balances from current accounts at the same dates were,

respectively, 10,860,000, 7,960,000, and 8,7^0,000 guilders. It may be

assumed that the Bank raised the discount rate to prevent a too considera-

ble decrease of its bullion, as it then possessed only very limited resources.

In 1818, a quick rise from three and a half to five per cent, of the rate of

discount for bills of exchange repeated itself, but in 1819 the discount rate

was again reduced. It cannot be ascertained whether the after effect of

events or the influence of the still unfavorable conditions of trade in Europe

must here be taken into consideration. At all events, the Bank had closed

the working year 1817-18 with only s, 190,000 guilders balances from cur-

rent accounts, which meant a large decrease as compared with the pre-

ceding year, and its stock of bullion had not increased beyond 6,760,000

guilders. Its whole working capital* on March 31, 1818, was only 8, '^40,000

guilders; and with such narrow means prudence was urgently required.

It is striking that during 18 19 the discount rate retained a downward
tendency. An anonymous pamphlet,! published in 1836 in Amsterdam,

named " Verhandeling over eene opte righten Handelsbank" (/. c, discus-

sion on the establishment of a commercial bank) reproached the Nether-

lands Bank with having been obliged to contract its discounting in 1819,

and even with having stopped it.

The year 1819, in fact, disturbed trade in the northern provinces very

much, as the Government introduced duties on important articles, such as

coffee and sugar, in order to relieve the linancial pressure. But the figures

mentioned do not justify the reproach so far as discounting is concerned;

* Vissering calls " working capital " tht ditffrence between the total sum of capital, reserves, current account balances,

and bank notes in circulation on the one hand, and the total stock of specie and bullion on the other.

1 1 regret to have been unable \o get il, but K. A. van Hall, in his " Dc l^nhandditig over eenc opte righten Handeli-

bank " (Amsterdam, 1837), has sufficiently enlarged upon it.

\.v
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and Van Hall especially points to its continuance. With regard to loans on

stocks, the reproach can have no better foundation, as the loan rate was re-

duced to four per cent, in the month of July; and the interest for loans on

merchandise remaining at live per cent, does not justify it either. The rates

of September. 1819 (three percent, for discounting bills of e,\change, four per

cent, for loans on stocks, and five per cent, for loans on merchandise), re-

mained unchanged for several years.

A remarkable upward tendency set in in October, 1821. The discount

on bills of exchange and the loan rate on stocks was raised again to live per

cent. In December. iHaj, they were reduced to four per cent., but in Janu-

ary, 1824, the rate for loans on stocks again rose to the maximum of live per

cent., while discount remained at four per cent. We may assume that

especially large loans on stocks were demanded from the Bank in connec-

tion with the active speculations in England. In April, 1824, both rates were

reduced by otie per cent. In November, 182s, they were both again raised

to five per cent. The cause of this renewed rise is probably to be found in

the endeavors of the Bank to restrict the mania for speculation. The state

of trade became so critical at that time that the outbreak of a crisis in Eng-

land was feared.

THE BANK AS A REGULATOR.

Before the year came to an end the crisis really occurred, and by fairly

taking into consideration the above figures, we must acknowledge that the

Netherlands Bank much sooner sounded alarm than the Bank of England.

The latter raised, on December 17, 1827—only after the crisis occurred—its

discount from four per cent, to five per cent., which it should rather have

done before.

After the crisis, the rates went down again in 1828 to such a low price as

had never been known before. In this manner the business world had

credit made easy during very critical times, and this certainly contributed to

make the consequences of the crisis less felt.

In i8;o, new difficulties arose. The revolution in Brussels on August

2S. 18^0, which led to the separation of Belgium from Holland, could not

be without infiuence on the operations of the Bank. In August, the rate of

interest on loans on merchandise rose by one per cent, (to five percent.),

on loans on stocks first to 4 per cent., then to five per cent., the discount

from two to three per cent. For the loan rate a further rise was barred;

but the rate of discount rose on September 13th to four percent., and on Sep-

tember 30th to five per cent. This rapid upward tendency must doubtlessly

be attributed to the political disturbances which led to the separation of

Belgium.

The English speculative crisis also shows itself in the loan and discount

rates. In March, 1836, the Netherlands Bank raised the discount and the

loan rate on stocks each by one-half per cent, (to two and one-half and three

and one-half per cent, respectively). In April the Bank of England began to

I .\-
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restrict its note issue in view of the exorbitant speculation, and the Nether-

lands Bank raised its rates by one-half per cent, (to three and four per cent).

The rate on loans on merchandise was also raised from four to four and one-

half per cent. The Bank of England was obliged in July to raise the discount

rate fiom three to four and four and one-half percent. In August they

raised it even to five per cent. The Netherlands Bank followed in Septem-

ber, 1836, with a quicK rnising of discount and loan rates to five per cent.

For a short time rate^ went down, but in 18^9 a new and rapid upward
movement took place, which was undoubtedly intluenced by events in

England. Bad crop prospects had in 1838 caused embarrassment to the

Bank of England. This increased in the beginning of i8iq. because reckless

speculation brought with it a want of money. The stock of bullion in tue

Bank of England reached a dangerously low amount in April, 1839. and

juickly the discount was raised in !.ondon from three and one-half to five,

five and one-half, and in August even to six per cent. The Netherlands

Bank now bemg no more bound to a maximum of five per cent, for rates on

loans, for the first time, in August, 1839, availed itself of its greater freedom

and at once raised the loan rate on merchandise from four and one-half to

five and one-half per cent. ; for loans on stocks from four to tive and one-

half per cent., and the discount from four to five per cent.

The failure of the potato crop in 184s and 1846 caused, after a few years

of quiet business, a speculation in grain in England. At the same time huge

railway speculations were current. Therefore, credit was largely made use

of; but the Bank of England again neglected to restrain this movement by

raising the discount in due time, and still kept, in the beginning of 1847, the

discount rate at three per cent. It was only on januarv 16, »fi47, that the

London discount was raised to three and one-half per cent. A'ter this time

il rose to unusually high rate.s, viz., on October 23, 1847, to eight per cent.

This time again the Netherlands Bank had long before sounded alarm.

In September, 1845, it began to raise the interest on loans on merchandise

to four and one-half per cent., and on stocks to four per cent. In October,

184s. also the raising of the discount began. Toward the end of 184s the

two former had reached six percent., the latter five and one-half percent.

—

rates, till then, unknowr; at the Netherlands Bank. In 184b, a slight weak-

ening set in. Loan rates, however, remained still so high as to discourage

speculation. In November, 1847, interest again rose to six per cent, .ind

five and one-half per cent,, and discount to Wve per cent. Vissering rightly

points the greater uniformity in the inovement of these rates in contrast to

the sudden fluctuations of t.iose of the Bank of England.

INTERACTIONAL MONETARY CONDITIONS.

In January. iP^a, the Netherlands Bank began to reduce the rai?s of

interest and 0. aiscount. But the revolutionary inovements necessitated an

interruption in March; loan rates rose again to six per cent, and discount to
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five ptT cent. From May, J848, they slowly fell. On March 8, i8so, the

interest stood at three per cent, for loans on merchandise, two and one-half

per cent, on stocks, two per cent, for discounting bills, three per cent, for

discounting other securities, which rates were maintained for several years.

Large speculations and the Crimean War led to an international crisis in

18S7. Even in i8ss financial matters were greatly .strained, and the dis-

count rate of the Bank of Trance, in October, i8ss. quickly rose to six per

cent. At the Bank of England interest stood as follows: On September i,

i8ss. fourper cent. ; on September isth, four and one-half per cent. ; on Sep-

tember 2C)th. five per cent. ; on October (ith, five and one-half per cent. : on

October 20th, six and seven per cent. A slight fall in these rates could be

perceived in England, as well as everywhere else, in i8i6, but it was not of

long duration. The discount rate of the Bank of England often changed,

and rose on November s, i8s7, to nine per cent.; on November c), i8s7,

even to ten per cent.

The Bank of Prussia (Berlin) was not quite so impetuous, though it

reached, on the 7th of November, i8t7, a rate of seven and one-half per

cent.

At the Bank of France the rates of interest in i8s6 and in the first half of

i8s7 'luctuated between five and six percent. Then, however, it rose by

leap', and bounds; on October i), i8s7, to six and one-half percent.; on

Ociober 20th, to seven and one-half per cent. ; on November i ith, to eight

per cent, on first-rate thirty-days' bills; nine per cent, on first-rate sixty-

days' bills; ten percent, on first-rate ninety-days' bills.

At this period great difificulties in procuring money were also experienced

in Vienna, Hamburg, Copenhagen, and Stockholm. Even if speculation in

Holland had noi been more active than usual, the Bank would have been

obliged to raise its discount in order not to be deprived, directly or indirectly,

of its then very considerable stock of bullion by foreign countries. Fhis

bullion, consisting mainly of deposits made by the Treasurv. being in very

advantageous proportion to its engagements, enabled tiie B.ink, even in the

hardest times, to keep its rate.-; lower than in other places, .md to prevent

surh violent flurtuations as those of the Bank of England.

Discount rates were three and one-half, four, and four and one-half per

cent, in i8s5 and in the first half of i8s6. In October. iSs6, discount rose

to five per cent., and in December of that year to five and one-half percent.

The fact that in September, i8sti. foreign bills, v^'hich only served to pro-

cure money for speculative purposes, were not admitted to discount, proves

that the main object was to keep the bullion from going abro;.d. In Jan-

uary, 18^7, discount dropped to five per cent., in March lo four antl one-

halt and foui per cent., while in London an advance to six anu one-half per

cent, became necessary. From the month of /\ngust a new upward move-
ment began. In October, when in all other places 'iiscount rose to six and

one-half, seven, and eight per cent., the Netherlands Bank went to only

five and one-half and six per cent. On nth of Novembf.r. J857, a further
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advance to seven per cent, for bills (to seven and one-half per cent, for other

securities) had to be made, a rate which the Netherlands B.mk had never

reached before, and which occurred only twice since, viz., on the 14th of

October, 1864, and on the 3d of July, 1866. But this rate was still inferior

to that reached by the other chief banks. On November 11, 18^7, dis-

count stood at ten per cent, at the Bank of England, and eight, nine, or

ten per cent., according to the due date, at the Bank of France, and seven

and one-half per cent, at the Bank of Prussia. The Netherlands Bank thus

materially lessened the effect of the difficult position on the Amsterdam

business world, and met its credit necessities as much as possible. When
Wirth ("Geschischte der Handelskrisen "—History of Commercial Crises

—

folio 38c), Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1890, Fourth Edition), says: "Switzerland,

Holland, and Belgium, together with the South of Germany, were the most

spared of all cisalpine couniries," the Netherlands Bank may claim great

credit for this fact. Not every case, of course, could be relieved by it, but

it was a great triumph that the financial tempest which shook the civilized

world did so little harm in the Netherlands.

Things soon assumed a quieter aspect, and in the last years of the period

in question rates of interest and discount kept at a moderate elevatio'i.

The difficulties prevailing in France and in England during the year 1863

had only a slight effect on the Netherlands Bank. Discount did not rise

above tive per cent,, which rate was reached on December 5, 1863.

THE LOAN AND THE DISCOUNT RATE.

In the whole movement which has been under review, it is remarkable

that the interest on loans on merchandise or stocks never rose above six per

cent., not even on November 1 1, 18S7, when the discount on bills had to be

raised to seven per cent., and that on other securities to seven and one-half

percent. Since 1839, the maximum interest established by the decree of 1814

had ceased to exist. Before July, 1837, it had frequently happened that the

loan rate and the discount rate were equal; but this was exceptional. As a

rule, the discount rate kept from one-half to one per cent, below the loan

rate. From July. i8'57— /. e., during two decades—no deviation from this

system had taken place. It may be assumed that during the year 18=^7 great

demands were made on the ready-money stock of the Bank, not only in dis-

counts, but also for loans, and especially loans on stocks. Notwithstanding

all this, however, the discount rate was materially higher than the loan rate,

which circumstance can be explained tiy the fact that in spite of the abolition

of the maximum interest rate introduced in 1814, a maximum still higher by

one per cent, existed. The usury law of September 3. 1807, which did not

apply to discounting, but which was applicable to lo;ins ag.iinst securities,

had forbidden an interest charge higner than six percent, on commercial busi-

ness. Till then the Bank had had no cause to feel restricted in its operation.-^.

and onlv the events of 18S7 showed the disadvantage of a fixed maximum iii-

I
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terest. The Bank management, which, after the shaping of its discount policy,

carefully examined the course of events, tried to avoid the consequences by

lowering the loan limit and l\y shortening its duration. On October 21, 1857,

it proposed to the Minister of Finance the revocation of the law in question,

and renewed its request on November 12, 18=17, pointing out at the same time

that a refusal might compel it to discontinue the granting ()r loans altogether.

On December 22, i8s7, a law in response to this appeal was promulg.itcd.

Of the other operations of the Bank during the years 1814-1 s to 1862-63,

Vissering has given a review which shows its standing at the end of every

fiscal year, /. e., on March ;?ist. For the year 186^-64 1 have been able to

supply the figures after communicating with the management of the Nether-

lands Bank.

From the data thus obtained, the table on page 248 has been compiled,

sums being e.xpressed in millions of guilders.

For the better understanding of this table, I must add that the share capi-

tal of the Netherlands Bank in 1814-1 s amounted to 2, 44s, 000 florins; in

1815-16, to 4, 10^,000 flirins; in 1816-17, to s, 000,000 (lorins. By royal de-

cree of March 27, 1819, an increase to lo.ooo.oooguilders was sanctioned, and

a royal decree of April 7, 1S40, raised the share capital to 1=;, 000,000 guilders.

The new shares were placed on an equal tootin ^ with the old ones, only the

new shares had to be taken up with a premiun, <\ from five to fifteen per

cent., in order to compensate for the reserves accumulated by the holders

of the old shares.

No stipulation for the accumulation of a reserve fund, however, was ex-

pressed in the decrees of 1814 and 1838. The Dutch code of commerce
left it to the rules of joint-stock companies to prescribe the formation jf a

reserve fund. But the Netherlands Bank had, accordin t to the foregoing

table, alreadv begun, in its second year, iSis-16, to accumulate a reserve.

The reserve fund on March 31, iSib, amounted to one per cent., and on

March 31, 1810, to five per cent, of the share capital. Through the premium

of f:v-: per cent, at which the new shares were issued in the latter year, the

reserve fund was increased to soo.(xx> guilders, again representing five per

cent, of the share capital at that p' lod. Nothing was added to the reserve

until the middle of the second d. ..ide, when further sumi,-; were thus .ap-

plied. The reserve fund rose tili 1829, stood a little lower from iSw to

1832, and then increased again, first slowly, but later very r.ipidly, tow.rJ the

end of the thirties. By the addition to the share capital in 1040. .. n ••« the

new shares were sold with a fitteen per cent, premium, the rest.^o i.ind

reached 2,2=10,000 guilders— /. c, fitteen per cent, of the incre.ised capital—
and it remained unchanged till 18s-:!. In 18^3 a small increase took place,

but this was counterbalanced by a considerable decrease in the ensuing

year. Later on, the reserve fund increased again, without, however, reaching

the full amount of fifteen per cent, of the share capital In any case, the

fund amounted to amply more than ten per cent. ( f the capital, and this was

enough to dispense with the necessity foi a further reserve.
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Mees in the "Staatkundig en staathuishoudkundig jaarboekje " (statistical

annual) of 1852, by placing the sum of the share capital, the reserves, the

current account balances, and the notes in circulation on the one side, and
the specie and bullion on hand on the other, the working capital—that is,

the capital with which the Bank aided commerce.

The amount of this capital being ascertained on the last day of each

working year, of course shows the effect of temporary influences, but the

chief features of its development stand out sufficiently clear.

ACCOUNTS CURRENT OPERATIONS.

It is Striking how the balance from current accounts varies. It amounted,

for instance, on March 31st:

184s to 19,750,000 florins.

1848 " 7,720,000

1853 " 26,720,000 "

1857 " q,i8o,ooo "

i8s9 •• ?o,2qo,ooo

i860 '• 22,430,000 "

1863 "48,680,000

1815 to 10,860,000 florins.

1823 " 4,8io,ooo

1824
"

15,340,000

1826
" 4,120,000

1828
"

9,750,000

1831
"

4.450,000

i8?3
" 25,700,000

1843
'•

6,450,000

The variation is partly explained by the fact that for a long period the

Bank was very little used as a place of deposit by the business world.

According to the decree of the year 18 14, private deposits were altogether

excluded, as only money of the Government and other public authorities

could be taken into current account. But even after account current business

with private individuals had been allowed, in 1838, it was still the Govern-

ment itself, the city ofAmsterdam, and the Nederlandsche Handels Maatschap-

pij," founded in 1824,* that chietly availed themselves of the services of

the B.mk for purposes of deposit. The amounts which flowed Mito the

Bank from these sources, or which were withdrawn from it by them, varied

verv much, and a stable average could have been secured only il the busi-

ness world generally had regularly availed itself of the Bank's accour.ts

current. This, however, hardly happened during the lirst tift\ years of

the Bank's existence. The Bank had omitted to found br.mLhes. although

it had the right to do so ever since its foundation. Even the strici injunc-

tion in the decree of August 21, 1838 (Art. ^), to found a branch {hii-banii),

at Rotterdam had not been obeyed, and the Government had not remon-

strated. In the earlier decades thi; omission is easily explained by the

current account business being restricted to funds of the Government or

other public authorities, by the general economic condition, and by the fact

that out of Amsterdam still less inclination for using the Bank was to be

found than i', Amsterdam itself.

'Iff I

'

In order to 'avor the commercial intcrcoune of the Netherliiids 'Aith the Dutch colonies.
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During the last years of our peiiod circumstances became more favorable,

but the Bank management of those times did not possess the amount of

courage needed t® found special branch estabiishinents at other places. Thus
the city of Amsterdam remained nearly the exclusive sphere of the Bank's

business, except for the circulation of its notes. In this city, also the current

account business with private individuals had presumably increased since the

fifties, but without being able to counteract the preponderating influence of

the current account balance of the Bank's three chief clients. The managers

of the Bank themselves stated, in their report of the i6th of October, 1837,

that their balances from current accounts were mostly composed of deposits

from the Treasury and the Handels Maatschappij. The great changes in the

amount of those balances compelled the Bank to all the greater precautions,

as no definite arrangement for covering them had been made in the orders

of 1814 and 1838, and the Bank used to demand full cover for the balances in

bank notes.

Notwithstanding the striking differences from year to year, the current

account balances for an extended period show an increase, .t first slow, but

afterward more rapid. The yearly average amounted in

—

i8ii7-24to 7,700.000 florins = 100

182S-34 to I i,soo,ooo " =149
183S-44 to 12. soo.ooo " =162
184S-S4 to 17.000.000 " =221
185S-64 to 25, 100.000 " =323

NOTF. CIRCULATION.

The circulation of bank notes kept at a very moderate volume during the

first years. The business world used the bank notes verv little as a cash

substitute. The small inclination of the Dutch business world to use the

bank notes as a substitute for hard cash was easily explained by the state

of monetary affairs prevailing in the beginning of the P.mk's existence.

The fixing of a uniform monetary system for the north and south prov-

inces united in one State in 18 14 had even to be undertaken. In the southern

provinces French coins were used, besides the older native ones, while in

the north guilders circulated as the chief coin, partly in a very " clipped and

worn "* state, but, for the most part, of full weight. The silver guilder

contained 2ooazen (ggrammesand 613 milligrammes) of fine silver. The law

of the 28th of September, 1816. prescribed the silver guilder as the monetary

unit, containing Q.613 grammes of silver, and weighing altogether 10.76b

grammes of the fineness of ^fVu'V- Besides this silver legal tender, a golden ten-

guilder piece was introduced as another standard coin, weighing 140 azen

(6.729 grammes), and with a fineness of j";,-. This was based on a silver ratio

of I to 13-87. For pi V. .c account, the coinage of silver one and three guilder

* F. AtKt-rsdijck, '^ \i\ieihn.ii MuntzLw^cit," Utrecht, 184s. page "i.
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pieces only was allowed, while the gold coins were struck solely for account

of the State. As trade coins, the coining of which was exclusively reserved

for private account, the following pieces were current: the silver ducat, the

silver rider, and the gold ducat, which were respectively accepted hy the

oflices of the Exchecjuer for 2.so, 3.1s, and 5.5 guilders, in the southern

provinces francs had to be taken in private transactions, as well as in the

offices of the Exchequer, at the exchange of 47^ cents. This exchange

would have been correct if the silver guilder had contained only 9. S2?8

grammes of fine silver, but as it really contained 9.61 5 grammes, it was profit-

able to have silver guilders melted into francs; and this was frequently done.

Silver guilders were sent to the French mint, there melted down and recoined

into francs, after which they were reimported into the Netherla;id,s.

There was the further circumstance that gold had been valued above the

market rate in the calculation of the ten-florin pieces, (in France the silver

ratio was i : IS/^.) Moreover, the Government hi'.d a great amount of these

gold coins struck, so that silver guilders were now discarded by trade to a

great extent. Thus gold became the chief legal tender of commerce.

But this made the use of bank notes unnecessary, and they were, there-

fore, but little circulated. The critical conditions in the years 1817 and 1S18

evidently did not occasion a marked increase in the issue of bank notes, in

the year 1:^:33-24 there wa^', however, a considerable incre;!se of the notes in

circulation, which amounted to 20,220,000 on the 31st of March, 1S24.

As already stated, the movement in the loan rate points to the fact that at

this period, in connection with the speculative movement in England, con-

siderable loans on stocks had been granted.

I<

C

nm

DF.CI.lNi; IN THH I'APKR CIRCULATION.

The following years ag;:in show a marked decrease in the note circula-

tion, and this can be explained by the condition of the currency. The law

of the 2sth of February, 182s, and the royal order of the i ^th of May. 182-,,

declared that francs should not enjoy any longer the rate of exchange fixed

in 18 16. After this they were not worth more than 46->4 cents, and the

temptation to have silver guilders recoined into francs no longer existed.

Meanwhile, however, th«. coining of gold pieces had been greatly extended.

The Maatschappij ter Bevordering van de Nationale Nijverheid (Society for

the Hncouragemeiit of National Industry), founded at Brussels in 1822, had

received a license for coining gold in 1823, and as the society could realize

great profits from this business, it made extensive use of its privilege. Thus,

in 1825, sixty million florins' worth of gold coins were brought into circula-

tion. For this reason the silver guilder did not now come into general use.

It still was profitable to melt the florins down and then to sell the silver for

gold, as a too advantageous ratio had been adopted; and there being plenty

of gold available, this operation took place very frequently.
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On December 22, 182s. another law was pronuilgatcd atcordiiiy Id

which the variety of coins was increased bv a irold live-guilder piece, the

fineness of which was ,"„. But this did not tend to facilitate the employ-

ment of bank notes as a cash substitute. Slowly only at hist, but more

quickly in the years 1828-29 and 1829-30, did the number of notes in circu-

I.ition grow. The revolution of 1830 and the separation of Belgium had an

unfavorable effect on the note circulation, a very considerable part of its area

having thus been lost. Our table shows a decrease of 26,070,000 florins

onMarch^i, 1830, and one of 14,290,000 and 14, iscooo guilders resp ctively

at the end of the two ensuing working years. From then the amount kept

higher, but without reaching any considerable proportions.

In 1836, as the movements of the loan and discount rates show, enlarged

demands for credithad to be satisfied, and the Bank had sufficient bullion on

hand to meet them by an increased note issue. It cannot, however, be

gleaned from our table that the Bank had made any use of this means.

There was a similar state of things in 1839, but the amount of notes in circu-

lation only once exceeded twenty-five million florins from 1832-33 to

1839-40, and that was at the end of the fiscal year 1837-38.

I' '; f

A i

f
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CHANGES IN THE COINAGE.

Changes in the currency continued to exercise an unfavorable influence

during this period. The Dutch gold coins were further minted on the basis

of 1 :i=^.87, while on the London bullion market the average from 1831 to

1840 was 1:1=;. 7s. In 1836 the Government appointed a committee

which in its report of November 23, 183^').* adverted unfavorably to the fact

that i33,ooo,cx)o guilders' worth of gold had been coined from 1816 to 1830,

and recommended a more limited circulation of gold. The committee

explained the impossibility of keeping the silver florin in circulation by the

introduction of bimetallism. They recommended monometallism, and the

majority were for a silver standard, while P. C. G. Poelman, afterward

Mint-Master of the Netherlands, advocated the following of the English

example by accepting a gold standard. The chairman of the committee,

however, stated that he did not share the fear of bimetallism, and that he

considered the wrong basis accepted in 1816 as the cause of the unsatis-

factory state of the currency.

The councillors and general masters of the mint were then asked to

examine the committee's statements, and in their report of February 4, 1837,

they said that they considered the principle of monometallism, viz., the

gold standard, as the more desirable one, since the rate of exchange for bills

was totally dependent upon gold.

The Government, however, stuck to bimetallism, and their bill, not

introduced before 1839, found the approval of Parliament. The result

* Schimmel (page 109) and Ackersdijck (page 23) give more detailed Information on this report.

h>
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was the l.iw of March 22, iS^q, which kept gold and silver coins as legal

tenders. The silver guilder was to contain jVoV "' ''"^ silver and must

weigh ten grammes, /. ('.. its contents of line silver were reduced from g. 61

1

grammes to c).4S grammes. At the same time silver two and a half florin pieces

were introduced instead of the former three-florin pieces. This measure was
intended to bring the gold and silver standard of the Dutch currency into

harmony with the relation existing in the open market. In reality, a ratio of

I to IS. 604 resulted from this law. What did this transformation mean for

the note circulation.^ Up to the year 1839, i4i,5oo,(xx) guilders' wortii of

gold had been coined, which continued to serve as a means of currency.

The coinage of silver under the new law made but very slow progress,

although the market ratio between the two metals was such as to make
silver coinage profitable for the Government. The ratio was: i to is. 62

in 1.840, I to IS. 70 m 1S41, 1 to is. 87 in 1842, and i to is.Q,'? in 1S43.

Notwithstanding this, the Government had very few coins melted down,

because it had not got sufficient means in hand for carrying out the reform,

and of the few millions coined according to the new law, the greater part

stood to the account of the Netherlands Bank and the Handels Maatschappij,

and was sent to the East Indies. Gold coins, of which there was over 140,-

000,000 guilders' worth for a population not exceeding 2,860,000 (on

January i, 1840), still constituted the measure of prices, even if not as exclu-

sively as before. The note circulation, therefore, still kept with.!'-; moderate

limits, and from 1840 fluctuated around thirty millions; but an increase, in

comparison with former times, was perceptible. The critical years i,S4s-48

on the whole show an increased note circulation, so far as can be seen from

the final amounts of the several fiscal years. In 1845 the note circulation had

temporarily reached forty million florins, and the board of directors had

thereupon demanded a larger margin for the note issue (lifty-one million

guilders) when the question of the maximum issue came up in 1S47. The

maximum was then fixed at fifty-two million florins on October s, 1847, at

seventy-two millions on February is. 1849, and at 122 millions on October

18, 1849, as already stated.

The final figures of the different years show a considerable increase in

the note circulation, which had reached 9-!, 800,000 on March 31, i8s4. The

amount of bullion on hand also showed a marked advance at that period,

although the general state of trade was not such as to explain the necessity

for an increased note circulation. The revolutionary movement of 1S48 had

damped the spirit of enterprise, unemployed capital accumulated every-

wheie in Europe, and this abundance of money was bound to limit credit

operations. With the Netherlands Bank this was particularly marked in Ilu)

decline of the discount and loan business, and the yearly average of the sums

thus employed was only 14,727,000 guilders in 1848-49, and 12,299,000

guilders in 1849-50, as against 25,742,o(X) florins in 1842-43, and 33,24^5,000

florins in 1844-45. I quote these figures from the paper of N. P. v;:i den

Berg, to which I have frequently referred. The increased nok' circulation

1<
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can partly be explained by the greater publicity introduced into the Rank's

operations since |S^2, but the lasting effects of the currency reform carried

out meanwhile were of still greater inlluence. This subject requires a further

short explanation.

DIFFICULTIRS OF RECOINAGE.

The law of March 22, 1839, which had made provision for the recoining

of t!ie silver florins into lighter weight had not been carried into effect for

want of means, as already stated. Then a law of May 22, 184s, placed more

than six million florins at the disposal of the Government for carrying out

the currency reform. This sum had to be raised chiefly from the revenue of

the Crown domains and by selling the 1000 shares of the Netherlands Bank

belonging to the Government. A further law of December 18, 184^, em-
powered the Government to withdraw from circulation all coins struck

before the decree of September 28, 1816, and to issue for this purpose " munt-

biljelten," at a minimum value of one guilder each. 1-or every 100 guilders in

such "biljetten," c)4S grammes fine silver or 60. sb grammes fine gold in new
coins or in coining-material had to be deposited in the Bank. The munt-

biljetten were to circulate till December }\, 1847, as legal tender, but were

not redeemable. On December 27, 184s, the issue often million guilders in

muntbiijetten was ordered, and now the putting out of circulation of the old

coins was vigorously taken in hand. On March 2, March 9, May 7, and

November q, 1846, the issue of a further five millions, each time, was
ordered, so that altogether thirty million guilders were in circulation in

muntbiijetten. In 1846, forty-four millions, and in 1847, 1 1,700,000 guilders

of the old coins were called in.

After these preparations, the Government submitted a bill on March 2s,

1S47, which proposed the transition to the silver standard. The resulting law

of November 26, 1847, adopted, in article two, as a legal tender, the guilder,

the rycksdaelder (= 2)2 guilders), and the half-guilder piece, besides which

there still appeared, according to article five, ascoiimaercial, the golden ducat

and the golden William. The guilder represented the monetary unit; it

was to weigh 10 grammes and contain 9.45 grammes fine silver, in the same

proportion, the rycksdaelder and the half-guilder-piece had to be struck (Arts.

6-8). As to the negotiepenningen, the golden William was to weigh 6.729

grammes and contain 6.0^6 grammes fine gold; the fineness was thus ,"„.

The golden ducat was to weigh 3. 494 grammes and contain 3.434J3 grammes

fir.e gold (thus the fineness was -iV»'V)- (Arts. 13 and is.)

According to article eighteen, everybody was to be allowed to have gold

commercial coins and silver legal tender struck at the public mints ; but accord-

ing to article twenty, the commercial coins had not the legal-tender c]uality.

It had to be settled before December 31, 18^0, what should be done with the

existing gold five and ten guilder pieces. Until this regulation, th^se gold

coins remained a legal tender (Art. 2}). On the same day it was settled

-;
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that till Decemher 31, 1.S48, a in;ixiinuni .iiuoLint of twenty-one million

guilders in munthiljetten might remain in circulation. The muntbiljetten

had indeed somewhat limited the circulation of bank notes, but their issue

had been oniv a provisional measure.

The monetary law of November 26, 1847, at first led to a heavy purchase

of silver by the Bank; its stock of bullion was thereby greatly increased, and

this made a more considerable note circulation pnssil>le. In the beginning

of 1849 the circulation of bank notes approached the maximum amount of

that time (fifty-two million guilders), and the Bank, on February \s, 1849,

as already mentioned, was therefore empowered to issue a further twenty

million guilders in bank notes fully covered.

In the same year the Government began to make proposals for the final

disposal of the gold five and ten guilder pieces. Accordingly, on September

17, 1841), a law was proclaimed which ordered the entire demonetization of

these coins. It was left to the Clovernment to \\k the date when they should

cease to be a legal tender. To carry out these drastic measures—more than

170 million guilders' worth of such coins had been struck—the Government

was to be allowed to issue up to thirty million fiorins in muntbiljetten, of no

smaller denominations than ten fiorins each, which should be covered by

deposits in gold coin.

Before the promulgation of this law, the Government had secured the help

of the Netherlands Bank. The maximum note issue was raised on October iS,

1849, to 122 million guilders, the first fifty-two millions of which had to be cov-

ered to the extent of forty per cent., and the remainder had to have a full

metallic security. According to the request of the board of directors, the

Government ordered, onjuneg, iSso, that the gold five and ten guilder pieces

should cease to be legal tenders by June 23, i8:;o. The exchange was to be

effected from June 17th to 22A, and on the 24th only 40,700,000 guilders

had been changed, as the silver ratio was i :i =i.7, and the exchange, therefore,

did not seem very favorable. According to the law of March 22, 1839, the gold

ten and five guilder pieces had been struck at a ratio of i : 1^.604. The Bank

began at once to sell the gold, so that it never had all the exchanged gold

coins on hand at once. On March 31, i8t1, tlie Bank had only 17,210,000

guilders' worth of gold, which was sold within three months. The conse-

quence of this was, that the Government had to borrow only six million

guilders for three months from the Bank, instead of fifty-four million guilders,

which it had reserved to itself in the law of October 22, 1849.

I
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A NEW OPENING KOR THE BANK'S NOTES.

The note circulation in i8^o did not, therefore, reach the amount which

the Bank had expected to require. But the incieased maximum did not

prove a disadvantage, because the fact that nearly lifty million guilders in

gold coin had been taken out of circulation and had been replaced by the

heavier and less handy silver money, made the bank notes more desirable.
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The transition to a silver standard was also favorable to the precious metal

—or rather silver—trade of the Bank, that had been neglected for some
ten years. In fact, Amsterdam now became an important silver market;

the importance of which was still further increased by the speculation in

silver, which received an impetus in the fluctuations of the ratio between

gold and silver in the market as against the fixed legal ratio in bimetallic

countries. From October, 18^2, the B;ink paid 104.65 guilders, plus one-half

per cent, brokerage, for one kilogramme of fine silver, and resold at a favorable

prite what it did not get coined. The above-mentioned price of 104.70

guilders, including brokerage, was comparatively high.

If the Bank had had to pay the complete seignorage when it had silver

coined, it would not have received more than 104.76 guilders for one kilo-

gramme fine silver after the reduction of the seignorage in 1852. But as the

Bank was able to supply the mint with any amount of silver it wanted, the

latter was satisfied with a small seignorage, and the Bank was thus enabled

to do a profitable trade in the white metal. In this it found an important aid to

the employment of its notes. The Bank being at any time able to exchange

the silver currency for Dutch standard money, it always had means to redeem

its notes in legal tender.

The considerable weight of silver was, besides, bound to ensure a greater

popularity to the paper currency. For this reason, large amounts of the thirty

million florins' worth of muntbiljetten issued by the law of September 17,

1849, remained in circulation, notwithstanding the increased note circulation.

From June i, 1851, *he muntbiljetten were again exchanged for cash; but

on October 21st* of that year only 16,893, 160 guilders' worth of them had

been redeemed, while over thirteen millions were still in circulation. This

slow reflux of muntbiljetten occasioned the law of April28, 1852, whichfixed

the amount of muntbiljetten to be issued at ten million guilders, in denomi-

nations of 10, 50, and 100 florins.

An unsalable and not negotiable entry of two and a half per cent, stock

in the Great Ledger was to form "a fund to secure the redemption of the

debt bearing no interest" (/. e., the muntbiFjetten) in the custody of the

Netherlands Bank. By this fund the Bank was covered, and could therefore

be trusted with the taslc of exchanging the muntbiljetten for standard coin

at any time. The biljetten had to be provided with the stamp or visa of Ihe

Bank, which in this way signified its guarantee.

* Schinunel, p«ge 198.
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EXPANSION OF THE NOTE CIRCULATION.

A'l this very considerably increased the note circulation, and the final

amount at the end of each fiscal year was

:

1846 )2, 3so,ooo guilders.

1847 32,400.000 "

1849 37,310,000

1850 44,480.000 "

1 85

1

50,890,000 guilders.

:852 67,360,000

1853 77,510,000

1854 93,800,000 "

which means an increase of 190 per cent, within eight years. On October 27,

185 s, a maximum of 150 million florins for the note issue was granted to the

Bank, which had really desired the total abolition of a maximum.
The metallic reserve was to be forty per cent, for the first and sixty per

cent, for the second fifty millions, while the last third was to be fully cov-

ered. The increased demand for credit since 1855, especially in the autumn

of 18S7, rendered desirable an increase of the means to satisfy this want,

and, as there could be no relying upon the uniformity in the sum of the cur-

rent deposit balances, a metallic security of forty per cent, for the second

fifty million florins had already been declared sufficient on October 21, 1857.

This helped the Bank to satisfy the demands for credit; and, thanks to its

far-sighted note and discount policy, no hitch in the granting of credit

occurred, even in the most critical times of the crisis of 1857. The total

amounts of the note circulation during the years from 1857 to i8s9 were

smaller than in the preceding years, but they soon rose very considerably.

The bank notes had become a very important element in the Dutch cur-

rency in the beginning of the fifties, and the sixth decade of our century

closed with a note circulation of about 100 million guilders in a population of

about 3,300,000 souls. The amounts of silver legal tender coined were:*

1 840- so.

2>4-florin pieces 86,040,000 guilders.

I " " 35,380,000

yi " " 2,570,000

iSsi-Oo.

81,550,000 guilders.

30,450,000

10,910,000 "

Total 1 23,990,000 122,910,000

i:

THE BANK'S METALLIC RESERVE.

From 1842 to i860, silver coins to the v ilue of 98,600,000 guilders had

been exported to the Dutch East Indies, where the currency was regulated,

like that of the mother country, by the law of May 1, i8s4. Part of the coins

also lay in the Bank's cellars, but the figures necessary to ascertain the

amount of silver standard coins circulating in the Netherlands are not access-

* According to ' ^Jaarcij/rn, uitgfgevtn Joor Jf crntraU tomhw voor de italittick " (sutisticjl annual).

•7
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ibie. The amount must have been very considerable, and to it must be added

10,000,000 guilders' worth of muntbiljetten. It may be assumed that, includ-

ing bank notes and muntbiljetten, currency to the value of about 200,000,000

guilders was in circulation besides that held by the Bank.* About half of

the circulating medium consisted of bank notes, which is a very remarkable

sign of the popularity the bank notes had meanwhile been able to secure.

The vigilance which the Bank management exercised in retaining a suflFi-

cient metallic reserve against the notes in circulation, and the balances on

current accounts, did, undoubtedly, greatly contribute to this success.

The amounts of the different forms of currency were as follows, taking

the average of a period of ten years, according to final figures at the end of

each fiscal year (in millions of florins)

:

1815-24
1825-34
1835-44
1845- 34
1855-64

Account cur-
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Classifying the different periods according to the increasing amount of
capital, we find the following development:

YlAU.



CHAPTER IV.

i I

THE NETHERLANDS BANK, 1864 TO 1895.

'5

SECTION I.

NEW LEGAL STATUS OF THE BANK.

Origin of the Bank Act of December 22, 186^—Supplement to the Bank Act—
The Statute of 1864—Decree of April, 1864, prescribing the Reserve—
Decree of May 18, 1864, concerning Branch Banks and Agencies— The

Act ofJune 8, 1869, as to the Bank Building— The Act ofJuly 24, i8yi,

relating to the Government Collections—Law of May 25, 1880 {Service of

the Rykspostspaarbank : Government postal savings-bank)—Bank Act of

August y, 1888, amending the Act of 1863— The Statute of December 2j,

1888—Deduction of the Patent Tax in the calculation of the Net Profits—
Presidents of the Bank since 1864.

HE charter of the Netherlands Bank expired at the end of the

fiscal year 1863-64. There was considerable difference of

opinion as to whether a prolongation should be granted,

and, if so, with what changes of constitution. These dif-

ferences were freely ventilated in pamphlets and other

publications. The chief points of discussion were, whether

it should be a Government or a private bank, whether it should be central-

i 'ed or not, and whether it should be privileged or have free competition.

Violent animadversions on the Bank management as hitherto conducted

were not wanting. It was complained that the shareholders had received

very large profits, without rendering adequate services to the Government

in :eturn for their monopoly and other privileges. The Bank was reproached

with not having paid interest on the large Treasury deposits, with having

granted credit arbitrarily, and with not having met the public demands for

credit, by keeping the rate of interest ai an arbitrary figure. The non-
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establishment of the branch bank in Rotterdam, decreed in 1838. and '.he

non-existence of agencies and other offices in the provinces, were severely

censured.*

In Parliament the conflict was renewed. The Government had brought

in a bill on June 9, i86j, but it was not discussed at that session. On Sep-

tember 27, 1863, /. e., half a year before the expiration of the Bank's charter,

the bill was again introduced. The Government took the view that the mo-
nopoly of the Bank should continue under certain conditions, but that the

possibility of its dissolution should be kept in view. The parliamentary

debates, which began on November 13, 1863, reopened the whole range of

controversy. The Government was blamed for not having secured suffi-

cient service from the Bank. It was claimed that the Bank should undertake

without remuneration the business of the Treasury in the provinces, and

should also pay the interest of the public debt. The exemption of bank

notes from stamp duty, the long term for which the charter was granted,

and many other points, met with lively opposition.

i

I

THE GOVERNMENT'S RELATION TO THE BANK.

At last Parliament agreed to the law of December 22, 1863, which

brought important changes into the existing scheme of the Bank. Of all its

privileges, which had been reduced in 1838, but still existed to an important

extent, the Bank retained only the exemption of its notes from stamp duty

(Art. n. No. 4) and the privilege of issuing bank notes. The note mo-
nopoly of the Bank was canceled. Article one expressly states that the

establishment of other note banks and the circulation of foreign Bank notes

could be authorized by a special law. Such a law, however, has never been

framed. At the same time, measures were taken to make the bank more

dependent upon the Government. The threat that a bill for granting a license

to a rival note bank would be submitted to Parliament could be used to

exercise pressure on the Bank. Of course it depended upon Parliament

whether such a bill should become law. Under these circumstances, the

Bank had an important interest in acquiring and keeping the confidence of

Parliament by adopting a course of action favorable to the general interests

of the country. This was the best protection against rival institutions.

The Government had, moreover, assured more influence to itself in the

Bank management. The Government, i. e., the King, had to .sanction the

organization and the working of the branch bank and the agencies (Art. s.

No. s). The King, after hearing the board of directors, could order an

increase of capital without being bound, as in i8?8. to a maximum amount
(Art. 6, No. 2). For the investment of the reserves, besides the Dutch

public debt, only bonds of mortgage companies, approved by the King,

• A h«ndy statement of these views is given by C. V. Gerritsen in hit "ZV Nrderlamischt Hank, kaar vrrledrn rn

kaar Itkomsl " (The Netherlands Banli, its past and its future), Amsterdam, 1887, page 189.
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could be used (Art. 9). The Government had no longer to fix a maximum
note issue, but merely had to prescribe the proportion of the metallic reserve

held against the notes, bank assignations, and current deposit balances (Art.

16). The Oovernment also had the right to determine the form of the weekly

returns of the Bank.

With regard to the Bank management, the King had, as before, the right

of appointing the president and the secretary, and, for the first time, also the

directors. Later on, the King was to surrender the right to co-operate in

the appointment of directors (Art. 18). The Government, however, assured

to itself a lasting control over the Bank, and for this purpose a royal com-
missioner was appointed by the King. This commissioner was entitled to

be present at all meetings of shareholders or Bank commissioners, with con-

sulting, but not with voting power. When he demanded it, the board of

directof-s had to give him information as to the Bank's operations. The Bank

had to pay his salary (Art. 20).

Additional services were also required from the Bank. Not only had it to

exercise, as before, the functions of Treasury agent at Amsterdam, without

pay, but it might also be required to exercise gratis these functions at Rot-

terdam or at any other places where agencies were established. The Bank

was responsible for this work to the Minister of Finance, and had to render

account to the Algemeene Rekenkamer (General Audit Office). Moreover, the

Bank might be intrusted with the full Treasury service for the kingdom,

according to conditions fixea by law (Art. 10). The Bank was further

legally obliged gratuitously to assist in printing, issuing, and putting out of

circulation muntbiljetten as long as their total did not exceed 15,000,000

guilders, and the King had to settle in what manner this should be done.

The Government reserved to itself the right to pay in the one million

guilders by which the capital was to be increased, together with the cor-

responding augmentation of the reserve, and to receive for this 1000 shares,

which should be sold by public auction. The profit made on this transac-

tion was to go to the Treasury (Art. 22, No. 7). The Government, however,

did not secure for itself a share in the net profits. The Bank management
was to consist of aboard of directors, composed of a president, five directors,

and a secretary. The president and the secretary were to be appointed for

seven years by the King, according to a double nomination paper drawn
up by the directors and the commissioners. After the first selection, the

directors were no longer appointed by the King, but selected by the share-

holders from a triple nomination paper prepared by the directors and the

commissioners (Arts. 17 and 18). The election by the shareholders with

voting power presupposes the holding of a general meeting, something not

mentioned in any former decree. The Bank commissioners were retaified;

but while the decree of 1838 had ordered that a committee of fifty persons

holding the greatest number of shares should select six commissioners,

article nineteen of the law of 1863 required that fifteen commissioners should

be elected by the shareholders having voting power. The former orders

i'
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declaring what persons could be elected directors or commissioners were

not renewed in the new law.

EXTENSION OF THE BANK'S SPHERE.

The much-complained-of fact that in the first fifty years of its existence

the Bank had nowhere established agencies, not even the branch bank in

Rotterdam, led to more stringent orders (Art. s of the law of 1863). It was
declared that by January 1, 1865, at the latest, a branch bank should be estab-

lished in Rotterdam and agencies and correspondents in other places, in

every province there should be at least one agency. The number of cor-

respondents was to be decided by existing wants. The establishment and

sphere of action of the branch bank and the agencies needed the royal assent.

The operations of the Bank were limited* to discount business, loan

business, trade in the precious metals, and to the business of receiving

deposits. But in details the law allowed greater latitude than before (Art. 7).

The following kinds of paper could be discounted: (1) Bills of exchange

and other commercial papers with two or more trustworthy signatures.

The instruction that other commercial paper must be registered and issued

to order was not renewed; but it was added that the time of circulation of

such paper should not exceed that "usual in trade." (2) Bills of debt and

annuity bonds redeemable or payable in Holland within three months, bonds

of home or foreign governments, loans and certificates of private corpora-

tions or societies, always under joint guarantee of the discounter. This

second group of discountable papers were newly included.

Loans could be granted on: (i) Stocks. In place of the tedious restric-

tions of 1838 and i8s2, stocks were now designated as "public debts and

shares and bonds of private corporations and societies." Certain foreign

private stocks excluded in 1852 were thus admitted now. (2) Movables,

merchpndise, and commercial products. (3) Coins and bullion; the former

restrictions as to foreign coins being left out.

With regard to dealings in the precious metals, there is no radical change

to be mentioned.

Speaking of deposit accounts, it may be said that the metallic reserve of

their balances, which up to then had not been subject to any special instruc-

tions, was now to be fixed by royal decree, according to the suggestion of

the board of directors. Besides this, the Bank was empowered to take

charge of money and other valuables, according to conditions publicly

announced. Here the safe-deposit business is admitted as a new branch.

The granting of blank credits, the participation in commercial, industrial, or

other undertakings, the purchase or grant of loans on its own shares, the

purchase of stocks, goods, and merchandise, and the granting of loans on

real estate and ships, were forbidden as heretofore (Art. 8),

* Besides the ibove-inentioned services for the Treasury, ind for printing, issuing, and calling in of paper money
(muntbiljetton).

i
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The most important modification in the business of note issues was the

abohtion of the maximum fixed by the King, who had only to settle the

percentage of the metallic security on the recommendation of the directors

(Art. 16). The amount of the notes issued was no longer fixed by law,

only the minimum amount of twenty-five guilders had to be kept up (Art. 12).

The notes were payable at the branch bank and the agencies; the latter,

however, could delay payment until they had received the coin needed

from the central office. The notes remained exempt from stamp duty, and

were also receivable at the Treasury in payment of public dues (Art. 13).

Article fourteen of the law especially stated that lost or destroyed notes were

not to be redeemed by the Bank; formerly nothing was said on this point.

For the rest, the former regulations about bank notes were repeated.

The stringent orders concerning the establishment of a branch bank, of

agencies, and correspondentships caused the Bank to issue drafts from one

Bank office to the order of the other (Art. is). The King again settled the

metallic reserve for these in conformity with a statement of the board of

directors (Art. i6).

THE BANK'S CAPITAL AND RESERVE.

The minimum amount of the Bank capital was raised to sixteen million

guilders; a further increase could be ordered only by royal decree, after

hearing the board of directors (Art. 6). The formation of a surplus reserve

fund was not required. If the Bank wanted to set aside and invest any

reserves, only the Dutch public debt and bonds of the mortgage companies,

approved by the King, could be used for this purpose (Art. 9); while in

i8s2, also shares of the Bank had been available for this purpose.

On the score of publicity, the law ordered, in article twenty-one, that

every week a statement of the position of the Bank had to be published, in

a form sanctioned by the King.

Subject to these provisions, the Netherlands Bank was to be chartered for

another twenty-five years (from April i, 1864) as a bank of issue.

The law marked a considerable step in advance, but in several particu-

lars it still needed improvement. The necessary amendments were first sup-

plied in the statute of March }, 1864. These amendments, in the first place,

referred to the capital stock and the shares. The statute, in article three,

limited the increase of capital to twenty-four million guilders. The shares

were to be of 1000 guilders each, but could be split into half-shares in the

first issue. They were registered, and could be transferred only by a special

note entered in the shareholders' register (Arts. 4 and s).

The right of voting was also regulated by the statute (Art. 6); only

Dutchmen, registered as holders of five whole shares for six months, had

the right to vote; five shares entitled the holder to one, ten to two votes.

For every additional ten shares the holder had one vote more. The max-

imum number of votes of any one person was six.

\S '
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RULES OF MANAGEMENT.

Among the other amendments to the statute was article nineteen, which
allowed only Dutchmen enjoying full civil rights, and registered holders

of fifteen shares, to be elected directors. Article twenty-six prescribed that

at least fifteen commissioners had to be appointed for five years. Every

year, on July ist, three commissioners, who could be re-elected, had to

resign. The retiring members were designated first by lot, later on by

seniority. Every shareholder entitled to a vote, and in the enjoyment of

full civic rights, could become a commissioner (Art. 27). The commis-
sioners had to supervise the dealings of the directors and to examine the

annual accounts (Art. 28). They received traveling expenses and daily al-

lowances; and besides this, an annual salary and a share in the profits, if

these exceeded five per cent, of the capital. The share of the net profits

and the annual salary were divided between the commissioners according

to the number of meetings they had attended (Art. 30). The statute also

regulated the meetings of the directors together with the commissioners

(Arts. 32-34), and the general meetings of the shareholders entitled to vote

(Arts. 35-39)-

The division of the profits was not provided for in the law. According to

article forty-one of the statute, if the net profits should be less than five per

cent, of the capital the deficiency must be made up to five per cent, out

of the reserve, with the proviso that the reserve was not reduced below fifteen

per cent, of the capital. If the net profits should be higher than five per

cent., the surplus was to be divided as follows: ten per cent, placed to the

reserve fund, five per cent, paid to the directors, and one per cent, to the

commissioners; as to the balance, the general meeting decided whether a

dividend was to be paid, and how much above five per cent, should go to

the shareholders. The statute, it will be observed, declared that a reserve

was necessary, and article forty-two ordered that it must be brought up to

twenty-five per cent, of the capital. Further supplementary regulations

were added to the law of December 22, 1804, by several royal decrees.

On April 16, 1864, an order was issued concerning the metallic reserve

against the bank notes, assignations, and deposit account balances. Of the

total of these three amounts,, forty per cent, had to be covered by specie and

bullion. This was done in order to give the Bank a basis for extending its

operations. Furthermore, the board of directors, together with the com-

missioners, at a meeting on May 18, 1804, framed regulations for the estab-

lishment and sphere of action of the branch bank and the agencies. The

King sanctioned the same on June 4, 1864. immediately afterward, on June 8,

1864, a new decree was issued, by which the Bank was deprived of the free

use of the public buildings which it had hitherto occupied. The Bank

bought these buildings and enlarged them, so that the safe deposit business,

which had been permitted by law, could be commenced in 1869.
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COMPOUNDINr. FOR TRKASURY SF.RVICE.

The Bank charter of 1863 was altered in 1871. The Bank, according to

the law of December 22, 1863, article ten, might be intrusted with the entire

service of the Treasury. The Bank feared that by the operation of this order

it would lose its independence and some of its importance as a credit insti-

tution. The Government, on the other hand, desired to save expense. On
April 26-28, 1871, the Government and the Bank agreed that the former

should give up the above-mentioned right, and that the Bank in return

should pay 100,000 guilders every year as a compensation. The general

meeting on May 17, 1871, consented to this, and the law of July 24, 1871,

sanctioned the agreement.

The Bank acquired a new function by the law of May 2S, 1880. It was
intrusted with the duty of acting as cashier for the Rykspostspaarbank

(Government postal savings-bank) and with the keeping of the ca.<:h and

securities therein deposited. The duty was to be performed witliout pay

from April i, 1881.

THE LATEST EXTENSION OF THE CHARTER.

In the years preceding the expiration of the Bank's charter, dissensions

arose as to whether the existence of the Bank should be continued after

April 1, 1889, and under what conditions.

This time there was also a sentiment unfavorable to the Bank.* A radical

transformation, nevertheless, did not take place. The law of August 7, 1888,

differs from the law of December 22, 1863, in the following pomts: The
Bank is chartered only for the following fifteen years (from April i, 1889, till

March 31, 1904). The King and the Bank have equally the right to give

notice of opposition to a further continuation of the Bank's existence two
years before the expiration of this period; and in such a case the Bank, on
March 31, 1904, ceases to be a bank of issue. Should such a declaration

not be made, the charter is to be prolonged for another ten years.

The Government has, in this right of giving notice, a means of exer-

cising strong pressure on the Bank. The note privilege may thus be taken

or prolonged without any intervention on the part of Parliament. Another

strengthening of the Government's position is effected by article eighteen.

According to this article, the King has the power to suspend or to dismiss the

president and the secretary of the Bank on the recommendation of a meeting

of directors and commissioners. The King, however, cannot order an increase

of the Bank's capital (Art. 6). For this a law is always needed besides the

consent of the Bank. The reserve fund has no longer to be invested only

in bonds of mortgage companies sanctioned by the King (and in the Nether-

lands' public debt), but can be invested in all stocks which are approved of

* Gdriticn (pa(« 175) givft fiuthtr putUubn.
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by the board of directors and the commissioners, in accordance with the

rules laid down in the law itself (Art. q). The Bank has become indepen-

dent in both regards. New privileges have not been granted to the Bank

by this law, but the continuance of the former privileges (right of issuing

notes and exemption of the notes from stamp duty) is conditioned on
greater services in return. The Bank is obliged, according to article eleven^,

to iiKike advances to (he Government on current account at the ordinary

rate of interest and against a security in Treasury bills, should the Minister of

Finance consider this necessary for the temporary relief of the Treasury; but

these advances are not allowed to exceed five million guilders at any time.

This obligation becomes void when the disposable stock of bullion sinks be-

low ten million guilders. Furthermore, the Bank can by l.iw be forced

(Art. 7) to buy bullion offered for sale at mint prices, if the Ciovernment

should join a bimetallic union, and if in the coimtries beloiiLjin^' to the

unif)n the princip.il banks of issue should be obliged to do the s;iine. This

obligation refers to such standard metals as private persons are .likiwed to

have coined. The Bank is authorized (Art. 1 1 /') to make advances to the

Minister of l-inance on account current for redeeming muntbiljetten in

standard coin.

The capital entered in the Great Ledger as a guarantee for changing

muntbiljetten into standard coin serves as security for these advances. This

permission becomes void as soon as the Government decides to issue munt-

biljetten for more than fifteen million guilders. The obligation of the Bank to

assist in printing, issuing, and putting out of circulation muntbiljetten has

thus been supplemented.

The Government has also reserved to itself direct financial advantages.

The new shares needed for increasing the capital by four million guilders are

put at the disposal of the former shareholders in proportion to the shares

owned by them up to that time. They have to pay the nominal value and

a premium of twenty-five per cent, to the Government. Shares which

within three months after the date of this law have not been disposed of

will be publicly sold at the Exchange. If they should bring a higher price

than their nominal value, twenty-live per cent, of this is to be paid to the

Government; the balance of the premium goes to the reserve (Art. 26). if

the note privilege should not be renewed on March 11,1904, and the reserve

funds should amount on that date to more than on M.irch 31, i8Xq, half of

the surplus shall be paid to the Government and the other half to the Bank

(Art. 25).

The shareholders, in part, subscribed for 3,923, 12s guilders" worth of new
shares, for which, inclusive of the premium of twenty-five percent., 4,903,-

906.2s guilders were paid. A public subscription was opened for the remain-

ing 76,875 guilders, and brought 179,791.40 guilders. The total amount

paid was 5,083,697.65 guilders. Of this sum, the Government received one

million guilders, the Bank four millions, and 83,697.65 guilders went into

the reserve.

'<i
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More important is the fact tiiat the Government assured to itself, by article

twenty-two, a permanent share in the net profits of the Bank. This article re-

quires, in accordance with the statute of March }, 1864, that the net profits

may be brought up to five per cent, of the capital with the help of the

reserve. If the net profits, however, should exceed five per cent, of the

capital, five per cent, is to be paid to the shareholders and ten per cent, of

the surplus goes into the reserve. Of the then remaining balance, the Gov-
ernment and the Bank each receive one-half, until the share of the Bank,

outside of the increase of the reserve, reaches seven per cent, of the capital.

If after this a surplus should still remain, the Bank receives one-third and the

Government two-thirds. The Government has no claim to the share if

another bank is permitted to issue notes, or if the Government should decide

on issuing muntbiljetten for more than fifteen million guilders. These latter

regulations clearly show that the Government's share in the net profits was
considered the price for the Bank's note monopoly.

AN ENLARGED SPHERE OF OPERATIONS.

% I

I :

f H

The Bank's sphere of operations has been extended since 186; in return

for the services rendered to the Government (Arts. 7, 10, and 1 1 b). By ar-

ticle seven, No. 5, a new branch of business has been introduced, viz., the

buying and selling of bills of exchange and other commercial paper with

two or more trustworthy signatures, payable in foreign countries, and not

having a longer time of circulation than is usual in trade. The total amount
invested in papers payable in foreign countries is never for more than a

fortnight to exceed the disposable stock of bullion.

The other branches of business detailed in the law of 1863 are retained

by the Bank Act of 1888. Concerning discount business, however, instead

of "bills and other commercial papers," the phrase reads now, "bills, as-

signations, and orifcrbn'efjrs," /'. t'.. promissory notes.* At the same time, it

is ordered that these papers are to be admitted to circulation only if their

term does not exceed six months.

The law increases the Bank capital to twenty million guilders, and permits

further increase of the same by law. The formation of a reserve fund has

been made a legal requirement in the new article six /'. This fund is

destined to repair possible losses of capital, and must also be employed to

bring up the net profits to five per cent, of the capital.

The investment of the reserve fund has been facilitated. First of all, as

before, bonds of the Dutch Government are to be used. Besides these, not

only bonds of the mortgage companies, sanctioned by the King, but also

other obligations which can daily be negotiated at the Exchange of Amster-

* Article 208 of the Dutch Code of Commerce says: ' An orderbriefje (or promesse .-lan order) is a document dated and

signed, by which somebody promises to pay to the order of the receiver the sum staled within the same parish or somewhere

else, athis own place of residence or >t the other's domicile, with or without fixing cither term or acknowledging receipt of

the amount or the value in account.

"
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dam and other important European commercial towns, are legal forms of

investment. The list of these papers must be made up by the board of

directors and the commissioners. One-fifth ofthe capital, also, can be invested

in this way (Art. 9). The interest on these stocks is to be included in the

profits of the Bank (Art. 23 of the law, according to Art. 43 of the statute of

1864). The possible handing over of a part of the reserve fund to the Gov-
ernment on March 31, 1904, has already been mentioned.

MODIFIED METHODS OF MANAGEMENT.

Concerning the management of the Bank, but very little has been changed.

The first appointment of the five directors by the King provided for by the

law of December 22, 1863, has been abolished. There is a new provision

that the five directors can be dismissed by the shareholders entitled to vote,

at the request of the board of directors and the commissioners, and that the

King is entitled to dismiss the president and the secretary in the same man-
ner. The modification of the Bank Act of December 22, 1863, made another

amendment necessary. The general meeting of September 12, 1888, called

for this purpose, had no legal quorum. On October 1,1888, another gen-

eral meeting was held, at which the necessary modifications of and supple-

ments to the statute were adopted. These resolutions received the royal

assent on December 27, 1888.

This new statute resembles that of 1864 very closely. The following

innovations maybe considered as original: A statutory maximum for the

increase of capital is no longer prescribed. The shares can be split, when
issued for the first time, not only into half-shares, but also into shares repre-

senting a quarter or an eighth part of the value (Art. 3). The holder of a

corresponding number of parts of shares may receive half a share or a whole

one instead (Art. 4). The royal commissioner has, according to article thirty-

one, section three, the right to take part in the meetings called by the com-
missioners for the scrutiny of the balance-sheet.

The calculation of the Government's share in the net profits very soon

led to differences of opinion. The Bank reckoned the patent (trade) tax as

part of its expenses. Consequently, the Government's shaie in the profits

had to be calculated from the net profits exclusive of the trade tax. The
Government, however, held the opinion that the trade tax had to be borne

entirely by the shareholders—/. c, that the Government's share of the profits

was to be calculated Irom the profits ituiiisive of the tax. The Bank, since

1891, has had to follow this mode of calculation, so much more profitable

for the Government.

It should be stated that Dr. W. C. Mees was president of the Bank after

1864. He was replaced, on his death, by Dr. N. G. Pierson. After the latter,

on August 20, 1891, was appointed Minister of Finance, Dr. N. P. van den

Berg, up till then president of the Java Bank, was made president on Septem-

ber 2S, 1891. He still holds this position, so important to the Netherlands.
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SECTION II.

THE NETHERLANDS BANK, 1864 TO 1895.

ITS OPERATIONS.

Agencies and Correspondents—Exchange—Bank Assignations—Deposit Ac-
count Business— The Note System—Stock of Bullion—Dealings in the

Precious Metals—Safe Deposits—Working Capital—Advances to the

Government—Loans on Stock—Loans on Merchandise—Loans on Specie

and Bullion—Discount Policy—Reserves, Profits, and Dividends.

flNCE 1864, the operations of the Netherlands Bank have been

entirely public. Regular weekly returns of discounts, loans,

working capital, stock of bullion, notes in circulation, as-

signations, deposit account balances, etc., make a continu-

ous scrutiny possible. Besides this, from 1864, the Bank has

published yearly reports, in which detailed accounts are

given of the Bank's business. According to these reports* all the tables

belonging to Chapter II have been arranged.

In this period the Bank has entirely outgrown the restriction of business

to Amsterdam. With the help of agencies and correspondents, it has greatly

extended its sphere of action. At the end of 1864-6S, the Bank had twelve

agencies and fifty-six correspondents, besides the branch bank at Rotter-

dam. On March 31, 1868, the number of agencies was thirteen, on March

}\, 1893, fourteen, and on March 31, 1894, fifteen. Since 1890, besides these,

four other sub-agencies have existed, the number of which decreased in

1894-95 to three. The number of correspondents has grown more rapidly

still. Since 1867, three classes of correspondents have been formed, the

number of which has varied, as shown in the following table:

* The great kindneu of the Bank's president, Dr, N. P. van den Berg, enabled me to look over all the yearly nports.

Besides this, I am much indebted to Dr. N. P. van den Berg for other material.

V
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On
March )i.

1868

1869

1870
1871

1875

1879
1884
1885
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tions on correspondents of the first class might not exceed sooo guilders to

one person and on one day.

The effect of these facilities was at once perceptible, as the circulation

of assignations increased considerably. The total circulation (annual aver-

age) rose from 677 guilders in 1881-82, to 118,366 guilders in 1882-83. In

1894-95 it exceeded 900,000 guilders. The sums transmitted by assigna-

tions of the Bank or its offices also show the influence of the abolition of

the revenue stamp. Referring to the annual report of 1882-83, we find

that from April i to December 31, 1882, only 27,058 guilders have been so

paid, while from January i, 1883, to March 31, 1883, the amount was 35,-

072,997 guilders. If we add to this the receipts issued between April 1 and

December 31, 1882 (119,770,000 guilders), we find 154,900,000 guilders as

the grand total of assignations and receipts issued. The Bank offices issued

assignations as follows

:

I
Number of

Assignations Issued.

1883-84.... 12,170

1884-85.... 14,648

1885-86.... 16,538

1886-87.... 18,980

1887-88.... 20,525

1888-89.... 22,345

Amount in

Guilders.

158,190,000

169,170,000

169,900,000

190,390,000

206,500,000

21 1,700,000

Number of
Assignations Issued.

I 889-90. .

.

1890-91...

1891-92...

1892-93...

1893^4...

1894-95...

23,588

26,313

28, 582

29.232

31,271

33.8>6

Amount in

Guilders,

196,050,000

196,970,000

198,810,000

189,050,000

201.680,000

224,960,000

DEPOSIT ACCOUNT BALANCES.

This whole movement clearly proves how unwise tax legislation may
interfere with trade. From the figures given, it will be seen that not only

commerce, but the Treasury also, was benefited by the change. Bank as-

signations do not count as a general and stable currency, since their term of

circulation is very short. In a small measure, however, they help to lessen

the need for metallic currency. The same can be said of the deposit account

business, the development of which is shown in the following table:
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This table shows the remarkable fact that since 1864-6S the deposit ac-

count business has not increased, but rather has had a tendency to diminish.

The totals of the single years were highest in the first five decades of the

Bank's existence; in 1862-6^ with 48,680,000 guilders. In 1874-7S and

187S-76 only, this amount was exceeded, with 1^2,300,000 and s6,200,uoo

guilders respectively; otherwise the balance always remained below forty

million guilders. The annual average figures are highest in 1874-7!^, 187s-

76, and 1876-77, with 40,700,000, 40.400,000, and 4^,900,000 guilders re-

spectively. Later, they are always lower than in 1874-7S. The great

changes from year to year are also remarkable. The reason for both must

be found in the fact that private individuals did not open deposit accounts,

and therefore the elements of an equalization or of steady development

were wanting. It was the money of public departments, and especially

that of the Government, which was transferred to the Bank's current ac-

counts. From 1 88q-t)o the amount of the Government balance on deposit

is separately stated in the reports. We see from this that the Government

balances are, as a rule, higher than any other. Only in 1891-92 and 1894-9=;

were they lower. The great tluctuations are principally caused by the bal-

ances of the Government. The following figures show some of these: the

balance of the Government falling from 24,400,000 guilders on September

27, 1870, t09i,s69 guilders November 26, 1890, and from 16, 100,000 guilders

on June 22, 1891, to 362,924 guilders on November 16, 1891. These fluc-

tuations make the use of the uncovered sixty percent, of the deposit balances

difficult for the Bank. For the benefit of the Government, the most impor-

tant depositor, the arrangement was made in 1883-84 that the Treasurv

agents, at places where Bank offices exist, might deposit under certain con-

ditions their superfluous funds with these Bank offices; but this did not

cause a steadier movement of the deposit business.

I S

CHARGKS ON PRIVATF. DEPOSITS.

The public at large was deterred by many causes from opening accounts.

First, it was very cumbersome that deposit accounts could be opened onlv

in Amsterdam and at the branch bank in Rotterdam. It is true that the holders

of such an account, if they lived in a district of a Bank otifice outside of

Amsterdam or Rotterdam, could pay and dispose of money at the office;

but this was only a makeshift, since the account was not kept there.

On January i. 1889, the opening of deposit accounts was allowed to the

Bank offices, but not to the correspondents. An application in writing is

sufficient for this purpose. One can also have independent deposit accounts

at several Bank offices. Payments must be made by the customer himself,

or by another party for his account, either in cash or in stocks or other

paper payable at the Bank offices. For account-holders, the Bank also

undertakes to cash securities not payable at its offices. Notwithstanding these

facilities, the account deposits of private individuals did not greatlyincrea.se.
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This may be explained by the fact that the Bank not only paid no interest

for the deposited money, but claimed a commission for handling it. On all

p;iyments, one-half per cent, commission has to be paid. No commission

was charged by the Bank either on entering to the credit of the depositor,

on transfers from the account of someone else, or on amounts the depositor

had to claim from the Bank from discounts on loans. For cashing drafts not

payable at the Bank, a collection fee of one-half per cent, is charged, which

must amount to at least five cents for a coupon and to twenty-five cents for

any other security. If the paper to be cashed is not payable at the place

where the account is kept, an extra fee {plaatsver/ies) is charged according to a

fixed tariff. Drafts payable in Amsterdam and Rotterdam only are free of

plaatsverlies. One can dispose, without charge, of the balance, if the dis-

posal is made by a transfer to the office where the account is kept, or by

demanding the transfer to be made to another depositor. A commission of

one-tenth of one per cent., at least ten cents per draft, has to be paid if one

draws by other means than bank assignations on the office keeping the

account, and a commission of one-eighth per cent, (at least 1.5 guilders, is

charged for a transfer by wire in favor of the account of another person.

Since January i, 1889, it has been permissible to have a debit balance on

one's account as a depositor; i. e., one may receive cash advances on current

account against security. For the debit balance, interest must be paid. On
making transfers to cover the debit balance, the usual commission on pay-

ments (one-half per cent.) has to be paid. At this commission many
merchants took umbrage, and since April 1, 1894, the commission on pay-

ments to cover debit balances has been abolished. It has already been

mentioned that the Bank was obliged by law of August 7, 1888, article

eleven, to make cash advances to the Government on current account on its

depositing Treasury bills as security. This privilege has not been much
used. The annual average has been as follows:

1889-90 553.417 guilders.

1890-91 676,20s
1891-92 1,051,399

1892-93 1,270,923 guilders.

1893-94 1-523.342

'894-95 1. •219,345

THE VOLUME OF NOTE ISSUES.

The following table shows the development which has taken place in

that most important branch of the Bank's business—the issue of notes:
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By the law of December 23, 1863, the Bank had been freed from the

restriction concerning a maximum note issue. The decree of April 16, 1864,

required that the Bank had only to take care that forty per cent, of the total

amount of bank notes, bank assignations, and account current balances had a

metallic security. For the rest, it could t xpand the note issue according to

its requirements. But the demand for bank notes did not depend upon the

Bank in this matter; it had to submit to commercial conditions, and especially

to the demand for paper currency by the people.

It was impossible, of course, to exceed these limits permanently, as the

notes could be presented at any time to be exchanged for coin at the Bank

offices, and the surplus of notes issued could flow back to the Bank. The
credit of the Bank, which could be kept up only by a continuous mainte-

nance of its payments, was the basis of the steady circulation of its notes.

There was never any arrest of the process of redemption, and when, after

the outbreak of the Franco-German War in 1870, an increased return flow of

notes took place at several oftkes, the payments went on without interruption

and the temporary anxiety soon passed.

During several years the general condition of trade was very propitious

for the circulation of bank notes, the volume of which, with a few exceptions,

since 1864, shows a steady upward movement. We find, for instance, an

increased note circulation in i868-6q and 1871-72, because the public kept

the money, in order to have it ready at their disposal. The periods of

increased demand for credit also promote the circulation of bank notes.

More important still are the circumstances which permanently favored this

circulation. As such we must first mention the creation of many cashing

offices by the establishment of the Bank agencies and sub-agencies. The

Bank reports lay stress on the fact that the branch offices did a great deal to

increase the note circulation. The small use made of cheques* in Holland

also served the same purpose. Then we must take the monetary system

into consideration, and together with this, the Bank's extensive trade in the

precious metals, payments for which were always made in notes,

THE aUESTION OF A MONETARY STANDARD.

•, 4'

The monetary system requires a further brief survey. Since the monetary

law of November 26, 1847, ^ind the law of April 28, i8s2, the currency of

Hollandf consisted of silver coins and muntbiljetten. The muntbiljetten could

be issued only up to ten million guilders, and thus could not injure the note

circulation. The silver coins also helped to bring into favor the more con-

venient and handier bank notes. These advantageous conditions remained

operative during the sixties and in the beginning of the seventies. The
price of silver in London fluctuated but little, and therefore the exchange

* Only in large commfrcial towns are cheques coming into greater favor.

t Hesides small coin and banli notes.
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rate of Amsterdam on London did not chanj^e much. According to an

official statement of the Dutch (jovernment published in 1H7S, we (ind the

following conditions:

YlAM.
London Sll-

' v»r I'rlcr

Prr Ounce,

1861

1S(12

iXo.i

1 8(1:,

1 86b

MNCI,

601^
6l;V«

61

61

A

I AmRlrrdam

Silver Ratin. i

^***» "'' *"
I

thitnKi^ on
l.ondiin, €1

Yhari.
London Sit-

I

ver Prkf
;l*rr Ountf.

I :is.lb

IMS. 38

1:1s. 3S

I MS. 46

IMS.4«

nuan»>.

Il.cSt)

11.7(1

11.7c)'

11.82

ll.8s»

ii.8o»

1867
I l8(i8

J186Q
I 1870

1871

60 ,1,

60 >i

60;;;

Silver Rallu.

AtnfttrriUm
Kale iif K«-
ch.mKe un

I iiniltm, i'l

1 MS.S7
I MS.<H)

1 MS.bO
I MS. St)

I MS.Sq

OIIIIDIM.

M.Sh»
1 1. go'
I I.qq'

11.87

I l.qo'

The increasing production of silver and Germany's endeavor to adopt the

gold standard caused great alarm in Holland. The Netherlands Bank declared

in the winter of 1871-72, on a Government inquiry, that Holland would

probably be compelled to adopt the gold standard as a result of the (jcrman

currency reform.*

The Government, on October }0, 1872, appointed a committee of five

members—of which the then Bank president, Dr. W, C. Mees, was one—to

examine the question. The committee,! in 1872, issued a report pronoun-

cing the transition to a gold standard to be indispensable for Holland, in

case Germany should make it. The coining of gold ten-guilder pieces (of

6.0966 grammes fine gold) was recommended as a temporary measure.

Several years, nevertheless, elapsed before the Government and Parliament

could come to an agreement with regard to this highly drastic measure.

The depreciation of silver, and consequently the advance of the rate of

exchange, progressed. The monthly average of the Amsterdam rate of

exchange on London, per pound sterling, was as follows:

In January. 1872 11.8s' guilders. In Oct., 1872 12.08 guilders.

Nov., " 12.10

Dec, " 12.0s

January, 1873 1 1.98 "

Feb., "
1 2.02 "

March, " 12.04° "

April, " 12. o^ "

May, " 12.02

In Holland, no one had seriously to fear the depreciation of the silver

» Report for i87)-74, page ii.

t The Amsterdam University Library has placed at my disposal the committee's detailed report, cont.iinin); excellent

material tor examining the state of all'airs. Schimmel, page 232 et sfq., and Gerritsen, page 82, also give a lengthy de-

scription of the history of the Putch currency reform.

February,
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standard coins, more than 140 million guilders' worth of which had been

struck. The Government was therefore empowered by the law of May 21,

1873, to restrict the silver coinage till November i, 1873, or to stop it en-

tirely. In pursuance of a royal decree of May 27, 187?, silver coinage was
discontinued until August i, 1873. The term was further prolonged till

November i, 1873, and by the law of October 26, 1873, till February i, 1874;

still later, May 1, 1874, was fixed as the term. All this time the Bank had

many difficulties to overcome from not being allowed to strike either silver

or gold coins. Neither the Government nor Parliament made haste with

the currency reform. The committee above mentioned had already, on

June 26, 1873, recommended the adoption of the gold standard. It was on

October 28, 1873, that a bill to this effect was first submitted to Parliament,

and on March 2, 1874, the second chamber came to a decision in the matter.

Parliament considered it advantageous for the present to stick to the silver

standard, and the bill was withdrawn.

After May i, 1874, silver coinage was allowed again; but on December

3, 1874, a new law was promulgated forbidding silver coinage until July i,

187=5 ; and to put this law into execution the royal decrees of December 1 1,

1874, and of March 16, 1875, again prohibited silver coinage, without, how-
ever, permitting gold coinage.

The London price of silver, which, from 1861 to 1870, had stood at an

average of 6o^|d. per ounce, meanwhile fell more and more, and in May,

1871, stood at 55/^d. The state of the Dutch currency had become un-

bearable. Experts, and among them the Netherlands Bank, were of this

opinion. On April 17, 1873, the Government submitted a bill to Parliament,

which, in spite of much opposition, was passed with but few amendments.

This law of June 6, 187s, only aimed at a provisional regulation, as it had

to be revised before January, 1877 (Art. 7). According to article one, the

gold ten-florin piece was added to the silver standard coins, as defined by

the law of November 26, 1847.

The new gold standard coin weighed 6.72 grammes, and contained

6.048 grammes fine gold; the standard fineness was thus nine-tenths (Arts. 2

and 3). Everybody was free to have gold ten-guilder pieces struck (Art. 3)

;

the coinage of silver standard coins until January 1 1877, could be doite

only for account of the State (Art. 7).

On May 9, 1876, a new bill was submitted to Parliament for finally in-

troducing a gold standard, but it was never passed. The prohibition of

free silver coinage was, however, extended till January i, 1878, by the Act of

December 30, 1876, and by the Act of December 9, 1877, for an unlimited

period until further decision.

COIN FOR CIRCULATION AND EXPORT.

Further legislative measures were not taken before April 27, 1884, al-

though the dangers of the unsettled condition of the currency became every
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day more evident by the continuous depreciation of silver. The Minister of

Finance was empowered to recoin twenty-five million guilders into rycks-

daelders (2>4 guilders each), and to sell them for bar silver. At the same
time, the Government was permitted to issue a further five million guilders

in muntbiljetten. The competition which the new muntbiljetten presented

to the bank notes was of no apparent consequence, as the tables of bank

note circulation do not show any decrease after 1884. The adoption of gold

coins (187s) might have affected the note circulation. The coinage, which

to a very great extent was done for account of the Bank, was. however,

not so extensive as to displace the notes to any extent as a circulating

medium. The gold coinage was as follows: 187s, 41, 100,000 guilders; 1876,

15,800,000 guilders; 1877, 1 1,080,000 guilders; 1879, 5,810,000 guilders;

1880, 500,000 guilders. Total, 74,300,000 guilders.

From 1881 to 1890, 4,030,000 guilders were coined, and from 1891 to

1894, none. The entire gold coinage has been 78,330,000 guilders. Gold

coins were exported to the colonies and sent abroad (according to the

"Jaarcijfers"), as follows: In 1875-80, 1,676, 590 guilders; 1881-90,48,998,-

220 guilders; 1891-94, 15,050 guilders. Total, 50,689,860 guilders.

From abroad and froin the colonies, 19,941,000 guilders were returned

between 1875 and 1894. On the whole, 30,748,860 guilders were sent

abroad and to the colonies up to 1894; 78,330,000 guilders only having

been minted, not more than 47,580,000 remained in Holland in 1894. A
great amount was constantly kept in the coffers of the Netherlands Bank.

The following table, taken from the Bank's reports, gives the changes in the

reserve

:

Gold and Silver Coins in Hc'laud {in Thousands of Guilders).
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The total amount of currency in Holland, outside of the Netherlands Bank,

according to the "Jaarcijfers," was as follows (in thousands of guilders)

:

On Jinuary i

.

1866

I87I

1876
1881

1882

1883

1884

1885
1886

1887
1888

1889

1890
1891

1892

1893

1894

1895

Silver Coin.

90.799
93. I I I

89.919

70.758
68.442
67.202

67.746
65.505

63.499
62.238

61.715

60.337
60.985
60. 544
57-649

53-995
58.153
58.888

Gold Coin.
Total of

Gold and Silver

Coin.

16.428

31.921

31.871
30.066
28.330
27.114

24-395
24.204
24.098

24-437
24. 366

24.255
24.056

23-773
23-594
23.671

90.799
93.111

106.347
102.679

100.313

97.268
96.076
92.619

87.894
86.442

85.803

84.774
85.351

84.799
81.704

77.768
81.747
82.559

Muntblljetten
(Paper money).

8.270

7-977
6.980
6.525

7.927
9.669
9.672

9.837
9.762
14.071

12.283

11.737

11.577
14.486

14-750

13.960

'4-347

14-534

Bank Notes.

107.137

147.844
189.228

197.975
195.545
189.139
190.040

196.712

197- 34

»

213. 130
200.608

207.233
213.810
204.940 I

203.288 I

197-547
I

201.809
I

202.943
j

Toul.

206.206

248.932
302.555

307.179
303.785
296.076
295.788
299. 1 68

294-997
313.643
299.244
303.744
310.738
303.22 s

2qQ.743
289.275

297.903
300.036

According to these figures, the coin circulation shows a tendency to de-

crease after 1876. On January 1, 1885, the total amount of coin in circula-

tion very nearly tallied with the total of 1871. Since that year the amount

has decreased very considerably. The total of gold coins circulating out-

side of the Bank has, since 1886, remained very stable, probably because

there was but little gold coinage from 1881, and later on it was stopped

entirely, in this way, trade had at its disposal as metallic currency a small

amount of gold coins and a greater amount of silver coins, which were

steadily losing value. Paper money existed only in veiy small amounts.

Consequently, nothing remained but to fill the void with bank notes.

THE NOTE CIRCULATION.

This, evidently, has been done to a great extent. Of the whole amount

of the circulating medium on January 1st, bank notes represented the follow-

ing value:

1866 about 52 per cent. 1886 about 67 per cent.

1871 " 59 " 1891 " 67.6 "

1876 " 62 " 1895 " 67.6 "

i88i " 64

In the beginning of our period, about half, and at the end of it, more than
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two-thirds, of the entire volume of the currency was furnished by bank notes.

This increasing employment of notes was facilitated by the minimum de-

nomination of the notes being very small. Trade principally demanded
small notes, although it was more convenient for the Bank to issue large

ones. The Bank issued and still issues notes of 25, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200,

300, soo, and 1000 guilders each. Bank notes for 500 guilders and 80 guild-

ers are not much liked, and are very little used, while notes for 60, 40, and

especially for 25 guilders, have become very popular.

The following table, based upon the yearly reports of the Netherlands

Bank, gives a statement of the amount and number of notes of each denom-
ination outstanding on March _3ist, for a series of years:

i

m
'»«
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This shows clearly how much more the small notes have been used than

the larger. The number of 25-guilder notes is especially large. The amount
of notes in circulation for soo, ^00, 200, and 80 guilders has decreased as

compared with 1864. The others have increased. The figures for 1864 and

1895 show the following proportion

:

1864. i89<;.

100 186 for notes of 1000 guilders each.

100 212 " " 100 " "

100 337 " " 60

100 376 " " 40

100 456 " " 25

It is significant that the increase grows in proportion to the smaller value

represented by the notes. The Bank reports for 1864-65 and 1865-66 call

bank notes from 1000 to 100 guilders large notes, and the others small ones.

Adopting the same system for later years, we find the following movement:

Bank Note Circulation in Groups, according to their lvalue.

On March 31.

1864
l8bS

1800

1867
1808

186Q
1870
1871

1872

187?

.874
187s
187b

1877
1878

187Q
1880
1881

1883

188;

1884
1885
:
,"^8';

i.j:.

i8o^
I s.--

l»Q4.

i8qv

Bank Notes of 1000-100 Guilders Each.

Number
of Notes.

38^,222
?72,46S
182,102

399,44S
423,004
458,666
416,8?o

481,959
534,888
536,028
5'iQ,852

S73,224
604,685

627,944
611,007
586,806
61 5,202

615,07s

587,849

597,339
598,865
606,538
629, 1

70

625,443
615,777
643,474
679,934
656,270
616,926
635,581

614,804
614,101

Value in

Guilders.

85,855,600
81,596,800

75,585,200
80,986,600

84,152,500
96,655,900
87,115,470
103,126,900

128,041,800
106,010,000
1 16,674,800

114,942,700
132,91 1,200

i55,-!78,Soo

156,754,000
120,1 14,700

155,284,700
150,204,500
128,221,000
1 18,584,200

118,988,100
122,720,800

135,115,600
129,410,500
126,658,200

136,425,500
136,735,300
126,143,000

123,200,090
135,116,400
125,251,900
128,861,600

Per Cent, of
the Total
Value.

81.5

78.94

7391
72.88

7'77
723
69.03

70.27

7362
68.25

69. 33

68.15

69.42
70.96

7'.';9

69-17

71.^5

69-50

67-63
60. qO

66. 50

66.14

67-23
66.53

65.48

65.75

65-S9

64.79
65.14
64.08
62.61

63.27

Bank Notes of 8o-2s Guilders Each.

Number
of Notes.

510,086

569,556
700,932

784,957
862,521

958,088

1,013,257
1,121,681

1,192,634

1,284,445

1,545,468

1,401.304

1,408,462

1,417.235

1,405,044

1,582,409

1,406,747
1,480,081

1,475,000
1,^27,125

1,585,409

1,654,359

1,721,095

1,736,514

1,794,624
1,833,017

1,028,792

1,856,500

1,796,280
1,870, --64

2,046,810

2,057,653

Value in

Guilders.

19,446,560
21,715,125
26,676,275

30,144,335
55,093,400
57,022,180

39,078,420
45,212,570

45,904,415
49,512,150
51,615,500

55,719,980

54, 1 56,040
14,581,790

54,262,640

53,554,080
54,322,245

57.155,675
56,560,410

58,522,055
60,525,760
62,815,590
64,898,090
05,171,285

66,777,590
67,045,285
71,724,230
08,538,405
65,924,110
68,355, 5S5

74,797,070
74,821,245

Per Cent,
of the
Total
Value.

18.5

21.06

26.09

27. 12

28.25

27.70

30.97
20.71
26.58

3175
50.67
51.85

50.58

29.04
28.41

50.85

28.05

50.50

32.73

3304
33-70
55.86

32.77
33.48

34-52

33-25

34-4'
35-21

34-86
35-32

37-39

36.73
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According to this table, the absolute number of large bank notes reached

its maximum in 1890; but the total amount has increased in comparison

with the sixties in spite of several recessions. The figures for 1864 and 1895

are as 100: 160. The respective importance of these notes has, nevertheless,

been diminishing. The value of large notes in 1864 was 81.5 per cent, of

all circulating bank notes, and in 189s only 63.27 per cent. The total num-
ber of small notes issued has risen from 1864 to 1895 in the proportion of

100:403. Their respective value in proportion to the total has at the same

time also increased from 18.5 per cent, to 36.73 per cent. ; /. e., it has been

doubled.

Bank bills, bank assignations, and deposit account balances must be

covered by coin and bullion to the extent of 40 per cent. The Bank has al-

ways followed this rule, as is shown by the following table:

Total Metallic Security
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power, certainly went down considerably on some days. The smallest

figures are

:

On November 3, 1864 16,620,000 guilders.

" July 7, 1866 13,100,000
"

" November 13, 1869 12,000,000
"

" August 6, 1870 10,600,000
"

" November 13, 1873 14,900,000
"

" January 6, 1883 16,800,000
"

" November 22, 1890 14,^00,000
"

These minimum figures all coincide with critical times. But even in

such times the available power of the Bank was still great enough not only

to exclude any fears, but also to make possible the liberal allowance of

credit.

DEALINGS IN BULLION.

The development of the trade in the precious metals exercised great

influence on the Bank's metallic funds. This trade is altogether remarkable.

The period of thirty years in question has the closest connections with the

development of the currency reform, and may be divided into a silver and a

gold era. The silver era ended in 1874-75, if we leave aside a later sale in

1676-77. The gold era commenced with the year 1871-72. Prior to this,

very small quantities only were bought or sold, as the table on opposite

page will show.

We have already seen that the Bank, after 1852, bought fine silver at a

price of 104.65 guilders per kilogramme. This price, rendered possible by

reducing the seigniorage in favor of the Bank, kept at an unvarying figure

until the silver purchases had been entirely stopped. A more elastic price

would have been more favorable to the Bank. It might often have bought

silver at a lower price if it had entered the silver market on the footing of

other purchasers.

The Bank principally tried to hinder the export of Dutch coin at the time

of an increase in exchange, whereby Holland would have lost the coining

charges. Nearly all silver coming to Holland flowed into the Bank. For

one kilogramme fine silver in coin, 104.82 guilders were paid by the mint,

but the interest for the time of coining was lost. Gerritsen (page 138) cal-

culates this loss of interest at o. 18 guilders, so that private individuals obtained

only 104.64 guilders for one kilogramme fine silver if they gave it to the

mint to be coined. At the Bank, one received 104.65 guilders without

having to submit to any loss of time; consequently, it was more advanta-

geous to sell the silver to the Bank. The result was that most of the coin-

ing was done for the Bank's account. It could thereby prevent unnecessary

coinage, and keep the rest of the purchased silver in the shape of bars and

foreign coin. In case of a rise in the rate of exchange, there was thus always

a reserve of silver in bars and foreign coin ready for export. This fact gen-
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Years.

1864-6S
1 8os-(36

1 800-67
1807-68
1808-OQ
1 800-70
1870-71
1871-72
.872-73
1873-74
•874-7''

i87'i-70

1876-77
1877-78
.878-79
1879-80
1880-81
1881-82
1882-8;

1883-84
1884-8=;

i88i-86
1880-87
1887-88
1888-89
1889-90
I 890-q

1

1 89 1 -92
1892-9;
i8q;-94

1894-95

FiNR Silver, in Kilogrammes,

Bought.

228,260

61,80;

JSS.OIS
86,268

2S6,8l7

99,77'

449,775
45i,4s8

62

Sold. Coined.

SI,665
i4;,oso

53,745
10,647

7',477
i;';,i22

44,982
IS0,679

229,744

'8,774

67

22,056

128,748

91,080
90,819

"4,559
105, ;28

"4,450
158,0^4

211,750
346,28;

4,772
239,363

FiNi Gold, in Kilogrammis,

Bought.

64

'>7'3

I.

'7i277

17,406

50

9,389
1,967
802

483
21,193

',257

3,247
9,678

'3,759

'7,455

'7,4^9
8,798
6,1 16

8,08;

3,7"
10,014

3,786

6>3

'4,357

4,005

Sold.

04
941

771.2

5-4

37
0.61

152

46
2,240

483
13,676

3,169

2,791

20,493
6,840
4,120
16,488.5

10,890
811

'3,776

7,859
5,233
6,541

14,390

11,458

738
6,025

4,402

Coinml,

32 930

87

erally confined the fluctuations of the exchange rate within narrow limits.

The Bank itself had the advantage of being paid 104.70 guilders per kilo-

gramme fine silver when sent for coining, and it could sell at a higher price

in case of greater demand for silver. On the whole, the price did not

exceed 105.82 guilders, as it was more advantageous for the merchants to

export Dutch coin when its value rose above the sum stated. it was only

when an increasing discount rate and increasing silver prices abroad coin-

cided that the price for selling was raised above this limit. In the autumn

of i86> for instance, the sale price at times was 106.0s guilders.

The great sales of silver in 1866-67 and i868-6q must be traced to the

fact that the exchange rate on London, in consequence of the distrust of

English stocks, had gone down so considerably as to make an importation of

silver profitable.

SILVER PURCHASES AND COINAGE.

The amounts of silver purchased by the Bank were especially large in

1870-71 and 1871-72. This was caused by the payment of the French war
indemnity to Germany. Very little more than 500 million francs were paid

m

45

nM\
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private individuals had gold coined, they received i6'»^44 guilders.* less the

coining charge of ij.ss.=^ 1647.89 guilders for one kilogramme. In many cases

this was preferred, and the Bank therefore raised the price it paid in 1879 to

1647 guilders, and in 1881 to 1648 guilders. This higher price sent nearly all

imported gold into the Bank, so that coining for private individuals ceased.

The Bank could regulate the gold coinage, and found therein a means to

keep a large amount of bank notes in circulation. The purchase price has

been kept, since 1881, at 1648 guilders. But for English sovereigns the price

was raised on May 24, 1887, to 1650 guilders. Bar gold the Bank sold, and

sells still, at ib^jguilders. Whoever wants to buy gold for export, therefore,

gets it 0.44 guilder per kilogramme cheaper than Dutch coin. The Bank itself

sells for five guilders per kilogramme above cost price. In the Bank report of

1875-76 it was stated that the gold trade would yield less profit than the

silver trade. This has proved correct in the main. In 187S-76, the profit

was higher than ever before or since. That was caused by the uncertainty of

monetary matters in 1873-74, when large sums were written off from the

Bank's metallic stock, while, according to the monetary law ofJune 6, 187'j,

a higher valuation was possible.

%.

'i-t

•
''<

THE SAFE DEPOSIT BUSINESS.

In 1869 a new branch of business was established, namely, the safe de-

posit business. It had already been authorized in the law of December 22,

1861, but only after the Bank building had been finished, in 1869, could the

Bank begin this new business—limited in the beginning to "closed de-

posits," i. e., to taking charge of sealed parcels of a maximum weight of 50

kilogrammes and not larger than 0.7 metre high, 0.7 metre long, and 0.5

metre broad. Since December i, 1888, there have been aumitted "open

deposits" also; /.£'., stocks loose or unpacked. At the same time, the Bank

undertook to hand over the interest and dividend warrants and the stock

certificates to the depositor or to his attorney, but not oftener than four times

a year. Since March i, 1887, the depositor can have the coupons of the de-

posited stocks cashed through the medium of the Bank. In this case the

depositor receives the net amount of the coupon, less a commission of one-

fourth per cent, in an assignation to his order. The Bank also communi-
cates to the depositor, but without liability, when some of his stocks have

been drawn. In 1890, this was amended so that the depositor who intrusted

the Bank with the cashing could pay the full amount of the coupons into his

account.

The Bank charges a fee for keeping deposits, and in August. 188s, this

fee was reduced as follows: For every 1000 guilders in closed deposits: for

the half year, 0.25 guilder (at least 2. so guilders payable in advance);

for a month, for the first time, 0.05 guilder (at least one guilder payable in

7 ji

* 1653.44 guilders are struck from one kilogramme of gold.
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advance); for every following month, 0.05 guilder (at least i.;o guilders

payable in advance).

For open deposits the following fees must be paid in advance, for every

1000 guilders: Per year, 0.75 guilder (at least 7. so guilders); per half year,

0.30 guilder (at least s. 00 guilders).

In the beginning, only the Bank in Amsterdam took charge of such de-

posits. In 1881 the Rotterdam branch bank also was allowed to take closed

and open deposits. Further, the Bank agents also were authorized to receive

stocks in loose parcels and to send them up to the central bank. Since

October i, 1890, closed deposits can also be placed with the agency at the

Hague.

The following table shows the development of the safe deposit business

;

9 s
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Comment on these figures is superfluous. They show that the safe de-

posit business of the Bank quicltly developed into great importance; that the

increase in the amount of closed deposits has only occasionally stopped, and

that the open deposits have increased without intermission.

THE DISCOUNT BUSINESS.

The statements made so far relate only to the passive business of the

Netherlands Bank, the advances on current account alone belonging to the

active business. Under the latter head come discounts, loans on mer-

chandise, stocks, and coin; and since 1889, the advances to the Govern-

ment. The capital employed in the active business is called opereerend

hapitaal—/. e., working capital—in the B.iiik reports. The movement of

this working capital shows to what extern the Fank has met the wants of

trade, in the following table we may trace its development;

Years.

1864-65

186S-06
1806-67
1867-68
1808-69
186Q-7O
1870-71
1871-72
1872-7-)

187^-74
1874-7S
187,-70
1870-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80
1880-81
1881-82
1882-8-!

i88-!-84

1884-85

188S-86
1880-87
1887-88
1888-89
1 880-90
1890-91

1 89 1 -92
1892-93
l8q^-Q4
1 894-9

S

Maximum.

Date.

Nov.
Dec.

June
Jan.

Dec.

Nov.
Aug.
May
Jan.

Nov.

Jan.

May
Jan.

Jan.

Nov.
May
Jan.

Nov.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

May
Jan,

Jan.

Nov.

Jan.

Nov.
May
Nov.
May
Jan.

1864.

1865.

1866.

1868.

1868.

1869.

1870.

1871.

1873.

1S7V
1875.

1875.

1877.

1878.

1878.

1879.

1881.

1881.

1883.

1884.

lS8s.

l8Ss.

1887.

1888.

1888.

1890.

1890.

1801.

:8q2.

i8qi.

189-;

Guilders.

86,768,122

95,000,358
89,170,258

80,338,772
80,598,759
100,080,710

"9.6,7>470
9i,978,-,8i

1 18,100,010

12^,47=5.787

117,130,050
117,480,078

105,304,041
1 14,420,000
i37,o-,8,8i8

1 i8,';7!;,O40

90,720, v,o

122,801,042

123,133,724
104, -,00,718

1 15,43s, 500
104,751, :;27

03,012,098

108,483,330

104,974, 341

133,512,278

140,040,430
1 17,409,190

100,070,074

100,570,014

104,055,875

Minimum.

Mar.

June
Mar.

Aug.
Oct.

April

April

Mar.

April

Mar.

Sept.

Sept.

Mar.

Aug.
April

Mar.

Aug.
April

Mar.

June
Sept.

Mar.

Sept.

Aug.
Sept.

April

Mar.

Sept.

Sept.

Mar.

Oct.

Date.
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very clearly. On November 12, 1873, the discount rate was six and a half

per cent. The working capital rose on the same date to 125,500,000

guilders; an amount which had been reached for the first time, and later

on has been surpassed only three times, namely, on November 7, 1878, on

January 3, 1890, and on November 21, 1890. In 1870 and 1890 the maxi-

mum of the working capital was reached only a day after the highest dis-

count rate had been fixed (August s, 1870, six per cent., and November
20. 1890, four and a half per cent.), in other instances a somewhat greater

but still limited lapse of time lay between the reaching of the two maxima
which alternatively preceded each other. Some characteristic dates are:

Maximum of Discount and Loan Rate,

1864 November 14.

1866 January 6.

1866 July 3.

1872 No' ember i ^.

1882 January 30.

1882 December 13.

Maximum of Working Capital.

1864 November 4.

186s December 18.

1866 June 7.

1873 January i.

1 88

1

November 4.

1883 January 6. \V^l

LOANS ON SECURITIES.

The advances made to the Government since 1889 are of no great impor-

tance in relation to the working capital, they were granted only in three

years, viz. (in annual average) : 1891-92,916,861 guilders; 1893-94, 37.882

guilders; 1894-95, i, 166,822 guilders. We saw in the table of current ac-

counts that the advances made on them are not of any great importance

cither. Of much greater consequence, however, are the loans, among
which those on stocks are the most considerable. The law of December 22,

1863, permitted the granting of loans on many foreign stocks, which, up to

then, had not been accepted as collateral. Speculation soon made use of

this permission. Many people speculated in foreign stocks without possess-

ing enough money of their own, and therefore had to try and get money by

loans on these stocks. The Bank tried to check this by keeping the rate of

interest for loans on foreign stocks higher than on Dutch stocks. This differ-

ence has been retained since December 1 3. i8t)S, till now. Then the Bank

entirely excluded certain foreign stocks from its loan list, and published a

yearly specification of foreign stocks on which loans were granted. These

could be taken as security for loans by the Bank offices without previous

inquiry on the part of the board of directors. For foreign stocks the maxi-

mum amount of the loan also was reduced. According to the regulations

now in force, a margin of thirty per cent, is stipulated for foreign, and of

twenty-five per cent, for home stocks. In certain cases the margin can be

enlarged. For some home stocks the margin is only twenty per cent. The

value of the securities on which loans are to be granted is, as a rule, fixed by

the quotation on the Exchange, if such a quotation does not exist, the

U: I
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board of directors has to fix the value. The minimum of a loan on stocks

is, for the most part, 2000 guilders.

The amounts of the loans on stocks outstanding at a given time have

been as follows

:

Ybaks.

1 864-6 s.

186^-66.

1866-67,

1867-68
1868-69
1869-70
1870-71

1871-72
1872-73

1873-74
1874-75
187S-76
1876-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80
1880-81

1881-82
1882-83
1883-84
1884-85

I88S-86
1886-87
1887-88
1888-89
i88q-90
1890-91

1891-92
1892-93
i8c)^-c)4

1894-95

At
Beginning of

Year.

18,221,700

20,058,370
25,0^5,785
22,939,660
22,935,045

26,314,475
24:048,875
23,225,671

21,588,565
26,340,240
18, 54s, 215
21,866,505

25,792,3^0
32,173,000
42,026,890
44,265,110
29,800,546

39,424,130
40,005,155
28,658,3=;5

34,658,0^5

32,712,590
30,764,130
33,416,065
38,103,215

29.907.75s
43,566,00=,

3'). 53 3.705

38,634,441

33.057.940
28,250,385

Average.

CUILDBRS.

23,312,511

27.292,527

23.598,747

25,241,83V
24476,332
28,793,556
26,705,574

24,477,263
27,167,228

24,452,976
•>o, 4 10, 683
2.>,687,736

30,980,177

36,703,436
46,779,824

34,694.095
34,598,898
41,168,668

35,343. '72

35,393.364
37.105,442
3S,069,3^3
31,526,3^2

37,098,409
33,592,758
36,186,834
46,918,002

3 s, 260, 409
36,613,232

38,031,711
32,222,260

Maximum.

GUILDERS.

30,490,015
36,001,610

26,803,370
28,333,000
27, 142.340
32,814,055

33,334,348
27,861,075

32,447,465
28,508,580
22,362,230

25,792,350
34,277,840
42,026,890
50,920,315

44,303.810

39,750,444
45,124,380

42,453,305
38,245,105

45,383,870

40,537.770
36,358,245
41,443,01s

39,191,215
43,923,05s

56,378, 58s

40,946, 360

43.527,991

44,047,595
36,407,310

Minimuir..

GUILDIiRS.

18,160, 100

19,216,370
20,567,080
22,598,000

21,997,670
23,629,155
22,916,1 15

21,715.965
21,160,995

18,476,915
1 8,449.9 "5

19,917,180

25,792,350
32,058,690
42.026,890

29.478,850
29,6si,935

37,797,960
28.sb3,5S5

28.212,005

32,594.090
30,708,430

28,876,595
33.382,665

29.944.715
28,1 32,205

34,991,105

29,584,635
31,863,190

28,193,785
28,214,485

Altogether, considerable amounts are in question here. The safe invest-

ments, especially in Dutch stocks, play the chief part. Loans on fancy

stocks are not worth mentioning; for example, in 1881-82, although in that

year a speculating mania in American railway shares set in, loans on these

securities were only 3.69 per cent, of all loans on stocks. From 1876-77 the

average amount of loans stands higher than before. Gerritsen (page 127)

attributes this fact to the changes made in 1874, which rendered the regis-

tration of the loan deeds unnecessary, and permitted the tacit prolongation
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of existing contracts for another three months,

was replaced by a fixed stamp of 0.25 guilder.

Further, the revenue stamp

LOANS ON MERCHANDISE.

The minimum amount of loans on merchandise is also fixed at 2000

guilders. The margin is settled for tin at twenty per cent. ; for sugar and

American calico, at twenty-five per cent. ; for airack, rum, and petroleum,

at thirty-five per cent. ; for other merchandise, at thirty per cent.

The application for a loan on merchandise has to be accompanied by an

insurance policy against damage, and a valuation by a broker accredited by

the Bank. In case of a falling market, and every three months certainly, a

new valuation has to be handed in by the borrower. The merchandise is

either stored by the Bank (/. e., the Bank takes the keys of the depository

into its own keeping) or it intrusts a third person with it. The Bank has

several times had to complain of losses resulting from the storing by a

third person.

The loans on merchandise were, from 1869 to 1878 and from 1884 to 1887,

considerably higher than at other times; but they have, nevertheless, never

attained any noteworthy importance. The highest figure was, according

to the yearly average, in 1872-73—the year before the crisis—9,240,000

guilder. . Of the amount outstanding on any single day, the maximum,
i2,4SO,ooo guilders, is found on February 23, 1876; which fact has, very

likely, '» close connection with the generally strained circumstances of that

time. The second largest figure, i. e., 1 1,900,000 guilders, falls on August

215, 1870, after the outbreak of the Franco-German War. At this juncture

merchants must have been in great need of advances against their goods,

the rate of interest being six and a half per cent, from July 27, 1870.

Further particulars can be found in the following table. The loans out-

standing at the beginning of each of the last thirty years were as follows:

i.l

m
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LOANS ON SPECIE AND BULLION.

Loans on specie and bullion are of much less importance than the above.

Such loans on foreign coins and on gold and silver bars were, as a rule, made
only to money-changers, although other persons also were entitled to do

that business.

According to the report for 1874-75 (page q), and for 1875-76 (page q), the

cause for increased activity in this business at that time is to be found in the

tendency "to stop the rapid decline of the rate of exchange." The rate of

interest has always been ont per cent, on such loans. On settling a debt

within the tnst two months, one-eighth per cent, a month is charged. The
value of the security is calculated at the following rates: One kilogramme

fine gold = I SOD guilders; one sovereign = i i.o guilders; one twenty-franc

piece = 8.70 guilders; one twenty-mark piece = 10.75 guilders; one kilo

gramme fine silver = 75.0 guilders. The minimum of such loans is 1000

guilders.

The general course of these loans, which does not call for special remark,

is shown in the following table of the amounts outstanding on the security

of specie and bullion at the beginning of each year:
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THE DISCOUNT BUSINESS.

»)9

In the Bank's active operations the first place belongs to the discount

business, which, since 1864, has been considerably extended. According to

the regulations now in force, only individuals or firms in Holland, who are

known to the Bank, can claim the privilege of discount. They must have a

"general admittance," which is given on application to the board of directors,

and can have discount at one place only at a time.

Applications for discount are handed in on white forms for accepted bills,

on blue forms for promissory notes, and on red forms for assignations and

unaccepted bills.

For bills drawn on the place of discount, or between Amsterdam and

Rotterdam, discount is charged for at least ten days, and for bills on other

places having branch offices, for at least fifteen days. Besides the discount,

the discounters have to pay one-eighth per cent, plaatsverlies for bills drawn
on places provided with correspondents only. The notes offered for dis-

count have to bear the signature of a person or firm established in Holland

or in the Dutch colonies, besides the discounter's own signature. Bills

drawn on Holland must be payable at an agency or at a Bank correspondent's

office. The longest period of circulation is three and a half months after

discounting for promissory notes and domestic bills; three months after

discounting for bills drawn from Europe on America; six months after

acceptance for bills from China, Sumatra, British East India, and Australia;

six months after date for bills from the Dutch East Indies. Since October i,

1885, bills drawn by the agents of commercial and credit institutions in the

Dutch East Indies on their Dutch offices are admitted for discount only if

their due date is not later than fourteen days after sight or two months

afterdate. This restriction was caused by the credit crisis of 1884 in the

Dutch East Indies, but does not refer h- ills of the Nederlandsche Handels

Maatschappij.

For promissory notes the discount is kept at a higher rate than for bills.

Domestic bills with more than three months currency are subject to the

same rate as promissory notes. For acknowledgments of debt and annuity

bonds admitted to circulation in 1864, the term is three months at the

utmost.

The following table will show the progress and extent of the discount

business:
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YlAXt.

1864-65
i80i-66
1806-67
1807-68
1 808-69
1 809-70
1870-71
187.-72
1872-73

187J-74
1874-75
187S-76
1876-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80
1880-81

1881-82

1882-8

J

1883-84

1884-8S
1885-86
1886-87
1887-88
1888-89

1889-90

1890-91

1891-92

1892-93

1893-94

1894-95

Bills amd Othii Commbiiciai. Papu.

Number,

64,615

71.057

77.7>9
7S,4i4
76,221

98,373
108,427

90,163

98,284
119,871

118,405

"3,147
108,022

103,M4
124,029

102,544

106,994
120,232
"4>3i7
112,996

106,651

107,670

96,659
110,689

105,101

ai 1 1,036

•*"4,538
a 123,309
b 1 1,215

ai25,596
b 9,514
^107,717
b 10,831

J 108,096

b 0,026
a 88,759
b 11,279

Bills with Three
Signatures,

160,938,469

186,764,124

'44,559,345
121,758,798
195,282,050

215,455,620
140,490,1 18

•92,97', 515

306,556,404
306,731,735
285,675,312
198,631,643
'7',827,019
260,927,949
166,208,731

175,625,848

207,315,144
159,85^,180

'77,455,099
166,173,207

'39,807.432

"9,975.567
143,390,121
220,529,022

132,981,934
152,546,745

'74,275,277
111,550,854

'57.847.478
104,798,718
101,020,392

110,976,487
104,358,327

94,550,479
68,050,541

120,341,892

Other Commercitl
Paper.

8'.333,3'5

96,440,344
97,424, '9'

89,286,506
101,078,240
112,103,815

109,272,222

111,250,513

119,718,501

"0,573.740
109,725,812

119,094,913

121,924,432

140,180,415

118,930,867

110,782,877
122,901,938
121,206,696

122,612,909

111,170,514

115,304,148
101,126,215

114,516,629

97,865,717
108,146,827

'30,4'5,758

134,671,103

"3,454,679

117,992,880

93,087,194

Government
Acceptances.

34,770,624
98,172,865

35,399,638
8,652,774
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(continued.)

YlAM.

1864-65,

I80S-66.
1806-67.
1807-08.
1808-69.

1860-70.
1870-71.

1871-72.

1872-73.

1873-74-
1874-75.
187S-76.
1876-77.
1877-78.
1878-70.
1879-80.
1880-81.

I8SI-82.
1882-83.

1883-84.
1884-85.

i88i-86.
1886-87.

1 88 7-88.

1888-89.

1 889-90

.

1890-91

1891-92.

1892-93.

1894-95.

1893-94.

Debt and Annuity
Bonds.

Number.

I I 1

42
388
22

9
42
16

80

5

21

224

87
15

103

206

70
1 12

43
68

84
87

758
'59

350

666

55'

')73'

147

124

703

Amount.

IO,=iqi

18,076

170,037
10,800

23,814

27.074
S,740

8,078

2.045

17,007
I2!;,3S0

"7.'S5
9,70s

55,008

70,025

'45,507
63,1 12

45,105
l60,2Sl

43,230
'34,507
536,298
117,219

183,825

428,694

388,967

1,231,578

126,445

30,009

33'. 'S9

Total

CUILDBHS.

238,015,003

242,272,375
283,220,144
242,">o,473
21 l,0S6,20O

207,284,104

327,046,510
255,768,080

306,230,707
426,278,950

4'7.322,573
395,"6,47'i

3 '7,843,7"
293,701,196
401,172,432
28^,227,023
28o,s54,233

365,050,818

379,279,846
33^,047,898
280,248,721
255,300,088
22

1
,638,080

258,023,970
318,578,565

24i.')S7,4S5

152,546,74s

J 394, 104,200

305,080,002
"|,5S",8S4

11416,030,856

293,7=10,159

104,798,718

a308,S48,877

214,001,576
1 10,976,487

J331, 578,002

222,381,276

94,550-479

"316,931,756

161,408,894
120,341,892

11281,810,786

AvRRACB OP Bills
DlSCOUNTBD.

Amount.

3,603

3,409
3,642

3.10s

2,768
3,022

3,021

2,836

3.115

3,S50

3,524

3,495
2,041

2,842

3,237

2,781

2,676

3,036

3,317
2,960

2,684

2,37'

2,287

2,330

3,021

2,172

2,470

2,329

1,992

2,040

1,819

Time of
Circula.

tion.

68

64
6S
66
60
65

66.3

67
60
62

60
b\%
61

S9

50

51.0

58

01

52

'«7

t>3

59
58

59

54

59

53

60

59

65

Number of
Application*

for

Discounts.

9,090

11,837

13,023

13,313

15,370
io,s4o

14,098

15,103
1 6, 1 79
15,642

"5,354

15,450

'5,214
16,622

15,377
15,906

16,038

15,617

16,195

i6,s88

16,238

14,487
15,S22

15,282

15,322

17.331

18,643

17,403

16,448

15,079

* Since 1889-90, a indicates bills payable at home, and b bills payable abroad,

number of applications for discount refer only to group a.

20

The average of bills discoiuited and the

>kU
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So far as this movement is connected with the Bank's general discount

policy, it will be discussed later on.

By way of explanation, it is particularly necessary to mention the Gov-
ernment acceptances for the better comprehension of the share which these

have in the general volume of discounts. The discount rate for these accept-

ances was reduced by one per cent, below the discount rate for bills on

February 9, 1881, and this rendered a more extensive use of the Bank's

resources possible. After October }\, 1882, the difference was fixed at one-

half per cent. On July 30, 1883, these special privileges for the Government
acceptances were entirely abolished and the discount rate was made equal to

the bill rate. The reason for this is to be found in the course of the Govern-

ment, in July, 1883, having large means at its disposal in consequence of a

State loan just floated, the Government decided to offer to the holders of bills

it had accepted, discount for account of the State at the rate of two and a half

per cent.—/. e., one-half per cent, below the rate usually demanded by the

Bank. According to the yearly report of 1883-84, page 6, this caused gold

exports, which the Bank considered undesirable. It therefore raised its

discount for Government acceptances and thereby caused the Government
to do the same, and very soon afterward discounting for Government account

ceased. The explanation of this state of things is as follows : The Govern-

ment had commenced in 1881 to take up the floating debt, not as hitherto, in

the shape of Treasury bills, but of Treasury promissory notes. The Bank
discounted these notes at the reduced rate of Government acceptances, and

consequently, nearly all Treasury notes flowed into the Bank. The raising

of the discount rate for Government acceptances to some degree turned

away from the Bank the current of Treasury promissory notes. Up to

April I, 1882, seven million guilders, and up to March 31, 1883, forty-five

millions' worth of such, had been issued, and in the course of 1883 further

sums were added. But the Bank did not intend to concentrate its resources

on these notes, as the result must be to limit the facilities it could offer

to others. It therefore abstained from re-establishing a moderate discount

rate for Government acceptances, and thus it happened that the Treasury's

promissory notes were mostly used outside the Bank as a temporary

investment.

DECLINE IN VOLUME OF DISCOUNTS.

In 1885 a great decline in the volume of discounts may be perceived. In

order to check to some degree the decrease in the working capital, the Bank,

in the winter of 1885-86, discounted, not only as it had hitherto done, bills

chiefly payable in Holland, but also many bills payable abroad, the dis-

counters in the latter case always being, however, Dutch firms. The

redemption of these bills had to be effected at least seven days before the

due date. For amounts of a certain importance only first-rate bills were

admitted. The discount rate for such bills was kept low to assimilate it to
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foreign rates. The discounters had the right to withdraw their bills at any

time, but the Bank had to be paid the discount for at least one month.

The discounting of bills payable abroad has since that time not only been

continued, but it has also become very extensive. Since 1889-90 the

amounts of these discounts have been given in the reports of the Bank.

The Bank having been empowered by the law of August 7, 1888, to buy

bills payable abroad after April 1, 1889, endeavored from the middle of Jan-

uary, 1889, to collect a stock of such bills in its portfolio. It was therefore

decided, in the second half of January, 1889, to continue the discounting of

such bills. If they were, however, due later than April is, 1889, the Bank

was not to permit their withdrawal by the discounter, but was to take them

into its own possession, allowing for one pound sterling, 12.08 guilders; for

100 francs, 47.9 guilders, and—as had been decided in March, 1889—for 100

marks, S9.08 guilders. Bills payable abroad since that time form a great

part of the Bank's bill portfolio, as is shown in table on page 308, which at

the same time indicates the simultaneously outstanding items of the dis-

count business and the proportion of discounts to the working capital.

it must be remembered that bills payable abroad may not exceed the avail-

able stock of bullion for more than a fortnight. By the law of August 7, 1888,

the Bank was obliged to lessen the number of bills payable abroad as soon

as the demand for credit, or the export of standard metal, or the redemption

of bank notes threatened to diminish the available stock of bullion, l^or-

eign bills render the same services as gold as soon as the Dutch exchange

becomes unfavorable. The Bank then sells great amounts of such bills in

order to realize on them; a proceeding of which we find many evidences in

the annual reports. Discounting of bills of debt and annuity bonds never

has been of much consequence. The maximum was 1,200,000 guilders in

1891-92; the figures for the other years do not nearly come up to this amount.

Here we must add that according to the Bank report of 1890-91, credit

paper of notaries was also among the discounts. Formerly such paper was
often discounted, but its amount was very small, and the Bank expected

that this branch of business would come to an end. The Bank believed

such a mixing up of banking and notary trade disadvantageous, and as in

later reports no further mention is made of the subject, we must assume

that the expectations of the Bank were fulfilled.

FLUCTUATION OF THE RATE OF DISCOUNT.

For the appreciation of the Bank's discount policy, we must not confine

ourselves to the examination of the facts above cited, but must also consider

the changes in the discount and loan rates, which have been, since Decem-
ber 5, 1863, as shown on page 309.

fj
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working capital of which rose on November 4, 1864, to 86,770,000 guilders.

Loans on stocks and merchandise reached an unusually high amount and

the discounts increased considerably, while on November 3, 1864, the dis-

posable stock of bullion went down to 16,620,000 guilders. Even on

this, it is true, large credit operations would still have been possible, but

the Bank foresaw (although already much silver had been exported) a large

Government demand for silver, for export to the Dutch East indies; and

foresaw, also, a coming crisis, as already many merchants needed credit to

meet their current liabilities. Agencies soon had to be established, and

these also might bring increased claims on the Bank. Moreover, the Dutch

money market stood in close relation to the foreign markets. There the

discount rates rose considerably. The monthly average in London during

June was six and a half per cent. ; in August, eight per cent. ; in September,

nine per cent. In France, discount rose to eight per cent., and it reached

seven per cent, in Berlin on October 6, 1864. The Bank feared that if it did

not follow this movement to some extent, it would soon be deprived of its

cash on hand for the benefit of foreign countries. Nothing, therefore, re-

mained but to raise the discount and loan rate. But the rise did not assume

the proportions it did in England and France. The Bank satisfied all legiti-

mate demands for credit as well as it could, but also tried to prevent hazard-

ous operations. The chief means used by the Bank for this purpose were,

besides the raising of discount and loan rates, a reduction of the loan limit

on foreign stocks and a refusal of loans on certain foreign securities, and of

the discount of bonds supplying the wants of speculators for cash.

THE CRISIS OF 1866.

At the end of 1865 the tension diminished. In the first half of i86s all

rates were largely reduced, as the stock of bullion rose. On June 8, i86s,

interest had fallen to three and three and a half per cent. Although silver

and credit were again both in increased demand, the Bank did not raise the

interest, as its stock of bullion was still sufficient. On September 29, 186s,

when the disposable bullion sank below thirty million guilders, the upward

tendency reasserted itself. Once again a brisk demand for credit developeed,

stimulated by extensive speculation. The Bank being especially averse

to the latter, it raised the loan rate on stocks more quickly than the dis-

count rate, and from December 15, 18615, it asked more interest for loans on

foreign stocks than on those of domestic origin. The traffic in merchandise

was a'so very brisk, and therefore made large claims on the Bank's resources.

At the end of the year the political situation became more critical, and

symptoms of a crisis in England could clearly be seen. The working capital

of the Bank rose on December 18, 1865, to 95,700,000 guilders. It was

obliged on January 6, 1866, to raise the discount rate to six and a half and

seven per cent, the rate for loans on stocks to seven per cent, for home,

and seven and a half for foreign securities, whilst the rate of loans on
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merchandise remained, as on November 17, 1865, at six and a half per cent.

This difference in rates shows clearly what the Bank intended. First of all,

it must be made difficult to obtain advances on foreign paper, in which the

largest speculations were made; and promissory notes should also be subject

to a higher rate, as these were often used to procure money for gambling

purposes. It was regrettable, but unavoidable, that this measure should also

be hard on promissory notes originating in legitimate business, but it was
difficult to make any distinction. Loans on merchandise and bill discount

were, however, to be treated more considerately. They got off rather better

than in England, where the London discount rate in January, 1866, was eight

per cent., or than in Germany, where the Berlin discount rate—which had

already, on October 10, 1865, been fixed at seven percent.—was not reduced

before February 22, 1866. The first months of 1866 did not bring any

material reduction in the rates, because the state of affairs continued to be

very alarming for the greater part of the year. In England, the crisis came
nearer and nearer, and on May 11, 1866, it set in, and for the third time

caused the Bank Act of 1844 to be suspended, while the London discount

rate remained at ten per cent, during three months. In Berlin, the discount

rose on May i ith to nine per cent.*

It was not possible that the English crisis and the Austro-Prussian war
should be without any effect on the credit market of other countries. The

Netherlands Bank not only had to face large and increasing demands on the

part of the Dutch business world, but five and a half million guilders of silver

had gone to Germany, and the Government had claimed two million guilders

silver for export to the Dutch East Indies. On May 4th, the Bank began to

raise its rates. In the beginning of July, the difficulties reached their climax.

On July 3d, the promissory notes discount rate and the loan rate on foreign

stocks had to be raised to seven and a half per cent, the bill discount and

loan rate on merchandise to seven per cent., and so they remained until

August qth. The loan rate for home stocks on July 3d still remained six

and a half per cent., and was raised for a short time, on August 9th, to seven

percent., while the other rates were reduced by one-half per cent, on the

same day.

It is very suggestive that on June 7, 1866, the amount of the working

capital had risen to 89,200.000 guilders, while the available stock cf bullion

sank on July 7, 1866, to its minimum, viz., 13, 100,000 guilders. The 1866-67

report lays stress upon the fact that the proportion of the stock o'' bullion

to the liabilities had never before been so unfavorable. Notwithstanding,

fifty per cent, of all notes, assignations, and current account balances had

a metallic security. No stagnation occurred, therefore, and though the

year had been fatal to many people, and the annual average of discounts had

been higher than at any other time from 1864 to 189s, Holland had never-

theless been spared a real crisis. The years 1864 to 1866 brought hard trials

* Partly, this was caused by the imminent complications of war with Austria.

m
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for the Bank, the new charter of which had just come into force; but the

Bank conquered these difficulties and satisfied all just demands for credit.

A TRANSITION PERIOD.

From June 21, 1864. to the end of 1866, the discount rate had changed

thirty-two times; but a quieter period followed, during which discount was

reduced to two and a half per cent. This happened in the summer of 1867

and the spring of 1868. The years 1869 and 1870 again brought a lively

demand for credit. Loans (on stocks and merchandise) and discounts in-

creased considerably. The annual average of working capital rose in 1869-70

to 89,860,000, and in 1870-71 to 9s, 200,000 guilders. The maximum amounts

were reached on November 13, 1869 (100,680,000 guilders) and on Au-

gust 6, 1870 (119,660,000 guilders). On these davs the disposable stock of

bullion had decreased to 12,000,000 and i o, 600, oco guilders respectively. In

1870, the influence of the outbreak of the Franco-German War became mani-

fest. In both years it was necessary to raise the discount and loan rates. The

maximum rates were, on November 4. 1869, and on August ^, 1870, five and

six per cent, respectively for bill discount; the rate for promissory notes dis-

count and the loan rates on merchandise and home stocks still were one-half

per cent, higher, while the loan rate on foreign stocks was one per cent,

higher. Then the rates gradually sank again to two and a half per cent, for

bill discount, on Junes, 1872, in spite of the briskness of trade, which might

be expected to have its natural effect on the Bank. The contrary occurred.

Discounts especially decreased in 187 1-72 by about seventy million guilders as

compared with the preceding year, because the large amount of unemployed

capital seeking investment rendered it possible for credit operations to be

effected to a great extent outside the Netherlands Bank.

The growing speculation developed in 1872 led to much larger operations

of the Bank. In Holland especially, speculation in North American railway

shares was very lively. The Bank tried to put a stop to vriis by raising the

discount and loan rates, but speculators found liberal assistance elsewhere.

In May, 1873, the crisis set in at Vienna. The Netherlands Bank then raised

the discount rate first to four and a half per cent., later on to five per cent.,

and retained this rate, even when on June 9th the crisis in Vienna reached

its climax. In Berlin, the discount rose on May 3d to six per cent. ; in Lon-

don, the average in May was five and a fourth, in June, six and a fourth per

cent. But in autumn, 1873, the Netherlands Bank had to feel the reaction of

the crisis in New York, in consequence of the Dutch speculation in American

stocks; and this time the raising of discount to six and a half percent, could

not be avoided, more particularly as the deplorable state of the currency

increased the difficulties of the situation. It is remarkable that at this

time the discount rates for bills and promissory notes were equal to and

even higher than the loan rate on foreign stocks. The Bank had so

many applications that it had to employ the most vigorous measures of
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defence. Discounts amounted to 426,300,000 guilders, a sum that has never

been reached since, and which is 120 millions above that reached in the

year before. On November 12, 1873, the working capital was 12s, 500,000

guilders, which has been surpassed only three times. The discount port-

folio, on November 12, 1873, contained the very large amount of 91,860,000

guilders. The disposable bullion in stock on November 13, 1873, had

dwindled to 14,900,000 guilders. Gradually the discount and loan rates

fell again, and on August 26, 1875, the lowest rates were reached, and they

did not change for several years.

May and October, 1878, again brought a rise, but it remained within

narrow limits. This rise was primarily caused by the floating of a large

Government loan that led to an increase in the credit operations of the Bank.

There must also be taken into account the temporary improvement in trade

which occurred at that time, and which led to a considerable increase of

discounting, surpassing the amount of the previous vear by 107 million

guilders.

TEN YKARS OF CHANGEFUL CONDITIONS.

A new upward movement took place between October, 1881, and Janu-

ary, 1882, the maximum reached being five per cent, for bills on January 30,

1882. The year 1881-82 showed, abroad, an increased demand for credit,

which could not remain without reaction upon Holland. Then, many
Government acceptances and Treasury promissory notes were presented for

discount, as mentioned above, and American railway stocks were briskly

speculated in. Discounts rose seventy-nine millions above the amount of

the preceding year. On November 4, 1881, the discount portfolio contained

73,SOO,ooo guilders; the working capital, altogether, reached 122,800,000

guilders; the disposable bullion on hand was only 21,700,000 guilders; and

on November 8, 1881, loans on stocks amounted to 4s, 100,000 guilders

—

conditions which sufficiently justify the moderate advance of the discount

and loan rates.

After the decline in May, 1882, a new upward tendency began in Sep-

tember, 1882; but this was not based on a large demand for credit by mer-

chants. The discounts rose, indeed, as compared with the preceding year,

from ^G'y to 379 million guilders; but not less than 98.200,000 guilders of

Government acceptances were discounted, against 34.770,000 in the year

before; so that discounts for the account of trade sank from 330 to 281 million

guilders. Loans (on stocks and merchandise) also declined in comparison with

the preceding year. The discount rate rose, nevertheless; and on December

13, 1882. it reached five and a half per cent, for bills and six per cent, for

promissory notes. The same rates were asked for loans on home and

foreign stocks; and this shows that the Bank had no reason to fear a large

run caused by brisk speculations in stocks. The cause of the upward tendency

is to be found in the large outflow ofgold from the Bank. On August 5, 1882,

the Bank still had 22,050,000 guilders in gold; then the stock diminished

ta^ait-". <..,"r?:-ru.t->.---^.^:A..'i
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considerably, and on January 13, 1883, amounted to only 4,960,000 guild-

ers. Till the middle of February, 1883, the stock of gbld remained very

small, so that the discount rates of December 13, 1882, had to be retained.

On March 14, 1883, the downward tendency began, and continued till 1885.

From the end of May, i88s, till the middle of October, 1890, the bill dis-

count rate remained at two and a half per cent., the rates for promissory

notes and loans on merchandise at three per cent., the interest for loans on

home stocks at three per cent., and on foreign stocks three and a half per

cent. From June, 1889, to July, 1890, the two latter went down one-half

per cent. During this whole time the credit operations of the Bank kept

within narrower limits than before, notwithstanding the fact that the discount

rate since 1885 had been considerably lower than in other countries. The
annual average of the bank rate in the chief banking centres was as follows:

Years.
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seven million guilders in silver; but the discount rate was not reduced,

so that it had not to be raised when the stock of bullion diminished later

on. The provision in the Bank Act of August 7, 1888, according to which

bills payable abroad should not exceed the disposable stock of bullion for

longer than a fortnight, may also have helped to bring about this state of

affairs.

The report for 1888-89 had also mentioned as further causes of the lessened

demand for discount, the increase in deposits at different credit institutions,

the possibility of getting capital for undertakings in the East Indies by

issuing obligations instead of bills, and the quicker methods of turning over

capital. Besides this, the Bank had since October i, 1885, limited the dis-

counting of bills drawn from the Dutch East Indies on Holland.

THE CRISIS OF 1S90.

These conditions changed after the middle of 1890. Loans on stocks had

considerably increased in consequence of the reduction of interest to two
and a half per cent, and three per cent, on June 1 1, 1889. Speculation had

also revived abroad. Chiefly in Berlin and London an extensive agiotage

had developed, and part of it was undertaken in rather hazardous paper.

The Bank of England, in order to give a warning, had already in the begin-

ning of 1890 raised its discount rate to six per cent., while the German
Reichsbank, in March, 1890, had essayed to remove the danger by the

extension of credit. In the Argentine the business horizon was overspread

with heavy clouds, and in July, 1890, came a crisis, the gold premium rising

to }2o per cent, in Buenos Ayres.

The Netherlands Bank took note of all these signs of the times. On July

9, 1890, it began, although it had large means at its disposal, to raise the

rate for loans on stocks and to reduce its portfolio of foreign paper. But in

the autumn more forcible measures had to be adopted, as a great outflow

of gold took place, caused by the Government's paying off in cash the

shareholders of the Dutch-Rhine Railway, who mostly lived abroad. Another

cause vas the condition of Baring Brothers & Co., who were largely interested

in the Argentine loans, and who were kept from total collapse only by the

energetic aid of the Bank of England and of the Bank of France. VVhen the

Bank's disposable stock of bullion reached its lowest amount (14, =;oo,ooo

guilders, on November 22, 1890), and its outstanding capital approached the

maximum (140,600,000 guilders on November 21, 1890), the Netherlands

Bank was forced to raise the bill discount to four and a half per cent., the

discount on promissory notes and the loan rate for Dutch stocks and for

merchandise to five per cent., the loan rate for foreign stocks to five and a

half per cent., and the rate of interest for short loans and advances on cur-

rent accounts to six per cent.

Not before January 21, 1891, however, did a reduction in the rate again

take place—/. <'., when the amount of the capital outstanding had gone
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down to 109 million guilders, and gold again flowed into the Bank. The
operations of the Bank show clearly enough that everything possible was
done to meet the demands for credit. Loans on stocks had, since October

18, 1890, increased to 56,400,000 guilders, the highest amount ever reached

by the Bank. The yearly average of loans on stocks (46,900,000 guilders)

also exceeded the average of all the other years. The discounts increased

to 416,600,000 guilders, which amount was exceeded only in 1873 ''"d 1874.

THE DIFFICULTIES OF 1893.

After several years of calm, in which the discount rate again stood at two
and a half percent, for a prolonged period, the summer of 1893 brought new
difficulties. The crisis which had occurred in Australia caused serious em-
barrassment in London, and several banks collapsed. In connection with

this, the Bank's foreign portfolio and the disposable stock of bullion were

so much taken up by May that a general raising of the loan and discount

rates by one-half per cent, was necessitated. In June, the Indian mints were

closed to silver coinage. Furthermore, the outflow of gold from the Treas-

ury of the United States caused a temporary crisis. These two facts made
the state of things in London worse, while in Holland a new speculation

began in American stocks, which caused a great demand for foreign bills.

The foreign banks protected their stock of gold by raising the discount rates,

and the Amsterdam exchange rate on London went beyond the gold-export-

ing point. The Netherlands Bank was thus forced to protect its stock of

gold by raising the discount rate three times in August (on the 7th, 14th, and

2 1st). On August 21, 1893, the bill discount and the loan rate on home
stocks had been raised to five per cent., the discount rate for promissory

notes, and the rate of interest for loans on foreign stocks to five per cent.

By this means only, the outflow of gold was stopped ; but not before the

latter half of October did gold begin to return, making the reason apparent

why the Bank kept these high rates from August 21 till November 13, 18^3.

After this a quick reduction took place, which was stopped when bill dis-

counts had reached two and a half per cent.

In order to complete the preceding explanation concerning the Bank's dis-

count policy, the average rate for the different fiscal years is given in the

following table

:

•'

\
"
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YlARS,

1 864-6 s

•

I86S-66.
1 866-67

•

1867-68.

1868-69.

1869-70.

1870-71.

1871-72.

1872-73.

1873-74.
1 874-7

V

1 8-7^-76 •

1876-77.

1877-78.

1878-79.
1879-80.
1880-81.

1881-82.

1882-83.

1883-84.
1884-8=5.

188S-86.
1886-87.

1887-88.

1888-89.

1889-90.

1 890-9 1

.

1 89 1 -92
1892-93.

1893-94'

1894-95.

Discount por

Bills.

Per Cent.

5.20

4.41
5-31

2.93"
2. so

4. 01

4.1

9.09

3.56

4-75

>5
3.2

3.0

3.0
3.62

3.07
3.0

3.72

4.63
3.64*

2.s8

2.5

2.5

S

5
.02

.0

•S7

.48

2.

2.

}
3-

2.

3-

Promissory
Notes,

Per Cent.

2.50

5.61

4.91

S.81

3.43"

3.0

4.SI

4.6

3-')9

4.21"

S.21

4.0

3-7

3-5

3-5

4. .'2

8.57

3.S

4.22

5.13

4.14^

3.5S«

3.08

3-0

3.0

3-0

3-0

3.07

3.98

3.0
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Advances on accounts current since January i, 1889:

1888-89 4 per cent.

1889-90 4
1890-91 4.52 "

1891-92 4.17 "

1 892-93 3.97 percent.

•893-94 4-57
1894-95 4.0

"

The critical years are clearly indicated in this table. The yearly average

in other banks being calculated for the calendar year, the Amsterdam average

bill discount rate is also calculated as follows for the calendar years after 1 872

:

1872 at 3. 22 percent.

1873
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YlAIIS,

1865.

1800.

1867.

1868.

1869.

1870.

1871.

1872.

187J.

1874.

1875.

1876.

1877.

1878.

1879.

1880.

1881,

1882.

1883.

1884

188;.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

.893.

1894.

1895.

A HISTORY OF BANKING.

(continued.)

a, Stock of Bullion.

h, Cash on Hand.

626,iis.8
a4S, 762.4
ft 11,298.

1

<j 68,779.9
ft 28,324.

1

<76l,471.2
ft 28,704.2
<» 72,794.6
633,717.2
iiss.oovo

)

ft 16, II S.I )

380,841.07 i

ft 12,166.6 5

a 1 18,118.22
I

ft41,oS4.4of

<»57i822.44i
ft 14,^14.00

)

a8i,i8i.os i

ft4Q,7i6.os
i

<is8,ioo.4 i

ft84, 114.6 j-

3 12,709.1 i

fti29,74'i j

«33, 259-1
\

ft 121,901.0s
(

3 12,062.6 i

ftii'i,794-2
i

37,010.9 I

ft 1 18,880.06)
3 17,6';i.44i

ft l26,9S2.0O
)

<»S,96l.l )

fti33i'9i-8 S

«41-9 /

ft 102,147.8 f

39,206.4 /

ft 102,761.4 f

34,706.2 /

ft 114,718.3 f

3is,S28.7 I

ft 1 14,880.4 j

342,980-9 /

ft 122,447.3 S

314,784-07/
6124,200.79)
311,911-0 I

ft 12s, 080.0 )

a 17,000.9

ft 1 10,814.3

3 12,932-0

ft96,771-9

327,217.8
ftoi, 716.7

"14.753-5
6 io6,';27.90

3 I4,l66.b

ft 1 10,899.1

328, II 19
ft 109,616-4
3 27,4s6.i

ft 109,583.6

Gross Paonr, in Millions and Thousands or CuiLDias.

Profit on
Discounting.

*.559-3

3,014.4

3i'67.5

1,477-5

1,158.2

3,248.1

3,655.0

1,679.8

3,057.2

3,779-4

2,649.5

2,380.3

',793-6

1,624.75

2,569.44

1,728.02

',367-93

2,162.3

2,944-7

2,021.6

1,566.7

',339-5

1,009.95

1,152.98

1,282.3

1,033.3

1,643.3

1,459-0

1,089.6

1,436.3

851.6

Profit on
Foreign Bilb.

786.8

567.3

450.2

261.55

442.5

218.9

Profit on
Granted Loans.

1,804.3

1,580.3

1,807.3

',235-4

I, '55-4

1,787.6

( + 9.0* )

\ 1,853.5 ]

1,378.3

1,600.7

',703-9

1,117.65

1,117.8

1,387.2

1,434-66

3,180.8

1,607.5

',333-7"

1,749-2

1,890.1

1,604.3

1,484.6

1,375-8

1,166.7

',445-4

1,100.8

1,113.8

1,693-9

',359-7

1,278.3

',546.4

1,033.3

Profit on
Stock.

262.4

259.9

289.8

391.1

317.1

3'4-3

Profit on the
Reserve
Funds.

85.4

101.7

107.3

110. 1

135.3

'44-3

153.3

150.0

180.1

185.05

184.56

185.9

184.9

183.7

183.4

183.7

181.7

179.8

178.2

178.3

177.7

176.7

'74-3

173.6

171.4

* Additional profits on loans with insufficient security.
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YlAIIS.

1 86s.
l8bo.

1807.

1868.

i86q.

1870.

1871.

1872.

187J.

1874.

1875.

1876.

1877.

1878.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1882.

i88^

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

(continued.)

Giioss PitoFiT, IN Thousands of Glmlosks.

Profit on Ad-
vances on Ac-
count Current,

Sundry
Commissions.

29.4
69.9

54-9

70.7

734

16.7

48.3

50. s

38.6

3J-4
29.7

30.8

32.8

3V4
f- 16.52*

41. IS

-f 0.75*

-f 1.8*

47-4

-+-4.1*

46.2
-)-5.o*

40.4
40.9
7.7*

4?-

46.2

• io.9t

49-5

l-70t
55'

+• '^t*
60.9

64.9

74.4^
23.

s*

77.3
00.1;
13.5*

86.9
121. 2

90.6

118.7

4- 0.1*

'32-3,

149.2

148.4

j +23.S* I

I 773^ )

( -fOO.lt
)

i 86.9 )

Profit on
Precious Metal.

62.8

144.9
102.98

2491
974'
138.75

98.03

'57-57
162.48

627.6

93-3

153-6

22.6

31-3

144.0

41.99

20.5

73.8

51-5

4.86
64.1

35-4

28.3

43-5
66.2

54-9

3-25

56.3

18.4

Total.

4-338.4

3,891-4
5,327-7
2,922.8

2,569.7

4,348.4
4,708.5

3,307-4
4,033.8

5,726.1

3,990.2

4,360.8

3,406.2

3,440-99

S, 001. 55

3,590-5

3,080.7

4.179-4

5,093-9

3,940-

1

3,343-3

2,961.8

2,489-5

2,907.1

2,863.3

3.349-9
4,550.6
3,802.2

3,113.0

4,018.5
2,657.2

Net Profit, in

IVIills. and Thds.
of Guilders.

3,601.9

3,370-5

4. 5 76-

a

3,370.0

1,948.9

3,641-4
4.231.4
2,632.0

3.361.5

4,810.9

3,295.'

3.596.1

2,746.5

2,790.99

4,259-84

2.783-9

2.373-8

3,616.7

4,293-7

3. '545

2,597-'

2.034-5

1,770.2

3,198.8

2,157-5

2,673.6

3,599-0
3,039.0

2.331-65

3,221.6

1,944-6

Dividend,
in Per Cent.

19-7

18.S

24.8

13.3

II. I

19-9

23.0

'5-7
20.0

38.6

19.7

21.4

16.4

16.7

25-4

16.6

14-?

19.7

25.6

18.8

15.6

12.2

10.7

13.21

13.05

7-9

9.3
8.6

7-5

8-9

6.9

ii

• Profits first put down to the loss account, but paid later on.

t Additional profits on loans with insufficient security.

X Sundries.

ai
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il

RESERVE, EARNINGS, AND DIVIDENDS.

This table shovv's th;it the reserve fund in 1872 had already reached

twenty-five per cent, of the share capital, but was further increased later t)n.

It was only in 1877-78 and 1882-83 that the reserve fund sustained a small

reduction. When by the Act of August 7, 1888. the capital was augmented

to twenty million guilders and the reserve fund was required to be one-

fourth of the share capital, only 291,600 guilders were needed in order to

complete the amount of five million guilders fixed by this law. Since i8qi-

92, the reserve fund has exceeded the legal limit, and on March 31, 1 89s, it had

reached nearly twentv-eight per cent.

The gross earnings vary considerably. They are principally from dis-

counts and loans. The proceeds of the reserve fund are no longer specially

mentioned after 1889, being included in the profits on stocks. One-fifth of

the share capital may also, since 1889, be invested in stocks.

The dividends for the shareholders have been much lower since 1889-qo

than before, in consequence of the Government receiving a considerable

share of the profits. The shareholders have, however, nothing to complain

of. The yearly average of dividends paid on every 1000 guilders is:

1864-65—1868-69.

1 869-70-- 1 873-74.

1874 75— > 878-79.

.17.46 per cent.

.21.44 "

.I9.93

1879-80—1883 84.

1884- 8s— 1888-89.

1889-90— 1894-95.

,19.00 per cent.

,12.95
"

, 8.18

Capital.

GUILDERS.
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On
March ii.

1 86s.
1800.

1S07.

iKoH.

iHoo.

iHyo.

1871,

1873

187V
1874.

187s.

1870.

1877.

1878.

1870.

1880.

1881.

1882.

I88v

188.J.

188s.

1880.

1887.

1888.

1889.

i8qo,

l8gi.

i8q2.

i8qv
1804.

i8qs.

m
1177
1174

1 170
122s

1248
I210

1420

1472

1S10
1001

I0i2

172;

1777
|8M)

1044
I <)<)0

2(X)0

20 1

2084
21 10

3103

217s
22SI

3198

2172
2181

228:;

2181

2470
2001

With

Shirtt,

40S

V)7

400
l8i

140

4'M
120

414
41s

420
428

441
410
411
4S1

4s8
408

407
401
402

400

471
S<>o

4K0

481

701
oSs
080
084
079
091

WUh With
ro rq i'i-J(»

Sharei, Shar«>.

330

33(|

217
310

34s
228

2IS

241

310

240
201

2^0

270

207

2^7
24s

24<>

2-4
3SS

2S1
2?0

207
2S0

204
200

110

12s

111

lis

128

116

104

OS

0.|

88
80
<)()

8q
0<»

OS
01

84
7«

70
7«

72

71

09

7'

70
70

74
72

71

00
02

9S
101

100

07
08
S8

With
to V)
Sh«rH,

4S

4"

48
48

41
42

47
44
40
41
4S

40

44
42
40
40
18

10
10

12

27
20

24

24

12

20

51
28

10

27

with

Shiires,

30
33

21

>7

10

18

18

18

17

IS

13

10

10

10

I I

'4

>4

11

IS

13

I I

12

I I

II

IS

IS

10

>4

"4

"4

11

With
so and
mure

Shares.

SO

43

44
41
40
41

10

10

IS

IS

14
10

14

14

14
12

10

20
20
28

1o

11

1)

10

28

40
10

10

17

17

34

Total.

3010
2008

3(H)2

20 1

8

1077
3071
1 0117

2272
2110
2l8l

2407
2S24
2SO7
2041

2721

2804
I

28:,8 I

2881

2017

2077
2002

104s
1070
1117

1074

1167
1170
14«'

IS 7"

100s

1792

In thi Wokino Vaaa rHANOiD HaiiDi.

Share*.

I()t)7'

Whole. 1'

014
1042

8=iO

00<(

004
OS 2

8.,4

700
S01

727
losi

810

1148

001
1824
IIS8

078
1001

1070
I 100

lOlU
1128

17IX)

Half.

I I

IS

10

18

18

24

21

11

I I

13

I I

30

14

21

1 I

K)

I I

IS

'4

Trannfara between
livinii |i«r>ona.

Whole.

182

373
4"o
2Ss
11I7

211

278

2S0
112

S4I

270

420
410
484
482
1217

700

407
47"
S40
4SS
log
0O()

1114

Half.

7
6

1

10

1

IS

7

9
1

S

S

<>

7
8

()

8

5

7
10

l-l
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from 1 864-6'>—1887-88 increased from 1(77 to 2251. In 1888-89 it was

reduced to 2108, and in 1889-90 to 2172, but since then it has continually

risen till it has reached 2603. This movement indicates a reduction of the

number of shareholders entit.ed to vote, «. the voting power can only be

acquired by possession of five shares.
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van Nederlandsclie-lndie " a table showing tlie general development of the

Java Bank from 1828-29 to 1893-94. 1 give this table below, with a few

changes for 1891-92— 1893-94, and with supplementary dates for 1894-95,

in order to render a review possible:

Years.

1818-29.

1829-30.
i8?o--,i.

183.-52.

1832-33.

1833-34-

1834-35.
i83'i-3'>.

i83b-37.

1837-38.
1838-39.
1839-40.
1840-41

.

1841-42.

1842-43.

1843-44.
1844-43.
1845-40.
1846-47.
1847-48.

1848-49.
l849-'io.

1830-SI.

18SI-52.

|8S2-S3.
I853-S4.

1854-S.S.

i8ss-S<J.

i3s6-S7.
i857--i8.

i8s8-59.

1800-61.
1861-62.

1862-63.

1S63-64.

1864-65.
180:; -66.

1866-67.

1867-68.
1868-69.

1869-70.
1870-71.

871-72.
187-73.
1873-74.
1874-7^.
i87i;-76.

1876-77.
1877-78.
1878-79.
1879-80.
1N80-81.

i88i-«2.
1882-83.
1S83-84.

l8d',-8s.

188S-86.
1880-87.

1887-88.
1888-89.

188., -90.

1890-91.

1891-92.
1892-93.

1893-94.

1894-95.

Share Capital.

cuiLDens,
i,3os,5oo

1,418,300

1, 539,500
2,U00.1X)0

2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000

2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,00O.C0O

1,114.744
1.415,247

1,202,494

1,476. 87 s

1.752,403

1,732.403

1,835,424

1.927,500
1,927.500

1,927,500
2,000,000
2,000.000
2,000.000
2,000.000
2.000.000

2.000,000
2,ooo,oro

2,000,000
4,noo,ooo

4,000,000
4,000.000
6,0(0.000
6,oo<^,uoo

b.ooo.ooo
6.0*.10.000

6.000,000
6,000,000
6,000.000
6.000.000
6,000.000
b.ooo.ooo
6.000.00c
6,000,(X)0

6.000.000
6,OLio,ooo

6,000.000
6.000.000
6.0<.X).000

6,000.000

6,000.000
6,000,000
6.000.000
6,000.000
6.000.000
6,000,000
6,000,000
6.000,000
6,000,000
6,000,000
6,000,000
6,C0O,00O
6,000,000
6,000,000

Average Working Capital.

Discount and
Loans Granted,

GUILDERS.

697,000
2,547.l'<»

3,485,000
4. laj.e^Ai

5,605,000

5,978,000
6,965,000
7,343,'»o
8,271.000
8,583,ixx>

8,645,000
7,403,000
7,372,000
7,5O(».O0O

5,904,000
4,79<\ooo

5,013,000
4,057.000
4,490,000
3,590,000

2,449,000
2,38>1.1X»

3,130.000

3,863,000

4,702.(XX)

4,383,000
3.717,000
3,702,000

4,776,000

5, 581.OCX)

5,7o8,o(X)

6.1 1 3,coo
7,572.0(.x)

9,467, (.XX)

9,478,000
8,914, (XX>

9,20t!.0(X>

10,2:8,000

13, 760, (XX)

14,302,000
I 1,766.(X10

9,968,000

9,51 1.CXX)

10,1 l6,(XX)

io,568,o(X)

1 i,7'o.ooo

I l,76o,(XX)

14,010,000
i4.6iL»,(x<i

1 1,952,OCX)

1 i,43l,0(X)

I4,242,<x»
i2,394,ix)o

12.940,000
i3,239,o(X)

l6,69t),(XX)

17,049,000
12,762,000
8,949,(X)0

9,956,(XK)

10,047,oyo
6,334,(xx>

9,056,000
12,756,000*

17,712,000*

15,779,000*
12,606,000

Mortgages
and Stoclfs.

264,000
341,000
403,(XX)

485,000
63o,ocx>

779,000
9o6,(XX)

964, (jOO

965,000
917,000
C>66,(X10

i,4(X),ooo

1, 425,OX)
1,450,000
1 ,3so,u»x)

i,3io,0(jo

i,340.c(X)

I.4.''.3.0oo

t, I96,OX)

l.842.(jtx)

1 .629,0(X)

1.968,000

2, 152,000
2,091.000

2,293,000
2,349,oix>

2, 558, OCX)

2,599,0(X>

5,0 16,OCX)

5,461,000

5,464,000

3,448,000

3, 662,OCX)

5,4Cj8,(XX)

3,285,ocx>

3,5(X),o>x)

3,437,'xxi

3,512,000
5,724,,xio

6, 591, OCX)

6,428,OCX)

6,62), oiyi

Losses by
Worlcing.

965,500
773.400

405, 2<X)

18,900
25, OCX)

1 54,cx)0

i5,cxio

i,4(X)

1,000

2(X)

6<X)

3,800

400
5.500

14, loo

177,300
46,200
51,3<X)
26,C)00

51,OCX)

46,600
I 17,OCX)

20,500
80,100

44,300
12,800

20, 100

40,500
7.300

259,400
27,2CX)

1,600

3,300

10,400

59,900
|c)8,7'X)

1,400

52,600
2,500

3,100
i,200

400
257,000

6,9)5

Dividends in

I

Per Cent, of

I
tile Capital.

0.37
10,14

18

20

27
30
32

3)
26
16.4

9
o

3.95

4.9
7.25

9.75
7.7
6.1

8

14.73

14.86

13.58
25.61

13

19
12.5

10

7-5
10

17
16

9
7-5

7-47
7.2

9
9.5
12.5

13.6

'3.3

6
8
9.5

9
9
9.5
12.5

13

7.75
6
6
6
a.8

J.)

7
9
8
8.7

Average
Discount t

Kate.
Per Cent.

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

^5
6
6.5
6.5

9
9
8.88

7-5

7-5

7.5
7-5

7.4
6.3

77)
8.66
7.88

7.5

7.5

8.45

9
8.03

7.62

7.42
9.1)
8.25

6.24
5.42

5-95

5.8)
6
5.9)
6.8a

7.08

6,99
5

5.35

5 97
6
6
6
6.5>

6.74
6)7
4.68
4.50
5

5

4
4
542
S.28

5.37

* Van den Berg gives for these yean: 1891-91, 11,814,000 guilders; 1891-93,

16,546,000 guilders,

t Including advances on current accounts.

17,917,000 guilders, and i893-<^

I'
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The difference is explained by the fact that Van den Berg has included

the extensions in Holland in these figures. These statements supplement
the Bank's report for 1894-9'), pages 12 and 13. The years i8s4 and 1875

mark important turning-points in the history of the Java Bank; the former,

because in that year the deplorable state of the currency in the Dutch East

Indies had been repaired, and the latter, because a fixed maximum of note

issue was then abolished.

THE BANK'S SPHERE OF ACTION.

A charter, very much like the one given to the Netherlands Bank, had

been issued for the Java Bank in the first period of its existence. The
sphere of action was, however, made much wider. The Bank's operations

were to include (i) the discount of bills of exchange and assignations (also

those issued by public auction offices established at Java)
; (2) the grant of

loans on stocks, the precious metals, jewels, and merchandise; (?) the trade

in gold and silver; (4) deposit account business with the Treasury or other

public authorities or private individuals; (s) the exchange of money and cur-

rent coin for bank paper; (6) the keeping of foreign coins, which had to be re-

turned after deducting a moderate rate of interest for the Bank, and on

which, in the books of the Bank, a credit could be opened for a small com-
mission; (7) the keeping of sums of 100 guilders or more, on which the

depositor was to receive interest
; (8) the granting of interest-bearing credits of

at least 200 and not more than 1000 guilders, on security, to any Dutch inhab-

itant of good standing, who may dispose of these sums by assignations.

The Bank administration had to consist of a perpetual president, three

directors, and one perpetual secretary. The Governor-General could in-

crease the number of directors at the request of the Bank. The directors

had to be elected every year at a general meeting of shareholders with voting

power. For preparing the balance-sheet and declaring the dividend, a com-
mittee of seven shareholders, entitled to vote, had to be elected by the general

meeting. The directors received a yearly salary of 4000 guilders, which was
stopped in 1837. According to an official ruling of December 1 1, 1827, the

Bank shares, which the Government had also tried to favor by pressing them

on public servants, were recognized as a means of investment of trust funds.

The value of the bank notes was to be 1000, 500, 300, 200, 100, 50, 25

guilders, smaller notes being allowed should the Bank consider their issue

desirable; but during the first period no small notes were emitted. The

bank notes were received as legal tender at all Treasury offices in Java and

Madura as long as the Bank fulfilled its pledges in regard to their redemp-

tion.* On the other hand, the Indian Government was not to issue paper

money under whatever form or name. Falsification of bank notes was
ranked as false coining, but repeatedly took place.

No rule concerning the reserve against the notes existed at anytime, nor

r

i'l

I

According to the order of December |8, 1817, thf redemption had to be m«de in gold or silver.
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DUTCH COLONIAL CURRENCY.

The state of the currency helped to develop the operations of the Bank,

the former being very defective in the Dutch East Indies. By decree of

January 14,1817, it is true, a national Indian silver guilder, like the then current

Dutch florin, had been provided; but at the same time the issue of two
million guilders' worth of paper money was sanctioned, and this amount was
increased by the decrees of November 6, 18 17, January 23, 1821, and March
18, 1822, to three, four, and five millions. The silver florin was ousted by
the paper money, but the copper coins came to the front. In the decree of

January 14, 1817, it was ordered that neither in making payments nor in

receiving them were the officials to make any difference between copper,

silver, and paper. An increase in the number of copper coins was ordered

by the decrees of April 24, 1818, and June 2=,, 1818. The decree of the 13th

of February, 1826, proclaimed the Dutch guilder, according to the Dutch
law of September 28, 1816, to be the true standard coin, and ordered that

nobody should be obliged to accept more than ten florins in copper coins;

but these, nevertheless, became more and more popular. The withdrawal

of 2,01s, 975 florins in one-tlorin notes and of 98^,950 florins in five-florin

notes from circulation rendered copper coins quite indispensable for all pay-

ments below ten florins. In 1825, besides, an arrangement had been made
with the Nederlandsche Handels Maatschappij that the latter should provide

the Indian Government with eight million florins, six million of which should

be in copper.

When the Bank started, the chief medium of currency in the country

was the copper "duitens" (doits), while the silver guilder had only nominal

importance. It is evident that under these circumstances the bank notes,

which were, besides, accepted as a legal tender at all public cash ofifices,

should quickly come into favor as a general means of currency. The Bank

did not bind itself to any well-defined limits with regard to either the amount
or the cover of notes, but by issuing as many notes as the traffic demanded,

it could make large "active operations." It was, however, awkward that

the Bank should be obliged to redeem its notes in the precious metals when
asked for, as the latter had been nearly totally ousted from circulation in the

Dutch East Indies. In 1830, merchants proposed to the Government at Bata-

via to stop the exchange of bank notes for silver for some time, and the

Bank also repeatedly pointed out the difficulties accruing from redemption

in silver. The Government, however, rejected such proposals and sought

to reduce the silver export by imposing an export duty of four per cent., and

by other means.

CONFLICT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT AND THE BANK.

The financial difficulties of the Government of the Dutch East Indies gave

rise to some very remarkable measures in 1832. Thus, the Governor, Van
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den Bosch, had proposed in 1831 that some paper money representing copper

should be issued by the Bank, the Government depositing the same amount

in copper as security with the Bank. This proposal met with strong oppo-

sition in debate in the Indian Council. The Government, nevertheless,

enteied into negotiations with the Bank. The board of directors, after

repeated consultations, refused the proposal on the 25th of May, 1831. The
negotiations, however, were continued, and when the Bank stood by its

refusal, a royal decree of June 16, 1832, presented to it the alternative of

either acquiescing in the issue of three million guilders' worth of notes

against copper security or having its charter revoked. The Bank was com-
pelled to bow to this, and by decree of August 2}, 1832, it was proclaimed

that the Bank would issue three million guilders' worth of "copper paper"

against a deposit of that metal to the same amount. These were the notes

issued

:

20,000 of 5 guilders each.

20,000 "
10 " "

20,000 "
25 " "

12,000
"

50 " "

10,000 of 100 guilders each.

500 " 500 " "

350 " 1000 " "

On April 16, 183?, the number of copper notes of 100 florins each was
reduced by 2SOO, and they were replaced by 20,000 of five florins each,

10,000 often florins, and, besides, 25,000 of one florin each, were issued. In

i8iq, the looo-florin notes were totally withdrawn, those of soo florins

reduced, and the issue of copper notes for 10, 25, 50, and 100 guilders was
increased in the same proportion. The total of three million guilders was,

however, not exceeded.*

In order to bring the Bank charter into harmony with this procedure, the

rigtit was reserved, in the charter of July 17, 1837, to the Government to

issue copper notes through the intermediary of the Bank, if the latter chose

to undertake this, or to issue or have them issued in some other way, should

circumstances demand it. Hereby the independence of the Bank was con-

siderably curtailed.

In the same decree the Bank was ordered to give ten per cent, of any

profit above nine per cent, of the share capital to charities designated by the

Governor. This meant a further loss of independence to the Bank ; but soon

additional demands were to be made upon it. The Director-General of

Finance, on July 26, 1839, requested the Ba.ik to place at the disposal of

the Government one million guilders of the copper deposited in its vaults.

It was resolved to comply with this request on the 27th of July, 1839, and

the decision was sanctioned by the Government decree of August 7, 1839.

Thus the cover for a great part of the copper notes was withdrawn. On
April 1 1, 1840, the Bank was summoned to give up all the copper deposited

*Stcijn Parvr,pagt 134 <f Kf,, and page 244, give* particulars ofthb coercion of the Bank. His information has lately

been supplemented from the docuiuciits of the Java Banl< by N. P. van den Berg in his essay, "A Conflict Between Govern-

men and Java Bank," in the magazine " De Indische Gids " of December, 1895.

w
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by the Government with the exception of tluit neLCssary for the redemption

of the 500-florin copper notes. For the deficiency in the copper deposit the

Bank was to receive a Government bond. The Bank management agreed

to this also, but on April 16, 1840, demanded a special and definite order by

Government decree to cover its responsibility toward the holders of the cop-

per notes. After some further negotiations on this point, a corresponding

secret decree of the Government was issued on the 27th of August, 1840,

and the bulk of the security for the copper notes was handed over to the

Government. In 1841, the board of directors became somewhat anxious

with regard to these dealings, and on the 5th of June, 1841, therefore, they

admonished the Government to return the copper deposit taken from the

Bank. The Government was annoyed at this, and in its decree of August

23, 1 84 1, called it as "rude as inconvenient" that the board of directors

should approach them with such a request during the prevailing bad times.

The Bank had to be satisfied with this at first, and after a renewed appeal,

only the security was refunded.

The continued large coinings of copper by the Government, according

to Steijn-Parve, are evidenced by the following amounts put into circu-

lation:

1833 368,^69 guilders.

1834 1,101,927

183s 746,6so "

1836 1,646,000

1837 2,468,580

1838 3,533,580 guilders.

1839 4.419.471

1840 5,425,855

1841 3,465,828

1842 3,880,027

These copper coins were also bound to oust the silver more and more

from circulation, and the Bank itself largely contributed thereto by constantly

increasing its note issue and by favoring an unhealthy speculation in stocks

through liberal grants of credit. The endeavor to secure big dividends had

more weight with the Bank than the endeavor to remain within the limits

of prudence.

s\

INADEQUATE COIN RESERVE.

In 1836, the Bank was really incapable of redeeming its notes. On
January i, 1836, the Bank, with a note circulation of 6.450,000 florins, still

held 2,450,000 florins' worth of the precious metals; but on November 23d

of that year there were already 7,050,000 florins of bank notes in circu-

lation and only 856,680 florins' worth of the precious metals. The Govern-

ment, which had 2,500,000 guilders' worth of bank notes on hand, thought

this state of affairs so dangerous that it compelled the Bank to accumulate

bigger amounts of gold and silver, which, under existing circumstances, was

only possible by applying to other countries. The Bank increased its stock

of bullion, but also increased its note issue; and tht's in 1839 it was again

incapable of redeeming its notes. In July, 1839, its entire stock of bullion
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did not exceed 18,638 florins. The fact that notwithstanding all this the

bank notes remained in circulation can only be explained by the deplorable

state of the currency, which made the use of bank notes absolutely necessary.

The outflow of silver from the Bank was partly caused by the Govern-

ment's economic policy. The Government had given to the Nederlandsche

Handels Maatschappij {i. e., Dutch Trading Company), established in 1824,

a commercial monopoly. The chief produce of the island of Java—sugar,

coffee, and indigo—had to be delivered to the company, and was to be sold

by them. Therefore, a free movement of trade, calculated to bring silver to

the Bank, did not exist. Many merchants were also obliged to turn their

energies in new directions, and agricultural enterprises were especially used

for this purpose. Considerable credits were asked from the Bank for such

undertakings, but as it was only very slowly that they became profitable,

the credits granted could very frequently not be paid back to the Bank. It

accordingly suffered great losses, and in 1841 nearly failed; the whole capital

was in peril. The total breakdown, however, was prevented, because in

pursuance of a resolution of the general meeting of March 5, 1841, sanctioned

by the Government, an extension was granted for most outstanding debts

of whose ultimate recovery there was any hope.* Besides this, from 1841-42

for seven years no dividends were paid, but the earnings were used for

making up the deficiency in the share capital and restoring this to the former

amount of 2,000,000 guilders, of which, in 1842-43, only i, 1 10,000 guilders

were left. By 1852-53 the capital was re-established.

THE PROCESS OF RECOVERY.

But this recovery was not effected without hindrance. The Govern-

ment rendered the accumulation of new stocks of bullion difficult by issuing,

in 1842, a further three million guilders in copper, representing paper (with-

out the intervention of the Bank). The Bank itself, by increasing its note

issue, prevented the establishment of asafer ratio between the note circulation

and the amount of bullion on hand. Up to the beginning of 1844, it had

increased its stock of bullion to 2,880,000 guilders, and the amount of

bank notes issued to 8,400,000 guilders. There was also the alarming

proposal of the Director-General of Finance, in 1843, to take over the Java

Bank for account of the Government, and to transform it into a Government

loan and discount bank—a proposal which, however, was not adopted.

Further difficulties happened in 1845, in the beginning of which year the

holder of an assignation for 4,598.70 guilders, issued by the Bank agency at

Soerabaya, brought an action against the Bank for payment in specie, while

the Bank would pay only in notes. That rendered people suspicious with

regard to the safety of the Bank, and brought discredit on it. The Bank

apprehended a run of note-holders, and demanded the Government's assist-

* N. P. van den Berg (in the " Encyelopetdie van Nederlandsch-Indit," page 105) mentions that relief had been

granted to claims on bills up to a total of 4,634,81; guilders.
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ance. In order to remove the difficulties, the Bank was forbidden to change

its notes for specie during a year, and for this period courts of law were

not allowed to take notice of legal claims on the Bank for the redemption of

its notes. The Bank, on March 31, 1845, had three million guilders of bullion

on hand, while the notes in circulation amounted to 7,986,000 guilders.

Unless, therefore, every note-holder was expected to demand coin, there

was no real inability to redeem the notes.

Important changes in the currency and the affairs of the Bank took place

in the next year. In 1846, the Government began to prepare for the cur-

rency reform. On February 4, 1846, it was resolved that the Government
should issue rMpiss^s of i, 5, 10, 25, 100, and soo guilders each, and put

out of circulation 120, 600, 1200, 3000, 12,000, 60,000 doits, which should

be kept as security for the receipts. The copper notes issued by the Gov-
ernment were to be withdrawn and changed for receipts, so that six guild-

ers in copper notes were considered equal to five guilders in receipts. The
receipts could at any time be changed at the public cash offices of the princi-

pal places, and were admitted in payment for all public dues. Nobody was
obliged to receive in payment more than five guilders in copper coins, and

was authorized to demand receipts for the amount in excess. The notes

issued by the Java Bank were still received in payment at the public

depositories, until March 29, 1846, and could, for a further month later, be

exchanged for receipts. In case of such an exchange, the bank notes served

as security for the receipts. The total amount of receipts issued was not to

exceed the security in copper and bank notes.

On March 26, 1846, the receipts were declared a legal tender for all debts

payable in silver. These orders caused an important modification of the Bank

charter, because the currency really consisted of copper represented by

receipts, and because the Bank's methods had to be modified to suit the

principles of this system. On March 26, 1846, therefore, the Bank was
authorized to stop the issue of notes payable in silver, and to make its notes

redeemable in receipts at Batavia. The total amount of notes to be issued had

to be fixed and published by the Government from time to time. The real

amount of notes in circulation had to be published every month. As long

as the Bank should meet its engagements, and cover its liabilities by its

assets, the notes representing receipts were to be accepted for all payments

at the public offices.

NEW BANKING REGULATIONS.

»
.

•'.

'

The right of giving credit on a guarantee was taken away from the Bank.

It was forbidden to pay dividends as long as the impairment of the capital

was not fully made good. At the same time, it was ordered that at the general

meetings a Government commissioner had to be present, empowered to

delay decisions till the Governor-General had sanctioned them. The Bank's

sphere of action was reduced, in comparison with the orders of 1827, by

abolishing some of its operations. Of the original functions, these remained:

l )
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must be considered a very unstnhlc basis for a country's currency. The risk

to wliich the Bank was thus exposed could not be removed until the

Dutch Hast Indian currency was based on the precious metals. It was only

by the law of May i, 1854, that a metallic basis was introduced by adopting

the Dutch silver standard according to the Dutch law of November 26, 1847.

The Government did its best to secure for silver the importance to which

it was entitled. From i8s4 to i860, the silver specie shipments from

Holland to the Dutch East Indies amounted to nearly ninety million guilders.

The old copper coins were changed as much as possible for new copper

coins, the issue of which was not to exceed ten million guilders. No one

was compelled to take in payment copper coins for more than two guilders,

nor silver small coins for more than ten guilders. The existing receipts

(more than twenty-six million guilders) were changed for silver standard

coins. The currency reform upon this basis cost iq,8oo,ooo guilders to the

Government. But this sacrifice was not made in vain, because the currency

of the Dutch East Indies became decidedly sounder. With the currency

reform the Java Bank also entered upon a period of healthier development.

The Bank was again able to accumulate a stock of silver, and this all the

more so because private enterprise was allowed greater liberty of action.

The Bank's stock of bullion amounted (according to Van den Berg, in the

" Encyclopaedic van Nederlandsch-Indie ") to

1,770,000 guilders on March 31, i8s6.

10,080,000 " " " 1862.

20,845,000 " " " 1865.

' t

r

THE BANK'S DEVELOPMENT.

The active operations of the Bank increased, with a brief intermission in

1865-64 and 1864-61, up to 1867-68. In the sixties, the Bank established

several new agencies, viz. : in 1864 in Padang, in 1865 in Macassar, in 1866

in Chcribon, in 1867 in Soerakarta and Pasoeroean. But in the second period,

too, the regular working of the Bank was interrupted several times by the

imprudent policy of the Government in fixing the maximum note issue, as

was its right since 1846. All the disadvantages which can accrue from an

absolute note maximum have been shown in the history of the Java Bank.

Before 18S9, no limits were fixed with regard to the metallic reserves

against the notes in circulation. The Government did not think it advisable

to have notes amounting to more than three times the share capital issued.

On October 27, i8s4, therefore, the maximum was fixed at 5,258,575 guild-

ers, and on July 24, 1856, at 6,000,000 guilders. The new Bank charter of

November 22, 1859, repeated the requirement that the Governor-General

had to fix the maximum of notes* to be issued, but it was added that at

least three-tenths of the notes had to be covered by legal currency. The

* Then, also notes of ten guilders each were permitted.
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During the next eight years a further increase of the note maximum was
unnixessary, because after 18^7-68 more moderate demands for credit were

made on the Bank. Its active capital amounted in 1868-69 to only 1 1,766,-

000 guilders, in 1869-70 to 9,968,000 guilders, and in 1870-71 to 9,sio,ooo

guilders. The yearly average of discount rates sank from 9.13 per cent, in

1866-67 to 8.2s per cent, in 1867-68; 6.24 percent, in 1868-69, and s.42 per

cent, in 1869-70; while in 1870-71 a moderate rise to s.9S percent, occurred.

Part of the demands for credit in that time were turned to the great private

credit institutions, which began to operate more and more in the Dutch

East Indies. (In consequence of all this, the Bank was not hampered by the

restriction of an absolute and not very liberal note maximum.)

A NEW PLAN OF BANK MANAGEMENT.

In 1870, the Bank's charter was renewed for ten years by decree of March

6, 1870, which changed the organization of the Bank's management, that

had not been modified since 1838.* According to this decree, the board of

directors was to consist of the president and two permanent salaried direc-

tors, one of whom should act as secretary. These three persons were

appointed by the Governor-General from a double nomination paper made
out by the board of directors, together with the commissioners, and was
binding only in regard to the two directors. The president was appointed

for five years, the directors for three years. A permanent board of five com-
missioners had also to be elected at the general meeting, while before 1870,

commissioners had been chosen at every general meeting.

Instead of the Government's commissioner—authorized since 1846 to be

present at the general meeting—by the decree of 1870, a permanent Govern-

ment commissioner, appointed by the Governor-General, was intrusted with

the control.

It should also be mentioned that the amount of the reserve fund was
again prescribed, and that the Bank was forbidden to invest part of the share

capital in mortgages. The Bank having, in 1869-70, invested 1,340,000

guilders in mortgages, was obliged to get rid of these. It succeeded, how-
ever, in having this restriction canceled again, and it was allowed to invest

the reserve fund and one-third of the share capital in safe stocks and mort-

gages.

INCREASING BUSINESS AND NOTE ISSUES.

The Bank's operations increased after 1870. The active capital amounted

to 10, 116,000 guilders in 1871-72, 10,568,000 guilders in 1872-73, 11,760,000

guilders in 1873-74, and 11,760,000 guilders in 1874-75.

The yearly average discount rate was 5.95 per cent, in 1870-71, 5.83 per

cent, in 1871-72, 6 per cent, in 1872-73, 5.93 per cent, in 1873-74, and 6.83

* In general, the regulations of 1870 remain in force to-diy.
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percent, in 1874-7=;. The highest rate was in 1870-71— 1873-74. 6 percent.

;

in 1874-7'^, 8 per cent.

L'lider these circumstances, the Bank thought a further increase of the

n^Xt maximum necessary, and thir time the Government, having learned by

experience, was ready to comply with the request. On September 8, 1874,

the Bank submitttJ its proposal, and on September iq, 1874, permission was

given to increase the note issue to 2s, 000,000 tlorins. The Bank had, how-
ever, proposed some time before to abolish entirely the note maximum and

to treat the cover of the notes and the note circulation acoordir.g to the rules

laid down for the Netherlands Bank. This was also sanctioned, and the decree

of March 18. 187s, abolishing the note maximum, ordered that the to' '! sum
of notes in circulation, bank assignations, and current account balances should

be covered to the extent of at least forty per cent, by coin or bullion. With
this, the latest period of development begins for the Bank, which now shows

a much healthier growth than before. The Bank had become free to consult

its own interest as well as that of the community at large, and in the next

year the advantage of this change was clearly apparent. On the approach

of the shipping season, the demands on the Bank's resources grew very

fast both in number and amount, but without any difficulty the amount of

loans could be increased from 12,800,000 to more than 23,ooo,cxx) guilders.

The discount rate, it is true, had to be raised to nine per cent., I'lt it stood at

that figure for only a short time, the yearly average being 6.99 pjr cent, as

against 7.08 percent, in 187=1-76. During the next year, by law of March 28,

1877, the Dutch monetary law of 187s, together with the gold standard,* was
introduced into the Dutch East Indies. This measure v'-s well calculated

to affect adversely the note circulation
;
gold, however, did not come, to a

great extern, into circulation, and thus the bank notes kept their volume un-

changed.

Of other outer events, there are first to be noted the establishment of a

further agency at Djokjokarta in 1870^, and the renewal of the Bank's charter

in 1880. On this occasion the pan of the capital whi^h could be invested in

mortgages and stocks was incn'ased to 3,000,000 guilders, and this brought

larger earnings to the Bank. Further, the tenure of office of the directors was
extended to five years; but for the rest, the working organization remained

as in 1870.

THE BANK UNDER PRESSURE.

In 1882, the issue of five-florin notes ceased. Soon alter, /'. ('., at the end

of 1883 iad in 1884, the bank again had an opportunity to show its c.ipacity

to meet the requi^vments of hard times. The credit crisis then existing in

the Dutch East indies led to large demands being made on the Bank. Its

discount-' aiiiounted to 8.qoo,oou guilders on the last Wednesdaj' in March.

and i4.9;o,ooo guilders on the same day in September. The rate of dis-

in fac*, an eLiloii boitcux.
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count, which had never exceedeJ six per cent, since 1S77-78, temporarily

rose to seven percent, in iSHiand 18S4, and the yearly average was 6.^,2

per cent, in 1885-84, and 6.04 per cent, in 1884-8S, as against six per cent.

in the three preceding years. The loans granted amounted to 2.800,000

guilders toward the end of April, 1884, to 7,4(X),0(x> guilders toward the end

of December; and the notes in circulation to 38, 3so,o(X) guilders at the end

of May, and to 42,740,000 guilders at the end of December, It is remark-

able, however, *iiat the discount rates, although they had to be raised,

remained considerably lower than in former hard times.

In i88s and 1886 also, circumstances still necessitated liberal help by

credit from the Rank, which could grant this without raising the discount

rate too much. Discount fluctuated in i88t-86 betv/een six and seven per

cent.; in 1886-87, between four and six per cent. The yearly averages were:

6.37 per cent, in i88s-86, and 4.68 per cent, in 1886-87. After having con-

quered these difficulties, the dealings of the Bank lost their importance,

because the other credit institutions which had to be supported by the

Java Bank in 18S4 could now again meet a part of the demands for credit.

The active capital of the Java Bank, which had been 17,0^0,000 guilders in

i884-8s, amounted to:

12,760,000 guilders in iS8=i-8s. I
io,o=,o,(X)o guilders in 1888-So.

8,9SO,ooo " " 1886-87. 6,530,000 " " i88c)-9o.

q,c)s6,ooo " " 1887-88.
I

c),os6,ooo " " i890-c>i.

The discount rate fluctu.ated in 1887-88 between four and live per cent.,

remained unchanged in 1888-89 and 1889-qo at five per cent., while in

1890-91 it was kept at four per cent.

As the Buiik had successfully gone through the trial, and the decree of

February 1 1, 1891, renewed the Bank charter, it could safelv extend its work-

ing sphere by the permission to take up the dealing in foreign bills and to

invest a pa-t of its resources in Holland. Besides this, the Bank was given

leave to invest its whole share capital in slocks* and first mortgages on

estates in the Dutch Hast Indies. In mortgages, however, not more than one-

third of the capital could be invested. The charter was this time renewed

for fifteen years (till .March 51, 1906), while up to then the term had always

been ten or eleven y( ars. The extension of the banking business to Holland

made a standing representation in l-urope appear desirable, and in i8qi.

therefore, an oftice of the Bank was established in Amsterdam, in.inaged bv

two agents.

Under the influence of tiie new decrees, the Bank s oDei.iti

creasei

ons again in-

In i8g2-9 5. claims on the i5ank were so large 'hat the discount

rate teniporarily rose to seven per cent., while in 1801-02 the rate of four

percent, had been maintained. The discounts were as follows, according

to the Java Bank's innual report for 1894-9^:

* !. r.. in Dutch and Dutch-Indian National Debt and other bonds negotiable in Batavia, Amsterdam, or other imporlani

Europi-.m centres.
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1885-86 35,961,000 florins.

1886-87 33,640,000

1887-88 51,027,000 "

1888-89 47,269,000

1889-90 27,428,000

1890-91 59,149,000 florins.

1891-92 59,335,000 "

1892-93 83,047,000 "

1893-94 94,877,000 "

1894-95 71,493,000

In the ten preceding years, the maximum and minimum discounts were

as follows (in thousands of florins) :

*
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The Maximum.
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During the three years 1892-93, 1893-94, and 1894-95, the different

classes of loans amounted to:

Classbs.
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The liabilities payable on call, consisting of bank notes, bank assignations,

and balances from current accounts,* and the stock of bullion, amounted to

(in guilders, according to the yearly averages)

:

Ybars.
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SECTION II.

THE SURINAM BANK. ./;i

Decree of May 19, 1864—Decrees ofJune 20, i86g, and Ma v 1 4, i8yi—Dif-

ficulties at the Outset—Reorganisation in i8yy-i8y8—Decree ofJune 26,

i8Sc)—Decree of November 19, 1890— Tables Shoiving the Banli's Develop-

ment from i8yi.

^^^HE object of the Surinam Bank, established in 1864, is to act as

a bank of issue in the Dutch West Indies. Its importance

not being equal to that of the Java Bank or the Netherlands

Bank, only a cursory statement in regard to it is necessary.*

The Bank was chartered by the decree of May 14, 1864,

as the only bank of issue in Surinam for twenty-five years,

ending November q, 1889. Its capital was fixed at one million guilders,

divided into 4000 shares of 2So guilders each. The chief board of directors

h;:d to be in Amsterdam, and was composed of two directors, elected for five

years at the general meeting, with the sanction of the Governor of the colony,

according to a double nomination paper made out by the Amsterdam com-

missioners. At least six commissioners, charged with the supervision of

the directors, are elected at the general meeting. The management in Par-

.;maribo is conducted by a local board of directors, composed of a president

and a director elected by the Surinam commissioners, with the Governor's

sanction. The Surinam commissioners to superintend the m-magement in

Paramaribo were appointed by the head board of directors, with the con-

sent of the Amsterdam commissioners. Furthermore, the Governor had to

appoint a colonial commissioner, who was authorized to be present (with-

out voting power) at all meetings of the commissioners.

The Bank was empowered h) to discount bills and other commercial

securities provided with two or more satisfactory signatures and with the

usual term of currency; (2) to deal in bills; (3) to grant loans on merchan-

' U<

*The Ansterdam board of directors, on my application, has sent me the reports for 1872. 1874-1879, [880 1891,

and TMq^. Otner dates arj to be found in " Dr S'-Jcrlattiiachi' N.iamloo/c Vcruvyot^ehappen " (The Dutch Joint-Stock Com-

pames), published annually by Dr. A. H. van Nieropand Dr. U. Uaak sinL-e 1882.

* h
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disc handled in Surinam, and on specie and bullion, for three months, and

up to two-thirds of the value of the securities; (4) to trade in the precious

metals; (5) to open deposit accounts, with or without payment of interest;

(6) to discharge financial commissions for Government or private individ-

uals; and (7) to keep money «Tnd other valuables.

The Bank was not allowed (i) to give any credit in blank; (2) to take

shares in any commercial undertakings; (^) to buy its own shares or to

grant loans on them; (4) to buy stocks, merchandise, or movable property;

nor (s) to acquire or possess real estate not necessary for the conduct of its

own business; (6) to lend money on mortgage or on ships. But it was

permitted to invest the reserve fund and soo.ooo guilders at the outside in

Dutch public funds, or in Surinam obligations, or in bonds of mortgage

companies sanctioned by the King.

The notes issued by the Surinam Bank could circulate only in Surinam,

and, according to a special roval decree, also in other Dutch colonies. The

Bank issued notes of not smaller denominations than ten guilders each, and,

with the King's sanction, also of five guilders each. It was the duty of the

Paramaribo board of directors to make known the denomination and amount

of the notes issued. The notes were admitted in payment at the Govern-

ment offices in Surinam. When requested by the note-holder, the Bank was

obliged to redeem the notes in specie. The holder of a bank note had to

be considered its legitimate owner, but in case of suspicion or at the written

request of the party interested, the Bank might have the note receipted and

signed by the holder.

Bank notes, current account balances, and other liabilities to be met

instantly, or due within four months in Surinam, had to be covered by cur-

rent coin to the amount of one-third of the whole. The permanent amount

of metallic security had to be fixed by the King after consulting the chief

board of directors. The Surinam Governor, however, was authorized, in

case of need, to permit deviations from these regulations, provided the King

sanctioned them. Bank notes and other liabilities above three million

guilders had to be fully covered by a reserve of current coin. The Bank's

bills and notes were exempt from stamp duty, but the Bank was not allowed

to claim commission for keeping and paying out money for the colony's

account. The Colonial Government, however, had no share in the net profits

of the Bank. Supplementarv orders were contained in the decree of June

20, 1869, and May 14, 1871. The former authorized the Bank to issue

10,000 tank notes of five guilders each; the latter declared forty per cent,

of the total amount of bank notes, current account balances, and other

liabilines c'ue within four moths, should be covered in specie and standard

bullion.

In the first years, the Bank's operations were hampered by many difficul-

ties, caused by he unfavorable state of trade in the colony. Business, there-

fore, was limited and profits moderate. Dividends were paid only in 1866
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(3^ per cent.), 1867 (} per cent.), 1868 (4^ per cent.), 1869 (4 per cent.),

1875 and 1874 (2>^ per cent.), and 1877 {y/2 per cent.).

EARLY REORGANIZATION AND RENEWAL OF THE CHARTER.

In 1877, a reorganization of the Bank was decided upon. Its chief pur-

pose was to reduce the share capital to 700,000 guilders (divided into 4000

shares of x-]^ guilders each), in order to write off the losses. By roval

decrees of April 17 and May 27, 187s, these modifications were sanctioned,

and since then the Bank's condition has improved by degrr 's in consonance

with the gradual but not uninterruptedly favorable development of the

colony.

The Bank's charter expired on November 9, 1889, and was renewed by

royal decree of June 26, 1889, for twenty-five years. The new decree shows
a few modifications only. The Bank was authorized to invest two-thirds of

its capital and reserves in Dutch public funds or Surinam obligations, or in

bonds of mortgage companies sanctioned by the King, and one-third in first

mortgage on real estate in Surinam. The minimum denomination of the

bank notes was fixed at five guilders, the royal sanction for notes below

ten guilders being dispensed with. The metallic reserve for bank notes,

current account balances, and other liabilities due within four months, was
fixed at thirty-three and one-third per cent. For the rest, thi. former regu-

lations were kept in force. A supplementary order of November 19, 1890,

prescribed that the stock of bullion had to be valued by the Governor accord-

ing to information given by the board of directors in Paramaribo.

The development of the Bank's business from 1871 is shown in the fol-

lowing table:

m
\ >
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It is only after the reorganization in 1878 that the "reserve fund" is

stated in the balance-sheets. Before 1878 we find a "fund for doubtful

debts" instead, amounting in 1872 to qs.sss guilders, in 1874 to 14^,024

guilders, in 187s to IS7, 139 guilders, in 1876 to 186, 8s8 guilders, and in 1877

to 194,648 guilders. The reserve fund once formed, the "fund for doubtful

debts " is mentioned no more. The reserve fund reached the twenty-five

per cent, prescribed by the decree in 1888.

The reports contain no regular information concerning the discount rate.

It was reduced for a time in 1872 to seven per cent., in 1890 to eight per

cent., and was generally nine per cent, as far as we can ascertain.

ll
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CHAPTHR VI.

"CASHIERS," JOINT-STOCK BANKS, AND PRIVATE
BANKERS.

ShCTION I.

Private Cashiers— /ottii-Stnrh Compa)iies for the Cashing Trade

Bankers—Joiiit-StQch Banks.

-Private

HE information iit my disposal is not sulTuient for a complete

history of the development of the other Dutch banks, Init

the broad Hnes of their development can be traced.

In the beginning of the nineteenth century, as we have

seen, the cashiers were still of great importance. The Dutch

Code of Commerce of October i, 1838, therefore, contains

many regulations concerning them. This code says in article seventy-four:

"Cashiers are persons who, for a certain allowance or commission, are in-

trusted with the keeping and paying out of money." Then, as before, the

cashiers undertook professional cash-keeping for others. Besides this, the

cashiers gave credit in Rotterdam, even in blank, to a great extent.* Pay-

ments were effected by "cashiers' papers." Generally, receipts are given

for the sum paid by the- cashier, and these receipts take the place of

cheques; but assignations also are used.

The Code of Commerce prescribes regulations concerning the "cashiers'

paper and other papers payable to bearer," in articles 221-229. The signer

of such paper, in form of a receipt or of an assignation, is obliged to date the

paper and is responsible for payment within ten days after date. Later on, the

signer remains responsible if he is not able to prove, and on demand to take

an oath, that he has had the amount stated in the paper deposited with the

person charged with its payment, within and after these ten days. Though

* According to written information given by Dr. N. G. Pierson, at the Hague, the former president of the Netherlands

Bank, and later Dutch Minister of Finance.
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his responsibility may be at an end, the signer is, nevertheless, required to

produce proofs which the holder needs to assert his claim against the person

obliged to pay. The charges for this collection of proof have to be borne by

the holder of the receipt.

Besides the signer, everyone who pays by means of a cashier's paper is

responsible to the holder for three days. In case of the failure of the signer,

the cashier is allowed to pay the amount of the paper out of the money
intrusted to him, unless the holder of other paper issued by the same bank-

rupt, or the trustees of his estate, or other parties interested, enter a protest.

Should such a protest be made, or should the cashier discontinue the pay-

ment of bills drawn on him, then the funds deposited by the bankrupt have

to be kept separate in order to satisfy holders of bills issued before the failure.

The cashiers still exist in Holland. The licensing tax was paid in 1860-61

by 80 cashiers,* in 1878-79 by 216 cashiers, and in 1890-91 by 2<^o cashiers.

EVOLUTION OF THE "CASHIER" BUSINESS.

Joint-Stock companies also have been founded to transact the cashier

business. In 1806, the Associatie-Cassa, in Amsterdam, was established,

with a capital of one million guilders. Its main purpose was the "re-

ceiving, keeping, and paying out of money and valuables for other persons."

Besides this, the company "discounts bills, invests money by granting

loans on personal property and stocks, by making advances on security of

goods, stocks, and bills, and trades in specie." Means for giving credit are

procured by the compan_, 's own funds, for increasing which a certain part

of the profits is reserved, and by the money intrusted lo the bank for this

purpose.

The bank is not allowed to give credit in blank, to grant loans on

security exceeding its own funds, and to trade in goods or stocks for its

own account. The company, which still exists, has done very well. Besides

a yearly fixed payment of five per cent., extra dividends of ten per cent,

were paid in 1818, 1826. 1828, 1831, 1832, 1834, 1836, 1837, 1840, 1845,

1848, 18^9, 1862, 186^, 1871, 1874, 1879, 1881, 1884, 1886, 1888, 1890-94;

of twenty percent, in 1855, and of fifty percent, in 1852.

Four other companies are still in active business, the principal object of

which is the cash trade, viz. : (1) The Ontvang en Betaalkas, in Amster-

dam, established in 1813, as a limited liability company, and converted into

a joint-stock company in 1874; its capital originally amounted lo one mill-

ion guilders, from 1880 to two million guilders, and from 1888 to three

million guilders; (2) Rentecassa, in Amsterdam, established in 1864, with

a capital of one million guilders; (3) Kasvereeniging, in Amsterdam, es-

tablished in 1 86s, with a capital of live million guilders; and (4) Incasso-

* According to the "Jttrcijftri " of 1894, pp. 1 16, 1 17. Other particuUra have not been published.
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bank, in Amsterdam, established in 1891, with a capital of half a million

guilders.

Besides the cashier trade, these companies discount bills of exchange,

keep money,* and give credit on security. The Ontvang en Betaalkas

and the intass-^bank are also allowed to make advances on guarantee.

These banks 1d lin f in ready money such part of the funds intrusted to them

as they require for current payments.

The statutes of the Ontvang en Betaalkas and of the Kasvereeniging

expressly forbid the granting of loans on bills of lading and on real property.

The Rentecassa does not open deposit accounts,! and is in direct connection

with the Associatie-Cassa. The customers of the latter are empowered to

transfer their money from their account, totally or partly, without charge,

to an account at the Rentecassa and to retransfer it to their account at the

Associatie-Cassa.

At the Ontvang en Betaalkas. § the annual business in 1894 amounted,

on cash account, to 244,890,000 guilders; on current accounts, 10237,880,000

guilders.

The average daily balance was, in 1894

On deposit account 2,067,000 guilders.

On discount account 1,238,000 "

On extended credits 1,430,000 "

Advances on security 2, 190.000 "

The four companies in question paid the following dividends:

1

1

li
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The joint-stock companies for cash trade—existing in Amsterdam only

—

must be regarded as banks, because they enter into money transactions as

well as credit operations; but the cash trade has to be considered, the prin-

cipal object, and but a few kinds of credit operations are allowed.

PRIVATE BANKS.

Besides the cashiers and the notaries doing banking business, a great

number of private bankers and joint-stock banks have spruniz up. Con-
cerning the private bankers, the data at my disposal are insufficient, there

being no regular publication of their operations and their number.

JOINT-STOCK BANKS.

More information is at my disposal concerning the joint-stock banks, but

none referring to the time before the sixties. In the first six decades of the

nineteenth century only a few joint-stock banks apparently existed, because

in the beginning of the sixties we find a total number of not more than

seven joint-stock banks. The Dutch Statistical Society has published a state-

ment on joint-stock companies, from 1861-62 till 1880-81, based upon the

trade tax-lists.* According to this statement, Holland had the following

number of joint-stock companies for money and cashier trade, banking

operations, administration offices, etc.

:

Ybaks.
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The development of the Dutch joint-stock banks clearly shows a certain

tendency toward the formation of special groups, to be described later on.

The following are the only banks with an extensive sphere of action in

1895:

(1) Twentsche Bankvereeniging.* in Amsterdam, founded in 1861; (2)

Rotterdamsche Bank, established in 1863; (3) Amsterdamsche Bank, in 1871

;

(4) Eindhovensche Bank, in 1872; (5) Gorinchemsche Bank, in 1873; (6)

Friesche Handelsbank, at Leeuwarden, in 1873; (7) Wissel en Effectenbank,

at Rotterdam, in 1879; (8) Noordbrabantsche Bank, at Hertogenbosch, In

1884; (9) Crediet en Depositobank, Rotterdam, in 1884; (10) Stichtsche

Bank, Utrecht, in 1884; (11) Utrechtsche Bankvereeniging, in 1887; (12)

Hollandsche Credietbank, Amsterdam, in 1890; (13) Oostersche Disconto-

bank, Amsterdam, in 1890 (in liquidation since the end of 1894); (14) Dis-

conto Maatschappij, Rotterdam, in 1891; (15) Handelsbank, Rotterdam, in

1891; (16) Bank en Handelsvereeniging (voorden, P. F. Berger), Venio, in

'893; (17) Bank voor Eflfecten en Wissel, at the Hague, in 1893; (18) Neder-

landsch-Indische Crediet en Bankvereeniging, Amsterdam, in 1894; (19)

Noorder Bank, Alkmaar, in 1895; (20) Geldersche Bank, Arnhem, in 1895.

SCOPE OF BUSINESS.

VA

The sphere of action of these banks is such that they have to do bill and

banking (partly, also, commission) business in the widest sense of the word.

The several branches of the licensed business only are stated in the consti-

tution of the banks numbered 6, 8, 1 1, 13, 17, and 18.

The Oostersche Discontobank (see No. i j) intends to operate in East-

ern Asia, especially in the Straits Settlements. It discounts bills and other

commercial paper, and invests money in loans; with the Bank Commissioner's

consent, the Bank is allowed to invest disposable funds for a time also in

other safe ways, and to receive and to place money on deposit.

The object of the Nederlandsche-Indische Crediet en Bankvereeniging

(see No. 18) is to do bill and banking business, to grant loans on produce,

merchandise, and stocks, to make advances on security of exported goods,

and on account current to lend on mortgage—all in the Dutch East Indies.

The Bank is not, however, allowed to trade in produce and goods, to take

shares in exploration companies, or buy its own shares, or to grant loans on

them.

The constitution ofthe Friesche Handelsbank (see N0.6), of the Utrechtsche

Bankvereeniging (see No. 1 1) and of the Bank voor Effecten en Wisselfaken

(see No. 17), all of the same tenor, fix the range 0^ operations as follows:

(i) Buying, selling, and discounting bills and other commercial paper;

(2) buying and selling home and foreign coupons, dividend warrants, coin,

and p<-;cious metals; (3) making advances on bills of lading and on goods

* Limited shareholder company.
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not subject to deterioration; (4) receiving money on deposit; (5) buying

stocks on commission ; (6) current account business, cashing, and paying

out for another's account; (7) administering and keeping money and secu-

rities* for another's account; (8) issuing letters of credit; (9) subscribing

to loans for account of third parties.

Furthermore, the Friesche Handelsbank is allowed to give credit and to

procure bankers' credit. The by-laws of the Noordbrabantsche Bank and

the Utrechtsche Bank mention the making of advances on certain terms. In

the by-laws of the Friesche Handelsbank and the Bank voor Eflfecten en

Wisselfaken, we also fmd the granting of advances on consignments and

on bills of lading, and the insurance of specie and bonds, etc. With the

latter, these banks go beyond the limits generally observed by banks. The

Disconto Maatschappij and the Handelsbank, both in Rotterdam, also under-

take insurance business.

The following table gives the principal data in regard to these banks

:

* Except the Utrechtschc Bankvcracniging.

U'
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Pi..rentage of Dividends, by Banks

Nami Of Bank,
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in the Netherlands, 1873 to 1894.

1885.

4)4

7
5

I

o
6
o
I

514
6
11.9

7
o

6V
6V
6
o
o
o
o

188).

5Ji

?^

8
6

6V

1881.

6

7>i
9.72

8
6

5 6}i 8

1881.

8.77

8

8

6><

7X
9-94

7

7

6J<' 6>i

<879.

8.64

1878.

6

13.6;

7

5>i

1877.

6

10.75

(>H
6«

6>i

1876.

6

4'A
9-75

6

5;<

1875.

I

6

8.75

1874.

3
6
8.1

6

6J<

52-3

87).

5

0.7

5.5

6

5>i

87a.*

10

45
3-5

1H

* Dividends of the Bank of Rotterdam, prior to 187a: 1871, lo per cent.; 1870, 1,6 percent,; 1869, o per cent.; 1868,

opcrccnt.; 1867, j.oS per cent.; 1866, 7.648 per cent.; 1865, toper cent.; 1864, 3.6pcr cent.
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STOCK CAPITAL AND DIVIDENDS.

The small amount of capita! paid in excites surprise. The Dutch Code of

Commerce not prescribing a minimum installment on shares, we often

find very moderate sums paid in. The share capital is frequently divided

into several series, and not seldom only one series is at first subscribed. The
Code of Commerce only prescribes that the company's promoters have to

take possession of one-fifth of the authorized capital, and that a term has to

be fixed up to which all shares have to be subscribed.

A large capital is to be found only in the Disconto Maatschappij, the

Twentsclie Bankvereeniging, the Rotterdamsche Bank, and the Amster-

damsche Bank, the transactions of which are very extensive.

The following are the principal items in the balance-sheet of the Disconto

Maatschappij (Discount Company) in Rotterdam

:

LtabtlitieS

:

On December 31, 1893. On December 31, 1894.

Deposit account 2,670,000 guilders. 2,710,000 guilders.

Creditors, on account cur-

rent 1,000,000 " , 1,800,000 "

Assets:

Bills discounted in portfolio 2,220,000 guilders. 2,020,000 guilders.

Debtors, on account cur-

rent 3,520,000 " 4,260,000 "

The Rotterdamsche Bank (Rotterdam Bank), in the beginning especially

intended to operate in the Dutch East Indies, soon exceeded these limits.

In the first years, hazardous speculations disturbed the Bank's development

and caused many fluctuations of the dividends.

The principal items in the balance-sheets have been as follows:
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According to the report for 1894, the total transactions were:

189a. 1891. il^
By cash 102,300,000 104,100,000 loi.soo.ooo
" home bills 116,200,000 114,100,000 11^,400,000
*' foreign bills 74,400,000 72,600,000 70,000,000
" stocks,coupons,etc. 9,800,000 6,400,000 s, 700,000
" bills to be paid ^0,300,000 52,800,000 so,soo,ooo

Grand Total 353,000,000 350,000,000 343,100,000

The sphere of action of the Twentsche Bankvereeniging is very exten-

sive, and in consequence of its relations with the cotton manufacture, the

Bank also keeps a branch establishment in London.

The following are the principal items in the balance-sheet (in guilders):

Liabilities: 1894. 189). 1891. 1891. 1890.

Deposits 3,600,000 3,700,000 ?,600,000 1,700,0001,400,000

Current account balances (creditors) 6, 300,000 5,q<x),ooo 7,300,000 6,400, (xx) s,S(w,ooo

Acceptances 11,400,000 11,000,000 10,100,000 13,100,000 q,()(K>,ooo

Assets:

Bills and coupons 6,joo,ooo 6,600,000 6,900,000 5,700,0006,000,000

Advances on extensions and loans., a,800,000 3,200,000 3,soo,(XX) 4,soo,ooo i,4(X),ooo

Advances on security and guarantee 4,600,000 4,600,000 4,400,000 s,ioo,o(X) ';,(X)o,ooo

Advances on consignments 2,700,000 2,200,000 2,100,000 2,soo,cxk) 2,ixx),ooo

Current account balances (debtors). . 5,900,000 5,600,000 5,000,000 6,400,0004,100,000

The Amsterdamsche Bank (Amsterdam Bank), like the Rotterdamsche

Bank and the Twentsche Bankvereeniging, takes part in syndicates to a

great extent. The principal items in the balance-sheet are (in guilders)

:

Liabilities: 1894. 189). 1892. 1891. 1890.

Drafts 3,250,000 3,2QO,ooo 3,4'!o,ooo 3,960,000 s, 810,000

Deposits i,6so,ooo 1,610,000 1,060,000 i,q«x),ooo 1,780,000

Management of syndicates 1,850,000 ?* ?* ?* ?*

General creditors 7,860,000 5,940,000 6,420,000 6,040,000 4,650,000

Assets:

Cash and cashiers 1,340,000 1,570,000 1,5)0,000 1,360,000 1,240,000

Bills 4,890,000 4,920,000 5,670,000 6,ogo,ooo 6,oio,ooo

Extensions and loans 3,210,000 1,750,000 2,980,000 1,650,000 \,-]oo,ooo

Stocks 1,110,000 490,000 810,000 610,000 1,020,000

Management of syndicates i,S90,ooo ?* ?* ?* ?*

Miscellaneous debtors 9,550,000 9,390,000 7,470,000 8,000, o<x) 9,550,000

The other banks are of slight importance compared with those above

mentioned.

The dividends in general have been moderate. Only the Eindho-

vensche Bankvereeniging has paid very high dividends—as I suppose,

f

;(

, V

i A

* Not stated in the reports.

I
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principally in consequence of the small share capital (^0,000 guilders paid in),

which bears an insignificant proportion to the Bank's transactions.

The current account balances on December 31, 1894, amounted :o ^04,-

037.61 guilders, i.e., ten times the amount of the capital; the re-erve fund

amounted to ^0,000 guilders, i. e., to 100 per cent, of the capital, so that

nothing further need be added to the reserves. This also facilitates the

payment of high dividends.

5
'

m t
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SECTION II.

SPECIAL GROUPS OP BANKS.

CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS—MORTGAGE BANKS.

Crediet-l^ereenigingen—Mortgage Banks—Other Banks for Assisting Far-

mers—Companies for Assisting Parishes—Financial Companies.

HAVE already said that a tendency to the formation of special

groups is found in the Dutch banking world, and this treatise

would be incomplete without a brief description of these.

First of all, the crediet-vereenigingen (or credit associa-

tions) demand remark. These joint-stock banks are first

to be found in i8s3, and in a short time became of great im-

portance. The crediet-vereenigingen do the ordinary cashing, depositing,

account current, discounting, and partly, also, loan business, of banks. The
companies established since 1880 also engage, for the most part, in com-
mission business in stocks. Their characteristic feature is that they have,

besides shareholders, creiiiet-trekhende leden, i. e., members enjoying credit,

who bring in a certain share of capital and are responsible only up to the

amount paid in. Credit is given to these members in blank or against

security or guarantee, mostly up to the amount of their contribution to the

capital. In some companies they have a share in the net profits. Some of

the.se banks also receive savings. For the advance the member has received.

a promissory note, issued to order, and with a term of three or three and

one-half months, has to be given to the bank. By discounting such notes at

the Netherlands Bank, or some other bank, new means for giving credit are

procured. Other means for this purpose are provided by the account current

and depositing business and by the funds of the bank itself.

According to written information given by Dr. N. G. Pierson, the

crediet-vereenigingen are not exclusively, even not principally, intended to

satisfy the demands for credit of the lower classes, but rather to extend credit

on a small scale. It can hardly be doubted that a want for these companies

existed, and, therefore, they quickly became popular.

The Crediet-Vereeniging, in Amsterdam, established in 18^3, was the

pioneer company. Later on, the following were founded: In 186s, Het

iy
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Onderling Crediet, in Rotterdam; in 1866, tiie Geldersche Crediet-Vereenig-

ing, at Arnhem; in 1868, the Crediet en Deposito Kas, at Utrecht; in 1871,

the Uordrechtsche Onderlinge Crediet-Vereeniging, at Dordrecht; in 1872,

the Lirnburgsche Crediet-Vereeniging, at Maastricht; in 1876, the Zuidhol-

landische Crediet-Vereeniging, in the Hague; in 1880, the Gravenhagsche

Crediet-Vereeniging en Deposito Kas, in the Hague; in 1883, the Utrecht-

sche Credietbank, at Utrecht; in 1887, the Noordhollandsche Landbouw-
Crediet, at Ali<maar; in 1890, the Utrechtsche Landbouw-Bank, at Utrecht,

and the Zuidhollandsche Landbouw-Crediet, in the Hague; and in 1894, the

Nederlandsche Crediet-Vereeniging, at Utrecht.

The above-mentioned Twentsche Bankvereeniging also conducts a

crediet-vereeniging besides its other operations. All these fourteen com-
panies still exist, and their operations are very extensive.

The following statement* shows their condition on December 31, 1894.

The totals are in thousands of guilders:

Condensed Balance-Sheet and Dividends of Thirteen Credit Associations.

Associations.

Crediet-Veereniging, Amsterdam
Crediet en Deposito Kas, Utrecht

Utrechtsche Credietbank

Dordrechtsche Onderlinge Crediet-Vereen-

iging

Het Onderling Crediet, Rotterdam
Geldersche Crediet-Vereeniging, Arnhem...

.

Limhiirs,'sche Crediet-Vereeniging, Maas-
tricht!

Zuidhollandsche Crediet-Vereeniging, the

Hague
Gravenshagsche Crediet-Vereeniging en De-

posito Kas
Crediet-Vereeniging der Twentsche Bank,

Amsterdam
Noordhollandsche Landbouw-Crediet, Alk-

maar
Utrcrchtsche l.andbouw-Bank
Zuidhollandsche Landbouw-Crediet, Hague.

Total on Dec. )
1 , 1894; n companies.

.

" 180K '3 ''

i8q2; 15

1891; n
1890; 13

i88q;ii "

1888; II
" " 1887; II
" " 1886; 10
" " 188?; 10

1884110
" " 1883; 10 "

Capital Paid

in by
Sharehold-
ers and

Members.

1,654,8

360,4

108,3

'42,4
818,8

',731,3

•!3S,=i

702,6

vS4,^

4^io

Reserve
Fund.

226,2

121,7
tJ.O

Deposits,
Savings,

Current
Account
Balances.

Advances
Allowed.

3>'92,o

1,802,?

322,9

JO, 6 603,2
124,1

I

I,IS6,S

S23,0
I

0,509,8

04,?

",4

to, 7

514,3

'»3',7

l,05'?,0

340,4

302,4
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Percentage of Dividends Paid by the Credit Associations, i8ji to 18(^4.

Associations.
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According to authentic information,* there were:

In thi Yiai.

1883-84

I884-8S
I88S-86
1886-87
1887-88
1888-89
1889-90
1890-91
1891-92

1892-9?

1893-94

Mortgagt
Banks.

10

I 1

I I

I I

>4

23
26
28
28

Share Capital

Paid In.

3,670,000

3,770,000

3,770,000
3,880,000
4,080.000

4, 190,000
8,900,000
9,180,000
9,060,000
9, 160,000

10, 160,000

Average
Dividend.

7.82 per cent.

2.68

• >3

7.12
"

4.76 "

6.30
3.68

S.82

6.83

4.82

4-77

The average dividends are not excessive, which is principally due to the

fact that among the new mortgage banks a few only had a marked success.

The dividends of the Northwestern and Pacific Mortgage Company,
however, were very high in several years. This bank, established in Am-
sterdam in 1889, principally operates in the United States, and in the first four

years of its existence yielded eleven and three-quarters, forty-four, thirty-six,

and thirty-three per cent., but in 1893 only six per cent., and in 1894 noth-

ing. The other mortgage banks operating abroad could not pay such high

dividends. The Oostersche Hypotheekbank, founded in 1888 and operating

in East Asia, principally in the Straits Settlements, during half the time of

its existence was not able to pay any dividend. The Nederlandsch Zuid

Africaansche Hypotheekbank has since its establishment (1889) paid no

dividends, and the Pretoria Hypotheek Maatschappij, founded in the same
year, only moderate dividends.! The Nederlandsch-Amerikaansche Hy-
potheekbank, established in 1893, and operating in the United States and

in British North America also, has commenced with very moderate profits.

According to the annual publications of A. H. Van Nierop and E. Baak,

concerning the Dutch joint-slock companies, the dividends of twenty-eight

mortgage banks are stated in the following table

:

From Dr. Verrijn-Stuart (in the Hague).

t Then two banlu give mortgagea on real eaute in South Africa,

" i

I
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II
Dividends of Mortgage

II

i

! t v:

I'HIS,

r
!

If*'

' .1

Name of Bank.

1861

1864

1877
1882

1882

1882

1882

1881
18S1

1 88s
1887
1888

18SQ
l88<)

1889

l88g

l88q
l88q

1889

1890
1890
1891

1891

1891

189;

189?

1893
l89'i

National Mortgage Bank*
Rotterdam Mortgage Bank for the Nether-

landsf

Foreign Mortgage Bank^
Amsterdam Mortgage Bank
Arnhem Mortgage Bank for the Netherlanii .

.

Maastricht Mortgage Bank for the Netherlands.

Utrecht Mortgage Bank
The Hague Mortgage Bank for the Netherlands.

South Holland Mortgage Bank
Zeeurosch-Vlaanderen Mortgage Bankg
Northern Mortgage Bank
Eastern Mortgage Bank
General Mortgage Bank
Batavian Mortgage Bank
Company for Mortgage Credit in the Nether-

lands

Netherlands and South African Mortgage Bank
North Holland Mortgage Bank
Northwestern and Pacific Mortgage Bank. . .

.

Pretoria Mortgage Company
Mortgage Bank for the Netherlands
Tilburg Mortgage Bank
Frisian-Groningen Mortgage Bank
Netherlands Mortgage Bank
Haarlem Mortgage Bank
Netherlands-American Mortgage Bank
Orange-Nassau Mortgage Bank
Western Mortgage Bank
Groningen Mortgage Bank

Location,

Amsterdam

.

Rotterdam.

.

Amsterdam

.

Amsterdam,
Arnhem.. .

.

Maastricht.

Utrecht. . .

.

The Hague.
Rotterdam.

.

Hulst

Zorgvliet. .

.

Amsterdam

.

Amsterdam

.

Amsterdam.

The Hague.
Amsterdam

,

Alkmaar. .

.

Amsterdam

.

Amsterdam.
Amsterdam,
Tilburg

Groningen
Veendam. .

,

Haarlem
Uithuizen...

The Hague.
The Hague.
Amsterdam

.
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Banks, 1882 to 1894.

Pb« C«nt. of Dividbnds.

1883.
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)

The figures relating to the amount paid on the stock prove that the

mortgage banks work with very small capital. The share capital of these

banks must be regarded chiefly as an insurance fund, and therefore may be

moderate. The banks giving first mortgages on the best securities run

but little risk. They pay the mortgages to the debtor in mortgage bonds

issued up to an amount not exceeding the total of the granted loans. This

mode of operating and the small amount of share capital do not expose the

banks to any risk as long as they avoid dealings which bring with them

liabilities to be met at short notice. The amount of loans on mortgage

granted by the greater number of the banks in question is to be found in

the "Jaarcijfers," from which the following figures are taken:

Loans of the Mortgage Banks.

At th» End op

1877,

1878

1879,

1880
1881

1882

1881

1884
1885

1886

1887
1888

1889
i8go

i8qi

1802

1891

1894

Number
of

Banks.

6

8

9

9
9
10

10

12

I?

19

"9

20
21

Total of lx»ns on
Mortgage,

CUILDBRS.

25,700,000
27,980,000
31,900,000
37,S40,ooo
47,8so,ooo

S4,010,000
65,870,(xx)

7 1
,980,000

79,080,000
8i;,'?40,ooo

89,070,000
90,400,000
104,410,000
I 12,'520,0OO

1 19,590,000

130,1 30,000

141,280,000
I s8, 350,000

Loans on Mortgaub Gbantbd by thb

Nationalf
Hypotheekbank.

GUILDERS.

1
1

,goo,000

15,500,000

14,600,000
IS,000,000
10,800,000

17,900,000

19,700,000
20,200,000
21,100,000
2 ',200,000

21,500,000
21,050,000

21,400,000
25,400,000
22,000,000
25.900,000
24,500,000

24,400,000

Rotterdamsche
Hypotheekbank
voor Nederland.

CUIIDBRS.

I l,S0O,0O0

15,100,000

13,900,000
li,SOO,000

19,400,000
21,200,000

25,970,000
20,000,000

28,400,000
29, =100,000

29,500,000

30, 100,000

30,700,000
50,700,000
3i,8so,ooo

52,970,000
35,9"i0,000

34,920,000

Hollandsche
Hypotheekbank.

GUILDBRS.

400,000
i,";00,000
5,500,000
6,4oci,ooo

I ".000,000

I 100,000
' ,,000,000

IS, 700,000
16,700,000
'7>70o,<K)o

l9,0S0,00O
2

1
,000,000

25,550,000
23,400,000
25,000,000
25,920,000
25,970,000
24,200,000

The total amount of loans on mortgage granted by the twenty-one banks

is 13.3 per cent, of the amount of all mortgages registered on December 31,

1894, in Holland. The three oldest of the existing mortgage banks reach

the highest amount of loans, and have also steadily paid the highest divi-

dends. The Amsterdam mortgage bank nearly comes up to these, and

shows on December 31, 1894, loans to the amount of 12, 130,000 guilders,

while the other banks do not reach 10,000,000 guilders.

OTHER AGRICULTURAL CREDIT INSTITUTIONS.

Besides these, other banks endeavored to help farmers by credit, but

without assuming the character of mortgage banks. We find among such
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the Beeinster Bank, established in 1872,* the object of which is to meet the

farmers' temporary demands for credit and to put out at interest the farmers'

money, but without excluding other operations. The same object is aimed

at by the Spaar Inieg en Voorschotbanit at Eibergen (estabhshed in 1880),

f

and at the Landbouw Crediet Fexel (founded in 1890).! The latter's opera-

tions are limited to farmers and cattle-breeders. Other particulars concerning

these small banks are not at my disposal, but I imagine that their profits are

moderate.

The Beemster Bank, for instance, frum 1872 to 1881 has paid an average

dividend of two and one-half per cent., and from 1882 to 1892, once fifty,

once ten and three-quarters, once ten and one-half, once six and one-half

per cent., and five times nothing.

/n another way, the Algemeene Waarborg Maatschappij, in Amsterdam

(established in 1890), tries to solve the problem. Its object is to procure

loans on mortgage, to issue mortgage bonds, and to administer mortgage

loans and bonds, and for this purpose it had in 1893 20,000 guilders of capi-

tal paid in. Its dividends were, from 1890 till 1893, one, two and one-half,

four, and four and one-half per cent. The Nederlandsche Trust Maatschap-

pij, in Amsterdam (established in 1891), seeks, besides other operations, to

use its good offices in the granting of mortgage loans; and, further, to protect

the interests of creditors on mortgages procured by the bank. Its shares

paid up amounted, in 189J, to 25,000 guilders, and its dividends from 1892

till 1894 to 7.62, 7.62, and 6.93 per cent.

The Boskoopsche Spaar, Deposit©, en Hulpbank (established in 1890), grants

loans on mortgage and other securities, issues mortgage bonds to bearer,

collects and discounts commercial paper, takes charge of money, and does a

commission business in stocks—all this with 40,000 guilders shares paid in.

The Maatschappij voor Gemeente Crediet, in Amsterdam (established in

1870), § and the Noordbrabantsche Maatschappij voor Gemeente Crediet, at

Hertogenbosch (established in i882),|| form another special group. They

grant loans to Dutch corporations, and for this purpose issue bonds. The

former bank has succeeded, while the latter's profits are very moderate.

n
I

SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS.

A few Other banks must be regarded as savings-banks, viz., the Amster-

damsche Voorschotbank (established in 1863), the Spaarbank-Vereeniging,

at Zutphen (established in 1866); the Spaar en Voorschotbank, at Groenlo,

etc. But it is not within the scope of this treatise to describe the Dutch

savings-bank system, highly developed as it is, and these institutions must

therefore be passed over.

At last we find a special group of "banks," the object of which is to

* Shares paid in, 1 3,050 guilders in 189]. t Shires paid in, 5000 guilders in 189).

{Shares paid in, 9200 guilders in 189). | Shares paid in, 1 ,0)0,000 guilders in 1894.

t Shares paid in, >o,ooo guilders in 1893-94.

24
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establish and to promote manufacturing and other enterprises, and to take a

share in such enterprises, and, besides this, to conduct bank operations.

They must be regarded as financial companies (credits mobiliers) rather

than banks.

FINANCE COMPANIES.

The oldest and most important among them is the Nederlandsche Handels

Maatschappij. The sphere of action of this company (established in 1824)

embraces the trade in merchandise as well for its own account as on com-
mission; the trade in money, bills of exchange, and precious metals, as well

as all banking transactions; the granting of advances on securities, procuring

working capital for and the participation in agricultural, fishing, manufactur-

ing, commercial, shipping, and land transporting enterprises, and the estab-

lishment of such enterprises in the Dutch transmarine possessions and

colonies.* The share capital amounted on Deccmber3i, 1894, to ^s, 785,000

guilders. The balance-sheet for the year ending December 31, 1894, shows,

for instance

:

LIABILITIES.

GUILDERS.

Bills drawn on the company 8,400,000

Foreign creditors 6, 100,000

Home creditors 3,400,000

ASSETS.

Shares in other enterprises 1 1 ,000,000

Foreign debtors i , 100,000

Home debtors 15,700,000

Loans and advances on produce and prolongations on stocks.. 7,900,000

The dividends fluctuated from 183s till 1844, from 2 to 8>4 per cent.;

from 1845 till 1834, from 3 to 8 per cent.; from 1855 till 1864, from 4.5 to

12.9 per cent. ; from 186^ till 1874, from 0.3 to n.5 per cent. ; from 1875 till

1884, from 4 to 7 per cent. ; from 1885 till 1894, from 2>^ to 9 per cent

Besides Jhe Nederlandsche Handels Maatschappij, five other financial

companies are now in existence which also chiefly operate in the Dutch

East Indies, viz.: (i) Nederlandsch-Indische Handelsbank, in Amsterdam,

established in 1863. The capital—in the beginning, 12,000,000 guilders—

:

is now 7,200,000 guilders. The dividends fluctuated from 1864 till 1874,

from 3.7 to 10 per cent. ; from 1875 till 1884, from o to 12 per cent. ; from

1885 till 1894, from o to 7J^ per cent. (2) Koloniale Bank, in Amsterdam,

established in ;88i. The authorized capital amounts to 10,000,000 guilders,

the paid-up capital to 5,000,000 guilders. The bank has not been success-

ful. The dividends were, in 1881-82, one percent.; in 1882-83, five per

cent; in 1891, four and one-half per cent, for preference shares; in 1892, five

per cent, for preference and ordinary shares; in 1893, five per cent, for

* See A. H. van Nierop and E. Baak, " Dt Nedtrlandsclu Naamloofe VermoolscHappen," 1894.
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preference shares, and three and one-half per cent, for ordinary shares. In

the other years no dividends were paid, {}) Soerabayasche Bank en

Handels-Vereeniging, in Amsterdam, established in 1882 as a limited liability

company, since 1892 a joint-stock company. The authorized share capital

amounted to 4,000,000 guilders, the paid-up capital at the end of 1894 to

2,000,000 guilders. Seven per cent, dividend was paid in 1892, three per

cent, in 1893, and three percent, in 1894. (4) Finantiecle Maatschappij voor

Nijverheids-Ondernemingen, in Amsterdam, established in 1883. The
authorized share capital amounts to 1,000,000 guilders. On December 31,

1893, 500,000 guilders' worth of shares had been issued, on which 250,000

guilders were paid up on above date. (5) Crediet en Handels-Vereeniging

Banda, in Amsterdam, established in 1886, and operating specially in the

Banda Islands. The capital amounts to 1,000,000 guilders. The dividends

paid from 1886 to 1894 were: six per cent., eight and one-half per cent.,

eight and five-eighths per cent., nine per cent., nine and one-half per cent.,

ten percent., ten per cent., ten per cent., and nine per cent. The dividends

are high in comparison with the other fmancial companies.

Finally, in 1888, the Nederlandsche Banken Crediet-Vereeniging voor

Zuid Africa, in Amsterdam, was founded, which intends to do business as

a financial company in South Africa. The authorized shares of this Bank

now amount to 4,800,000 guilders (originally to 2,400,000 guilders), the

shares issued to 1,930,800 guilders. The dividends paid from 1888 were:

o per cent., six per cent, three per cent., four per cent., four per cent., four

per cent., and five per cent.

The working of financial companies requires them to deal largely in

produce.* The bank closes a contract with the planter to whom a loan is

granted, so that the planter is obliged to assign his crops to the bank. The

bank, by selling these crops, gets back the capital advanced.

Means for giving credit in former times were mostly procured by draw-

ing bills on the Dutch otfices. After the credit crisis in the Dutch East Indies

(in 1884), however, that was no longer done, partly in consequence of

the Netherlands Bank's treatment of these bills. Now the necessary funds

are chiefly procured by the issue of bonds.

However limited is the information at my disposal for the two last chap-

ters, it is clearly proved that Dutch banking during the nineteenth century

has developed far beyond the narrow sphere of former times.

Not only have banks of issue been founded and enabled to work on lib-

eral, sound, and correct principles, but other banks also have developed into

real credit banks, and have adapted themselves to various business needs.

Compared to the size of the country, credit institutions must be said to

be plentiful in Holland, though this cannot excite surprise when we consider

the important role which international trade and the wants of the colonies

have played in the development of Dutch banking.

* According to written communications given by Dr. N. C. Pienon.
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PART 1.

BANKING IN DENMARK.

CHAPTER I.

HISTORY PREVIOUS TO THE NATIONAL BANK.

THE COURANTBANK.

RIGHT understanding of the development of Danish banking

requires more or less acquaintance with its earliest origins,

whose principal features we shall briefly describe.* The
first Danish bank was founded in 1736, under the name of

" KjObenhavns Assignations- Vexel- og Laanebank, "f which

was generally called the Courantbank, or "Circulating

Bank." This was organized by a private joint-stock company, and the

capital stock consisted of 1000 shares at soo rix-dollars each. The Bank

issued redeemable notes, which v/ere accepted in payments at all public

places of trade. As the directors' right of issuing notes was unl mited, and

as the manner of securing them was undefined, it soon happened that the

rapidly rising demand for loans tempted the Bank to issue notes in excess

of a judicious amount. As early as 1745 the notes failed to be redeemed,

and the Bank, so prosperous at the start, had to resort to the extreme legal

expedient of suspending payments. This first suspension of payments

lasted only two years. But after 1747 the issue of notes again overstepped

prudent bounds, and in 17S7 the Bank was again authorized to suspend

See Marcus Rubin, 1807-14; Copenhagen, 189J. Also, Falbe Hansen anii W. Scharling's " Statistics of Denmark,"

Tol. iii: Copenhagen, 1878.

t Assignat, Exchange, and Loan Banit of Copenhagen.
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cash payments "for a short time." The suspension, in fact, became per-

manent. Down to that time the smallest denomination of banl< notes had

been ten rix-dollars; but in 1762 the Bank was empowered to issue notes of

one rix-doilar. The result of these arrangements was that the notes of the

Courantbank degenerated into a compulsory legal tender, in the form of

unredeemable paper currency. The Government had thus been highly

hijlpful to the Bank, and the Bank returned the favor by making a great

increase of loans to the State. In 1773 the State's debt to the Bank was
over 5,000,000 rix-dollars; the Bank's capital stock was 600,000 rix-doUars;

the circulation of notes, 5,700,000 rix-dollars, and the coin reserve only

83, 500 rix-dollars. The Government then proposed to the Bank's share-

holders that it should buy in their shares, which proposition they accepted.

So from 1773 forward, the Courantbank was a State bank. The note issue

now rose to extravagant proportions. In 1774 it was 6,500,000 rix-dollars;

in 1784, 15,200,000 rix-dollars (about so.ooo,ooo crowns), and the value of

the notes fell to fifteen per cent, below par.

ATTEMPTS AT CURRENCY REFORM.

The year 1784 marks the beginning of a whole series of reforms in

Danish statecraft, and it was also the Government's intention to advise a

remedy for the disturbed conditions of banking and currency. It was pro-

posed that the State should cease to draw loans from the Bank, and that

the notes should be made redeemable in silver. In order to realize this

plan, a new loan was raised, but the outbreak of war in 1788 checked the

entire scheme. Nevertheless, one part of the Danish dominion succeeded

in reforming the demoralized currency. This was the ducal government
of Schleswig-Holstein, which ordered the retirement of Courantbank notes,

and the issue of "specie notes" in their stead, as affording better security.

These and the new coins were to be the only public legal tender in the two
duchies. The specie notes were issued by a new bank, separately organ-

ized for the duchies, and located in Altona. Through the raising of a loan

payable in the current notes on very favorable terms for creditors, the people

were delivered from the old Counmt notes. The Specie Bank in Altona,

which carried out the reform, was a State bank, managed v*ith great energy

and ability. It was authorized to transact a business in loans and discounts;

and the discounts should be constantly covered by silver, in the ratio of five

to nine, which regulation was strictly enforced.

While the two duchies were thus bravely reforming their currency, the

financial situation in other parts of the realm was growing worse. It is

true that an attempt was made w>n similar lines to reorganize the currency

in the Danish and Norwegian kingdoms; but the atte npt utterly failed. In

1 79 1, a Danish-Norwegian specie bank was established in Copenhagen; and

though a private enterprise, it was to be managed on the general plan of

the bank in Altona. However, it might exchange specie notes not only for

m
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silver, but also for Courantbank notes at their market value. As will be

anticipated, the latter provision had exceedingly unfortunate consequences.

When the Specie Bank was opened, the Courantbank stopped giving out

loans; and its operations should now be limited to the withdrawal and cash-

ing of its own notes, to an annual amount of 7S0.000 standard rix-dollars.

Asa matter of fact, this was not done; for the Government, which had con-

trol over the issue of bank notes, kept continually putting the Courantbank

notes in fresh circulation. That the rate of exchange for paper currency

still continued pretty favorable, must be ascribed partly to good market con-

ditions and partly to public ignorance of what was going on in financial and

banking circles. But a grave crisis occurred in 1790. The large trade with

foreign countries came to a sudden halt, and the demand for currency

straightway declined. Things were made infinitely worse by the Govern-

ment's persistent issue of great quantities of Courant notes, while at the

same time it borrowed over one-half of the Specie Bank's coin reserve (in

silver). The latter bank then soon became unable to redeem specie notes,

which poured in copiously from the public market. So the specie notes

began to fall, and the Specie Bank was promptly obliged to stop granting

loans. At this point the Specie Bank's utility practically ended, and it simply

vegetated and languished until the Government, in 1813, assumed its assets

and liabilities and released its shareholders from their commitments.

A NEW BANK AND WAR FINANCE. ; ^l

In such circumstances, it was not without reason that the public urged,

in 1799, the necessity of having a new credit institution. A concern which

was organized under the name of " Deposit Bank" exerted no salutary

influence. Qiiite contrary to the regulations which had been promulgated

in 1 79 1 respecting the disposition of Courant notes, these were extensively

circulated by the Deposit Ban':, both as loans for actual enterprises and in

payment of maturing obligations, though not for starting new projects.

There was a very naive ordinance to the effect that the Courant notes which

were circulated by the Deposit Bank should bear a special mark by which

their later withdrawal might be the better controlled. In fact, they never

were withdrawn. During such desperate conditions came the war of

1807-14, and in these years the manufacture of bank notes was of the utmost

financial service to the Government. Whereas the amount of bank notes

in 1807 reached the extraordinary sum of 27,ooo.(xx) rix-dollars (about

86,000,000 crowns), by the close of 1812 it had risen to 142,000,000 rix-

dollars (about 4^4,000.000 crowns). The normal rate of exchange was 125

rix-dollars to 100 specie dollais, but under the depreciated currency it was

1760 to 100—that is, a specie dollar, instead of representing one and a quar-

ter rix-dollars, represented from seventeen to eighteen rix-dollars.

'?
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NEW ROYAL BANK AND REPUDIATION.

For the sake of bringing tiie economic status to its feet again, a decree

dated January 5, 181 j, provided for the erection of a new "Royal Bank."

At the same time a new currency standard was introduced, under the name
of the "Royal Bank standard." According to this, two rix-dollars should

equal one specie dollar. Both the Courantbank, the Specie Bank, and the

Deposit Bank were abolished, and the new Royal Bank notes were to circu-

late alike in the kingdom and in the duchies. However, the most radical

feature of the reform was the State's recourse to a kind of bankruptcy, in

that it declared its downright inability to redeem the Courant notes accord-

ing to their original value. In this connection it must be borne in mind

that the Courant notes were mainly in the hands of the people, who had

received them at a lower value than was called for by redemption. The

bankrupt proposition reduced the Courant notes to one-tenth of their nomi-

nal value, and the public debt was correspondingly diminished.

The Royal Bank's original capital stock was procured by means of an

imperative decree, which ordered that the Bank should have first mortgage

rights on all real estate, at six per cent, of its value. This first mortgage

right should precede all others, and the Bank's claims or assessments, unless

paid in silver by the parties concerned, should bear interest at six and a half

per cent, in standard silver. The King, nevertheless, promised to relieve the

land-owners of this new burden by granting them a rebatement of taxes, to

the extent of five-sixths of the Bank's assessments. The annual proceeds of

the Bank's assessments were to be applied partly toward the accumulation

of a silver reserve, partly toward the retirement of bank notes until the out-

standing circulation should be in proper proportion to the demands of trade.

The Bank might issue notes to the amount of 46,000,000 rix-dollars, of which

27,000,000 should be applied to the redemption of the older notes
;
4,000,000

to a loan fund; and 15,000,000 to a reserve fund for extraordinary State

expenses. For this reserve fund there should also be an issue of 10,000,000

rix-dollars in non-redeemable silver bonds; for the interest and extinction of

which the Bank should annually expend 600,000 rix-dollars. in silver. Finally,

the Royal Bank was to pay an annual sum of 3';o,ooo rix-dollars for interest

on such bonds as it issued on occasion of redeeming bank notes which

circulated in the duchies. The 46,000,000 rix-dollars which the Bank issued

in bank notes should circulate in Denmark, Norway, and the duchies. But

the latter provinces, whose currency had been essentially reformed by the

help of the Specie Bank in Altona, protested against any circulation of bank

notes; and the concession was then allowed, that whilst notes should be

allowed to circulate, yet silver might be insisted upon in payments (for the

ducal countries). At the Peace of Kiel, in 1814, Norway was again separated

from Denmark; and the whole issue of notes, except some 8,000,000

rix-dollars already issued in Norway, rested upon Denmark, to the amount of

38,000,000 rix-dollars (76,000,000 crowns). At the start, therefore, the new
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Royal Bank notes were very unsatisfactory currency. The rate of exchange

in 1814 was from 5 so to 600 rix-doilars to 100 specie dollars; the par value

being 200 rix-dollars to 100 specie. The Royal Bank, as its name implies,

was a State institution; but the Government, in order to increase public

confidence in the new financial organization, promised that this recent bank

should become a private institution, under a national board of trustees. It

should operate under their administration, and the surplus which might

accrue in course of time, should belong to the 'shareholders—especially to

the mortgaged subscribers, or land-owners. Meanwhile, this p/omise was
of little avail to improve the condition of the depreciated bank notes. Their

first real improvement occurred when the war ceased in 1814, and with it

the prevailing confusion in all economic spheres.

NEW NATIONAL BANK.

The pledge of transforming the Royal Bank into a private bank was ful-

filled in 1818, by the grant of July 4th, providing that from August ist of the

same year, the Bank should be reorganized under the name of "National

Bank, " and on the basis of a private joint-stock company. The National Bank's

capital stock was obtained like that of the Royal Bank; townspeople should

contribute to the Bank six percent, of their property, and this assessment

should bear six and a half per cent, annual interest in silver till fully paid.

Landed proprietors were to contribute one per cent, of their property ; and in

addition, they were to pay six and a half per cent, annual interest on five per

cent, of their valuation, until all the Royal Bank notes (about 31,000,000

rix-dollars) were redeemed or covered with a corresponding coin reserve

in silver. But the interest thus paid should be deducted from the proprietors'

land taxes; or, in other words, the State applied the required amount of

these taxes to paying five-sixths of the land-owners' original dues to the

National Bank. By way of compensation, the land-owners should thence-

forth be entitled to redeem only one per cent, of their original assessment,

and they should likewise become shareholders to only one-sixth of that

amount. The remaining five-sixths should be unredeemable on both sides.

Forasmuch as the contributors assessed in the duchies were mainly un-

willing to engage in this kind of contract with the Bank, they were
permitted to pay outright that portion of the bank notes and bonded obliga-

tions which fell to the duchies; and so be released from attachments to

the Bank. The total capital stock was nearly 8,000,000 rix-dollars, of which

1,600,000 had devolved upon the duchies. As it was also allowed to sup-

plement the Bank's assessments with cash payments in round sums, in

order to realize a proportionate increase of capital stock, and as it later

appeared that bank shares were a very profitable sort of property, the

amount of stock was soon increased, by such payments, to a total of

I3,soo,ooo rix-dollars (27,000,000 crowns); and this is its present status.
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of unprotected notes was enlarged in 1877, when the line was drawn at

I s,000,000 rix-dollars; and, as in the previous instances, the motive was a

growing business pressure for circulation.

FUNDING OF THE BANK'S NOTES.

With reference to the funding of National Bank notes, the following facts

deserve notice: In 1840, it was decreed that the realization, or redemption,

fund should consist of silver, the same as half the security of the total out-

standing issue of notes. At least one-half of this silver reserve should con-

sist of coins current in Denmark; the other half might be made up of bullion

and notes of the Hamburg Bank, though the amount of the latter currency

should not exceed one-fourth of the total reserve fund. To protect that part

of the note issue which was not covered in silver, the Bank should hold good

and substantial securities on unencumbered property, to the amount of at

least ISO per cent, of the given deficiency; but at no time should there be

more than one-fourth of this amount in direct mortgage bonds on real estate.

The war of 1848-49 occasioned considerable changes in the national economy,

and it soon became evident that an exclusive silver standard could not be

permanently adhered to for covering bank notes. It was therefore provided

in 1849, that the Bank should hold a part of its reserve in sterling notes; that

is, in a currency based on gold. Such notes, however, should constitute

only one-fourth of the total coin reserve. It was furthermore ordained that

foreign silver coins might be included in the coir reserve, according to their

several values. The issue of notes to the sum of 4,000,000 rix-dollars in

i8=i4 should be fully secured by silver coin, bullion, and good Hamburg or

sterling bank notes. These regulations were in force until i8s9; but when
it was found that they impaired the Bank's effectiveness, by deprivirg it of

a necessary degree of elasticity, it was resolved to do away with one of the

two main restrictions which limited the note issue. For the present, indeed,

the minimum limit of unprotected notes should be the same as was ordained

in i8s4; whereas it was otherwise ordained that the limit hitherto prescribed

for the total issue of notes should disappear, save that the overplus must be

fully secured by coin or bullion. The further concession was granted in

1872, on occasion of Germany's resolution to adopt a gold standard, that gold

coin or bullion might be included in the coin reserve, as a substitute for

silver bullion and foreign silver coin; provided the ratio of value be is}^ to

I, and that at least one-half of the coin reserve should still consist of silver.

THE BANK PUT ON THE GOLD BASIS.

This ordinance made it possible for the Bank to pave the way toward a

gold standard, which was formally adopted in 1873, with the following

statutory provisions

:

The National Bank is authorized to issue as large an amount of bank
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notes as the demands of trade shall at any time require; provided (i) the

Bank shall have in its possession a coin reserve equivalent to any circula-

tion of notes in excess of 27,000,000* crowns; and this reserve shall at no

time fall below three-eighths of the total circulation; (2) to secure that part

of the note issue which is not covered by the coin reserve, the Bank shall

hold good, substantial, and readily available assets, in the ratio of 150

crowns of assets to every 100 crowns of notes. These assets may include

loans on securities, bills of exchange, public stocks and bonds, according to

their market quotations, and mortgage bonds for direct loans on real estate;

but the latter bonds shall not exceed the amount of 6,000,000 crowns.

The coin reserve shall strictly consist of: {a) Legal current coin according

to its nominal value; and, when the issue of notes is 48,000,000 crowns or

over, the amount of reserved current coin shall be at least 12,000,000

crowns, or at least one-fourth of the total issue of notes from 48.000,000

crowns upward, {b) Gold in bullion and foreign gold coin, {c) Silver

bullion and foreign silver coin; but not to a greater amount than one-third

of the coin reserve.

Finally, it was ordained, in 1886, that the National Bank's non-interest-

bearing claims on demand, credited with the Bank of Norway and the Royal

Bank of Sweden, might be included in the National Bank's coin reserve;

provided that the similar accounts of those banks against the National Bank

be deducted from the coin reserve. The Bank is obliged to buy gold of

whoever offers it for sale, with the deduction of one-fourth per cent, for

costs of coinage.

Having now traced the National Bank's earliest history, and the devel-

opment of the principles on which it is still conducted, we need not dwell

with much circumstance upon its operations in the first half of this century.

Until 1846 it was Denmark's only bank, and as its capital stock for the most

part consisted of property attachments which had to be gradually redeemed,

it was seriously restricted in the exercise of those functions which lay out-

side the retirement of bank notes and the accumulation of a coin reserve.

Only in the third decade of the century did the Bank begin to grant direct

loans on real estate, and the sums thus loaned were long kept near the statu-

tory limit. Loans on merchandise were first granted in the forties; but this

branch of business never grew to be very extensive. Loans on securities

assumed greater proportions, especially as the Bank shares rose in value

and became an object of speculation. The discounting of bills increased

largely, from the period (midway in the forties) when the national trade had

recovered from its prostration at the beginning of the century. The follow-

in,£c ftp'' • show the total extent of loans, by half-decades, to i8so:

R -7.
'* of notes unprotected by coin or bullion was raised to ^o.ooo.ooo crowns, with the proviso '.hat there

.)p«ciui reserve fund of 3,000,000 crowns, to be used only in exceptional emergencies.
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Loans of the National Bank.

Silver Bank notes,

Rix-dolUrs. Kix-doUars.

,g20 2,260,000 S. 200,000

,82s 2,350,000 3,040,000

,830 1,260,000 1,870,000

1835 1,730,000 1,430,000

,840 1,510,000 5,950,000

1845 17,680,000

1850 19,540,000
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PRIVATE BANKS.
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SURVEY OF BANKING SINCE 1850.

PRIVATE BANKS.

[E have already mentioned that, until 1846, there was only one

bank in Denmark, namely, the National Bank; though this

had founded two provincial branches in 1837 and 1844. As

in relation to the vigorously growing commercial activity,

the Bank had acquired ample available means, and yet

operated rather sluggishly, on the whole, and so rendered

but moderate service to trade; a few private banks were started, from 1846

forward, both in Copenhagen and in the provinces. The first of these pri-

vate banks was the Discount Bank of Fyen (Fionia, or Funen), founded in

1846; and from i8s4 to 18^7, thirteen other provincial banks were established.

Furthermore, two private banks were opened in Copenhagen in 1857—the

'^rivate Bank, and the Private Loan Bank of Copenhagen. The former

had an original capital stock of 4,000. o(X) crowns; the latter, a capital of

1,000,000 crowns. Shortly after these banks were started, the great com-
mercial crisis of i8s7 became felt, even in Denmark. The private banks of

Copenhagen almost wholly escaped disaster, but many provincial banks in-

curred heavy losses, from which they recovered only after several years.

Hovever, the effects of the crisis were so palpable in the period 1858-69,

thac people were afraid to engage in fresh operations of banking; and in

those years only two new banks were started—the Industrial Bank, in

Copenhagen (1862), and a provincial bank (1866). The Industrial Bank was
designed to aid mechanics and manufacturers, and, in general, to promote

industry. At first, this bank had a very inconsiderable capital stock; but in

1 87 1 the stock was increased to 1,000,000 crowns.
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Banking in Denmark took a great stride forward after 1870. An active

market in the domain of trade and industry fostered fresh zeal for economic

enterprises; occupation was provided for new financial organizations, and

the old ones enlarged their business. Early in the seventies, four new banks

were started in Copenhagen, namely: the Danish Labor Bank, the Loan

Bank of 1873, the Farmers' Bank, and the Commercial Bank. The two
first named were of modest scope; and the Danish Labor Bank, as its name
imported, had a special object and a limited province. The Loan Bank {For-

skudsbaukcii) was at no time an extensive concern as such; and, in 1880, it

was reconstructed as a loan and savings company for employees. But the

Farmers' and the Commercial Banks soon covered a wide business territory,

and they still act a prominent part in the Danish mercantile world, both

withm and beyond the metropolis. The Farmers' Bank was founded in

1871, though not opened for business till January, 1872. It operated as a

mortgage and exchange bank. Its capital stock was 12,000,000 crowns,

fully paid in by 1874. Its transactions, as above indicated, were, on the one

hand, to develop agricultural credit by granting redeemable and unredeem-

able loans on real estate, and to transact a general banking business. As a

mortgage bank, it issued mortgage bonds, the amount of which was not to

exceed twelve times the capital stock. The Farmers' Bank introduced the

Scotch system of loans on personal security, given for one year at a time.

This system, however, though adopted by nearly all the Danish banks, has

never attained the same importance and complete application in Denmark

as in Scotland and Sweden. A savings-bank was instituted as a separate

department of the Farmers' Bank, and has gradually grown into considerable

magnitude. The Commercial Bank was organized in 1873, with an original

capital stock of 16,000,000 crowns; but only 12,000,000 crowns were paid

in. Both the Farmers' and the Commercial Banks have started provincial

branches.

The Private Bank, mentioned earlier, was founded in 18^7, for the pur-

pose of relieving the immediate need of a credit instrument that should be

both expeditious and readily available. The National Bank, partly by reason

of its peculiar constitution and fundamental object, and partly because of its

rather unfortunate administration, was much hindered in its transactions.

So it very soon became evident that the Private Bank had been opened at a

most opportune time; for its deposits, within half a year from its inaugu-

ration, had reached the same amount as the capital stock. Some few years

later, the deposits amounted to six times the capital stock, which was then

doubled, in 1864. After a further increase, it amounted in 1871 to 12,000-

000 crowns. In consequence of the good returns realized by the Bank, the

new shares brought 140, or forty per cent, above par; and when the forty

per cent, was added to the surplus fund, the latter rose to 2,000,000 crowns;

which considerable sum was lost, however, in the following years. In

the early seventies, the Bank engaged in various industrial undertakings,

with high profits at the start (eleven per cent, in 1871); but certain railway
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The final increase is due to an exceptional year, 1877; the subsequent

issue per individual constantly decreases. On the other hand, the agfjregate

issue of bank notes has gradually increased considerably. The legal maxi-

mum limit of 24,000,000 rix-dollars was repealed in iSs^; though, as a

matter of fact, it was observed until 1864, and even for several years from

this date, it rarely exceeded 24,000,000 rix-dollars. Not till after 1868 was
the issue of notes allowed to fluctuate exactly in accordance with the

demands of trade; and all in all, it has had an upward course. In 1872, the

minimum issue was S4. 000,000 crowns; the maximum, (17, ooo,cxx) crowns.

Thenceforward, the minimum was seldom below 6o,ooo,o(X) crowns. The

average issue, which pretty nearly reflects the annual demand for currency,

was as follows, from 1867 to 1894:

Average Issue of Bank Notes.

1867-71 circa so,ooo,ooo crowns.

1872-76 " 64,000,000

1877-81 " 69,000,000 "

1882-86 " 7;, 000,000

1887-91 " 78,000,000 "

1892-Q4 " 82,000,000

The most significant portion of the foregoing increase belongs to the

period 1872-76, as in those years there was also a general decline in the

value of the currency. Making due allowance for fluctuations in current

rates of value, we find that the increasing issue of bank notes has been fairly

regular, and in proportion to two motive forces, growth of population and

the expansion of trade. We subjoin a table of the amount of notes issued

per capita :

Issue of Bank Notes Per huliviitual.

1867-7

1

circa 28 crowns.

1872-76 "
34 "

1877-81
"

3=5

1882-86 "
36

1887-91
"

37
1892-94

"
38

In addition to this upward movement from year to year, we notice a

pretty regular variation, from month to month, in any separate year. The

monthly maximum occurs about the two pay terms, or in December and

June; the amounts then fall, and the monthly minimum generally appears in

February and August. We may illustrate by the following table:

u. \
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National Bank of Denmark—Circulation by Months.
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about 32«i,000,000 crowns in 1870-71, some boo.ooo.(xx) crowns in 1880-81,

and 6so,ooo,ooo crowns in i8go-<^i.

The Bank's operations in j^ranting loans have been subject to wide varia-

tions, both as to the extent and as to the nature of the loans. We subjoin

a comparative statement:

National Bank of Denmark—Loans and Bills of Exchange,

YlARS
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Active Resources of Ddiiish Banks {in Millions of Crowns).

YlAIIS,

i860

186s
1870

187s
1880

188s
1888

1890
1892

1894

COPBNHACBN.

Num-
ber
o(

Banks,

^

4
4
6
6

6
6
6
6

C. |>ital

atock and
Lurplus
Fund.

n.8

40.2

71''

7V2
7S
8S.1

8q.?

87.4

87.7

Unre-
deemed
Notes.

27
27
27
27
;o
)0

^O

10

10

?0

Borrowed
Capital.

20

17.1

21.2

50.7

7S.8
91.?

118.7
1 1

~,
.

I

il;.8

152.5

Provincbs.

Number
of

Banks.

"4

14

IS

33
34

34
56

Capital Stock
and

Surplus
Fund.

Circa

4-2

4-7
6.3
16.1

12.3

12.5

12.6

Borrowed
Capital.

12.4

33-3

3S.8

43
Circa 50

In connection witli the banks of Copenhagen, we should mention two

large savings-bani<s, which partly engage in a general banking business;

namely, the Savings-Bank of Copenhagen {Kjdbenhavns Sparehasse) and

the Beehive {Biknben). Their deposits, from 1870 to 1894, reached the

following amounts:
Savings-Bank of Copenhagen. Beehive.

CROWNS. CROWNS.

December, 1870 15,800,000 16,500,000
"

1875 31,300,000 20,600,000
" 1880 52,700.000 25,800,000
"

1885 57,600,000 31,300,000
" 1888 91,200,000 37,600,000
"

1892 87,300,000 40,800,000
"

1894 98,900,000 46,900,000

We next present a statement of loans and other business for the banks

of Copenhagen.

Operations of Banks of Copenhagen {in Millions of Crovcns).
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Perhaps a better and more perspicuous idea of the nature of this banking

activity may be gained by combining our data, as follows (grouping columns

three, four, five, and six under the smgle head of loans; and similarly com-
bining columns seven and eight). The sums are stated in million^ of crowns.

YlARS.

187ft

iSSo

18S4
1888

l8q2

1894

Liibilitin.
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National Bank of Denmark—Rates of Discount.

YlAU.

1 8s I -60 (Annua! av
1861

1862

1863

1864
186^
1866

1867
1868

1869
1870
1871

1872

'873

1874
187s
1876

If

1^
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PART II.

BANKING IN SWEDEN.

STATE AND PRIVATE BANKS.

SEVENTEENTH TO NINETEENTH CENTURIES.

PALMSTRUCH'S BANK.

WEDiSH banking has had a somewhat peculiar development,

differiiig in several respects from financial conditions in

Denmark and Norway. The Swedish system of issuing

batiks calls for special attention ; and in the following sketch

we shall dwell particularly on that topic. Sweden was the

first country to open a bank of issue. In i6s6, John Palm-

struch submitted a petition to the Government for authority to organize a

loan and credit bank. The Government, which had itself desired to start a

bank, but without success, readily granted the petition, conveying to Palm-

struch and the Merchants' Guild, whose chief he was, a monopoly for thirty

years. The Bank's charter contained the following principal regulations:

REGULATIONS OF THE FIRST BANK OF ISSUE.

Loans should be granted only against security ; and whether the guaranty

were mortgaged property or pledges in hand, the loans should not exceed

two-thirds the value of the mortgage or pledge. Loans might not be granted

for a longer term than a year and six weeks; and if not paid bark within

that time, both principal and interest, the mortgage or pledge was to be

sold, and any surplus should be paid to the borrower. According to the

extent of the loan, interest varied from six to somewhat over ten per cent, a

year. Whilst it was intended that loans should be paid before the lapse of

t . f
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the prescribed term (a year and six weeks), yet the Bank was not allowed

to realize on the security of lapsed loans, so long as the borrowers duly paid

their interest. There were detailed provisions respecting the amount of

deposits and charges for transportation, which was not gratuitous. By the

original charter, profits should belong to the Bank alone; but subsequent

ordinances ruled that the net proceeds should be shared with the Crown,

the town of Stockholm, and the Bank, in such proportions that the Bank
received only one-fourth of the total net gain. The Government having

through these and other dispositions acquired an interest in the Bank, there

was appointed a superior inspector, named by the King, for the office of

supervising the Bank's directors and making sure that they heeded and

executed the royal patent in its practical administration.

1 ;;

i V

DIFFICULTIES OF THE BANK; RELIEF SOUGHT IN NOTE ISSUES.

Though the opening of the Bank had been hailed with joy by both Gov-
ernment and people, and though it must be said that most of the original

regulations for the conduct of its affairs were exceedingly happy and ade-

quate, only a few years passed before it began to lose ground. A whole

succession ofcauses contributed to this deterioration, but we shall enumerate

merely the main ones. It has been a fruitless task to ascertain the extent

of the original capital stock; though some suppose that Palmstruch and his

associates put up no great amount to begin with, and that the entire busi-

ness may have been carried on almost exclusively with outside means.

When we remember that borrowers were authorized to demand that their

security should not be realized so long as their interest was duly paid, we
shall easily understand that the Bank was placed in a difficult position for

procuring ready capital. Then came the very serious time when the value

of the standard coin, which was copper, appreciated year by year, with the

result that coin flowed out of the Bank faster than the Government could

send mint copper in. So, in 1661, the Bank began to issue so-called notes

of credit, a form of certificates of deposit. These notes were based on cop-

per, but since the Bank had no coin reserve of its own, the redemption fund

really consisted of outside resources, or other people's deposits. The Bank's

charter contained no warrant for the issue of such notes, and we may there-

fore assume that the Government tacitly consented, by way of rewarding

the service which the Bank had rendered it by granting State loans without

requiring the lej^ai security. During the war with Denmark and Poland,

there was a grave scarceness of money in the public treasury, so that we
need not be surprised if the Government was tempted to issue its own
paper. Such expedients are not unknown in the history of other countries.

:l:i
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THE NOTES BECOME UNREDEEMABLE.

The Bank had then become a bank of issue ; and its intimate relations

with the Government were soon destined to draw it into the perils which
at all times have threatened such institutions. Before long, the amount of

outstanding notes exceeded the available funds, and when this fact became
generally known, a panic ensued, which had the immediate effect of depre-

ciating the market value of the notes. A committee of inquiry reached no

conclusion which occasioned any positive change in the situation; and in

1664 the Bank was obliged to declare the notes unredeemable. Of course

this disaster was highly inconvenient to the Government, which had been no

indirect agent in bringing it on, and which sorely needed the Banks financial

support. Sundry expedients were employed to quiet public alarm and raise

the depreciated notes. Thus it was promised that the notes should be

redeemed, if only the Bank's debtors would pay back their loans; and again

and again orders were given that the notes must be received at their full

legal value, both between man and man and in public transactions. At the

same time, silver currency was introduced, and a definite ratio fixed between

silver and the old copper coins. None of these measures availed, however,

and popular confidence was still further weakened by accusations lodged

against Palmstruch for va.-ious irregularities in his management of the Bank's

affairs. He was especially accused of having combined the resources of the

two banking departments of loans and bills of exchange, in violation of a

prohibition expressly contained in the charter. These charges were followed

by a sentence of condemnation.

^^1
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CREATION OF THE ROYAL SWEDISH BANK— idoS.

Here ceased the activity of the first bank of issue. Its business was

transferred to the State bank, founded in ib68, the Rigets Stasnders Bank, or

Bank of the States of the Kingdom. We shall call this, more briefly, the

Royal Swedish Bank; or simply the Royal Bank.

The new bank, in its general methods of business, pretty closely followed

the lines marked out by Palmstruch's Bank, and was likewise divided into

the two departments of loans and bills of exchange. In the exchange de-

partment, anyone who had deposited money might draw on the Bank to

the like amount, either personally or by authorized cheques. For the latter

accommodation, the Bank charged an extra fee. The loan department re-

ceived deposits on interest, and loaned them out for terms of six months, or,

perchance, a full year, against either pledges in hand or mortgaged security.

Not until much later (in 1803) did the Bank begin to grant loans on personal

security.

Originally, the Royal Bank was not a bank of issue. With the experi-

ence of the Palmstruch credit notes still in view, people were afraid to risk

a new system of bank notes. Yet, the possible advantage of such facilities

J <'!
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had become obvious, and in 1701 the States Deputies resolved that bank

notes might be issued, on condition of precautionary measures against the

event of a misuse of the privilege. These were the so-called "transport,"

or transferable, notes, which were to constitute a separate section of the de-

partment of bills. Everyone should be free to deposit, in this section of the

Bank, amounts not less than one hundred rix-dollars in silver, and receive

a corresponding certificate, to be current only in individual transactions. At

the start, however, these transferable notes were not circulated as general

bank notes, even in private I iisiness, as the law expressly required that they

should be passed only by written indorsement.

We find in the "transfer" notes, as well as in the credit notes issued by

Palmstruch's Bank, the rudiments of Swedish bank notes; but, manifestly,

both the earlier forms were neither more nor less than certificates of deposit.

The transfer notes first 'fcrme .^-al bank notes when the Bank ceased to

hold their cash equivalcn an. 'hen they continued for a long time to

be strictly regarded as ceruti . . • deposit. The full cash protection of

transfer notes soon fell short. Fnt war at the beginning of the eighteenth

century brought the State fimnces into sorriest extremity, and money was
taken from the Bank for Govt .'; neec' "^his operation was secret, and

no real security was furnished tor the borrnv 1 a .ount. The current coin

of Sweden at the beginning of the eighteenth 1. entury was still copper, a very

bulky sort of currency; so that there was all the greater need for the Bank's

transfer notes. There being, moreover, a widespread confidence in the good

management of the Bank, we are not surprised that the notes were exchanged

at a premium approaching three per cent. In view of all these circumstances,

there was no opposition to the Government's resolve that after 1726 the notes

should become legal tender.

LOANS TO THE GOVERNMENT LEAD TO UNCOVERED ISSUES OF NOTES-
DISASTROUS DEPRECIATION OF PAPER MONEY.

From this period, loans to the Government grew so extensive that the

Bank perceived the necessity of issuing a considerable amount of unprotected

notes; and as it had never owned any capital stock, and yet was constantly

increasing its business in private loans, the time must surely come when the

redemption of notes would have to stop. Authority for this step was

obtained through the King's patent, in i74'>; in which connection the Bank

was also permitted to issue very small notes. Originally, the lowest denomi-

nation of transfer notes was 100 rix-dollars, in silver; but in 1726 the mini-

mum was lowered to 50 rix-dollars in copper; and in 1745 it was proposed

to issue notes of 6 rix-dollars in copper, to be legal tender in private trans-

actions. At first, the unredeemableness of the notes did not materially affect

their market rate; and this in spite of the fact that the Banks debt, at the

close of 1745, was thirteen times the amount of its coin reserve. But in the

following years, the issue of notes kept steadily increasing, and from the

,1
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middle of the century their value rapidly declined. In 1765, 2o8>3 marks in

paper were worth only 100 marks in copper. For the moment, indeed, it

seemed as though the Bank was to be spared the threatening fate of bank-

ruptcy, as the powerful Government, which took charge of the situation in

176s, immediately discontinued granting loans, and used every device to call

in the large amount of outstanding notes. There was even a temporary

improvement in their market value; but in the long run, it was impossible

to stay the catastrophe. There were new financial demands on the Bank,

nor was it feasible to refuse private loans forever. The consequences could

be no longer averted. First, there occurred a further depreciation in the

notes; and then, for once. King and Estates were unanimous in a matter of

legislation, for the sake of definitely regulating the currency. Their plan

was called the '

' realization scheme "
; and, in fact, it amounted to bankruptcy.

The decree was published in 1776 that only bank notes based on silver

should be issued thenceforth, and that the old copper notes should be

redeemed by the new transfer notes, at the rate of fifty per cent, of their

nominal value. This was the Royal Swedish Bank's first failure; but we
shall see that it was not the last, if we follow history sixty years further.

AFTER THR " REALIZATION SCHEME."

The notes of the Royal Bank were "solvent" until 1810; but in the

next succeeding years the process of redemption was so variously hindered

that we may virtually account it suspended. In close relation to this fact,

we may consider the new kind of circulating medium which was put forth

by the Royal Funding Office,* as organized in 1777. We refer to the Royal

bonded notes, or Government bonds, which at first bore interest. The
interest, however, soon ceased to be paid, and the Royal bonds are simply

to be regarded as paper currency. At first they stood quite high in com-

parison with the bank notes; but, by 1803, the Bank was ordered to redeem

the bonds at two-thirds of their nominal value. This order seriously taxed

the Bank's meagre coin reserve; and as at uie same time the Exchequer

required no small amount of ready money to defray costs of war, the Bank

found itself unable, from 1810, to redeem notes in silver. This insolvency

was not formally announced, however, until i8i8.

1

REORGANIZATION OF THE CURRENCY—CAPITALIZATION OF THE BANK.

There was, nevertheless, an improvement in the Bank's affairs from this

time forward. The silver reserve was increased from year to year, so that

by 1830 conditions were favorable for a new partial resumption of specitj

payments and a thorough reorganization of the national currency. The plan

was undoubtedly indicative of another failure; but some such compromise

* Literally, ''debt counter" ; a JifTerent expression from Statskasse, or " Exchequer."
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was essential to the success of any practical reform. This partial redemp-

tion consisted in retiring the notes at 37.5 per cent, of their nominal value.

Since 1834, however, the notes of the Royal Swedish Bank have constantly

been redeemable, and the means thereof have been supplied in steadily

increasing proportions by the Bank's proper coin reserve. As elsewhere

stated, the Royal Bank had not originally owned any capital stock; such an

acquisition came about by slow degrees. According to the original charter,

the annual surplus should be divided between the State budget and the Bank
itself, in 1830, the capital stock was fixed at 2S,000,000 crowns, of which

S,000,000 should constitute a surplus fund. The appointed capital, how-
ever, was not actually realized until 1864; the amount available after the

resumption of specie payments in 1834 being only 7,500,000 crowns. In

1893, as a result of repeated enlargements, the capital stock reached so.ooo,-

000 crowns, or double the sum prescribed in 1834. The surplus fund has

remained fixed at s,000,000 crowns.

With reference to the redemption of bank notes, it was ordained in 1830

that the Bank should hold a coin reserve to two-thirds the amount of the

notes in circulation. It was not possible to comply with this regulation at

once, and as late as 1843, there were outstanding notes to the amount of

3S, 000, 000 crowns, while their protection in coin was only about 12,000,000

crowns. Influenced by the example of England, the authorities now adopted

new and more flexible rules on this point; the issue of bank notes should be

limited to 20,000,000 Bank rix-dollars (about 30,000,000 crowns) in excess

of the coin reserve, and the latter should be at least 10,000,000 crowns. The
other protection of the notes might include two months' bills on Hamburg,

and three months' bills on other foreign banks. Moreover, the Bank was
allowed to contract a foreign debt to the extent of 12,000,000 crowns, guar-

anteed by the State. These regulations, indeed, were not always satisfac-

tory ; and the comparison with circumstances in England was far from being

fundamentally true. In the first place, the Swedish Bank had not observed

the complete separation, which was prescribed for the Bank of England,

between the department of bank notes and ordinary bank business. It was,

therefore, continually possible for the Swedish Bank to transgress the statu-

tory limits of issue; and, in fact, this thing did happen in 1873, though not

in any considerable measure, and only for a single day. Still, the incident

attests the danger of such mixed arrangements.

VICISSITUDES OF THE BANK CIRCULATION.

Another defect in the regulations of 1845 was the extraordinary latitude

given to the term "coin reserve." That is to say, the Bank might include in

its note protection foreign bills of exchange—a liberty which gave rise to a

downright evasion of the legal requirements during the commercial crisis of

1857. Not to dwell on the matter at great length, we may summarize it as

follows: From June, 1856, till June, 1857, the coin reserve had decreased by
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forty per cent., or 18,000,000 crowns (the decrease from December, i8s6,

to June, i8s7, being from S2,000,000 crowns to 2s, 000,000 crowns); and,

accordingly, the Bank felt obliged to restrict its operations in discounts and

loans. In order, at the same time, to swell its coin reserve and thereby

increase the issue of bank notes, it appears that an association of Stockholm

merchants actually drew bills of exchange on Swedish merchants in Ham-
burg; and that the Bank discounted these bills and reckoned them in with

the legal coin reserve.

Notwithstanding such manifest irregularities, the statutes long remained

unchanged, and the foregoing ordinance respecting the protection of bank

notes is still to be found in the Bank Act of 1871. The Act of 1872, how-
ever, contains important moditkations, to the effect that the coin reserve

shall include all the Royal Bank's gold and silver coin, both Swedish and

foreign, as well as gold and silver bullion. Upon the introduction of a gold

standard in 1873, there was added a clause directing that the newer silver

coin should be estimated at nine-tenths of its nominal value. Furthermore, it

was provided that not only gold and silver deposited abroad, but also other

funds of the Bank which were credited with foreign banks and commercial

houses, might be reckoned in with the coin reserve. The latter provision

was again qualified, after 1887, in the sense that the Bank's foreign credit,

apart from, gold and silver, might be included in the coin reserve only in so

far as it was entered in current accounts.

On another side, it may be remarked that the term "amount of notes"

was also construed quite freely, being made to include both bank notes

actually in circulation and other matured liabilities, such as moneys payable

on demand and the amount of remittances due by post. In regard to the

latter item, it was especially prescribed that sums thus due should in no case

whatsoever be used for discounts, loans, or credit business. The provisions

just mentioned were in force till 1887, when the term "amount of notes"

again became restricted to bank notes actually in circulation.

From 1880, the sum of unprotected notes was raised to ?s, 000, 000

crowns, and at the same time the minimum limit of the coin reserve was
fixed at is,ooo,ooo crowns. In 1887, the amount of uncovered notes was
further increased to 4s,000,000 crowns, with the proviso that that portion of

the coin reserve which consisted of gold coin or bullion, together with Scandi-

navian silver coin, should constitute at least 18,000,000 crowns. The absolute

minimum limit of the coin reserve is 1^,000,000 crowns, but when the

amount of unprotected notes exceeds 3s. 000,000 crowns, the coin reserve

shall be increased by at least thirty per cent, of the given excess. For

instance, when the amount of uncovered notes reaches 50,000,000 crowns,

the coin reserve shall be raised to at least 20,000,000 crowns. As a rule, the

Bank seldom utilizes the full rights of issue, according to the status of its

coin reserve at any particular time. The smallest legal denomination of

Swedish bank notes is at present five crowns.
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE ROYAL BANK.

The Royal Swedish Bank, as already mentioned, is a State bank, though

not directly administered by the Government, but by officers appointed by

the Diet. The latter body annually chooses a board of commissioners, the

so-called "Bank Committee," which consists of eight members from each

legislative chamber. This committee then exercises a general supervision

over the administration of the Bank, and submits to the Diet an annual pro-

posal in regard to the distribution of the surplus fund. The Diet further

appoints, every year, seven so-called "bank attorneys," who choose two of

their own number as "deputies," and these deputies become the actual

directors, or executive officers, of the Swedish Bank. One of them espe-

cially manages foreign bills of exchange and the other attends to business

within the kingdom. Besides the pair of deputies, at least two of the Bank

attorneys shall be daily in touch with the Bank's transactions in discounts

and loans; also examining new applications for credit. To this end, the

attorneys shall meet once a week and consider measures pertaining to the

Bank's business in general. The Government thus has no influence upon

the conduct of the Bank, nor does it even inspect the Bank's accounts,

which likewise belong to the province of the officers appointed by the Diet.

In sundry Swedish provincial towns, the Royal Bank has branch houses, the

present number of which is twelve.

NoTB.—The terms " Government " «nd " Diet " are used as though the latter had no dose connection with the former.

PRIVATE BANKS.

'11^

We shall next speak of Swedish private banks, which may be divided

into three principal classes, namely: the now abolished provincial banks,

which were private joint-stock banks, without the right of issuing notes;

the "detached" or private banks proper, which are authorized to issue

notes, and the so-called joint-stock banks. The provincial banks were

founded about the middle of this century, to satisfy the wants of provincial

towns for local facilities of banking. At that time, public sentiment was so

largely in favor of a monopoly for the issue of bank notes, to be vested in

the Royal Bank alone, that these provincial banks were not empowered to

issue notes directly, though they might issue a strictly limited amount of

money orders on the Royal Bank, and these orders then circulated just the

same as the regular bank notes. Two such provincial banks were opened

in 1852 ; and in the decade following, their number was increased to twenty-

two. The monopoly plan of issue was disallowed by the Bank Act of 1864;

howbeit, from 1875 the provincial banks altogether vanished from the busi-

ness world.

I?
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1

PRIVATE BANKS OF ISSUE.

The right of opening private banks of issue had been granted as far back

as 1824, and the first so-called "detached" bank was founded in i8ji;

though not until after the royal proclamation of 1846 was the status of the

private banks definitely determined. As indicated above, people were gen-

erally disposed to reserve the rights of issue in behalf of the centralized

Royal Bank; but when the centralizing principle was later abandoned, many
of the provincial banks became reorganized as "detached," or private,

banks, and at the same time, new private banks were started. There are

no less than twenty-six banks of this class in Sweden at present. The ex-

isting regulations concerning private banks of issue rest upon the ordinances

or letters patent of 1864 and 1874. We may specify the following pro-

visions:

(a) The Government grants a charter for only ten years at a time, but

lapsed charters may be renewed.

(b) The founders of such a bank must be Swedish citizens, and at least

thirty in number. They must assume unlimited liability for all the bank's

obligations. In addition to the shareholders with unlimited liability, limited

shareholders may be admitted, but only for subscriptions up to one-half the

amount subscribed by shareholders with unlimited liability. Consent of

the General Assembly is required before unlimited liability shares may be

transferred.

{c) The capital stock shall be ?t least 1,000,000 crowns, to be fully paid

in within one year from the opening of the bank. At least ten per cent, of

the capital stock must be paid in befo\ « the bank is opened, and the remain-

ing ninety per cent, shall be fully sec ired. Before notes may be issued,

sixty per cent, of the capital stock shall be deposited, in the form of sound

securities, with the authorities.

There are the following regulations touching the redemption of notes:

(1) The aforesaid sixty per cent, of vhe capital stock constitutes the

so-called "capital stock mortgage," or hypothecated shares. One half of

this amount shall consist of readily available, interest-bearing bonds, and

the other half of first mortgage bonds on real estate, within one-half its

appraised or insurance value.

(2) The total issue of notes shall at no time exceed the amount of

hypothecated shares, plus the surplus fund and the bank's claims to within

fifty percent, of the capital stock (but only in so far as the bank's coin reserve

in legal gold coin amounts to ten percent, of the capital stock); plus all the

bank's gold coin on hand at the main office, exceeding ten per cent, of the

capital stock; together with its foreign gold coin and bullion. The bank is

obliged to redeem its notes in gold.

It will be seen that the principal redemption fund consists of the hypoth-

ecated shares, composed of first mortgage bonds and available public secu-

rities; whereas the gold redemption fund is mostly subsidiary, and very
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PART III.

BANKING IN NORWAY.

ORIGIN OF THE ROYAL BANK.

'RIMARILY, Norwegian banking stnrted parallel to that of

Denmark, since the oldest Norwegian bank was a depart-

ment of the Danish Royal Bank, founded in i8i 9, and of

which we have elsewhere given a full account. It is true

that in 1760, and again in 1770, the question was mooted

of establishing a bank for Norway :ilone; but the matter

ended without positive results. In 1S14, however, Norway was separated

from Denmark, and one of the first projects of the new Government was to

reorganize the Norwegian department of the Danish Royal Bank as an inde-

pendent institution. The Constituent Assembly resolved in 1814 that the

total Norwegian circulation (somewhat over 8,000,000 rix-dollars) of Royal

Bank notes, together with such assignat notes as were outstanding, should

be guaranteed as a public debt. These notes should be taken up by the

Royal Norwegian Bank by exchange for new Norwegian Bank notes, at the

rate of 37s rix-dollars to 100 silver dollars. Meanwhile, in order to meet

the new Government's heavy expenses, it became necessary to issue a large

amount of new notes, and the consequence was a marked depreciation of

the paper currency. One rix-dollar, mstead of being equivalent to thirty-

two Norwegian shillings in silver, had follen to six shillings in silver.

After the whole situation with respect to the State's debt had been sub-

jected to a thorough investigation by the Storthing in 1816, it was resolved

to undertake a conversion of the debt at the rate of twelve shillings in silver

to every nominal rix-dollar. This plan was carried out by the law of 18 19,

which contained for its main provisions the following stipulations

:

^4
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NORWAY BANK ACT OF iSiq.

The law provided that a new bank should be organized, and the requi-

site means were to be procured partly through voluntary contributions and

partly through compulsory assessments on property. Upon the inaugura-

tion of the new bank, the Royal Bank should cease to operate, and its un-

redeemed notes, amounting to 2,000,000 rix-dollars, should be withdrawn

and liquidated by a like amount of new taxes. The remaining circulation

of 23,000,000 rix-dollars should be redeemed with notes of the new bank at

the rate of one rix-dollar to twelve shillings in silver and in the current

small coin. Such cash resources as were needed at once should be furnished

by new taxes on property and trade. As for the existing liabilities, it was
provided that these should be modified, and the different obligations be

adjusted according to the time they had to run. When the voluntary con-

tributions were not forthcoming, the compulsory assessments had to be made
up to a total of 2,000,000 specie dollars, the sum needed for starting the

bank. The bank was opened under the name, " Bank of Norway," and it

was authoiized to issue notes to twice the amount of its silver reserve. As

it was obliged to etTect the gradual redemption of the Royal Bank notes, it

naturally acquired the latter's rights in property attachments. [Compare
" Banking in Denmark."] By the earliest bank statutes it had been prescribed

that from 1819 bank notes should be redeemable in silver; but'that ordinance

was suspended in 1818, and the notes consequently depreciated from par

value in 1818, to the rate of 220 to 100 in 1822. Subject to passing fluctua-

tloiis, the rate slowly rose again, till in 1841 it got back to par. The silver

reserve was augmented year by year through receipts from attached proprie-

tors; and in 1827 it was exceptionally increased through the creation of new
shares amounting to 500,000 specie dollars. That the notes, nevertheless,

appreciated only slowly was chiefly due to the strange policy of constantly

keeping the circulation as large as the law allowed—that is, twice the extent

of the silver reserve, without any regard to varying demands of the market.

NEW CONDITIONS OF REDEMPTION.

The law of 1842 ordained that the Bank should redeem its notes at par,

and, at the same time, new regulations were adopted with reference to the

terms of redemption. On the basis of the capital stock, which had been raised

to 2,soo,ooo specie dollars (10,000,000 crowns), the Bank might issue notes

to the amount of 6,250,000 specie dollars, though this provision was to be

merely temporary, in that the Bank should continually buy in silver Until the

proportion of silver to notes had been brought up to the original status,

namely, one to two. Furthermore, in certain various contingencies, the Bank

might issue notes to one and a half times, twice, or only once the value of its

redemption fund. These regulations have undergone sundry modifications

in the course of time ; but a detailed account of them would be lacking in
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general interest. We shall simply add that the present situation is such

that, when the Bank has a coin reserve of at least 16,500,000 crowns, the

third part of which consisting of claims on Copenhagen, Hamburg, London,

and the Swedish Royal Bank, it may issue notes to the amount of nearly

3S. 000,000 crowns, leaving an uncovered circulation of some 18,500,000

crowns. Any circulation in excess of the legal limit must be fully covered

in coin.

The Bank of Norway is governed somewhat like the Swedish Royal

Bank. The Storthing, or representative body of the nation, elects all the

Bank directors, and appoints a large part of the working force. The board

of directors is composed of five members on limited terms of appointment.

There is also an elective committee of fifteen; and all these higher officers,

together with the directors of the twelve branch banks, serve for six years.

The supervision of the Bank of Norway's accounts devolves upon a board of

auditors chosen by the Storthing.

PRIVATE NON-ISSUING BANKS.

Besides the Bank of Norway, which is the only bank of issue in the king-

dom, there are private banks, non-issuing. The first of these was founded

at Christiania in 1848, and there are now 35 private banks, for which there

is no paiticular legislation. Most of them have but a small capital stock,

and only seven show a capital exceeding 1,000,000 crowns. In 1852, the

State opened a mortgage bank, whose province should be to furnish loans

on landed security. The Mortgage Bank does no general banking business.

Its capital stock amounts to 11,500,000 crowns. Some smaller mortgage

banks have been started within comparatively recent times, all of which are

organized as private joint-stock companies.

The resources and business magnitude of the Norwegian banks will

appear from the following table

:

Norwegian Banks—Resources and Business.

Yea'S.
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small institutions, but very numerous; and, as a rule, their activity is not

simply confined to savings-bank business. To a wide extent they serve as

local banks. The benevolent feature, which characterized these banks

during the first half of the century, has been only partly retained. In 1894,

there were no less than 537 savings-banks in Denmark, and their aggregate

resources amounted to 564,000,000 crowns. Of this sum, 93,600,000 crowns

appertained to the Savings-Bank for Copenhagen and Suburbs, and 44,400,-

000 crowns to the Beehive Savings-Bank of Copenhagen. Thirty-three of the

Danish savings-banks had available resources exceeding 3,000,000 crowns.

In 1893, Sweden had 377 savings-banks, whose resources were 337,000,000

crowns. The number of savings-banks in Norway for 1894 was 367, and

their aggregate deposits amounted to 217,000,000 crowns.

The author has made use of the undermentioned works:

V. Falbe Hansen and Will. Scharling, " Danmark's Statlstik," III. Kjobenhavn, 1878; and
" Danmark i iSpo," Kjobenhavn, i8qi.

Wilt. Scharling, " Die Banken in den Skandinavischen Staaten " (H .ndworterbuch der Staats-

wissenschaften, vol. ii).

Markus Rubin, 1807-14, Kjobenhavn, 1892.

A. N. Kiaer, " Om Seddelbanker." Kristiania, 1877.

J. Gamborg, "Seddelbanken." Kristiania, 1877.

E. Hertzberg, " En Kritisk Fremstilling at GrQndsaetningerne for Seddelbankers Fudretning og

Vioksomhed." Kristiania, 1877.

C. M. Rosenberg, " Handbok i Bankvasendet." Stockholm, 1878.

F. A. Leffler, " Die Schwedischen Zettelbanken." Leipzig, 1879.

" Det Ekonomiska Samhallslifvet." Stockholm, 1894.

Several treatises in " Nationalokonomisk Tidiskrift."
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BANKING AND MONEY IN JAPAN.

PART 1.

THE BANKING SYSTEM.

CHAPTER I.

COMMON BANKS.

SECTION I.

EARLY METHODS.

OTHING definite is known about the banking system of the

early days of Japan ; but it is clear that the system played

no important part in affairs, since the insignificance of trade

and industry called for no extensive credit arrangements,

and the spirit of contempt for business was general. That

sentiment was the result of the preference given to agricul-

ture as the :>ole source of national wealth, and was also encouraged by the

reign of feudalism, which was universal. The class of people who were

esteemed were the Samurai (vassals), while tradesmen, artisans, and me-
chanics were held as of little account. Money was regarded as the ugliest of

all things; and even to handle it was thought to pollute the hand of the

Samurai. Little protection was given to the money-changers, the rate of

interest was fixed by strict enactment, and the debtor was the more favored

party. By force of so-called Tokusi (merciful laws), after a certain term the

creditor was obliged to surrender the right of demanding payment, and often

accumulated wealth was made the object of compulsory public contribution.

With such a state of things, it is evident that banking could not make much
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progress, and the business of pawn-lending was done largely in secrecy.

Strangely enough, blind men were often engaged in this business. However,
even then the system of money-lending was tolerably well developed, in

the fifteenth century (1433 a. d.) an edict was issued which decreed that:

(1) Articles of daily use may be pawned, but the term for wearing
apparel is limited to a year, and that for weapons to two years.

(2) The rate of interest must be within fifty per cent.

(3) Those who do the business without sufficient funds shall be pun-
ished, and if they abscond, the liability must be borne by the people of the

district.

Taking advantage of their not being under the care of the Government,
ruffians seem to have often plundered the pawnbrokers, and a law was enact-

ed in IS 38 A. D. to punish those outlaws. In is44 a. d., the maximum rate

of interest was lowered to twenty per cent, against pledges, and to thirty

per cent, without pledges. In the famous "Hundred Clauses" of 1790 a. d.

we find

:

(i) Pawned goods can be sold after the lapse of eight months.

(2) Those who sell the goods pledged, regardless of the payment of

interest within the term, will be heavily punished.

Associations of pawnbrokers were formed to facilitate the exercise of

administrative control, and those have been continued to the present time.

Indeed, the work done by pawnbrokers is really enormous. Almost in

every village, there is one or two of them granting credit to poor people

upon various domestic utensils and implements as pledges. Formerly, their

places of business were indicated by a peculiar signboard ; now they are

generally marked out by black curtains hung in the entrance. There are cen-

tral establishments, which do a large business by repawning for the smaller

houses. At present, the term at which the pledge may be sold is six months,

to be shortened or prolonged by special contract. In case of the loss of the

pledged goods by fire or theft, the pawnbroker loses the money lent, and

the owner the goods. Loss by the processes of nature is to be borne by

the latter. The rate charged is one per cent, per month for sums below

thirty-five cents, four per cent, per month up to one yen ; three per cent, for

less than five yen; two and a half per cent, for ten yen. By such means, the

lack of a proper banking system has been, to a large extent, supplied.

USURY laws.

II

'

The enactment of usury laws is very old. In the first year {687 a. d. ) of the

reign of the Empress Jito, those who paid back a debt by labor were freed

from the obligation to work for the interest. In the fourth year of Emperor

Temmu (676 a. d.), the maximum rate of interest was fixed at one hundred

per cent, in the case of ordinary loans, and at fifty per cent, in the case of

money lent by the Government. It was also prohibited that the debtor should

pay with his labor after the sale of his property had proved insufficient to

I
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cover the debt. Many enactments to the same effect were issued subse-

quently. In IS91 A. 0., ten merchants in Nava were executed because they

not only exacted usurious rates, but traded on a borrowed fund. In 1744 a. d.,

the number of so-called Fudasashi was limited to one hundred and nine, and
the rate they could charge was less than fifteen per cent. Fudasashi were
originally keepers of a waiting-place in front of the Government storehouse,

from wliich the feudal vassals received their salary, paid mostly in rice. As
the disbursement took some time, the vassals delegated to them the right of

receipt. Gradually something like a discounting of these "rights" began;

the keepers buying the "right " at a discount and getting the payment from

the storehouse. This business became very lucrative, and some of the

Fudasashi became very wealthy. They went so far as to lend the vassals

money, receive their deposits, and borrow from other firms in the same busi-

ness. The Exchequer lent to them on pledges worth two and a half times

the amount of the loan, with interest at five per cent. A regular staff was
employed by them, including chief manager, negotiator, rice examiner, list-

maker, accountant, writer, receiver, and clerks. But the peculiarity lay in the

fact that the actual manipulation of money was done as a matter of necessity

by the head of the firm. The following books were kept by these people:

(i) The big book (Ochio), wherein were written the name, salary, and

debts of the customers; (2) the cheque-book (Kitte chio), containing the pay-

ments and receipts of money and rice; (3) the rice account (Ki ri mai chio),

in which the amount to be claimed from each customer was minutely de-

tailed; (4) the stamp-book (In kan chio), in this the "stamp"* was contained;

(s) the salary-book (Ofuchi cliio), showing all that related to salary rice; (6)

the rice-purchase book (Kome kaichio); {7) the rice-sale book (Kome uri

chio)
; (8) the receipt-book (Uketori kayoicho), and (9) the sign-book (Ote-

gata chio), in which to make entry of receipts as they came in. Beginning

about the year 1724 a. d., toward the end of the Tokugawa dynasty, this

business developed into something like a banking system, and it lasted

till the new regime in 1873, when salaries became payable in currency. The

wealth of the bankers and the poverty of their customers gave rise to enact-

ments to help the weaker party. Among these was the compulsory sur-

render of the right for interest and an allowance of the payment of the

money due in installments. The maximum rate of interest on loans was

fixed in 1724 at fifteen per cent., in 1743 at twenty per cent., in 1745 at

eighteen per cent., in 1788 at twelve per cent., and in 1842 at ten per cent.

BLIND MEN AS LENDERS.

In 1 765 A. D. , a law was passed prohibiting blind men from lending money

at usurious rates. It was a custom then for blind men to lend out the funds

intrusted to them, i'.nd when not paid back, they assembled at the debtor's

* In Japan, stamps are used instead of signatures.

%
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house, crying aloud night and day till the money was paid, with a premium
in the form of Reikin (gratitude money). In 1832, the legal rate was fixed at

twelve per cent., and anything above that rate was to be uncollectible. In

1858, blind men were absolutely prohibited from lending money. These

laws were evaded, and the actual rate rose as high as sixty per cent., in

addition to various exactions under the name of fees or gratitude moneys.

So, in 1871, the usury law was abolished ajid the matter was left entirely to

mutual agreement, and the rate, if not specially defined by contract, was, by

the law of 1873, fixed at six per cent. But in 1877 the usury law was re-en-

acted, though its evasion is as common as before. According to this act, the

interest is divided into the court and the market rate. The former is six per

f L'lit. and the latter twenty per cent, for sums below 100 yen, fifteen per

cent, below 1000 yen, and twelve per cent, for upward of 1000 yen. From

what has been said, it must be clear that a proper organization of the money
market hardly existed. The high rate of interest was caused not only by

the lack of credit on the part of the borrowers, but also by the non-existence

of instrumentalities to collect and advance loanable capital. The only re-

course open to debtors was to borrow the money of the rich merchants,

blind men, and pawnbrokers at usurious rates.

THE GERMS OF REAL BANKING.

Osaka being the commercial centre, and affairs being conducted thereon

more or less business-like methods, we find that it had the germs of banking

long before the adoption of Western institutions. Especially among money-
dealers, exchange houses, and contractors to Daimios, branches of the bank-

ing business were conducted in a comparatively comprehensive way. To

begin with the system of bill brokerage, we find as far back as the middle

of the seventeenth century an Osaka merchant, Tennojiya Gorobei, making

use of commercial bills. His example was followed by Kohash Jotoko and

Kagiya Rokubei; and among these three money-changers bills circulated

freely. In 1660 a. p., the Inspector-General, Ishimaru, made a code of rules

to govern tradesmen, encouraged the growth of credit among them, and es-

tablished wholesale houses and the Gold Exchange. The number of money-
changers was limited to a guild of ten, who transacted a banking business.

These ten were allowed to wear swords, a privilege restricted to the class

of Samurai; and under them were twenty-two smaller guilds. Among these

guilds, with the ten privileged ones as the centre, bills circulated freely.

The kinds of bills were seven in all, which may be thus enumerated

:

1. Bills of remittance, which were used mostly between the two capitals,

the drawer being the Osaka firms and the drawee those in Yedo (now Tokio).

2. Deposit bills, which were issued by the bankers against their deposi-

tor, to be paid to him or his order. In this case, if the drawer failed, the

loss came on the last holder, the intermediate oerson or persons being clear

of any liability.
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3. Bills of exchange, drawn against the exchange houses by their cus-

tomers or by other houses. If no previous deposit had been made by the

drawer, payment was usually refused; but if the exchange house trusid the

drawer, the bill was paid up to a certain amount fixed beforehand. When
left unpaid, the demand for payment went back to the drawer. If, in spite

of the money being deposited by the drawer, the bill was left unpaid by
reason of the failure of the exchange house, the loss was borne by the last

holder. If demanded on the day assigned and not paid, the drawer was
held responsible, but if presented after date, the holder was responsible.

4. Mutual b'\\\s {Furisashi gaiiii), which were current among exchange

houses only, being issued simply against or with the name of the manager,

only the stamp of the drawing houses being affixed. These were settled by

\2 M. every day, and even when they were held by an ordinary person,

were not payable except at the drawing house.

5. Large bills {Otegata), a name given to bills drawn by large firms on

the settling days. For instance, if A, having money to be paid by B, owes
to C, A draws a bill against the exchange house and hands it to C. IfC

hands this bill to his exchange house it is placed to his credit. In the first

two days of the following month A gets the money from B and pays it into

his exchange house. On the third day, the exchange houses settle the ac-

count. In case the bill drawn by A is unpaid, the demand goes back until

it reaches the drawer, but the exchange houses never bear the loss.

6. Promissory notes, issued, for instance, by a buyer of goods against an

exchange house and handed to the seller, who presents them to the house

before the date, in order to ask whether it will be paid when due.

7. Storehouse bills issued against goods, mostly rice and sugar, deposited

in storehouses, for ten to thirty days; some, however, remained in store as

long as three years, and the bill was highly valued, because if by accident

the goods in store were lost or damaged, others were put in their place.

The use of these bills gradually increased by the expansion of trade,

chiefly owing to the special protection given them by the law. The suits

concerning them were treated as exceptional cases {Naha nuki Saiban), being

tried and decided regardless of ordinary court days. When complaints

were made, decision was given at once, and if the fault lay with the exchange

houses, they were visited with the penalty of handcuffs and imprisonment.

The organization of the exchange houses was as nearly as possible perfect.

The ten large ones were called the "parent house" {Ova rio gaye), and

around them were middle and smaller houses, the smallest being sustained

by the next larger till the central house was reached. Usually, against the

smaller ones was fixed a limit of credit allowance; and against these credits,

bonds or securities, personal and other, were pledged. However, the bill

really rested on credit, not much stress being laid on securities. In point of

fact, bills were issued far beyond the capacity of these houses; and when
they could not pay, the bill was passed on from one holder to the other till

it reached and was settled at the parent house. Not only these houses, but

11; .
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every tradesman made use of the bills. Peddlers who came from distant

localities gladly received them and the issue rose to an enormous amount,

some houses emitting as much as seven-fold the amount of their capital.

But as they were payable in chiogin tiogin, or plated coin silver, when this

currency was abolished,* in 1868, many houses were unable to pay the bills

and became bankrupt, only those whose issue had been kept within moder-
ate limits escaping this fate.

* Sc* Part II, Chapter I,—The CoiiugtSyitem.
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SECTION II.

THE PRESENT, I

'

'

INSTITUTION OF BANKING PROPER.

^HE use of the bills just mentioned being limited mostly to

Osaka merchants and the various contractors of each Daimio.

belonging, also, for the most part, to one locality, the new
era which opened with 1868 made more evident the want
of a proper banking system. The Government established

Tsushioshi (the Board of Trade) and induced rich merchants

to set up companies for trading and bill discounting. Since i86q, discount

companies {Katvnase Kaisha) had arisen in Tokio, Yokohama, Niigata, Kioto,

Osaka, Kobe, Otsu, and Tsuruga. They were under the control of the

Board of Trade, and Government paper notes were given to them as a sub-

sidy, and at the same time to give a currency to this paper, which had been

discredited, unpopular, and depreciated. Funds were also placed at their

disposal, and they were granted the privilege of issuing gold, silver, dollar,

and coin certificates. Of these, silver certificates were issued by the Tokio

company and those for coin at Osaka and Kioto, in order to remedy the

scarcity of fractional currency. But as they were issued with Government

paper notes as the basis, they were, in fact, inconvertible. After a year's

circulation, however, they were supplemented by the small paper money
issued by the Government, and by the copper coins which gradually appeared

in the market. Except in the case of one-yen notes, all gold certificates

were convertible; with the silver certificates we shall deal later. A purely

artificial creation of the Government, and managed in a way by no means

business-like, in nine cases out of ten, these companies failed. When the

National Bank Act came into force in 1872, they had no other alternative but

to abide by that law or to submit to the process of liquidation. Most of

them showed an enormous total of liabilities and losses. The Government,

being their originator, was primarily responsible lor them. It recognized

this by not only giving up its claims for moneys lent, but by freely advan-

cing funds enough to satisfy the claimants against them. Only the Yoko-
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hama company was able to transform itself into a national bank, the other

eight being all closed. The dissolution was a matter replete with confusion

and difficulty. The notes issued by them, to the amount shown below,

were found hard to collect, and their affairs were not quite settled till 1876.

N«M>.
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banking safeguards to mutual agreement was promulgated in 1874. Much

inconvenience and confusion resulted. A proposal to formulate a banking

law was discussed, but was set aside on the ground that such a measure

was premature, since even a general commercial code did not exist, in

1878, the power to permit the organization of banks was delegated to the

prefect of each locality. This gave rise to locally divergent practice; in

some places the grant being given freely, while in others very strict require-

ments were insisted on. So, in 1882, an order was issued commanding
prefects to ask the opinion of the Treasury before reaching a decision, and to

present to the department a draft of the by-laws and regulations of the

banks. Also in this year, the quasi-banks were authoritatively defined to

be those which make loans, receive deposits, or discount bills. There had

thus come into existence the following varieties of banks:

1. Those established with the Government permission. Among these

there were two kinds; namely, those having the permission of the Treasury

and those directly authorized by the prefect.

2. Those left entirely to the regulation of a mutual contract.

3. Those established without any governmental recognition.

Between these three no clear distinction whatever was made, and they

were all equal in the eye of the law. However, there were some limitations,

such as:

1. The liability of shareholders was held to be unlimited; this restriction

was, however, removed and limited liability recognized, in 1886, for banks

whose capital stock exceeded soo,ooo yen.

2. The capital must not be less than 10,000 yen.

}. The capital must be paid up at least within a year.

4. The dealing in stocks, shares, and merchandise, which did not prop-

erly belong to the banking business, was prohibited.

The receipt of savings, which was allowed till 1884 to ordinary banks,

was also prohibited, as was the opening of savings-banks. In 1886, an

order was issued commanding banks to report to the Treasury. But in 1890,

the commercial code was promulgated, as also the laws concerning banks

and savings-banks. It was provided that the whole system should come
into simultaneous operation in the beginning of 1891, but by resolution of

the Diet, the date was postponed till July i, 1893. The main features of the

banking law will be best understood by a reference to its text.

THE BANK ACT OF 1890.

Art. 1. If any person, corporate or individual, discount negotiable bills,

transact exchange, or receive deposits and advance loans at the same time,

as a profession, in an open shop, he or it becomes a bank whether so desig-

,, ited or not.

Art. II. Those who want to do a banking business must fix the amount
27
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of the capital to be employed, and permission of the Secretary of the Treasury

must be obtained through the interposition of the prefect.

Art. 111. Banks must present half-yeaf'y reports to the Treasury, through

the hands of the prefect.

Art. IV. Banks must make public every half-year, a list of assets and a

balance-sheet, in the columns of a newspaper or by some other method of

advertising.

Art. V. Banks must not advance as loans or on discount any sum beyond

one-tenth of their capital to one customer. Those whose capital is not

wholly paid up must not use more than one-tenth of the paid-up capital.

Art. VI. The bus>ness hours o^' the banks are to be between lo a. m. and

4 p. M., though they maybe prolonged at the convenience of the bank.

Art. VII. Banks may be closed on national holidays and feast days, Sun-

days, and other resting days, according to the custom of eich locality. If

they desire to close outside of those days, they can do so after notifying the

prefect and advertising the fact in newspapers or by other means.

Art. Vlll. The Minister of Finance can order the inspection of banks by

the prefect or any other officials.

Art. IX. If in violation of article two, '^nnking business i.« done without

due permission, the offender in to be punished according to article 2s6* of

the Commercial Code.

Art. X. If banks neglect to present the report prescribed in article three or

to publish their accounts in pursuance of article four, or if they r..ake fraudulent

statements or conceal the truth, the penalty fixed in article 262^ of the Com-
mercial Code will be imposed. If the inspection ordered in article eight be

refused, article asSJ of the code is to apply.

Art. XI. This act does i.ot apply to the Bank of Japan, the Yokohama
Specie Bank, or the national banks.

THE SAVINGS-BANK ACT.

Art. I. Those in receipt of savings as deposits are savings-banks. If any

bank receive a deposit, whether casual or fixed, which is less than five yen

at a time, it will be considered as a savings-bank and must be subject to

this act.

Art. 11. The savings-bank must be a joint-stock company of not less than

50,000 yen capital.

Art. III. The directors of savings-banks must be subject to unlimited

liability, which lasts <"or a year at least.

Art. IV. Savings-banks must deposit a sum not less than one-half of the

* A penalty of not less than five yen and not more than fifty yen.

t A penalty of not less than fifty yen and not above 500 yen, with an additional pun' . ment o' at least one year s im-

prisonment in case of gross misconduct.

X A penalty of betw'.ii twenty and 200 yen.

m
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paid-up capital in interest-bearing Government bonds as a guarantee for

deposits.

Art. V. Savings-baniis must not transact any business except in (1)

loans; (2) discounting of negotiable instruments; (3) purchase of national or

local debt bonds.

Art. VI. When money is to be advanced on loan, the term must be

within six months, with national or local debt bonds as securities. In case

of discount, it is restricted to bills of exchange and promissory notes, with

at least two trustworthy indorsers. Savings-banks cannot buy and sell

national or local debt bonds as part of their regular business.

Art. Vll. When by-laws are to be modified, the permission of the Minis-

ter of Finance must be obtained through the intervention of the prefect.

Art. VIII. Banks desiring to do the business of a savings-bank must ob-

tain authorization from the Mmister of Finance through the intervention of

the prefect.

Art. IX. If savings-banks violate any provision of this act, a penalty of

not less than fifty yen and not more than 500 yen is imposed on the direc-

tors. A similar penalty attaches to the doing of a savings-bank business

without due authorization.

Art. X. Except as to the points specially covered by this act, the regula-

tions of the Bank Act arc applicable to savings-banks also.

In accordance with these laws, orders were issued by the Treasury in

May, 1893. Prior to this legislation, many important banks were formed—

for instance, the Mitsui Bank, which was established in 1873. But at the

time when the national bank scheme found general acceptance, about the

year 1879, the organization of common banks came almost to a standstill.

But since 1880 a sudden increase of these banks has taken place, the fate

of a good many of which has been to be wound up or amalgamated, as

shown in table on page 420.
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Common Banks.
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The case of the quasi-banks was not much better, as the following table

indicates:

Quasi-banks.
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in February, 189s, a law was passed which amended the Banit Act and

made it much more liberal, abolishing article five and changing the business

hours to between 9 a. m. and 3 p. m. Moreover, in March, the Savings Bank

Act was greatly modified. Although the liability of directors was made to

last two years instead of one, other amendments were on the side of greater

liberality. Articles four, five, and six were thus supplemented

:

Art. IV. Savings-banks must deposit a sum of not less than one-fourth of

their total deposits in national or local debt bonds as a guarantee for the re-

payment of depositors, if the guarantee is equal to more than one-half of

the capital, they may use commercial bills, loan certificates, or shares of

companies of good standing.

Art. V. The amount of the deposit to be calculated, in the above article,

is that which remains at the end of each half-year.

Art. VI. Depositors have a preferential claim on the securities deposited

according to article four.

This liberal policy stimulated the further establishment of banks and

savings-banks. Even those who were merely money-lenders found it bet-

ter to command the force of a banking corporation. Quasi-banks which

had given up the business took it up again. Moreover, the general expan-

sion of commerce increased the necessity for credit institutions. In fact, a

mania for establishing banks set in, the result of which is shown in the

enormous increase of banks and their capital, as set forth in the following

table:

Number of Banks.

f.
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of

of

mation, according to the commercial code, is impossible, except one bank

is dissolved and the other has an increase of capital, or both are dis-

solved and a new one is established in their place. In any case, the trouble

Involved in the process makes it hardly possible to expect that amalgamation

will be extensively carried out. If by a special law it were made possible

for one to join another without the tedious and complex work of winding
up, so long as the absorbing bank assumes the rights and duties of the one

absorbed, the hope might be more easy of fulfillment. In this direction

nothing can be done unless capital be concentrated and banks made more

powerful. Such is the work to be accomplished by bankers, aided by the

legislature in the future, and, though the task is by no means an easy one,

there can be no question about its imperative necessity. In order to show
the volume of ordinary banking transactions for the seven years 1888-94, the

following table is inserted:

General Account of Common Banks and Savings-banks.
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CHAPTER II.

THE NATIONAL BANKS.

SECTION I.

THEIR ORIGIN AND ORGANIZATION.

THE OLD BANK ACT.

jT the beginning of the new em (Meiji), the lack of an organ-

ized banking system was keenly felt by the people and by

the Government, which suffered greatly from the confused

state of its depreciated paper currency. In 1870, the Vice-

Minister of Finance, Mr. Ito (now Marquis) went to the

United States of America to investigate the banking system

of that country. One result of this visit was his advice to adopt the system

of national banks which he found there. Though some approved of the

recommendation, many opposed it on the ground that the system was risky

and unsuited to the needs of the country. Its opponents upheld the prin-

ciple of a full gold reserve, and though the subject was hotly discussed, no

practical result was reached. In 1871, a scheme of setting up a bank of

issue with 7,000,000 yen capital was considered by the Tokio Chamber of

Commerce. But the difficulty of getting the necessary funds frustrated the

scheme. On his return in the same year, Mr. Ito urged the necessity and

advantage of the American system, and his views were finally adopted. Out
of this decision, in November, 1872, came the National Bank Act, being No.

349 of the laws of that year. This law is what is now designated as the old

National Bank Act. Under it, banks were allowed to issue notes convertible

in gold, holding Government bonds issued for the redemption of Government

paper notes as the basis, to sixty per cent, of the capital, which was not to

be less than 50,000 yen. This may be described as a compromise between
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the Americjin and the gold reserve systems, fulfilling at the same time the

purpose of redeening the Government paper notes with the bond, and with

this bond as the basis of banking, issuing convertible notes, which were to

be finally convericd into gold when the time for redemption of these bonds

arrived. However, contrary to expectation, this many-sided and ingenious

scheme ended in utter failure, and but four banks were formed under the

act. Only 1,420,000 yen of bank notes were actually received by them, out

of 15,000,000 yen which were printed in New York beforehand. The cause

of this failure was the depreciation of paper notes in general, on account of

the constant efflux of bullion due to the importation of goods and the over-

issue of Government notes, as well as to the fact of the bank notes being

immediately convertible into gold.* This latter facility operated so that the

Second National Bank, located in Yokohama, the chief commercial port,

could not issue even one yen of its notes. Consequently, the amount of

banknotes in actual circulation, which stood at 1,956,979 yen in June, 1874,

made a rapid descent to 62,4s6 yen in 187b, regardless of the exertions of

the Government to keep up the volume of the circulation. With such a

limited amount of currency and a very slender total of deposits, the only

source of profit for the banks was the interest of six per cent., accruing from

the Government bonds, while the market rate of interest was above ten per

cent. The four existing banks presented a petition to the Government in

March, 187s, to allow their notes to be convertible into Government notes

only. This being equivalent to a return to the former state of non-convert-

ibility, the Government hesitated, but in order to give relief to the petition-

ers, the Government issued its notes, which were inconvertible, to the

amount of one-half of the issue of the Bank, a corresponding amount of bank

notes being paid into the Exchequer. In 1876, the depreciation of paper

money went from bad to worse \ and the difficulty still increasing, the banks

again petitioned the Government to exchange the remaining half of their

notes for Government paper money. To this the Government acceded, and

the scheme, so full of promise, fell through.

THE REVISION OF THE ACT

It became clear that the result of the over-issue of the Government notes

could not be corrected through the national banks, and still more clear that

under such a banking system the need of the time could not be supplied.

The necessity of revising the Bank Act was therefore demonstrated. There

was one more important reason for the revision; and to explain this, we
must go back to the issue of a Government loan to the amount of more than

174,000,000 yen to pay off feudal pensioners who gave up their hereditary

rights in exchange for Government bonds.J How to keep up the price of

Ifh
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* Refer to Appendices A and B. t Part II, Chapter 11.--The Paper Currency.

X For the National Debt, readers are requested to refer to Appendix D,
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these bonds, for the benefit of their owners, was a problem which the kind-

hearted policy of the Government of that time recognized. An idea entered

the head of Count Okuma, the Minister of Finance, which was embodied in

the Revised National Bank Act, promulgated by Law No. io6, in August,

1876. According to this act, bank notes of i, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 500

yen denominations being legal tender except for the payment of customs

duty and interest on Government bonds, became convertible into Govern-

ment paper money instead of into standard gold, and the newly issued pen-

sion bonds were used as a basis for these notes. Besides, the amount of the

bonds to be deposited in the Treasury by the banks was increased from

sixty to eighty per cent, of the capital, and the kind of bonds was made
optional so long as it bore four per cent, interest. The most important

change consisted in a gold reserve of forty per cent, of the capital {fi of the

issue) being transformed into a paper money reserve of twenty per cent, of

the capital (X of the issue). Thus the American system was at last adopted

nearly in its entirety. The idea of metallic conversion was given up, and

the fall in price of the bonds was somewhat retarded, the owners of the

bonds becoming shareholders of national banks to the extent of seventy per

cent, of the whole. This radical change made the banking business remu-

nerative, and many new national banks sprung up, five being organized

during 1876, twenty-three in 1877, ninety-eight in 1878, and twenty-seven in

1879, making, in all, 1S3.

THE FINAL REVISION OF THE ACT.

The organization of banks became so prevalent that in December, 1877,

by Law No. 83, the Bank Act was amended, empowering the Minister of

Finance to restrict, on the basis of population and taxation, the total amount

of the issue of bank notes, which was fixed at 40,000,000 yen, as well as

the number and capital of the national banks. Though this law was sup-

plemented by a subsequent act, Law No. s, of 1878, the main features

remained the same. With the increase of note circulation, the depreciation

of paper, the rise of prices, and the fall in value of Government bonds became
more emphatic. In order to remedy these evils, especially to unify the

paper currency, the Nippon Ginko (the Bank of Japan) was established in

1882, and a radical revision of the National Bank Act was carried out in 1883

by Law No. 14. The main points of the revision were:

1. The national banks are to cease to have the privilege of issuing notes

at the expiration of their term of existence, which is to be after twenty years

from the date of their obtaining their charter. After the end of the term they

may continue to conduct the banking business simply and solely as a

common bank, with the permission of the Secretary of the Treasury.

2. They must redeem their notes within their term of existence as na-

tional banks. In order to fulfill this obligation, they must create a fund con-

sisting of the reserve (twenty per cent, of capital) already held by the banks
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and the annual reserve out of the profits to the amount of two and a half per

cent, of the originally prescribed limit for the issue of paper notes. This fund

is to be intrusted to the Bank of Japan, which is to purchase Government
stocks, and with the accruing interest to redeem bank notes twice a year.

THfi RISE AND FALL.

After the close of the civil war of 1 877, the general rise of prices created a

brisk state of trade, which reached its climax in 1880 and 1881. But in the

latter year, Count Matsukata was placed in control of the Treasury, and his

policy was to put the finances of the country on a firm and solid basis. The
redemption of paper money was begun, prices and interest fell, trade seemed
to be depressed, and many failures ensued. Even first-rate national banks

had to take measures of precaution, the weaker ones had to lessen their capi-

tal to make good their losses; four national banks became bankrupt, five

others being temporarily suspended during a short interval between 1882

and 1883, and ten banks being consolidated with more powerful banks be-

tween 1880 and 188s. But in 1886 redemption in specie commenced, and

things became more settled, trade began to revive, and railway and other

companies sprang into existence. In 1887, trade became active again, specu-

lation in stocks grew apace, and many national banks increased their capital.

Since then, nothing remarkable has taken place except a few failures, sus-

pensions, and amalgamations.

RESTRICTIVE REGULATIONS.

The dividends of national banks are usually greater than those of other

banks, because they reap a double benefit by lending out their notes and

obtaining the interest on the bonds deposited as security for those notes in

the Treasury. Against these special privileges and advantages, they are

under the strict surveillance of law and Government control, and are subject

to many other restrictions. First of all, they must pay the bank tax fixed at

seven-tenths of one per cent, of the original note issue; their functions are

restricted to making loans, receiving deposits, making transfers of money,

and discounting bills. Though they can sell and purchase Government

bonds, foreign coin, and bullion, as well as exchange coins, these cannot be

made their chief business. Transactions in land, buildings, or other property,

as well as in shares of joint-stock companies, are prohibited to them, except

the property be for their own use, or in case of its falling temporarily into

their hands on pledge or mortgage. Though the restriction on the rate of

interest, which was fixed at ten per cent, in the Act of 1876, was removed,

they have to conform to the Usury Act, and they cannot lend to one cus-

tomer more than ten per cent, of their capital. Neither against bank notes nor

their own stock can they make loans, and of their total deposits they must

keep in hand twenty-five per cent, in order to meet a sudden demand. Ex-
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cept on regular holidays, the office must be opene(' from 9 a. m. to } w M.

;

a general meeting of stockholders must be held twice a year; and for

all important resolutions, Government recognition must be obtained, and

monthly as well as half-yearly reports must be submitted to the Treasury.

Above all, it is prohibited to national banks to enter into correspondence

with foreign banks in or out of the country, or even with banks organized

by Japanese citizens and located abroad, without permission of the Treas-

ury. Permission must be requested beforehand for the payment of divi-

dends, for the increase or decrease of capital, for changes in the by-laws

of the bank, or for voluntary dissolution. Any speculative undertaking by

the banking staff is strictly forbidden, as well as their borrowing from the

bank beyond the sum fixed in the by-laws. The control of national banks

is vested in the Third Bureau of the Treasury, which sends out its own
officials at stated times to examine the actual working of the banks, and

which sometimes delegates the power of inspection to the local prefect. The

Secretary of the Treasury has the power to suspend the business of a bank

in any of the following cases, and he can further order the dissolution of

the bank

:

1. Violation of the letter or spirit of the Bank Act.

2. Discovery of evidence that the bank cannot pay its debts.

}. A series of loans in excess of the capital.

In the case alike of voluntary winding up and official dissolution, the

obligation to redeem the outstanding notes falls on the Government. This

is met by selling the Government bonds invested in by the bank, and pay-

ing note-holders within a date fixed by departmental notice. These general

provisions affect equally all the i;!^ national banks which now exist, though

there are, of course, great differences in their actual working, and in the de-

gree of public confidence which they possess.

% ^"

THE EXISTING CONDITION.

The present state of the national banks may best be seen in the follow-

ing tables, pages 429-435.

I < !
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Table II.— Transactions by National Banks,

Years.

.877
1878

1879
i«8o
1881

1882

1885

1884

188s
1886

1887
1S88

1880

1800
l8qi

1802

1803

1894

Years,

Total
Business.

;86,268,847

730,781,897
i,3io,sso,39i
i,66;,;i;8,26';

2,28(3,805,133

2,194,123,298

2,086,441,154
2,209,04^,350
2,150,826,990

2,552,101,^44
2, 8;;, 752,672
5,000,281,897

1,48^,206,253

3,026,816,696

3,643,744,628

4,402,699,493
5,448,390,122

0,436,616,793

Deposits.

YBN.

30,590,422
7I.744,<502

223,090,851
3I7,<?69,712

427,665,843
460,954,632

199,734,037
431,814,031

435,161,805
521,872,515

516,577,81?
561,006,240

597,4 '6, 331

503,312,238
'i09,572,433

641,276,408
783,S'i8,976

914,326,535

27,107,347
58,91 '5,948

93,700,447
147,61 8, s8o

209,001,481

205,271,286

174,022,774
i67,o=is,275

148,111,274

161,072,140

199,161,029

232,987,184
279,138,135

314,148,443
296,691,829

118,189,990
184,117,101

450,819,214

1877,

1878
1S79,

1S80

1881.

1882.

1881,

1884

188s

1886

1887
1888

1889
1890
iSqi

1892

1893

1894

Mo:,ev
Transfer Ki!

YEN.

9,890,12";

25,110,704
49,840,207
02,146,';68

1 10,084,184

102,970,550

88,163,017
ioo,5r';,055

98,550,504
110,811,470
1 i3,866,si 1

112,657,651

149,092,59;

103,865,421
106,742,108

182,962,494

208,487,830
501,887,518

YEN.

2,1l6,=i01

s,"; 36,470
8,849,801

11,743,932

18,479,225

12,221,897
9,261,125

0,7=50,704

12,876,945
20,171,061

20,849,227

21,569,713
2^,920,782
26,i=;2,669

11,206,527

16,946,213

41,540,979
1 10,125,123

Ordinary
Bills.

2,190,201

7,802,960
8,70=; ,418
I1,2l8,2Iti

28,208,926
26, 1 12,094

25,614,013
38,si6,i82
27,881,651

43,36^,569

67,942,433
78,386,614

90,77s 103

1I1,42S,607

124,468,416
i=;8,4s6,633

229,539,293

275,353,347

Other Bills.

2,631,049
2,862,924

2,943,845
2,610.224
3,iiS4i'i

5,557,437
9,943,063

8,497,797
18,7^0,640
28,290,301

27,286,120

30,142,789
4';,ci7,i92

s6,6iJ,667

64,684,104

f!|i
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Table III.—Capital and Profits of National Banks.

Ykars.

1873

1874,

1875,

1876,

1877
1878,

1S79

1880,

1881

1882

188?
1S84

mtk
1887
1888

1889
1890
1891

.892

So;
•894

Years.

Number
of

Officts.

4

4

4
26

95
151

151

148

43
141

140

n6
36

ns
iM
•4

n4
•33
i?3

'33

Number of
Branch
Offices,

19

•!9

82

103

1 10

121

122

124

"9
122

134

140

149

149

14s

140

153

"!7

1873^

1874,

1876,

1877,

1878

1879
1880
1881

1882

1883

1884
iS8^

1 886

1887
1888

1889
1890
1891

1802

1803

1894

Net Profit.

YEN.

03, SSI

MO, 744
343,801
300,(m

i,S40,6cx)

s,on, 081

OpO-,,77s
7,304,si')

7,'is8,2-,9

6,360,120
6,06 1,94^
0,033,627
S,qo7,76o

6,Si><,324

8,oos,44H

7,407,040
7,87 1 .904

7,930,279

7,440, 1 s6

7,312,417
8,0=12,090

Capital (.1).
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EXCEPTIONAL CASES.

In the case of the Second and the Fifteenth National Bank we find a few

points of peculiarity. The former is distinguished by its issue of what is

known as Yoginken (dollar certificates), and the latter by its loan to the

Government of is, 000,000 yen during the civil war of 1877.

A.—DOLLAR CERTIFICATES AND THE SECOND NATIONAL BANK.

The privilege of issuing dollar certificates was first granted to the Yoko-

hama Kawase Kwaisha in March, 1870, in order to satisfy a want felt by

Yokohama traders, who, not being accustomed to the use of bills issued by

foreign banks, were cheated by forged bills, and to whom the actual carrying

about of dollars in their pockets was burdensome. The original certiticates

were made by the Tsushioshi (the Board of Trade). They were poor in de-

sign and material. Hence, through the medium of tiie Oriental Banking

Corporation, the manufacture of s. 10, 20, 50, 100, soo, and 1000 dollar cer-

tificates, to the amount of i,soo,ooo dollars, was ordered from Perkin &
Bacons, of London; the old H'a^ were withdrawn after the arrival of the

new ones from England. The plan was to issue the certificates to the full

amount for dollars received froi.i foreign banks in payment of bills presented

to them by exporters. The Government exercised the utmost watchfulness

over these transactions, insisting on seeing whether dcllan, were reserved as

declared, and even going so far as t j seal up all the reserve except 6o.ckx)

yen which was left to meet casual demands. Under the National Bank Act

of 1872, the above-mentioned company transformed itself into the Second

National Bank, and although the issue of notes except bank notes was pro-

hibited by the act, the practical need felt among Yokohama traders made it

impossible to do away at c nee with the dollar certificates. An act was

passed in 1874, Law No. 100. to regulate them. Py this act Government

bonds or land certificates to tiie amount of one-third of the circulation had

to be invested in the Treasury, and it was consequently ordered that the

business of the certificate department should be clearly separated from the

general banking business. Though these certificates circulated fairly well,

and very few, as shown in the table on following pages, were actually pre-

sented for conversion, they becan'e no longer admissible after the promul-

gation of the Convertible Bank Note Act (Law No. 18) in May, 1884, ac-

cording to which the issue of the certificates was to cease within a year.

m'l 1
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Table /K

—

Circulation and Conversion of Silver Certificates.

Years.

1874

1876

1877
1878

1879
1880

1881

1882

1883

1884

1885

Circulation.

$230,287
208,636

39.3.603

4^9.833
367,882
401, 104
602, 2 S2

497.296
344.716
501,470
239.819
286,240

Per Cent.

.001768

.002803

.003(372

.0031 32

.003772

But as holders still remained at the expiration of the term, viz.. May 26,

188s, it was by successive postponements extended till the close of 1890.

The matter then came to its final conclusion, and the profit of more than

2000 yen accruing from non-presentation went to the benefit of the Second

National Bank.

l\

'f
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B.—THE GOVERNMENT AS A HORROWER FROM THE FIFTEENTH
NATIONAL BANK.

The case of the Fifteenth National Bank is peculiar from its being the

means of collecting bonds owned by 480 Daimios, and lending the Govern-

ment during the civil war of 1877 the sum of is, 000,000 yen at five per

cent, for the term of iwenty years. The finances then were in a very

straitened condition, and in order to induce the Bank to lend the money, the

Government granted exceptional relaxations of the Bank Act. The chief of

these were as to keeping only five per cent, instead of twenty-five per cent.,

as the reserve against deposits, and issuing notes to ninety-three per cent,

instead of eighty per cent, of the amount of capital. It was also agreed not

to pay back the money until twenty years should elapse. This last proviso

may seem somewhat peculiar,"' but as the nobles could not find means to

employ safely such a large sum of money, it was to their interest that

repayment should be delayed. But after the suppression of the civil war,

and with the revision of the National Bank Act in 1883, such exceptional

treatment of this bank became needless. Therefore, out of 1 =..000,000 yen

borrowed, the Government returned 5,000,000, and the recjuirement in

regard to the reserve and the issue oT notes was made similar to that of other

banks. The withdrawal of special favors, however, was not accomplisiied

• For convenience of the Bank, a part was returned in 1895 in Government bonds.

If
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without some sacrifices oii ihe side of the Government. The rate of interest

on the remaining 10,000,000 yen was raised to seven and a half per cent., a

rate which was, however, justified by the state of the money market at that

time. This bank remains the largest in its capital; it is the creditor of the

Government, and last, but not least, its shareholders are nobles. These

characteristics may lead to results not found in connection with other national

banks. This will become clear as we proceed with the next topic.

1
„
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SECTION II.

THE FUTURE OF NATIONAL BANKS.

THEIR PROLONGATION AND TRANSFORMATION.

M.—HXPECT/ITION.

'REVIOUS to the reform of the National Bank Act in i88?, a

draft estimate was shown to the parties concerned, pointing

out that by 1897, the bank notes would be wholly redeemed

with the interest accruing from the bonds purchased with

the redemption fund, already mentioned. According to the

original plan, in the case of a bank with a capital of 100,000

yen, the method of redemption was as follows: the Treasury issued to the

bank 80,000 yen in Government bonds and 80,000 yen in bank notes; the

bank at the same time establishing a reserve fund of 20,000 yen, and having

the 80,000 yen of bank notes available for loan in the market. In this case,

in order to redeem the notes issued, 80,000 yen in bonds would be sold, and

the same amount of notes redeemed, so that the total amount of assets

remaining in the hands of the bank would be 100,000 yen, composed of

20,000 yen reserve fund, originally created, and 80,000 yen of money received

by the calling in of the loan of the 80,000 yen of bank notes first taken out.

Under the new redemption scheme, the p.ocess in the case of a bank

with 100,000 yen capital would be the same through the four steps of the

bond investment of 80,000 yen in the Treasury, the establishment of the

20,000 yen reserve fund the issue of bank notes, and the loan of the same in

the market. Then the new scheme diverges with the transfer of the reserve

fund to the Bank of Japan, followed by an annual deposit out of profits of

two and a half per cent, of the total issue of notes in cash. The next step

is the purchase by the national bank of 80,000 yen of bonds, the interest on

the bonds at the end of the bank's term and its annual deposits amounting to

80,000 yen. The original issue of notes is then collected and redeemed, being

taken out of the market and handed back to the Treasury. The reserve fund

is then returned by the Bank of Japan to the national bank in question, and

^1
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the latter also receives 80,000 yen in cash from those who borrowed its

80,000 yen of notes; so that the national bank, for its capital of 100,000 yen,

gets, at the expiration of its term, in all 180,000 yen, consisting of 20,000 of

reserve fund returned from the Bank of Japan, 80,000 in Government bonds

returned from the Treasury, and 80,000 in money returned from the debtors

in currency, other than the notes issued by the bank, thus making an extra

profit of 80.000 yen, as compared with the original scheme. Taking the

case of all the banks, the result was roughly estimated as shown below:

a. 10,738,982.51 1 yen interest from bonds bought with the reserve.

b. 7,992,223.958 c. Interest from bonds bought with 2^2 pe- cent.

of the annual profits.

18,731,206.469

'3>79'.5'5-327 Money obtained by selling at par the bonds

bought with the above {c).

32,522,721.796 Total redemption fund.

31,812,880.000 Total notes issued.

709,841.796 Surplus.

In addition to this surplus, there can be restored to the banks after

redeeming the notes, over 10,000,000 yen of Government bonds bought

with the reserve, leaving an increase of about half a million. The constit-

uents of a and b are shown in Tables V and V, and how the calculation

failed may be seen from Table VII.

b
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Table V.—Product of the Reserve,

Ybaiis.
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Table ^I.—Product of the Two and a Half Per Cent, of the Annual Profit.

Y«AHS.
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Table t^fl. —Actual Annual Rtuictnption of Hank Nolt's.
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it was approved, and it was reported to the House on the 28th of May. The
bill passed the House of Commons almost unanimously, hut while it was in

the hands of a special committee of the Lords, the Diet was dissolved on the

yvsX of May, tht bill being lost, much to the disappointment of bankers, be-

cause the day o: the expiration of their charters >vas not far off.*

While everyone felt the necessity for the prompt passage of the bill, the

outbreak of the Corean difficulty, and the war with China, made it impossible

to bring it forward in the extra session held in Hiroshima toward the end of

1894.

D.—SECOND FAILURE.

Previous to this, a movement had been on foot, though secretly, yet stead-

ily, to prolong the term of existence of national banks as opposed to the

policy pursued by the Government. The ground of argument was based on

the following, among other reasons:

1. Being in the middle of war with China, it is inexpedient to make any

changes in the existing banking system of the country.

2. The rise in price of Government bonds and the reduction of their rate

of interest lessened the amount of note redemption, so that the profit expect-

ed by national banks cannot be reaped. But, on the contrary, they must

supply the deficiency of the sum needed to redeem the notes.

3. The public still place more confidence in the national banks than in

others; therefore, it is better to let them remain as they are for some years

more.

4. The smooth transformation expected by the Government is unattain-

able, and the attempt to carry it out would create great disturbance in the

money market.

At the root of these high-sounding, but rather superficial arguments, there

was the selfish pecuniary interest involved in the postponement. There

was a number of men of a conservative turn, whose interest it was to con-

tinue to be employees of national banks, and banks that did not care to be

themselves examined, or to see the prestige of the Bank of Japan increased

in any way, were brought together by a community of interest. Pamphlets

were circulated, newspapers were made use of, meetings were held, elec-

tioneering and canvassing resorted to, and much intluence exerted upon

the members of the two Houses. Many members who did not oppose, nay,

even advocated the Government bill before, changed front, and a bill to

allow the prolongation of the term of the banks for ten more years, with the

option of transformation, was supported by inlluentiil members of the Com-
mons. This prompted the Government to introduce, on the 12th ofJanuary,

the same old bill to transform national banks. The opposing camps were

divided into Yenkiha, the prolongationists, and Keizokuha, the transfor-

V \

I? <'i

• Ai shown in foregoing Table I, the First National Bank expires In September, 1896.
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nnationists. The contest grew warm between them, the opponents of pro-

longation insisting:

1. Prolongation would postpone for years the assimilation of paper

currency, and it would interfere with the exercise of the promised

right of issue of notes by the Bank of Japan.

2. The plea for prolongation is quite groundless, because the rise of

Government bonds was already foreseen at the time of the revis-

ion of the act in 1886. If any loss is to accrue, the sum needed

to supply the deficiency will be lent free by the Bank of Japan.

3. Many common banks, without any special favors or privileges, have

been organized, and among them thert are not a few of superior

standing to some of the national banks. The expectation of

these banks, numbering then about seven hundred, to have a fair

chance for competition, will be destroyed.

4. The Government bill is, comparatively speaking, the best, and

where no internal strife exists, good banks are sure to continue

their business as common banks. The transition would thus be

mrch more smooth than it would be by the process of winding

up. But this latter is inevitable if no special law is passed, and

if things are left to the unanimous agreement of shareholders, a

thing well-nigh impossible.

5. According to the present act, national banks cannot enter into cor-

respondence with banks abroad. This is quite against the future

expansion of business. The act is full of other restrictions, and it

restrains the freedom of action so much needed in the banking

business. Moreover, such privileges as it confers should not be

granted in profusion, or for long periods.

6. At the close of the period of prolongation, we should meet with

the same set of difficulties. If the problem is hard to solve, it is

better to face it resolutely and at once.

The two opposing bills were committed together to a committee of

eighteen, appointed by the Speaker of the House. The Government bill, /'. e.

,

the one providing for transformation, was affirmed, while the prolongation

bill was negatived by the committee, after a long and heated discussion.

But when they were reported to the House on January 28th, the former

was lost by a majority of 117 against 137, while the latter passed by a

majority of 132 against 104. On the announcement of the result of the

first division, the opponents of the prolongation bill were disappointed and

disgusted, and many of them lelt their seats, making the triumph of their

enemy more complete on the next division. The prolongation bill went to
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the House of Lords. Here, as most of the members are nobles,* and are at

the same time shareholders of the Fifteenth National Bank, whose staff

were jealous upholders of prolongation, the passage of the bill was antici-

pated even by its opponents. A special committee of nine was appointed

on February 2d, and after holding many meetings, the bill was disapproved

and reported adversely to the Lords on the 13th of the same month.

The Government decided to oppose the bill to the last, even going so far

as to take the responsibility of advising the Crown to veto it. However, by
something like luck, yet really by the calling out of nominated members, it

was negatived by a ma-ority of 1 12 against 85 on the same day.

E.—THR PROSPECT.

Thus the plans of prolongation and of transformation both fell to the

ground. The war with China came to a close, after giving far less obstruc-

tion to trade than was at first feared. A revival of trade set in, especially

after the payment of part of the war indemnity. An extension of the com-
mercial field and of all industrial undertakings lessened the force of argu-

ments once so earnestly urged by the prolongationists. Moreover, the First

National Bank found it necessary to have the question settled at once, as the

expiration of its term was near at hand. The chief director of that bank, Mr.

Shibusawa, a man of long experience in the banking business, persuaded a

majority of the national banks to petition the Treasury to bring forward the

transformation bill at the earliest possible date in the coming session. Even

those banks which did their utmost to press the prolongation bill kept

silent, because they knew that the time was not propitious for the accept-

ance of their selfish and short-sighted views, and because it was really to

their advantage to have the Government bill passed. At the same time, a

change took place in the directorship of the Fifteenth National Bank, and the

views held by large shareholders, such as Dukes Shimadzu and Mori, the

Marquises Kuroda, Yamanouchi and others as to the expediency of dissolving

the bank at the expiration of its term, seemed now to have got the ascen-

dant, making it unnecessary to adhere to the prolongation bill. Some of the

most active and powerful of the national banks went so far as to desire to be

freed from the yoke of the cumbrous act, even before the expiration of their

term, and expressed a wish for special legislation to enable them to trans-

form themselves into common banks. Others, such as the Hundred and

Nineteenth Bank, owned by the well-known Mitsubishi firm, set up at once a

common bank, to which its business was really transferred, and into which the

• Pmfs by right of birth 5a

Peers by election 104

Government nominees 9)

Largest tax-payers in each prefecture 4^

Total ..,,294
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national bank was to be merged at the close of its term. Even if a different

state of things had existed, the Government could not have been turned

from its purpose to bring forward the transformation bill, with some slight

improvement over the old one, which had twice failed in the Diet.

A bank with 100,000 yen capital, desiring to be transformed into a common
bank, would have 80,000 yen notes outstanding under its national form, of

which 20,000 yen would have been redeemed by the operation of the regular

National Bank law. Ot the balance of 60,000 yen, 30,000 yen would be

redeemed by the 30,000 yen of Government bonds bought and pledged with

the Bank of Japan, and a similar amount with Government bonds bought

with the fund set apart from two and a half per cent, of annual profits. In

case the national bank does not like to borrow, or it dissolves, the last

deficiency of 30,000 is filled up by selling the bonds bought with the reserve.

After the expiration of the bank's term, the note will be redeemed by the

Treasury, through the agency of the Bank of Japan, to which the actual

dealing in public funds is now intrusted, as well as the custody of the

redemption fund of the national banks. The ownership of unclaimed notes,

which will be tAij- or ubo.'t 20,000 yen, will be vested in the State.

The transformation of most of the national banks will take place under

the provisions of the act passed February 2s, and formulated as law on

March 7, 1896. They may fare better as common banks without any legal

restrictions. In fact, these banks have enjoyed hardly any benefit to counter-

balance the innumerable burdens and restrictions imposed on them. In

becoming common banks, their business will not decrease, and possibly may
increase, while those which are highly rated now will continue to be so

after their transformation. Indeed, the progress made by national banks has

been so great that, although at the beginning they had to be nursed and

fostered by the Government, they can now do much better without any

Government tutelage. The ugly disclosures apprehended by a correspondent

of the "Economist" (August 10, i8qs) may not take place except in a few

cases, and the transition may be effected smoothly, completing the life of the

national banks, and the assimilation of the paper currency. Many feel the

need of more capital, and will prefer to amalgamate with other banks if

the law permits it. Such amalgamation was accomplished very easily by

the permission of the Treasury, before the Commercial Code came into force

in 1883, in more than fifteen actual cases. But. according to the code, such

changes by mere administrative consent have become inadmissible. Hence,

the Government has prepared a bill to facilitate the amalgamation of banks

without undergoing the regular course of dissolution. Some banks, like the

First and the Fifty-Eighth, went so far as to establish branch ofifices in Corea;

and some, as, (ox instance, the One Hundredth Bank, formed a correspondence

with European banks, all with the special per.mission of the Minister of

Finance . No doubt, a gradual extension of the field of action will take place,

now that useless restrictions have been removed.
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CLEARING-HOUSE AND BANKERS' LEAGUE.

In 1879, a clearing-house was established in Osaka. This is the first and
the largest in the country, because Osaka is in reality the commercial centre

of the empire, and bills originating there take precedence over even those

of Tokio. At this establishment, the bills not only of Osaka, but of other

localities, are cleared. The expenses of the clearing-house are derived from

three sources

:

1

.

Yi borne equally by associated banks.

2. Yi borne by the bills cleared, according to number.

3. }6 borne by the bills cleared, according to amount.

The final account is settled by means of cheques. This clearing-house is

under the management of the Osaka Bankers' League and the committee of

consult"' "on in regard to discounts. The expenses of the league are defrayed

out of the following funds: 1. By entrance money of 150 yen. 2. A reserve

fund, each paying 200 yen, invested in Government bonds. 3. A monthly

subscription from each bank of five yen. The main purpose of the league is

to facilitate intercourse among the associates and to discuss matters of interest

to all. There is, besides, a committee of arbitration to settle differences of

views among the banks, as well as to provide for the publication of a

monthly report. Admission to membership is granted by a three-fourths

vote, and is limited to banks with ,it least half of their capital paid up and of

a year's standing. Any members doing a speculative business or violating

the rules of the league are first warned, and if no reformation follows, they

are expelled by a vote of three-fourths of those present at the meeting.

Regular meetings are held twice a year, in January and July. Special meet-

ings can be convened at the request of five banks, at which one of the

directors or managers of each bank must be present. At present eighteen

national banks and four common banks are included in the membership.

In Tokio there has existed since 1887 an association of bankers, and here

the business of clearing was begun in 1880. It now exists as the Bankers'

League, and with the exceptions that an affirmative v .te of only one-half is

required for admission, and that the regular meetings are held in April and

October, the regulation of tlic league is about the same as that of Osaka.

Since 1891, the clearing-house balances have been settled by deposits made
in the Bank of Japan, and in this respect the practice differs from that of

Osaka. There is the further difference that the associate banks* must in-

vest 10,000 yen in Government bonds. One-half of the expense is borne

equally, and the other half is proportionately divided according to the

amount cleared. The amount of bills cleared by these two clearing-houses

is shown on page 4S0.

* The memtxrs of the clearing-houM are fewer than those of the league, being the Bank of Japan, nine national banlcs,

and forty-four common banlis.
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CHAPTER III.

THE YOKOHAMA SPECIE BANK.

{SHIOKINGINKO.)

ITS HISTORY.

fN 1879 a scheme was submitted to establish a bank with 3,cxx),-

000 yen capital, to be paid in silver. The main object in

view was the discount of commercial bills drawn on foreign

countries, so as to afford banking facilities to exporters and

importers. It was also proposed to secure the privilege of

issuing bank notes, with bonds convertible into specie as the

basis, in conformity with the National Bank Act. This was called forth by

the scarcity of metallic currency, and by the fact that the great volume of

foreign trade in the treaty ports was in the hands of branch offices of English

and of other banks. The assent of the Government was easily obtained,

although the power to issue notes was reserved because of the incessant

depreciation of the paper currency, and the Specie Bank came into existence

on the 23d of February, 1880. Previous to this, two requests were made to

the Government:

First. Although it is necessary, according to the National Bank Act, to

pay in at once one-half of the capital, since the metallic currency is scarce,

let the first installment be reduced to one-fifth ofthe capital, and the remain-

der be paid in within eight months.

Second. As the aim of the Bank is to benefit the foreign trade, a matter

of grave importance and of public utility, let one-third of the stock be owned
by the Government, on which the usual dividend shall be paid, if the profit

falls below six per cent., and if above that rate, let the excess be credited to

the Bank to form a reserve fund.

To these requests the Government agreed. Although it was at first pro-

posed that the capital should be paid in silver, four-fifths of the payment

i|
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were allowed to be made in paper money, with which Government bonds

were bought, and in case of need the Government agreed to give silver in

exchange for these bonds. Thus the capital consisted of:

1,000,000 silver yen of Government shares.

400,000 " " paid in by private shareholders.

1,600,000 yen in paper paid in by these shareholders.

3,000,000 yen.

With this mixed capital of silver and paper money, this bank began its

business. But as the difference between the two became greater day by

day, and it was found unsafe to mix them up in calculation, two depart-

ments were formed within the Bank, one for silver and the other for paper.

But within two years after the opening of the Bank, chiefly owing to the

carelessness and lack of experience and discretion on the part of its directors,

to loose allowance of credit, and neglect to make up for the fall in value of

mortgages, the losses reached the enormous amount of 1,771,800 yen, a

sum exceeding one-half of its capital. Both the shareholders and the Gov-

ernment became alarmed. Special comptrollers were ordered by the Treas-

ury to examine the condition of the Bank; but as they could not go into the

details of the daily transactions, the examination yielded but little informa-

tion. Fearing, however, not only the total loss of the shares owned by

itself, but an utter collapse of the foreign bill transactions, the Government

prepared a regulation to make the discounting of commercial bills more

careful and safe, while at the same time increasing the power of the comp-
trollers. The shareholders were not quite satisfied, and some of them went

so far as to urge the expediency of a voluntary winding up of the Bank.

The Government tried hard to tide over the difficulty, and bought up the

shares of the discontented shareholders. But matters did not seem to mend.

At last a general meeting was convened in April, 1881, and a plan contain-

ing the following provisions was submitted

:

1. First, to make good a portion of the loss by converting the silver into

paper money. If this were done, nearly half the loss would be covered, as

the silver was at thirty per cent, premium as compared with paper. At the

same time, the reserve, amounting to 137,2^0 yen in silver, equal to 186,600

yen in paper, was to be used to make up for bad debts. But by so doing,

the specie capital system would have to be wholly given up, contrary to the

original plan.

2. The Government bonds for converting paper money into specie held

by the Bank, which were computed in the capital fund as equal to silver yen,

and the interest of which is paid in silver, were to be exchanged for Pension

bonds, the quotation of which was lower, and the rate of interest much
higher.

j. Silver was, however, to be kept on hand to as large an amount as
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possible, in order to give facilities to traders and to meet the requirements

of commerce.

4. As an offset to the bad debts and unexpected losses, a process of strict

retrenchment was to be carried out in the working expenses of the Bank, so

that a recovery might be effected in the interval of five years.

These points were agreed to by the shareholders, but it was feared that

to sell out silver at once in exchange for paper currency would cause a fall

in its price, to the disturbance, also, of the general market. Again the Gov-
ernment help was invoked to buy up silver owned by the Bank, at thirty-

eight per cent, premium, the average for the preceding ten days. But

instead of obtaining paper to the full amount. Government bonds were

required at the current price in exchange for 900,000 yen of silver. Although

740,000 yen was devoted to the covering of bad debts, it was feared that

such a sum would be found insufficient, and a special reserve had to be pro-

vided against a future deficit. Gradually the state of the market improved,

the Bank became more watchful, and was able to get out of Its weakly con-

dition. With the prospect of an increase of its dividends, those to be paid

on the shares owned by the Government were thus fixed: i. If the dividend

were below six per cent., the Government was to get no more than other

shareholders. 2. If it were between six and fifteen per cent., six per cent,

was to be paid to the Government. 5. If between fifteen and seventeen per

cent, eight percent, was the Government rate. 4. If above seventeen per

cent., one per cent, was to be added for every one per cent, excess.

It was about this time that the separation between the private property

of the Crown and the public domain of the State was contemplated. Accord-

ing to the old idea, "everything was the Emperor's property and everybody

his vassals." Such an idea, though natural to absolutism, was incongruous

with the reign of law and the spirit of constitutionalism. Japan was to have

a constitution carried out into practice in the memorable 1890. As the

preparation for the approaching constitution, a line of demarcation was

drawn between the Crown property and that belonging to the State. The

fear was entertained that the former might not be sufficient for the future

wants of the Imperial household, and as one of the means of its augmenta-

tion, the shares of big companies owned hitherto by the Government were

transferred to the Crown. So the Government shares of the Bank were

transferred to the name of the Superintendent of the Crown Property In Feb-

ruary, 1885. In that year the condition of the Bank underwent a great

change for the better, and in order to restore the original plan, and to facili-

tate the discount of foreign bills, it was determined in July, 1885, to place

the capital again on the silver basis. The volume of foreign trade increased

by leaps and bounds, the Bank was utilized more and more, its field of

action yearly expanded, and the insufficiency of its capital began to be

keenly felt. In March, 1887, the capital was doubled to 6,000,000 yen. By

November, half of the new capital was paid in, the total paid-up capital of

the Bank being then 4,^00,000 yen, and the next payment to be made

i)
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within a year was postponed until the directors should deem it necessary.

Hitherto the Bank had to be guarded by the National Bank Act; but as its

business expanded, the necessity arose for a special law adapted to its require-

ments. In July, 1887, the Yokohama Specie Bank Act was promulgated,

the chief points contained in it being: i. Provision for a joint-stock bank

(limited), with a capital of 6,000,000 yen. 2. The term of existence to be

twenty years after the date of its charter, viz., the 28th of February, 1880.

r That the business of the Bank be limited to (a) dealings in and discounts of

bills, (b) loans, {c) deposits, and (</) exchange of specie. 4. Government
permission must be obtained for the appointment of directors, payment of

dividends, and the opening of branch oftlces and agencies, s. The Govern-

ment to have the power to arrest any action of the Bank if it be risky, or in

violation of the law or the by-laws of the Bank. 6. A comptroller to be

appointed by the Treasury to inspect the affairs of the Bank. 7. The Bank

must retain one-fourth of the amount on deposit to meet a sudden demand,

must set aside one-tenth of its profits as a reserve fund, and must make pro-

vision for bad debts. 8. Accounts and reports must be submitted at the

demand of the Minister of Finance, and the half-yearly balance-sheet made
public in the official gazette and the newspapers.

In conformity with the act, the by-laws of the company were adopted,

and were sanctioned by the Treasury in August, 1880. The difference

between silver and paper money having disappeared, the necessity for divid-

ing the Bank into two departments ceased, and the method of compiling the

statement, which had been very complex, was greatly simplified. It will be

perceived that the basis of the capital stock underwent four changes, being

first silver, next paper, then a return to silver, and lastly paper and silver in

equivalence. This bank, which was at first almost a complete failure, fortu-

nately recovered, and now is a thriving, active, and influential institution,

of an importance second to none except the Bank of Japan. It has a reserve

of 4,020,000 yen—a sum almost equal to its paid-up capital.

'.}

V.
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'II

THK BANK'S FIELD OF ACTION ABROAD.

After establishing a branch office in Kobe, a trading port near Osaka, in

June, 1880, the Bank proposed to extend its field of operations to Europe and

America. Before carrying out this intention a special mission was sent in

August to London and New York, to survey the place of establishment and

the actual condition of the foreign exchanges. Government permission was

obtained for the gradual establishment of branch offices or agencies in Lon-

don, New York, San Francisco, Shanghai, and other places. The commercial

importance of London made it necessary to enlarge the branch office there

in December, 1884. This was made the central institution of other branch

offices abroad, especially of gold countries, and one of the directors was

sent out to administer the affairs of the office. There the chief business was

to buy the bills drawn on Asiatic markets with the money obtained on the

I
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bills at maturity. But soon the insufficiency of the money on hand was felt,

and since 1889, a special fund has been placed in the hands of the London
branch office to be used for the purchase of bills. The present branch offices,

agencies, and correspondents are as follows:

Branches and Agencies.

Namr. Date of Establishment.

Kobe (B)* 18S0

New York.... (A) 1880

London (B) 1881

Lyons (A) 1882

San Francisco (A) 1 886

Na.iic. Date of Esublishment.

Hawaii (A) 1892

Bombay (A) 1894

Shanghai (A) 1893

Hong-Kong.. (A) To be opened
shortly.

Firms in Correspondence with the Specie Bank.

place. Nameof the Firm.

London London Joint-Stock Bank.
" Alliance Bank.

Paris SocitJte de Depots de Comptes-Courants.
" Credit Lyonnais.

" Comptoir National d'Escompte de Paris.

" Societe General.

Marseilles Credit Lyonnais.

New York Ladenburg, Thalmann & Co.

St. Petersburg Credit Lyonnais.

Amsterdam Wertheim & Gompertz.

Vienna M. Thorsch Sohne.

Berlin Deutsche Bank.

Hamburg
Rome Nast, Kolb & Schumacher.

Vancouver Bank of British Columbia.

Hong-Kong Banque de I'lndo-Chine.

Saigon

Haiphong "

Vladivostock M. G. Schoveloff.

Mexico H. Scherer & Co.

Brussels Credit Lyonnais.

Shanghai Comptoir National d'Escompte de Paris.

Tientsin Butterfield & Swire.

Hankou
Foochoo "

Cheefoo Cornabe & Co.

Calcutta The National Bank of India.

Tacoma Pacific National Bank.

Honolulu Claus Spreckels & Co.

• Those marked |B) are branch olTices and (A) agencies.

u
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GOVERNMENT CONTROL AND All).

At first, as already stated, the Government owned one-third of the shares

of the Bank, and in order to avoid undue losses, the Government appointed

comptrollers, the Vice-Minister of Finance, Mr. Yoshiwari, being among
them. The comptrollers were ordered to oversee the important affairs of

the Bank, to be present at ail meetings, to call a meeting whin they deemed
it necessary, to examine the specie on hand, and to sign the daily account-

book after verifying it. The outside interference became so incessant that

it obstructed the business management of the Bank, and became intolerable.

Other means to serve the same ends were contrived, and in January, 1882,

a scheme embodying the following points was submitted to the .General

meeting and was approved: 1. To the existing six directors, three more to

be added, who are to be appointed by the Minister of Finance, either from

among or outside of the shareholders. 2. Their rights and duties to be

the same as those of other directors, but the control of sixty-eight votes

v\/hich belongs to the Government is to be divided among them, and the

salaries or bonus to be paid to them are to be turned into the bank reserve.

In 1883, the number of the appointed directors was reduced to two, and

they were continued in their office even after the transfer of the siiares to

the Crown. But they were abolished by the Act of 1887. At the same

time, with the revision of the act so as to increase the Government power
of control, the appointment of comptroller was revived. This officer is

appointed by the Minister of Finance from the officials of the Treasury De-

partment, the selection falling usually upon the Chief of the Banking (the

Third) Bureau. He is obliged to visit the Bank once a week, and is intrusted

with the power of overseeing all its business. At first various forms of aid

were given to the Bank by the Government, but now none is required. The

Bank of Japan, however, rediscounts export or import bills for the Specie

Bank on conditions favorable to the latter. The amount so discounted is

shown in the following table

:

Table I.

Discounted. Final Account.

1889 8,os2,o6s yen. I,4j59,824 yen,

1890 18,686,082 " 16.314,319 "

1891 18,00=,, 799 " i8,8a8,27S "

1892 19,038,939 " 17.391,192 "

1893 17,312,981 " 17,741,170 "

1894 io,440,os6 " i6,os2,350 "

Thus, the relation of these two banks is very intimate. The vice-presi-

dent of the Bank of Japan may become a director of the Specie Bank, and a

director of the latter be one of the directors of the former. The conversion

of notes of the Bank of Japan is intrusted to the main office and the branch

office at Kobe, of the Specie Bank. In f;;ct, what the central bank is to
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the internal money market the Specie Bank is to the foreign exchanges.

Especially during the war with China the transmission of specie to and fro

was solely done by the agency of the latter. Some have criticised the

methods of this bank as being too strict, but it was in virtue of these that

it recovered from its impaired condition. Indeed, if it were not for the opera-

tion of the Specie Bank the foreign trade ofJapan would not have developed

so rapidly, and the extension of its sphere of action is expected by the

country at large to require in the future an increase of capital.

FOREIGN BANKS IN JAPAN.

The Specie Bank is not, however, the only institution concerned with

foreign exchanges. In Yokohama and Kob6, for instance, there are many
foreign banks, as enumerated below, and many Japanese traders have trans-

actions with these banks.

Table II.—Foreign Banks.

Hanks.
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Table 11^.— Transactions of the Specie Bank at the Main Office
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Table l^I.— Transactions in the Foreign Exchanges at the Specie Bank.

Ybahs.

1880
1881

1882

1 88J
1884

1885

1886

1887
1888

1889

1890
1891

1892

1895

Lent on Direct
Kxportation.

YEN.

976,'!42

4,147,870

1,47' >8'o

i,i(X),S7=)

978,428

Fund for the Use
of Internal Loans.

s, 701,010

629,207

601,472

Foreign Exchange
Fund,

1,782,776
6,202,207
6,06:1,867

15,616,191

24,270,552
20,672,671

11,471,168

5,565,828

Sum Paid Hack
from Foreign
Exchange Fund

1880
1881

1882

1885

1884

1885

1886

18S7
1888

1880

1890
1891

1S92

1805

1894

Provisionary Pay-

ment Here for

Foreign Exchange.

'575.444
i,5SO,059

1,736,601
1,151,161

226,415

Provisionary Pay-
ment for F. E.
in Elsewhere.

2,205,501

3,096,150
3,3"?.78o

S, 102,678

948,051

Loans of
Installment.

',591,707

',550,529

2,590,697
1,381,926

Provisionary Pay-
ment for Foreign

Exchange.

4,984,081
16,118,260

24,764,080
21,290,156

'7,'95,74'
10,61s, ';86

11,012,837
11,278,212

8,520,928

14,805,550

4<)0,isi)

1,210,184

2,785

Total.

VEM.

076,542
6,850,889
6,032,962

12,112,284

18,824,867

27,211,071

40,662,148

47,99?, '0>

32,761,524
22,561,569
10,63^,586

11,032,837
1 1,278,212

8,S2O,028

14,805,550

f;.
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incident to such a practice could be avoided, s- That while it is true that

the efflux of specie is due to the excess of imports, the want of a central bank
to regulate the flowing in and out of specie by an advance of rates or by
entering into correspondence with foreign banks, has much to do with it.

6. That to unify the paper currency and make it convertible into specie by
the aid of the accumulated reserve of gold and silver, can best be done by
the agency of a central bank, which must, to some extent, be specially pro-

tected.

THE BANK FOUNDED BY ACT OF 1882.

1)1

These views were adopted by the Government, and in June, 1882, the

Bank ofJapan Act was promulgated by Law No. 32. The organizing com-
mittee was formed within the Treasury, and on the notification of the sub-

scription in July the offers were so numerous that the list was filled up by

August. In October, the Vice-Minister of Finance, Mr. Yoshiwari, was
appointed the president, and the Secretary of the department, Mr. Tomita,

the vice-president. The by-laws having been agreed on, the bank was
opened on the tenth of the same month. The main points of the act creat-

ing it were:

1. This bank is a joint-stock company, with its head office in Tokio, and

has a term of existence for thirty years from the tenth of October, 1882.

2. Its capital is to be 10,000,000 yen, and for half this amount the Govern-

ment will be a shareholder.*

}. After deducting the dividends, at least one-tenth of the remainder

must be laid aside as a reserve fund, to make up for losses, or to equalize the

annual dividends, the reserve being kept in gold or silver and Government

bonds.

4. The Bank can discount bills, buy and sell bullion, collect money due

for its customers, receive deposits, and allow credit on Government bonds

or notes as well as negotiable bills of corporations under the State control.

But it must not lend on shares or real property, buy shares of its own or

those of industrial companies, nor own real estate except for its own use.

Also the bills which it can discount must bear the names of at least two
trustworthy men, and have a term of within one hundred days. The Bank

must not lend more than four-fifths of the value of the pledge.

5. The power of issuing convertible notes to be exercised later was also

conferred, and with it a certain control over the public finances.

6. Profits were to be thus divided:

a. Eight per cent, on the shares in general.f

b. Six per cent, on the Government shares.

c. One-tenth of the remainder reserved.

• These shares were afterward transferred to the Crown Property in the way described in the case of the Specie

Banlt, Chapter III.

t In 1886, all fixed at six per cent.

(I
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J. One-tenth of the further remainder divided among directors and

other members of the banking staff.

7. The monthly reports and the half-yearly balance-sheet must be pre-

sented to the Government, and the latter published in the newspapers.

8. The Government to have the power to appoint the president and

vice-president, as well as to select directors out of the double number of can-

didates elected by shareholders. These officials and the auditor are to devote

themselves solely to the work of the Bank. A general meeting must be held

at least twice a year, and the directors must hold a meeting every month.

9. The permission of the Minister of Finance must be obtained for form-

ing branch offices, agencies, or correspondents, for the prolongation of the

time of the Bank's existence or its dissolution, for increasing capital, admit-

ting shareholders, making transfers of shares, paying dividends, for the

amount of discounts of Government bills or those of private individuals,

the sale or purchase of Government bills or notes, and the modification of

the by-laws.

ID. The Government has the appointment of the comptrollers, and has

the power to stop any act contrary to the laws or by-laws which is deemed
against its own interest.

PROSPERITY OF THE BRANCH AT OSAKA.

h i:
'

s *,

..: 1! J

Osaka being, as already stated, the centre of commerce and industry, a

branch office was established there in December, with a working fund of

50,000 yen, to be finally increased to 3,000,000 yen. in 1883, much was
already done toward the regulation of the finances, the providing of bullion

to be coined, as well as the redemption of the national bank notes. Corre-

spondence was entered into with other banks, but the chief business was that

relating to the Government. By 1884, however, business increased in every

direction, and especially in Osaka the discount of bills grew to an enormous

extent. However, the amount deposited by the public was comparatively

small, on account of the depressed state of business and the Bank not allow-

ing interest on casual deposits. By 1886 a general process of growth

began, especially in the circulation of the convertible notes. On account of

the redemption of its paper money, and the issue of the Treasury bonds and

other securities of the consolidated debt, there was a great increase of

Government business. The next year presented a still more flourishing

condition, and 10,000,000 yen more of the capital was added in February.

By the revision of the Convertible Bank Note Act, to be mentioned after-

ward, the circulation greatly expanded, as did the amount lent out.

Though the rate of interest was still high, there was a notable increase in

the number of joint-stock companies. In 1889, the rediscounting of the

bills for the Specie Bank having begun, an increase of business took place,

though the commercial depression caused a decrease in other lines.
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RELATIONS OF THE BANK WITH THE GOVERNMENT.

In 1890, the sphere of the Bank's action in regard to the public finances

was greatly extended, the president assuming the responsibility for the re-

ceipt, custody, and disbursement of money at the order of the Treasury.

The accounts concerning these transactions were kept by themselve:;, and

what is called the Central Chest Department was instituted in the Bank. For

their management the Bank is paid, but after April,* 1899, the work must
be done free. The year 1890 was not very favorable for the Bank on account

of the large demand for the conversion of notes, the fall in the prices of

stocks and shares, and the rise and fluctuations of the gold quotations for

silver. The Bank allowed interest on casual deposits, and tried hard to

give facilities for the discount of bills. The next year ended without any

striking events, and the increase of specie reserve, which rose nearly to

83,000,000 yen in 1892, would have decreased the profit of the Bank had

extra benefit not been derived from the exchange of gold for silver. In

1893, the money market became easy, and the Bank abolished its interest

on deposits, but toward the close of the year a brisk business set in, in-

creasing the amount on loan. In this year the control of the deposit money
and goods hitherto in the custody of the Government was added to the

work of the Bank. In 1894, the Corean affair, leading to the war with

China, checked business activity, and the demand for silver increased both

on the part of the public and the Government. Moreover, the war loan

strained the resources of the money market, and the Bank was obliged to

raise the rate of interest many times after June. Such devices were, how-

ever, not equal to the urgency of the time, and the only recourse left to the

Bank was to issue notes beyond the ordinary limit. The crisis was passed

much more easily than was anticipated, and the year 1895 began rather

quietly. But an increase of trade, especially in silk manufactures, necessi-

tated another excess of the note limit, and in June additions were made to

the extra issue, which gradually increased, as shown in the table on page

466.

• Fiscal yc*r begins with April ami ends in March of the year t^>Uuwing,

w
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4. In addition to the ahovo, notes on a security basis can be issued. But

on these a tax must be paid to the Government, the rate of which is to be

fixed by the Minister of Finance at not less than five per cent.

5. The Bank has the obligation to lend to the Government 22,<kx),(xx)

yen, to be used for the redemption of its paper money, at the rate of inter-

est of two per cent., which is to cease by 1898,

6. The Bank must present to the Treasury a daily and weekly state-

ment of the amount of its note issue and the basis thereof. The weekly

account must be published in the otficial gazette.

7. The denominations of the notes are i, s. 10, 20, so, irxj and 200 yen,

and their form is decided by the Minister of Finance.

8. The Comptroller of the Bank must oversee and can examine the

actual amount of the note issue, as well as all books and accounts.

9. Any mutilated or spoiled notes are to be converted without commis-
sion, and the forgery of notes punished according to the penal code.

10. The procedure regarding the manufacture, conversion, and redemp-

tion of notes is to be fixed by the Minister of Finance.

The purpose of this enactment was to convert the paper currency issued

by the Government and the national banks into the convertible notes of

the central bank, without at the same time swelling the bulk of the circula-

tion. In 1889, though high rates and general stringency prevailed, the

ordinary limit of issue was not exceeded on account of the importation of

specie in payment of exported silk goods. However, in February of 1890

there was a rise in the value of stocks, and to meet the urgent demand for

purposes of trade and speculation, notes were issued in March beyond the

ordinary limit, bearing five per cent, interest. This and the redemption of

the Government bonds to the amount of 5,000,000 yen checked the strin-

gency, and by April the excess was stopped at the comparatively small

sum of 500,000 yen. This led to the conclusion that the ordinary limit is

too narrow for the gradually expanding amount of trade and industry. So

in May, the act was modified, and the ordinary limit was extended to

85,000,000 yen, the interest on the amount lent to the Government being

at the same time abolished as an offset. It was also in April that the pro-

cedure to exchange the Government paper money into convertible notes

was prescribed, the chief points being:

1. Government paper of one yen and upward is convertible into silver

coin, and below one yen, viz., 50, 20, and 10 cent notes, into subsidiary

silver or nickel coin.

2. When redeemed, the paper money must be mutilated and handed

over to the Treasury to be destroyed.

). No fees are to be paid for redemption, except in the case of the ten

cent paper currency, for which 3-1000 discount must be paid.

At first no clear division was made between the specie and security basis,

but since 1888 a broad distinction has been drawn. In this year also, a new
form of note was adopted, the old ones being easily spoiled and badly

inl
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REDEMPTION IN SILVER.

Redemption in silver is done in Tokio and Osaka, as well as in Yoko-
hama and Kobe, the work being intrusted to the Specie Bank, and an

annual payment of 6000 yen is made for this service. The general rule is

that if, by excess of exports of goods, the importation of silver increases,

the conversion of silver into notes shows a corresponding increase; if silver

be exported, the contrary process ensues, as indicated in the following

table

:

TaNe /K

—

Redemption of Notes.
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strongly on the highest tree in the forest," critics are not few even in the

legislative body. In January, 189^, a bill was introduced in the House of

Commons to tax the profits of the Bank. it was rumored that some sup-

ported the idea of making the Bank pay a tax on the amount of its note

circulation. The essential clause of the bill was about as follows : "In case

the net profits of the Bank be above six per cent., one-half of the sum left

after deducting from the profits an amount equal to a dividend of six per

cent, as well as the reserve and cash carried forward from the preceding

year, must be paid to the Government as a tax."

In order to leave no loop-hole of escape open, the sum to be accumulated

as the reserve was limited to between one-tenth and three-tenths of the

remainder, after deducting the dividend of six per cent, from the gross profit.

The bill passed the Commons, but when it came to the Lords, its fate

became doubtful. The Government thought it more expedient not to tax

the Bank, because if taxed, a considerable sum would have to be paid to the

Bank in order to compensate it for many public services. As in the case of

the bill to transform national banks, this view seemed to be unpopular, but

the bill was negatived, nevertheless. The chief reason for this was that the

Lords had to take into account the valuable services performed by the Bank

during the war. Indeed, since the commencement of the war, the Bank has

been of great benefit to the country. It supplied the Government with

necessary funds, and did its best in collecting subscriptions to the war loan.

But for the high credit of this bank enabling its paper notes to circulate even

in the heart of the Leao-Tung district ofChina, many more difficulties would

have been encountered in the mobilization of troops and the transportation

of material of war. Not only this, had it been necessary to make payments

in specie, so decreasing the metallic reserve of the Bank, the credit of the

notes might have been affected even at home. Also during the war, con-

traction prevailed everywhere; banks becoming cautious in advancing loans,

manufacturers lessening their production, and the public drawing out

deposits. The silk producers especially were in need of capital. The Bank

made them loans freely and succeeded in assuring a large output of silk as

well as the recovery of trade toward the end of 1895. These services of the

Bank were not forgotten. In October, the president, Mr. Kawada, was made

a baron by his Majesty. It was further made obvious that in future the work

of the Bank w^uld not decrease. On the contrary, the indemnity paid by

China, and which is now deposited in the Bank of England, may be trans-

ferred to the credit of the Bank, though the actual work may be done

through the agency of the Specie Bank. A different line of policy from that

pursued by the Bank would have led not only to its own loss, but to that

of Japan and other countries. Trade and industry are now showing rapid

progress and expansion. The demands for their support must in the end

fall on the Bank. When the national banks come to an end, this institution

will be the only bank of issue, and must do its work as "the bank of banks."

With such a future, the Bank has a good prospect of further aggrandizement

<
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and influence, and a proportionate increase of responsibility. An idea of the

actual condition of the business of this bank may be gathered from the fol-

lowing tables:

Table V,—Capital and Profits of the Rank ofJapan.
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—Deposits and Loans Outstanding at the End of Each Year.Tabic yil.

Yka
Exchecjuer
Deposits.

Government
Oeposits.

Public

Deposits,

l.odns to
invernment.

1882.

1883.

1884.

188s.
1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

i8qi.

1892.

1893.

1894.

4,264,415
10,922,814
16,1 io,ois

;s,8i4,i5(i

24,s-!o,428

16,84 s, 101

19,671,423

34,440,5"

432, CXK)

-1,437,414

15,41 1,602

o!;o,54Q

6,070,605

^,727,400
1 1,000,071

81 1,239

2,481,701

4,085,444
1,018,327

3,192,232

YEN.

305,612

1,700,051

759,129
1,300,343
120,528

077,081

065,865

242,807
6,315,286

1,240,792

4,70^973
1,960,578

1,726,291

1 ,000,000

12,404,205

'S74S.372
10,202,470

7,111,154
774,7i«

22,0CKl,(X5O

22,000,000

22,000,000
22,000,000

37,^00,000

I'ublic l.nans.

YEN.

477, nm
ogi ,700

1,412,795
2,017,010

4,01 j ,ic)o

io,774,o';5

15,^82,841

17,071,084
15,821,831

11,747,501

8,400,439
10,000,427

10,564,012

Table yiII.—Bill TranSiU-iious of the Bank.
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Table IX.—Monthly Highest and Lowest Rates of Interest and Discount at

the Bank ofJapan.

INTERhST.
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(continukd).

RATE OF DISCOUNT.

';'! nYr.

HerCt.

0.00

6.00

S.8o

s.So

S.So

6.00

6.^0
6. JO
6.60
6.60
6.00

6.60

t.
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CHAPTER V.

LAND MORTGAGE BANKS.

h'l ANCIENT MORTGAGE LAWS.

1 ;.'

'i

^N ancient days the land was distributed among the cultivators

by the State. It was not to be mortgaged or alienated. But

by and by, as private ownership was recognized, the land

was mortgaged to a large extent. The heavily indebted

people lost the ownership by default, and became pauperized,

some almost enslaved. In order to remedy this state of

things, a law to prohibit land mortgages was promulgated in 7s i a. d.

Evasion of the law was, however, very common, and in 783 a. d. it was
enacted that the offender should be severely punished. But the law proved

inoperative, and by the time of Kamakura Shiogunate, in the twelfth century,

the system of land mortgage prevailed to an enormous extent and was the

occasion of frequent lawsuits. The term was usually twenty years within

which the debt was to be paid off. By the time of Ashikaga Shiogunate, in the

fourteenth century, if the interest reached to the same amount as the princi-

pal, the land was to be returned to the mortgagor. The Tokugawa Shiogu-

nate undertook to prevent the aggregation of land ownership in the hands

of the few after it assumed power in 1614 a. d. It prohibited the permanent

alienation of land, allowing only its sale for a certain number of years, except

in case of newiy reclaimed lands and those belonging to people with no

fi'c' ' ile. Mortgage and pledging were allowed when the term was
<1> cd iiii 1., 'ucalioii defined, and permission was given signed by the head

!,:;; f h • .age. If ten years elapsed after the expiration of the term, the

(i\v I 01 :;!',- 'v « transferred to the mortgagee, such land being termed

" liquid .it/^a ' Jii
" Penalties were inllicted on those who mortgaged the

same land to more than one creditor at the same time. Days of grace for

the payment were thus fixed : if below five yen or five koku of rice, at thirty
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days; if below ten yen or ten koku,* at sixty days; if above ten yen or ten

koku, at one hundred days; if between fifty yen or koku and one hundred

yen or koku, two hundred and fifty days; if above one hundred yen or koku,

ten months; if above two hundred yen or koku, thirteen months.

The mortgagor and mortgagee of land belonging to monasteries or tem-

ples were punished by banishment. The many were, however, at the mercy

of crafty people, and the land was gradually "swallowed up" by a limited

moneyed class. In order to make it clear how such a result was brought

about, we must describe briefly the financial and social condition of Japan in

those days. The peace which lasted for more than two centuries under the

Tokugawa Shiogunate caused a rapid increase of population. But free mi-

gration and freedom of choice of a vocation were restrained by the iron rule

of feudalism. Paper notes were over-issued by each Daimio, coins were

debased, and the poor suffered while the well-to-do people became richer

and richer. Daimios and their retainers passed their days in profligacy and

luxury. Their finances became straitened and the necessity for heavy taxes

grew apace. The only source of taxation was the land. So the cultivators

of the soil had to bear the burden, which was in some cases above fifty per

cent, of their income. Their lot was indeed a sad one, working night and

day all through the year, but with nothing left after all except barely enough

to support life. Bad harvests, floods, locusts, and other calamities increased

the prevalent misery. Taxes had frequently to be paid from the proceeds of

a loan, raised by mortgaging the land. So the land mortgages became gen-

eral, and the debtors being unable to pay back because nothing remained to

them except daily subsistence, the land fell inevitably into the hands of the

creditors regardless of State interference and restrictions.

\ n
I?

-I

THE FIRST LAND CREDIT ASSOCIATION.

So many Daimios were in need of money and their subjects were in so

wretched a condition, that to fill the coffers of Daimios and to lighten the

burden of the tillers of the soil were the sole aims ofadministrators, financiers,

and economists. Among them, Ninomiya Sontoku must be counted fore-

most. His system was to urge retrenchment, do away with luxury, and save

from the annual revenue a portion to be devoted to productive purposes,

thus increasing the income of the Daimios and at the same time making a

sure and enlarged foundation for the income of the people. His principles

were adopted by the Daimios and by the people of many districts, and they

resulted in the formation of something like credit associations, called Hoto-

kusha, in the provinces of Suruga, Totomi, Sagami, Idzu, Mikawa, Ise, and

Iwashiro. The aim of the associations was to help distressed farmers, to give

facilities for the cultivation of waste lands, for irrigation, for the plantation of

forest lands, for the construction and repair of roads, dikes, canals, and aque-

* '95)4 '">'>' * nearly eqiul to an American buihel.
i I'

'*i
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ducts. They received deposits, which were lent at the rate of five per cent,

and for the term of six years. The debtor had to place in the hands of the

association securities or a document indorsed by two persons at least. The
loans were to be paid back in installments extending over ten years from the

outset. Controlling the small associations there was a central one doing a

larger business and giving aid in money to the smaller ones. Many had

branches, to which they also gave pecuniary assistance. The whole system,

which still exists, is governed by the principles of frugality, charity, social

purity, obedience to the law and the sovereign, and the use of money for

productive purposes; no interest except so-called thanks-offering money,

which sometimes amounts to fifteen per cent., being demanded, and the

officers receiving no salary for their services. Beneficial as these associations

are, they are not widely spread over the country, and their working capital

is very small. Consequently, agriculturists in general resort to rich lenders

or ordinary banks for needed capital. This recourse was made easier by the

abolition, in 1872, of the legal prohibition of the sale and purchase of land.

A MORTGAGE l.AW ENACTED IN 1871, FOLLOWED BY MORTGAGE BANKS.

In 1873, a law defining the mortgage and pledge was enacted, the former

being the case in which the debtor places his land in the hands of the creditor,

who, by letting it out, reaps the income and pays the taxes; while in the

latter case the bond only is handed over, and the land is retained and culti-

vated by the debtor. The term was limited to three years, and pledging or

mortgaging to foreigners was strictly prohibited. Gradually many banks

were established, andconmierce and industry being not yet fully developed,

they made loans on land mortgages. Facilities for borrowing being in-

creased, and the standard of living being at the same time suddenly raised,

the debt borne by the land grew in volume. But as the rate of profit of the

land cultivators is less than seven per cent., as shown below, while the

market rate for loans ranges above ten percent., and as the return on the

invested capital is very slow, the lender could not secure payment as prom-

ised, and the debtor failed even to pay interest.

One Tan* of Paddy Field.

Price 48.557 yen.

Value of crops '3-35^ yen.

Taxes and other public burdens '-792

Cost of manure 2. 724

Expenses of feeding horses and cattle 1.780

Wages of hired male laborers, 19.8 men at 14

cents a day. ^-785

* One acre is equal nearly to four tan.

V. >\
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Female laborers, 14 females at 10 cents a day • .944 yen.

Total expenses 10,02s

Net profit 3-3^1

Equal to .686 of the price of the land.

COMPARISON OF BORROWKRS BY OCCUTATIONS.

Taking the actual state of things, we find that in national and common
hanks the agricultural class, though borrowers for small amounts, far out-

number other classes, as will appear from the following table of occupations

:

Table I.—Occupations of Debtors on December ^i, 1894.

Occupations.

Agricultural...

Industrial

Commercial...
Local bodies..

Miscellaneous.

Companies

Total.

Number of I.oins.
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As a necessary consequence, a great deal of the money advanced by

banks in the form of loans is of long date, and often becomes irrecoverable,

as shown below:

Table III.—Division of Loans by Term.

Term.

Within one month
Above one month, but below three months,

three months, but below six months.
" six months, but below one year
" one year

Number of Loans.

7.183
17.509

54.704

93.430
49,042

Amount.

YIN.

4,060,017
11,388,762

2^,458,417

32,798,053
49.823.391

Table IV.—Division of Loans by Renewal.

' i

Time of Renewal.
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Table 1^1.—Sales of Property Pledged for Loans.

Kinds.
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Table yi/l.—Pledges and Mortgages of Real Property Registered During

1892-1894.

YlA>.
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Table X.—Amount Standing on the Registtr at the End of i8yj and 18(^4.

YlAI,
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able to obtain employment in factories, they have in bad times nothing to

fall back upon. This is a serious question that may plunge the country into

the v/hirlpool of social agitation, with which European countries are per-

plexed, but of which Japan knew nothing till the coming of the great change

in her economic condition.

What, then, should be done? The condition of agriculturists cannot be

disregarded, because they are the principal tax-payers and form a majority of

the total population. The most obvious remedial measures consist in

establishing agricultural banks and a credit fonder system which may
relieve the land-owners by lending them money at long terms and at a

reduced rate of interest, and may also at the same time release the inactive

funds of the commercial banks. This view is adopted by the Government,

and it seems to be shared by thoughtful men ; nd by members of the Diet.

Though it is difficult to foretell how things will turn out, it is certain that

the Government bills on creditfancier and agricultural and industrial banks

presented to the Diet on January 16, 1896, will be seriously treated, because

the House has referred the subject to a select committee of twenty-seven

members.

SUGGESTED SCHEME FOR. LAND BANKS.

It is proposed to make the cr6ditfancier the central agency for the agri-

cultural and industrial banks to be established in each prefecture. The former

will be a joint-stock bank of 10,000,000 yen capital, with a term of existence

of loo years, both capital and term being subject to increase at the will of

the shareholders. Directors will be appointed or selected by the Govern-

ment from among those holding stock. The main business will be limited

to lending money to be used for agricultural or industrial purposes, with land

or houses as security, except in the case of local public corporations, for a

term of not over fifty years, repayable in installments. Besides, one-tenth of

the above-named sum may be advanced on ordinary loans of not more than

five years' term, with land, houses, or national and local debt bonds as

security. The bank can also take charge of bullion or negotiable paper and

can buy the debt certificates issued by commercial banks, thus giving aid to

them in an indirect yet efficient way. In order to let the bank make a

moderate profit, even by lending at a low rate, say two per cent, lower than

the market rate, the special privilege is granted of issuing debt certificates to

tenfold instead of the customary limit of twice the amount of its paid-up

capital. These certificates must be paid back as the payments by installment

are received, and they are protected against forgery in the same way as the

currency of the realm. During the first ten years, the State will furnish a

sufficient sum to let the shareholders get at least five per cent, on their

investment. In return for these special concessions, the bank will have to

accumulate one-tenth of its annual profit as a reserve, and must get per-

mission from the Government for any change in its by-laws, for the open-

ing of branches or agencies, the payment of dividends, issuing of certificates.

%
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etc. Besides, the Government retains the power to appoint the first organ-

izing committee of the bank, as also comptrollers to oversee its manage-
ment. The Government will also have power to restrain any act of the

bank which it deems contrary to law, regulations, or public policy; to fix

how much is to be advanced for loans, as well as the rate of interest. Being

a great central institution, the bank may be able to benefit local corporations

and agricultural and industrial undertakings on a large scale, but the small

farmers and producers in the country may not be able to utilize its advan-

tages.

THE SPECIAL FUNCTIONS OF AGRICULTURAL BANKS.

The agricultural bank is intended to supply their special want. It will

be a joint-stock company, with a much smaller capital, say between 200,000

and 1,000,000 yen, with one prefecture a? >s sphere of action, and its share-

holders restricted to the corporations rf muividual residents of the district.

This localization is a matter of necessity, so that the bank management may
know the circumstances of debtors. These can borrow only for productive

purposes, such as reclamation of waste land, irrigation, improvement of the

soil, construction of farm-roads, dikes and aqueducts, or farm-houses, plant-

ing of forests, purchase of seeds, manures, silk-worm cocoons and other

raw materials, machines, implements, and cattle; in fact, any species of

agricultural or industrial improvement, if not used in the way stipulated for,

the money will be redemanded at once. The debtor can borrow on lands

or houses as security, and pay back in installments extending over not more

than thirty years. Even those who have no property at all, such as ten-

ants and mechanics, can borrow from the bank for a term of not over five

years, if they form a body of not less than twenty persons with common
unlimited liability. Hence credit associations or unions for industrial under-

takings can borrow without any pledge, and the activity of such bodies as

the Hotokusha will thus be greatly increased. Besides, the bank can dis-

count bills drawn by producers, and can lend on the product as security, it

can receive deposits, take care of bullion or negotiable paper, and may
become an agency of the credit foncicr. The privilege of issue of debt certifi-

cates is fixed at fivefold of the paid-up capital, and the bank is entitled to a

subsidy for ten years after its creation. Its responsibilities and the nature of

the Government control are almost the same as in the case of the credit

fonder, except that the work of the comptroller is performed by local

officers under the orders of the Minister of Finance. These two kinds of

banks are linked tcgether, the local ones being dependent on the help of the

central organization, while the latter must make use of the former in the

lending and collection of its funds. When these two are established, the

land-owners will be supplied with cheaper capital, lent for a term long

enough to suit their needs, and at a rate of interest probably half of the

present average rate of fifteen per cent. Moreover, the commercial banks will

be relieved of their agricultural credits, and thereby their tied-up capital will

!.!«
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be freed, thus lowering the general rate of interest. Even granting some

failures to be inevitable, these institutions must be organized if the small

owners of land and the pursuit of industry on a small scale are to be kept

up. Just now, peace, contentment, and happiness pervade the country, on

account of the subdivision of land among small owners, and because the

chief branches of industry, such as tea culture and silk and porcelain making,

are done mostly at home as the by-work of agriculture. Small proprietor-

ship and home industry may be gradually supplanted by landlordism and the

factory system, but it is extremely desirable that the decline of the former

should, if possible, be retarded. Moreover, it is part of the responsibility of

the State to protect existing conditions and interests so long as they are not

useless or pernicious. This is why the establishment of the credit fancier

was predicted by Count Matsukata when he introduced the scheme of the

central bank in 1882. Many shared his views, but the execution of the plan

has been delayed till the present time, for the following reasons:

I. The failures of land mortgage banks abroad obliged even their sup-

porters to hesitate. 2. The continuance ofgood harvests and the consequent

well-being of the agricultural population lessened the urgency of the scheme.

}. The attention of legislators was occupied with the establishment of the

Bank of Japan, the closing up of the national banks, etc. 4. Caution and

circumspection demanded a careful investigation of practical examples in

Western countries before the preparation of laws and regulations.

But now public opinion seems to be eager for practical legislation, which,

however, may not be had without opposition. The conservative element will

be against it because of its novelty, and pessimists will oppose it as a dan-

gerous undertaking. There are, moreover, powerful opponents who insist

that it may end in a way totally different from that intended, the benefit

being reaped by large land and factory owners, while if the funds be lent to

small proprietors, it may lead to profligacy and waste. This last is a con-

sideration to be dealt with thoughtfully. Indeed, the question is not whether

the land banks are necessary or not, but how their working may be made
beneficial. It seems to be the intention of the Government to attain this

diflRcult end by keeping a firm control over these banks. This, perhaps, may
be the only effective means in such a country as Japan, where the adminis-

tration is comparatively free from corruption and abuse.

With the establishment of the Government control, the necessity of sub-

sidizing them arises. As said before, the central bank is guaranteed five

per cent, interest for ten years. But the guarantee system is too complex

to be applied to scores of local banks; therefore, quite a different method is

employed with them. A sum of about 10,000,000 yen is set aside from the

national exchequer. This is divided out to each prefecture in proportion to

the area of mortgageable land. With this fund, the prefecture becomes the

shareholder of the agricultural bank of the district. For ten years from the

time of its establishment, the bank is relieved of any obligation to pay annual

dividends on these shares, and during that term the prefecture must hold
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the shares. But after that it can divide them among local corporations of

the district, who must make them part of their capital. As the actual work
of controlling the local bank is intrusted to the prefecture, the possession of

an interest in the working of the bank will induce greater care in the dis-

charge of this function. For ten years the bank will be able to increase the

profit and the dividends to be paid to ordinary shareholders. The State will

thus give help to the banks without meddling with their business. So every-

body is satisfied, and many good purposes fulfilled at the same time. So far

as the law is concerned, the plan is nearly complete. The next and the

most important question is how to make the practical working of these banks

advantageous. The answer to this must depend upon whether the right

men are put in the right places, and we fully expect that the result will be

satisfactory to the country and to the people for whose relief these institu-

tions have been devised.
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PART II.

THE CURRENCY OF JAPAN,

CHAPTER I.

THE OLD COINAGE SYSTEM.

THE EARLIEST FORMS OF CURRENCY.

HE ancient records do not give a clear description of the cur-

rency of their time. But in a prehistoric period, shells, pre-

cious stones, rice, corn, clothing, and other commodities

seem to have been used as the medium of exchange. Maga-
tama and Kudatama made of precious stones, which are

often dug out of old mounds and caves, were hung around

the neck. They served as an ornament, and perhaps also the purpose of

money as well. Gold, silver, and copper were imported from continental

Asia tens of centuries before the Christian era. It is most likely they were

used as instruments of commerce. According to a record in the reign of the

Emperor Hansei (406 to 41 1 a. d.), gold, silver, and copper coins circulated at

the following ratios: One sho* of rice = one mon of copper; ten mon of

copper = one mon of silver; ten mon of silver = one mon of gold.

In the time of tiie Emperor Kenso (48s to 487 a. d.), we have the first

recorded issue of silver coins. In 683 a. d., copper coins were made with

metal imported as the tribute from Corea, to take the place of silver coin. In

699 A. D., a mint was established, whence copper coins were issued. In 708

A. D., was coined Wado Kaichin of silver and copper. In the next year,

coinage outside of the mint was prohibited, and for payments of four mon
and upward, silver was used; while for below three mon, copper was legal

* Twenty-four sho are equal to nearly one American gallon; mon same as rin, or one-tenth ofa cent.
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tender. Those who coined privately were beheaded, and anyone giving

them assistance was exiled. It was not till 712 a. d. that the taxes were

paid with money. As a special favor, the right of coining copper was
allowed in 7^8 a. d. to Yemino Oshikatsu, an influential courtier. It was in

the beginning of the eighth century that an order to use coin was issued,

and from this we must judge that barter still existed to a large extent, rice

and clothing being chiefly used. Travelers carried rice with them to pay

for lodging. In 760 a. d., gold, silver, and copper coins were issued. Those

who coined privately were arrested in 766 a. d. and obliged to work in the

mint. In 797 a. d., in order to accumulate corn, because of pestilence and a

failure of crops, the taxes were received in kind instead of in coin.

CONFUSION AND DEBASEMENT OF COINS.

In 818 A. D., the responsibility of coinage was imposed on the province

ofNagato, and for this work it was freed from the payment of taxes. In

865 A. D., the refusal of light coin was prohibited, and in 872 a. d. the mint

was ordered not to debase the coins. It seems, however, that debasement

had already begun, and as all sorts of coins issued in different eras, as well

as those imported from China and some coined privately, circulated at the

same time, great confusion prevailed. Moreover, owing to the prevalence

of Buddhism, coins were melted into idols, bells, etc. The coins of China

were so much better, compared with the debased coins issued from the mint,

as to interfere with the free circulation of the latter. Therefore, in 1091 a. d.

the use of the Chinese coins was prohibited, and in 12^0 a. n. the price of

rice was fixed. But in order to meet the demands of the market, merchants

were sent to China with gold to be changed into copper coins in 1277 a. d.

In 1407 A. D., a Chinese junk laden with Yeiraku* coins arrived, and these

coins circulated freely, especially in the eastern provinces, but were pro-

hibited in 1608 A. D. Not content with presents of coin from China, in 1464

A. D. Shiogun Yoshimasa sent a message to China to obtain copper coins

in exchange for the produce of the country. This way of raising a loan was

often repeated. Most of the proceeds were used for his personal expenses,

although the avowed purpose was to supply the deficiency of coins. In

1587 A. D., silver, copper, and lead coins were issued. In addition to these,

gold dust was used as money, being enclosed in bags or bamboo pipes.

Also bar gold and gold plates were used by chopping off and weighing,

though this currency was limited to large transactions. These served to

increase the existing confusion, and commerce was fettered to a great extent.

Besides, in each locality all sorts of coins were manufactured, varying in

form and weighl, causing endless perplexity.

;;f!*
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* These were coined by the Ming dynasty of China in 1411 a. d.
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SCARCITY OF COIN AND MEASURES TO CONSERVE IT.

In 1667 A. D., the sale and purchase of copper was prohibited. Next

year the copper Daibutsu (Giant Buddha) at Kioto was melted down and

made into coins—quite a contrast to the practice of an earlier time of melt-

ing down coins for idols. The export of copper was also prohibited. In

those days there was an extensive trade with the Dutch and the exportation

of gold increased. The exportation of gold coins was prohibited, but with-

out any effect. In 1686, in order to lessen the exportation of precious metals,

which had been incessantly going on for centuries, the amount of trade

with Corea was fixed at 18,000 rio, and that of Riukiu at 2000 rio per year.

The recoining and debasement of gold coins were practised in 1695 to

supply the financial deficiency and to increase the profit of the hereditary

superintendent of the mint, viz. , Goto. But the chief cause was the scarcity

of the precious metals, owing to the increased exportation, only 8,634,000

rio of gold and 77,000 quan* of silver remaining out of 14,727,000 rio and

1,200,000 quan, respectively, coined. The output of the precious metals

also decreased, and the only alternative left was debasement of the coinage.

The plan was formulated by a financier named Ogiwara Ominokami Naohide,

and was adapted to the needs of the time, about 5,000,000 rio of genroku

obang being coined. His opinion took the extreme ground that "when
issued by the State, even tiles and pebbles can be used as currency."

Old coins were ordered to be exchanged in 1699 into the new ones at

par, but actually the latter were at a discount of twenty per cent. This

was inevitable, as they differed very greatly in fineness, as will be seen from

the following comparison

:

Weight. Per Ct. Gold. Per Ct. Silver. I'er c:t. Alloy.

Keichio kobang 5.71262 oz. 85.69 14.25 .06

Genroku " 5-71252
"

55.41 43.19 .40

It was also ordered that stored silver should be sold to the mint. The

use of gold and silver in stock transactions and the hoarding of silver coins

were prohibited. However, the hoarding of the old coins went on, those

available being melted down and changed into counterfeited new coins. In

1706, hoyei silver was issued, but as it was greatly debased it did not circu-

late at all, the fineness being fifty per cent, only, which, when compared

with keichio silver's eighty per cent, fine and genroku silver's sixty-four

per cent., was a great deterioration. Hoyei copper was issued, but was
withdrawn on account of its inconvenience. The efflux of silver, and

especially of gold, continued, and the amount exported after 1648 has been

estimated at 25,473,000 yen of gold and 58,000,000 yen of silver. Measures

were taken to discourage the exportation of the precious metals, but to no

effect. It was in these times that the Europeans came in search of gold,

making great profit by changing it for silver and merchandise.

* Qjun Is equal to 57870 troy grammn.
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FRESH DEBASEMENTS OF THE COIN.

Compelled by llnancial difficulties, another reduction of the size and fine-

ness of the gold and silver coins was effected in 1710. The fineness of the

silver coin was only thirty-two per cent., and in some cases but tweU'> per

cent., the rest being copper, and the value of ten kobang was equal to

52.54308 yen, the composition being 83.40 per cent, gold, 16.55 percent,

silver, and .05 per cent, alloy. The monetary ratio of kobang was fixed,

and the value of the old and new coins was ordered to be alike. But these

restrictions were futile; prices rose, people suffered, and counterfeit coins

made their appearance. Arai Hakuseki urged the necessity of remedial

measures by raising the fineness and even lessening the amount of circu-

lation. Although his enlightened views were opposed by many, especially

by Buisumokoio, the inflationist, they were adopted in 1714, kobang being

issued of the same fineness as that of keichio (1591 to 1614). Then prices

began to fall, and general credit recovered.

VICISSITUDES OF THE COINAGE FROM 17m TO 1884.

Another restriction of the export of copper and of the number of Chinese

and Dutch vessels admitted to the ports of Japan was ordered in 1715, and

next year kioho kobang was issued of the fineness of 86.70 per cent, gold,

13.25 per cent, silver, and .05 per cent, alloy. Ten of these were equal to

103.07247 yen. The obang was also struck equal in fineness to that of the

keichio period. Prices went down, but not to the extent desired, because

the new coins were hoarded. So prices were lowered by compulsion of

legal penalties. Coin and copper were still exported; and in 1736, Dutch

vessels lying at Nagasaki were ordered to return, their number being

restricted to twenty-five. Again debasement of the coinage was resorted

to, and genbtin coins were issued more or less under value, the inflationists'

view being adopted ; an arrest of the fall of prices and the deficiency of coins

being the plea. The composition of the new coins was 65.32 percent, gold,

32. S3 per cent, silver, and .15 per cent, alloy, ten of them being equal to

58.69374 yen.

in the case of silver coins, the fineness was only forty-six per cent. In

1742, the burying of coins with the dead* was prohibited, and the use of

silver as ornaments was forbidden in the next year. In 1765, miowa silver

coin was issued of forty-six per cent, fineness, being necessitated by the

influx of silver in exchange for gold, which was enormously exported by

the Dutch. In 1768, kuanyei tsuho were coined, consisting of 68 per cent,

of copper, 24 per cent, of lead, and 8 per cent, of tin. These are still used

as equal to two rin; and in 1772 anyei nan rio silver was made of 97.75

* This wai a practice of Buddliism, and was intended to enable tlie dead to pay their traveling expenses to their Hnal

abode.
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per cent, silver and 2.2^ per cent, alloy, equivalent to 3.289 yen. The
maximum abrasion was fixed at .004 per cent, in 1779. In the next year,

Zeniza, or the mint for copper and iron coins, was opened in Osaka. In 1818,

the financial difficulties of the Tokugawa Government increased, and new
kobang was issued in 18 19, more or less debased. The silver coins were
also reduced in value, becoming 29.84 per cent, gold, 69.99 per cent, silver,

and 17 per cent, alloy, equal to 2.944 yen. Hitherto, the silver coins being

less debased, they were preferred to gold ; but now, when the former were
also recoined, the state of the currency fell into utter confusion.

In 183s, tempo sen was issued, consisting of 78 per cent, copper, 10 per

cent, tin, and 12 per cent, lead, in order to redeem paper notes of the

Daimios. But as the stock of copper became deficient, this scheme miscar-

ried, only the bulky and unpopular coins remaining. This coin circulated

at an equivalent of eight rin, but was abolished in 1884, and after 1896 it is

irredeemable. The value of gold fell as compared with silver, and the ratio

stood as low as i gold to 4.64 silver. Recovering a little in fineness, five

rio tempo coin was issued in 1837, the composition being: gold, 83.715 per

cent.; silver, i6.6'> percent., and alloy, .20 per cent., or equal to 19.01,926

yen. Ichibu silver of 99. 14 per cent, fineness, ten rio of which were equal

to 14.1746 yen, was also issued, besides many other denominations. In

1838, to supply a pressing demand, tempo obang was issued, equal in fine-

ness to that of the keichio period, and chio and mameita silver were largely

coined.

COINAGE UNDER THE NEW COMMERCIAL ERA.

In i8s3. Commodore Perry, of the United States Navy, came with his

fleet to Uraga, and, awakening Japan from her long slumber and seclusion,

induced her to open the country. The new era dawned, and after this the

popular bent was radically changed. His arrival shook the nation, and the

Tokugawa Government began to build fortresses and import men-of-war

from Holland. But such a sudden increase of expenditure was beyond the

power of the distressed Government. So again the usual method of resort-

ing to the issue of debased coins was adopted, and one-siu kayei silver was

issued, consisting of silver, 96.78 per cent., and alloy, }.22 per cent.; ten

rio being equal to 12.09173 yen. In the next year the use of gold and silver

for other purposes than coinage was forbidden. The treaty with the United

States of 18^4 expressly allowed the receipt of American coins in payment

of Japanese goods. In 1856, ansei nibu gold was coined, in fineness

being: gold, 20.92 percent. ; silver, 78.87 per cent., and alloy, .21 per cent.,

ten rio being equal to 19.40124 yen. The export of gold continued, foreigners

buying gold at one per cent, premium. This they were glad to pay, because

the gold kobang (18s. 2d.) was equal to four of one-bu silver (is. 4d.), and

they made a profit of 12s. lod. every time they exchanged silver for gold.

In 1859, Yokohama was opened to foreign trade. Foreign gold and silver

coins were ordered to be circulated, weight by weight, with the coins of

('
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the realm, after being stamped in the mint. The new ichibu silver was
issued of the same fineness as the foreign coins. By this means it was
hop«d that the exportation of gold would be checked. Besides ansei, two-
siu silver was issued of a fineness of 84.46 per cent., ten rio being equal to

38.009 yen. In addition to ansei, a gold kobang was issued, with 56.97

per cent, of gold, 42.82 percent, of silver, and .21 per cent, of alloy, ten rio

being equal to 35.72835 yen. Ichibu gold was also coined. In !86o, new
kobang and obang were issued, the former being 57.36 per cent, gold, 42.40

per cent, silver, and .24 per cent, alloy; ten rio being equal to 13.295 yen,

while the latter were 34.35 per cent, gold, 63.92 per cent, silver, and 1.73

per cent, alloy, each piece being equal to 28.829 yen. Ichibu, nibu, and

nisiu gold were also coined, containing 22.85 per cent, of gold, 76.95 per

cent, of silver, and .20 per cent, of alloy, ten rio being equal to 1 1.088 yen.

The ratio of gold to silver was raised to 1 to 15.58 to stop its continuous

exportation. In 1863, bunkiu money was coined, which, though circulating

till now as an equivalent of one and a half rin, is gradually being melted

down at the mint and nickel coins served in its stead. The amount of

gold exported after 1859 was inconsiderable, as its ratio to silver was made
to correspond closely to the price abroad, as shown by the following table

:

Table I.—Ratio of Silver to Gold.

Ybaiis,

1601,

1695
1706
I7I0
171 1

>7>4
1736
181Q

Ratio.

GOLD TO SILVBR.

11.89

14.21

10.93
12.12—9.47

5-74
1 1.92

11.58

13.52

Years.

1820

1837

1859
i860

1871

1875
1876

1878

Ratio.

GOLD TO SILVBR.

10.24

8.57

5.24

.5.58
16.01

16.17

16.33

16.17

The effort was made to fix prices by law, but it was ineffectual, and in

1866 riots broke out in many districts, being most violent in Yedo, Osaka,

and Hiogo. The Tokugawa family had, thus, its hands full of the diflficulties

of coinage affairs, especially after resorting to the policy of debasement. The
varieties of coins which were in use were:

Gold

big bang.

5-rio bang,

kobang.

2-bu bang,

i-bu bang.

2-siu bang.

Silver

i-bu bang.

2-siu piece,

i-siu piece,

chiogin.

pea plate silver.
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These varied in fineness, name, size, weight, and form—there being

sixty-six different ones in all. Besides, there were many copper and iron

pieces, which also varied a great deal. The whole system was left in con-

fusion, and the resultant inconvenience and suffering of the people were
almost beyond description. To show the composition and the amount of

coins issued by the Tokugawa Government, the following tables, compiled

by Sato Chiwsaburo, are inserted

:

Table II.—yalue and Fineness of Old Coins.

Nahi.

Keichio kobang
Musasi ichibu bang
Gcnroku kobang
Genroku ichibu Dang.

,

Genroku nisiu bang. .

.

Kenii kobang
Kenji ichibu bang
Kioho kobang
Kioho ichibu bang
Genbun kobang
Genbun ichibu bang. .

.

Bunsei nibu bang
Bunsei kobang
Bunsei ichibu Dang
Issiu gold

Bunsei nibu bang
Tempo kobang ,

Tempo ichibu bang. .

.

Old nisiu gold
Five-rio bang
Ansei kobang
Ansei ichibu bang

Ansei nibu bang <

Ansei ichibu bang. ..

New kobang
New ichibu Dang
New nisiu gold

New nibu bang
Keichio obang
Kioho obang
Tempo fuki mashi
Genroku obang
New obang
Anyei nisiu silver

Bunsei nisiu silver. . .

.

Bunsei issiu silver

Old ichibu silver

Issiu silver

Ichibu silver

Ansei big nisiu silver.

.

V.lue of
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Table III.—/tmount of Old Coins Issued.

Nami ok Coin.

f:

GOIO.

Keichio gold
Genroku gold
Kanji gold

Musasi bang
Kiohogold
Genbun gold
Bunsei cold
Issiu gold
Old nisiu gold
Five-rio bang
Tempo gold
Ansei nibu bang
Shioji gold
New gold
New nisiu nibu bang..
Keichio obang

Genroku obang
Kioho obang
Tempo obang
Ansei obang

SILVIH.

Nisiu silver

Bunsei nisiu silver

Old issiu silver

Old ichibu silver

New issiu silver

New nisiu silver
ciiiociN (Plate Silver).

Keichio silver

Genroku silver

Kanyei silver

Yeji silver

Sampo silver

Shiho silver

Kioho silver

Gomme silver

New monji silver

Seiji silver

Hoji silver

Amount Coined.

14,737,055.00
13,936,220.2 s

2,515,500.00
213,500.00

8,280,000.00

17,435,7' 1.00

14,029,382.00
2,920, 192.00

12,883,700.25

172, 27s. 00
8,120,450.00

3,551,600.00
351,000.00
625,050.00

53,246,576.00
Unknown.

PIRCB.

30,000
8,515

1,887

17,097

5,933,000.00
7,587,000.00
8,744,=;00.00
19,729, 100.00

9,952,800.00
88,300.00

1,200,

405,850,

278,130,

5.836,

370,487,
401,240,

331,420,
1,860,

224,981,

102,907,

182,108,

000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00

400.00
900.00
000.00
000.00

Date.

601

695
710
7'4
716
736
818
828
832

8J7

856
859
860
860
601

695
716

8J7
859

772
824
829
837
854
859

601

695
706
710
710
711

7'4
765
820

859
837

to 1695
"

1710
"

'7'4

"
'V^"
1818

" 1828
"

1832
"

1858
"

1843
"

1858
" i860

"
1867

"
1869

"
'695

"
1716

"
1837

" i860
" 1862

"
1824

"
1830

"
"837

"
1854

"
1865

"
"695

"
1706

"
1710

"
1711

"
1712

"
1736

"
1772

"
"837

"
1865

"
1858
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READJUSTMENT OF COINS AND NEW MINT, 1868-1891.

HE year 1868 saw the restoration, but the coinage system was
still unsettled. Old coins were used for convenience' sake,

though they were not favored by the new regime, which

was characterized by the domination of a revolutionary

spirit. In February, the value of the Mexican dollar was
fixed as equivalent to three bu, and in March, that of the one-

mon copper piece as equal to six pieces of iron. In April, all copper was
ordered to be sent to the Osaka mint, and private dealings in it were ^jro-

hibited. The values of old kobang and foreign coins were also fixed in

detail. In May, the chiogin coins were demonetized and bought up by the

Treasury. In August, the stamping machines bought from Hong-Kong,

where they had become useless, arrived, and the intention to issue new
coins became a fact. In November, Mr. Walters was hired for the con-

struction of the mint establishment in Osaka, and by the next year the

Imperial Mint was organized and presented samples of new coins. The old

mints were thereupon abolished, and the old denomination was supplanted

by the decimal system, chiefly through the influence of Count Okuma. The
services of Englishmen to be employed in the new mint were contracted for

through the Oriental Banking Corporation. Tempo coins, however, were

still largely manufactured for the use of Yezo Island. For this purpose, and

perhaps also to make them defenceless, cannons were purchased from

Daimios. Complaints being made by the foreign diplomatic corps, the

imitation of coins was prohibited, and the ichibu silver and nibu gold pieces

were declared to be legal tender till the new coins came out. The gold,

stiver, and copper products of the mines were ordered to be sent to the mint

for coinage, and private sales were prohibited. Mr. Kinder and his staff

arrived, and soon commenced making new coins. Due notification of the

3a
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issue was made to the foreign ministers, with the declaration that coins were

to be 10, 5, and 2}^ yen gold pieces, and i yen, 50-cent, 20-cent, lo-cent,

and 5-cent silver pieces, with three kinds of copper coins, and that the

standard was to be one silver yen. A law was promulgated under which

the maker of counterfeit currency was to be hung and those who assisted

him or who used the false coin decapitated. These penalties were, however,

moderated later on.

In November, the one-yen silver piece was issued. In January of 1871,

the free opening of the Osaka mint was made known to the foreign ministers.

In February, the opening of the mint was celebrated in presence of the

diplomatic corps.

THE GOLD STANDARD ADOPTED 1871.

In May, silver was demonetized and the gold standard was adopted,

subsidiary silver coin being limited to ten yen and copper to one yen. The
gold piece was nine-tenths fine, the twenty-yen piece weighing thirty-three

and a third grammes. Still the old coins circulated, and the confusion was
great. So an order was issued to exchange them into new coins at the rate of

I yen equal to 1 rio equal to 1000 of kuanyei currency.

50 cent " " 2 bu " " 500
"

10 " " " fV of rio " " 100 "

, (( a ^ i 1 (( (( «i it ii^t( * * it
1 TiiYi- 10

I rm

" 1

fit

" 1

I 0'

TDOO

The ratio to foreign coins was also fixed as follows : 10 gold yen equals £2
sterling, or 50 francs, or $10. In April, the Coinage Act was promulgated.

The trade yen was also coined for the use of commerce and for customs

duties at the rate of 100 silver yen to loi gold yen. Mintage was fixed for

gold yen at one per cent., and for silver yen at two per cent. If the fee of

y^TJTf in case of gold and y^^^ in case of silver were paid, abraded coins

were recoined. The values of paper currency and old copper coins were

fixed at

:

1 yen
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FURTHER REVISIONS OF COINS.

In 1872, the Emperor visited the mint, and the form of one-yen gold and

five-cent silver was modified. In November, the size and weight of coins

were changed as follows

:

Denomination.
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before the date can do so by paying a discount of four per cent. 5. The
mintage charge for gold to be ^-^^ and for silver x^ttt- But if experimental

melting be required, xtsW more must be paid. 6. If the abrasion of coins be

above ^^^ in case of gold and xTiVir '" case of silver, they will be ex-

changed at the main and branch offices of the Bank on the day following.

In 1884, the use of tempo was ordered to cease by the year 1886. In

1886, the legal term of the circulation of tempo sen was prolonged to the end

of 1 89 1. But, by Law No. \} of 1890, the years of grace for coins the

circulation of which has ceased were fixed at five years in general, and at

three years in case of ten-cent paper money ; so that tempo sen becomes

defunct in December, 1896. In 1888, nickel coin was issued to supplant

tempo and other old copper coins. In 1889, the coins found difficult to cir-

culate were ordered to be exchanged at their full value if not light, and if

light, at their intrinsic value, at the Bank of Japan. The Bank was also

intrusted, in 1890, with the purchase of metals to be usjd by the mint.

Such are, in rough outline, the changes which have taken place in our

coinage system. The development has been very remarkable, the country

emerging from a most chaotic condition of its coinage to a sound system of

currency within a comparatively few years. The new coins circulate not only

throughout the country, but even in the Straits Settlements, Hong-Kong,

China, Corea, and Formosa. Plans formed in Hong-Kong to keep them out

are not likely to succeed, and in the Straits Settlements, Japanese coins are

made supplementary to the British dollar, which might not have come into

existence if the Japanese mint had been able to meet an overwhelming

demand for coinage. At least once a year the work of the mint is examined

by the Minister or Vice-Minister of the Treasury. Never has any irregularity

or illegal deviation been discovered in the coinage, and the mint may be

trusted as implicitly as that of Western countries.

Table /K.

—

Finentss and Legal Deviation of Coins,

GOLD MONEY.

\ \i
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SILVER MONEY.

^.
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Table l^I.—SH^e and Other Definitions of Coins Now in Use.

STANDARD GOLD COIN.—TWENTY YEN.

AuthorUed to be bsued In 1871,

Fincncas.
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STANDARD GOLD COIN.—FIVE YEN.

Si» chingtd In November, 1873.
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STANDARD GOLD COIN.—ONE YEN.

Sisc changed In Novcmlicr, 187a,
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8":

SUBSIDIARY SILVER COIN.—F1F"^V SEN.

Authorited to he iwutd from 1871,

Wtlght and liic changed in

November, 187a,

and pattern changed in January,
i»7).

'3 '4

>5 16

Two pieces are equal to one yen.

Flneneic.
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SUBSIDIARY SILVER COIN.—TWENTY SEN.

Weight and siie clianged In Noveml>er, 1871.
Pattern changed in January, 187}.

Authorited to be Issued from 1A71.

18
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SUBSIDIARY SILVER COIN.—FIVE SEN.

Wdght changed in November, iSyi,

17 a8

and pattern changed In January, 187).

Reverse impression and irarder changed in IMarch, 187a.

aj aj

Authorized to be issued from 1S71.

Twenty pieces are equal to one yen.

Fineness.
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COPPER COIN.—TWO SEN.

>9

AuthorUcd to bt Imu«1 in AufuM, 1S73,
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COPPER COIN.—HALF-SRN.

SO9

t
^

%t

V-T

It

?7 ^H IS

Pattern and size changed In August, 1873.

v>

Authorized to be coined In 1871, but not issued.
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TRADE SILVER YEN.—ONE YEN.

49 44

U i

Authorlud to be Iwufd In 1871.

45 4<

/i.
Pattern changed In March, 1974,

'M i

Fineness.
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TRADE SILVER YEN.

47
48

W«lght incr«as«d »na pattern changed in February, |87<,.

Fineness.
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THE VIRTUAL DISUSE OF GOLD.

Of the coins issued, the gold ones are seldom seen in daily transactions.

Most of them were either exported or are hoarded by the wealthy class.

This is, perhaps, the result of silver being the practical standard of the

country, and, consequently, gold being more or less cheaper, as compared

with silver, than abroad. How gold is cheaper than in London, and has

been exported more than silver, may be seen from the following tables:

Table Vlll.—Market Ratio of Gold to Silver in Loiictou and Tokio Compared.

Years.

1868
.869

1870
1871

1872

1873
.874

1875
1876

1877
1878

1879
1880
1881

In London.

15. ?9
15.00

15.57

'5.57

15.6}
15.9a

16.17

16. 5Q
17.88

17.22

'7.94

18.40

18.05

i8.it)

In Tokio,

16.38

15.10

15.10

15.55

15.55

15.55

15.48

15.8s

16.82

16.43

17.0'i

17.87

17.22

17.58

DifTe
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CIRCULATION OF COINS.
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The full-value coins in actual use are of silver; the Bank of Japan notes,

the Government paper money, and the national bank notes being all con-

vertible into silver. But silver one-yen being bulky, the Bank of Japan notes

are by far the most common currency of daily use, except for the purposes

of foreign trade. Of the subsidiary silver coins, the ten-cent pieces are the

most liked, the twenty-cent being too large and the five-cent too small. The

nickel coin is handy and much in use. This was issued to take the place of

tempo sen and other old copper coins, as already stated, and the material

being very cheap, the profit of the mint is increased by the manufacture of

nickels. However, the use of old coins has not quite ceased, being neces-

sary in small transactions, especially in rural districts. The gradual rise of

the unit of value may, however, in course of time let them die out, as hap-

pened in the case of English farthings. They are much more liked than the

new one rin, which, being too small, does not circulate at all. A great deal

of old coin has been melted down, as shown below, and much has been

exported to China and Formosa. Still, much remains in circulation, although

it is difficult to calculate how much, on account of the uncertainty of the

original amount of issue.

Table X.—Substitution of Nickels for Old Coins.
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COUNTERFEITING OF COINS.

Counterfeiting is not very common, but if it exists it is in the case of the

one-yen and the nickel five-cent pieces, it is done very sitillfuliy and per-

haps with a regular plant of machinery on a large scale in the southern part

of continental Asia, where a regular business of counterfeiting is said to be

carried on. Not only our coins, but the Dutch, the Mexican, and the British

dollars are extensively counterfeited. This industry must be put an end to

by outside force, if the Government of the country is too low in practical

morality or weak in administrative control to suppress it. Here in Japan

even petty cases are immediately discovered, and the following provisions of

the penal code are strictly applied:

I. Those counterfeiting or circulating counterfeits of the gold or silver

coin or paper money of the realm are imprisoned for life, and those offering

it are imprisoned, with light labor. 2. Those counterfeiting and putting in

circulation foreign currency are imprisoned for a time, and those exchanging

and using it are imprisoned, with hard labor, from two to five years. 3. The

forgery and use of the notes issued by the hanks are punished according to

either of the preceding articles. Those who counterfeit and use counterfeits

of the copper coins of the Empire are imprisoned, with light labor, and those

who exchange and use them imprisoned, with hard labor, between one and

three years. 4. If the coin is not placed in circulation, the penalty is

lightened one degree, and if not actually struck, two degrees. =5. For those

who deliberately enter the employment of a counterfeiter, a penalty is intlicted

which is one degree less than that of the employer. 0. For those letting

a building or rooms to counterfeiters the penalty is two degrees less. 7.

Importers of prohibited coins are punished in the same way as counterfeit-

ers. 8. For those who receive and use illegal coins, the penalty is lessened

two degrees, and if not actually used, three degrees. 9. Those who repent

and declare their offence before its execution, are pardoned. 10. Those who
use bad coins after receiving them, without knowing them to be so, are fined

in double the amount actually used.

Thus, if the external illegal traffic in false coins can be stopped, all trace of

counterfeiting will practically cease to exist.
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CHAPTER III.

THE PAPER CURRENCY.

A CHAOTIC PERIOD.
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|T the time when the state of the metallic currency was utterly

confused and coins were greatly discredited, it was natural

that paper money should not obtain much credit. It is

related by historians that, in 1334, an order was issued by

the Emperor Godaigo directing paper money to be used

together with copper coins. But on account of the preva-

lence of civil war and the generally unsettled state of affairs, it is doubtful

whether the paper actually circulated. After this, we hear nothing about it

till 161 5, when a paper note was issued, and used for the payment of the

excavation work of the canal in Osaka. This was equal to seven bu in

silver. On the face was written, "Issued for the canal work of Osaka as a

permanent treasure of the people," and on the back the name and signature

of Kikioya and Kinokuniya firms, who were possibly charged with its

redemption. Also, in 1866, 100,000 rio of 100, 50, 10, and i rio, 2 and i bu

notes, were prepared for the use of the harbor works of Kiogo, to circulate in

the country around Kioto. But it was never actually issued. However,

about 300 Daimios of different districts issued paper notes {Han Satsu) to cir-

culate within the limits of their own rule. Innunr able kinds of these notes

existed, over-issue and counterfeiting being common ; so that the state of the

paper currency was one of hopeless confusion. This practice began with

the grant to the Daimio ofFukui in the latter half of the seventeenth century,

as an offset to the failure to carry out the promise of increasing his revenue.

That privilege was abused, and many Daimios, to bridge over their financial

difficulties, obtained a similar grant. At first, the date of redemption was
prescribed, but this not being adhered to, the grant was withdrawn. Such a

prohibition, issued toward the end of the Tokugawa dynasty, was of no effect.

i?M
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because the prestige of the dynasty had dwindled almost to nothing. Over-

issues continued common, and some issues were made without any permis-

sion at all. These notes were not only depreciated in value, but were of all

grades of depreciation, some being without any value at all. The amount
which came into circulation is shown in the following table:

Tab/e I.—Circulation of Notes Issued by Daimios.

Date. Amount.—Yen.

1 87 1, December 38, ^si, 132.310

1872, November 24,904, 103.449

1873, December 19,233,849.2 16

1874; December 4,654,616.401

Date. Amount.—Yen.

1875, December 1,100, =566. 106

1876, October ']}2,62-).2'jS

1877, December 91,165.748

1878, August 91,165.748

In 1871, the new Government announced its intention to assume the

responsibility of converting, gradually, the notes issued by Daimios at the

current value of July of that year, allowing them to circulate within the dis-

trict where they were issued until actually converted. In 1872, those above

five cents were redeemed, and by Law No. 122 of 1874, it was announced

that those below five cents were also to be replaced by a silver token, and

the new paper money issued by the Central Government. Thus the innumer-

able and endlessly varied notes were taken up entirely to the satisfaction of

their holders and of the world of finance.

!*•''

I

i'l /

ISSUES OF INCONVERTIBLE PAPER BY THE GOVERNMENT AND DAIMIOS.

In 1868, Tokugawa Keiki surrendered the administrative power into the

hands of the Emperor, and, with the Restoration, the idea of the assimilation

of the paper currency took hold of financiers such as Mitsuoka. The issue

of notes was, however, necessitated in reality by the rapid increase of ex-

penditures and by consequent financial difficulties. In May, paper money,

called Daijio Kuan Satsu (notes of the Treasury), was issued, having a term

of thirteen years. These were lent to each Daimio at the rate of 10,000 rio

per 10,000 koku of revenue, to be repaid in thirteen years' installments, with

ten per cent, interest, and to be used for productive purposes. Besides, rich

merchants and agriculturists were allowed to borrow according to the

amount of merchandise which they handled. This note was, of course, in-

convertible, although those paid into the Treasury were not used again.

Hence, the circulation of paper was very difficult, and even in Tokio, Osaka,

and Kioto it was at a discount of sixty per cent., while in the country it did

not circulate at all, the people regarding it with suspicion and distrust.

This was inevitable, because the stability of the new Government was
doubted, and the people had had a disastrous experience with the notes

issued by the Daimios, who had often repudiated the just claims of their

holders. People were advised, entreated, nay, even threatened, to use the

new paper notes. They were declared to be receivable for public dues,
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issued by private companies in Tokio, Osaka, and Kioto, and by 1870 in

Tsuruga, Nilgata, and Kobe. In the latter year, the counterfeiting and de-

preciation of paper money increased, and Mr. Ito petitioned the Government
to allow him to sail over to the United States to study financial and econom-
ical affairs, and especially the method of the conversion of paper money.
The form of the paper money being very simple, forgery was easily done,

mostly by the Chinese; and in this year the making of the notes was con-

tided to Uondorf & Neumann, of Frankfort, who made notes for the Italian

Government. The denominations were of 100, 50, 10, s, 2, 1, and yi yen,

2cv-cent and lo-cent notes, which showed a great improvement in design,

but were very fragile.

THE TREASURY ASSUMES REDEMPTION OF THE DAIMIO NOTES.

n

a4

In 1871, all the Dairnios surrendered their fiefs, and 1694 kinds of notes

issued by them, to the amount of 1 38, ^s 1,132 yen, ceased to circulate, the

Government assuming the responsibility of redemption at the market quota-

tion of July. The specie, rice, and paper notes in the redemption fund

amounted to only 345,548 yen. The work of redemption was not quickly

executed, the difficulty of collecting small notes of below five cents render-

ing the task almost hopeless. Consequently, smaller notes were paid out

again, although larger ones were canceled as they were received. The new
issue of paper notes by Daimios was prohibited, and the machines used for

this purpose were confiscated. The paper money was ordered to be used

as the equivalent of new coins. Moreover, for the purpose of providing

specie and making good the deficit in the Treasury, notes were issued

through the hand of Mitsui Gumi, having a specie basis for half of the issue.

But the paper and printing were very rough, and forgery was very common.

In 1872, a note of about the same character was issued by the Kaitaku

Shi (Yezo prefecture) to meet its expenditures. The new paper money was

given out, and the old, which was received by the Treasury in exchange,

was burned in the presence of the crowd. At first, notes above fifty cents

were converted; those under fifty cents being continued till the manufacture

of new subsidiary coins. Against 24,935,000 y:n of outstanding Daimio

notes, 22.910.000 was exchanged for tiic new paper money, the rest being

already redeemed by Daimios or lost. It was impossible to fultill the promise

to repay in specie the holder of Government notes; therefore, the Kinsatsu

Hikikaye Kosai (paper note conversion bonds) were issued in 1873. These

were given to the holders of notes, and they bore interest at six per cent.

The law of this loan was amended in 1880, and payment of the principal

and interest was provided for in specie, so that if the paper fell, the demand
for the issue of this loan would increase, thus keeping up the value of the

paper. The bonds were registered, but were changed into unregistered forms

in 1883. However, by 1886, the paper money being at par with silver, the

1
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necessity for issuing the bonds ceased. As to the kinds of notes circulated,

five in all, the following table gives all needful details:

Table II.—Amotmts of Old and Nctv Notes,



1879
1879
1879

1879
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CHAPTER IV.

if.

READJUSTMENT OF THE PUBLIC DEBT.

RETIREMENT OF CIRCULATING NOTES.

!N 1878, the plan of redemption of the paper money and the

national debt was prepared. It was published in the next

year. By that time, the depreciation of paper money had

reached over twenty-five per cent. Startled at this, the

Government sold out silver to the amount of 2,400,000 yen

in April. By this, the price of paper somewhat recovered,

but when the sales ceased in July, the discount on paper not only advanced

to the former figure, but in April. 1880, it was as much as 57.9 per cent.

Again 6,000,000 yen of silver was thrown on the market, but with the same
result as before, and the Government was obliged to give up the fruitless

idea of artificially raising the value of paper. It is unfortunate that it did not

resort to the remedy of contracting the volume of the notes. Dealings in

gold and silver were prohibited on the Stock Exchange. The Yokohama
Specie Bank was instituted to collect specie at home and to call it in from

abroad. These precautions did not much improve the matter, and at last the

Government turned toward the real remedy. The tax on sake (a beverage

brewed from rice) was increased, and with the added revenue, the paper

money was to be redeemed.

The demand for the note conversion loan increased, because not only the

interest but the principal was to be paid in specie. In November, a retrench-

ment of 1,000,000 yen in the central and of 2, 500,000 yen in the local budget

was proposed, the proceeds to be devoted to the redemption of the notes.

The Government factories* were sold and the payments abroad for diplomatic

services, etc. , were to be made from the specie collected at the custom-house.

The existing paper notes being brittle, easily forged on account of the poor

* A policy had been adopted of encouraging industry by lending out money to manufacturers and setting up typical

factories. Both, however, ended in failures ; of the money lent, 23,000,000 out of a total reserve of 52,000,000, was mostly

irreclaimable.
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coloring and by being of the same size for all denominations, were replaced

by new ones made at the Government printing office, which, by careful and

earnest efforts, improved the type. The depreciation of paper reached its

climax in 1881, and in April it was one day at a discount of eighty-one and

a half per cent., and on the monthly average of seventy-nine and a half per

cent. From this cause, the income of the Government lost nearly half of its pur-

chasing power. Officials and others who lived on fixed incomes suffered

greatly. Interest rose. Government bonds fell, and the price of rice advanced.

Rice being the most important element of the people's food, its rise or fall

affects, sooner or later, all prices. This must be always borne in mind by

those who study economic movements in Japan. Moreover, the agricultural

class pay most of the taxes, and comprise the majority of the population. A
rise of the price of rice, which was equivalent to making them well off and

thus increasing their purchasing power, promoted the importation of articles

consumed by them, such as sugar, oil, blankets, flannel, watches, wines,

tobacco, etc. In this year, the rise of rice produced this effect, increasing

importation and quickening the efflux of specie. Speculation was stimulated,

as the fluctuation of prices was incessant, while sound enterprises were

checked by a high rate of interest. How matters stood may be seen from

the following table:

!">>.!
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Table IV.—Amount of Circulation of Government and Bank Note

Currency in 1881.

Ybaes.
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50,000,000 yen and redeem the paper, while some advised the issue of lottery

bonds for the same purpose. These schemes were put aside by the new
Finance Minister Matsukuta, who occupied this trying position in October.

His opinion was decidedly against the raising ofa loan, especially an external

loan, and was also against inflation. With an enormous amount of depre-

ciated inconvertible paper money (15,483,242 yen), unreliable revenues, and

ever-increasing expenditures before him, he boldly pulled up the anchor and

took the helm of the ship of finance. His first care was the redemption of

the paper money, then its conversion into specie, next the organization of

the central bank, and, after all, the establishment of savings-banks and the

Credit Foncier. His policy was opposed by many, especially by speculators

and intlationists. He had opponents not only outside but also within the

Government But his resolution was unassailable, and though the result

seemed doubtful at first, complete success was finally attained. His policy

was not only to contract the volume of the paper money, but to increase

the specie basis at the same time. The retirement of notes was to be

effected by means of the yearly surplus, which was estimated to be nearly

7,000,000 yen at the time of his assuming the responsibility of oftke. But in

1882, bad times set in, revenues decreased, while the expenditures increased,

and the expected surplus was found hard to realize. So, the new taxes, such

as the stamp duty on drugs and the tax on rice exchange, were imposed,

together with an increase in the rate of tax on sake and tobacco. At the

same time, retrenchment was enforced, and no increase in expenditures was
permitted for the period of three years, viz., from the beginning of 1882 to

the close of 1884. These rigorous measures were the turning-point in the

process of financial recovery. However, the surplus was not all devoted to

note redemption, only one-half being used for the increase of the reserve

fund, with which the specie was purchased.

Table V.—Redemption of Notes and Increase of Reserve from 1881 to 188^.

Ybaks.
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between 1878 and 188^. Besides, by the issue of the Kinsatsu Hikikaye

Loan, nearly 4,000,000 yen more was redeemed. By the use of the reserve

and the redemption system of the national bank notes, 18,000,000 yen more
of inconvertible notes were canceled. At the same time, the increase of

specie was continued by the utilization of the reserve.

To return to the history of this reserve we must mention the name of

another financier. Mr. (now Ccnint) Inouye. lie set aside ii,iio,(xx> yen

from the money in hand for the payment of the Government debts and paper

notes in 1872. This sum consisted of specie surrendered by Daimios as the

fund to redeem their notes, and of revenues outside of taxes. It was to be

used for the purchase of specie as well as the redemption of Government
bonds and paper money. The increase of the fund was persisted in. the

annual surplus, which reached 2o,(X)o,(kkj in 1875,, being turned over to the

reserve. In 1S7S, this fund was divided into two, one for the redemption

of paper money and the other forming a sinking fund, which was abolished

in 1882, when again the whole sum was devoted to the increase of specie.

M

'

Table l^l.—hurctnc of the Rescnr EtiinL

Datb.

End of May, 1872
" Dec, 1872

" 1873.
" 1874.

" June, 187^.
" 1876

877'
" " 1878.

879
" 1880
" 1881
" 1882
" i88?
" 1884

" " i88s
" Dec, 1 88s
" June, 1886
" Dec, 1886
" June, (887
" Dec, 1887
" June, 1888
" Dec, 1888
" June, 1889
" Dec, 1889

Por the Purchase of Specie.

11,231,103.879

14,709,800.^04

14,819, 127. 191

18,483.1)8^704
19,99C),S08. 114

19,02s, SSO. 778
IS, 3 32, 266. 6 3b

14,96s, 891. r7s

13,988,333.886

9,071,627.017
8,691, 914. 4Q1

i4,Si4.iSi.38s

18,40s, S28.S71

28,494.024.396

38,32s, 178.794

42,26s,640. S40

32,933,049.923
2S, 86s, 864. 21s
26, 13s, 72s. 177

19,790,388.914
i6,4S4, 112. 1S2
8, 1 so, 822.027
11,143,334.785

> 0.709. 953- 778

Vol thf Kedemption of
I'aptr Monty.

yi:n.

09,216.33^
l,S6 3,092.797
i,8c)2,S26.964

1,438,1 38.338

4,416,748.886

9, 3 IS, 866. 026
23,609,271.423
36,301,089.963

38,298,082.684

42,2S3,888. 127
47, ioi,s84.074

40,772,704.38s
35,006,482.864

18,492, 168. sio

8,2SO, 1 18.3! I

6,S22,044.S70
12,672, ^28.426

16,271. I ^2.0'!S

7,7S2,9ss.o62

6,92s, 82 3.07s

S,S02,so9.330
I2,282,2S9-OSS

3,867,1 36.46s

3,073,420.872

Total.

vrN.

1 I, 330, 320. 312

16, 272, 80 5.301

16,71 I.6S4.ISS

10.922. 122. 1 32

24,4l6,2S7.O0O

28,341,416.804
•;0.O3I,S38.OS9

31,266.081.138

52.287,^16.370
SI, 32s, 515. 144

55,79 ^.4*^8.563

35,286,833-770
S3, 412,on. 433
46,086, 192.906

46,373.207.103
48,787,683.110

43,603,378.349
42, 1 36,00^-230

33,888,680.239
26,716,21 1.989

21,936,621.482

20,433,081.082
13,010,471.230
I3.785.374-650
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GROWTH OF THE METALLIC RESERVE.

'M
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It V, ill be observed that the amount of paper decreased, while the specie

inct 'ased. This increase was secured by the means of foreign exchange.

In 1880, large sums were placed in the hands of the Yoicohama Specie Bank

to increase the import of coin and bullion. But it was not very productive

at first. However, by e.-perience and caution, failure was converted into a

great success. In 18S4, not onlv were payments abroad done by the means

of bills of exchange, but enormous amounts of silver coin and bullion were

imported, so that, as shown below, the metallic basis of the notes greatly

increased

:

Table ^11.—Govcrnmeni Notes and Metallic Reserve.

,1 1
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Tabic l^Ill.—Amounts of Government Paper, Bank Notes, and Reserve.
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CONSUMMATION OF THE NOTE-CONVERSION SCHEME.
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Table IX.— Total Paper Currency and Growth of the Metallic Reserve.

1868.

1869.

1870.

1871.
1S72

187?;

1874.

1875.

1876

1878

187Q..,
1880...

1881...

1882...

i>>S; ..

l8bs .,

1886...

1887...

1888

1889...

1S90. .

,

1891..,

1 S92 . .

,

1893...

'894...

189s..,

Datk.
(iovernment. National
Bunks, and h.mk oi \

Japan Notes.

27. (''7.

SI. 190.

ss.soo,

60,272.

68,400.

7').74 5,

93.897,

100.491,

1 06. 89 1

,

110.
1 4Q.

16^.607.

164.607,

164. 3^4,

I S9. 366.

I S 3. 302,

I43.7M.
192.27^

124,396.

122. IS 5,

1 36, 3^8,

1 37,6^4,

137.409,

n4.7q^.
14s, S30.

1S1.212.

162. 30S,

174,298.

18s, 433.

3QO

867
000
000
000
224
304

870
S83

843
sq8
S98

91s
837
013

013
176

757
1 10

280
91S
S92
222

2 12

S43

oso
IS4

Metallic Kfserve.

Per Cent.
of the

Reserve.

19.61

1
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CHART SHOWING INCREASE OF THE CURRENCY.
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RE/IDJUSTMENT OF THE PUBLIC DEBT. S3I

some cases i;pproaching the true note, only the letters and characters were

intentionally changed. Gamblers used them in piles to attract by-standers

and tempt them to join the game. Peddlers began to use them, and shops

open at night often rec ived them. Those discovered were mostly Bank of

Japan notes, the imitations of the Government and national banknotes being

very few. The audacity of imitators went so far as to apply their methods

to Government bonds. Spurious copies of these can be easily discovered by

ordinary men who can read. But fearing that it might impair the circulation

of these credit instruments, a law was passed in 189^ to put an end to such

practices. By this law the manufacture of or dealing in imitations of metallic

or paper money, whether issued by the Government or banks of issue, as

well as imitations of national or local debt bonds, are forbidden, under pen-

alty of imprisonment from one month to three years, with an additional fine

of from five to fifteen yen. If such articles be discovered by the police

or examiners at banks, etc., they must be mutilated. This enactment seems

to have had an effect, and less is now heard of this silly form of mischief.

The small paper currency is not liked and is becoming less year by year

as its redemption goes on. So, now we have a sound system of convertible

paper currency, and are free from the confusion and uncertainty which pre-

vailed before. Indeed, the credit of the Bank of Japan notes is so high that

they have never been at a discount, and they are preferred to silver yen in

the daily transactions of the people.
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CHAPTER V.

THE FUTURE MONEY STANDARD,

iV,

LOOKING TO THH GOLD BASIS.

HE unsolved part of the currency problem is the question of the

legal standard. The standard fixed in the original Coinage

Act is that of gold. But the issue of silver yen and the con-

version of the Government and the bank notes into silver

f^^i:^-£Mixi^ have made a gold standard merely nominal. Thus, practi-

cally, Japan is at present one of the silver-using countries.

Consequently, the fall of silver affects her financially and coinmercially. How
her payments for the purchase of men-of-war, for instance, from gold-

standard countries are affected may be seen from the following table:

Tabic I.—Comparison of the y^niottnt in Silver Yen at the Mar/iet Rate of
Exchange needed to provide for Sterling Payments in Foreign Countries.

I
i

The increas'' of the burden was felt by the Government. The fall of silver

advanced the prices ofexportable goods—among others, rice; but the advance

in rice means the general enhancement of prices, as already mentioned. The
nominal amount of ihe exports also increased; so that both the internal and

external trade was a.tected. By 1893, the fall of the yen. measured by

pounds, francs, and dollars, became excessive, as shown on the following page.
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Tabic II.— The Rate of Exchange of Silver Yen for the Pouiut Steriing,

Franc, and U. S. Dollar.

Years.

1874

187^
1876
1S77.

1878

1879
1880
1881

1882

i88^

1884

188s
1886

1887
1888

1889
l8qo
l8qi

1892

189?

Exchange for One Yen
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THK COMMISSION'S SUMMING UP.

In fact, the gold party was in a majority; but all were against any sud-

den change except one member. In May, the matter was brought up at the

general meeting, and after four days of heated discussion the tinal resolution

was taken. The causes of the depreciation of the white metal were declared

to be: I. The increase of production. 2. A decrease in the cost of produc-

tion. 3. A comparatively slow increase of the demand for silver. 4. A
decrease of the industrial use of silver, s. The effect of increased produc-

tion is concentrated on a very small portion of the stock of silver, such as

bullion and full-quality silver coins, thus making the result more telling. 6.

The production of gold is less, compared with the ever-increasing supply of

silver. 7. The increase of the use of gold for coinage. 8. The increase of

the industrial use of gold. q. The increase of the tendency to hoard gold.

The effects of the depreciation on silver-using countries were thus

enumerated: i. Increase in the silver value of exports. 2. Rise of prices.

3. Profits for debtors and tax-payers. 4. Advantages reaped by agricultur-

ists. ',. Industrial and commercial prosperity. 6. Increase of the revenues

of the State. 7. Increase of the demand for labor. 8. Increase of the ex-

penditures. 9. Suffering of wage-earners, etc. 10. Losses for creditors.

II. Rise of speculative undertakings. 1:3. Increase of goods imported from

gold-using countries.

The effects on gold-using countries were summed up thus: 1. Advantage

of creditors. 2. Fall of prices of goods imported from silver-using countries.

3. Decrease of expenditures of the State. 4. Fall of prices, s. Loss felt by

debtors and tax-payers. 6. Depressed state of industry and commerce. 7.

Fall of the rate of interest. 8. Suffering of the agricultural class. 9. De-

crease of revenues. 10. Loss of those who pay wages, salaries, etc. 11.

Decreased demand for labor. 12. Increase of importation from silver

countries.

Those affecting both countries were divided into two. 1. Hindrances to

commercial transactions between gold and silver countries. 2. Withdrawal

of capital invested by gold countries from those using silver.

The effects on Japan were concluded to be as follows: 1. Increase of ex-

ports. 2. Rise of prices and suffering of wage-earners. 3. Profit for debtors

and tax-payers, and C(. nsequent loss by creditors. 4. Prosperity of com-
merce, industry, and agriculture. 5. Increase of revenues and expenditures.

6. Increased demand for labor. 7. Prevalence of the speculative spirit and

luxury. 8. Rise of prices of goods imported from gold countries. 9. Open-
ing of the mint absorbing redundant silver. 10. Trade with gold countries

hindered and capital withdrawn by them.

The effects were deemed beneficial by ten against five members. When
the final question on the best standard was put, the strife increased. On
the first question, "Are we to change the standard.^" there were eight

affirmative against seven negative votes. Then, "What should be the stand-

i
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mend the compensatory ;ictinn of the binu-tjllic st.inchinl. This may exist

to some extent, but in the JouMe stand. ini the small lluctuations frequently

occur in ripples, while in the single one the undulation, though great, is ex-

tended over a long period, making the effect almost unfelt, as in the case of

ocean waves.

4. The standard must conform to the necessities of the country in which

it is applied. For uncivilized nations, shells and hides may do; but as we
advance, something better, such as silver, becomes necessary. As the unit

of prices rises by still higher advance toward civilization, silver becomes

too heavy, and something which embodies more value in less volume is

needed. This need is best satisfied by gold. Therefore, for the advanced

nations, gold must be made the standard by the very necessities of daily life,

while for backward countries silver will be more suitable.

Turning now to the case of Japan, she will before long reach the stage

when gold becomes necessary by: i. Arise of the unit of value. 2. An in-

crease of transactions. 3. Becoming a creditor country. 4. Importing raw
material and exporting manufactured goods, s. Increase of commercial re-

lations with gold-using countries. But at present it is premature to adopt

the gold standard at once. Therefore, making gold the object, we must be

simply contented just now with such preparations as: i. The stoppage or

limitation of the free coinage of silver. 2. Coining mostly gold. ^. Ac-

cumulating gold by increased exports and production. 4. Buying up the

output of neighboring gold mines, s. Collecting customs duties in gold.

6. Giving preference to those who pay in gold. 7. Placing the national

debt bonds in the market of gold countries. 8. Converting and retiring all

paper notes below five yen and increasing the specie basis in gold.

Another important tiuestion is the manipulation of the indeinnitv fund.

This is a question which may affect the world at large, and, theretore. its

treatment cannot be disregarded by commercial countries. However, so far

as the Author can see, there is no cause for anxiety, because the Japanese

tinanciers will do their best not to disturb the exchange market. They will

.ict with caution and circumspection in the transmission or disbursement of

the fund, which was received in gold to the amount cA £\},\bo.^'^q2 ;?s. ^d.,

and was all deposited in the Bank of England. In case the Japanese tinances

were strained, as some superlicial observers used to announce, there might

be a risk of precipitate action. But just the contrary being the c;ise, and the

financial strength of the country being far greater than expected even by her

tinanciers themselves, the rest of the world has less to fear from the mode of

handling the fund. If by the late war the military and naval strength of

Japan were vindicated, the skill and development of her financering must at

the same time be acknowledged. After being engaged in an enterprise

involving the sending across the sea of more than 300.000 men, and keeping

them there for a period of a year and a half, it is nothing short of marvelous

that the national finances should have been kept free from all disturbance.
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CONCLUSION.

Not only in its banking and currency, but almost in all other respects,

Japan was far behind the so-called civilized nations, having long been kept

down by the iron rule of feudalism. Things went on smoothly enough so

long as the organization of society was simple and homogeneous. But as

it became more complex and active, as the comparatively recent decay of

feudalism set in, there was an outbreak of confusion and turmoil. In the

Restoration a new era dawned, but still the turbulent condition lasted, being

intensified by crude and vague ideas of things European. At last, after a

great many failures and miscarriages, the so-called "best out of every

country " policy bore a fruit peculiar to Japan. A banking system was
firmly established, and the currency was made stable and trustworthy,

equal to those of the highly civilized countries. Success, however, was won
only after a series of struggles and contentions. Those who do not know
how much latent energy existed before the opening up of the country may
say '

' these are all apish imitations. " But a moment's reflection and a glance

at what has been described may raise the question whether so much can be

achieved by imitations only. There must be a strong digestive and assim-

ilating power at least, for the attainment of reforms and improvements of

such amplitude. If, therefore, Japan cannot expect the world to admire her

or learn from her, she has at least a right to be investigated more and known
better, instead of being slighted and despised, and even subjected to extreme

contempt, as was the case before her success in the war with "the Sick

Man of the Far East." She has sent men over to Europe to investigate and

study the best of everything practically and theoretically. From her univer-

sity many able and active young men come out every year and enter public

and private service. Not only in material sciences, but in politics, law,

economics, and puolic finance, the newest theories are carried into practice.

For those who are not prejudiced, Japan is thus the best place for investi-

gating the practical working of economic theories. Moreover, the rapidity

of the progress which she has made increases the interest which she offers

to scientific observers.

If what has been herein described can arouse a sense of interest in the

minds of impartial investigators, the Author will be amply satisfied, even if

he fails to secure the attention of the general public in the New and the Old

World.
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Appendix C.

Prices of Government Bonds.

YlAU.

1878

1879
1880
1881

1882

1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888

1889
1890
1891

1892

1893
1894
1895

Four
Per Cent.
Shinkoui.

65.932
65.036

53.000

54970
65.662

74.405

74709
94.138

94-747
89.492
99.320
86.723
90.002

9?. 832
98.307

95655
94.274

Five
Per Cent.
Kinroku.

102.735
102.104

99.807
99.983
97.891

98.547
IOI.I48
106.062

103.633
98.018

Five Per Cent.
Coiuolidation

Louia.

101.578

101.445
101.015

99.866
100.451

101.726
106.962

IOS.27O

99.676

Five
Per Cent.
Kaigun.

101.917
100.832

100. S30
99.021

99-714
101.115

106.361

104.455

98.876

Appendix D.

National Debt in Japan.

(Prom the "British Economic Association Journal" of June. 189s.)

I. The Origin of the National Debt.—The sudden change from a long-established feudalism

to a unified form of the State at the beginning of the Meiji era called forth many exten.sive and

resolute political and financial schemes. Among others, the surrender, or rather the restoration to

the Emperor, of their possessions by the feudal lords (Daimios) made it necessary to remunerate

them for their patriotic sacrifice. Also, vassals who formerly depended upon tiieii lords had to be

supported by the State. For this purpose each Daimio and his vassals received bonds which were

computed according to their former income. Previous to this drastic reform, bonds were given to

those who gave up privileges and were in need of capital. The amount was computed in the case

of perpetual hereditary pensions at half of six years' pension, and in the case of life pensions at half

of four years, the moiety being paid in cash in both cases. Thus the feudal pensioners became

holders of the public bonds.

In addition to this, the debts of the feudal lords were converted into St.ite liabilities, and the

.ibolition of Riu Kiu viceroy, the confiscation of temple lands, etc., increased the burden of the

State, and the amount of bonds issued rose to:
YBM.

Old Loan 10,972,725

New Loan 1 2,422, 12;

Voluntary Capitalized Pension Bonds iO,<>6s,8oo

Pro-rata Pension Bonds for Priests H4.ow
Hereditary Pension Bonds 1 73,902,900

Total 214,197,600

%
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In order to get the fund with which to pay feudal lords and vassals who surrendered their

pensions, and to meet other necessary expenses, the so-called Seven per cent. Sterling Loan was
raised in England, in 1873, to the amount of ;f3,400,ooo sterling, or 11,712,000 ytn(£,\ being the

equivalent to 4.88 yen). The actual sum received was ;f2,220,000 sterling, the issue price being

92.5 for 100, though the subscription reached to ;f9, 500,000. The principal of this loan was to be

paid by drawings in twenty-five years, so that it will be wholly redeemed in 1897, and the interest

was seven per cent., to be paid half-yearly. Though it is not now quoted highly in the London
market on account of the approach of the final redemption, it stood as high as ;fi 18 12s. in 1888;

and it is well known that the punctuality of the payment of both the principal and the interest of

the bond gave satisfaction to its holders. So much for the increase of the debt necessitated by the

abolition of the feudal system. We now pass to the debt called forth by financial necessities.

In the early days of the Restoration, the paper money issued by the Imperial Government did

not obtain popular confidence, and was at a discount for a long time. Consequently, in 1869 the

maximum amount of issue was fixed at 33,500,000 yen, and a decree was promulgated to convert

the paper notes into the new coins by 1 87 1
, and the amount not converted was to bear six per

cent, interest. But the Government was unable to carry out the promise of redemption when the

time matured, on account of the increase of expenditure, the difficulty of finding out the possessors,

etc. Hence, in 1871 , it was enacted that the owner of paper (notes) could have it converted into

six per cent, interest bonds if he liked. But the bond thus given in exchange was registered, and

its negotiation was inconvenient. By an act issued in !883, the bonds were changed into unregis-

tered bonds to the amount of 7,929,900 yen. This scheme, as well as the retrenchment in the ex-

penditure, was effective, and the value of paper notes gradually restored till it stood at par with

silver.

Then we come to debts raised for economical improvement. Among others, we must count

the Nine per cent. Sterling Loan, the first loan raised abroad for the purpose of developing the na-

tional resources by facilitating the means of communication. This was raised in London, in i8oq,

through the hand of the Oriental Bank Corporation, to the amount of ;f 1,000,000, or 4,800,000

yen (;^i=4.88 yen), at nine per cent, interest, it being already redeemed in 1882. With the pro-

ceeds of this loan the first railway—viz., the Tokio and Yokohama line'—was constructed.

After this, various loans were raised for the improvement of the means of transportation

,

especially for the construction of railways, the amount being:

TIN.

Public Works Loan 13,500,000

Nakasendo Railway Loan 20,000,000

Supplementary 2,000,000

New 2,000,000

Total 56,500,000

We must not forget to mention the debt incurred during the civil war of 1877, to tlie amount

of i5,ooo,ooQ yen at five per cent, (now 100,000,000 at seven and one-half per cent.), from the

Fifteenth National Bank; the Navy Loan, issued to the amount of 17,000,000 yen, for the purpose

of strengthening the naval fnrce, and the 22,000,000 yen non-interest-bearing fund for the conver-

sion of paper money into silver, borrowed from the Nippon Ginko, or the Bank of Japan. Besides,

there are the Consolidation Loan and the new War Loan. But these will be described in separate

sections.

Although there are floating debts in the form of Treasury bills issued in each fiscal year to

meet temporary necessities, these are to be redeemed within the year of issue, and the total amount

i'. fixed in the budget. Hence, they do not occupy an important space in the stock exchange.

Thus it is evident that most of the loans were raised either by urgent political and financial

necessity, or for productive purposes; hence, the Japanese debt, unlike so many others, was not

raised in order to delay the financial embarrassment caused by continual deficit.

II. The Consolidation Loan.—The debts hitherto mentioned differed not only in the manage-

ment and redemption, but in the rate of interest. Moreover, by the development of credit organi-

zations and the general economy, the rate of interest began to fall, and the rate, which oscillated
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between twelve and eight per cent, before, descended to seven per cent, in 1886. At the same
time, the price of bonds gradually rose; for instance, six percent, hereditary bonds, which stc-Jat

64-7S3 yen in 1881, rose to 105.181 yen in 1886. Hence, the time became ripe for the conversion

of the debt, and in 1886 the celebrated drastic law called the Consolidation of the Public Loan
Act was issued, to convert all debts above six per cent, interest, and to consolidate the various

loans issued under different regulations. The main features of this act are:

I. The total amount of the issue to be limited to 175,000,000 yen.

3. The rate of interest of the loan to be five per cent, per annum, payable half-yearly, in June

and December.

3. The bonds issued to be unregistered, bearing coupons, but convertible into registered bonds
at the option of holders.

4. The bonds to be of five denominations ; namely, 5000 yen, 1000 yen, 500 yen, 100 yen,

and $0 yen.

5. The principal to be redeemed by lot within fifty years, counting from the sixth year after

the issue.

6. Drawing for redemption to take place at the Nippon Ginko, the amount of the bonds so

drawn being advertised in the official gazette.

7. The payment of the principal or interest not to be allowed after the lapse of full fifteen or

five years respectively from the month of payment.

8. Application for the issue of new bond or coupon to be made to the Nippon Ginko, its

branch offices, or agencies, when it is lost, defaced, destroyed, or mutilated.

Q. Application signed by both transferor and transferee to be made to the Nippon Ginko, its

branch offices or agencies, when registered bond is sold or otherwise transferred, etc.

The amounts actually issued of this loan were:

riN.

In 1887 36,564,4'!0

'888 23,9S3,900

"889 24,316,950

'890 3,347.450

•89« 19,462,450

1892 40,850,350

•893 "7.<'87,90o

Total 16^^,482,450

In this way, various debts above six per cent, interest were converted to the amount of t66,-

482,450 yen; and the kinds of debt still remaining are nine, as shown below:

Kinds.

Old Loan
New Loan
Hereditary Pension Bonds
Loan for the Suppression of the South-Western Rebellion

Navy Loan
Consolidated Loan
Loan for the redemption of paper money
Railway Loan
New Foreign Loan

Principal.

YBM.

5,935,27'

7,831.100

30,397,120,
10,000,000,

10,900,000

106,482,4SO
22,000,000,

2,000,000,

2,110,112,

SOO
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

Rttt of
Interest.

PBR CBNT.

O

4

75'
s

i

o

5

S

Time of
Redemp-

tion.

1921

1896
1906
1807

1923

'947
1912

1948
1897

.vh

'fi
" t«l,.s
ilrm

*i,

4'

111. The New (Var Loan.—The outbreak of the war with China forced upon the country an

enormous expenditure. This is inevitable when a country is engaged in an extensive war beyond

its border, and especially across the sea. In order to meet the necessity, the new War Loan was
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laised to the amount of i;o,ooo,ooo yen at five per cent, in 1894, and to this 100,000,000 more

were added in 1895. The first loan was called twice—viz. , in August and December of 1894,

respectively.

The first call was for )o,ooo,ooo, and the minimum price of subscription was fixed at par.

But the subscribed amount reached 77,002,6^0 yen, or 47,002,650 yen above the sum needed, and

of this I i,627,8so were above par, and some were as high as 143.44 for 100 yen. At the second

call the amount was so,ouo,ooo and the minimum price wasp; for 100 yen. This unfavorable

condition of issue was necessitated by the state of the money market, which is usually strained at

the close of every year. But the siibscriotion exceeded by the enormous sum of 40,374,750 yen,

and some ranged as high as 1 30 yen. It is to be observed that among the subscribers were for-

eigners residing in Tokio and Yokohama. If the war continues, the Government can still issue

1 70.000,000 yen, and the nation is ready to meet the call. Although there are rumors founded on

expectations that at least a part of the remainder may be borrowed abroad, the desire of the people

at large rather inclines to the internal loan. The reasons alleged on their side ar; that the financial

strength of the country is more than we expected; that the state of the money market is not

strained, as it was predicted; that there are money returns from the seat of war and from the pur-

chase of goods at home; and, lastly, that we must fight not only with our soldiers, but with our

money. But the strongest reason is that if we borrow in gold from gold-standard countries, which

seems the natural course, the probability of future losses through the fall of silver deters us from

offering a higher rate than three per cent., at which it may perhaps be difficult to find a lender.

IV. Summary.—From what has been stated, the condition of the credit of our country must

appear satisfactory even to a staunch pessimist. Especially when we survey the result of the war,

the War Loan, which is quite a new-born child, can be safely made the object of investment not

only for our countrymen, but for the foreign capitalist, especially as it is now quoted very low in

the stock exchange. But if this loan is not acceptable on account of its being not yet fully paid

up, the Consolidated Loan is the best way of investing the foreign capital. In this way the super-

fluous capital in Europe and America cin get a comparatively high rate of interest, and our country

can reap the benefit thereby without undergoing the troublesome task of issuing a foreign loan and

being opposed by the patriotic cry: " Why not let us fight with our own money! "

According to the budget estimate for the financial year 1895-96, the total amount of national

debt raised by the Imperial Government during the interval between 1873 and May of 1894, rises to

502,'J7i,900 yen. But 237,599,324 yen of the debt were redeemed till the latter period, and thus

we get the sum of 264,772,676 yen. To this we must add 80,000,000 yen of the new War Loan,

and deduct from it 219,844.50 yen of old debt redeemed in December, 1894; hence, the existing

national debt stands at 344,453,221.50 yen, a burden not too heavy for a country like Japan. In

the same budget the sum to be paid out as the capital and interest of the national debt is estimated

at 24,344,571.438 yen, and this, compared with the total revenue of 90,300,709.453 yen, is only

26.95 per cent, of the latter. When we consider that there are countries which pay more than

half of their revenue as the interest of their debt, while only 16,016,683.026 yen, that is to say,

only 17.73 per cent, of the revenue, is paid as the interest by Japan, the discrepancy becomes

wider, and the fact that the credit of the latter country has been hitherto too lowly estimated by

the world at large becomes more evident.
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to such apparent business perplexity, debasement has b'^en so energetically

and skillfully practised, as to invest the genuineness of the coin with so great

suspicion, that purchasers in the markets have to supply themselves with

genuine and debased cash to facilitate purchases, as there are articles which

the genuine cash only will buy, and others which are sold for the debased.

The antiquity of the use of rd^A is established by authentic proof. Chinese

writers discuss, with every assurance of accuracy, events happening several

thousand years ago; and, while in no country in the world does age receive

greater reverence than in China, there Is a national sentiment which places

so little value on the importance of time, as an element of consideration in the

affairs of life, that native historians may not always have fully appreciated

the studious research demanded by modern scholars as a first qualification

to write authentically of remote events. From the collections of numis-

matists, there appears to have been in existence, as early as b. c. 524, a

Chinese coin, with a square hole in the middle, similar to that seen in the

cash now in daily use; while another account credits the origination of

round cash to a Chief Minister of the Han dynasty, in the twelfth century,

before our era. But however the issue may be decided as to the precise

time when cash was first used as a coin, the date is sufficiently remote to

prove that copper has existed as a purchasing power, and that it has main-

tained such, in more or less degree, for centuries in China.

This small copper coin, the tenth part in value of a cent, is the chief aim

of acquisition by the Chinese laborer, for it supplies his wants and satisfies

his aspirations. The use of such small denominational currency indicates

wants which, to the laborers of the Occident, must appear easy to satisfy;

but the returns of labor in the Orient demand the industry of a day, as in

the other parts of the world, and the Chinese laborer must bestir himself

from early dawn until evening to win the requisite number of cash to sup-

ply his necessities. Amid changing dynasties, this coin has remained un-

changed in the performance of its monetary functions, and the merchants of

China trade on as small margins to-day as they did at the date of the earliest

records of commercial transactions in China.

PAPER CURRENCY.

The introduction of paper currency into China appears to have been due

to the use of seals, and is very closely connected with the history of print-

ing. When it became the custom of certain Chinese officials to give a

money value to certain articles by impressing their seals upon them, the idea

of paper money was naturally suggested. Seals were borrowed from West-

ern Asia, and the Chinese having made them, and cut upon them their own
writing, they were used in giving validity to official documents as well as a

manifest proof of their genuineness. Their use was extended by subsequent

legislation by giving one to every officer, and the grade of the official was
indicated by the metal from which the seal was made—those made of silver
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being given to officers of the first and second rank, and the copper seals of

the Taotais being a continuation of the old rule which has come down from

331 B. c. The seal may also be accepted as marking the visible sign of the

change from feudalism to centralization; the official who carried it admitted

his representative capacity and acknowledged the Imperial head of the State

from whom he received it.

The most reliable date of the introduction of paper into China is stated

to be about a. d. 200, but seven centuries passed before books were

printed, and as many as eight before paper currency was systematically

adopted by the Chinese Government. The long interval between the intro-

duction of paper and the adoption of a paper currency is attributed to the

habit of the workmen of first cutting into the material of the seal instead of

cutting the inscription in relief; but when the thought occurred that relief

cutting would leave a white ground, with a red or black inscription, the in-

vention of blank forms and the printing of books followed.

I

"FLYING MONEY."

A. D. 806 is the most reliable date of the first appearance of paper cur-

rency, and it was then that bills of exchange were called "flying money."

By an Imperial ordinance, then first made, merchants in the capital could

receive Government bills in return for copper money, and at any of the pro-

vincial capitals the provincial treasurer could pay the amount stated upon

the bill. This system of banking was a facility offered to merchants by the

Government, and was again in operation about the year a. d. 960, a bureau

being instituted at the capital for the transaction of the business. And in

A. D. \02}, when copper became so scarce in the province of Szechuen that

an attempt was made by the Government to relieve the wants of the situa-

tion by the introduction of iron cash coinage, the failure was so seriously

felt that paper notes were again put in circulation at Chengtu, it being

stipulated that such notes were to be returned every three years, an idea

which originated with the wealthy merchants, and being accepted by the

Government, the merchants were left to conduct the business. When the

Golden Tartars conquered North China in a. d. 1
1
50, they adopted a paper

currency, because of the scarcity of copper, and during the succeeding cen-

tury of their reign, as during the century following of Mongol domination,

the most strenuous efforts were made to maintain a paper medium.

The following details of the progress of paper money are given by Martin,

in his history of China: In the year 119 b. c, paper money was used by the

Chinese; sometimes a nominal currency was issued on pieces of skin a foot

square, or on pasteboard; in the Tang dynasty, a. d, 807, the currency was
more regular and copper only used for coining. Contributions were obliged

to be made to the treasury, for which "theSian," voluntary money, was
issued; a. d. 960, notes were issued for merchandise deposited in the public

treasuries like pawnbrokers' duplicates; they were called "Pien ch'ien," or
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accommodation money, were everywhere negotiable, made on paper a foot

square, with their current value stamped on them, and had an official seal.

Subsequently, a system of cheques was issued to replace the heavy iron coin-

age used. About the tenth century, a better system of banking was intro-

duced; bills of exchange were issued, payable every three years. About the

twelfth century, the public creditors were paid by the issue of notes, or con-

tracts in nominal value, ranging from 200 to 1000 cash. The extent to which

these were issued toward the close of the century is stated to have been

28,000,000 ounces of silver. Different provinces, also, issued their own
paper, and a great monetary confusion arose.

PAPER MONEY IN THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY.

Marco Polo, the Venetian traveler, who resided in China for upward of

twenty years, about the year a. d. 1256 thus describes the mode in which

paper money was then made and issued by the Emperor, or Grand Khan, in

the city of Peking. The bark is stripped from a tree (the mulberry), on the

leaves of which the silk-worm feeds. It is first well soaked in water, then

pounded in a mortar into a pulpy consistency, and then made into paper of

a dark color, which is cut into oblongs of different sizes and values. These

notes are signed by special officers, and stamped with the Emperor's seal,

which attaches value to it. The penalty for forgery is ueath. This money
is circulated throughout the empire, and any article can be procured by those

who have this money. When these notes are damaged from use, they are

exchanged at the mint for new ones, at the charge of three per cent. ; the

holders could obtain gold or silver for them anytime, by applying at the

mint, provided the metal was intended to be manufactured into orna-

ments, drinking cups, etc. The armies of the Emperor were paid with this

currency. One of the Government notes extant during the Ming dynasty

has the following on one half of it: "At the petition of the treasury board,

it is ordained that paper money thus marked with the Imperial seal of the

Ming shall have currency and be used in all respects as if it were copper

money; whosoever disobeys will have his head cut off."

liii

ABOLITION OF PAPER FOR SILVER.

When the Mongols were driven from power, says Klaproth, they had

ruined China by their paper money; and notwithstanding the effort of the

Ming dynasty to revive paper currency by recalling the old and issuing new
notes for 100 to 1000 cash, and trying to keep up their value by forbidding

traffic in gold or silver, the value of the notes declined in 1448 to three cash

of copper to 1000 cash paper. And in a. d. 1455, although the Government
decreed the taxes to be paid in paper money, forbidding the use of metal

money, the nominal Government currency gradually declined and was finally

abandoned, as the products of the Mexican and Peruvian silver mines flowed
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into the ports of Southern China through the agency of foreign trade. Notes

were finally abolished about a. d. 1620, the conquest of silver over paper

having occupied about a century. But silver had been used in China as

money long before the introduction of American silver, though the impor-

tation of American silver was found the unfailing stream through which the

ruling currency of China was kept in circulation ; and the discovery of the

silver mines in America is the cause of the dominance of silver in China as

the currency in all large transactions. Eighty years after the discovery of

America and sixty-one years after the Pacific Ocean was first seen by Bilboa

from the mountain-tops of Nicaragua, the import of silver had been so large

that seven or eight ounces had the value of one ounce of gold.

In a work by Wang-liu, published in 1831, the point is made that silver

was not employed as money before the Tang dynasty, a. d. 618, and that it

v/as then introduced. In another work, called "Si-chien," by Ku-Yen-Wu,
who died two centuries ago, it is stated that, before the Tang dynasty,

copper cash was the medium of exchange between the Government and

people, and silver had never come into use; but other authorities maintain

that at that time silver was already introduced in South China, meaning by

that term Canton and Kuangsi.

THE THREE BELTS OF CIRCULATION.

The exposition of Chinese history by Ku-Yen-Wu shows that there were,

in regard to money circulation, three belts of country; that in the extreme

south, gold and silver were in use, Canton being the centre of trade; in

middle China, all along the Yang-tse into Szechuen, copper cash were used

everywhere as the medium of exchange—the first and second belt being

ruled from Nanking as the centre; and in the north, vvhich was under Tartar

administration, copper coin and grain were employed as a double medium
of exchange. From this account of the circulation of silver, it appears that

it began to be a currency in South China first, and at a time when China

sent her prefects regularly to rule in Cochin-Chinese and Cambodian cities;

and the silver, which circulated by weight in Canton in a. d. =joo, would be

partly Burmese, as it was then abundantly produced in Burmah, and partly

what Arabian merchants and others brought from distant ports; for Arabian

merchants probably shared Lhe commerce of the southern provinces of China,

as there are many proofs of the activity of Arab merchants from the Han
dynasty downward. So much for remote history.

) .
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CURRENCY OF THE PRESENT.

But the date of the introduction of silver into China and the capacity of

the silver mines of China are not of so much practical interest to the business

man as a knowledge of the silver currency now in use. It is doubtful if the

traveler or merchant can now visit any province of China where he will

\mf
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not find in circulation the Mexican dollar, which seems to supply a great

desideratum of the Chinese merchant, and passes current throughout the

empire. The tael is the money of account and the base of all monetary

transactions in China, it is supposed to be a certain weight of silver, called

sycee silver, and in shape resembles the shoe of a Chinese woman. The
tael is not issued by the Government ; it is in no way vouched for or guaran-

teed by any legal authority; and yet it is the standard of value in all money
transactions, while in appearance only a rough ingot of silver, with variable

weight and fineness, and having no fixed standard. To add to the con-

fusion of sucii a money—circulated without authority, stamped by no gov-

ernment, varying in weight in different parts of China—not only is there a

difference in the value, but often more than one kind of tael is used at the

same port. It would be perplexing to attempt any minute account of all

these current taels; and as Shanghai is the largest treaty port in China, it

would probably be more intelligent to give a general explanation of the tael

currency as it is found in Shanghai, an interesting paper on which has been

written by James K. Morrison.

There is at Shanghai what is called a Shanghai tael weight and a Shanghai

tael currency, the lat'er having no existence as a coin, and yet being the

money of account; and, as stated, being "only a certain weight of silver

called sycee silver, of a variable fineness within certain limits, but adjusted

by the addition of a premium or betterness to a fancied standard, and the

product dealt with or worked out in an arbitrary manner ruled by custom.

The standard is called fancied, because it cannot be found to be clearly laid

down by the Chinese what the standard of fineness is on which they work."

SYCEE SILVER.

A word as to what is meant by sycee silver may be of intelligent interest.

The word sycee is called by the Chinese "wan yin," meaning pure silver;

and sycee, as used in Shanghai, is cast into ingots, or shoes, weighing about

fifty Shanghai or Chauping taels weight. In some parts of China, ingots of

lesser weights may be seen, but this is seldom. In making sycee, which is

usually done at Shanghai by melting down silver bars imported from Europe

and America, the melters impress on each shoe their "chop," or name, and

one or two characters giving reference to the record of the date of casting,

the weight and premium. When the "shoes" are cast, they are inspected

by an official called the "kung koo," not appointed by the Government, but

selected by the Chinese bankers and money-changers and paid a small fee

of so many cash on each shoe he inspects; and when satisfied, the kung koo

writes on each shoe in black ink in large Chinese characters its weight and

the premium it bears, and then the shoes of sycee are ready for circulation.

In order to guard more effectively against fraud, not only are the melter

and inspector individually responsible, but deadly penalties are enforced

against their heirs for all time.
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Mr. Morrison gives an example of the method used for arriving at the

value of the sycee in Shanghai currency as follows:

1. The weight of the sycee is taken in Chauping taels.

2. To this is added the premium or betterness that the sycee bears, and
which is marked by the kung koo on each shoe.

5. The combined sum of weight and premium is then divided by q8, and'

the result is taels Shanghai currency.

The calculation in figures is given as follows:

Say sixty shoes of sycee weigh Chauping taels 2,002.^7

Premium averaging 2.707 taels per shoe, or 5.4? per cent i92-4=;

Divide by .98 !,is^.02

Gives in Shanghai taels currency ;, 210,41

The premium represents the fineness of sycee and ranges from four to

six per cent., or from two to three taels on each shoe of about fifty taels

weight. Different reasons are given for the two per cent, mentioned under
No. 5 or the dividing by .98. One is that it is an old custom ; another that

it represents the kung koo's fees and melter's profits; while a third is that it

did not originally exist, but is the arbitrary act of an impecunious viceroy who
desired to fill his exhausted treasury. However, the two per cent, in no
way affects the value of the Shanghai currency.

THE STANDARD OF SYCEE.

The necessity of having a standard of fineness, as well as a working
standard, is apparent, particularly as the premium added to the weight of

the silver varies; and yet it is difficult to ascertain from the Chinese, with

their characteristic disregard for accuracy in such matters, what the standard

of sycee is. Some place the standard of sycee of six per cent, at six per

cent, under 1000 (pure silver); others say it is 998, and still others fix the

standard at 916.66. The shipment of sycee to the Indian mints, extending

over a long term of years, has made it possible to ascertain, with reasonable

accuracy, the proportion of pure silver in 1000 taels of Shanghai sycee.

While particular shipments varied as much as from one-half of one per cent,

below to one-half of one per cent, above the usual standard, it was found

that 916.66 Chauping taels weight of pure silver was the average output of

1000 taels of Shanghai currency. This (916.66) is the standard accepted by

foreign bankers in China for the Shanghai tael currency. That is, if the

Shanghai tael existed as a coin it would contain 916.66 parts of pure silver

in 1000 parts. There is a difficulty, however, in accepting 916.66 as the

standard on which the Chinese work their system of premiums. It is neces-

sary to eliminate the two percent, "custom," which makes the working

standard on which the Chinese calculate the premium to be Q'?S-37- Work-
ing on this standard, and assuming the highest premium sycee can bear to

be six per cent., we arrive at a maximum fineness for Shanghai sycee of

11 .
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991.50. This is nearly one per cent, short of being pure silver, but it is

above the average fineness of sycee as now met witii. To bring it up to

pure silver 1000 touch, it will require a premium of about 6.91 per cent, on

the standard named. The original standard of sycee, which must have been

founded on the difference between a standard and pure silver, was probably

943.396. Although this standard is much higher than the present working

standard, it is believed to be the one on which the currency system of Shang-

hai was originally founded. Assuming that this is substantially correct, it

shows that "sycee, like everything else connected with coinage in China,

has deteriorated very considerably." If the two per cent, referred to above

did not originally exist, but was brought into force when the standard was

943. 396, it would reduce the value of the tael to 924.528. Or, it is not at all

improbable that "various squeezes" gradually brought the standard down
to 935.374 ; and finally the two percent, reduction was made, further reducing

the intrinsic worth of the currency tael 10916. 66, as it is at present, but leaving

the system of premium to be calculated on the previous quality of 935.374.

However this may be, the present Shanghai currency tael contains 916.666

parts of pure silver in 1000 parts; or, in other words, 1000 taels of Shanghai

sycee ought to contain on an average 916.666 Chauping taels of pure silver.

The assays in India practically confirm this standard. The actual weight of

sycee required to equal a Shanghai tael varies according to the premium the

sycee bears; but actual weighing and experience fix the ratio at 930
Chauping taels to 1000 taels Shanghai currency. If a Shanghai tael coin

were to be issued, based exactly on the present tael currency, it would

weigh 565.697 grains troy, of which 916.666 parts would be pure silver and

83.334 parts alloy.

THE STATUS OF GOLD IN CHINA.

From the earliest dawn of civilization, gold has retained its preeminence

among the precious metals. A Chinese author of the second century writes

that gold early attracted attention because of its weight and beauty, and

gives the following reasons why it has retained superior value and been held

in higher esteem than other metals: It does not tarnish with time; it does

not become lighter when melted, even if it goes into the crucible a hundred

times; and it yields without manipulation to the artificer. Writing on the

subject a century later, Pliny substantially affirms this account of the supe-

rior estimate placed upon gold, and says that the superiority of gold is in

its losing no weight when in the melting-pot, or in a funeral pyre on the

occasion of a cremation ; even when drawn into wire the hands are not

soiled by it, as is the case when silver, copper, or lead is handled. It is also

capable of being spread out into a thinner leaf than any other metal, and is

divisible into a greater number of parts, and there is no other metal which

can vie with gold in the facility with which it can be spun and woven like

wool, so as to take the place among materials which compose textile fab-
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rics. It is related that some of the Roman kings wore golden tunics when
they triumphed; and Pliny records that he saw, at a naval sham-fight, at

which the Emperor Claudius was present, the Empress Agrippina seated

beside him, who wore a robe woven entirely of gold thread.

From the ancient records it can be learned that gold was abundant in

Europe and Asia at the earliest date of authentic history. In Europe it was
found in the Tagus, the Po, the Hebrus, and in Thrace, during the time of

the Roman Empire; while, in Asia, it was found in the Pactolus, in Asia

Minor. The Ganges was famed for its gold. The Persian Monarchy was
enabled to use gold for coin because of the quantities brought from the Ural

and Altai mountains, and the rivers which flowed from them; and in Spain,

mountains otherwise unproductive, were found to produce gold. In China,

the chief places mentioned as producing this metal are Yunnan and Szechuan,

Kiangsi, Canton, Kuangsi, and Fukien.

The Chinese collect gold in the sands of rivers, melt rocky masses, per-

severing until they separate the metal from its stony envelope. Formerly,

the Chinese treated the ore in a furnace, but there is no account, until recently,

of their using powder to break up rocks, for which both dynamite and

powder are now used. The gold mines of China, however, have never

been worked according to any system now recognized as effective. The
gold which has been extracted has been hoarded or sold to goldsmiths, and

its use in buying and selling has been in the form of uncoined metal, sold

by weight ; its important stability of value having caused it to be everywhere

acceptable in payment for commodities.

Translations from the " Peking Gazette" show that the rich families of

Peking are parting with their hoards of gold because of the large price it com-
mands in silver; and as the property-holders of China count their treasures

in taels of silver, t.iC satisfaction of seeing their wealth apparently increased

so rapidly, is a temptation they find it difficult to resist. It is related that,

in Chinese life, it is quite common for rich families to become poor, and that

in such cases gold ornaments will be exchanged for silver, thus proving that

the ambition to count wealth by numbers, without a proper regard for real

value, has added to the quantity of gold in the markets of China, and

increased the amount exported to foreign countries. As China is a silver-

using country, and as there has been no rise in the average prices of native

commodities simultaneously with the fall in the value of silver, these facts

have naturally stimulated the desire of the Chinese to exchange their gold

for silver, thus doubling the purchasing power of their means in the markets

of their country. The demands of the gold-using countries have also been

felt in the money markets of China, opening wider the door for the exporta-

tion of gold, infusing life and activity into the markets, and adding to the

advantages in exchange in favor of the resident Chinaman who owned gold

and who lived on the native products of China. With such forces at work
in business, the purchasing power of gold continued to appreciate, and
although the value of silver as compared with gold depreciated, yet, as

i
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II.

CHINESE BANKING

ANCIENT AND MODERN.

THE ABSENCE OF GOVERNMENT REGULATION.

ROM what has been written with reference to the money cur-

rent in China, the conclusion is clear that its value, as a

means of purchase or exchange, is what custom has given

to it; changed from time to time and made different in the

diflferent provinces by the decisions and acts of the mer-

chants. There is probably no government in the world that

has so little to do with the money circulating within its borders, or which may
properly be the subject of legislation, as the Government of China; but this

non-use of a most important prerogative of sovereignty will not appear so

surprising when it is considered that China is also about the only nation in

the world without a public treasury. The Central Government is supported

by contributions, as it were, from the different provinces; and even the

foreign representatives of China are not paid from Peking, certain provinces

being required to contribute to the support of certain legations of the Gov-

ernment.

This irregular system, apparently without chart, and from which the

influence of the Central Government seems eliminated, exists equally in

connection with the banking system of China. It would seem that if a law

were necessary for any purpose whatever potential in the regulation of

business affairs, it would be essential to define the functions and responsi-

bilities of the institutions used to facilitate commerce and trade, and which

are often constituted the great trustees of public wealth. A warrant or

charter for a bank, by the Government of China, would, says Williams, in his

"Middle Kingdom," carry no weight with it, and banking corporations are

unknown. There is a requirement, due more to the custom among mer-

chants than to any special act of the Government, that a bank can be

» f
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opened by any person or company by making certain payments to the

Government; and while this requirement is sometimes called a law, it does

not deserve the name, although the decisions of the merchant class of

Chinese are received by Chinese business men as having the authority and

binding force of laws. This fact evidences the confidence reposed in the

banks, and illustrates how the community of interest establishes a necessity

for mutual confidence, and how that confidence encourages the inviolable

observance of all banking functions. The Chinese bankers are thoroughly

impressed that honesty is the best policy; that principle is rigorously

enforced, and when violated, the consequences are always serious. As the

fundamental principle of the Government of China is parental, offences

committed by one member of a family must be atoned for by the relations of

the offender; which provides another safeguard against failures and defal-

cations by banks and bankers.

METHODS OF BANKING.

The trade of China is carried on mostly through banks. As already

indicated, they are private institutions, and are conducted upon about the

same general principles as prevail in other countries. They are composed of

one or more individuals, with equal or unequal shares, and sometimes using

only one name, although there may be several partners. The banks receive

money on deposit at one rate of interest, and, when lending, charge a higher

rate. They will discount their own bills, and often share profits on the

transactions undertaken by the borrower. When deposits are made, draw-

able at the option of the depositor, interest is allowed to the depositor;

though, in order to withdraw the deposit, or any part of it, the depositor

must duly notify the bank of such intention. When the deposit is made, a

receipt is given by the bank, in which the terms of the deposit are stated.

When a pass-book is given, which is more satisfactory and is often done, it

must be sent to the bank and the transactions are entered in it, either to the

debit of the depositor or credit of the bank. The pass-book needs to be

carefully kept; for, if lost, there is much difficulty in recovering the money
which has not been drawn. A note or receipt given for the money loaned at

compound interest would be illegal; but interest may be added to the prin-

cipal, and a new note, or receipt, given for the amount thus made, which

is held to be a new principal upon which interest may be charged; and this

may be done monthly, annually, or at any other period, according to agree-

ment. The rate of interest, regulated by custom or law, is about three per

cent, per month, or thirty-six per cent, per annum; and whatever sum may
be due as interest at the date of repayment, no more can be received or

demanded than the original sum lent and the lawful interest thereon, to any

amount not exceeding the principal; a proviso of the law which makes the

prompt collection of interest a necessary precaution against loss.
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CORPOREAL PUNISHMENT FOR DEFAULT.

When a debtor fails to fulfill his agreement, he is punished by blows

with the bamboo, the number being regulated according to the amount of

the debt, and the blows are repeated from month to month, until the agree-

ment is fulfilled. Sometimes, in lieu of blows, imprisonment is the punish-

ment for this species of delinquency. The repetition of tlie punishment, from

time to time, would seem exceedingly cruel ; but to the Chinese, who know
of no modification of the family law, out of which grows the mutual re-

sponsibility of relatives, it is regarded as a legitimate means of enforcing

payment by the debtor or some of his relations.

f:i

BILLS OF EXCHANGE.

Bills of exchange and promissory notes circulate from hand to hand,

and are either payable at sight or within a given period after sight, in which

(latter) case they are regularly "accepted"; sometimes they are made pay-

able at fixed periods. There is a certain sort of promissory note in cir-

culation which does not pass through the hands of more than three or four

successive persons, generally all of whom are well acquainted with each

other. The peculiarity of this form of note is that the original is not

indorsed in the manner customary in the United States, but, instead, a piece

of paper is attached to it, on which is written the reason why the note is

handed over to another person in the place of money. At the maturity of

this note, another peculiarity is that the holder does not apply for payment

to the drawer, but to the holder from whom he received it, and thus it

passes on to each indorser until it reaches the drawer; or the three or four

persons whose names are on the indorsement, including the actual holder of

the bill, call together on the drawee for payment, this mode being considered

the most simple and effectual. It will be seen that promissory notes of the

sort described are not so much notes of accommodation as security for the pay-

ment of money; and the discount on them varies according to the scarcity

of money or credit, but seldom exceeds more than one per cent, per month.

The usual medium of transmitting money is through letter of credit or bills

of exchange, and the cost of remittance is measured by the distance to those

places with which the bank issuing the letter of credit or bill of exchange

stands in relations of business. The business of many of the banks is con-

fined to their own and adjoining provinces, and the connections of only a

few extend beyond those limits. But whenever there are connections

between banks, the intercourse is maintained with the greatest regularity.

I-. ii

THE BANKS AND THE GOVERNMENT.

So much opposed are the banks of China to any connection with the

Government, that the employees are exempt from all such responsibility.
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There is an exception to this rule in the case of the Government shrofT; but

it is not so much an exception as a custom of every public officer superin-

tending any branch of the revenue to employ a shroff to receive the taxes

and duties. There is a bank, however, in each province, to which is con-

fided the keeping of the treasure of the local government and the collection

of the taxes, on which a commission of two per cent, is paid such banks.

But the banks which are considered the most important are those of dis-

count and deposit. These enjoy the greater degree of public confidence,

and are most encouraged by the Government. The chief of these banks are

those of deposit; the operations of which comprise discount, negotiations of

letters of exchange, advances on movable and immovable property, on mer-

chandise, and the exchanging of the precious metals. The number of such

banks it is difficult to determine; but the Government encourages their

augmentation.

One of the great resources of a Chinese bank is the negotiation of letters

of exchange of long date, sometimes for several years. But long terms are

not so frequent since the establishment of foreign banks at the treaty ports,

as such letters are not acceptable in foreign commerce.

The deposit banks, generally, have but small capital. Their business is

confined to allowing interest on the daily balances of the deposits, but they

engage X7.s- <} vis with their clients, and to them give all the possible facili-

ties, or they may make their clients advances. The practice is, in effect,

that a client having a deposit, may obtain on it, on occasions, nearly double

the sum he has deposited, and give only a simple personal guarantee under

his own signature. Bui this form of loan is not of long date, being mostly

from five to ten days, and at the rate of interest for the day.

BANKERS' CLEARINGS.

One of the operations—the most remarkable, perhaps—of the Chinese

banks, is their system of clearings, which may be compared, in excellence,

to the system prevailing at the clearing-houses of London, New York, and

other great commercial cities. Each depositor receives from his bank a book

of double column, in one of which are written to his credit all the sums that

he deposits, and in the other all the transactions that follow; the depositor

sends to the bank all the creditors for their payments, on the understanding

that he, each evening before closing his business, sends his bookkeeper with

the book in question, indicating what dispositions he has made. The next

morning, the bookkeepers of several banks meet, indicate in their books the

sums to be paid or to be received for their clients, and settle their balances

with cash or by other means. This system of clearing is not without diffi-

culty, not only as between bankers and negotiants, but also as between

employers and workmen. The method presents advantages in the economy
of time and in putting the daily savings of commerce in circulation. Yet,

when currency becomes scarce, the bankers of China, as elsewhere, seek
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not only to recover again the advances made to their clients, but also to

draw from their confreres the balances which may be due to them. It is

then that the custom ofthe Chinese banlts offers, perhaps, an advantage over

foreign banks; they give an average often to fifteen days for the payment

of these cash balances; the delay becomes palliative and the crisis is moder-

ated, or public opinion becomes reassured, for the banks have time to pro-

cure the needed relief from the banks of a neighboring province. A money
crisis in China, however, is rare, and when one occurs, it is quickly over.

At the appearance of financial trouble in a province, the Governor is author-

ized to aid the bank with such sums collected from taxes as may be at his

disposal; and, as the crisis generally happens at the end of the Chinese

year, the taxes are invariably retained till that period.

i1
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PAWNBROKERS AS BANKERS.

Pawnbrokers form such a numerous class, and are so intimately con-

nected with business, that no account of banking in China would be com-

plete without some account of pawnshops. The trade of lending money
on pledge is, doubtless, more universally practised in China than in any

other country in the world. It has been systematized in accordance with

rules defined with undeviating precision, and which permeate the entire

business life of the Chinese companies. It is regularly organized by virtue

of license issued by the Government, and for which certain taxes are annu-

ally paid. Classifications, according to grade, are made, which are regulated

by the difference in the amounts paid as license tax, as well as by the shape

and size of the buildings in which the business is conducted, and such

buildings are the most imposing in a Chinese city. All kirds of merchandise

may be accepted on pledge, the borrower paying a certain rate of interest

and submitting to established rules, which are unconditionally enforced.

The usual rate of interest is thirty-six per cent, per annum ; but, in the inter-

est of the poor, the rate is reduced to two per cent, per annum during the

winter months. Should the pledge remain unredeemed for three years, it is

disposed of by public sale; and, under certain circumstances, it may be sold

within a shorter period—the months for sale being the 2d, sth, 8th, 9th, and

1 ith of the year. The owner of the property pledged has his protection in

the severe penalties surely to be visited on the pawnbroker who violates his

trust, and in the rule that there can be no dissolution of the company with-

out the sanction of legal authority and a fee of one hundred dollars to have

the name of the company erased from the tax list.

u • i
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MONEY-LENDING COMPANIES.

in addition to pawnshops, and kindred thereto, there are what are called

money-lending companies. These are of two kinds; one called interest-

receiving societies and the other interest-receiving companies. The rules

3^
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which govern such companies are these: f/rs/.—The society must consist

of a definite number of members; each member is required to contribute an

equal sum to the common fund; a meeting must be held at the end of each

quarter, at which all members must be present; due notice of the meetings

must be given, and they must be held at the house of the president of the

club; the various sums contributed to the club are to be weighed and ex-

amined by him; and should important business or severe sickness prevent

any member attending, the member is required to appoint a suitable repre-

sentative.

Second.—At each properly notified meeting, the borrower must pay back

an installment of his loan, with interest at the rate agreed upon ; the install-

ment to be equal to the amount contributed by each individual to the fund

in the first instance; the interest to be divided equally amongst the members
of the club.

Third.—Each member shall, at each of the meetings, duly and properly

notified, contribute to the fund a sum equal to that which he contributed at

the first meeting. In order to give each an opportunity to borrow from the

collective amount thus raised, each member may deposit in the lottery box,

placed on the table for that purpose, a tender written in a legible hand, set-

ting forth the rate of interest which he is disposed to pay on the amount of

money he desires; the tender is then to be taken out of the box by the

president of the club; and he who is found to have made the highest offer is

declared the receiver of the loan; and should two or more persons make an

equal offer, he whose tender was first presented is awarded the loan.

Rule Fourth provides for a repast for the members, served either at the

residence of the president or at a neighboring tavern ; and the Fifth requires

that each member shall be provided with a book of the minutes of each

meeting, and any member failing to contribute to the general fund shall

have three days' grace; and then failing, shall pay a fixed fine every day
until the sum due is paid. The highest rate of interest I have seen stated as

paid for money thus borrowed is twenty-five per cent, per annum.

'vk
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LAND TENURE AND TAXATION IN CHINA.

JOME of the leading rules which govern the tenure of land and

the succession to estates in China may be of interest in con-

nection with what has been written on the currency and

banking of the empire.

It is a fundamental principle with the Chinese Govern-

ment that everything under the sun belongs to the Emperor,

and that all the people are his servants; and it is upon this maxim the doc-

trine is founded that all land belongs to the Crown. But the doctrine is

theoretical only ; for, from time immemorial the arable land of China has been

minutely divided among the general mass of cultivators ; and if the taxes due

the Government are paid, the liberty of the holder to convey the land is not

interfered with. So long as the taxes are paid, the rights o'. the private holder

are about as absolute as they are under any government, the interference of

officials being the exception, not the rule. This right extends to mortgages

and leases, and the terms used in contracts to sell or purchase land are the

same as those employed in the sale or buying of ordinary personal property.

In general, the tax on land is moderate, averaging about one-twentieth or

one-thirtieth of the gross produce; and owners who do not wish to cultivate

their land can lease it on terms that leave a margin in their favor after the

payment of the Government dues. Taxes are collected directly by officials of

the Government, and the middleman, who is regarded as indispensable in

almost every other business transaction in China, has no office in the collec-

tion of taxes, no place like the zamindar class of India, or hereditary rent

receiver or farmers-general of taxes; but it should be understood that the

principle of collecting taxes directly by officers of the Government is more
theoretical than practical, and in consequence the Government sustains large

losses. The principle is sound, but, like many laws of China likewise

sound and just, it is viciously executed, entailing much hardship and in-

justice.
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TWO KINDS OF TENURE.

There are two kinds of land tenure known to Chinese law; the military

and the common. But, with a people where the military class occupy the

lowest social grade, military tenure has not been encouraged. The rule

against alienation having been relaxed, those who held land by this tenure

now sell it as land is sold by those who hold by common tenure. The
military tenure was introduced after the conquest of China by the present

Manchu dynasty in 1644. Large tracts of land, especially in the province of

Chihli, were confiscated by the conqueror, and giants were made to the more

prominent of his followers and to their heirs, without the power of alienation

and without reservation of rent. The condition, if not expressed, was
implied to mean or be understood as the condition of military service; but,

as stated, the military tenure is fast becoming obsolete, and it may be said

that ninety-nine one-hundredths of the land in China is now held by com-

mon tenure. One of the principal incidents to land held by common tenure

is the payment of land tax. The full tax which, at the beginning of the

present dynasty, was levied on all adult males is now virtually incorporated

with the land tax, and the amount of the combined tax, during the reign of

K'ang Hi, 1662-1723, was, according to decree, fixed once for all.

During the reign of this emperor, a decree was promulgated (in the year

171 1) declaring that the land tax should be levied for all time in accordance

with the rolls of that year, and that no extra levy should be demanded in

respect to any increase of population. While this decree would, literally

interpreted, be as unchangeable as the laws of the Medes and Persians were

meant to be, yet the more reasonable interpretation, and the one which has

been made practical, applies it to land then under cultivation, the rate of tax-

ation on which should not be increased because the population increased ; and

even this pledge has been but imperfectly observed. There was then no tax

on waste lands, because waste land belonged to the Government; but

when such land was brought under cultivation it became, as now, liable to

be assessed for taxation by the custom of the province in which it was situ-

ated. According, therefore, to the principle of the more reasonable interpre-

tation indicated, the gross amount of land lax varies with the prosperity of

the country, and when such tax has been fixed for any particular locality^

there is no law to increase it.

The logical conclusion here reached has not, however, successfully bafHed

the diplomacy of local officials. It is doubtful if any decree of the Chinese

Government with reference to revenue, however clear and positive its lan-

guage, has ever s xceeded in depriving local administrators of the means of

avoiding it in the interest of their cust. mary "squeeze." In the case now
under consideration, the decree is explicit, and yet officials have tacked on

extra charges under various designations, such as "allowance for difference

of scale, transport fee, collection fee," and so on, until, although the amount

is set forth in the title deed (which is usual), the land-owner pays about half
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as much again. The Central Government seldom interferes with such avoid-

ances of its decrees; for each district is assessed in the Government revenue

book for a certain amoi'ni, and when the magistrate of the district so assessed

furnishes the amount, the Government is satisfied. It is more of a general rule

than an exception that, in ordinary years, the districts yield a very respect-

able surplus, which is the private perquisite of the magistrate and his sub-

ordinates. There is no relaxation of the decree ; the assessed amount must be

furnished. The remission of any part is only made when a serious calamity

has visited the district, destroying crops or flooding lands; and in such case

the facts must be reported, stating whether the injury is permanent or tem-
porary; as must also be reported, under heavy penalties for failure, the im-

provements and general property of the district; but the land tax is now
better determined and less liable to influence by Imperial or local officials

than any other form of taxation in China,

THE TRANSFER OF LAND.

The transfer of land in China, by sale, has some peculiarities. The trans-

fer is invariably evidenced by a deed reciting that the seller is in want of

money, and, having first offered the land to his kinsmen, who declined to

buy, he has arranged, through the middleman, to sell it to the intended pur-

chaser, at the price named in the deed, in which the land is fully described

and the purchase money acknowledged. It is also provided in the deed

that the purchaser shall be the sole proprietor, with the rights and privi-

leges belonging thereto. The deed is signed by the seller and the middle-

man, each subscribing his own private mark or affixing his seal. The middle-

man is usually the friend of both the seller and purchaser, and his name is

not required as a guarantee of title, but as proof of the good faith of the

transaction, and ti.at the seller is what he represents himself to be. So neces-

sary is the middleman thought to be, that no prudent purchaser will accept a

transfer in the absence of the middleman's name. But such name on the

deed is not absolutely essential to the validity of the sale, though it gives

publicity to it. There are not less than two middlemen to each sale, some-

times as many as eight or ten, and these receive a commission, or are

entertained, the general practice, at a feast, the expenses of which are not

infrequently provided for in the deed of sale.

In China, each village has its head-man. Not infrequently the entire

population of a village are of the same family, either by blood or marriage,

and the village head-man is always an indispensable party to the sale of land,

to the extent that his seal must be attached to the deed of sale before it can

be registered at the office of the district magistrate. The price of registra-

tion is a charge the purchaser must pay, and without registration the land

is subject to confiscation. Nominally, the registration fee is about three per

cent, on the amount of the purchase money, but there are extra charges

which increase it to five or six per cent. In order to avoid this high tax for

1
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registration, the amount of the purchase money is universally understated.

Another way of avoidance is to divide the amount, the seller executing two
deeds in identical terms, one of which goes to the magistrate to be stamped,

and the other is retained by the purchaser as a receipt for his money. If a

deed has been properly registered, it should have attached to it a piece of

paper with the names of seller and purchaser, and setting forth the location

of the land, the amount paid as transfer fee, and the amount of the annual

land tax for which the new proprietor is responsible, and bearing the impres-

sion, in red, of the magistrate's seal in several places, thus making the deed

the highest form of title obtainable.

When a foreigner acquires land at an open port he acquires it by lease in

perpetuity, and the lease is registered in the consulate of the foreigner, no

fee being charged by the Chinese authorities.

LAND MORTGAGES.

The ancient form of transferring land by mortgage has more the appear-

ance of loaning than mortgaging the land for the money, as the original

owner could at any time, on repayment of the money, get back his land,

the use of the land being exchanged for the use of the money, and while the

latter could be demanded back, the former could not. Among a business

people like the Chinese, such a form of security naturally resulted in great

inconveniences, and, later, a law was passed limiting the period of redemp-

tion to thirty years. It is doubtful if there ever was a law against the

alienation of land, but so tenacious were the old families about the tenure

of their landed estates that alienation was looked upon as impossible, and

custom gave it the sanction of law. The idea was that land was not so much
the property of the occupant or owner as it was the heritage of the family

or tribe of which he was a member, all of whom had a qualified interest in

the reversion, subject to the life interest of the occupant. But the spirit of

commerce, civilizing wherever felt, has materially modified this iron-clad

custom in favor of free trade in lands, and strengthened individual against

family ownership. If the land is mortgaged for money, to be repaid at a

short date, it does not change hands and need not be recorded, as in the

other case; but the title deeds should be deposited with the mortgage, with

a memorandum of the terms of the loan. If the debt so secured is not paid

at the proper time, the creditors must apply to the authorities for leave to

sell; and if there should be other creditors, it is not clear whether the cred-

itors holding the mortgage could apply the proceeds of sale first to the pay-

ment of their debt. This defect is cured by the law of nearly every other

country requiring all transactions of the above description to be recorded.
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THE LAW OF SUCCESSION.

The universal rule in Ciiina as to the succession of real and personal
property is that it descends in equal shares to all the male children, whether
born of the proper wife or concubine. The intention of the rule to exclude
females from the inheritance is manifested by the right of the owner of the
land to adopt a son from among his relations; and, in the event of failing to
do so, the relations have a right to hold a family council and adopt one, who
succeeds to the whole inheritance. There must be a complete failure of
male heirs, natural or adopted, before the daughters can succeed. The suc-
cession, by operation of law, does not require to be ratified by the authori-
ties. The rules relating to succession of landed property are substantially
as follows

:

" Landed property shall descend in infinity to the issue of the last holder.
The male issue shall be admitted before the female. Where there are two
or more male issue in equal degree of consanguinity, they shall inherit
altogether equally, and in default of male issue, the females shall inherit
equally. This rule applies only to land of the people generally. All lineal

descendants in infinity, of any person deceased, shall represent the last pur-
chaser. On failure of lineal descendants of the purchaser, the inheritance
shall descend to his widow or widows. There being no widow living, the
inheritance shall descend to the collateral relations, being of the blood of the
purchaser, subject to the preceding rules. In default of the heirs above
mentioned, the land shall revert to the Government; and it is the duty of the
head-borough and villagers to report such cases to the local authorities, on
pain of punishment as abettors in an attempt at concealment."

T. R. Jernigan.

Authorities.—Williams's " Middle Kingdom," Martin's " History of China," "Papers of the
Asiatic Society," Eakin's " Papers on China."
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Acceptances, 3, 9, 18, 20, 21, 33, 38, 44, 47,

133, 141, 142, 144, 149-15'. "55->57. '60*,

161, 172, 173, 175, 176, 179, 180, 184, 186.

Accommodation bills, 97.

Accounts current, 9, 1 1, 14, 18, 22, 27, 40, 44,

45. 47. 49, 50, 5*. 60, 62, 63, 65, 66, 107, 108,

122-124, 126, 129, 140-142, 144, 146, 153,

155, >56, i7<^«78. '80, 183, 186, 187.

Advances, 11, 13, 14, 20, 21, 27, 43, 44,47,

60, 62, 64, 66, 78, 79, 83, 97, 100, 106, 109,

110, 126, 129, 1 34, 135, 140, 142, 145-147.

•53, '7'. '73-'8'. 183-187.

Agencies and correspondents, 38, 46, 55, 65, 95,

100, 126.

Agram, 95.

Agricultural Credit Bank, 166, 167.

Agriculture, 2-4,81, 88, 89, 97, 104, 115, 117,

130, 132, 139, 146, 166, 167, 172.

Aix-la-Chapelle, 156, 160*.

Alexandria, 126.

Alloy. See Weight and Fineness of Coinage.

Alsace-Lorraine, 156, 160*.

Amortization, 7, 102, 109, 140, 165, 167, 168.

Amsterdam, 44, 84.

Anglo-Austrian Bank, 122, 128, 179.

Anhalt-Dessau, s6, 57, 156, 161, 163, 166, 167.

Annuities, 9, 60-63, 91, 148, 177, 178, 186,

187.

Anspach, 2.

Appreciation: of gold, lis, 118, 120; of prices,

3,6, 112, 113; of silver, 71, 79, 80, 84; of

stocks, 114.

Arad, 95.

Argentine Republic, 114.

A. Schaaflhausen Bank-Verein, 134, 155, 158.

Assays, 108.

Assessments, 33.

Attachment, 5, 106.

Auditing and auditors, 36.

Augsburg, 9, 10.

Austria and Austria-Hungary, 8, 11, 17, 30, 40,

52,69-72,81, 84, 85, 88, 96, 98, 99, 101,

103, 104-108, I I 1-1 15, 118-120, 123, 128-

132, 137, 142, 143, 148, 169-187.

Austrian Credit Bank, 122, 124, 126-129, 144,

171-173, 184, 185.

Austrian Credit Bank for Trade and Industry,

126-128, 173, 174.

Austrian Land Credit Institution, 87.

Austrian National Bank, 1, 2, 23, 26, 69-110,

122.

Austrian Territorial Bank, 129, 17s, 176.

Austro-German Money League, 28.

Auitro-Hungarian Bank, 70-111, 113-121, 123,

124, 128, 132-136, 1:9, 140, 142, 143, 145,

•69-171, 173. 178.

Baden, 8, 56, 57.

Balance Hall, the, 122.

Balance-sheets, 9, 17, 20, 21, 24, 33, 36, 37, 42-

47,62,63,65,66, 140, 141, 143, 144, 169,

171, 178.

Banco, 1.

Bank: accounts, 1,9, 17, 18,20-22, 3";, 36, 40,

42-50, 52, 60, 62,63, 101, 107, 121-125, 13?,

142, 146-110, 152, is;, 155-157, '7°, '71,

173, 178, 181, 183; assets, q, 13, 18, 20, 21,

26, 27, 33, 42-44, 46, 47, -iS, 6i-6;, 66, 88,

•33-'35, i4i-'4S '47, MO-'Si, ^54, '69-

171, 174-181, 183-187; balances, 9, 14, 18,

20, 21,37, 43-47, 50, 61, 6s, 66, 121, 129,

133, 140-143, ^45, '"io, '5', '60*, 164,

166, 178, 183, 184; bills, 9, n, 14, 18, 20,

21, 141, 143, 144; books, 13, 34, "09; build-

ings, 9, 13, 21, 27, 47, 124-126, 148, 164,

166, 169, 170, 172, 181; capital, 9, 10, 13-17,

24, 26, 27, 34, 35, 37, 44, 45, 47, 64, 65, 86,

88, 92, 98, 103-106, 126, 11;, 141-14';,

147, 149, 15^, 153, 154, 15*^-101, it>4, '<'",

168, 169, 172, 174-181, 183, 184, 186, 187;
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Belgium, 44, 46, 8q, 115.

Berlin, 15, 24, 26, 31-3';, 38, 41, 47, 51, 55, S7,

59, 61, 84, 115, 127, 150, 154, 155, 157-159,

103-105.

Berlin Discount Company, 11, 127.

Berlin Discount Company, Limited, 11.

Berlin Trading Company, 154, 155, 158.

Bielitz, 95.

Bills of exchange, 11, 17,19-21,27,31,34,36-

40, 42-44, 40-48, 50, 53, 54, 61, '62, 65, 66,

72, 79-82, 88, 89, 96, 97, ^c), 100, 102-104,

107, 108, 116, 117, 122-124, '20, 130, 133,

134, 140, 142, 144-148, iso-isi, 157, 160*,

164, 166, 168-171, 173-181, 183-187.

Bimetallism, 29,52,90, 113, 152.

Birmingham, 39.

Bismarck, Count von, 29.

Boards of Trade, 93.

Bohemia, 91, 103, 132.

Bonds, 3-6, fh-ii, 14,33, 34,40, 4;, 59-61,61,

72-75, 80-83, 100, 102, 103, 105, 107-110,

114, 126, 128-130, 139, 141-144, 149, 159,

160, 163-171, 173, 177-179, 183, 185-187.

Book credit, 97.

Bookkeeping, i.

Borrower and lender, 3-7, 82, 108, 109.

BOrsen-Handels-Verein of Berlin, 1 59.

Bosnia, 1 30.

Bourse. See Stock Exchange.

Bourse Trades Union of Berlin, 159.

Branch banks, 2, 9, 10, 16-18, 20, 21, 23, 31-

39, 42, 50, 5r. 7"- 81, 88, 89, 92-95, 98, 90,

105, 123, 126, 130, 142, 145, 147, 151, 170-

174.

Brandenburg, 3, 8, 20, 21, 42.

Bremen, 8, 23, 24, 51,56, 57, 60, 155, 160*.

Breslau, 24, 26, 51, 55, 57, 151, 155, 156, i6o*.

Breslau Exchange Bank, 156, 160*.

Brokers' Bank of Hamburg, 159, 160*.

Bromberg, 60, 62.

BriJck, Baron von, 72.

Briinn, 79, 94, 126, 17^.

Briinn Water-Works, 173.

Brunswick, 24, ^6, 57, 156, 159, 160*, 163-165,

Brunswick Credit Concern, is6, 100*.

Brunswick-Hanover Mortgage Bank, 159, 163-

165.

Brussels, 29, 84.

Biickeburg, 24, 56, 57.

Buda-Pesth, 70, 79, 86, 87, 92, 93, 95, 98-102,

104-106, 108, III, 113, 115, 120, 126, 127,

140, 142-144, 148, 170, 174, 175.

Budweis, 95.

Bukowina, 103, 132.

Bullion, I, 14, 15, 18, 20, a I,'33, 34, 42, 43, 46,

50-52, 72, 84, 88, 90, 91, 107, 108, 114, 126,

152, "53, '69-

Biiring, Herr, 2.

Buyer and seller, i

.

Calenberg, 8.

Call loans, 1 1, 53, 54.

Capital and capitalists, 2-6, 9, 11, 12, 14, 32,

60,62,63,81,82,89,97, 104, 110, 114, 115,

'27, 129, 133, '39-

Carinthia, 103.

Carriiola, 103, 132.

Carpathians, the, 91.

Censors' credit, 95, 97.

Cereals, 2, 81, 1 13, 1 17.

Certified bills, 129.

Chambers of Commerce, 94, 113, 118.

Charity, 79.

Chemnitz, 5";, S7, 160*.

Chemnitz Banking Company, Kio*.

Cheques, 14, 24, 38-40, 122-124, 126, 129,

\^^, n8, 142, 144, 147, 148, 183.

Chevalier, Michel, 85.

Christian, W., 63.

Circulating medium, 123.

Citizens' Bank of the Kingdom of Saxony, 159,

164, 165.

City Bank of Breslau, 55, 57, 151.

City Bank of Chemnitz, 5s, 57.

Clearing-house and clearances, 17, 3q, 49, 51,

52, 6s, 122-125, 147, "48, 173, '83.

Coast Province, 103, 112.

Coburg-Gotha Credit Company, 160*.

Coin and coinage, 1, 14, is, 17, ;8, 29, 32-34,

36, 43, 46, 50-55, 70-73, 75, 77-80, 82-85,

88, 90, 91, 91, 98, 100, 104, 107, 108, III-

in, 115-118, 120, 126, 134, 151-153, i6q,

178.

Collateral and other security, 13, 16, 37, 39, 40,

42,70,97, 100, 102, 107, 108, 110, n4, 135,

140-142, 144-147, 150-152, 157, 164, 166,

169-171, 173-181, 183-187.

Collections, 14, 34, yq, 40, 65, 94, 100, 102,

107, 108, 124, 126, 14?, 171.

Cologne, 24, 26, 51, 55, 57, "=i6, 160*.

Commerce, 1, 16, 24,96, 113, 117, 126.

Commercial Bank of Hamburg, 158.

Commercial Bank of Lubeck, 56, 57, 160*.

Commercial: credit, 79, 83; crises, 1, 29, 30,

77, 83, 130 (see also Monetary Crisbs;

Monetary Panics); paper, 4, 7, 11, 15-17,

24, 27, .31, 39, 40, 85, 88, 89, 96, 97, 100,

123, 134, LIS '7'

Competition, 11,12.

Consolidation and absorption of banks, 16, 17,

32,37, 42, 130-

Consols, 59, 61-63, 75, 76, 1 14.

Contangos, 80-82, 130, 133.

Continuations, 81. See also Contangos.

Conversions of debts, 12.

Co-operative associations, 63-66, 137, 139, 142,

'45-

Copenhagen, 46.

Copper and copper coin, 28, 111, 112.
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Counterfeit coin and counterfeiting, 33, 133.

Country banks. See Local Banks; Provincial

Banks.

Coupons, 37, 39, 41, 63, 63, 100, 107, 109, 134,

135, 169, 170, 178, 186, 187.

Court bank, 3.

Court of Accounts, 93.

Cracow, 79, 94-

Credit, 3-4, 14, 17. 33, 5". 60, 64, 70, 71, 75,

76, 78-80, 83, 86, 88, 93-99, 103, 103, 106,

118-130, 139, 133, 139, 153; associations,

10, 11,40,63, 83,86,87, 107, 133, 131, 132,

139, 140, 143, 144, 153-159, '61, 163-166,

171, 173, 184, 187; bills, 141; lists, 97.

Credit and Savings Bank of Leipzig, 156, i6o*.

Creditanstalt, 11.

Credit Foncier (Paris), 10, 33.

Credit foncier associations, 6.

Credit Mobilier (Paris), 10, 33, 58, 136.

Credit mobilier institutions, 10, 11, 13, 33, 58,

59,63,133,134-136.
Crimean War, 33, 71.

Croatia, 144, 147, 148.

Croatia-Slavonia, 103, 143, 171.

Crowns, 111-113.

Currency, 1, 3- 9, '3, '5, 28, 39, 33, 34, 43, 46,

50, 63,69-71,74,75,80, 81,89,90,93, 107,

108, 1 11-114, 117, 118, 130, 131, 133, 134,

146, 169, 178, 183.

Czernowitz, 94.

Dalmatia, 133.

Dantzig, 34, 36, 55, 57, 160*.

Danubian Principalities, 71.

Darmstadt, 11, 34.

Debentures, 100.

Debreczen, 79, 95.

Debt, 4, 8, 15.

Debtor and creditor, 3-7, 103, 113.

Decimal system, 1 13.

Defaulted paper, 39, 40.

Delbruck, Minister, 29.

Demand accounts and notes, 9, 169, 170.

Denmark, ?8.

Denominations of money, 1, 10, 15, 24, 28, 32,

43, 45-47, 72, 73, 75, 76, 78, 80, 84, 100,

108, 111-113, '23, 126, 129.

Department of Mortgaged Credit, 80.

Deposits and depositors, i, 9, 1 1, 13, 14, 18-20,

22, 26, 33, 34, 36, 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, so, 53,

54,60,63-66, 100, 101, 104, 107, 108, 110,

130, 124-126, 128, 129, 133,134, 137, «38,

140-149, 151, i53-'55, '57, 160* 171, 175,

176, 179, 181-184, 186, 187.

Depreciation: of currency, 3, 15, 123; of prices,

4, 6, 112; of securities, 7, 109; of silver, 71,

79,84,90,91,113-
Dessau, 34, 36.

Dietrici, Herr, 6.

Discontocommandite, 11.

Discontogesellschaft, 1 1

.

Discount and Commercial Bank, 155, 160*.

Discount and Commercial Bank of Hamburg,

154-

Discount Bank of Breslau, 155, 160*.

Discount Bank of Eisleben, 160*.

Discount banks, 96, 138, 131, 133, 134-1)6,

'39, 142, '45. i54-'56, '58, '73-

Discount Company, 154, 15s, 158.

Discount Company of Aix /i-Chapelle, 156,

160*.

Discounting, 7, 9-", '4-' 9, 21, 37, )}, 34, 36,

38, 44. 47, 50, 65, 73, 75, 81, 83, 86, 88, 89,

94, 96-100, 105-107, 113, 1 14, 1 16, 1 19, 137,

"29, 130, '39, '4°, 142-148, 150, 153, 156,

169-171.

Dissolution of banks, 93, 93.

Dividends, 10, 15, 16, 19, 31, 33, 34, 37, 35,

43, 45, 47, 49, 54, 65, 66, 103, 106, 108, 1 18,

131, 126-128, 130, 137, 145, 147, 150, 158-

161, 165, 168, 170, 173, 179-181, 185, 186.

Division of labor, 135.

Dortmund, 156, i6o*.

Dortmund Banking Company, 156, i6o*.

Doubtful accounts, doubtful paper, 18, 30, 31,

42,45,47,96, 175, 177, '78.

Drafts, I, 13, 18, 24, 63, 141, 170, 173, 175,

'77, '78.

Dresden, 23, 51, 55, 154-158, i6o*.

Dresden Bank, 154, 155, 158.

Dresden Banking Company, 156.

Ducats, 84, 100, 112.

Duisburg-Ruhrort Bank, 156, i6o*.

Dusseldorf Banking Company, 160*.

Eastern question, the, 77.

East Frisian Bank, i6o*.

East Prussia, 3, 4, 6, 8, 33.

Eger, 95-

Egypt, 29.

Ehrenberger, Mr., 131.

Eisleben, i6o*.

Elberfeld, 5 1

.

England, 16, 17,28, 30,38, 46, 5', 64, 69, 104;

112, 114, 122-125, 137-

Erfurt, 100*.

Essen Credit Concern, 156, i6o*.

Esthonia, 3.

Eszek, 95.

Excessive issues, 33. See also Over-Issues.

Exchange, 1, 2, 10, 14, 27, 29, 34, 38, 39, 45,

47,62,97, 113, 115, 180, 181,185, '86.

Exchange and Commercial Bank of Cologne,

156.

Exchange Bank of Breslau, i6o*.

Exchange Bank of Cologne, 160*.

Exchange Bank of Hamburg, i6o*.
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Exchequer (Cer.), 14, 1;, 35, 51, 61-63; M"!')
70,75, 80, 91, III, 170; (Hung.) 170.

Exchequer bills, 11, 13-15, 17, 7'. 75, 76, I33,

134, 141, 146, 177, 184, 187.

Execution, 7.

Expansion: of currency, 70, no; of issues, 70,

75,81.

Exports, 81, 115, 117; of bullion, 71; of gold,

71, 115, 117; of silver, 29, 71; of specie, 71.

Extensions of time, 2.

Failures. See Bank Failures; Commercial

Failures.

Financial: distress, 1,3, 5 (see also Commercial

Crises; Monetary Crises; Monetary Panics);

legislation, 5, 10, 11, 13, 14, 24, 28-30, 32-

37, 45, 46, 50, 54, 55, 64, 70-72, 78, 80-84,

87, 88, 90, 92, 93,96, 102, 104-109, m-
113, 117-121, 126, 127, 137, 139, 142; re-

form, 13.

First Austrian Savings-Bank, 183.

Fiume, 79, 95, 142.

Flensburg, 160*.

Florins, 24, 90, 91, 112, 1 13.

Forbearance dues, 109.

Forced currency, 69, 70, "8, 90, 119.

Foreign: coin, 34, 43, 46, 50, 51, 107, 169;

commerce, 117; loans, 27; paper, 9, 14, 17-

21,33, 38, 42, 44, 48, 62, 107, 129, 169,

'73, '751 securities, 34, 41.

Fractional currency, 1, 50, 71, 112, 117, 118,

124.

France, 6, 16, 29, 30, 38, 46, 69, 71, 79, 112,

1 14, 129.

Francis Joseph, Emperor, 70.

Frankfort-a.-M., 17, 23, 27, 38, 51, 55, 57, 65,

to, 158, 159, 163-165.

Frankfort Mortgage Bank, 150, 163-165.

Frankfort Mortgage Credit Union, 159, 164, 16s.

Frederick 11. (the Great), 2, 3, 5, 10, 13, 15, 58.

Free coinage, 1 16.

Frisia, i6o*.

Funded debt, 74.

Fiirth, 2.

Galicia, 8, 103, 132.

Galicia Landesbank, 8.

Geestemiinde, lOo*.

General Alsatian Banking Company, 156, 160*.

General Austrian Mortgage Bank, 129, 130, 177,

178.

General Commercial Bank, 122, 123.

General Deposit Bank, 122.

General German Credit Concern, 155, 161, 163.

General German Credit Institution, 166, 167.

Gera, 24, 56, 57.

German Bank, iS4, 155, '58.

German Credit Company, 11.

German Effects and Exchange Bank, 155, 158,

I bo*.

German Land Credit Bank of Gotha, 159, 163.

German Monetary Union, 84.

German Mortgage Bank, 159, 163-165.

German Mortgage Bank of Berlin, i^jq, 163-105.

German Mortgage Bank of Gotha, 104, 165.

German Mortgage Bank of Meiningen, 6, 159,

163-16'!.

German National Bank, 154-156, 158, 160*.

German Transmarine Bank, 156.

German Union Bank, 155, 156, 160*.

German Unionbank, 160*.

German Union Bank of Frankfort, 158.

Germany, 1-66,69,84,89, 114, 115, 149-168.

Giro banks, 1, 122-125.

Glasgow, 39.

Gmunden, 75.

Gold, gold coin, etc., 14, 18, 20, 21, 28-30, 33,

34, 36, 4 '-44, 46, 48, 50-51, 00, 61, 71, 72,

75,83-85,88,91, 100, 104, 107, 108, 111-121,

126, 129, 139, 152, 153, 169, 170, 175, 177,

178, 186.

Gold standard, 28, 84, 85, 90,91, 111, 112, 117,

119.

Gorlitz, 24, 55, 160.

Gotha, 24, 56, 57, 156, 150, 160*, 163-165.

Government: accounts, 49; bills, 10; bonds, 14;

control of, and interest in, banks, t, b, 10,

1 3, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 32, 34, 35, 37, 41, 75,

118, 121; credit, 35, 7s; debt, 74-77, 79,83,

92, 118, 121, 169, 170; funds, 10, It, 10,18,

35; guaranties, 5, 34; issues, 14-17, 27-29,

32, 40, 70, 7S, 76, 80-83, 88, 90, 91, 104,

112, 113, 117, 118, 100; loans, 10, 11,27,

37, 00, 61, 70-72, 74-78, 80, 83, 94, Q8,

103, 105, 126, 127, 120, 130, 177; securities,

10, 13-15, 33, 41, 50, 72-7S, 100, 107, 114,

115, 117, 177, 178, 183, 180.

Grace, 7, 11, 39, 97, 98, 103.

Gratz, 79, 94.

Halle Banking Company, 1^6, 160*.

Hamburg, 1, 3, 17, 24, 51, 154, 15<', 158-160*,

163-165.

Hamburg Bank, 1,2.

Hamburg Exchange Bank, 150.

Hamburg Giro Bank, 1, 2.

Hanover, 8, 24, 55, 57, 159, 160*, 163-165.

Harvests, 4, 81, 115.

Hausemann, Herr, 1 1.

Heller, 112, 113.

Hermannstadt, 95, 140.

Hesse, 8, 55, Oo.

Hildesheim, 160*.

Hoarding of money, 3, 117.

Hofbank, 2.

Holland, 38, 46, 115.

Homburg, 57.
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Hungarian Commercial Bank, i8s, i86.

Hungarian Discount and Exchange Rank, i86.

Hungarian General Credit Bank, 144, 174, 184.

Hungarian Mortgage Bank, 18b.

Hungarian Mortgage Credit Institution, 187.

Hungary, 70, 7s, 8J-84, 86-ge;, 98, pq, 101-

101, ios-108. III, 114, 119, 120, 127, 120,

139-148, 170, 171.

Imperial: accounts, is, so; credit, is.

Imperial and Royal Austrian Post Savings-Bank,

182, 181.

Imperial Bank of Germany, 1, 2, 16, 17, 2s, 29-

57. «''*, 09, 89, 114, 119, 120, 151-153.

Imperial Bank of Russia, 117.

Imperial Debit Commissioners, 14.

Imperial Exchequer. See Exchequer.

Imports, 115, 117; of gold, 117.

Increase of capital, 16, 17, 92, 106, 127, 128,

131, 144.

India, 1 16, 117.

Indorsement, 14, 21, 27, i8, q6, 107.

Industrial Bank of Frankfort-on-the-Main, 6s,

66.

Industry, 10, 11, 14, 60, 62, 64, 79, 88, 89, 96,

107, 108, 126, 130, 112, 139, 144, 173, 185.

Inflation of currency, 69, 81, 120.

InnsbrOck, 79, 94.

Insurance, insurance companies, etc., 6, 7, 9,

39,41,63,82, 109, 130, 148.

Interest, 2-7, 9, 12-14, "6, "8, 2CH22, 24, 27,

34, 36-40, 43, 45, 47, 50, 58-62, 74, 75, 80,

86, 89-92, 96, 100, 102, 103, 10s, 107-100,

114, 116, 118, 120, 124, 126, 127, 129, 130,

13?. '37. "39-142, 145, '53. '00*. '63, '6s,

167, 169, 170, i73-'79, "8", '83. '87.

Interest-bearing: accounts, 27, 34, 43, 00, 62,

136; deposits, 18, 20, 22, 34, 43, 4S, 60, 80,

108, 124, 129, 133, 139; notes, 126; secu-

rities, 33, 34, 62, 74, 76, 102, 103, 114, 126,

128-130.

Investments, 10, 11, 13, 29, 58, 60, 8q, 103,

104, 108, lOq, 114, 116, 117, 126, 128, 129,

141, 142, 144, 147, 148, 173, 174, 183, 185,

187.

Italy, 38, 40, 46.

Japan, 115.

Jewels. See Precious Stones.

Joint responsibility, 2, 6.

Joint-stock: banks, 6, 9, 40, 63, 65, 127, 132,

134-136, 139, 142, 144, 159, 163-165, 172,

181; companies, 6, 11,63,6s, 100, 126, 139.

Joint-Stock Commercial and Land Credit Bank,

164, 16s.

Joint-Stock Land and Commercial Credit Com-
pany, 159, 163.

Julian Tower. See Spandau.

Kanitz, Isidor, 125.

Kassau, 95.

Kcmpteii, 9, 10.

Kiel, 01, 100*.

Klagenfurt, 70, 04.

Klauscnburg, 95.

Koch, Dr., 51.

Konigsberg, 24, 26, is6, i6o*.

Konigsberg Union Bank, 156, i6o*.

Koster's Bank, 150, 100*.

Kreutzers, 113, 113.

Kronstadt, 79, 95.

Kur, 8.

Labor and wages, 59, 64, 88, 1 17, 139.

Laibach, 79, 95.

Land (see also Real Estate): banks, 2-10, 34,

87, 102, ISO, 160, i')2-i6s; credit, 2; credit

associations, 2-10.

Landshut, (X), 62.

Latin Monetary Union, 84, 1 13, 1 16.

Leases, 5.

Legal tender, 1,15, 32, 33, S3, 60, 70, 72, 75,

70, 78, 80, 88, 90, 107, 108, 1 19.

Leipzig, 11, 17, 20, 51, 55, 57, 155, 156, 159,
160*, 161, 163-167.

Leipzig Bank, 23.

Leipzig Credit and Savings-Bank, 156, i6o*.

Leipzig Credit Bank, 160*.

Leipzig Kassenverein, 55, 57.

Leipzig Mortgage Bank, 159, 164, 165.

Lemberg, 79, 94, 102, 126.

Letters of respite, 5-7.

Liabilities of shareholders, 3s, 80, 105, 137.

Limitation; of credit, 97, 106, 108; of discount,

75; of issues, 15, 17, 29, 30, 12, 52, 55, 72,

73. 75. 80, 98, 103; of liability, 11,63-65,

105, 137; of payments, 78.

Limited: liability companies, 11, 126; partner-

ships, 1 1.

Lindau, p, 10.

Lintz, 79, 94.

Liquidation, 13, 37, 157, 158.

Livonia, 3.

Loan Banks, 23, 134-136.

Loans, 1-7, 9, 10, 13-is, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 27,

33-37. 39, 40, 42, 44-48, 50. 53. 54. 59-62,

64-66, 72, 75, 76, 79-83, 88, 89, 94, 97, i)^,

100, 102, 103, 105-110, 126, 127, 129, 130,

132-136, i39-'45, '47, '48, 150-153, 157,

158, 160* 163, 164, 166, 169-171, 177-179,
183, 185-187.

Local banks, 36, 122, 137.

Lombard loans, 17, 31.

Lombardo-Venetian Kingdom, 75.

Lombardy, 75.

London, >8, 39, 44, 71, 84, 85, 91, 112, laa-

124.

Losses, 141, 143, 16s, 167.
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Lost and destroyed notes, }2.

Lost shares, jy.

Lower Austria, loi, iji.

Lower Austrian Discount Company, 122, 124,

128, 171, 180, 181.

Lower Saxon Bank, s6, ^7, 156, 160*.

Lubeck, 2^, 24, ^6, 57, lOo*.

Lucam, Baron Wiliielm von, 83-88, 1 19.

Luneburg, 3, 8.

Lusatia, 55, 57, i6o*.

Magdeburg, 24, 26, S5, S7. 'Sd, i6o*.

Magdeburg Banking Company, i6o*.

Magyar-Croatian accounts, 148.

Magyar-Roumanian accuunts, 148.

Magyar-Slovak accounts, 148.

Magyar-Teutonic accounts, 148.

Main, River, 66,

Maklerbank of Hamburg, 159.

Mannheim, 156, iso, ibo*, 163-165.

Manorial Private Bank in Pomcrania, 55, S7.

Manufactures and manufacturers, 10, 11, 59, 89,
117.

Margraviate and Mining Bank, 15s, 160*.

Maritime Association, 10, 11, 23, 29, 58-63.
Mark, 28.

Marks banco, 1.

Mecenseffy, Emil von, 118.

Mecklenburg, 3, 8, 160*, 163, 166, 167.

Mecklenburg Exchange and Mortgage Bank,

16^, 166, 167.

Mecklenburg Savings-Bank, i6o*.

Meiningen, 6, 11, 24, 56, 57, 159, 163-165.
Metallic: currency, 1, 14; reserve, 30, ;3, 34,

36, 51-54, 71. 7?> 75, 77-80, 82-85, 88, q8,

104, 114-117, 120, 121, 134, 151-153, "'9-

Middle German Creditanstalt, 1 1.

Middle German Credit Bank, 154, 155, 158.

Middle German Credit Bank of Meiningen, 56,

57-

Middle Rhenish Bank, i6o*.

Military and naval expenditures, 69, 71, 72, 76,
80.

Minden Banking Company, i6o*.

Minister of Finance (/tust.-Hutig.), 71, 72, 76,

82, 83, 87, 88, 92, 1 13, 1 14, 1 16, 119.

Mines and mining, 91, 116, 129, 179.

Mint: (/lust. -Hung.) 111, 112, 115, 116, 118;

(India) ii6; (Belg.) 2q.

Monetary: circulation, 9, 14, 15, 17, 19-23,26,
28-30, 32-34, 36, 37, 42, 45, 47, 50, 52-55,

57, 69, 70, 72, 75, 77-81, 83, 84, 88, 89, 92,

104, 112, 114-116, 118, 120, 123, 124, 151-

153, 169, 170, 175; crises, 1, 2, 71, 81-83,

94, "30, 131, 137, 139; panics, 16, 58, 71, 78,

83, 118; standards, 13, 15, 28, 31, 71-74,84,
112, 113, 115, 117, 119, 183; units, 28, 112,

113.

Money, 13,65,99, 155.

^7^

Money-changers, lenders, etc., 84, 85.
Money orders, 18, 21, 22, 10,40, 41,45, 47, 50,

7'i, 101, 107, 122, 134, 138, 148, 170, 174,
'75, 1 70.

Monopoly, 1
1

, 69.

Moravia, 101, 112.

Mortgage Bank of Hamburg, 159, 103-105.
Mortgage Bank of Hanover, 8.

Mortg.ige banks and banking, 2-9, n, 21, 14,
40, 61, 78, 82, 81, 90, 102, 107, 100, iio[
128, 129, 131, 112, 134-116, 140-141, 150,

•55, 156, 159-167, 177, 187.

Mortgages, mortgage bonds, loans, eic, 2-0, 1 1,

34, 40, 63, 66, 70, 74-76, So-81, 88, 89, lOf),

i02, 101, 105, 107, lOQ, 110, 128-110, 111-
136, 119-I4S "47, "49-"5', '58-171, 177-
179, 181, 185-187.

Mortmain, 5.

Moser, Aloysius, 93.

Mi'ihlhauscn, i6o*.

Miilhausen, 155, i6o*.

Munich, 2, 9.

Municipal Bank of Gorlitz, i6o*.

Municipal Bank of Prussian Upper Lus.itia, 5';,

57-

Municipal: banks, 63; loans and obligations,

"3, '4, 27, 13, 34, 59-61, 100, 120, 104, 166,

177, 178, 185, 186.

Mutual liability companies, 134-136.

Nagy Kanizsa, 95.

Nagy-Szeben, 140.

Napoleon HI., 71, 79.

Nassau Landesbank, 8.

Nassau Provincial Bank, 24.

National banks, 8, 70, 95.

National Mortgage Credit Society, 159, 164, 105.

Navigation, 66.

Neumark, 8.

Nevada, 84.

New York, 123, 148.

Nickel, nickel coin, etc., in, 112.

Non-interest-bearing: deposits, 18, 20, 22, 41,

45, 47, 50, 00, 153; obligations, 31, 74, y^;,

101, 118.

Nordhausen, i6o'.

North German Bank, 154, 155, 158, 160*.

North German Land Credit Bank, 159, 164, 165.

Norway, 38, 40.

Nuremberg, 2, 23, 161, 161, 166, 107.

Nuremberg Bank, 23.

Nuremberg Union Bank, 161, 163, 166, 167.

Oedenburo, 95.

Oesterreichische Credit-Anstalt fiir Handel und
Gewerbe, 126.

Oesterreichische-Ungarische Bank. SeeAusTRO-
Hunoarian Bank.

Oldenburg, 56, 57, 160*.
II
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Oldenburg Savings and Loan Bank, 160*,

OlniUtz, 7Q, (>4.

OsnabrOck, n6, i6o*.

Osztrak-Magyar Bank, 92,

Over-issues, 104, na.
Over-trading, 83, i)i.

Palatinatb Bank, 15^, i6o*.

Palatinate Mortgage Bank, ijp, i6)-i6;.

Paper money, is, 29. }o, 53, 55, 69-71, 74, 80,

81,90, 113, 114.

Paris, 10, J3, 44, 84, 11 a, 130, 175.

Partnerships, 11.

Pass-books, 40, 148.

Pawn or pledge, 11, 14, 37, 33-37, 39, 59, 60,

66, 97, 98, 136, 13a, 134-136, 140, 141, 145,

18s.

Payment, 1, 4, 6, 7, )a-35, 38, 39, 53, 55, 60,

71, 7J, 74-76, 78, 79, 8j, 83, 88, 90, 91, 07,

100, 101, 107, 108, III, 118-iao, 139, 130,

n8, 147, 171.

Peace of 1763, 3.

Pecek, 17a, 173,

Pccck Sugar Refinery, 173.

Pensions, pension-fund, etc., 37, 35, 36, 61, 63,

OS, 87, 108, 121, 144, 169, 170, 175, 181.

People's banks, 64, 13a, 134-136, 145.

Pereire, the Brothers, 10.

Personal; credit, 16, 94, 96; property, 11, 14;

security, 65.

Pilsen, 95.

Pipitz, Herr von, 84.

Poland, 77.

Political influence on financial affairs, 4, 64, 69,

70, 76, 77,80, 83, 90, 119, 120.

Pomerania, 3, 8, 5s, 57, IS9, 163-165.

Pomeranian Joint-Stock Mortgage Bank, 159,

104, 16s.

Pomeranian Mortgage Bank, 16^.

Population, 95, lao, 146.

Portugal, 114.

Posen, 3, 8, 24, 26, 55, 57, i6o».

Postal currency, 38, 124, 138.

Postal Savings-Bank, 137, 138.

Post-office savings-banks, 137, 138, 147.

Potscherad-Wurzmes Railway, 173.

Pound sterling, 112, 113, ii6.

Prague, 79,94, 102, 120.

F^recious: metals, 14, 34, 39, 78, 84; stones and

jewelry, 14, 60.

Premium: on gold, 84, 8s, 115, 118, 120; on

silver, 71, 79, 80, 84. See also Appreciation

OF Silver.

Premium bonds, 129, 177, 178, 186.

Presburg, 95.

Price: of gold, 52; of products, 3; of silver, 84.

Primitive debt, 74.

Private: banks, 20, 21, 24, 54, 6y, 83, 96, no,

•39, 145, 149-153, '56; notes, 20, 31, 71.

Private Bank of Cologne, 57-

Private Bank of Dantzig, i6o*.

Private Bank of Flensburg, i6o*.

Private Bank of Gotha, 50, 57, 156, i6o*.

Private Bank of Lubeck, s6, 57, i6o*.

Private Bank of Magdeburg, ss, S7, 156, 160*.

Private Joint-Stock Bank of Dantzig, 55, 57.

Profit and loss, 10, 27, 33, 30, 131, 133, 136,

178.

Profits, is-18, 20, 23, 35, 36, 43, 45, 47, 58,

60-63, 65, 105, 108, 131, 124, 130-133, lj6,

•37, 140-143, 145-147. •49-^5^, ^57, •<»,

160*, 163, 164, 166, I69, 173, 174, 181, 183.

Promissory notes, 3, i36, 141, 145.

Protection, 1 16.

Protest, 39, 40.

Provincial: bank notes, 38, 30, 38; banks, 15,

34, 38, 56, 103, 131-137, 143, 156, 158, •^^i

163, 166.

Provincial Bank of Anhalt-Dessau, 56, 57, 156,

161, 163, 166, 167.

Provincial Bank of Nassau, 34.

Provincial Bank of Oldenburg, 56, 57, i6o*.

Provincial Bank of the Landgraviate of Hesse,

", S7.

Provincial Joint-Stock Bank of the Grand Duchy
of Posen, 5S, 57, l6o*.

Provincial .Mortgage Company of Brandenburg, 8.

Provincial Mortgage Company of East Prussia, 8.

Provincial Mortgage Company of Pomerania, 8.

Provincial Mortgage Company of Posen, 8.

Provincial Mortgage Company of Silesia, 8.

Provincial Mortgage Company ofWest Prussia, 8.

Prussia, 1-;, 10, 13, 16, 23, 34, 39, 37, 44, 58-

64, 71, 89, 102, 160, 164, 165.

Prussian Bureau of Statistics, 6.

Prussian Central Land Credit Company, 159,

103-16S.

Prussian Joint -Stock Land Credit Bank, 159,

le-j-ios.

Prussian Joint-Stock Mortgage Bank, 159, 163-

i6s.

Prussian Letter of Mortgage Bank, 166, 167.

Przibram, qi.

Public: buildings, 10; confidence, 1, 11, 16,

M, 36, 70, 7'. 83, 114, '17. "20, 123, 127,

128; securities, 14, 177, 178, 183, 186.

Raab, 95.

Raiffeisen, Herr, 64.

Railways and railway securities, 10, 11, 34, 40,

75, 81, 91, 117, 129.

Rate of discount, 34,36, 39, 50, 100, 114, \:6,

'39, '40, 145, 146.

Ratio: between capital stock and mortgage
bonds, 159; between gold and silver, 84, 113;

between reserve and note circulation, 77, 78,

88, 152; of issues to capital, 33.

Rauchberg, Dr. Heinrich, 131, 135.
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Real Credit Bank, hq.
Real estate, 3-7, 10, 1?, 17, 30, 31, 37, 17, 43,

44-47. I", 03, 70, 7^ 7'». I^S, «<>, "3, '>S, 07,
loj, I0-), ioc», 130, 130, no, H4, ns, no-
14'!. 147, '4''^, isi, IS), I'o*, 101, 104, I0(»,

K)8-i7o, 173, 174-181, i8?-i«7.
Recninage, 39.

Reilemptlon of issues, u, 14, si, ss, 70, 74, 77,
7S, 01, 104, loS, 118, 1 30.

Recliscounting, 144, 147.

RciliKtion of capital, 03, io<), 137, 130, 144.

Rfichcnherg, 70, QS.

Rt'lilisbank, See Imi'Krial Bank of Grrmany.
Rciclisiiiark, the, 3M.

Reissue of notes, 13.

Renewals of charters, 70, 86, 00, 118, 144.

Rentcs:(//j/i')4o;(W«s/.-WHW^,) 1 14, 127, 119;
{France) 1 14.

Restriction of issues, ;o, f,"].

Retirement of notes, 15, 18, 33, 73, 104, 112,

in, 117, 118.

Revenue, 55, 7s.

Revolution of i8;o, 77.

Revolution of 1848, 16, 3;, 71, 7s, 77-70.
Rhenish and Westphalian Bank, 156, too*.

Rhenish Credit Bank, iss, loo*.

Rhenish Mortgage Bank of Mannheim, iso, n-
Ib-i.

Right of issue, 39, 32-3S, 54-57, 03, 83, nS-
120, ni.

Rostock, so, s7, loo*.

Rothschild, the House of, 11, 127.

Roubles, 1 15.

Roveredo, 04.

Royal Bank of Silesia, 8.

Royal Hungarian Post Savings-Bank, 147.

Royal treasuries, 23, 45.

Royalty on coinage, 112.

Runs on banks, 78.

Russia, 38, )o, 1 15, 1 17.

Safe-keeping, 11, 14, 34, 41, 49, 60, 100, 101,

107, 124-136.

St. Peteisburg, 115.

Saldosaale, the, 133.

Salt, 10, 7S, 80.

Salzburg, 95.

Sarajevo, 1 30.

Sardinia, 76.

Sauerlander, J. D., 119.

Savings and savings-banks, 5, 9, 40, 65, 66, 82,

103, 134-139, I4"-147> IS*, '83-

Saxon Bank, 57.

Saxon Bank of Dresden, 5?.

Saxon Discount Bank, ibo*.

Saxony, 8, 56, 57, 64, 156, 159, i6o«, 164, 165.

Scandinavia, 46.

Schaaffhausen Bank-Verein, 154, IS5, 158.

Schaff, Herr, 85.

37

Schlcswig-Holslein, 3.

ScluiUe-bclitsch, 64.

Schwar/burg, lOo*.

Schwarzburg Provincial Bank, lOo*.

Sealed deposits, 41.

Sebastopol, 2V
Secrecy of bank officials, ;s, 41, ^S, 107.

Seehandlung. See Makitime Association.
Sequestration, 7.

Servia, i2<).

Seven Years' War, 3.

Shares and shareholders, 11, n, is, I6, 18, 30,

22, 27, 14, is, 17, 41-4S, 47, 6;, 7S, 78, «o,

81,91-93, I'K), loS-loH, llH, 119, 121,126-

129, ni, 140-144, 146, ino, 171-174, ''^o.

181, 18s.

Shipping, 10.

Sie^en Bank for Trade aiul linluslry, 100*.

Siemens and Halske, oo.

Siulit paper, 14, 41, 40, (.6, 1 lo,

Sil'-'sia, 1, 4, 6, 8, 60, 103, 132, iso, iso, loo*,

10 1-1 OS.

Silesian Banking Company, iso, loo*.

Silesian Joint-Stock Land Credit Bank, iS9, 164,

Ids.

Sik'Niaii Land Credit Bank, loi.

Silver aiul silver coin, 1, 14, is, 18, 20, 3i, 34,

28, 39, 13, 42-44. 4*^, so-i2, 00, 71-73, 7s,

79-81, 84, 8s, 90, 91, 107, 108, 111-113,

I is-117, 119, 124, 136, 109, 179.

Socialism, 1 16,

Sole bills, 38.

Sondershau.sen, 24.

Soproii, 140.

Sorgel, Parrisius & Co., 6s, iss.

South America, 10.

South German Bank, S".

South German Joint-Stock Land Credit Bank,

IS9, I63-I6i;.

South Germany, 56, 57, 71.

Spalato, 94.

Spandau, 39, 41.

Specie, 14, 18, 20, 21, 26, 27, 33, 4*. 4'. 46, S3,

71-7''. 7<^. 79, 81, 88, 90, 91, 107, III, 118,

120.

Speculation, 6, 11, 23, 24, 29, s8, 80, 83, 114,

"S, 127. '3i> 135, 150, 157-

Stamp duties, 5, 62.

Stanislau, 94.

State: banks, 1, 13, 23, 10; endowments, 5, 6;

lands, 7s

State Northern Railroad, 73.

Stettin, 24, 26, ss, 57'

Stock-exchange, 1,4-6, 11, 114, 133, 185.

Stock-gambling and jobbing, 4, 10, 11, 33, 24,

81, 136, 157.

Stuttgart, SI.

Styria, 103, 129, 133.

!.<•
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Subscriptions, 9, 1?, 30, 22, 24, 37, 76, los,

121, 129, 110.

Suspension: of Bank Act, 8^; of payment, 7,

50, 70, 73, 7?; of silver coinage, 90, 1 16.

Sweden, 38, 40, 46.

Switzerland, 6, 1$, 38, 40, 46.

Syndicates, la. 60, ijo, 131, 144, 160*, 174-

176, 184, 185.

Szegedin, 95.

Talons, 37.

Tatitiimts, 137.

Taxation and taxes, 3, 5, 30, 33, 3s, 45, 47, 62,

98, 104, 121, 139, 150, 152, 174.

Temesvar, 79, 95.

Teplitz, 95.

Territorial Bank, 123.

Thaler, 24, 28, 50, 51,84, 113.

Thuringia, 26, 56, 57, 160*.

Tokens, 117.

Torn and damaged notes, 15, 20-22, 32,42, 44,

47-

Transfer: of credit and funds, 41, 120, 124, 138;

of mortgages, 7; of shares, 37, 106, 124.

Transportation of specie, 120.

Treasury: (Ger.) 18, 22, 27, 33, 33, 45, 47,

jo; (Rtiss.) 117; (Prus.) 37.

Treasury bills: {Ger.) 10, 18, 20, 21, 32, 34,

'7,43,46, 53, 54, 62; iAust.)Ti.

Treboul, 172.

Tribunals of commerce, 108.

Trieste, 79,95, '26, 130.

Troppau, 79, 9S-

Trust: accounts, 5, 14, 41, 62, 63, 106, 107,

110, 128, 158, i6o»; companies, 5.

Trusts, 12.

Tyrol, 102, 132.

Union Bank, 122, 130.

Union Bank of Berlin, 26.

Union Bank of Hamburg, 156, 158, 160*.

Union Bank of Hanover, 160*.

Union Bank of Miihlhausen in Thuringia, 100*.

Union Bank of Wismar, 100*.

Union Bank of N^ urtemberg, 155.

Union Bank of Zwickau, 160*.

United States, 30, 40,51,84, 104, 112, 11;, 116,

1 17, 122-125.

Unit of value, 28.

Unlimited liability, 137.

Upper Austria, loi, T32.

Upper Lusatian Bank, 100*.

Upper Silesian Credit Company, i6o*.

Usury, 107, 109.

Venetia, 75.

Verden, 8.

Vienna, 69, 72-74. 79. 8", 85-87, 92-95, 98-

102, 104-106, 108, III, 113, 115, 118, 120,

122, 123, 125-127, 129-136, 140, 144, 148,

170-174, 183, 185.

Vienna Banking Association, 122, 131, 170.

Vienna Clearing-House Association, 173.

Vienna Convention, 72, 1 12.

Vienna Giro und Cassenverein, 41, 122- 12s, 173,

178, 181.

Vienna-Gloggnitz Railroad, 7s.

Vienna-Neustadt Locomotive-Works, 173.

Vienna Relief Committee, 79.

Vienna Sandirungsverein, 122-125.

Vienna Union Bank, 174, 175.

Vogtland Bank, i6o*.

Volksbanken, 64. See also People's Banks.

Von Struensee, Chancellor, 3.

Vorarlberg, 132.

Vorschusscassen, 64.

War, 3, 13, 39, 70, 73, 76, 79, 80, 83.

Warehouse receipts, 105, 126, 130, 170, 174.

War indemnities: (France, 1870) 29, 41, 58,

(Sardinia, 1849) 76.

Wars: Austria, France, and Italy, 71, 72, 76, 79;
Crimean, 23,71; France and Germany, 3, 6,

1 1, 28, 34, 41, 39; Germany and Austria, 16;

70, 80, 81 ; of 1840, 71 ; Seven Years', 2.

Weight and fineness of coin, 28, 111, 112, 169.

Weimar, 24, 56, 57.

West German Land Credit Concern, 159.

Westphalia, 156, l6o*, 164, 165.

Westphalian Bank, 156, 160*.

Westphalian Banking Company, 160*.

Westphalian Land Credit Bank, 164, 165.

West Prussia, 3, 8.

Wieliczka, 80.

Wiesbaden, 24.

Wismar, 160*.

Wurteniberg, 8, ss, 57, bo, 61, 155, 156, |ii9,

ibo*, 101, 163-108.

Wi'iitemherg Banking Concern, 156, 100*.

Wiirtenibcrg Bank of Issue, 55, 57.

Wiiiteiiibcrg Mortgage Bank, 150, i6'!-ios.

Wilrtemberg Union Bank, 161, 163, 106, 167.

Zbozi, 172.

Zwickau, 160*.
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Acceptances, 303, 304, 306, 309, 313, 3' 7i ''^9-

Accounts current, 232, 223, 231, 233, 234, 2-jb-

238, 242, 248-2<io, 257, 2s8, 262, 263, 265,

267, 270, 271, 274-278, 280, 289, 293, 296,

297, 309, 3"> 314. 3"!, 318,319,321,326,

334> 336, 338, 34'. 342, 344-346, 350, 35'.

354. 35S 358-362.

Ackersdijck, F., 2so, 2S2.

Active business, 2q6, 303.

Advances, 216, 226, 227, 238, 267, 278, 296,

297,209, 309, 311, 315, 3 '8, 321.326, 328,

341, 3«ii, 3S4. 355, 359, 361, 362, 370.
Africa, 36?, 371.

Agents, agencies, etc., 223, 231, 261-261;, 270,

271, 277, 280, 294, 303, 310, 328, 332, 334,

33s, 338. 339-

Agio, IQ2, 103, 198, 199, 201, 204-206, 208-

211, 218, 220, 31s.

Agricultural credit institutions, 368-370.

Agriculture, 232, 242, 244, 332, 368-371.
Albert, Archduke, 20s.

Algemeene Bataafsche Beleen, Discompto, en
Dcposito Bank, 226.

Algemeene Rckenkamer, 262.

Algenieenc Waarborg Maatschappij, 369.

Alkmaar, 3S4, 302, 360.

America, 208, 303, 30S, 312, 313, 315, 316,
36";. See also United States.

Amsterdam, 190-213, 2i';-220, 223-225,227-
233, 240, 242, 240, 240, 2S0, 2s6, 262, 268,

270, 271, 277, 278, 281, 294, 303, 314, 3i<',

318, 330, 341, 343, 3=;o-3=i2, 3';4, }^6, 358,

3'i9, 361-303, 36";, 300, 308-371.

Amsterdam Mortgage Bank, 360, 368.

Amstcrdamsche Bank, 3S4, 350, 358, 359.
Amsterdamsche Voorschotbank, 369.

Amsterdam Wisselbank, 198-210, 212, 213, 215-
220, 223, 227.

Annuities, 263, 303, 305, 307.

Appreciation: of currency, 204; of silver, 291

;

of stocks, 247.

Argentine Republic, 315.

Arnhem, 354, 362, 366.

Arnhem IVtortgage Bank for the Netherlands, 366.
Asia, 354, 365.

Assignations, 195, 198, 200, 201,221,226,231,
232, 262, 265, 268, 270-2715, 278, 280, 2S9,

201. 303, 3". 3'4, 3^9, 327, 332. 334, ^^0,

338, 34", 342, 349-

Associatie-Cassa, 350, 351.

Attachment, 202, 208, 210, 221, 231, 232.
Auction offices, 327.

Australia, 303, 316.

Austria, 311.

Baak, E., 343, 352, 363, 36=;, 370.

Balance-sheets, 231, 209, 276, 318-321, 327,

348, 3S8, 359, 302, 370.

Banck van Wissel, 198.

Banda Islands, 371.

Bank: accounts, 194, 199-201, 20.S-211, 217,
218, 220, 221, 223, 231, 247, 249, 2(1^, 293;
assets, 210, 333, 3S8, 3'i9, 370; balances, 220,

223, 231, 233, 234, 236-2-!S, 242, 2.),S-2^0,

2S7, 258, 262, 26=;, 209, 270, 27.f-27S, 2S0,

289, 3".' '4. 1"}, 330, 338, 342,344-340,3=;!,

359, 360, 302; bills, 220-228, 231, 271, 289:
books, 200, 231, 232, 327, 314; buildings,

20s, 293, 144; capital, 199, 227-236, 242,
247-240, 2io, 201, 262, 264-270, 29t), 297,
306, 307, 310-313, 31'i, 319, 322, 32-!, )2t>,

328, 330, 332-339, 342, 343, 34s, 340, i^o-

3S3, 3=i6, 3=.8, 3O'>-303, 36=;, 308-371; char-

ters, 220, 229, 231, 23s, 23O, 200, 2OI, 204,
266,312,323,327, 330,333-33=;, 337-310, 34-!,

34";; commission and fees, 199, 200, 202, 20^,,

207, 209, 211, 213, 221, 256, 271, 273, 274,

278, 293, 294, 321. 327, 334, 344, 349, 1S4,

S.
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3S5, 361, 36P, 370; commissioners, 199, 201

20';, 208, 210, 216, 217, 219, 221, 222, 230

231, 234, 262, 263, 265, 269, 333, 337. 343

3S4; credits, 198, 207, 210, 211, 218, 219,

263, 327, 328, 332, 334, 344. 349, 3'50, 35S
expenses, 20Q, 210, 222, 223, 262, 265, 209

327; failures, 210, 219, 226-228, 316; inves-

tigations, 2
1 7, 2

1 9, 28
1

; issues, 227, 236-240,

27:;, 278-280, 327-332, 334-338, 341, 344:

liabilities, 311, 333, 342, 344-346, 3^8, 359

368, 370; money, 198-201, 204-212, 215-221

226; notes, 191,223-228, 231-234, 236-240,

242, 244, 248-253, 255-258, 261, 262, 264

265, 267, 268, 270-272, 278-280, 283-289

293, 307, 311, 3'4, 3"9, 327-339, 34", 342

344-347; organization and management, iq6

198, 201, 200, 210, 217, 219-223, 226-232

235-240, 250, 258, 260-267, 26q, 322, 324

33";, 327, 333, 334, 337, 338, 34'-34S 348

receipts, 205, 207, 211-213, 215, 221, 226

231, 232, 274, 275; regulations, 200, 200-

211, 221, 222, 226, 230-232, 234, 235

237, 238, 240, 247, 262-265, 207-269, 207

300, 303, 323, 333, 334, 336, 337, i44, 34=i

349, 355; reports, 217, 222, 231, 234, 230

247, 250, 252, 262, 264, 270, 272-275, 280

281, 283, 285, 288, 292, 293, 296, 297, 300

306, 307, 311, 314, 315, 327, 333, 339, 34^

348, 352, 359, 362; reserve, 221,233-238

242, 244, 245, 247-249, 252, 253, 255, 2=;7

258, 261-269, 283, 293, 3'"-3i4, 316, 319

320, 322, 327, 328, 331-337, 339, 342, 344-

348, 360, 362; surplus, 209, 264, 265, 267

268; taxation, .?3i, 232, 261, 264, 267, 269

273-275, 2Q0, 344, 350-

Bank Act of 1 844 (England), 311.

Bank Act of 1888 (Netherlands), 315, 3*2, 323.

Bank en Bank van Leening, 227.

Bank en Handelsvereeniging, 354, 356.

Bankeii van leening, 212.

Bankers, banking, banking theories, etc., 191,

i93-'95, '98, 224-228, 327, 333, 335, 337-

339, 343-347, 349, 35o, 352, 354, 355, 361,

370, 37 ••

Bank for Securities and Bills of Exchange, 356.

Banking and Mercantile Association. See Bank

EN Handels Vereenigino.

Bank Javasche. See Java Bank.

Bank of Amsterdam, 356, 358, 359.

Bank of England, 226, 243-246, 315.

Bank of France, 245, 246, 315.

Bank of Gelderland, 356.

Bank of Gorinchem, 356.

Bank of North Brabant. See Noordbrabantsche

Bank.

Bank of Prussia, 245, 246.

Bank of Rotterdam, 356, 357, 359.

Bank of the Netherlands, 223, 226-334.

Bankruptcy, 218, 350.

Banks: of deposit, 109, 204, 214, 223,224,226,

227; of discount, 226, 232; of issue, 224, 227,

228, 264, 266, 267, 325-348, 37'-

Bank van Beleening, 226.

Bank van Leening, 227, 228.

Bank voor Effecten en Wisselfaken, 354-356.

Baring, House of, 315.

Base and degraded coin, 192, 199-201, 204, 206,

221, 250, 312.

Batavia, 227, 228, 329, 333, 339-

Batavian Mortgage Bank, 366.

Batavian Republic, 220, 224.

Bearer notes, 205, 212, 349, 369.

Becldenaar of Figuerboeck, 192.

Beemster Bank, 369.

Bclcen bank geld, 226.

Belgium, 222, 243, 246, 252,

Berger, P. F., 354, 356.

Berlin, 245,310-312, 314, 315.

Bij-banken, 231, 249.

Biljeiten, 254.

Bill-brokers and discounters, 200. See also

Money-changers, etc.

Bills: of exchange, 191, 194, 195,197, 199,201,

208, 210, 211, 219,221,222,224,232-234,
241, 242, 245, 246, 252, 263, 268, 271, 292,

303-307,309, 311-318, 327, 334, 339,343,
346, 350, 351, 354, 358, 359, 370, 371; of

lading, 351, 354, 355-

Bimetallism, 252, 253, 256, 267.

Blank credits, 236, 263, 344, 349, 350, 361.

Bonds, 214, 217, 233, 261, 263, 264, 266, 268,

303, 305, 307, 310, 331, 339, 344, 345, 355,

308, 36Q, 371.

Book Credit, 226, 327, 334.

Bookkeeping, 200, 231, 267, 327, 334.

Boskoopsche Spaar, Deposito, en Hulpbank,

369.

Branch banks, 228, 231, 249, 250, 261-265,

270, 271, 277, 280, 294, 303, 322, 339, 359.

British North America, 365.

Brussels, 243, 251, 314.

Buenos Ayres, 315.

Bullion, 198, 201, 203, 210-215, 217, 219, 221,

222, 224, 232-234, 236-238, 240, 242, 244,

245, 248, 249, 252, 253, 255, 263, 265, 267,

268, 270, 289, 290, 292, 293, 300, 302, 307,

310-316, 320, 328, 331-333, 335, 336, 338,

34", 342, 344, 345. 347.

Bureau of Credit and Deposit, 363.

BQsch, Joh. Georg, 207, 219.

Buvtcn-ont/attgkers, 199.

Capital and capitalists, 196, 227, 242, 253,

267. 3 1 2, 315. 364, 370.

Cashiers and cashing, 194-202, 210, 218, 220,

223-225, 240, 349-352, 359.
Central banks, 210.

Cereals, 242, 244.
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Chambers of Commerce, 233, 234.

Charity, 330, 334.

Charles V., 193.

Cheques, 223, 280, 349.

Cheribon, 335.

China, 303.

Circulating medium, 225, 226, 250, 251, 258,

272, 273, 275, 283-285.

Clearing-houses and clearances, 202, 226.

Closed deposits, 293-290.

Coffee, 332.

Coin and coinage, 191-194, 197-201,203-213,
216-218, 220, 221, 223, 227, 232, 233, 2'!7,

238, 240, 250-238, 263, 204, 267, 271, 272,

280-284, 289-293, 296, 300, ;i6, 327-329,

3?>, 3?3-?55, r,8, 344, 334.

Collateral and other securities, 214, 217, 220-

222, 232, 233, 245, 246, 267, 278, 297, 298,

300, 301, 330, 351, 354, 359, 361, 309. 370-

Collections, 271, 277, 278, 369.

Colonies and colonial banks, 224, 227, 228, 233,

24Q, 257, 283, 303, 3", 3 '5, 32S-348, 352-

3'54> 358, 370. 37'-

Commerce, 191, 192, 194, 196-198, 204, 206,

208, 216, 225, 227, 232, 242, 243, 246, 249,

251, 263, 275, 280, 284, 285, 296, 310, 313,

332, 344. 349, 370, 37'-

ComrPv'rcial : crises, 243, 246, 251, 253, 257,

303, no, 311, 316, 332,338, 371; depression

and distress, 219, 220, 227, 242, 244, 332,

338, ;44; failures, 232; paper, 197, 219, 221,

225, 233, 241, 245, 246, 263, 268, 277, 303-

307, ^OQ, n 1-314, 334, 343, 349, 350, 354,
350, lOo.

Committee of Commerce and Navigation, 217.

Company for Mortgage Credit in the Nether-
lands, 366.

Conrad, , 205.

Consolidation and absorption of banks, 227.

Contraction: of credit, 292; of currency, 282;

of discounts, 242-245; of issues, 334.
Copenhagen, 245.

Copper, copper coin, etc., 329-335.
Costumen, IQ7.

Coumaercial, 254.

Counterfeits, counterfeiting, etc., 327.

Coupons, 278, 293, 354, 359.

Couranl geld, 204, 206.

Courdiit-rckening, 210, 211, 220.

Crediet en Depositobank, 354, 356.

Crediet en Deposito Kas, 362, 363.

Crediet en Haiidels-Vereeniging Banda, 371.
Crediet-trekkeude leden, 361.

Crediet-Vereeniging, 36i-')63.

Crediet-Vereeniging der Twentsche Bank, 362.

Crediet vereenigitigen. See Credit Banks, etc.

Credit: 191, 197, 198, 202, 211, 215, 218, 221,

224, 225, 228, 236, 238, 243, 244, 246, 252,

253, 257. 260, 263, 280, 290, 292, 303, 307,

310-316, 328, 331-333, 336, 3^7, 3^9, 344,
349-352, 355, 361, 364, 3<'«. 369, 37'-

Credit and Deposit Bank, 354, isb.

Credit Association of Amsterdam, -,63.

Credit banks and associations, 211, 214, 266,

303, 3'5, 337, 339, 361-363, 371.
Credit mobilier associations, 370.
Crown domains, 254.

Crowns, 192, 21;.

Currency, 191, 192, iq8, 204, 206-211, 218-
221, 226,227, 232,237, 251-254, 256-258,

275, 280-282, 284, 285, 290, 292, 312, 327,
329, 332-335-

Debit balances, 278.

Debtor and creditor, 209.

Debts, 209, 219, 332,333, 348.

Delft, 196, 201.

Demand, 211; accounts, 210; notes, 207.

Demonetization; of gold, 237, 255; of silver,

237.

Denominations of money, 233, 238, 250-257,
281-283, 285-289, 300, 327, 329, 330, 333,

336, 538, 341, 344, 345, 347.
Deposits and depositors, 195, 198-202, 204-207,
209-216,218-222, 227, 231, 240, 245, 249,

254, 255, 257, 260, 262, 263, 265, 270, 271,

274-278, 28Q, 293-296, 315, 327, 328, 330,

33', 334, 344, 349-35', 354, 355, 358. 359,
361, 362.

Depreciation: of bank money, 20S, 218, 219;
of currency, 204, 20b, 327, 320, 332, 374,

335; of silver, 281-284, 292; of stocks, 220,
221.

Disconto Maatschappij, 354, 355, 358.

Discount banks. See Banks of Discount.
Discount Company, 356, )58.

Discounting, 224, 232-2^4, 236, 240-241, 245-

247, 2:2, 253, 257, 261, 268, 270, 271, 274,

278, 291, 292, 2q6, 207, 103-3 18, 320, 322,
326-328, 334, 336-340, 343, 346, 348, ',^0,

3S1, 354. 358, 361, 309-

Dissolution of banks, 223, 228, 354, 363, 367.

Dividends, 2-ii, 2-J3, 214, 248, 258, 259, 26';,

268,293, 321, 322, 326, 327, 331-333,342,

344, 345, 347, 35o-354i 356-36o, 362, 363,
365-37'-

Djokjokarta, 318.

Doits (diiiten), 329, 333.

Dollars, 213.

Dordrecht, 201, 211, 362, 363.

Dordrecht Mutual Credit Association, 363.

Dordrechtsche Onderlinge Crediet-Vereeniging,

362.

Doubtful accounts, 348.

Drafts, 194, 220, 264, 272, 273, 278, 359, 371.
Drain of specie, 206, 313, 332.

Ducatons, 205, 213.

Ducats, 192, 206-208, 213, 251, 254, 342.

\
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Duilen. See Doits.

Dutch and East Indian Credit and Banking

Association, 350.

Dutch Credit Bank, 356.

Dutch East India Co., 196, 207-209, 211, 214,

216-218, 224, 334.

Dutch East Indies, 207, 227, 253, 257, 303, 310,

3". 315, 316, 327. 329, 330, 334, 335. 337"
Mi, 354> 358,365, 370, 37'.

Dutch East Indies Bank, 228.

Dutch Great Ledger, 232, 256, 267, 334.

Dutch Guiana, 228.

Dutch Rhine Railway, 315.

Dutch Trading Co.
, 332. See also Nederlandsche

Handel Maatschappij.

Dutch West India Co., 209, 211.

Dutch West Indies, 343.

Eastern Discount Bank. See Oostersche

DiSCONTOBANK.

Eastern Mortgage Bank, 366.

Eibergen, 369.

Eindhovensche Bank, 354, 356, 359.

Elster, , 205.

England, 213, 224, 225, 228, 243-246, 251, 252,

310, 311.

Enkhuizen, 196, 212.

Exchange, 191, 194, 197-199, 204, 207-210,

2SI, 252, 255, 271, 272, 280, 281, 290-292,

300, 307, ;i6, 327, 328.

Exchange and Security Bank, 356.

Exchange Bank of Amsterdam, 196, 198-201.

Exchange banks, 191, 196, 201, 203-223, 227.

Exchange Manual, 192, 195, 198.

Exchequer, 222, 226, 251.

Expansion: of currency, 237, 257; of issues,

237, 238, 257, 280, 331, 332, 334, 336-338.
Exports, 22^, 341, 3S4; of bullion, 203, 24s,

307; of gold, 203, 283, 292, 293, 306, 307,

316; of silver, 203, 257, 291,507, 310, 311,

329, 335; of specie, 208, 218, 257, 283, 290-

2Q2, 307, 33s.

Extensions of loans and debts, 207, 211, 298,

299, 301, 302, 314, 332, 351, 359, 370.

Financial: companies, 3/0, 371; distress, 217,

?i!2-246, 316, 329, 332, 338; legislation, 192-

i;;, 197-208, 210, 212, 216-222, 226, 228-

238, 240, 246, 247, 249-237, 261-269, 272,

274, 275, 278, 280, 282, 293, 297, 307, 315,

322, 323, 325, 327-331, 333, 335-339, 343-

345, 348, 349; reform, 237, 253, 234, 281,

282, 2Q0, 292, 333, 334.

Finantiecle Maatschappij voor Nijvcrheids-

Ondernemingen, 371.

Florin, 252-254, 257, 282, 329, 338, 341.

Foreign: coin, 191, 192, 207, 221, 222, 233,

240, 263, 290, 292, 300, 327, 334; commerce,

232; paper, 199, 211, 219, 245, 261, 268,

292, 303, 306-308, 311, 315, 316, 320, 339,

359; securities, 232-234, 263, 297, 298, 308-

3'7-

Foreign Mortgage Bank, 366.

Founders' Bank, 356.

Fractional currency, 201, 211, 221, 283, 329-

335-

Franc, 231, 300, 307.

France, 213, 215, 219, 222, 246, 250, 251, 280,

291, 292, 299, 310, 312.

Free coinage, 254, 282.

Friesche Handelsbank, 354-356.

Frisian-Groningen Mortgage Bank, 366.

Frisian Trades Bank, 354-356.

Gelderland Credit Association, 362,363.

Geldersche Bank, 354, 356.

Gelderschc Crediet Vereeniging, 362, 363.

General Audit Office, 262.

General Batavian Loan, Discount, and Deposit

Bank, 226.

General Mortgage Bank, 366.

Germany, 193, 246, 280, 281, 291, 292, 299,

311,312,315.
Gerritsen, C. V., 261, 266, 281, 290, 298.

Giro banks, 199, 204, 224.

Gold, gold coin, etc., 192, 193, 207, 210, 212,

213,221, 227, 237, 238, 250-256, 281-284,

290-293,300, 306, 307, 313-316, 327, 331,

334, 338,341, 3.42, 347.

Goldgulden, 192.

Goldsmiths, 193, 194, 203.

Gold standard, 2S2, 253, 281, 282, 338.

Gorinchemsche Bank, 354, 355.

Government: accounts, 234, 249, 260, 262, 267,

277, 278, 296, 306, 309, 317, 327, 328, 330,

334, 344; bills, 317; bonds, 268, 331; con-

trol of, and interest in, banks, 221, 222, 227,

228, 231-238, 254, 255, 260-264, 26O-269,

322, 330-337, 344; credit, 277, 278, 334;
debt, 264, 278, 296, 297, 304, 306, 309, 313,

317, 33', 339, 344; funds, 221, 222, 260,

344> 345; guaranties, 330, 331; issues, 237,

254-256, 262, 207, 268, 280, 306, 332, 333;
loans, 21Q, 226, 227, 238, 267, 278, 296, 297,

306, 313, 328, 330; securities, 221, 267, 268,

278, 304, 306, 309, 313, 317, 33', 344, 345-

Gravenhagsche Crediet-Vereeniging en Deposito

Kas, 302.

Great Britain. See England.

Groenlo, 309.

Groningen Mortgage Bank, 366.

Guiana, 228. See also Dutch Guiana
Guilder, gulden, 192, 204, 208, 213, 221, 250-

255, 257, 281-283, 300, 329.

Guineas, 213.

Haarlem Mortgage Bank, 366.

Hague, the, 271, 362, 363, 366.
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Hague (the) Credit Association and Bureau of

Deposit, 36?.

Hague (the) Mortgage Bani< for the Netherlands,

306.

Hamburg, 245.

Handelsbank, 354, ^55.
Harvests, 242, 244.

Hecht, Felix, 212.

Hertogenbosch, 354, 369.

Het Onderling Crediet, 361, 36a.

Hoarding of money, 200, 205.

Hollandsche Credietbani<, 354.

Hollandsche Hypotheel<bank, 368.

Hoorn, 196, 201.

Hiibner, Otto, 240.

Hulst, 366.

Hypotheekbanken. See Mortgage Banks.

Identification, 344.
Illegal coinage, 192.

Imperial Bank of Germany, 315.

imports, 225, 242, 341; of bullion, 203, 314; of

gold, 203, 283, 293, 314, 316; of silver, 203,

2S1, 291, 292, 314, 335; of specie, 203, 251,

28^,314,335-
Incassobank, 3S0, 351.

Increase of capital, 229, 232, 235, 236, 247, 2!;p,

201, 262, 264, 266-209, 3't>-3i2, 322, 330,

3^7, 339, 353-

India and the Indies (East and West). See Dutch
East Indies; Dutch West Indies; Colonies,

Indigo, 33:.

Indorsement, 227.

Industry, 263.

inflation of currency, 329.

Inland Mortgage Bank, 363.

Insurance, insurance companies, etc., 232, 299,

;S=i, if8.

Interest, 199, 207,212, 214, 216-219, 221-223,

226, 227, 232, 233, 238, 240-247, 260, 201,

267, 269, 278, 290, 293, 296, 297, 290-301,

308, 3"o, 3", 314-316, 327, 334, 341, 344,
560.

Interest-bearing: accounts, 327, 344, 369;
deposits, 327, 344; securities, 218, 219.

Investments, 215, 220, 233, 261, 204, 200, 268,

200, 208, 306, 112, 322, 327, 334, 336-3 ;o,

142, ;44, 34=;, 3^50, 154.

Irredeemable paper money, 234.

Isabella, Archduchess, 205.

Java, 228, 327, 332.

Java Bank, 227, 228, 235, 236, 238, 269, 325-
•)28, 330, 312-339, 341, 342-

Jewels. See Precious Stones.

Joint-stock: banks, 226-229, 352-354, 361, 363,

171 ; companies, 227-229, 247, 343, 350, 352,

333, 305, 371-

Kas oeld, 204.

Kassiers promessin, 225.

Kassiers quilantien, 325, 3a6.

Kasvereeniging, 350, 351.

Koenen, , 216, 226.

Koloniale Bank, 370.

Landbouw Crediet Fexel, 369.

Leeuwarden, 354.
Leeuwdaclder. See Lion Dollar.

Legal tender, 206, 250, 251, 353-257, 393 337,

329, 333, 335, 344-

Leicester, Earl of, 192, 193.

Letters of credit, 355.
Lewis, King, 226.

Lexis, , 205.

Liability of shareholders, 233.

Light-weight coin, 194, 201, 206, 250, 254.

Limburgsche Crediet-Vereeniging, 362, 363.

Limitation: of coinage, 282; of credit, 232, 246;
of deposits, 198, 201, 209,211, 221; of dis-

count, 234, 242-246, 263, 303, 310, 315; of

issues, 233, 236-239, 244, 253, 255-257, 262,

264, 268, 280, 327-329, 333-338; of liability,

232; of payments, 221.

Limited liability companies, 350, 354, 350, 371.

Lion dollar, 204, 205, 207.

Liquidation, 219, 226, 354, 367.
Loan-bank money, 226.

Loan banks, 217, 226-228, 332.

Loans, 205, 207, 209, 212, 214-224, 226,227,

231-234, 236, 240-247, 251-253, 203,270,
271, 274, 278, 296-302, 307-317, 320, 322,

320-328, 334, 338-341, 343, 344, 340, 350,

351, 3^4, 355, 359, 361, 368-371.

Local banks, 229.

Loening, , 205.

Lombard: banks, 212, 226; loans, 212.

London, 243, 252, 280-282, 291, 3ic>-;i2, 314-

5 '6, 359-

Losses, 200, 268, 202, 299, 321, 320, 332, 34=;.

Lost and destroyed notes, 233, 264.

"

Louis d'ors, 213.;

Louis XIV., 106.

Maastricht, 362,' 366.

Maastricht Mortgage Bank for the Netherlands,

300.

Maatschappij ter Bervordering van de Nationale

Nijverheid, 251.

Maatschappij voor Gemeente Crediet, 369.

Macassar, 335.

Madura, 327.

Manufactures and manufacturers, 232, 359, 379.

Mark, 21',, 218, ;oo, W7.
Maximilian, lo'?.

Mees, W. C., 197, 20S, 209, 211, 211-21";, 222,

224, 220, 214, 249, 200, 281.

Metallic: currency, 275,284; reserve, 233, 214,

\
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2j6-aj8, 343, 244, 345, 252, 353, 355, 2S7,

258, 363-365, 280, 283, 289, 290, 293, 307,

311-314, J16, 330, 331-336, 344, 347.
Mexican dollars, 313.

Mlddelburg, 196, 201, 210, 214, 2 is, 220-224.

Middelburg Wisselbank, 301, 210, 214, 215,

320-225.

Minister of Finance, 236-338, 347, 363, 367, 369,

283, 330, 332, 349.

Mint, 192-194, 1. ? 206, 208, 251, 253, 254,

256, 290, 316. See also Coin.

Mint College, 193.

Mint decrees, 192-194, 197-199.

Moltzer, , 234.

Monetary: circulation, iQ!-i93, 197, 198, 201,

304, 22s, i27, 2;:S, >. 4, 237, 238, 242, 248-

2s8, 261, .•: ", -7
,

• -, 373, 275, 279, 280,

283-389, .
o:

, 50 ,19, 328, 329, 331-

334>336, 33<*, ,0' . ' . , '4^ 3471 crises,

208, 2i6, 238, 2 , ..; 251, 2';3, 257,

290, 292, 296, 299, 30S, 310-512, 315, 316,

318, 532, 338, y<; standards, 2';2-2';4, 256,

280-282,329, 3 ,

'• systci IS. 0,380;

units, 2^0, 254.

Money, 192, 327.

Money-changers, dealers, lenders, etc., 1^2-195,

197-201, 203, 204, 207, 300, 370.

Money-changers' Manual, 193, 193, 198.

Monometallism, 352.

Monopoly, 199-301, 203, 204, 231, 232, 260,

261, 268, 332.

Mortgage banks and banking, 261, 264, 266,

268, 344, 345, 3=i2, 351, 365-509.

Mortgage Bank for the Netherlands, }66.

Mortgages, mortgage bonds, loans, etc., 233,

238,261, 326, 334, 336-339,342,344-346,

354, 564, 368, 369.

Municipal: banks, 201, 209, 216,221,222, 224;

coinage, 192; guaranties, 202, 208-210, 21s,

219, 221, 222,231,233; loans, obligations,

and securities, 217, 219.

Muntbiljetten, 237, 238, 254-256, 258, 362, 363,

267, 268, 280, 285, 284.

Mutual Credit Association of Rotterdam, 363.

Napoleon I., 224.

National: banks, 226, 229; debt, 221, 539.

Nationale Hypotheekbank, 368.

National Mortgage Bank, 363, 366, 368.

Nederlandsch Amerikaansche Hypotheekbank,

565, 366.

Nederlandsche Bank, 226. See also Nether-

lands Bank.

Nederlandsche Bank en Crediet-Vereeniging voor

Zuid Africa, 371.

Nederlandsche Crediet-Vereeniging, 562.

Nederlandsch Handels Maatschappij, 249, 250,

253. 303, 329, 332, 370-

Nederlandsch-lndische Crediet en Bankvereen-

'ging. 354> 356.

Nederlandsche-Indische Handelsbank, 570.

Nederlandsche Oostindische Bank, 228.

Nederlandsche Trust Maatschappij, 369.

Negotiepeitningen, 207, 254.

Nederlandsch Zuid Africaansche Hypotheekbank,

365, 366.

Netherlands, 191-371.

N':therlands-American Mortgage Bank, 565, 366.

Netherlands and South African Mortgage Bank,

366.

Netherlands Bank, 223, 226-324, 327, 338, 343,

349, 352, 353, 37'-

Netherlands Land Mortgage Bank, 363.

Netherlands Mortgage Bank, }b^, 306.

New York, 312.

Non-interest-bearing: deposits, 278, 344; obli-

gations, 25b.

Noordbraijantsche Bank, 354-356.

Noordbrabantsche Maatschappij voor Gemeente
Crediet, 369.

Noorder Bank, 554, 356.

Noordhollandsche Landbouw-Crediet, 362, 363.

Northern Bank. See Noorder Bank.

Northern Mortgage Bank, 500.

North Holland Agricultural Credit, 363.

North Holland Mortgage Bank, 366.

Northwestern and Pacific Mortgage Co., 365,366.

Notaries, 307, 352.

Obligations, 315.

Ontvang en Betaalkas, 550,351.

Oostersche Discontobank, 354, 356.

Oostersche Hypotheekbank, 305.

Open deposits, 295-240.

Opereerend kapitaal, zqb.

Orange-Nassau Mortgage Bank, 366.

Orderbrie/Jes, 268, 301.

Out-of-door receivers, 199.

Overdrafts, 198, 201, 310, 231, 278.

Pastum de retro emendo, 212.

Padang, 535-

Pamphlets and pamphleteering, 243, 260.

Paper: credit, 225; money, 206, 227, 237, 351,

256, 205, 280, 284, 527, 329, 3}0, 332.

Paramaribo, 328, 343-347.
Paris, 514.

Pasoeroean, i^s-

Passive business, 296

Patacon, 205.

Pawn or pledge, 207, 213, 214, 217, 220, 327,

252, 258, 263.

Payments, iqs, 198-202, 20s, 208,200,211,
218, 219, 222, 225, 225, 228, 233, 264, 301,

529, 552, 333, 335, 344, 349-

Pennigen, 307.

Piastres, 213.
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Pierson, N. G., 369, 349, 351, 361, 371.
Pistoles, 192.

Plaatsverlies, 271, 278, 303.
Poelman, P. C. G., 2152.

Political influence on financial matters, 222, 243,
244. 252, 261, 510, 312.

Population, 2S3, 257.
Portugal, 213.

Post-office savings-banks, 266.

Pound sterling, 281, 293, 500, 307, 342.

Precious: metals, 193, 198, 201, 20?, 204, 207,
212, 219, 240, 256, 26-!, 267, 271, 280, 290,

292, 302, 314, 321, 327, 329, 33', 335, 342,
344, 354, 370; stones, 227, 327, 354.

Premium: on coin, see Agio; on gold, 315.
Pretoria Hypotheek Maatschappij, 36s, 566.

Price: of coin, 192, 200, 204-208, 212, 213; of
gold, 292, 293; of silver, 256, 280-282, 290,

291.

Private: banks, 228, 240, 260, 352; cashiers,

200, 202, 203, 205, 207, 224-220; exchange,

199, 201, 20^
Profits, 200, 221-223, 230, 231, 258, 260, 262,

265, 268, 2oq, 292, 293, 320-322, 328, 330,

332, 334, }3», 342, 344, 347, 350, 361, 364,
365, 369.

Promissory notes, 225, 226, 268, 303, 306, 309,
311-317, 301.

Protest, 350.

Provincial; banks, 226; coinage, 192, 206; guar-
antees, 217; loans, 226.

Prussia, 311.

Public: accounts, 197; auction offices, 327; con-
fidence, 206, 215, 217-219, 227, 234, 261,

280, 332; debt, 261, 263, 264, 266, 33q;
funds, 221, 222, 233, 344, 345; securities,

263, 267, 344, 345.

Public Exchange Bank of Rotterdam, 201.

Publijcque Wisselbank, 201.

Railways and railway securities, 244, 298,

312, 3'3, 315.

Rate of discount, 240, 242-246, 252, 291, 292,

296, 297, 303, 306-316, 318, 326, 336-339,
348.

Ratio: between gold and silver, 250-353, 255,
256, 281; between reserve and note circula-

tion, 234, 236, 237, 280, 327, 331, 332, 334-

3}6, 338, 344-346,; of leeuwdaelders to bank
guilders, 204, 206; of rycksdaelders to bank
guilders, 204, 20s.

Real estate, 226, 333, 354, 263, 344, 343, 351,

364, 365.

Receipts, 349, 350.

Receivers, 199.

Rece'pisse's, 20^, 207,211, 212,21";, 221, 231,

333-335.
Recoinage, 232, 251, 253, 254, 283.

Redemption of issues, 328, 333, 35b, 358, 364,
367, 380, 307, 327, 320-313, 344.

Reduction of capital, 345, 370.
Registry duty, 331.

Reichsbank, 315.

Renewals and revisions of charters, 229, 233
260, 264, 266, 312, 325, 333, 337-159, 345-'

Rentecassa, 330, 331.

Restriction. See Limitation.

Retirement: of coin, 254, 333; of notes, 262,

267, 330.

Revenue, 209, 233, 242, 254, 273-37S, 399,
329, 333-

Revolution: of 1830, 332, 243, 253; ol 1848,

244, 253.

Ricard, S., 213,

Rider, 205-208, 212, 251.

Right ofissue, 226, 228, 231, 232, 361, 366-268.
Rix-dollar, 204, 205, 207, 213, 221, 234, 283.
Rotterdam, 196, 201,203, 200-212, 21?, 220

224, 231, 249, 260, 262, 26?, 270, 271', 277I
278, 294, 303, 3^4-356, 3';8, 362, 161, 366.

Rotterdam Mortgage Bank for the Netherlands,

363, 366, 368.

Rotterdamsche Bank, 3^4, 337-330.
Rotterdamsche Hypotheekbank voor Nederland

368.

Rotterdam Wisselbank, 201, 209-211, 211,220.
Runs on banks, 200, 210, 215, 332.
Russia, 203.

Rvcksdaelder. See Rix-dollar.

Rykspostspaarbank, 266.

Safe-keeping, 194, loi, 200, 21 1, 213, 222, 263,
263, 203-296, 327, 344, 349-35', 35=;.

Samarang, 328.

Savings and savings-banks, 266, 361, 302, 309.
Schimmel, W. F., 201, 200, 252, 2i6, 281.

ocrecy of bank officials, 217, 222, 233, 2'!4.

Seeland, 214.

Seignorage, 256, 290.

Shares, shareholders, and stocks, 214, 213, 220,
221, 224, 226-236, 241-240, 2ii, 2=!4, 238-
260, 262-269, 291, 201, 204, 200-20S, 301,

302, 3oo-3'7, 320, 322-324, 320, 327, 330-
332, 334, 335, 337-339, 34'-34'!, 3=io, 352-
356, 358-362, 304, 36";, 368-371.

Shillings, 108,201, 200, 211.

Shipping, 107, 216, 217,232, 20;, 344, 370.
Silver and silver coin, 102, 103, 20^-208, 210

212, 213, 218, 221, 223, 227, 237, 2^;J-258|

280-284, 290-203, 300, 310, 311, 313, 316,

327, 320, 33>-33S.
Silversmiths, 193, 194, 203.

Silver standard, 2S2-254, 256, 2S2, yi~,.

Smith, Adam, 208, 212.

Society for the Encouragement of National In-
dustry, 251.

Socrabaya, 328, 332.
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Soerabayasche Bank en Handels-Vereeniging,

Soerakarta, 535.

South Africa, 365, 371.

South America, 315.

South Holland Agricultural Credit, 363.

South Holland Credit Association, 363.

South Holland Mortgage Bank, 366,

Spaan, A. T., 228.

Spaarbank-Vereeniging, 369.

Spaar Inleg en Voorschotbank, 369.

Spaar en Voorschotbank, 369.

Spain, 213.

Specie, 191, 200, 204, 205, 209, 210, 213-215,

218, 219, 224, 226, 232-234, 236-238, 242,

248, 249, 265, 289, 300, 302, 309, 332, 333,

335, 342, 344, 347, 35o, 355, 356.

Specie-hoecken, 200.

Speculation, 213, 220, 242-245, 251, 256, 297,

2q8. 308,310-316,331,358.
Stamp-duties, 231, 232, 261, 264, 267, 273-275,

290, 344-

Steijn-Parve, D. C, 328, 330, 331.

Stichtsche Bank, 354, 356.

Stock exchange, 233, 268, 297, -514.

Stock-gambling and jobbing, 2;o, 297, 311,

314, 331, 361, 3(>9-

Stockholm, 245.

Straits Settlements, 354, 365.

Subscriptions, 227, 228, 232, 235, 267, 358.

Subsidiary coin. See Fractional Currency.

Sugar, 532.

Sumatra, 303.

Surinam, 228, 343-345.

Surinam Bank, 228, 343-348, 352, 353.

Suspension: of Bank Act (England, 1844), 311;

of payment, 210,218-220, 222.

Switzerland, 246.

Syndicates, 263, 344, 359, 370.

Taxation and taxes, 231, 232, 242, 261, 264,

207, 269, 273-275, 299, 329, 333, 344, 350,

Telegraphic transfers, 278.

Tilburg Mortgage Bank, 366.

Trade coins, 207, 251, 254.

Trades' Bank, 356.

Transfer; by indorsement, 227; of credit and

funds, 198, 200, 201, 208-21 1, 217, 218, 221-

223, 226, 227, 273-275, 277, 278, 351; of

shares, 230, 264, 323.

Transportation of specie, 208.

Treasury, 245, 250, 260-264, 266, 267, 275, 277,

300, 327.

Treasury bills, 267, 278, 306, 313.

Trciity. of 1814, 225; of 1815, 225.

Trust accounts, 327.

Twonte Bank Association. See Twentsche
Bank Verecniging.

Twentsche Bank Vereeniging, 354, 356, 358,

359, 36s.

Uithuizen, 366.

United States, 298, 308, 312, 313, 316, 365.

Usury, 24b.

Utrecht, 192, 354-556, 36a, 363, 366.

Utrecht Agricultural Bank, 363.

Utrecht Banking Co., 354-356.

Utrecht Mortgage Bank, 366.

Utrechtsche Bankvereeniging, 354-356.

Utrechtsche Credietbank, 362, 363.

Utrechtsche Landbouw-Bank, 362, 363.

Valuation of coins, 192, 200, 204-209,211,

212, 218, 219.

VanCitters, A. I., 212, 226.

Van den Berg, N. P., 228, 234, 238, 253, 269,

270, 325-327, 330. 332, 335, 336, 340-

Van den Bosch,
, 329, 330.

Vander Lith, P. A., 228.

Van Hall, F. A., 219, 242, 243.

Van Nierop, A. H., 343, 352, 363, 365, 370.

Veendam, 366.

Venlo, 354-

Verrijn-Stuart, Dr., 353, 362, 365.

Vienna, 245, 312.

Vissering, , 226, 236, 244, 247, 248.

Walcheren, 214.

War, 192, 194,224.

Warehouse receipts, 212, 299.

War indemnity (French), 291.

Wars: Austria and Prussia, 311; Crimean, 245;

England and Holland, 217; Franco-German,

280, 291, 299, 312; Napoleonic, 224.

Weight and fineness of coin, 194, 200, 204,

206, 208, 212, 213, 218,250-254, 281, 282.

Western Friesland, 192-194, 201, 206,217.

Western Mortgage Bank, 366.

West Indies. See Dutch West Indies.

William, the, 2S4.

William I. (of Orange), 225, 226, 229.

Winkel, 193.

Wirth, , 246, 363.

Wisselbanken, 191, 196,201-204,210-212,215,

220, 222, 223, 226, 232.

Wissel en Effectenbank, 354, 356.

Zalt-Bommel, 328.

Zeeurosch-Vlaanderen Mortgage Bank, 366.

Zeeuwsche, 221.

Zilveren rijder, 212. See also Rider.

Zorgvliet, 366.

Zuidhollandsche Crediet-Vereeniging, 362.

ZuidhoUandsche Landbouw-Crediet, 362.

Zutphen, 369.
Zwaargeld, 206.
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BANKING IN THE SCANDINAVIAN NATIONS.

Accounts: credit, 389; current, 388, 399.

Advances, 390.

Agencies and correspondents, 390, 391.

Altona, 376.

Appreciation of copper, 394.

Assessments, 378, 379, 404.

Assignat, Exchange, and Loan Bank of Copen-

hagen, 375.

Assignats, 403.

Bank: accounts, 388, 389, 400, 402, 405; assets,

377, 382; balances, 389-301, 402; capital,

3Ti, ^76, 378, 379, 382. 384-386, 390, 394,

39i}-398, 401, 402, 404,405; charters, 388,

3Q2-39'i, 398, 401; commission, 388, 395;

debt, 396, 3q8; failures, 397; irregularities,

39';. 398, 399; liabilities, 377, 391, 399, 404;

notes, 37^-383, 386-388, 390, 392, 394-406;

organization and management, 376, 370, 380,

385, 394, 395, 400, 401 , 404, 40? I
regulations,

376, 377, 380, 381, 386, 393, 394, 306, 3q8,

399,401, 404; reserve, 376-379, 38', 382,

388, 394, 396-399, 401, 402, 404, 405; sur-

plus, 379, ^8s, 386, 390, 391, 398, 400-402,

405.

Bank Act of 1810 (Norway), 404.

Bank Acts (Sweden): of 1864, 400; of 1871,

399; of 1872, 3Q2.

Banking. 375, 376, 384-386, 389, 392, 393, 402,

403, 401

Bankinp department, 398-

Bank ol England, 398.

Bank of Norway. 382, 404, 40";.

Bank of the States of the Kingdom. See Royal

Swedish Bank.

Bankruptcy, 378, 397.

Bank? of issue, 375, 386, 392, 393, 395, 400,

40s.

Base and degraded currency, 376.

Beehive Savings-Bank of Copenhagen, 390,406.

Benevolent banking, 406.

Bikuben, 390.

Bills of exchange, 381, 389-39'. 39'), 396, 398-

400, 402, 405.

Bonded notes, 397.

Bonds, 378, 379, 381, 382, 385, 389, 397, 401.

Bookkeeping, 389.

Branch banks, 384-386, 400.

Bullion, 381, 382, 388, 399, 401.

Cash credit, 385, 390
Certificates of deposit, 394, 396.

Cheques, 395.

Christiania, 405.

Circulating Bank, the, 275.

Circulating medium, 380, 397.

Coin, 376, 377, 379, 381, 382, 388, 394-399,

401, 404, 405.

Collateral and other security, 381, 382, 389, 393.

Commerce, 377, 378, 382, 384, 385, 387, 391,

404.

Commercial Bank, 385, 386.

Commercial crises, 384, 398.

Contraction: of discounts, ^99; of issues, 380.

Co-operative societies, 402.

Copenhagen, 376, 384-386, 389, 390,401, 406.

Copper, and copper notes, 394-397.
Courantbank, the, 375-378.

Credit, 385, 399, 400, 402; banks, 377, 393;
notes, 395, 39b.

Currency, 376-382, 387, 388, 395-397, 403,

404; reform, 376, 378, 397.

Danish Labor Bank, 385.

Danish Royal Bank, 403. See Royal, etc.

Demand accounts, 399.

Denmark, 375-394, 403, 406.

Denominations of money, 376, 380, 396, 399.

Deposit Bank, 377, 378.

Deposits, 385, 390, 394-396, 402, 405, 406.
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A: 1

Depreciation of currency, ^^^(>-^i']^, 387, 395-

397, 401, 404.

Detached banl<s, 400, 401.

Discount Bank of Fyen, 384.

Discounting, 376, 3H3, 301, 39s, 399, 400.

Dissolution of banl<s, 37S.

Drafts, 395.

England, 398.

Excessive issues, 375-377.

Exchange, 377, 37<'-

Exchange and Discount Bank of Copenhagen,

386.

Exchange banks, 38s.

Exchequer, 387.

Expansion of issues, 387.

Failures of banks, 386, 397.

Farmers' Bank, 385, 386.

Financial: legislation, 376-382, 387, 392-394,

39*'i 397. 399-40'> 403-40'>; reform, 376,

378, 380.

Fionia, 384.

Forced currency, 376, 395.

Foreign; accounts, 380; coin, 38 1, 382, 399,

401 ; commerce, 377; credit, 399; paper, 389-

391, 39S, 4C0.

Forskudsbanken, 385.

Fractional currency, 404.

Funen, Fyen, 384.

Gamboro, J., 406.

Germany, 381.

Gold, 381, 382, 399, 401, 40J.

Gold standard, 381, 399.

Government: control of, and interest in, banks,

370. 377. 379, 380, 394-398, 400, 405; debt,

376, 378, 403; expenses, 378; issues, 394,

397; loans, 376, 377, 394, 396; securities,

382, 397, 401-

Guaranties, 393.

Hamburg, 398, 390, 405.

Hamburg Bank, 381.

Hansen, Falbe, 375, 406.

Hertzberg, E., 406.

Increase of capital, 384-386, 398.

Industrial Bank, 384, 386.

industry, 384, 585.

Interest, 378, 379, 393-395, 397-

Interest-bearing bonds, 397, 401.

Irredeemable: issues, 376, 378,395, 396, 398;

loans, 385.

Issue department, 398.

Joint-stock: banks, 375, 379,400, 402; com-
panies, 379, 392,405; credit associations, 402.

KlAER, A. N., 406.

Kiel, 378.

Kjobenhavns Assignations-Vexel-og-Laanebank,

?7'i-

Kjobenhavns Sparekasse, 390.

Leffler, F. a., 400.

Legal tender, 37(>, 39s, 396.

Liability of bank officers, 401.

Limited liability, 401.

Limitation: of issues, 380-382, 387, 398, 399,

401, 404, 405; of metallic reserve, 399.

Loan and savings companies, 385.

Loan Bank of 1873, 385.

Loan banks, 381;, 303.

Loans, 375, 378, 3S2, 3S3, 38s, 388-391, 393-

397, 399, 400, 40s. 405.

London, 405.

Losses, 384, 386.

Manufactures, 384.

Mechanics, 384.

Merchants' Guild, 393.

Metallic reserve, 376-379, 381, 383, 388, 394,

396-399, 401, 402. 404. 405-

Military expenses, 397.

Ministry of Justice, 380.

Mint, the, 394.

Monetary: circulation, 376-378, 380-382, 3S0-

388,398-400, 403-405; crises,377; panics, 395.

Money orders, 400.

Monometallism, 381.

Monopoly, 380, 392, 393, 400, 401.

Mortgage Bank, 402, 40s.

Mortgage banks, 385, 402, 405.

Mortgages, 378, 381, 382, 385, 390, 393, 393,

401.

National Bank of Denmark, 379-383, 385, 386,

388, 389, 39'. 392.

National banks, 379.

Non-interest-bearing securities, 382.

Norway, 376, 37S, 393, 403-406.

Notes of credit, 394. See also Bank Notes.

Palmstruch, John, 393-395.
Palmstruch's Bank, 393, 395, 396.

Paper money, 376, 377, 397, 403.

Pawn, 390, 393, 395.

Payments, 375, 377. 378, 388.

Peace of Kiel, 378, 379.

Personal security, 385, 395.

Poland, 394.

Populadon, 380, 3S6, 387.

Premium on notes, 396.

Private Bank of Copenhagen, 384, 385.

Private banks, 375, 376, 379, 380, 384-392,

400-402, 40s.

Private Loan Bank of Copenhagen, 384.
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Profits, ?86, ?04.

Provincial banks, 384-186, 389, 390, 400, 401.

Public: confidence, 379, 39"!, 396; funds, 382.

Railways and railway securities, i8i.

Rate; of discount, 391, 392; of exchange, 177,

Ratio: between silver and copper, 39s; of

assets to issues, 382; of discounts to silver,

376; of gold to silver, 381; of reserve to

issues, 388, 398, 404; of rix-dollars to shil-

lings, 404; of rix-dollars to specie dollars, 377-

379, 405 ; of unprotected notes to coin reserve,

399; of unprotected notes to population, ;8o,

387.

Real estate, 378, 370, 381, 382, 38s, 391, 4oi>

402, 405.

Realization scheme, 397.

Redemption of issues, 375, 377-381, 386, 394,
396-398, 401, 4)2, 404.

Renewals of charters, 401.

Resumption of specie payments, 397, 39S.

Retail Traders' Bank, 386.

Retirement of issues, 376, 377, 382, 308, 404.

Rigets Stienders Bank, 395. See also Royal
Swedish Bank.

Right of issue, 37^, 376, 380, 386, 302, 396,

399-401,404,405.
Rix-dollars, 377-^79, 403.

Rosenberg, C. M., 406.

Royal Bank of Denmark, 378-380, 403, 404.

Royal Bank of Sweden. See Royal Swedish
Bank.

Royal Bank standard, 378.

Royal Funding Office, 107.

Royal Swedish Bank, 305-400.

Rubin, Marcus, 375, 406.

Savings-Bank for Copenhagen and Suburbs, 406.
Savings-Bank of Copeniiagen, lo'v

Savings-banks, i8s, 386, 300, 40s, 400.
Scharling, W., 37s, 406,

Schleswig-Holstein, 370.

Scotch system of credit, 38s, 3110.

Scignorage, 382.

Shares, 37''-')77- 170, 3S0, 1S2, 185, 380, 39a,

401, 404.

Silver, 37''-lSi, !os-3Q7, 3W, 40^, 404.
Silver standard, 3S1.

Specie Bank in Altona, 376, 178.

Specie Bank in Copenhagen, !7(>-i78.

Specie dollars, 377-57". 4^",; notes, 576, 177;
payments, 397, 398.

Speculation, 382.

State banks, 176, 177, 379, 380, 395, 400, 40s,
405.

Stockholm, 394, 190.

Subscriptions, 401.

Supply and demand, 391.

Suspensions of payments, 375-;77.
Sweden, iS^;, 301-402, 406.

Swedish Royal Bank, 39,-400, 405.

Taxation, 578, 37q, 404.

Transfer by indorsement, 396.

Transfer notes, 396, 307.

Transportation of funds, 394.

Transport notes, 396.

Treasury, 394.

War, 376, 377, 379, 381, 394, 396, 307.
Wars: of 1788, 376; of 1807-1814, 377; of

184S-4Q, 381; between Denmark, Sweden,
and Poland, 394.
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BANKING m JAPAN AND CHINA.

Abrasion of coin, 403, 498, 500.

Absconders, 410.

Acceptances, ssp.

Accommodation: money, 550; paper, 559.

Accumulation fund, 429-411.

Advances, 418, 419, 444, 470, s6o, s6i.

Agencies and correspondents, 45 5 ,
45b, 404, 460,

400, 484, 499, 543-

Agricultural: banks, 4S5; credit, 484, 48s.

Agriculture, 409, 476-480, 483-486, 489, 517,

S21, 51s, S61-565.

Alienation of land, 566,

Aliens, 478.

Alliance Bank, 456.

Alloy, 490-49S.

Altai Mines, 55s.

America, 424-426, 455. 544i 553'

American silver, 551.

Amsterdam, 4S6.

Ansei big nisiu silver, 495.

Ansel Ichibu bang, 495.

Ansel kobang, 49s.

Ansei nibu bang, 49s, 496.

Ansel nibu gold, 493, 494.

Ansei obang, 406.

Anyei nan rio silver, 492.

Anyei nisiu silver, 49s.

Appreciation: of bonds, 441, ';43; of gold, 465,

491, 516, ^S";, sso; of government securities,

443-446; of paper money, 522, 527, 542; of

prices, 426, 427, 520, 523, 532,535. 530; of

rice, 532; of silver, 536; of stocks, 467.

Arabia, ssi.

Aral Hakusekl, 492.

Arbitration, 449.

Aslilkaga Shiogunate, 4^6,

Asia, 488, 1515. 555-

Asiatic Society, 567.

Bad debts, 453-455.

Balance sheets, 418, 455, 464.

Bang, 494, 49s.

Bank: accounts, 418, 423, 455, 457, 465, 467,

isS; assets, 418, 439, 444; balances, 449,

560,561; books, 41 1, 467, 469; buildings,

sOi; capital, 414, 417-422, 424. 42", 427,

429-413, 43^ 417-440, 44S. 440,452-455,

458, 4S9, 4«'3, 4f4, 4<J6, 472, 47«. 481, 4«4,

485, 560; charters, 416, 426, 429-433, 44'i,

45s, 557; commission, 465-467, 500; credits,

413, 463; expenses, 440, 454; failures, 427;

holidays, 418; investigation and inspection,

418, 421, 428, 451, 45';, 4=i7, 485; irregulari-

ties, 41S, 419; Issues, 429-411, 415, 410,

468, 471; liabilities, 415, 444; notes, 416,

424-427, 429-431, 4", 430, 439, 440, 441-

446, 448, 452, 457, 463-4('8, 470, 471, 514-

S17, 519, 520, t;2i, 52S-'i2q, 511, 512, 540,

5S1 ; organization and management, 41 1, 417-

419, 422, 421, 426, 428, 447-440, 452-45«,

461, 464, 460, 470, 484, 48s, 487, 5^', 562;

paper, 420; receipts, 5';8; regulations, 417-

419, 422, 421, 427. 428, 448, 4'(0. 45i-4iS
461, 464,484, 481, 561, 562; reports, 4 16,

418, 43^, 428, 440, 4SS, 4<'4, 407; reserve,

424,426, 427, 429-413, 435-437, 439-441,

443, 448, 449, 4"-4", 4=i7-450, 461, 46s
466, 46S, 471, 472, 484; surplus, 440, 443;
tax, 427,467, 471.

Bank Acts: (1872) 416, 425; (1876) 427; (1877)

426, 417; (1878) 426; (1882) 463; (1881)

426, 417, 410, 444; (1886)446; (1887) 457;
(1890)417,418,422; (1891)421; (1896)448.

Bankers, banking, banking theories, etc., 409-

412, 415-417,421-427, 444-446, 448, 45^,

462,465, 470, 471, 478, 486, 487, 538, 549,

550, 5=;7-562.

Bankers' associations, 449.

Bankers' League, 449, 451.

Banking department, 436.
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Bank of British Columbia, 456.
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Contraction: of credit, 471; of currency, 524,

528; of issues, 522.

Contractors, 412, 415.

Conversion : of notes into bonds, 542 ; of paper

into silver, 542.

Convertible: bonds, 452; notes, 444, 463-467.

Convertible Bank Note Act, 430, 444, 404, 460,

527, $28.

Copper and copper coin, 41s, 488, 489, 491-

493, 49'i< 497-500,502-512, 514-516, 518,

^7-55 1,554-
Corea, 445, 448, 465, 488, 491, 500.

Cornabe& Co., 4S6.

Corn as money, 488, 489.

Corporal punishment, 559.

Corporations, 463.

Cotton, 528. '

Counterfeits, 436, 467,401, 492, 498, sis, si6,

510, 522, 529, 531, 550. See also Forgery.

Coupon bonds, 543.

Credit, 409, 410, 412, 41 3, 423, 4=i3, 47", 402,

536, 544, 559; institutions, 422, 423, 402,

483, 485, 542.

Credit Foncier, 524.

Credit foncier institution, 484-486.

Credit Lyonnais, 456.

Crimes against the currency, 489, 490, 498, 499,

515, 5'8. 529, 531, 550, 552. 558, 559-

Crown property, 4S4, 463.

Currency, 411, 415, 424-426, 440, 444, 446,

448, 452, 462, 463, 466, 467, 488-521, 523,

S28-'i32, 538, 547-557. "560.

Customs duties, 420, 498, 522, 537, 500.

Daibutsu, the copper, 491.

Daijic Kuan Satsu, 517, 520.

Daimio notes, 510-520, 525.

Daimio of Fukui, 516.

Daimios, the, 437, 541, 542.

Days of grace, 476, 477.

Deljased currency, 547, 548.

Debt certificates, 484, 485.

Debtor and creditor, 409-412, 476-478, 481,

481,485, 535,537, 5.9, 5<'6.

Decimal system, 497.

Defaced coin, 490.

Demonetization of silver, 498; of silver-plated

coin, 497.

Denominations: of bonds, 543; of money, 415,

426, 436, 467, 408, 488, 493, 494, 497-499,
502-511, 516, 518, 519, 537.

Deposit bills, 412.

Deposits, 411-413, 416-418, 422, 423, 425,

427, 434, 437, 439, 449, 450, 455, 460, 463-

465, 470-473, 478, 485, 558, 560.

Depreciation: of bonds, 426; of currency, 415,

424, 425, 466, 491,493. 554; of gold, 536;
of government bonds, 426; of paper money,

426, 452, 462, 517, 519, 520, 522-524, 542,

550; of prices, 427, 492, 52?, 535; of silver,

454, 532-536, 544, 555; of stocks, 465; of

sycee, 554.

Destruction of redeemed notes, 467.

Deutsche Bank, 456.

Discount companies, 415.

Discounting, 411, 4>5-4i9, 423, 427. 449. 452-

455, 457, 460, 462-405, 470, 473, 485, 500,

518, 522, 558, 560.

Dissolution of banks, 415, 416, 419, 421, 423,

428-430, 432, 433, 444, 446-448, 453, 464-

Dividends, 427. 428, 435, 452, 454, 455, 459,

463, 464, 47', 472, 484. 486, 487.

Dollar, 415, 430, 497, 498, 500, 515, 533, 547,

5S2, 556. See also Mexican Coin; Tael; Yen.

Dollar certificates, 430.

Dondorf & Neumann, 519.

Double standard. See Bimetallism.

Drafts, 412,413,423.
Dutch coin, 515.

Eakin, , 567.

Economics, 484, 538.

Education, 538.

England, 436, 4S2, 542.

English banks, 452.

Europe, 4S5, 484, 49", 538, 544, 552, 555.

Examiners of coins, 490, 499.

Excessive issues, 425, 477.

Exchange, 412, 413, 416, 417, 427, 45'!, 458,

460, 401, 488, 520. 532, 533, 536, 537, 542,

547, 551-

Exchange banks, 499.

Exchequer, 411, 425, 472, 473, 486.

Expansion of issues, 444, 465-467, 528.

Export bills, 473.

Exports, 4S2, 4S7, 461, 467, 469, 521, 527, 532,

53i, 'i37, 539; of bullion, 425, 491; of coin,

512, 514; of copper, 491, 492, 499; of gold,

400-494, 513, 555; of silver, 469. 491, 5 > 3;

of specie, 463, 492, 520, 521, 523, 540.

Factories, 522, 528.

Failure of crops, 489.

Failures, 413, 415.

Family life, 566, 567.

Farthings, 514.

Feudalism, 409, 411, 425,454, 476, 477, 538,

54', 542, 549. 564-

Fiat money, 491.

Fifteenth National Ba^k, 436, 437, 447, 542.

Fifty-eighth National Bank, 448.

Financial: distress, 437, 462; legislation, 409-

413,415-417, 419, 4:1-428,436, 437, 443-

448, 452, 4S5, 457, 463, 464, 466, 467, 47',

476-478, 484, 486, 487, 494, 498-500, 51b,

517, 520, 527, S28, 511, 532, 549, 556-558;

policy, 427, 477; reform, 439.

First National Bank, 445, 447, 448, 534.
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Fiscal year, 465.
Five-rio bang, 495, 496.

Five-rio tempo, 493.

Flying money, 549.

Foochoo, 456.

Foreign: banks, 428, 446, 448, 458, 463, 560,

561; bills, 436, 452-454; capital, 544; coin,

427, 493, 494. 497. 498. 501, 515; commerce,

452.454,458,402,490-493. 5"4, 52'. 523.

528, 532, 551, 555, 560; exchange, 455, 458,

461; loans, 523, 524, 544; paper, 460.

Forgery, 436, 467, 484, 515, 519, 522, 550.

See also Counterfeits.

Formosa, 500, 514.

Fractional currency, 415, 467, 498, 505-509,

5'4, 5'5. 5'8, 519, 527, 528, 548.

Franc, 498, 533.

Frankfort, 519.

Fudasashi, 411.

Fukien, 555.

Fukui, 516.

Furiashi gami, 413.

Gamblers, 531.

Ganges, River, 555.

Genbun coin, 492.

Genbun gold, 496.

Genbun ichibu bang, 495.
Genbun kobang, 495.

Genroku gold, 496.

Genroku ichibu bang, 495.
Genroku kobang, 491, 495.
Genroku nisiu bang, 495.

Genroku obang, 491, 495, 496.

Genroku silver, 491, 496.

Ginza, the, 490.

Godaigo, Emperor, 516.

Gold, and gold coin, 415, 424-426, 455, 463,

465,466,468,488-500,502, 503, 512, 513,
51S, 518, 522, 552, 534-537, 539. 544, 550,

''5<, 554-'55^; bars and plates, 489; certifi-

cates, 415; standard, 455, 498, 502, 503, 532,

5 34-537, 544-

Gold dust as money, 489.

Golden Tartars, 549.

Gold Exchange, the, 412.

Gomme silver, 496.

Gorobei, Tennojiya, 412.

Goto family, the, 490, 491.

Government: advances, 470; control of, and
interest in, banks, 416-419, 426, 428-433,

436, 437, 439, 443, 447, 448, 452-455, 457,
463-461, 467, 469-471. 484-487. 517. 557-
561 ; debt, 425, 525, 542, 543; deposits, 470,

472; factories, 522; guarantee, 486; issues,

424-426, 463, 464, 466, 467, 469, 470, 493,
514,516-523, 525-529, 531.532, 542, 549,

550; liabilities, 541 ; loans, 410, 425, 436, 437,

467, 468, 472, 473, S18, 54i-';43; securities,

38

419, 422, 424-428, 43t>, 459-443, 445, 44<J.

448. 449. 4?3, 4'54. 4<'3, 464. 466, 467, 470,

479,484,521,523, 525,527, 531,541; sur-

plus, 524, 525, 527.

Grain as money, 551.

Gratitude money, 412.

Guarantees for deposits, 419, 432.

Guilds, 412.

Haiphong, 456.

Hamburg, 456.

Han Dynasty, 548, 551.

Hankou, 456.

Han Satsu, 516.

Hansei, Emperor, 488.

Hara Kei, 533.

Harvests, 477, 486, 489.
Hawaii, 456.

Hayakawa Senkichiro, 533.
Hebrus, River, 555.

Hereditary pensions and pension bonds, 541,

543.

Hides as money, 537.
Hiogo, 494.
Hiroshima, 445.
Hoarding of money, 491, 492, 535.
Hoji silver, 496.

Holidays, 418, 428.

Holland, 490-493.
Hong-Kong, 456, 458, 497, 500.

Hong-Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation,

458.

Honolulu, 456.

Hotokusha, 477, 485.

Hotta Seiyo, 534.

Hoyei copper, 491.

Hoyei silver, 491.

Hundred and Nineteenth National Bank, 447.
Hundred Clauses, the, 410.

Ichibu, 493.

Ichibu gold, 494.
Ichibu kobang, 400.

Ichibu silver, 494, 49s, 497.

Idols, 491.

Idzu, 477.

Imitation: of bank notes, 529; i; of coins,

497. 4W-
Imperial Mint, the, 497.
Imperial Standard Commission, 533-536.
Import bills, 473.
Imports, 425, 452, 457, 463, 521, 523, 527, S3S,

537. 550; of bullion, 499, 526; of gold, in;
of prohibited coin, 515; of silver, 469, 492,
551; of specie, 467, 521, 522, 526, 527, 540.

Inconvertible paper money, 415, 425, ';i7, 524,
525-

Increase of capital, 421, 423, 427, 428, 454, 458,
464, 466.

n
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Indemnity fund, 537.
India, ssi, 5'i4.

Indian ink, 490.

Indorsements, 419, 559.

Industrial: banks, 484; companies, 46^.

Industry, 409, 447, 462, 464, 467, 471, 478-

481, 483-486, 522, 528, 535, S48-

Inflation: of credit, 423, 453; of currency, 425,

492, 524; of issues, 414, 426, 465, 466.

In kan chic, 41 1.

Inouye, Count, 525.

Inspection of banks, 418, 469.
Interest, 409-412, 423, 42=i-427> 438,439,44'-
445, 4=;3, 462, 464, 465, 467, 470, 474, 476,

478,481, 484-486, SI7-5I9, S22, 52;, S27,

528, S35, 542-544, 558, 560-502.

Interest-bearing securities, 419, 521, 542.

Interest-receiving companies, 561, 563.

International agreement, 536.

Investments, 428, 436, 439, 449, 478, 484, 544.

Iron coin, 490, 493, 495, 497, 498, 549, 55o.

Irregular banks, 416, 417.

Ise, 477.
Ishimaru, 412.

Issiu gold, 49";, 496.

Issiu silver, 405.

Issue department, 436.

Italy, 519.

Ito, Marquis, 424, 519.

Iwashiro, 477.

Japan, 409-544.

Jito, Empress, 410.

Joint-stock; banks, 418, 42a, 455, 463, 484,

485; companies, 418, 427, 464.

Kai, 490.

Kaigun, 541.

Kaitaku Shi, si 9.

Kaitakushi notes, 520.

Kamakura Sliiogunate, 476.

Kanai Nobu, 534.

K'ang Hi, 564.

Kanji gold, 496.

Kanyei silver, 496.

Kawada Koichiro, 471, 534.

Kawashimajun, 534.

Kawnase Kaisha, 415.

Kayei silver, 493.

Keichio, 492.

Kcichio chiogin, 490.

Keichio gold, 496.

Keichio ichibuban, 490.

Keichio kobang, 490, 491, 495.

Keichio mameitagin, 490.

Keichio obang, 490, 495, 496.

Keichio period, 492, 493.

Kcichio silver, 491, 496,

Keizokuha, the, 445.

Kenji ichibu bang, 495.

Kenji kobang, 495.

Kenso, Emperor, 488.

Kiangsi, 555.

Kikioya, 516.

Kinder, Mr., 497.
Kinokuniya, 516.

Kinroku, 541.

Kinsatsu Hikikayc Kosai, 519.

Kinsatsu Hikikaye Loan, 525.

Kinza, the, 490.

Kiogo, 516.

Kioho gold, 496.

Kioho ichibu bang, 495.

Kioho kobang, 492, 495.

Kioho obang, 495, 496.

Kioho silver, 496.

Kioto, 415, 416, 466, 490, 491, 516, 517, 519.

Kioto Company, 415, 416.

K. ri mai chio, 41 1.

Ki'.'e chio, 41 1.

Kiushiu, 451.

Klaproth,
, 550.

Kobang, 490, 492-495, 497-

Kobang period, the, 490.

Kobe, 415, 416, 4S5-457, 460, 469, 499, 5'9-

Kobe Company, 415, 416.

Kohashjotoko, 412.

Koku, 477, 518.

Kome kaichio, 41 1.

Kome uri chio, 41 1.

Kuangsi, 551, 555.

Kuansai, 451.

Kuanto Ginko Kuai, 451.

Kuanyei coinage, 490, 498.

Kuanyei tsuho, 492.

Kudatama, 488.

Kung koo, 552, 553.

Kurihara Rioichi, 534.

Kuroda, Marquis, 447.
Ku-Yen-Wu, 5=-.

Labor, 410, 478, 479, 483, 485, 535, 548, 556,

500.

Ladenburg, Thalmann & Co.
, 456.

Land: certificates, 436; credit associations, 477;
mortgage banks, 476-487; mortgages, 477-

481, 566; tenure, 563-567.

Large bills, 413.

Larger kuanyei, 498.

Latin Monetary Union, 536.

Lead, and lead coinage, 489, 490, 49.:, 493,

554-

Leao-Tung, 471.

Legal tender, 426, 444, 488, 489, 497.
Letters of credit, 559.

Liability: of directors, 418,419, 422; of share-

holders, 417.

Licenses, 561.
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Life pensions, 541.
Light coin, 489, 500.

Limitation: of banks, 426; of issues, 426, 427,
436, 437, 40S-467, 518, 528, 542, S43-

Limited liability, 417.
Limited liability companies, 455.
Liquidation, 415, 423.
Liquidated land, 476.

Loan certificates, 422.

Loan for the Redemption of Paper Money, 543.
Loan for the Suppression of the South-Western

Rebellion, 543.

Loans, 410, 411,416-419,422, 423, 425,427,
428, 434, 436, 439, 440. 448, 45'i, 460, 461,

463-465, 467, 468, 470-473, 477-48S, 489,

517-519,522-524, 528, 541-544, 558, 560,

562, 566.

London,436, 455,456,458, 460, 513, 533, 542,
560.

London Joint-Stock Bank, 456.
Losses, 415, 427, 444, 446, 453, 454, 457, 463,

535-

Lottery bonds, 524, 543,

Luxury, 535.

Lyons, 456.

Magatama, 488.

Maki Bokushin, 534.
Mameitagin, 490.

Mameita silver, 493.
Manchu Dynasty, 564.

Manufactures, 465, 467, 471, 484, 486, 522,

5?6, 537, 550.

Marco Polo, 350.

Marseilles, 456.

Martin,
, 549, 507.

Masuda Takashi, 534.
Matsukata, Count, 427, 462, 486, 523, 524.
Measure of value, 536.

Media of exchange, 488.

Meiji era, 541.

Melting ofcoin, 499, 500, 514.
Mercantile Bank of India, 4i;8.

Metallic: currency, 4';2, 516, 521 ; reserve, 424-
426, 453, 405, 466, 471, 520-S29.

Mexican coin, 497, 515, 550, 552, 556.
Mexico, 456.

Middlemen, 563, 565.

Mikawa, 477.

Military and naval expenses, 471, 493, 520, 532,
542, 543. 550.

Military tenure, 564.

Mimbuh, 518.

Mines, 490, 497, 536, 537, 551, 555.
Ming Dynasty, 489, 550.
Minister of Finance, 418, 419, 423, 426, 448,

455, 457, 462-464, 467, 470,485, 524, 537.
Mint, 488-491, 493, 494, 497-500, 512, 514,

535, 550, 553-

Mintage, 498-500.
Miowa silver coin, 492.
Mitsubishi, the firm of, 447, 534.
Mitsui Bank, 410.

Mitsui Bussan Kuaisha, 534.
Mitsui Gumi, 519.

Mitsuoka,
, 517.

Mixed Court at Shangai, 547.
Mo, 502.

Momme, the, 499.
Monetary circulation, 412, 415,425,426,436,

437, 464, 467, 468, 470, 471, 488, 489, 491-
494,497-500, 514, 5't)-5'9, 521-S23, 127,
528, 531, 548, 550-S55, 557, 5'!'), SOo; con-
ferences, 536; crises, 423, 46";, 500, 561;
panics, 462; standard, 498, S32-538, 552-
554-

Money, 409, 488.

Money-changers, money-lenders, 409, 412, 422
427, 552, 5<'i, 562.

'

Moneyed class, 477.
Money of account, 552.
Mongols, 549, 550.

Monometallism, 536.

Monopoly, 470, 490.
Mori, Duke, 447.
Morrison, James K., 552, 553.
Mortgage banks, 478.
Mortgages, 427, 453, 476, 477, 481-483, 486,

563, 566.

M. Thorsch Sohne, 456.
Musasi bang, 496.

Musasi ichibu bang, 495.
Mutual bills, 413.

Nagasaki, 490, 492.
Nagato, 489.

Nagayo Domei Ginko, 451,
Naka nuki Saiban, 413.
Nakasendo Railway Loan, 54a.
Nanking, 551.

Nachide, Ogiwara Ominokami, 491.
Nast, Kolb & Schumacher, 456.
National Bank Acts: (1872)415,416,424,436;

(1876) 452, 455, 520; (1883) 437, 439.
National: bank notes, 466, 470, 514, 521, 523-

527, 529, 53'; banks, 415, 416,' 41S,' 419,
423-45', 462, 464, 467, 470, 471, 481, 486;
credit, 544; debt, 425, 470, 522-531, 537,
541, 544; wealth, 409.

National Bank of China, 458.
National Bank of India, 456.
Nava, 41 1.

Navy, the, 493.
Navy Loan, 542, 543.

New: Coinage period, the, 497-514; Foreign
Loan, 543; gold, 496; ichibu bang, 495;
issiu silver, 496; kobang, 495; loan, 541, 543;
monji silver, 496; nibu bang, 495 ; nisiugold,
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495; nisiu nibu bang, 496; nisiu silver, 496;
obang, 495; War Loan, 543, 544.

New York, 425, 455, 456, 533, 560.

Nibu gold, 494, 497.
Nickel, and nickel coin, 467, 494, 500, 507,

S12, 5'4, 5'5-

Nimbushi satsu, 520.

Nine per-cent Sterling Loan, 542.

Nippon Ginko, the, 426. See also Bank of

Japan.

Nisiu gold, 494.

Nisiu silver, 496.

Nobunaga, 490.

Non-convertible issues, 425.

Non-interest-bearing fund, 54a.

Non-use of gold, 513.

North China, 549.

Note conversion loan, 522.

Nugata, 4is,4'6, 5'9-

Nugata Company, 415, 416.

Obang, the, 490, 492-494.

Obata Tokujiro, 534.

Ochio, 411.

Ofuchi chio, 41 1.

Okuma, Count, 426, 497.

Old: coinage system, 488-496; ichibu silver,

49s, 496; issiu silver, 496; Loan, 541, 543;
nisiu gold, 495, 496.

One-hundreth National Bank, 448.

Oriental Banking Corporation, 436, 497, 542.

Osaka, 412, 41s, 4'6, 449. 45°, 455, 4^4, 46c,

469, 493, 494, 497-499, 5i<>, S'?, 5i9.

Osaka Bankers' League, 449.

Osaka Clearing House, 450.

Osaka Company, 415, 416,

Otegata, 413.

Otegata chio, 41 1.

Otsu, 41";, 416.

Otsu Company, 415, 416.

Ou & Hokkaido, 451.

Over-issues, 510, 517, 520.

Oya rio gaye, 413.

Pacific National Bank, 456.

Pactolus, River, S55.

Pamphlets and pamphleteering, 445.
P.nper, 540, s=i0.

Paper money, 41";, 424-427, 4'!6, 446, 453-455,
46:, 403, 406, 407, 470, 471, 477, 493, 498,
soo, 514-529, 531, 537, 542, 548-551.

Paris, 4t;0, S')3.

Partnership banks, 422.

Pass-books, 558, 560.

Pasteboard, 549.

Pawn or pledge, 4io-4"3. 4*31 4*7. 444. 448,

463,478-483, 549,561.

Pawnbrokers, 561.

Payments, 411, 4'3. 4'4. 4»3, 47', 488,490,

493, 499, 526, 53*, 543, 55o, 559-561.

Pea plate silver, 494.

Pebbles as money, 491.

Peking, 550, 557.

Pensions and pension bonds, 425, 426, 453,

523, 541, 542.

Perkin & Bacons, 436.

Perry, Commodore, 493.

Persia, 555.

Personal: property, 567; security, 560.

Peruvian silver, 550.

Pien ch'ien, 549.

Plated silver, 490-496.

Pliny, 554, 555-

Po, River, 555.

Political influence on financial matters, 454, 541,

542.

Population, 426, 477, 480, 483, 523, 564.

Porcelain, 486.

Pound, 533, 542.

Precious metals, 491, 554, 560; stones, 488.

Premium: on debts, 412; on gold, 493; on sil-

ver, 453, 454; on taels, 552-554.

Price of commodities, 536.

Printing, 548, 549.

Private: banks, 422, 558; coinage, 488, 489;
issues, 519.

Production: of gold, 536; of silver, 535, 536.

Profits, 423, 425-427, 435, 437, 439-442, 44'!,

448, 4S2, 4«i4, 455, 4'59, 463, 465, 470-472,

478, 479, 484, 487, 535, 558.

Prolongationists, the, 445-447, 45 1

.

Promissory notes, 413, 419, 450, 559.

Prosperity, 555.

Public: confidence, and want of confidence,

416, 428, 445, 453, 47', 490, 516-518, 528,

542, 558, 560, 561 ; creditors, 550; debt, 54;,

544; domain, 454; dues, 517, 522; finances,

465; funds, 448, 469, 470; moneys, 402;

securities, 531.

Public Works Loan, 542.

QUAN, THE, 491.

Quasi banks, 415-417, 421, 422,

Railway Loan, 543.

Railways, 427, 528, 542.

Rate of discount, 474, 475, 527, 559.
Ratio: of gold to silver, 490, 493,494, 499, 513,

551, 55"', 55<j; of gold yen to trade yen, 400;
of issues to capital, 437; of Japanese to for-

eign coin, 498; monetary, of kobang, 492; of

old coinage to new, 498; of paper reserve to

capital, 426; ofreserve to issues, 426, 526, 527.

Readjustment of coinage, 497-500; of public-

debt, 522-531.
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Real estate, 427, 436, 463, 476-486, 563-567.
Receipts, 411.

Recoinage, 491,498, 512.

Redemption: fund, 439, 440, 443, 444, 448,
'528; of bonds, 442, 542; of issues, 424-426,
428-43;, 439, 440, 443-445,448,457,464,
466, 407, 469, 470, 493, 516-522, 524, 525,
527-529, 531, 532, 537, 542, 543, 549; of

mortgages, 566.

Rediscounting, 457, 464, 470, 473.
Reduction of capital, 420, 427, 438.
Registered bonds, 519, 542, 543.
Reikin, 412.

Renewal of loans, 480.
Repawning, 410.

Repudiation, 517.

Reserve fund, 524-527.
Restriction. See Limitation.
Resumption of specie payments, 427.
Retirement of issues, 436, 519, 520, 522, 524,
Revenue, 426, 517, 5 '8, 522-525, 535, 544,

SOD, 564, 565.

Revised National Bank Act (1876), 426.
Rice, 41 1, 413, 519, 522-524, 532; as money,

488, 489.

Right of issue, 415, 424, 426, 427,436,446,
452, 466, 470, 485.

Rin, the, 488, 492, 502, 514.
Riots, 494.

Riukiu, 491.

Rokubei, Kagiya, 412.

Rome, 4s6.

Run on banks, 462.

SaDO, 4Q0.

Safe-keeping, 40?, 470, 485.
Sagami, 477.

Saigin, 4^6.

St. Petersburg, 4^6.

Sakamoto of Omi, 490.
Sakatani Yoshiro, 533, 534.
Sake, 522, 524.

Salaries, 411.

Sanipo silver, 496.

Samurai, the, 400, 412.

San Francisco, 4,^, 456.

Sapporo, 406.

Sato Chiwsahuro, 40^.

Savings, and savings-banks,

524.

Savings-bank Act, 41 8, 422
Scherer, H. &Co., 4^6.
Schoveloff, M. G., 4^.
Seals, 548-550, 50=;, 506.

Second National Bank of Yokohama,
437-

Secretary of the Treasury, 418, 426, 428, 444.
Seiji silver, 4<)0.

Sen, the, 490.

417-419, 421-423,

425, 436,

Settlements, 413.

Seven-per-cent Sterling Loan, 542.

Shanghai, 455, 456, 547, 552-554; currency,

553, 554-

Shares, shareholders, and stocks, 417, 422, 426-
428, 438, 444, 446, 447, 452-454, 4=i7, 459,
463-465, 470, 472, 479, 481, 484-487, 542.

Shells as money, 488, 537.
Shibusawa Eiichi, 447, 534.
Shiho silver, 496.

Shimadzu, Duke, 447,
Shimenoseki, 466.

Shinkosai, 541.

Shioji gold, 496.

Shiokinginko, 452-461,

ShioSatsu, 518.

Shipping, 482.

Sho, the, 488.

Shoda Heigoro, 534.
Shroff, the, 560.

Sian, 549.

Sight paper, 559.

Silk, 465, 467,471,485,486.
Silver, 414, 415, 436, 437, 452-455, 463, 465-

470, 488-501, 505-507, 512-519, 522, 523,
526-528, 532-537, 5?9, 542, 544, 548, 550-

556; certificates, 415, 436, 437; standard,

498, 513, S32.

Sinking fund, 525,

Siu, 494.

Sizes of coin, 502-51 1.

Skin money, 549.

Social questions, 4S4.

Socicte des Depots de Comptes-Courants, 456.
Societe Generale, 456.

Sonada Kokichi, 534.
Sontoku, Ninomiya, 477.
South China, 551.

Soyeda Juichi, 534.

Spain, 555.

Spaller kuanyei, 498.

Special dividends, 4S9.

Specie, 427, 4Si-4=i3, 4'iS, 4'i7, 4=18, 40;, 465-
408, 471, 518-52S, ;37.

Specie Bank of Yokohama, 409-471, 473.
Specie banks, 4s 1

.

Speculation, 416, 427, 42S, 44,,, 467, ,;,, 524,
s?S, S36.

Spreckels (Claus) & Co., 456.
Stamp book, 41 1.

Stamps, 411, 4n, <^2^.

Stock Exchange, 'i22, 542, S44.
Storehouse bills, 41 3.

Straits Settlements, 500.

Subscriptions, 440, 4:;2-4?4, 463, 471, ';42, ^44.
Subsidiary currency, 467, 498, 505-3

1 7, 5 14, 5 1
9.

Subsidies, 48s, 486.

Succession, law of, 567,
Sugar, 413.
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Yokohama, 415, 416, 425,436,458,469,403,
499, 544.

Yokohama Company, 415, 416.
Yokohama Kawase Kwaisha, 436.
Yol<ohama Specie Bank, 418, 451-462, 464, 499,

522, 526, 534.
Yokohama Specie Bank Act, 455.

Yoshimasa, Shiogun, 489.
Yoshiwari, M., 457, 463.
Yunnan, 555.

Zeniza, 493.
Zinc, 547.




